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PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE,
SESSION 1887-88.

FIRST MEETING.

First Meeting, 5th November, 1887, the President in the

chair.

Donations since last meeting, ^6 \ Exchanges, 11 12; of

which 25 were new exchanges.

The following were elected members :—D. W. Clendenan,

Canniff Haight, John Charles Dent, Allan McLean Howard.

The following resolution was moved by James H. Pearce,

seconded by J. D. Tyrrell, M.D., and carried :

That the Canadian Institute having been formally advised during

the vacation of the death of Spencer FuUerton Baird, LL.D.,

Director of the U. S. National Museum, and Secretary of the Smith-

sonian Institution, Washmgton, take the opportunity of the first

meeting of the session, to place on record their high appreciation of

his executive powers and ability as a naturalist, displayed during a

period of so many years when in charge of the most important

scientific institutions of the United States, and instruct their Secre-

tary to convey this motion of condolence to the Directors of the

Institution over which he so long and ably presided.

Mr. Pearce, on behalf of the Industrial Exhibition Board,

presented the gold medal awarded to the Institute for their

exhibit of Archaeological Specimens at the Exhibition of

1887.

Mr. Alderman Piper on behalf of Mr. Cordier, presented a

piece of the Obelisk, Central Park, New York.
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Dr. J. H. Garnier read a paper on Snake Poisons, an ab-

stract of which appears on page 255 of the previous volume.

SECOND MEETING.

Second Meeting, 12th November, 1887, the President in

the chair.

Exchanges since last meeting, 27.

A report from the Council was read that they " regret ex-

ceedingly that the^ President, Mr. W, H. VanderSmissen, has

found it necessary, in consequence of the increased duties

devolving upon him at University College, to withdraw from

the office of President, They can only express inadequately

in a short notice their appreciation of his services in filling

the chair with efficiency and dignity, and more especially in

the administrative talent he has displayed in organizing the

several sections. In view of the importance of the office,

they do not desire to avail themselves of their right to elect

a successor, but leave the election to the Institute ; at the

same time, they recommend the name of Mr. Charles

Carpmael."

The report was received and adopted, and on motion by

Dr. Ellis, seconded by Mr. Marling, Mr. Carpmael was

elected President for the remainder of the term.

The following were elected members :—Capt. Stupart, R.N.

John Townsend, Andrew Rutherford, George Macdonald,

John I. Davidson, H. R. Fairclough, B.A., VV. O'Connor, M.A.,

George W. R. White.

Mr. Alan Macdougall read a paper by Mr. G. R. Gilbert, of

the U. S. Geological Society, on "Old Shore Lines in the

Ontario Basin," as follows :

In 1837, a paper on this subject, prepared by Mr. Thomas Roy, of

Toronto, a civil engineer, was presented to the Geological Society of

London. It described a series of terraces and ridges observed by

him between Lake Ontario and Lake Simcoe, and believed to mark
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old water levels ; and it also advanced certain speculatioas in regard

to the extent and history of the water body producing them. The

printed minutes of the society are concerned chiefly with his specula-

tions and do not give his particulars of observation ; but these have

been partially preserved in other ways, although his paper was pro-

bably never published in full. Sir Charles Lyell, who visited Toronto

in 1842, and went over the ground with Mr. Roy, devoted several

pages of his " Travels " to a description of the phenomena. Prof.

James Hall published in 1843 a list of eight altitudes of shore lines

measured by Roy, and these with five others appear in the report of

the Canadian Geological Survey for 1863. The thirteen altitudes

are as follows, all being referred to the water surface of Lake

Ontario :—762, 732, 680, 624, 556, 500, 420, 400, 344, 308, 280,

208, and 108 feet. In 1861 Mr. Sandford Fleming described in the

pages of the Canadian Journal an ancient shore line passing north

of Toi'onto and having an altitude above Lake Ontario of about 170

feet. A compai'ison of his text, which is full and eminently satis-

factory, with that of Lyell leads to the belief that the shore line he

describes is identical with the second of Roy's series, although the

recoi'ded measurements, 170 feet and 208 feet, do not closely corres-

pond. Roy's determinations have been cited by nearly all writers

who have discussed the ancient hydrography of the Laurentian basin,

but I am not aware that anyone since Lyell has verified his observa-

tions. Mr, G. J. Hinde speaks in one place of " the well-defined

terraces between Toronto and Lake Simcoe," and says in another,

" From an impei'fect examination, however, it appears to me doubtful

if the higher terraces (of Roy) furnish unequivocal evidence of having

been formed by the working back of the lake." Professor J. W.
Spencer perhaps implies acquaintance with the ground, for, after

quoting Roy's measurements, he says :
—"Additional gravel beaches

occur along the Northern railway at 600 feet, and on descending

towards Georgian Bay, at 520, 388, 354 feet above lake Ontario. A
still finer series of beaches may be seen from Toronto westward along

the Toronto, Grey and Bruce railway." Being called by other

errands to the city of Toronto, I undertook last September to verify

the observations of Roy and Lyell, and especially to repeat Roy's

measurements, whose accuracy appeared to be impeached by Flem-

ing's observation. With this intent I traversed the slope from Aurora
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to Toronto, following Yonge street in the main, but diverging where

that line seemed ill-suited for the preservation and exhibition of old

shore lines. To my surprise my observation was almost entirely

negative, the only shore line recognized being the one described by

Fleming. Below that level I cannot say that I saw the slope at a

point favorable for such ob.servation, but above 1 70 feet, and thence

to the height of land between Lakes Ontario and Siracoe, the facili-

ties for observation were exceptionally good. The ground traversed

is cleared of forest, and 1 .saw it after the crops had been harvested.

The superficial tormation is drift, which has an undulating topo-

graphy, graduating near the height of land into the humraock-and-

kettle type. It is eminently fitted to receive and preserve a recoi'd

of wave action, and the facilities for oVjservation were exceptionally

good, certainly far better than when Roy and Lyell made their excur-

sions through the forest. In a court of law the evidence of several

witnesses who saw an occurrence far outweighs that of a single wit-

ness who did not see it, and I therefore do not disj>ute the classic

oVjservations of Roy and Lyell. But I publish my unsucce.ssful

attempt in the hope that others may repeat it, or else may find the

phenomena I failed to discover, and give me references to the precise

localities.

Mr, Ives stated that his attention having been drawn to the

curious conflict of testimony on the subject, he had referred to

the brief notice of Mr. Roy's communication to the Geological

Society, which occupied only one page of its proceedings. He
drew attention to the fact that Lyell in his Travels in North

America speaks of Mr. Roy's " endeavor to explain the

phenomena by supposing the existence of a vast inland sea,"

and seems to imply that his communication had not carried

conviction. Mr. Ives also pointed out that when Lyell accom-

panied Roy on horseback, several hours' ride through almost

impenetrable bush, he had no opportunity of verifying the

measurements of the latter. He states that he took Mr. Roy's

work to be reliable, but differed from him as to the mode in

which the lodges were formed, attributing to them a marine

origin as opposed to Roy's theory of a vast lake.

In connection with the reference to the paper of Mr, Sand-
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ford Fleming, read before the Canadian Institute March 2nd,

1861, it was remarked that Mr. Gilbert appeared to have over-

looked a communication made to the Institute two weeks later

by Professor Chapman on '' The Ancient Extension of the

Lake Area of Western Canada."

Referring to the allusion to Mr. G. J. Hinde's paper, in

which he speaks of " well-defined terraces between Toronto

and Lake Simcoe," Mr. Ives wished to point out that that

author only intended to state what Lyell was " attracted to

Toronto to examine," whilst later on he says :
" these terraces

are said to exist," etc., and in the same paragraph, "from an

imperfect examination, however, it appears to me," etc.

Mr. Ives stated that he had gone over the ground as far as

Lansing without being able to recognize an\- other beach than

that recognized by the author, and by ]\Ir. Sandford Fleming,

with the exception of a slight rise following roughly the line

of College and Carlton streets, corresponding to the first ter-

race of Sir Charles Lyell, " situate one mile north of the lake

shore," which, however, he thought hardly entitled to be called

a terrace.

Mr. Boyle thought that Mr. Ives was mistaken in supposing

that Mr. Hinde had not gone over the ground himself He
believed that] Professor Chapman's explanations had been

made not so much with the view of exploring the terraces as

of ascertaining the marine mollusca.

NoT£.—Subsequently to the readiug of the paper, through the kindness of

Mr. Alan Macdougall, Mr. Ives was permitted to inspect in the office of the

City Engineer, certain plans and sections recently compiled with reference to

the water supplj^ for Toronto, and he wishes to state that he regards those s -ac-

tions as strongly confirmatory of the conclusions of Roy, based probably upon
a similar series of measurements, as Lyell states that the levels had been " accur-

ately ascertained by Mr. Koy when employed professionally in making measure-
ments for sevcal projected canals and railroads."

THIRD MEETING.

Third Meeting, 19th November, 1887, the President in the

chair.
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Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 73.

D, A. O' Sullivan, D-C-L., read a paper on " Experiments

in Governing Canada."

He would refer to changes in the mode of governing Canada since

the fall of Quebec until 1867 with some references to proposed

amendments in the Act of Union of that year. The period prior to

the cession and after the capitulations of the two cities was a period

of militaiy occupation in which the country was in an unsettled stat(?

without its future destiny being quite apparent. It was the govern-

ment of the driim-head, unsatisfactory to all parties. Goveniment

under the Treaty of 17G3, is, of course, to be imputed to the British

authorities, who were then under no manner of doubt as to the

ownership of tlie country. It lasted for eleven years with a very well

founded complaint on the part of the people that by the Proclamation

of the Act of 1763 no share in the government was accorded to them.

The Quebec Act of 1774 was the first attempt in that tlirection, and

failing to introduce or continue the laws of England in civil matters

it was highly objectionable to the English settlers. A sketch of the

extended Province of old Quebec was given, showing the boundaries

reaching on the south and west to the Ohio and ]\1 ississijipi rivers.

The Constitutional Act of 1791 was the next change brought about

by the increase of the English-speaking settlers iu the western part of

Quebec, now Ontario. This lasted for fifty years, and if any sufficient

measure of self governuient was embodied in it, it woiild doubtless

have survived until a more general union was possible than that fore-

shadowed by Lord Durham. The Union of 1841 was the last one

until the present union. The provinces had then become about

equal in point of i-ace and religion, and the Act recognized the two

sections of the country. In all these changes the British Ministry

had an eye to relative numbers of race and religion. The cliarter of

1867, the latest of these experiments, is a new departure of Colonial

government. It is a system of divided powers—one set for pro-

vincial matters and one general government for uiatters pertaining

to all parts of the Dominion. The power of disallowance was the

only great inroad on former methods, but the legislation and its pro-

hibition were all in the hands of the one people. The veto power

looks offensive, but it has not worked much more injustice than any
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other means of disallowance might give rise to. It is unpleasant to

have matured statutes disallowed, but the Canadian people might

find it moi'e objectionable if the disallowance came from a quarter

beyond the reach of their votes. If lodged in the Supreme Court

or the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in England it would

be as objectionable to those against whom it might be used as it is

now, and it would be absolutely beyond correction.

Mr. Marling thought that the whole question of the constitu-

tion of the country did not receive that attention it ought in

the instruction of the young. He referred to the example of

the United States, where the youth were well instructed in the

nature of their constitution and government.

Mr. G. M. Rae agreed with Mr. Marling as to the import-

ance of our young people being well informed in regard to

the nature of the government under which they live, and in

the principles of political science. There would be a diffi-

culty, however, in accomplishing this, arising from the differ-

ences between the two great political parties.

Mr. W. Dale was of opinion that the youth should be

taught the history of their country without any reference to

party questions. He knew from his own experience that the

amount of ignorance in the matter was very great. He thought

that the instruction required could be imparted without touch-

ing party politics. He inquired whether the relationship to

the Crown in regard to the ownership of land in Canada was

the same as under the French monarchs.

Dr. O'SulHvan said it was a difficult question. In England

the tenure of land was a system of tenancy, not allodial. The

English monarch succeeded to the rights of the French

monarch. He did not think that any allodial rights extended

back to 1763.

Mr. T. B. Browning said that prior to 1790 the old regula-

tions of France were in force, since that time the land was held

in free and common soccag-e.
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FOURTH MEETING.

Fourth Meeting, 26th November, 1887, W. H. Ellis, M.A.,

M.B., in the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 40.

On a communication from the Biological Section in reference

to the appointment of an Ornithologist on the Geological and

Natural History Survey of Canada, it was moved by Mr. J. B.

Williams, seconded by Mr. G. G. Pursey, and carried, That the

matter of petitioning Government as to the appointment of an

Ornithologist be referred to the Council.

A. B. Macallum, M. A., and John Linden, were elected

members.

Mr. A. F. Chamberlain read a paper on " The Eskimo Race

and Language."

After describing the habitat of the Eskimo, a territory which,

although seldom exceeding 150 miles in width, extends from

north-west to south-east, about 3,000 miles, or along the coast (by

which road the Eskimo, who are essentially a littoral people, migrate)

a distance of fully 5,000 miles, he said the Eskimo is the only aborigi-

nal race which inhabits both the Old and the New Worlds, branches

of this .stock being found in North-east Siberia as well as throughout

Ai'ctic America. He discussed the various theories with regard to

the origin of the Eskimo and their migrations in the prehistoric past.

The generally accepted view up to within a few years since was that

the Eskimo wei'e a comparatively recent modification or offshoot of

the Mongol tribes of North-east Asia. This was the opinion of Cranz,

the historian of Greenland, and at the present day is advocated l>y

Rae, Peschel, Flower, and many others. Dr. Rink and Dr. Robert

Brown, however, some yeai-s ago set forth the theory that the Eskimo

are the remnants of an original i-ace, forced by stress of circumstances

and the pressure of raoi-e powerful enemies into the position they now

occupy. This view is shared by W. H. Dall, Dr. C. C. Abbott, Dr.

Aurel Krause, Dr. F. Boas and others. Dr. Rink thinks that the

home of the primitive Eskimo was in Alaska ; Dr. Boas would place

it in the " west of the Hudson's Bay region." The author inclined
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to favoi' a modification of Dr. Boas' theory, which would brinsf the

Eskimo into close relationship with the great Huron-Cherokee family,

whose primitive seat is placed bj Horatio Hale " in Eastern Canada

on the Imnks of the St. Lawrence," and with the mound-builders of

the Ohio Valley, whilst behind the latter would be primitive Aztecs,

of the Colorado-California i-egion. He pointed out that the root of

the word for copper is the same in Eskimo {kannu-yak), Iroquois

(kana-dzla), Mohawk [quenn ies) and Japanese (kae-e), and suggested

that the Japanese, who are but comparatively late intruders into

Niphon, may have been an offshoot of and the present representatives

of the mysterious mound builders. He referred to the question of the

former southward extension of the Eskimo, thinking that there Avas

much to favor the theory of Dr. C. C. Abbott, Prof, E. W. Claypole,

etc., that the palteolithic man of the river-di'ift of New Jersey, is now

repres-'nted by the Eskimo. He also discussed the imp )rtant theory

first advanced by Professor Boyd Dawkins in 1866, and since advo-

cated by Mortillet, the distinguished French anthropologist, that the

Eskimo is the modern representative of the man of the palaeolithic

river-drift of France, and thought that the Eskimo probably came

from Eui'ope, although much might be said in favor of deriving palae-

olithic man from America. Indeed, Baron Nordenskjold has ad-

vanced the view that the Eskimo are the i-emnants of an ancient

Polar or Hyperborean race, once much more extensive and important.

T e author stated his i-easons for believing that relatives of the

Eskimo are to be found in the fossil men of Brazil, as well as among t

the Botocudos, Fuegians, and other South American tribes. He
thought there was a sub stratum of dolichocephalic Eskimo-like races,

followed by immigrants fi om Eui'ope or North Africa, of Basque or

Iberian ancestry. He gave comparative vocabularies to illustrate

the connection between the Eskimo dialects and the languages of

British Columbia ; those of the Huron-Algonkin, Cherokee-Choctaw,

and other Indian stocks. He pointed out, however, that while the

American Indian languages ai-e strongly agglutinative and incorporat-

ing, the Eskimo lano-uaare is aojarlutinating only. In illustration of

the language he presented vocabularies, drawn from various sources,

of some twenty five Eskimo dialects, including those of Davis and

Frobisher, whicli seem to have been overlooked by Mr. Pilling in

his recently published bioi;ra{)hy of the Eskimo language. A most
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important part of the paper was the comparative Eskimo-Turaniai\

vocabulary of over 250 wortls, showing the relation Ijetween the Tur-

anian lauguages of N. E. Asia aucl the Eskimo, in support of his view

that these languages have had a common origin, and that the Eskimo

is the representative of the parent stock. The author also produced

ai'ch geological, craniological, historical and topographical arguments in

favor of this theory. In the comparative vocabulary there are given

100 Japanese words alone whose representatives are found in the

Eskimo dialects, thus confirming by linguistic evidence the close rela-

tion of the Eskimo and Japanese advocated by Professor Flower, on

physical and anatomical grounds.

Mr. F. F. Payne described some of the customs and habits

of the Eskimo that he had observed when at Stupart Bay.

His experience had been confined to that particular locality.

He had been more interested in the natural history of the

country, though he had watched their habits a good deal.

They were very much scattered, and shifted about according

to their need of food. Their villages were small, not contain-

ing over a dozen huts. They made offering to their dead.

He had found two old guns and a quantity of bullets and shot

which had been offered to the sun. He had put up a beacon

and they made offerings to that. If they kill a seal or a

walrus they will not go out for three days. They never

seemed to have any meetings. They believed in a great spirit,

and in a future state. They believed that it was in the south,

where they would have plenty to eat and have nothing to do.

FIFTH MEETING.

Fifth Meeting, 3rd December, 1887, W. Brodie, Esq., in the

chair.

Exchanges since last meeting, 22.

Rev. D. W. Watson, D.D., was elected a member.

Prof. R. Ramsay Wright read a paper on Recent French

Investigations on Hypnotism.
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He remarked that the attention of European scientific men had

been within the last ten years atti'acted to the phenomena of hypnot-

ism by the remarkable results obtained by two professional exhibitors,

Hansen, a Dane, and Donato, a Belgian. Physiologists, psycholo-

gists and physicians have been engaged in investigating these pheno-

mena from their respective standpoints with the result that many

facts had been established which a few years ago would have elicited

a smile of incredulity. French neurologists have especially mude

progress in the study, because hysteria, and hystero-epilepsy (wliich

render subjects very susceptible to hypnotic influences) are extremely

common in France. Hypnotism has been found of great service in

the treatment of these diseases, and in the hands of men like Charcot

escapes the stigma of being " unprofessional," which arrested the first

serious English investigations some 40 years ago. The phenomena

of hypnotism or somnambulism may either c ccur without any obvious

inducing cause (auto-somnambulists who fall at once into the sleep-

walking or sleep-waking condition without passing through the

ordinary initial lower phases), or they may be induced by the subject

(as in the case of the Indian fakirs, who can render themselves

insensitive to pain), or finally they require to be elicited by an

operator who uses physical means such as " passes," or the fixation of

the eyes on a bright spot, or else physical means such as the impera-

tive "suggestion" to sleep. Such cases of induced hypnotism may, if

they have been frequently hypnotised, fall like the somnambulists at

once into the higher sleep-waking phases, but most subjects exhibit

initial phases of somnolence with succeeding deeper sleep in which

either catalepsy with plasticity of the muscles (retaining any position

in which they are placed), or lethargy in which the muscles are easily

excited to contraction, are prominent symptoms. The use of a series

of magnets so arranged as to slip over the finger has been recom-

mended to detect susceptibility to hypnotism, but Professor Delbceuf

believes that these " hypnoscopes " are only useful as such because

they disclose a lively power of imagination in suitable subjects.

Various cases were cited, however, to show that the magnet appears

to produce remai'kable results on subjects already hypnotized, causing

transfer of anaesthesia, e. g. from one side of the body to the other, and

reversing suggested ideas or sensations Vjy calling into prominence their

correlative opposites. Prof. Wright called the attention of the philo-
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logical section of tlie institute to the works of Dr. Abel, of Berlin,

which sliow how the relativity of consciousness has expres.sed itself

in the roots of primitive languages such as the Egyptian, where the

same root may involve diametrically opposite meanings. Tlie well-

know. i phenomena of the hyperajsthesia, both of smell and sight, in

certain hypnotic stages were next referred to. The suggestion, e. g.,

is made to a subject that one out of numerous blank cards bears a

photograph, and although the cards are shuffled the particular one

can always be picked out owing to some insignificant mark or irregu-

larity of surface which ordinarily would not attract attention, and

which the subject does not appear to be conscious of. An excellent

illustration of this was cited in a case described by Dr. Janet, where

there was double consciousness and double personality. The subject

when hypnotized was in virtue of her double personality able to con-

verse with those present about the suggested photograph, while

simultaneously in response to a suggestion in a different tone by the

operator she could explain by automatic writing (entirely uncon-

scious as far as the otlier half of her personality was concerned) the

. real peculiarity by which the card was i-ecognized. The kind of

hyperjesthesia in virtue of wliich subjects have been said to be able on

suggestion to experience the effects of drugs in closed bottles (the

subject being ignorant of the nature of the drug and its physiological

effects) was discredited, and the i)henomena attributed to unconscious

suggestion of the ])ropev effects by the operator or his assistants. On
the other hand, instances of blisters having been excited by sugges-

tion were alluded to, as well as the possible explanation thus afforded

for cases of stigmata such as those of Louise Lateau. The carrying

out of suggestions at a set time after waking was shown by Delhoeuf's

experiments to be accompanied by an unconscious waiting for the

hour or day in question, and by a feeling of awaking after perform-

ing the act, which shows that the arrival of the hour acts as a sugges-

tion to fall into the hypnotic state. After some references to the

difficulties afforded by apparently well-established instances of

suggestion at a distance, and to the recent collapse of some of the evi-

dence for thought-transference relied on by the English Society for

Psychical Research, Professor Wriglit concluded by stating that his

address was to be regarded as a review of articles contributed by

various scientists to the Revue Philosophique during the last year,
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and that he himself had had no opportunity of investigating the phe-

nomena personally.

Dr. Workman in connection with the paper, called attention

to the kindred subjects of dual personality, catalepsy, and the

influence of the imagination in creating visions and appari-

tions. Those alternative states of consciousness, in which the

person seemed to pass through two different modes of exist-

ence, were too well confirmed by numerous well attested cases

to admit of doubt.

In catalepsy there seemed to be no intervening state of

consciousness during the attack. The person, after the fit,

took up, as it were, the thread of existence where it had sud-

denly stopped, as in the case of a lady who when playing upon

the piano, was seized by catalepsy, and when she recovered,

continued at the same note where she had left off The power-

ful influence of the imagination was well known. He referred

to a recent instance in the case of a girl about 13 years who
when taking care of sheep saw the Madonna and child. Her
experience was confirmed by all the people of the district, who
also saw the Madonna and Bambino. This could be accounted

for by the state of expectancy influenced by a strong effort of

the imagination.

Dr. Cannifif said it was a question whether hypnotism should

be considered a science. Every science had a counterfeit : was

not this a counterfeit science ? He had yet to learn whether

hypnotism had been of any benefit to mankind. x\s to the

alleged cases of cure, he thought that they could be referred to

the influence of the imagination.

Mr. Brodie thought that no one could be brought under the

influence of hypnotism unless he was in a diseased state.

Prof Wright considered that the claims of hypnotism to the

rank of a science were now well established. They were

recognized by some of the most eminent men of the day.

Many important cures had been undoubtedly effected by it. It
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was constantly used by celebrated French physicians. One
had stated that in 744 cases in which he had employed it, he

had been unsuccessful in only 72 instances. These could not

be referred to the influence of the imagination.

Dr. Workman thought that Hypnotism had a very bad

effect on the nervous system.

SIXTH MEETING.

Sixth Meeting, loth December, 1887, the President in the

chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 40.

J. J. MacKenzie, B.A., was elected a member.

Dr. A. M. Rosebrugli read a paper on " Electro-Therapeutic

Apparatus," and some new instruments were exhibited and described.

The paper was introduced by a brief sketch of the history of medical

electricity, showing that electro-therapeutics has been very much

retarded in its development by the slow progress of electro-physics.

One of the eaidiest treatises on this subject was written about the

middle of the last century, and strangely enough by a clergyman,

namely, the Rev. John Wesley. In this treatise Wesley anticipates

much that has since been accomplished. He also suggests the

probable electrical origin of the " northern lights," and, independent]}'

of Franklin, I'ecommends the use of lightning rods. This was forty

years before the discovery of galvanism, and seventy years before the

discovery of the faradic or induced current. Static electricity from

frictional machines was the only form of electricity then known.

Galvanism was discovered in 1786 and the voltaic pile in 1800 ; but

very little progress was made in the use of the galvanic current until

after the discovery of the f iradic current and not until after the dis-

covery of better batteiy cells by Daniel, Grove and Bunsen, about

30 years ago. Electro-therapeutics has made great progress during

the last 10 or 15 years, and this is largely due to greatly improved

apparatus. As important impi-ovements have been made quite lately
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in this direction, still greater progress in medical electricity may be

expected in the near futui-e.

Modern electro-therapeutic apparatus may be described as follows ;

— 1. A faradic battery. 2. A galvanic battery, with not less than

30 cells. 3. A good galvanometer. 4. A rheostat. 5. A commu-

tator or its equivalent. 6. Rheophores or insulated wires for convey-

ing the current, and 7, a complete set of electrodes. Asa complete

set of apparatus is pi-esent for inspection a detailed description is

unnecessary.

In the matter of galvanic batteries the ])ortable form is the most

convenient for general practice, while large cells in a stationary form

are used in hospitals and also by specialists in office practice. Port-

able batteries have been greatly improved of late and seem to leave

very little to be desired. For general purposes the portable chloride

of silver battery is the most convenient, while for electrolysis and

especially for operations in gynaecology a modification of the Mcintosh

zinc-carbon or chromic acid battery is to be preferred. He wished,

however, moi'e pai'ticularly to call attention to some new apparatus

quite recently devised for regulating, controlling and registering the

galvaiiic current when used in medicine or surgeiy. These are, first,

a new form of galvanometer, called a milliampere meter ; second, a

new form of rheostat.

The milliampere meter is a modification of the galvanometer, and

indicates, firstly, the presence of the galvanic current ; secondly, its

direction ; and thirdly, the strength of said current in milliampei-es.

By the use of this instrument the dose of electricity may now be both

prescribed and administered as definitely as a dose of medicine can be

weighed or measured. The new rheostat, known as the Bailey rheostat,

is an apparatus for interposing a column of water into the galvanic

circuit so as to break the force of said current before it is allowed to

pass through vital parts of the body.

It prevents any shock to the nervous system, and furthermore,

when combined with the use of the milliampere meter, the strength

of the current can be very accurately gauged by inci-easing or dimin-

ishing the quantity of water interposed in the ci)-cuit. The maximum
number of cells are placed in direct circuit, and no commutator for

increasing or diminishing the number of said cells is required, the
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strength of the current being regulated wliolly by the rheostat. This

is much safer, more economical and more convenient than the old

method, and these two additions to electro-therapeutic apparatus

mark a new departure —a new era, in fact^in electro-therapy.

The vagueness of empiricism gives place to mathematical precision,

and this branch of medical science is at once lifted to a higher plane

of dignity and importance.

In answer to a question by the President as to what proper,

tion of the current of electricity passed through the train, Dr.

Rosebrugh said that the current recorded itself. By placing

needles in the brain of a cadaver the galvanometer showed the

amount of the current that had passed through the brain.'

Prof. Wright said that it was a matter of congratulation

that electro-therapeutics had passed out of the hands of

charlatans and had become a part of the regular practice.

SEVENTH MEETING.

Seventh Meeting, 17th December, 1887, the President in

the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 46.

The Institute having been notified of the election of Pro-

fessor Samuel Pierpont Langley, LL.D., as Secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution, to succeed the late Professor Spencer

F. Baird, it was resolved on motion of James Bain, Jr., Esq.,

seconded by Alexander Marling, LL.B., " That the Secretary

be instructed to convey to the Board of Regents of the Smith-

sonian Institution their congratulations on having secured the

services of Professor Samuel Pierpont Langley, LL.D., in the

office of Secretary, he being so well qualified to fill the posi-

tion by his attainments in mathematics and his eminence in

physical research."

Alexander Black and John Bertram were elected members-
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C. Gordon Richardson, Esq., read a paper on " Maize and

its derivatives."

EIGHTH MEETING.

Eighth Meeting, 7th January, 1888, the President in the

chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 133.

The Council reported the election of Mr. P. Neilson Car-

michael, as an associate.

A communication from the Audubon Monument Com-
mittee of the New York Academy of Sciences, requesting the

co-operation of the Institute in the erection of a monument
over the grave of Audubon in Trinity Church Cemetery,

New York, was on motion of Mr. Browning, seconded by Dr.

Ryerson, referred to the Biological section, recommending the

appointment of a committee to take up subscriptions.

The President, Secretary, Curator, and the Chairmen and

Secretaries of Sections were named a committee to make
arrangements for the annual conversazione.

Mr. Macclougall exhibited a section sawn from a fender pile that

was recently broken off from the Canadian Pacific railway dock at

Vancouver, B.C., by a slight strain from a hawser, it having been

weakened and rendered useless by the ravages of that destructive

mollusk the Teredo JVavalis. He also exhibited specimens of the

Tevfdo preserved in alcohol ; one whole one with the exception of the

tail, which had become detached, and the head and tail of another

one. The former was about nine inches long. They were sent by

Mr. J. F. Gai'den, late of Toronto, now of Yancouver, B.C., of the

firm of Garden & Herman, Civil Engineers. Accomjianying the

specimens were some remarks on the Teredo, by Mr. Garden. He
says :—This sea worm is certainly of great interest to Engineers on

this coast, as tljeir power of boring into and destroying wooden

structures submerged in sea water renders it a difficult problem how

to construct wharves and docks, even of a tem[)orary character, that
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will resist their attacks. The pile from which the section exhibited

was cut was driven aVjout fourteen months ago. Externally at first

glance the stick seemed to be as sound as when first put in place, but

on close examination minute pin holes were seen. Within a thin

outer shell the wood is honeycombed in all directions with holes up

to half an inch in diameter. Near the outer shell the holes are

smaller than towards the center ; all of which seems to indicate that

the embryo is deposited on the outside and develops in .size and

rapacity as it works its way inward. The head is covered with a

shell open in front with cutting edges like a ship's auger ; but

instead of the cut wood being outside as with that implement, the

particles are drawn into the animal's mouth as it works its way
onward, and nearly all of it is assimilated, as but very little dust is

found in the passages in the stick. It secretes a thin layer of calcare-

ous matter with which it lines the chambers it eats out. The tail is

a most peculiar part of its structure, appealing like the vertebrae of

small fishes or two small feathers attached to either side .of the

extremity, and which is probably used to propel the Teredo forward.

The rest of the body is a soft white mass. It is .said to confine its

attacks to wood between high and low water marks, or a distance of

about 12 feet in Burrard Inlet. Creosoting has been tried as a

preventive, but in many instances with but indifierent success. A
stick of " gumwood " brought from Australia was driven some time

ago, as it is said to be impervious to them, but I have not learned

that it has been examined since. Copper sheathing has been ado])ted

on the piles of a small wharf which has stood for some years here.

This is, I believe, about the only complete way of excluding them.

Iron piles are largely used in the construction of the CP. R. wharves.

G. S. Ryerson, M.D., L.R.C.S., Edin., then read a paper on
" The Influence of Tobacco and Alcohol on Vision."

He stated that Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson was the first to describe a

palsy of the optic nerve with certain general symptoms due to the

poisonous influence of tobacco and alcohol. He quoted a number of

medical authorities in support of his contention. The conditions which

render persons particularly subject to jioisonous effect of tobacco area

sedentary occupation, middle life, prolonged use of and rapid consump-

tion of Tobacco. The quantity necessary to produce ill effects was on an
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average half an ounce daily. He related a case of a man who
smoked all day and when awake at night, and another of a cigarmaker

who smoked 40 cigars daily. Some persons were much more affected

by a small quantity of the " weed " than others ; some consume

large quantities with apparent impunity. The local symptoms of

tobacco and alcohol poisoning are gradually increasing dimness of

sight affecting both eyes alike ; blindness for the lighter shades of

red and green ; the sight is better in the twilight ; nervousness
;

sleeplessness ; irregular appetite
;

palpitation and pain over the

heart and loss of memory are the general symptoms. Most smokers

are alcohol usei-s—but Dr. Ryerson related cases of total abstainers

who suffered from this malady, tobacco blindness. A majority of

cases are curable, but a certain proportion remain permanently blind.

Mr. Macdougall asked whether Dr. Ryerson's statements

referred altogether to persons leading a sedentary life, or to

all classes.

Dr. Ryerson. They referred to all classes.

Mr. Macdougall said that he could smoke more when
engaged in active work.

Mr. Elvins. Would alcohol alone produce those effects on

the vision ?

Dr. Ryerson. It would not.

Mr. Livingston. Would chewing alone produce them .''

Dr. Ryerson. No.

Mr. Williams called attention to the many cases of colour

blindness among railroad men arising from the use of tobacco,

so that a law had to be passed against it.

The President thought that a great deal of colour blindness

was not caused by the use of tobacco. More attention had

been recently paid to the subject, so that the cases were more

noticed. This accounted for the increase in the number of

cases.
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NINTH MEETING.

Ninth Meeting, 14th January, 18S8, the President in the

chair.

The meeting took the form of a conversazione, the whole

building being thrown open to visitors, and an exhibition of

views being given by the Photographic Section. During the

evening an exhibition of lantern slides by the oxy-hydrogen

light was given, the views shown being principally from

Switzerland.

Mr. Hugh Neilson, Manager of the Bell Telephone Com-
pany, read a paper on " Recent Advances in Telegraphy and

Telephony."

In telegraphing by the single wire system, he stated, not much

change had been made, except in the substitution of sound instru-

ments for the old paj^er register. Between large cities the duplex

and quadruplex extension system had been introduced, by means of

which two and four messages could be transmitted simultaneously

through a single wire. The cables were now all made duplex.

Another advance yet to be made was the application of the Morse

system to cable telegraphy. An important innovation alluded to

was train telegraphy, a system by means of which messages could be

sent and received on board trains going at the rate of forty to fifty

miles an hoin*. This system was now in operation on the Lehigh

Valley railway. The lecturer concluded by a reference to the

wonderful development of the telephone system, and said that

Ontario, so far as its towns and villages were concerned, bad the

best telephone service in the \yorld.
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TENTH MEETING.

Tenth Meeting, 21st January, 1888, the President in the

chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 82.

The President announced the recent death of an honorary

member of the Institute, Professor Balfour Stewart, of Owen's

College, Manchester. In giving a brief sketch of his scientific

labours, Mr. Carpmael mentioned that in his early electrical

and meteorological investigations, he had taken the observa-

tions of the Toronto Observatory as a basis.

Professor Chapman, of University College, was elected an

honorary member of the Institute.

J. Lester Nichols, was elected an ordinary member.

A communication was read from the trustees of the Eliza-

beth Thompson science fund, offering aid for the prosecution

of scientific research, and stating the grants which had already

been made.

A report of the Geological and Mining section on " The
Mining Industries of Canada " was referred to the Council

with a view to its being printed.

Mr. T B. Browning read a paper on " Individualism, from

a social and historic point of view."

Of the Aryan race, the Anglo-Saxon has the most developed form of

individualism ; and of the Anglo-Saxon that portion of it which inha-

bits the northern portion of this continent. The form of society which

prevails most widely is a more or less complete communism. The ques-

tion : what is an individual 1 is not capable of any but a relative an-

swer. The question is, what is the unit of a society 1 which varies from

age to age. Human beings may be in one respect individuals, while

they are not so considered in others, e.g., under criminal and not under

civil law, as infants, etc. The lecturer reviewed the evolution of the

individual to his present status, in a legal, religious and economic

point of view. Individualism has manifested itself in two forms—
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negatively, in times of revolution ; and positively, in periods of con-

struction and reconstruction. In the latter form he brought forth

the influence and benefit of trade unions and friendly societies, such

as Oddfellows, Knights of Pythias, Labour, etc., which was said by

the lecturer to consist mainly in thi.s—a provision against the pre-

carious condition of industry as it affects the artisan, combined with

the desire of association. The living industries of to-day are no

longer in the isolated or individualistic conditions contemplated by

economists of the last century, but are on both sides comVjinations.

George's theories of taxation and landholding were passed under

review, but in the opinion of the lecturer the trend of civilization

was in an opposite direction ; to make land personalty, to abolish the

doctrines of realty, and enlai'ge rather than diminish the extent of

property which may be held in it. The tendency is toward a wider

individualism of the constructive or positive form, to which legisla-

tion has lent miich assistance in regard of social interests of an

economic character in late years.

ELEVENTH MEETING.

Eleventh Meeting, 28th January, 1888, James Bain, Jr.,

Esq., in the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 2)^.

The following were elected members : A. C McKay, B.A.,

Lieut. Col. George A. Shaw, Alexander Rankin, Alex. Nairn.

Mr. Charles M. Dobson, M.E., read a paper on " The
Electro-Mercurial Amalgamation of the Precious Metals from

Argentiferous and Auriferous Ores."

He commenced by explaining that miners always experienced con-

siderable difficulty in securing the float and flour gold with present

amalgam methods. The present method was to crush the ore, and

when reduced to a fine pulp or sand, to allow it to trickle over large

copper tables that have been treated to a coating of mercury. The

gold sticks to the mercury, and after a quantity has adhered the
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tables present the appearance of frozen snow. The amalgam is

removed with India rubber " squegees " every five hours, and when a

quantity is obtained it is squeezed through chamois leather, leaving a

heavy hard ball. This ball is placed in a retort, which is heated and

the mercury expelled, leaving a sponge-like mass of pure gold, when

the crushed ore contains titanic iron sand which adheres to the tables

and allows the gold to pass over. From a slight knowledge of electi'i-

city possessed by Mr. Dobson, he discovered that a current of electri-

city would heighten the activity of the mercury and keep the titanic

sand in agitation and from adhering. Mr. Dobson explained the

working of his machine, and said that with its aid he had extracted ^
dwt. of gold from 250 lbs of black sand taken from the St. Lawrence

region.

Mr. Arthur Harvey believed that the next generation would

see Canada one of the most important mining countries in the

world. That the Dominion would develop into a great gold

producing country, he had no doubt whatever. There was a

great gold belt running from Nova Scotia to New Brunswick,

through Quebec, going across the St. Lawrence, the Ottawa

River, and thence by the north shores of Lake Huron and

Lake Superior to Rat Portage and the surrounding district.

This gold belt is of almost unparalleled richness. Sir William

Logan had said that some day or other Canada would be one

of the greatest gold producing countries in the world. Mr.

Harvey then gave an account of his personal explorations in

the Marmora district. The Moira river came down between

the Silurian on one side and the Laurentian on the other. The

Richardson mine was just on the edge where the Silurian

joined the Laurentian formation. Between these formations

one of these gold-producing belts happened to run. He said

that it was perfectly certain that on the fourteen miles of that

belt there was $500,000,000 worth of gold waiting for explora-

tion. Mr. Squier told him that he had seen $500,000 worth of

gold in one pocket. At the same time that the Richardson mine

was taken up by people from Chicago, Mr. Gatshall took up a

location seven miles from Madoc, which had also been success-
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ful. He had himself washed gold there found on the surface,

and he never saw any place so rich in auriferous ore as that

region. He estimated its produce at $ioo a ton, whilst Prof

Chapman had estimated it at $50 or $60 a ton from his own
examination. By the present system 90 per cent of the gold

was lost, every little particle of gold being covered with a film

of arsenic so that the quicksilver would not touch it. If Mr.

Dobson's invention succeeds in cleansing the particles of gold

from the arsenic, it would be worth millions of dollars to the

country. He was glad that there were several barrels of ore

in Toronto ready to be tested by this machine. He next

referred to the great extent of the gold sands of Canada, and

the wealth of the deposits south of Quebec. There was no

river which came down from the Laurentian formation that

did not carry gold. Referring to his own experience, he had

washed gold in the Parry Sound district, at Port Arthur, Pearl

River, and other places. He had seen millions of tons of the

black sand that produced gold back in Haliburton. Canada

has riches beyond belief, and the country was anxiously look-

ing for some scientific process by which this immense wealth

would be made available.

TWELFTH MEETING.

Twelfth Meeting, 4th February, 1888, the President in the

chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 44.

Arthur Harvey and John Lamb were elected members.

Prof. J. Hoyes Panton, read a paper on " The Caves and

Pot-holes at Rockwood, Ont."

Mr. Andrew Elvins read a paper on " The Outburst of Sun

Spots in 1887."

He quoted from T.R.A.S., iai " Knowledge," and .stated that liis
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own observations were in accord with the statements of that writer.

Mr. Elvins also stated by the method adopted by him in papers

published in 1871 and 1872, a maximum should have occurred in

1887, but he also stated that he was not quite satisfied that the true

pei'iod had yet been determined. The fact remained, however, that a

maximum was jiredicted for 1887, and an outburst had occurred

dui'ing the past year.

The President said that the subject had exercised a great

many scientific men for a long time : there were many diffi-

culties attending the investigation of it. In the case of the

distance of one maximum to another, when it has risen rapidly

from a minimum to a maximum or to maxima on different

sides of the equator, it would require a long series of observa-

tions to come to a satisfactory conclusion, so that at present

we would not be justified in predictions for any one year.

Although the fact was indisputable, Mr. Elvins' explanation

could hardly be accepted in our present knowledge of the sub-

ject. We must wait till we have ascertained the physical

cause. Prof. Balfour Stewart had made observations connect-

ing meteorological phenomena with shorter periods as one of

27 days. He fcund a connection between magnetic disturb-

ances and the appearance of sun spots in short periods from

observations made at Toronto, Kew and Prague.

THIRTEENTH MEETING.

Thirteenth Meeting, nth February, i888, T. B. Browning,

M.A., in the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 40.

Mr. Sandford Fleming, C.M.G., F.G.S., was elected an

honorary member.

Mr. A. F. Chamberlain, B.A., read a paper on the " Catawba

Language."
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He said the Catawba Indians dwelt in South Carolina, in the

vicinity of the Woccons and Tuscaroras, inhaVjiting the district to the

south of these. The language of the Woccons and that of the

Catawbas appear to be nearly allied. Other than this the philo-

logical, relations of the latter are somewhat uncertain. The object of

the paper was to show the conn -ction of the Catawba language with

the Siouan family of speech, by comparison of vocabulary. Mr.

Horatio Hale has shown from a vocabulary taken down from the lips

of the last surviver of the Tutelos (a tribe who formerly dwelt in

Carolina), that the language of these belongs to the Siouan stock.

Rev. J. Owen Dorsey has shown that the whole of the Siouan tribes

(Dakotas, Kansas, Omahas, Ottos, etc.) formerly dwelt east of the

^lissLssippi. It seemed, therefore, considering certain remarkable

coincidences in vocabulary, that a Siouan connection of the Catawba

was most probable. From Rev. J. Owen Dorsey, the greatest of

Siouan authorities, who had some yeai"S ago perceived the apparent

coincidences in vocabulary, and who has examined with great care the

large amount of Catawba linguistic material, obtained by Mr-

Gatochet and others, in the library of the Bureau of Ethnology at

Wa-shiugton, the writer has since learned that the connection is still

most doubtful. The failure to obtain from the grammatical forms

and materials others than vocabulary, all of which have been suh»-

jectedby Rev. Mr. Dorsey to a searching examination, must V)e given

great weight. But the many coincidences of vocabulary remain as

yet unexplained except by the theory of Siouan connection. The

writer also noticed coincidences in vocabulary Vjetween the Catawl^a

and the Choctaw-Muskogee and related language.s. One of the most

remarkable is the word for " buffalo," which, with local colouring, is

the same in Catawba, Cherokee, Chicasaw, Choctaw and Muskogee.

Mr. F. F. Payne read a paper on " The Eskimo of Hudson's

Strait."
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FOURTEENTH MEETING.

Fourteenth Meeting, i8th February, 1888, T. B. Browning,

i\I.A., in the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 34.

A vote of thanks was passed to Dr. John Hall, Senior, for

a donation of a shark's jaw, and a bottle of poisonous serpents

and centipedes from the West Indies and South America.

Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, D C.L., and Rev. R. T. Nichol, were

elected members.

Mr. Alan Macdougall read a paper on "The Water Temper-

atures of Lake Ontario," from observations made by him on

3rd September last, after a spell of very hot, dry weather.

W. A, Douglass, B.A., then read a paper on the " Study of

Economics."

He commenced by asking, is the study of Economics of sufficient

impoi'tance to demand a place in our educational institutions ? We
now have popular sovereignty, and on the intelligence of the people

must depend the goodness of our government. He then called atten-

tion to many of the questions of an economic character that must be

submitted to the people, and to aid the citizen in the proper solution

of these questions our educational system does almost nothing. To

show how disastrous such ignorance must be to a nation, he cited the

experience of the United States at the time of the late war. Men
could be had in abundance, but how to raise money in the best way

was a pressing problem. The tax imposed on distilled spirits was

taken as a sample of their method of taxation, and it was shown that

it had the following defects :— 1st, It increased the price and pi'ecluded

its use in several industries into which it largely entered, thus destroy-

ing or sadly hampering these industries ; "^nd, the increased price of

that out of bond went into private pockets and not to the treasury,

thus enabling one pai't of the people to collect taxes from another

;

3rd, the increased price thus obtained led to conspiracies on the part

of the manufacturers to have the tax nicreased for their own benefit;

4th, the evasion of the tax was easy. Thus, while the people had to
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contend against an open enemy in the field, they had to contend

against a more subtle enemy at home, a harpy who took advantage of

the necessities of the times to impose taxes for his own benefit. That

enemy has survived the war and has fastened himself like a barnacle

to the ship of state. The disastrous effect of interfering with the

currenc}'- at the same time was noticed. Attention was then called

to the most important question now pi-essing for solution—the gi'ow-

ing ol)ligations on society, not mutual, but one-sided. Every increase

of ground-rent and of public debts means an increased burden thrown

on one part of society. It was pointed out that in many cases those

who had made the greatest sacrifice for society are those who by our

present system of finance have increasing obligations imposed on them.

Mr. Houston asked in what way the teaching of the subject

could be introduced into our public institutions of learning.

Mr. Douglass said the facts being presented to the students,

all the teacher had to do was to show them how to correlate

them. He gave an illustration how a class should be taught,

showing them how with diminished toil there was an increase

of wealth and at the same time a diminution of value, leading

them to draw their own conclusions and reach the truth them-

selves.

Mr. Marling asked in what grade of schools he would ha\-e

the subject introduced.

Mr. Douglass thought that the subject should be introduced

into all the schools. He would have it form part of the

instructions of every teacher.

Mr. Marling said the problem they had to encounter was the

multiplicity of subjects that presented themselves and the

selection of the most suitable for the purposes of public

instruction.

Mr. Douglass thought that many useless subjects might be

omitted, so as to leave time for the teaching of more profitable

ones. A great deal that was useless in history could be

dropped. He was in favour of banishing the teaching of

spelling.
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Mr. Armstrong gave an instance of a young girl, aged about

elev^en struggling with the difficulties of physiology. He
imagined that some social subject would be more useful.

Mr. Houston supposed that the difficulty could be got over

by leaving it to the discretion of the teacher. He thought

that the more obvious phenomena of economics could be easily

introduced. He gave instances of such problems. Children

of an early age could be made to understand them ; they are

now entirely neglected.

Mr. Chamberlain was of opinion that the subject should be

introduced only into the high schools. It would be more useful

than teaching history and geography to such extremes as is at

present the case. If these and others were modified there

would be time for the study of Economics. He would like to

know which was more important, a knowledge of the effects

of the duties on sugar, or the location of some petty town in

Siberia. Many of the pupils in our schools had a better

knowledge of the geography of Russia than of the Dominion

of Canada.

FIFTEENTH MEETING.

Fifteenth Meeting, 25th February, 1888, T. B. Browning,

M.A., in the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 51.

Mr. Charles Levy read a paper on " Capital."

He said capital is of two 'kinds, vital and separate, vital capital

being the expectancy of the life, as it would be estimated by the

usage governing the sale of life annuities ; separate capital being

everything attaching to the life. The Creator of all things is the

tirst and greatest capitalist. The eartli is one of His instruments of

distribution. Man drawing tln-ough the earth upo n the Creator

became a capitalist to the extent of his drafts. All men are capitalists,
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because all have drawn upon the earth, or upon those having the care

of their early life. The capital so stored in men will produce good,

bad or no return, according as it is used, or allowed to remain idle.

The terms capital and labour are misleading, inasmuch as they do not

explain the relationship between the pei'sons to whom they are

applied. The distinction is one of tense only, " Separate ca2:)ital
"

being the exponent of past labour, " vital capital " the exponent of

present labour. Vital capital is lent for a consideration to be paid in

separate capital. Interest on vital capital (wages) is of the nature of

a life annuity, the purchase price of which corresponds to the total

" vital capital," upon which the interest (wages) is paid. Neither

class of capital is productive, nor is it safe in the absence of the

other. The employer borrows, the workman lends, vital capital. Both

are capitalists, one producing present, the other expending past

labour.

Mr. Douglass said that one difficulty in discussing the sub-

ject of capital arises from the ambiguity of the term. Perry in

his Political Economy says, one of the characteristics of

capital is its power of growth, thus a hundred of capital at five

per cent, becomes two hundred in about fifteen years. But

capital docs not increase. Food is consumed, clothes wear

out, machinery wears out. The one characteristic we can

affirm almost universally of capital is that it does not increase,

it diminishes. When Perry therefore says capital increases, he

refers not to ths capital, but to ownership. A similar ambiguity

occurs in the writings of Bagehot when he says that capital is

readily convertible. But we cannot convert wheat into iron,

ships into stove, or railroad iron into overcoats. Capital is not

convertible, but ownership is. Thus, before we can make any

headway in discussing capital we must very closely distinguish

the exact sense in which we use the term.
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SIXTEENTH MEETING.

Sixteenth Meeting, 3rd March, 1888, the President in the

chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 41, including

four volumes presented to the Library by Dr. Scadding, for

which a vote of thanks was tendered him.

The Secretary on behalf of Prof. George Lawson, Ph. D.

LL.D., of Halifax, read a paper on " The Canadian Species of

Picea or Spruce Firs," after which it was moved by Mr, Shaw,

seconded by Mr. Browning, and carried. That the thanks of

the Institute be tendered to Prof. Lawson for his valuable

paper.

Mr. Chamberlain on behalf of Mr. J. B. Tyrrell, B.A., F.G.S.,

read a paper on " David Thompson, the Pioneer Geographer

of the Northwest."

SEVENTEENTH MEETING.

Seventeenth Meeting, i8th March, 1888, T. B. Browning,

M.A., in the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting 37.

The Council reported the election of E. M. Morris and

Harry Turner, as associates.

Robert H. Hedle}^ and H. B. Proudfoot, were elected

members.

The Secretary for Prof. J. W. Spencer, M.A., Ph. D., of

Washington, read a paper on " The Iroquois Beach, a chapter

in the Geological History of Lake Ontario."

Mr. G. E. Laidlaw, of Victoria Road, exhibited a number of

specimens of Indian relics, consisting of pipes, arrow-heads,

axes, gouges, chisels, needles, spear-heads and various other
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implements. After some remarks on the country in which the

reHcs were found, viz., the west shore of Balsam Lake, he gave

a description of the various articles and their uses.

EIGHTEENTH MEETING.

Eighteenth Meeting, 17th March, 1888, the President in

the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 51.

The Council reported the election of A. C. Barrett and C. H.

A. Baird, as associates.

Mr. W.A. Douglass and Prof. Baker were appointed Auditors

for the year.

After the sale of last year's periodicals Mr. J. A. Living-

ston read a paper on " Creation," in which he took the ground

that the earth spoken of in Genesis was the dry land as contra-

distinguished from the seas. The word earth was never used

to denote the whole globe until the sixteenth century. He
proceeded to demonstrate mathematically several problems in

connection with planetary and geological growths. He con-

tended that coal was in a liquid state originally, and its forma-

tion the result of mineral rather than vegetable processes.

NINETEENTH MEETING.

Nineteenth Meeting, 24th March, 1888, the President in the

chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 131, including

15 volumes presented to the Library by Henry Rowsell, Esq.
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Prof. W. H. Ellis was appointed representative of the Insti-

tute at the sixth annual meeting of the Royal Society of

Canada, to be held on the 22nd May.

TWENTIETH MEETING.

Twentieth Meeting, 31st March, 1888, the President in the

chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 32.

John A. Morton and J. Castell Hopkins were elected

members.

W. Houston, M. A., read a paper on " The -Scientific

Aspect of the Henry George Movement," of which the follow-

ing is a synopsis :

He began by explainmg that it was no part of his object to assail

Mr. George's main contention, that the " unearned increment in

land " should belong to the community and not to the individual

owner. In that contention lie concurred, so much so that he regarded

it as an axiomatic truth. He further explained that it was no ]3art

of his purpose to depreciate Mr. George as a thinker or a philan-

thropist. He defended him against the charge of being a mere

mischievous agitator, and appealed to his writings for proof. The

mischief is done by intolerant critics who do not take the trouble to

understand either the aims or the methods of such men as George,

Powdei'ly, or Parnell. Each of these men is a philosophical student

of political science, prepared with reasons to convince others, and

himself open to conviction. The object of the paper was to show

that though Mr. George is right in his main contention the i-easoning

by which he supports it is unscientific and unsatisfactory. The same

contention was put forward long ago by John Stuart Mill,''' and

an association was actually organized in 1870, f called the "Land

* Richard Cobcleu stated the doctrine of the "unearned inci'emeut " in a

pubhc .speech delivered ou the 17th of December, 1845.

+ Henry George's "Progress and Poverty" was written between August

1877 and March 1879, and the pamphlet, of which it is an expansion, appeared

in 1871. 3
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Tenure Reform Association," one object of which was " to claini for

the benefit of the State the interception l)y taxation of the future

unearned increase of the rent of laml (so far as the same can be

ascertained) or a great part of that increase, whicli is continually

taking phice without any effort or outlay l)y the proprietoi-s, merely

through the growth of population and wealth ; reserving to owners

the option of relinquishing their property to the State, at the market

value which it may have acquii-ed at the time, when this principle

may be ado])ted by the Legislature." Mr. George's meiit is that he

has shown how the unearned increment in land can l>e appropriated

by the community by a sound system of taxation, but he has need-

lessly weakened a strong case (1) by using words vaguely—a fault

which he severely condemns in other writers
; (2) by allowing him-

self to be influenced to some extent l>y considerations that belong not

to sociology but to natural theology; and ( j) by assailing certain

economic doctrines which, properly regarded, not merely support his

main thesis, but are absolutely necessary as a foundation on which it

must rest. His position resembles that of a man who iiot mei'ely

draws a .'jound conclusion from wrong premises but actually goes to

great trouble to demolish the right ones. Tliis points to tlie proba-

bility of the conclusion having been suggested to him by circum-

stances, and of his having gone wrong in his search for reasons, and

there is good ground to believe that this is the real history of his

mental development. Henry George's " main contention " above

referred to may be summed up in these propositions :

(a) There is an unearned increment in land in every progres.sive

community
;

(b) This unearned inci-ement is caused by the growth of the com-

munity, and should belong to the community

;

(c) A practical and equitable means of securing it for the community

can be found.

This means is what Mr. George calls " taxation of laml values," a

kind of taxation which would be exemjilitied if our municipal assess-

ment system were reformed by abolishing the tax (I) on income, (2)

on personalty, and (3) on that portion of realty which is in its

economic nature akin to personalty. Such a .system of taxation is
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defensible alike on grounds of natural justice and political expediency,

but with these political science has nothing to do. It is defensible

also on purely scientific grounds, when we come to examine the

origin of what is called the " unearned inci-ement," and it is in this

part of his case that Mr. George's recxsoning breaks down. His

argument tends to weaken his case, not to strengthen it, and he has

in this way alienated support of a valuable kind from the movement

which goes "by his name, and the pi'opaganda which he is actively

promoting. That there is something wrong with Mr. George's

reasoning is shown by the fact that John Stuart Mill, who maintained

the wage fund theory and the Malthusian law, both of which Mr.

George thinks it necessary in the interest of his case to i-efute, was as

strong an advocate as Mr. George is of the a])propriation by the

community of the "unearned increment.*''

The lecturer before specifically criticizing portions of Mr. George's

argument gave his own view of the origin of the unearned increment.

The most striking class of phenomena which present themselves for

economic investigation are those desci'ibed by the term " exchaiige
"

or " barter." Things that have value exchange for each other in

accordance with the law of supply and demand where competition

prevails, and George correctly defines the law of competition to be

the law of " least exertion." In an ideal competitive state each

tries to get as much and give as little as possible, but in the actual

state competition is limited by custom, by combination, and by the

comparative immobility of capital and labor. In the true sense of tlie

term "' economic " non-exchanging parties are not proper sulijects of

economic investigation at all, and some of Mr. George's errors arise

from his habit of going back to the conditions of primitive society for

illustrations of the operations of our complex industrial community.

As a matter of fact some economic principles of great importance do

not emerge at all until industry becomes organized. Exchange of

valuable articles for each other is conditioned on (1) transferability, (2)

desirability, and (3^ scarcity, and the first two being assumed the

value will vary with the scarcity, or practically with the efficiency of

productive agencies in overcoming difficulties. The productive

agencies are (1) natural powers, desci'ibed by the term " land," (2)

* Since the above paper was read, Mr. Edward AtkiHson, in the Aufjust number of the

Fi'Tum has, while repudiating Mr. George's conclusion, concurred in his denunciation of Ma!-

thusianisni.
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capital, (3) enterprise, and (4) labor, the correspondino- shares of the

product being (1) rent, (2) interest, (3) profit, and (4) wages. • These

four agencies are differentiated from each other only in highly organ-

ized conditions of industry. The order in which the shares of the'

product are determined is the one just given, but the order in which

they histoiically emerge is precisely the reverse. Mr. Geoi-ge's

account of the matter is defective because he leaves out the agency of

the entrepreyieur and his corresponding pi'ofit. Other expounders of

economic science do the same, but sometimes with less fatal effect on

their systems. Mill identifies the entre2)reneur with the capitalist

and makes his " profit " part of the " profits " of capital under the

designation of " wages of superintendence." Prof. Laughlin, the

Amei'ican editor of Mill identifies the entre2yreneur with the labourer

and his profit with wages. If the above account of the economic con-

ditions of modern society be connect it is evident that Henry George's

account is defective, ai:d that much of his reasoning about rent, wages,

and capital must be obscure, as indeed it is. Of his destructive criti-

cism of the "wage-fund" theory it must be said: (1) That no one

now holds it, if any one ever did, in the form which he criticizes
; (2)

that the '• unearned increment " princi}>le does not in any way depend

on the wage-fund theory either in the form criticised by George or in

any other form
; (3) that the wage-fund theory, though nonsensical

in the form he criticizes, is in a sense—and that a very important one

— true; and (4) that the amount of truth in the wage-fund theory

and the amount of truth in George's refutation of it depend entirely

on the definitions given of " capital " and " labor." Even Mr. George

expressly admits that capital may " limit the form of industry and

the productiveness of industry, by limiting the use of tools and the

division of labor," and this is eqiiivalent to an admission of the

existence of a wage-fund in Mill's sense of that term. F. A . Walker

expressly defines " capital " as including " materials,^' " tools," and
" subsistence." Capital accumulated and seeking investment often

affects the rate of wages apart altogether from the productiveness of

the labour it employs. Moreover, as Walker puts it, capital deter-

mines loJien wages will be paid, even if the product of the labour

determines the amount of the wages.

More important in relation to the " unearned increment " principle

is George's destructive criticism of the Malthusian law of population.
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That law Mr. Geovge thus summarizes :

" The essence of the Malthu-

sian doctrine is that population tends to increase faster than the

power of providing food ;
" and again :

" The vital point is that there

is a natural tendency and constant effort in population to increase

beyond the means of subsistence ; " and again :
" Population, con-

stantly tending to increase, must, when unrestrained, ultimately press

against the limits of subsistence, not as against a fixed but as against

an elastic barrier, which makes the procurement of subsistence pro-

gressively more and more difficult, and thus, wherever reproduction

has had time to assert its power, and is unchecked by prudence, there

must exist that degree of want which will keep population within the

bounds of subsistence." Each of these versions of the doctrine is

substantially coi-rect and is axiomatically true, and Mr. George him-

self admits that the doctrine was ten years ago " an accepted truth

which compels the recognition even of those who would fain disbelieve

it," he might have added " on grounds of natural theology." In

reality the Malthusian principle is neither more nor less than a well-

known biological fact wliich is as much the basis of Darwm's law of

the " survival of the fittest " as it is of the doctrine of the

"unearned increment." Darwin himself instances the elephant as the

slowest breeder of all known animals, and yet, assuming one hnndi-ed

years as the limit of its life, apart from violence, " after a perioi of

from 740 to 750 years there would be alive nearly 19,000,000

elephants descended from the first pair." Man breeds more rapidly

than the elephant, and under favorable circumstances a single pair will

have, without twins, as many as thirty children. This is no pheno-

menal occurrence amongst the French people in Quebec, and families

of over 20 children are very common. Mr. George's refutation of tlie

law is no refutation at all, and his citation of the cases of China,

India, and Ireland are not at all in point. On the contrary, each of

these countries is a remarkable proof of the truth of the Malthusian

doctrine. That doctrine, taken in connection with the law of dimin-

ishing returns from the application of labor and capital to land, is

the basis of the Ricardian theory of rent, and also of Mr. George's

doctrine of the unearned increment. Tlie pressure of population on the

means of subsistence would never have been felt but for the law of

diminishing returns ; the operation of the law of diminishing returns

would never have been noticed but for the pressure of ]iopulation on
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the iDeans of subsistence. These two facts ai-e fiuulamental in soci-

ology. The}' exj)lain the migrations of mankind, and they explain

why })iogress was made in methods of jiroducing food and in the aits

geneiMlly. So far fi-om being in conflict with natural theology, they

are amongst the most striking ))roofs of omniscience on the i)art of

the Creator of society, fir all sociological progress is conditioned on

these two great principles.

Mr. Douglass said that while he concurred in the important

conclusions arrived at by the speaker, there were matters of

detail that might fairly be challenged. Professor Fawcett

makes the statement that because there are three agents of

production—land, labour, and capital—therefore we may
assume that there should be three recipients of the product^

the landowner, the capitalist, and the laborer. This the

speaker characterized as being a most slovenly examination of

one of the most important questions in the whole range of

Economics, and atrociously illogical.

The term " land," as an agent of production, is ver}- objec-

tionable. The sun is an agent of production ; so is rain, and

to include these under the term " land " is very misleading.

Then what an absurdity to assume that the product is to be

divided amongst the agents of production, for how can we

give a share to the sun or the rain ? And then if it were true

that each agent of production should receive a share of the

product, in what way can we say that the mere appropriator

of ground rentals is an agent of production. While Malthus

had emphasized one fact in Economics, the speaker thought

he sadly overlooked another still more important fact. It

ma}- be true that increased population drives population to

poorer lands, and thus reduces production in one direction,

namely, of agricultural products ; still it is not true that

increased population diminishes the aggregate production.

For, put a man in isolation on the prairie and he will be poor,

however great the natural advantages. Give him a companion

and the two will together produce more than twice the pro-
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duct of one. Thus product increases faster than population.

But while product thus increases, ground rent also increases,

whether as fast or faster than population the speaker was not

prepared to say positively, but in some cases he mentioned

the rental had increased much more rapidly than population.

This rental at present, instead of being appropriated for com-

munity purposes, is taken by individuals and thus impoverishes

•the toiler. This latter fact, one of the most momentous in its

effects on society is certainly not noticed as it should be by

the exponents of the doctrines of Malthus.

Mr. Gerald Fitzgerald read a paper on " Miracles."

TWENTY-FIRST MEETING.

Twenty-First Meeting, 7th April, 18S8, the President in the

chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 42.

S. D. Mills was elected a member.

Alderman Flarry Piper read some notes on zoology :

He referred to the collections of animals in ancient times, of which

that made by Alexander the Great for his preceptor Aristotle was the

lirst we have any account of. He then referred to modern collections.

In addition to the great collections at London and Paris there were

twenty-two others, some of which he had frequently visited. Mr.

Piper then dwelt at some length on the value of zoological collections

from various points of view. He pointed out some of the errors of

early writers on natural history, which arose from the want of

personal acquaintance with animals. Many of the scholars of our

public schools know more of the habits of animals than some of those

wiiters. He gave an account of the present state of the Zoo, which,

though small, was in excellent condition, and enforced the importance

of making it free to the public.

Mr. Bain read a paper by J. B. Tyrrell, B.A., F.G.S., of the
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Geological .Survey, entited "Catalogue of the Mammalia of

Canada, exclusive of the Cetacea."

Mr. Chamberlain read a paper by Rev. John McLean, M.A.,

of Alberta, on " The Blackfoot Sun Dance."

Mr. A. Harvey referred to the similarity between the cere-

monies described in the paper and some of the customs of the

Greeks and Romans and our own ancestors.

Mr. T. B. Browning had seen one of these Sun dances

by the Crees, a very large one. There were no less than ten or

twelve chiefs and about 140 tepees. The ceremonies were sub-

stantially the same as those described by Mr. McLean. He
saw four undergoing the torture. They were smeared with

a white chalk clay. When strung up they rested wholly on

the heel, and skipping round described about the third of a

circle, the chiefs cheering them on. He witnessed another

ceremony at the same time, that of adoption. A medicine

man brought forward a little girl, crossed his hands over her,

took her from her mother and handed her over to the man
who adopted her. His informant, a half breed, told him that

the medicine man called upon the gods to witness the rite.

TWENTY-SECOND MEETING.

Twenty-second Meeting, 14th April, 1888, the President in

the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 51.

Oliver R. Avison, M.D., was elected a member.

Mr. W. A. Douglass, B.A., read a paper entitled " A Scheme
of Political Economy."

Mr. W. Houston, M.A., read a paper on " The Relation

betw^een Political Science and Practical Politics."
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In order to comprehend this relation it is necessary to have a clear

conception of what is meant by i)olitical science on the one hand and

practical ])olitics on the other. Political science, like the physical

sciences, has for its function the investigation of phenomena with a

view to ascertaining the general principles underlying and producing

them. " Science" is not mere knowledge of facts; it is a knowledge

of facts as explained by princi})les, or of principles as they explain

facts. It is the part of chemistry to explain the phenomena of

compound bodies, of geology to explain the facts of the earth's crust,

of biology to explain the phenomena of life. ' So it is the part of

political science to explain the facts and phenomena of organized

political society. Moreover, the method of pi-ocedure is similar to

that of the j^hysical sciences. The facts of political society have to be

analysed, classified, and made the basis of generalizations, just as the

facts of the physical world are. The method by which ])olitical princi-

ples are I'eached from political facts is the inductive method, and

when the connection is established between facts and principles, the

work of the scientific investigator is done. It is no part of his func-

tion as a scientific enquirer to act as the adviser of th-; practical

statesman, or attempt to show that a particular change either should

or should not be ruade. When he does this he leaves the domain of

])olitical science and enters that of practical politics. His investiga-

tions may be the means of throwing light on the statesman's path, for

sometimes the best way to ascertain in what direction we are drifting

is to enquire how we have anived at the point of observation ; but

to shed that light is no necessary part of the scientific enquirer's func-

tion. What has been done he may endeavor to explain ; what ought

to be done he is not called upon to decide or even suggest. This

distinction between political science and political politics was illus-

trated by a number of instances selected from various departments of

sociology. For example, the scientific enquirer may endeavor to get

at a satisfactory explanation of the fact that in this and other coun-

tries the I'ight of a person to issue promissory notes has been

limited by legislation, so that only chartered banks can put such notes

into circulation. It is the part of the practical politician to say

whether any or what changes should be made in the laws which con-

trol and regulate the currency of the country ; it is the jiart of the

political scientist to search for the causes which have brought such a
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currency into existence and use. Tlie practical politician may suggest

improvements in our municipal institutions if he finds them not in

his opinion perfect ; the jwlitical scientist, as such, confines himself

to ti'aciiig theii- growth and develoi)ment under the operation of cer-

tain influences. It is the business of the practical politician to meet

the growing needs of political society with new laws adajjted to the

situation ; it is the work of ihi scientific politician to tind out why

our laws are such as they are. And so on through a wide i-auge of

topics which might be cited. If it be objected to this view of ])oliti-

cal science that it is too narrow, tlie obvious reply is that to give the

term "science" Conite's meaning makes it impossible to a])))ly it at

once to the physical ;ind to the historical sciences. It is possible in

the region of ph3'sics to foretell with certainty future events ; it is

not possible in the region of history. It may he replied further,

that even on this narrow view of it political science is extremely im-

portant for two reasons : (1) because it affords one of the best possible

intellectual trainings, and (2) because though political science, as

such, does not aim at sociological improvement, the scientific study of

politics cannot but suggest to the mind of the student improvements

that in the way of practical politics should be made. Moreover, the

prosecution of such studies has a humanizing effect on the student.

No other discipline approaches this in its value as a means of counter-

acting the mischievous efforts of political partizanship with its

exaggerations, its prejudices, its hy))ocritical prai.se and etpially hypo-

critical blame, its condemnation of ojjponents without regard to what

is commendaV)le, and its condonation of the errors and even the ci"iuies

of fiiends.

TWENTY-THIRD MEETING.

Twenty-third Meeting, i8th April, i888, the President in

the chair.

Mr. T. B. Browning, M.A., read a paper on " The Chamber-

lain Treaty, 1 888."
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TWENTY-FOURTH MEETING.

Twenty-fourth Meeting, 2ist April, 1888, the President in

the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 45.

Herbert C. Jones was elected a member.

Mr. George Martin Rae read a paper on " Should the Privi-

ledge of Making Wills be Restricted ?
"

Mr. R-ie pointed out that the law relating to wills was constantly

undergoing modification. That originally a man had only power to

bequeath one-third of his personalty, the other two-thirds devolving

on his wife and children respectively ; that even yet the wife had the

right to elect whether to take the provision by will or not in the

case of real estate. That marriage revoked a will but imposed no

relative duties as to any disposition of the married pei'son's estate, and

suggested that the absolute power to bequeath should be to some

extent restricted in favor of husband, wife, parents and children, as

had been done in 1859, when married women were permitted to

make wills. He suggested that the right of sick and aged persons to

make wills was of doubtful value ; believed that the true intention

of the testator often failed to be expressed, and that the jDrecautions

required by law only extended to the signature of the document, not

to the knowledge of the contents. That at present the sick and

feeble were exposed to the risk of persecution. He suggested that it

was a proper subject for scientific enquiry whether the disposing

mind existed in the majority of such cases, which his ex]ierience led

him to doubt

Mr. Horatio Hale, of Clinton, read a paper on " The

Developement of Language."

In answer to a question from Dr. McCurd)' relative to the

origin of inflections, Mr. Hale said that he had already in part

answered it, mankind have never invented inflections. We
have no authority for any inflections having been invented.
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If one person had invented a new inflection, it could not be

possible that any others would adopt it.

In answer to a question from Mr. Harvey on the connection

of a language rich in inflections with a highly advanced state

of civilization, Mr. Hale said that he had explained his views

in a paper on the subject. The attainment of a highly

inflected language does not depend on the degree of civiliza-

tion. It had a good deal more to do with the character of the

people than with their attainments in civilization.

TWENTY-FIFTH MEETING.

Twenty-fifth Meeting, 28th April, 1888, the President in

the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 43.

A letter was read from Dr. Selwyn, Director of the Geo-

logical Survey of Canada, relative to a statement reported on

page 191 of the last volume of the Proceedings as attributed to

him by Mr. VV. H. Merritt, which statement he declared to be

absolutely and wholly untrue ; also a letter from Mr. Merritt,

denying the correctness of the report of his remarks.

Nominations for Officers for the ensuing year were then

made.

Captain Stupart, R.N., read a paper on "Whence did the

Scandinavians obtain their Knowledge of the Compass ?
"

This question cannot be limited to the mai'ine compass, for the

'•' magnetic car "appeal's to have been invented about the same time.

The first mention of the magnet in China was in A.D. 121. On
Chine.se ves-sels the use of the compass was first made in A.D. 419,

and the •' magnetic car " in the Island of Japan in the seventh cen-
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tuiy. The Arab ships used the needle m India in A.D. 1117
;

European chronology gives its introduction about A.D. 1200; Odin's

supposed migration to Scandinavia, B.C. 50 ; conquest of Samarcand

by the Arabians, A.D. 712 ; discovery and settlement of Iceland,

A.D. 861 ; Arabs trading with caravans between Pekin, Samarcand,

Kazan, Novgorod and Varangia, about A.D. 860. After their first

settlement the Governor of the Icelanders was sent each year to form

new or improve the old laws, A.D. 861. It is probable that the

Arabs brorght the compass from China to Novgorod, where it was

transferred to the Varangians, who passed it on to Iceland and the

Faro Isles.

Mr. David Spence read a paper on " Peculiarities and

External Relations of the Gaelic Language."

The writer of the paper noted the curious fact that until lately

there has been scarcely an instance of a Saxon whose curiosity had

been excited to know something about tlie language of the Gael,

which was one of the most important branches of the old Aryan

speech and neai-er the old forms than any other European language.

Having referred to a few peculiarities of the Gaelic language, traceable

to a peculiarity in the mode of thought, Mr. Spence cited examples of

beliefs and customs indicative of the bent of mind of the Keltic

people ; and gave a large number of Aryan forms of words which

have been accurately preserved by the Gaelic-speaking people. The

iniportttnce of Gaelic for philological purposes could not, he said, be

over-estimated. The various branches of the old Aryan race, both in

Asia and on the Continent of Europe, had been so disturbed and

mixed that the languages must necessarily have been greatly changed

and broken up, while the people in the Highlands and in Ireland had

been so isolated that their branch of the old language had been, as it

were, bottled up, sealed and preserved for the use of the philologist.

Words changed but little when spoken by the same race, but when

pronounced by alien lips they might change so as not to be recog-

ized. The names Dumbarton and Sterling, in Scotland, concealed

their meaning when pronounced by Englishmen, but when pi-ononnced

by the Gaul they were still " Dunbreaton," the Briton's Fort, and

" Struithlia," the rock stream. The Gaelic system of orthogra])hy
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was SO different from the English that English scholars had been

deterred from studying it, but it was to be hoped they would follow

the example of the German and take a share in the honour of woi-k-

ing a mine so interesting though long neglected.

Mr. Chamberlain read on behalf of the author, a paper by
Mr. John C. McRae, of Port Colborne, on the " Geological

Formation at Port Colborne as shown by drillinc^ for Natural

Gas."

Commencing at a spot twelve feet above Lake Erie level, the writer

gave a minute and valuable description of the sti-ata penetrated by

the drill. Permanent water was found at 26 feet, salt water at 452

feet: a fair flow of gas at 454 feet, with a .stray odor of sulphuretted

hydrogen. At 76 1|- feet the present supply was found, which is

almost odorless. The well was drilled to 1,500 feet, but there was no

increase in the quantity of gas. The accurate flow of the well has

not been estimated, but on its being closed for seven houi-s, the

hydraulic gauge registered 275 pounds, and was still going up. The

gas is u.sed for light and fuel and gives satisfaction.

A paper by A. F. Chamberlain, on the " Mississauga Lan-

guage," was read by title.

THIRTY-NINTH ANNUAL MEETING.

Thirty-Ninth Annual Meeting, 5th May, 1888, the Presi-

dent in the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 41, including

a box of minerals from Dr. Hall, for which a vote of thanks

was tendered him.

The Council reported the election of Murray A. White, as

an associate.
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A. B. Eadie, M.D., was elected a member.

The following reports of sections were read and adopted :

I. Architectural Section.

Toronto, April 10th, 1888.

The Architectural Section of the Canadian Institute have

the honor to present their Second Annual Report :

Since our Urst report to the Canadian Institute we have held

weekly meetings during the winter months, closing the first session

of our existence on May 9th, 1887, and commencing the session of

1887-88 on October llth.

The following papers and addresses were delivered before this sec-

tion diu'ing the past year:

April 4th, 1887, Mr. C. F. Wagner read a paper on " Carpentering."

April llth, " Mr. J. W. Gray read a paper on "The Doric

Temple in its Constructive Aspect."

May 2nd, " Mr. Curry gave an address on " Plumbing," illus-

trated by drawings, showing correct and tlefec-

tive work.

Jan. 17th, 1888, Mr. M. J. Hynes gave an address on the subject of

" Terra Cotta."

24ch, " Mr. Frank Douglas read a paper on " Renaissance

Architecture."

31st, " Mr. J. B. Vick gave an address on "Stone

Cutting ai;d Stone Setting."

Feb. 7th, " Mr. A. G. Gregg, read a paper on " Architectural

Lessons from the Human Figure."

14th, " Mr. Jas. Wright gave an address on " Plastering."

28th, " Mr. Wm. Simpson ga-\e an address on " Joinery."

Mar. 20th, " Mr. R. J. Hovenden gave an address on " Paint-

ing."

27th, " Mr. R. J. Hovenden gave an address on "The

Manufacture, Adulteration and Application of

Colors."
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Apr. lOtl), 1^^88, M)-. Wm. Phillips gave an address on "House
Diainagci."

The Officers for the ensuing year are :—Chairman, A. F. VVickson
;

Vice-Chairman, R. Dawson ; Treasurer, C. D. Leniiox ; Secretary, J.

F. Brown
; Committee of Management. John Howaid and G. F. W.

Price.

KoBEKi Dawson,
Chdirinan.

2. Biological Section.

Toronto, 21st April, 1888.

The Council of tlie Canadian Institute.

The Biological Section of the Canadian Institute Lave held their

regular meetings on the 1st and 3rd Mondays in every month durinc

the past session. At each of these meetings one or more original

papers have been read on a variety of topics, as may be seen on refer-

ence to the programmes issued.

The " Microscope Fund " has through the liberality of a few

members and theii- friends been sufficiently augmented to allow of the

purchase of a first-class instrument, now expected to arrive in a few

days.

Yours faithfully,

W. E. MiDDLKTOK.

Schedule of Paper.s Read in Biological Section 1887-8.

May 2, 1887, "The Englisli Rabbit as an Agricul-

tural Pest,'' William Bi odie.

16, " "The Fresh Water Hydra," W. E. Middleton
" The Coleoptera of the N. W. T," Wm. Brodie:

June 20, " "The Acclimatization of the English

Goldfinch Wm. Biodie

Oct. 3, " " Canadian Ants," Wm. Brodie

17, " " Canadian Gall Insects," Wm. Brodie

Nov. 7, " " Foreign Ants," W. E. Middleton

21, •' " Hyphautria Cunea," Wm. Brodie

Deo. 5, " " The BrownianJ Movement," W. E. Middleton

" Mind in A nimals," Wm. Brodie

" The Calamoqjha Moth," Wm. Brodie
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19, 1SS7, "Canadian Reptiles," J. B. Williams

Jan. 16, 1888, " Planorbis Corpulentus," . ,
\Vm. Brodie

•' Some Canadian Insects," Wm. Brodie

Feb. 6, " " Birds Eggs," E. V. Rippon

" Museum Collections and their Preser-

vation," C. Armstrong

" Ceitain Alleged Di>iestive Glands of

Carnivorous Plants," W. E. Middleton

-" The English Sparrow," Dr. Gamier

20, " " Chloroform," Wm. Brodie

Mar. 0, " " Coleoptera of the N. \V. T., Xq. 2 . . Wm. Brodie

April 2, " " Habits of Canadian Birds," E. E. Thompson

16, •' " The Echini," Rev. K. F. Junor

(22 papers.)

The Officers for the ensuing year are :—James H. Pearce, Pre.si-

dent ; W. E. ]Middleton, Secretary.

3. Geological and Mining.

The President read the following

:

Toronto, April 26, 1888.

Report of the Geological and Mining Section of the Cana-

dian Institute for the Year 1887-8.

This section of the Institute was organized at a meeting held on

the 20th of April, 1887, and its Regulations and By-Laws were

approved by the Council on the 30th of the same month. The names

of sixteen members of the Institute ai'e enrolled on the minute book

as members of the section.

Besides the inaugural meeting, six meetings of the section have

been held during the year. The attention of the section was called

soon after its formation to the want of statistics and other trust-

worthy information relating to the mining and metallurgical opera-

tions carried on in the Dominion, and the desirableness of the public

being put in possession of such information as soon alter the close of

each year as possible. A memorial setting forth these views was

prepared by the section, approved by the Institute, and forwarded to

4
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the Dominion GoA^ernment in May of last year. In answer to this

memorial the Government replied on the 28th September, that an

Order-in-Council was passed creating a division of the Geological

Survey to attend to these matters. Furthermore, in reply to an

interview had with the Deputy-Minister of the Interior by an

authorized sub-committee of the section, consisting of the chairman

and secretary, the Minister stated : (li That the officers of the divi-

sion I'eferred to have been appointed
; (2) That the publication of

statistics and information by this division will hereafter be much

more prompt after the close of each year than hitherto ; (3) That

the Dominion Government has co-operat d and will co-operate with

the Provincial Governments in the direction of acquiring mining and

metallurgical infoi-mation : and (4) That the Government is consider-

ing the pul>lication oi all reports of the Geological Survey relating to

mining and metallurgy in Canada since 1^63 in connection with the

work of the forthcoming census.

A select committee of the section has also pre]iared an exhaustive

report, with tables of exports and imports, on the minerals and i-aw

metallurgical products of the United Kingdom, the United States,

Canada and the other Colonies of the Emi)ire, more especially in

regard to the trade cf the several countries with each other.

In addition to the foregoing work accomplished by the section,

papers wei-e read at the several meetings as follows :

1. " On the Mineral Production of Canada in 1886-7," by "Wm.

Hamilton Merritt.

2. " On Iron and other Ores of Ontario," by James T. B. Ives.

3. " On certain Lacustrine Deposits and their Economic Values,"

by Arthur Harvey.

4. " On the Physical Aspects of Iron Smelting," by Sainuel D.

Mills, ot St. Ignace, Michigan.

5. " Notes on Thunder Bay Silver Ores," by Robert B. Headley,

of Port Arthur.

6. " Notes on New Jersey Iron Ores," by Wm. Hamilton Merritt.

Two Officers elected at the organization of the Section, viz. :
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Alexander MclSTabb, Yice-Chairmaii ; and J. T. B. Ives, Curator,

Laving resigned in consequence of leaving the country, tlieir places

were tilled by the appointment thereto of Arthur Harvey and David

Boyle, respectively.

The following Officers of the Section have been elected for the

Institute year, beginning May 1, 1888 :

Chairman, William Hamilton Merritt ; Yice-Chairman, Arthur

Harvey ; Secretary, A. Blue ; Executive Committee, John JSTotman,

A. Elvins, R. W. Phipps, Dr. P. H. Bryce and A. F. Chamberlain.

A. Blue,

Secretary.

Resolution adopted unanimously by the Geological and Mining

section of the Canadian Institute, at Toronto, on the 26th April,

1888.

Whereas, the late Hon. Thomas White, Minister of the Interior,

for years recognized the importance of the mineral and metallurgical

interests of the Dominion of Canada, and previous to taking office in

the Government ably advocated through the press the desirability of

more attention being paid to their development ; and whereas, since

taking office he has reorganized the Geological Survey so that a divi-

sion of it may accomplish a practical utility in keeping a record of

mining and metallurgical development in Canada, and has also made

important and beneficial changes in our mining laws ; Be it resolved,

that, while expressing the most pi'ofound sorrow at his death, the

Geological and Minina; Section of the Canadian Institute desire to

bear record to the great benefits accomplished by the deceased during

his short term of office to the mineral interests of the Dominion of

Canada ; and that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to his son,

Mr. Robert White.

4. Philological.

Toronto, April 7, 1888.

The Council of the Canadian Institute :

Gentlemen,—In accordance with the constitution of the Canadian

Institute I beg to submit the following report of the work of the

Philological Section for the year ending March 31, 1888 :
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The nuiubt'i- of members on the roll is ei;^hteen. Since the ."nist

March, 1887, the section has held eleven meetings. Since December

13, 1887, the meetings of the section have taken place at twenty

o'clock on the second and fourth Tuesdays in each month of the

session of the Institute.

At the meeting of November 14, 1887, it was decided that the

Section should take up the study of " Phonetics," and the work of

the members has to a great extent been the pursuance of such study.

At the meeting of January 10, 1887, Mr. George E. Shaw, B.A.,

resigned the position of Secretary of the Section, to which office Mv.

A. F. Chamberlain, B.A., was appointed.

During the year the following papers have been read before the

Section, viz. :

(1) April 11, 1887, "The Science of Language in Popular Educa-

tion," by the Pvev. J. F. McCurdy, Ph. D.

" Umbrian Inscriptions," l)y the Rev. Uv.

McNish.

" An International Alphabet with a System of

Shorthand," by M. L. Rou.se.

"The Organs of ^"'peech, with Special Refer-

ence to the Production of Speech in the

Larynx," by Dr. G. R. McDonagh.

10, 1888 •' Throat Sounds," by the Rev. J. F. McCurdy,

Ph. D.

• Portuguese Nasal Sounds," by G. E. Shaw,

B.A.

• A Contribution to the Study of the Franco-

Canadian Dialect," by Jno. Squair, B.A.

(^Signed)

A. F. Chamberlain,

Stcretarij Fhilul. Sf.ct. C I.

Toronto, April 7, 1888.

C^)
•2o,

(3) May y,

C^) Dec. 13,

(?) Jan. 10,

(6) --t,

(") Mar. :^T,
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Addenda.—Since the above report the Section has held two meet-

ings at which the following papers were read :

(8) Apr. 10, 1888, " A Chart of Elocution," by T. B. Browning,

M.A.

(9) 24, " " Volapiik, the New World-Language," by D.

R. Keys, B.A.

(10) 24, " "On some Words of Indian Origin, in the

Dialect and Literature of Quebec," by A. F.

Chamberlain, B.A.

At the meeting of April 24, the following officers were elected :

—

Chairman, Rev. J. F. McCurdy, Ph D. ; Vice-Chairman, D. R,

Keys, B.A. ; Secretary, A. F. Chamberlain, B.A. ; Ex. Committee,

H. R. Fairclough, M.A., AV. H. YanderSmissen, M.A., John Squair,

B.A., W. H. Fraser, B.A., G. E. Shaw,B. A., and W. H. Huston,

M.A.

A. F. C.

The Report of the Chairman of the Photographic Section

was read and referred to the Council.

The President read the following :

—

AxNUAL Report of the Council of the Canadian Institute

. Session, 1887-88.

Th^ Council of the Canadian Institiite have the honour to lay

before the Members their Thirty-Ninth Annual Report :

Early in the past Session the President, Mr. W. H, Yander-

Smissen, to whose exertions so much of the increased activity and

prosperity of the Institute was due, was unfortunately obliged,

through the pressure of other duties to resign, and the Yice-President

being at the time absent in Eui'ope, Mr. Charles Carpmael was elected

to fill the vacant position.

Twenty-six meetings including the annual conversazione, have been

held during the past session, at which thirty-nine papers have been

read in addition to fifty read at Section meetings. The aggregate

number of papers read thus exceeds by seventeen that of the preced-

ing year, when there were but seventy-two, and this number was
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"again largely in excess of that in any previous year in the histoiy of

the Institute. The character of these communications has been fully

equal to the standard of previous years, and the range of subjects (as

shown in the ap])endix) has been unusually large. The average

attendance at the regular weekly meetings has also shown an increase.

It is also satisfactory to notice that there has been a considerable

increase in the number of members who have made use of the reading-

room.

On the occasion of the annual conversazione the Museum of

Natural History and Archfeology was opened, and there was an ex-

cellent exhibition of photographs by the Photographic Section. There

was a lai'ge attendance of members and their fi-iends. The Archfeo-

logical collection is already extensive, and has been admirably arranged

by the Curator, to whom the Institute is greatly indebted for his

exertions, both in collecting specimens and in carefully classifying

them. The Archaeological Report, which has been bound up with

the Annual Report of the Institute for the year 18S6-87, is already

in the hands of the members, and contains an account of what had

been done by the Institute down to December last, in this field.

Our exertions to add to our collection continues unabated, and the

Council have thankfully to acknowledge the grant of 81,000 by the

Ontario Government, which will enable us to devote a considerable

sum, as in the past year, to this purpose.

The number of books and pamphlets received during the year is

shown in Appendix III, to have continued to increase, and to have

been considerably more that eight times as large as it was five years

A pamphlet has been prepared by Mr. Sandford Fleming on the

subject of " Time Reckoning," and issued by the Institute, for the

purpose of introducing the subject, in the educational institution.s

throughoiit the Dominion. In this pamphlet the principles of time-

reckoning are set forth, with special reference to the recommendation.s

of the "Washington confei-ence on the subject. A deputation of the

Council of the Institute have waited upon the Minister of Education

of the Province of Ontario, and acting on the recommendation of this.
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deputation, the Minister has requested to be furnished with five hun-

dred copies of the pamphlet for distribution to the head masters of

the various high schools and collegiate institutes in the Province.

The Council have also sent copies of the pamphlet to the Ministers of

Education in the other Provinces.

It will be remembered that it was a paper by Mr. Sandford Fleming,

read before this Institute, copies of which were forwarded with a

memorial from the Institute to the Marquis of Lome, then Governor-

General of tlie Dominion of Canada, and through him to the Biitish

Government, and to various foreign scientific institutions, which first

called prominent attention throughout the world to this subject. The

views then advanced by Mr. Saudford Fleming, were very generally

accepted by scientific men in all civilized nations, the subject was

discussed at various congresses, and in October, 188i, a conference

was held at Washington on the invitation of the President of the

United States, at which twenty-five nations were i-epresented, and

the proposed reforms were by it recommended for adoption by all

nations. Your Council have every reason to hope that the pamph-

let now issued will facilitate the introduction of these reforms in

Canada.

A memorial was also forwarded to the Minister of the Interior in

connection with Geological and Mining aflfairs, and in reply a certified

copy of a report of a committee of the Honorable the Privy Council,

approved by His Excellency the Governor-General in Council on the

28th September, 1887, has been received, in which it is set forth that

a Division of the Geological Branch of the Interior has recently been

oi-ganized by the appoiniment to the permanent staff of the Survey of

a Mining Engineer and a Mining Geologist to examine and report

upon the mining industries of the Dominion, to collect mineral

statistics, and otherwise to work out the economic geology of our

mining districts.

While congratulating the Institute on the increase in membership

and activity, the Council feels it necessary to impress upon the

members that much has yet to be done in the direction of the further

extension of the Museum and Library. Our accommodation in these

is still inadequate, and additional shelving and cases are required.
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The balance sliewn on our balance sheet is already expended. It

therefore uiges upon the members the necessity of supporting the

present efforts of the Committee of Ways and Means by every means

in their power, by contributions, by presenting the claims of tlie

Institute to the public in every possible way, and by endeavoi'ing to

obtain new members.

During the jiast year the Institute has lost by death one of its

most distinguislied honorary members. Prof. Balfoui- Stewart, of

Owen's College. Manchester. Balfour Stewart's name was first ])ro-

minently brought before the public by his researches on ladiant heat,

])ublished in 185b. In 1859 he was a]>pointed Dii-ector of Kew
Observatory, and held this jiost until 1870, when he was appointed

Professor of Physics at the Owen's College, Manchester. He died of

apo]»lexy on December 18, 1887.

Charles Carpmael,

President.

On motion of Mr. Browning, seconded by I\Ir. Noble, the

report was received and adopted.

The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as

follows :

Pie.sident, Charles Carpmael, M.A. ; Vice-President, T. B. Brown-

ing, M.A. ; Sccielary, Alan MacDougall, M. Inst. C.E. ; Treasurer,

James Bain, Jr , Esq.; Editor, George Kennedy M.A., LL.D.
j

Librarian, George E. Shaw, B.A. ; Curator, David Boyle. Ph. B.
j

Membe;s of Council, Alex. Marling, LL.B., W. H. Ellis. M.A.,

M.B.. W. H. YanderSmissen. M.A.

On motion by Mr. Browning, seconded b\- Dr. Kennedy, it

was resolved, "That the thanks of this Institute are due to

the newspapers of the Cit}- of Toronto for the space which

they have so freely given to proceedings of the Institute

during the year, and especially to the Mail newspaper, for the

extended notices of the meetings which have so regularly

appeared in its columns."

On motion by Mr. Pearce. seconded b\- Mr. Pursey. it was
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resolved, " That a special vote of thanks be tendered to Mr.

W. H. VanderSmissen, M.A., the late President, for the

interest he has always taken in the affairs of the Institute, and

his active exertions in its behalf, which have contributed so

largely to its prosperity."

Votes of thanks were also passed to the retiring Officers,

the Assistant-Secretary and the Auditors.

APPENDIX I.

Number of Members April 1, 1887 290

Withdrawals and deaths during the year 27

263

Elected during the year 56

Total members April 1, 1888 319

Composed of ;

Honorary Members 6

Life Members 12

Ordinary Members 301

Total 319

Associates 54
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APPENDIX II.

TREASURER IX ACCOUNT WITH THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE FOR THE YEAR

ENDING MARCH 31ST, 1888.

To Summary:

—

" Balance on hand | 56 40
" Annual Subscriptions 909 75
" Rents 206 50
" Government Grant 1000 00
" Journals sold 7 15
" Periodicals sold 38 80
" Donation 2 50
'• Interest 1 14

" Proceeds of Note 200 00

$2422 24

By Summary:

—

" Salaries $ 314 00
" Printing Journal 813 27

" " Miscellaneous 59 00
" Stationery 2 00

"Postage 78 85

" Freight and Express Charges 13 53
" Repairs 36 64
" Gas 40 75

" Water 24 00
" Periodicals ' 120 70

" Furniture 11 15

" Housekeeping 43 80
" Fuel 20 75
'

' Insurance 52 00

"Blinds 10 00
" Gas Lights 19 20
" Taxes 9 75
" Journals purchased 2 50
" City Directory 3 00
" Chemicals for Museum 8 53
" Grant to Photographic Section 40 00
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APPENDIX ll.—ConUmied.

" Sundries 8 00
" Interest 218 00
" Promissory Note 300 00

" Balance, Imperial Bank 163 56

" onhand 9 20

$2422 24

Banli Balance as per Bank Book .

.

$ 273 67

Balance as above $163 56
'' from Building Fund 110 11

$ 273 67

/c,. ix W. A. Douglass, 1 i lu
(^^g"^^) Alfred Baker. |

^'^^^i^''-

BUILDING ACCOUNT.

1887.

April 1, To Balance $ 662 83

1887.

April 29th, By Carpenters Contract, Certificate No. B,..$ 32 75

May 5th, " Painters " " " 1,.. 113 40

Nov. 18th, " Plasterers " " " 1,.. 41 80

Oct. 16th, " Roofers " " " 1,.. 25 00

May 17th, " Contract for Cases | 50 00

Oct. 24th, " " 75 00

" " 100 00

Nov. 16th, " " 65 98
290 98

Dec. 16th, " Law Expenses, 3 64

1888.

Jan. 13th, " Carpenters Account for Alterations and

Shelves 45 15

" Balance in Imperial Bank 110 11

I 662 83

Examined and found correct.

/o- i\ W. A. Douglass, ) i„.ju^...(Signed) ^^^^^^ g^^^^; J

A^Mon
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APPENDIX U.—C<mfi)ined.

ASSETS.

Building * ll,oOU 00

Warehouse 720 00

Ground 3000 00

Library 5500 00

Specimens 2000 fX»

Personal Projierty 1000 00

$ 23,720 00

LIABILITIES.

Mortgage No. 1, due 1892 8 3000 00

2, " 1892 , 1000 00

Note discounted 200 00

Balance in favour of the Institute 19,520 00

* 23.720 00

APPKNDIX III.

Donations and Exchanges.—Books and Pamphlets received from April

Ist, 1887, to April 1st, 1888 :—From Canada, 229-, United States, 503 ;

Great Britain and Ireland, 400 ; India and Australasia, 90 ; all other

countries, 1,045. Total, 2,333.

Total number received in 1882-3, 280 ; in 1883-4, 800 ; in 1884^5,

730 ; in 1885-6, 1,502 ; in 1886-7, 2,230 ; in 1887-8, 2,333.

APPENDIX lY.

The number of Societies and Publications with which the Institute

exchanges is 390.

APPENDIX V.

The Periodicals subscribed for are the same as last year, with the addi-

tion of the Aiifiteur Pltotoyrapher.
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APPENDIX VI.

Classification of papers read by subjects :—Anthropology, 3 ; Archae-

ology, 1 ;
Biology, 2 ; Botany, 1 ; Chemistry, 1 ; Economics, 4 ; Geology,

4 ; Geography, 2, Jurisprudence, 1 ; Medicine, 1 ; Metallurgy, 1
;

Meteorologj^, 1 ; Philcjlogy, 4 ; Political Science, 3 ; Psychology, 1
;

Sociology, 1 ; Solar Physics, I ; Telegraphy and Telephony, 1 ; Zoology,

4 ; Miscellaneous, 2. Total 39.

Read at Section Meetings :—^Architectural Section, 12 ; Biological Sec-

tion, 22 ; Geological and Mining Section, 6 ; Philological Section, 10.

Total 50.
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SOCIOLOGICAL CIRCULAR.

Sir,—The Canadian Institute is desirous of collecting and incor-

porating in its Proceedings reliable data respecting the political and

social institutions, the customs, ceremonies, beliefs, ])ursuits, modes of-

living, habit, exchange, the devolution of i)roperty and office wliicli

obtain among the Indian peoples of the Dominion, and of enlisting

your voluntary cooperation in the work. It feels that this depart-

ment of research has not been so fully cultivated in Canada as its

importance demands, fears that the op[)ortunity of gathering and

carefully testing the necessary facts may with the advancing tide of

European civilization soon pass away, and is of opinion that much

light may be cast upon the genesis and gi'owth of government as well

as upon legal, sociological and economic thought by an accurate study

of our Indian tribes in their existing conditions and organizations.

Contributions to the philology of the Indian tongues and additions to

their folk- or myth-lore will be welcomed as heretofore. At the same

time the Insiitute begs leave, without desiring to contract the field of

observation, to direct your attention to the following matters :

—

(1.) The basis of family or tribal organization, e.g., whether it be

purely personal, or partake to any extent of territorial attributes ; the

received mode of ranking and tracing relationships, paternal, mater-

nal, or both ; with a table of degrees, if possible, of agnates and cog-

nates :

(2.) Adoption, its kinds, ceremonies and formulie, the extent of

its use, and the particulars in which it modifies, the family, gens,

tribe, etc. :

(3.) The rules and practice which govern the contracting, main-

taining and dissolving of marriage ; the degrees of prohibition : exog-

amy and endogamy ; the effect of marriage on the status of woman,

her position ujion divorce, etc. :

(4.) Grades of persons of both'sexes apai't from office, free and slave
;

to what extent mature children of either sex are the subjects of rights
;

the age of enfranchisement, if any :

(5.) The character of parental power, paternal and maternal ; its
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extent over persons and property in matters civil and criminal
;

exceptions to it :

(fi.) Offices, their kinds, the powers annexed to them, the terms for

which and on which they are held ; the mode of succession, e.g., gen-

eral election, election by a few, election within a gi'oup, inheritance,

etc. :

(7.) Assembles or councils and the questions treated at them ; how

and by whom they are summoned ; in whom resides the right of

debate and franchise in the several assemblies of the family, gens,

band, tribe, or nation :

(8. ) Property, its admitted classes inside the family and tribe
;

joint proprietorship how acquired, held, managed, aliened ; whether

common ownership is acknowledged, and in what respects it is distin-

guished from joint ownership ; whether private property is allowed
;

if so. how acquired, enjoyed, transfen-ed, or lost ; whether succession

to it is permitted; if so, within what degrees; if not, how it is dis-

posed of, e.g., buried with body on death of owner, burnt, or other-

wise destroyed :

(9.) Division of labor and duty, civil and military, and how appor-

tioned, e.g., to chiefs, sub-chiefs, ordinary male m.euibers, ordinary

female members, immature children ; methods and extent of produc-

tion, modes and measures of distribution, the means of support of

family or tribe, the interior economy of family and gens or band ; the

modes of bargain and sale in use ; by whom corulucted ; the use of

gifts :

(10.) The settlement of disputes or conflicting claims as between

(a) members of same sub-family, (h) family, (c) different families

or sub-families, (d) bands, groups or gentes, (e) tribes, (f) nations

;

in whom resides the civil and in whom the criminal power, by tradi-

tion or custom ; how and by whom dooms are pronounced and

inflicted ; whether punishments as between the tribes are corporate

or individual ; the compounding of crimes and offences, e.g., murder,

theft ; to what extent the bond of blood-feud binds ; ostracism, sur-

render of offender, death penalty ; in what cases practiced ; the effect

of vows upon the performance of contract :

*.*
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(11.) The making of inter-family and inter-tribal arrangements,

e.g., treaties as to boundaries, peace and war, sale and purchase ; the

solemnities observed among larger and smaller groups :

(12.) The eultus and sacrifices which obtain in suli-families, fami-

lies, totem, etc.; moral or religious code which accompanies them;

the form ami purpose of the different tribal or inter-tril)al ceremonies

in use, e.f/., dog-, sun-, thirst-dance, etc. :

(13.) Death and birth rates; eflects c-f miscegenation :

(1-1.) Practice in cases of burial, its rites :

(15.) Border civilization, its effect upon the beliefs and moral con-

duct of Indian peoples :

(16.) The influence of territorial reserves, outside jurisdiction,

education and support upon the Canadian Indians :

The Institute will be hajipy to receive and give its best attention

to ]»apers upon any and all the above, or such other subjects allied tp

them as may seem to you important.

It woidd Mppear from reports published in the newspapere that in

the Piovince of Ontario, in the other Provinces and the Territories of

the Dominion, a considerable quantity of valuable information con-

cerning our Indian peoples is reduced to writing, but is not given to

the woihl bt'cause no proper channel has been established for its

dissemination. This Institute desires to draw these scattered rays to

a focus for the benefit of students at home and abroad ; and believes

that investigators will find in its Proceedings (now circidating

among members in Canada, 300, toreign societies and institutes, 400,)

that avenue of communication of which they have been so long in

need. Proprietaiy rights in the papo's may be reserved.

For some years the Institute has given special attention to collect-

ing and classifying specimens of natural history, geology, and Indian

arehieology which, according to the custom of the Institute, are duly

inscribed with the names of the donors. Its museum includes many

very rare and valuable sjiccimens which are open for inspection and

study eveiy lawful day from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. It is the desire of the

Institute to increase its collection in all departments, enhance its

public usefulness and render it worthy of the Dominion as a national

institution. Through the liberality of the Canadian Pacific Railway
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Company, the Institute is enabled to make announcement to donors

and intending donors that specimens for the museum will be carried

over the Company's line free of charge in packages suitably packed for

freight.

It is particularly requested that packages of specimens for trans-

mission by rail, papers, abstracts, communications in or pertaining

to the matters of this circular be directed to

The Chairman of

The Sociological Committek,

Canadian Institute,

4-6 Richmond Street East,

Toronto, Ont.

Charles Carpmael, M.A., F.R. A.S., F.R.S.C, President.
]

George Kennedy, LL.D., Editor.

Alex. Marling, LL.B.

T. B. Browning, M.A., Vice-President, Ch:iirinan of p^ "O

Toronto, June, 1888.
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CATALOGTE OF THE MAMMALIA OF CAXADA
EXCLUSIVE OF THE CETACEA.

B\ J. B. TYRRELL, B.A.. F.G.S.

The preparation of the present catalogue has been under-

taken with the view of putting before the naturalists of

Canada a short synopsis of the results of what has been done

in recording the occurrence of the Mammalia in the Dominion

up to the present time, and of stirring them up to renewed

endeavours to fill in the many gaps which there evidently are

in the list as it now stands, especially among the smaller Ro-

dents and Lisectivores.

Its synoptical character precludes the necessity of inserting

a complete list of synonyms under each species, and those

only have been mentioned which can be most readily referred

to, or if unknown would be most likely to lead to contusion.

The Cree and Saulteaux (Ojibway) names of the different

animals have, whenever known, been given, as they will very

often facilitate tiie obtaining of much valuable information

from those tribes of Indians. These names have in all cases

been obtained by the writer from the Indians themselves, or

from half-breeds living with them, and in writing them the

vowels have been given the continental sounds.

The catalogue has necessarily been to a large extent com-

piled, but during the past five years, while travelling in

Manitoba and the North-West Territories, I have had the

opportunity of making many observations on the distribution

of the Mammalia, and the results of these observations have

been incorporated throughout. Free use has also been made

of the specimens collected for the Geological and Natural

History Museum at Ottawa, and several of the officers of the

Geological and Natural History Survey have furnished me
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with valuable notes ; while for the notes on the Seals I am
largely indebted to Mr. J. W. Tyrrell, who spent the winter of

1885-86 on Hudson's Straits, in charge of one of the Govern-

ment Meteorological Stations.

The following are the principal books and papers relating

to the Mammals of Canada, but there are many others that

contain brief notices of one or more species

:

Richardson, John. Fauna Boreali-American a. London,

1829.

Audubon and Bachman. Quadrupeds of North America, 3

vols. New York, 1856.

Baird, Spencer F. Mammals. Washington, 1857.

Ross, Bernard H. List of the Mammals, etc., ol)served in the

Mackenzie River District. Nat. Hist. Review, 1862,

pp. 271-276.

Allen, H. Monograph of the Bats ot North America, Smith-

sonian Institute, Washington, 1864.

Lord, John Keast. The Naturalist in British Columbia.

London, 1866.

Gilpin, J. Bernard. On the Mammalia of Nova Scotia.

Trans. Nov. Sc. Inst. Nat. Sci., vol. 3, 1871.

Coues and Allen. Monographs of North American Rodentia,

Washington, 1877.

Coues, Dr. Elliott. Precursory Notes on American Insect

ivorous Mammals. Bull. IJ. S. Geol. Survey, 1877.

Coues, Dr. Elliott. Fur-bearing Animals. Washington,

1877.

Allen, Joel Asaph. North American Pinnipeds. Wash
ington, 1880.

Chamberlain, M. List of Mammals of New Brunswick,

Bull. Nat. Hist. Soc. N. B., 1884.

Thompson, E. T. A List of the Mammals of Manitoba.

Trans. Man. Sci. & Hist. Soc. 188(6)7.

Saint-Cyr, D. N. The Pinniped Mammalia of the River

and Gulf of St. Lawrence. Quebec, 1887.

Various articles by officers of the survey in the Reports of the

Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada.
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UNGULATA.

Alce Americanus, Jardine.

Moose.

Cervus Alces, Ricli.

Moosiva. Western Cree.

Mooz. Saulteaux.

Common in the forest regions from Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick westward to the Rocky Mountains, and north- west-

ward to the mouth of the Mackenzie river and Alaska. Rare on

the west side of the Rocky Mountains in Southern British

Columbia, but reported as far west as the Gold Range.

ItANGiFiiit CARIBOU, Linn.

Wooillaud Caribou.

Ue/vas tarandus sylvestris, Rich.

Muskctk-a-tilc, AYestcrn Cree.

A-tikk. Northern Manitoba Cree.

A-tikh. Saulteaux.

Formerly abundant in Nova Scotia, but now almost

extinct. Common in the more thickly wooded parts of

northern New Brunswick, Quebec nnd Ontario, the North

-

West Territories and British Columbia, but very rare in

north-western Manitoba.

Rangifkr Gkoenlandicus, Linn.

Barren Ground (Jaribuu.

Oervus tarandus., var. aretica.. Rich.

All the northern parrs of the continent with the adjacent

islands in the Arctic Ocean.

Cervus Canadensis, Erxi.

American Elk. " Red Deer." W4skasew.

Cervus sirongy/oceras., Rich.

Wa-ioas-ka-si< o. Ciee.

Mus-koos. Saulteaux.

Up to a hundred years ago an inhabitant of Eastern Canada,
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but now only occasionally met with from Manitoba westward

to the Pacific coast, as far north as Lat. 57*, and also on

Vancouver and some of the adjacent islands. Being easily

approached it is becoming rapidly exterminated.

The name " Wapiti " was applied to this species by Rich-

ardson, who was apparently under the erroneous impression

that the Indians knew it by this name. The Indian name
*' Wapatik" belongs, however, to the Mountain Goat and not

to the Waskasew. The former means " white deer" (both the

mountain sheep and mountain goat being considered as deer)

and it would therefore only apply to the white Mountain Goat.

Cariacds Yirginianus, Bodd.

Virginia Deer.

Wa])-ai-oos. Western Cree.

Wep-ai-oos. N. Man. Cree.

South-western New Brnnswick, central Quebec and On-

tario ; and as var. leucurus Dougl. from the Plains of the

Saskatchewan westward to the Pacific coast and Vancouver

Island,

Cariacus MACROTis, Say.

Mule Deer, Black-tailed Deer.

Ivas-Jci-che-wai-oos (the Black-tail). N, Man, Cree.

Kwas-kwe-pai-hoos (the Jumper). N. Man. Cree.

Mu-ke-che-wai-oos^ (the Black-tail), Saulteaux.

A-pi-sl mo-soos, (the little Moose) Cree. Applied both

to this and to the preceding species.

Plains of the Saskatchewan and westward as far as the

Cascade range in British Columbia.

Cariacus Columbianus, Rich.

Black-tailed Deer,

Cervus Tnaorotis, var. Cohirnbianus, Rich,

Westward from the Rocky Mountains to the islands off the

coast of British Columbia.
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Antilocapka Americana, Ord.

Antelope. Cabree.

Antilo2)e furcifer^ (Smith) Rich,

A-pis-che-chi-Tcoo. Cree and Saulteaux.

Plains south of the North Saskatchewan eastward to the

Missouri Coteau, and occasionally to the banks of the

Assiniboine in the vicinity of Fort Ellice. Among the Cavi-

cornia this animal is peculiar and resfMnbles the deer in

annually shedding the outer corneous portion of its horns.

Aplooerus montands, Otd.

Kocky Mountain Goat.

Gapra Aincricana^ Rich.

Wap-a-tik (white deer). Cree.

From the Rocky Mountains westward to the Cascade Range
and as far northward as the Arctic Circle,

OVIS MONTANA, CuV.

Mountain Sheep. Big-horn.

Mai-a-tik. Cree.

Rocky Mountains to the Coast Range in British Columbia

and as far north as the Arctic Circle.

OviBOs MosciiATUs, Zwim.

Musk Ox,

Barren grounds west of Hudson's Biy, to near the eastern

boundary of Alaska, Not found furtlier south than Lat. 59°.

Bo8 Amekicandb, Giiiel.

Buffalo. Bison.

Moos-ioos. Cree,

Formerly living on the plains from the Red River to the

foot or occasionally in the Passes to the west of the summit

of the Rocky Mountains, chiefly found south of the forest line

but some used to stray as far north along the Mackenzie River
as Lat, 64*,

Now practically extinct in Canada though a small iierd was
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seen by the writer near the Red Deer "River in 188i. A few

are still in existence in the basin of tlie Mackenzie River, and

tiiese which never migrate to the south, have come to be

known as Wood Buffalo. With reo-ard to these, Mr. Kino;

the Hudson's Bay officer who is now in charge of Fort Pelly,

but who till very lately has lived in the Peace and Mac-

kenzie Rivers District, kindly furnished me witli the fol-

lowing notes, stating at the same time that he had seen

many of them. The animals will average two hundred

pounds heavier than their prairie cousins and their hair is

darker and thicker. When the Wood Buffalo were abun-

dant in the Peace River country, the Prairie Buffalo were

also very abundant. They lived in the open poplar woods

outside the limits of the true forest, a style of country that is

especially common throughout the North-West Territory. At
present there are two bands known to be in existence. One
band of about live hundred lives on what is locally known as

the " Salt Plain " which is a prairie from five to twenty miles

wide, stretching for five hundred miles south-westward from

the vicinity of Fort Smith on the Slave River to the foot of

the Rocky Mountains. Another band of about a hundred is

roaming on a smaller prairie lying to the south-east of Fort

McMurray between the Athabasca and Clearwater Rivers. Mr,

King states that the two forms are very easily distinguished.

Mr. Campbell, however, the Hudson's B ly officer who
first established forts on the Ynkon River, informed me that

it was often impossible to distinguish what was known as

the Wood Buffalo from the Prairie Buflalo,

CARNIYORA.
Felts concoloe, Linn.

Cougar. Panther. Puma. Mountain Lion.

Mista-pi-sioo (big cat). Cree.

Found in rough wooded regions in southern Quebec, the

Rocky Mountains, British Columbia, and Vancouver Island.
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Lynx rufiis, Gmel.

Wild Cat.

Common in i^ova Scotia, New BrunsM'iek, southern Quebec

and Ontario. On the western side of the Rocky Mountains it

is represented by the vAv'x^ty fasciatus.

Lynx Canadensis, Geoff.

Canada Lynx.

Felis Canadensis., Ricli.

Pi-sioo. Cree.

Pi-si. Saulteaux.

In wooiled country from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and in

the summer migrating down the Mackenzie River to the Arctic

Ocean.

CaNIS lupus OCCIDENTALIS, Rtch.

Wolf.

Mu-h i-Jt U7i. Cvee.

Ma-ing-gun. Saulteaux.

Rare in Nova Scotia and Xew Brunswick, but still occasion-

ally seen in the wooded parts of Quebec, Ontario, the Noi'th-

West Territories and British Columbia.

Var. griseus. Grey Wolf.

Is the common form east of the Rocky Mountains.

Yar. albus. White Wolf.

On the northern barren grounds, and on the islands in the

Arctic Ocean and occasionally further south.

Yar. ater. Black Wulf.

From the Mackenzie and Saskatchewan Rivers to the

Pacific coast.

Canis laikans, Say.

Coyot^.

Mista-chagonis (big belly). Cree and Saulteaux.

Plains and partly wooded country throughout Manitoba and

the North-West Territories, though much more plentiful on

the Upper Saskatchewan than elsewhere ; also on the plains

in the southern portion of British Columbia.
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•Canis familiaris, Say.

Var. horealis, Desra.

Eskimo Dog.
Among the Eskimo on the north coast of America and on

the islands of the Arctic Ocean.

Var. lago2yus, Rich.

Hare Indian Dog.

Among the Hare Indians on the banks of the Mackenzie

River.

VuLPES VL'LGARis, Fleming.

Yar. fulvus. Red Fox.

Yar. decussatus. Cross Fox.

Yar. argentatus. Silver or Black Fox.

Mu-ki-sioo. Western Cree.

Ma-ha-sis. N. Man. Oree.

Wa-kush. Saulteaux.

All tliese varieties are more or less common in the wooded

•or partly wooded countries from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

YULPES MACROUEUS, Bciivd.

Prairie Fox.

Plains of southern British Columbia and also on Yancouver

Island.

YuLPEs vELox, Say.

Kit Fox.

Canis cinereo-argeoitatus^ Sabine.

Chi-kan-a-Tcovj-esis, (louse eggs with hair). Cree and

Saulteaux.

Wa-chi-koo-rtii-sis., (a lousy thing). Cree and Saulteaux*

On the plains and prMiries from Manitoba westward to the

Rocky Mountains.

YuLPEs LAGOPUs, Linn.

Arctic Fox, White Fox.

and YsiY.fuliginosus.

Blue Fox.
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Barren grounds and northern shores of the Continent as far

south into Hudson's Bay as Fort Churchill, and very far north

on the islands in the Arctic Ocean, Mr. J. W. Tyrrell informs

rae that the blue variety breeds true to its own color, and

remains of essentially the same color throughout the year.

One that lie trapped in January, 1886, on the north shore of

Hudson's ytrait, and which is now in the Geological and

Natural History Museum in Ottawa, is of a beautiful dark

blueish gray color.

GuLo Luscus, {Liim.) Sabine.

Wolverene. Carcajou. Glutton.

Formerly found in New Brunswick, and now occasionally

met with in the northern parts of Quebec and Ontario.

Found principally in the wooded parts of the North-West

Territories to the northern limit of trees, and in British

Columbia south to the boundary line.

MUSTELA PeNNANTT, Efxl.

Pekan. Fisher.

Mustela Canadensis^ Linn.

and Yar. alha, Rich.

O-cheeh. Cree and Saulteaux.

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and westward in wooded

country to the Pacific, being found as far north as Great Slave

Lake.

Musi ELA Americana, Turton.
Marten. Pine-Marten.

Mustela martes, Eich.

Wa-pis-tan. Western Cree,

Wap-se-sioo, N. Man. Cree.

Wa-pi-sis. Saulteaux.

From the Atlantic to the Pacific as far north as the

northern limit of trees.

PuTOKius VULGARIS, Linn.
Weasel.

Putorius pusillus., And. and Bach.

Si-hoos. N. Man. Cree.

Sin-goosh. Saulteaux.
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From the Atlantic to the Pacific, at least as far north a&

Great Slave Lake,

Fdtorius ermineus, Linn.

Ermine.

Everywhere in Canada from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

PUTORIUS LONGICAUDA, Bouap.

Long-tailed Weasel.

From the Plains of the Saskatchewan westward to the

Pacific.

PuTORius visoN, Brisson.

Mink.

Putorius lutreohis^ (Cuv.) Allen.

Putorius nigresoens., And. and Bach.

At-jak-as and Shan-gwash. Cree.

Shan-gioa-si. Sanlteaux.

Throiighont the whole of Canada from the Atlantic to the

Pacific.

Mephitis mephitica, Shaw.

Skunk.

Mephitis Americana, var. Hudsonica, Rich.

Mephitis ocoidentalis, Baird.

Si-hah. Cree and Saulteaux.

Abundant in wooded and partly wooded country from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, as far north as Great Slave Lake.

Mephitis putorius, Linn.

Little Striped Skunk.

J. K. Lord records it from southern British Columbia.

Taxidea Am^ViiGa.^

a

'Schrel.

Badger.

Meles Lahradoria., (Sabine) Rich.

Mis-tan-isk. Cree.

Mis-tan-ak. Saulteaux.
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On the plains and prairies from the Red River westward to

the Rocky Mountains, as far north as the Saskatchewan and

probably as far as Peace River. Also on the plains in

southern British Columbia. Rapidly becoming extinct.

LuTRA Canadensis, Turton.

Otter.

Lutra Californica^ Baird.

Liitra destructor, Barnston.

Ni-Tiik. Cree and Saulteaux.

From Nova Scotia and New Brunswick across the conttnent

to Vancouver Island, and northward to the Arctic circle, or

into the Barren Grounds.

Enhydra marina, Steller.

Sea Otter.

Enhydris lutris^ (Linn.) Coues.

Western coast of British Columbia.

Procyon lotor, (Linn.) Storr.

Raccoon.

E-se-pun. Cree and Saulteaux.

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and westward to the west side

of Lake Manitoba.

Var. Hernandezii.

Vancouver Island and southern British Columbia.

Ursus horribilis, Ord.

Grizzly Bear.

Ursus ferox^ Rich.

Mist-a-ya. Cree.

Formerly when buffalo were plentiful, an inhabitant of the

plains along the Saskatchewan, but now confined to the

mountains through which they roam northward as far as the

Yukon.

Ursus arctos. Rich.

Barren-Ground Bear.

On the Barren Grounds in the northern parts of Canada.
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Ursus Americands, Pallas.

Black Bear. Brown Bear.

Jlus-kioa. Cree.

Ma-kwa. Sanlteaux.

Common throughout Canada from the Atlantic to the

Pacific, as far north as the northern limit of trees.

Thalassarctos maritimus, Zinn.

Polar Bear. White Bear.

Alono; the shores and on the islands of the Arctic Ocean,,

sometimes straying about a hundred miles inland.

PINNIPEDIA.

Odobaenus rosmarus, Ilalragren.

Walrus.

In comparatively recent times it inhabited the shores of

Nova Scotia. Now it is confined to the shores of Labrador,.

Hudson's Strait and Bay and Davis Strait, as far north as

explorers have reached. It appears to be very rarely met

with between Melville Peninsula and Point Barrow.

EuMATOPius Stelleri, Lesson.

Sea Lion.

Shores of the North Pacific from Behring's Strait south-

ward to Calitbrnia.

Callorhinus ursinus, {Li7in.) Gray.

Northern Fur Seal. Sea Bear.

West coast of British Columbia from Alaska to the Interna-

tional Boundary.

Phoca vitulina, Linn.

Harbor Seal. Fresh-water Seal.

Ka-si-gia. Eskimo.

This species inhabits both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts
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of Canada and ascends many of the laro;er rivers. It has

been known to ascend the St. Lawrence to Lake Ontario,

and the Ottawa River to the foot of the Chaudiere Falls at

Ottawa. Found in Hudson's Strait, though not very abund-

antly at Asiie's Inlet, but in considerable numbers around

the middle Savage Islands.

" The pups have a soft black glossy coat when born, but

they soon become spotted, and as they grow older their coat

becomes faded and coarser.—j, w. t.''

Phoca (Pdsa) foetida, Fabr.

Ringed Seal.

Nit-chill. Eskimo.

From the coast of Labrador around the north shore of the

continent to Alaska. In Hudson's Strait it is the commonest

species and is the principal food of the natives.

" The young are covered with a white fur."

Phoca (Pagophilus) Groenlandica, Fahr.

Harp Seal.

It sometimes strays as far south as Nova Scotia, but is es]>e-

cially abundant (»fi' the shores of Newfoundland and along the

coast of Labrador into Davis Strait. In Hudson's Strait it is

common on the south shore, but on the north shore it is rarely

met with.

Erignathus BARBATU8, Fabv.

Bearded Seal. Square-flipper.

TJg-joo. Eskimo.

This species accurs in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, on the

coast of Labrador, and on the shores of the Arctic Ocean,

extending far north among the islands. The young has a soft

grey coat of a little darker shade than that of the old one.

Halich^rus grypus, Fdbr.

Grey Seal.

A rare species confined to the North Atlantic, where it has

been found as far south as Sable Island, Nova Scotia, whence

it ranges northward along the coast of Greenland.
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OySTOPHORA CJBISTATA, Evxl.

Hooded Seal. Jumping Seal.

Gow-a-galeef Eskimo.

Shores of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, coasts of Newfoundland

and Labrador and far northward into the Arctic Seas.

RODENTIA.

Neotoma cinerea, iOrd) JBaird.

Bushy-tailed Wood Rat.

Neotoma DruTnmondii^ Rich.

Western and North-western Canada, from the Rocky-

Mountains westward to the Raciflc coast.

Hesperomys leucopus, Raf.

White-footed or Deer Mouse.

Cricetus myoides, Gapper.

Hesperomys inyoides, Baird.

Hesperomys austerus^ Baird.

Hesperomys Boylii^ Baird.

Wa-pi-kan-o-chi (White Mud Thing). Saulteaux.

From Nova Scotia and New Brunswick to the Pacific coast

and northward to the Arctic Ocean.

Hespekomys leucopus, var. Sonoriensis, Leoonte.

Mus leucopus, Rich.

Hudson's Bay to the Pacific coast and as far north as the

mouth of Mackenzie River.

Hesperomys Michiganensis, Aud. and Bach.

Michigan Mouse.

Recorded by Thompson from Manitoba.

Hesperomys leucogaster, Maxim.
Missouri Mole-mouse.

Found by Dr. E. Coues on the Red River, so that it will

doubtless be found in Manitoba.
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EvorOMYS RUTILUS, PaUcis.

Long-eared Mouse.

Xew Brunswick to the west coast as far north as Fort Good
Hope on tiie Mackenzie River.

EvoTOMYS RUTILUS, var. Gapperi^ Vigors.

Red-backed Mouse.

Has been found in !Nova Scotia, Manitoba, and on the west

coast of Hudson's Bay, General range soutli of that of true

rutilus.

Arvjcola riparius, Orel.

Meadow Mouse.

Arvicola Pe?i)isylvanicus, (Ord) Rich.

Kwa-skwun-da-pi-kan-o-chi (Jumping Mouse). Saulteaux.

From Nova Scotia and New Brunswick to tlie Rocky
Mountains and doubtless also to British Columbia.

Arvicola riparius, var. ho/'ealis., Rich.

Little Northern Meadow Mouse.

Ai'vicola ho7'ealis, Rich.

North-western America, especially in the Mackenzie River

region.

Arvicola Townsendi, Bach.

Townsend's Meadow Mouse.

Recorded from Puget Sound so that it doubtless also occurs

in southern British Columbia.

Arvicola xanthognataus, Leach.

Chestnut-cheeked Meadow Mouse.

In North-western Canada from the Hudson's Bay to the

Pacific.

Arvicola xanthognathus, var. Richardsoni, DeKay.
Largre Northern Meadow Mouse.

Arvicola rijMrius, {Ord) Rich.

Range essentially the same as the preceding.
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Arvicola Oregon:, Bach.

Oregon Meadow Mouse.

Southern British Columbia.

Arvicola noveboracbnsis, {Baf.) Kich.

Sharp-nosed Meadow Mouse.

Arvicola Drummonclii^ Aud. and Bach.

On the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains about the

head of the Athabasca River.

MUS DECUMANUS, Pilllas.

Grey or Norway Rat.

Throughout the more settled parts of the Dominion. In

the Korth-West Territories, found sparingly along the lines ot

railway.

Mus RATTUS, Linn.

Black Rat.

Recorded from both the Atlantic and Pacific sea-boards, but

it has never reached far into the interior.

Mus MUSCULUS, Linn.

House Mouse.

Common in all the more settled parts of the country, but in

Manitoba and the North- West Territories not yet found away
from the lines of railway.

Synaptomys Cooperi, Baircl.

Found both in Minnesota and Alaska and so will doubtless

be found in Manitoba and the North-West Territories.

«r

Myodes obensis. Brants.

Tawny Lemming.

Arvicola helvolus, Rich.

Arvicola trimucronatus, Rich.

Found around Great Bear Lake, and in the Rocky Moun-
tains as far south as Lat. 56^.

6
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CUNICULUS TORQUATUS, PallttS.

Hudson's Bay Lemming.

Arvicola {Georychus) Uudsonius, Rich.

Arvicola Groenlandica, (Traill) Rich.

From Labrador around the northern coast of the continent^

and on the islands in the Arctic Ocean.

Zapus Hudsonius, {Zimm.) Cones.

Jumping Mouse.

Meriones Ldbradorius., Rich.

Kis-chi-kwa-skwun -da-in-kan-o-chi. (Big Jumping
Mouse). Saulteaux.

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and westward along the

Saskatchewan to British Columbia, reaching as far north as

Fort Simpson on the Mackenzie River.

Fiber zibethicus, Linn.

Muskrat.

Fiber Osoyoosensis, Lord.

^Ya-chask. Cree.

Wa-shasJc/i. Saulteaux,

Throughout the whole of Canada as far north as the Arctic

Ocean.

Lepus timidus, Zinn., var. arcticus. Leach.

Polar Hare.

Lej^us glacialis, (Leach) Rich.

Barren groimds in northern Canada as well as on the shores

of the Arctic Ocean, reaching as far south into Hudson's Bay

as Fort Churchill.

Lepus campestris. Bach.

Prairie Hare. "Jack Rabbit."

Lejpus Virginianiis, (Harlan) Rich.

Mist-a-2jus, (big hare). Cree.

Plains from the western limit of Manitoba westward to the

base of the Rocky Mountains as far north as the Saskatchewan

River. Also on the plains in southern British Columbia.
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Lepus Americanus, Erxl.

Varying Hare. Rabbit,

Wa])U8. Cree.

Wapoos. Saulteaux.

Found throughout the northern part of the Continent as

far north as the northern limit of trees.

Lepus sylvaticus, Back.

Wood Hare. Grey Rabbit.

Becoming quite common throughout Ontario.

Var. NuttaUi {Lejnts Artemisia) is inserted by Lord in his

list of Mammals from southern British Columbia, but from

a previous remark in the text one would be led to infer that he

obtained his specimens from a locality some distance south of

the International Boundary Line.

Lepus Californicus, Gray.

Californian Hare.

Mentioned in J. K. Lord's List of Mammals from British

Columbia.

Erethizon dorsatus, Linn.

Canada Porcupine.

Ilystrix 2>ilosus, (Catesby) Rich.

Kahwa. Cree.

Kak. Saulteaux.

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia north-westward to

Hudson's Bay, along its western shore to Fort Cliurchill and

westward to the Mackenzie River.

Yar. ejnxanthus, Brandt.

Yellow-haired Porcupine.

On the Pacific slope, and in the Rocky Mountains north-

ward to the Liard River.

LagoxMys princeps. Rich.

Little-chief Hare. North American Pika.

'Lagomys minirnus, Lord.
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From the eastern slope ot the Rocky Mountains westward

along the International Boundary Line as far as Chilukweyuk

Lake, and northward to Lat. 60"', Lord found his L. minimus

near the banks of the Similkaineen River, on the eastern side

of the Cascade range, but at an altitude of 7,000 feet.

Castor fiber. Linn.

Beaver.

Castor fiber Americanvs, Rich.

Castor Canadensis, Kuhl,

Amisk. Cree.

AmikJi. Saulteaux.

Throughout the whole of Canada to the northern limit ot

trees.

Perognathus monticola, Baird.

Mountain Pocket Mouse.

Recorded by J. K. Lord from southern British Columbia.

Aplodontia leporina. Rich.

Sewellel. Shuwt'l. Ou-ka-la.

Ha])lodon rxifus, Cones.

Eastern and western slopes of the Cascade Range in British

Columbia.

Geomys bursarius, {Shay)) Rich.

Pouched Gopher.

Originally described from a specimen brought from eastern

Canada.

Thomomys talpoides. Rich.

Northern Pocket Gopher.

Po-ta-chiTia-sioo. N. Man. Cree.

Po-ta.-chi-pin-gwa-si, (The thing that blcws up the

loose earth). Saulteaux.

Yery numerous in rich alluvial meadows from Manitoba

westward along the Saskatchewan to the base of the mountains.
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The surface is in many places undermined b}' this species to such

an extent that a horse will repeatedly break through, thus mak-

ing travelling both very tedious and unpleasant.

Thomomys talpoides, var. hulbivorus^ Rich.

Pacific Pocket Gopher.

Diplostoma f hulbivoru7n. Rich.

Geomys Douglassii^ Rich.

Southern portion of British Columbia.

SCIUROPTERUS VOLUCELLA, Pollas.

Var. Iludsonius^ Grael.

Northern Flying Squirrel.

Pteromys sahrinus, Rich.

Pterotnys sahrinus, var. B. aljnnns, Rich.

Pteromys Oregonensis^ Bach.

Sa-ha-skan-da-wa-si, (a thing that sticks close to any-

thing). Saulteaux.

From the Atlantic to the Pacific as far north as Hudson's

Bay, Great Slave Lake and Fort Liard.

SciURUS HuDSONius, Pallas.

Red .Squirrel. Chickaree.

A-ni-wa-chask. Cree.

A-chit-a-moo. Saulteaux.

From the Atlantic westward to the Rocky Mountains and

northward to the northern limit of trees.

Yar. RiGhardsoni, Bach.

Rocky Mountains to the Cascade Range in the vicinity of

the International Boundary Line.

Yar. Douglassi, Gray.

Sciurus Hudsonius^ var. /3, Rich.

Coast of British Columbia.
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SciURUS Carolinensis, Gmel.

Grey Squirrel, Black Squirrel.

Sciurus niger, Rich.

Sciu7'us leiicotis, Gapper.

Sciurvs migratorius, Aud. and Bach.

From western New Brunswick, through southern Quebec

and Ontario as far west as the north shores of Lakes Huron and

Superior. Especially abundant, however, in the wooded parts

of the Western Peninsula of Ontario.

Sciurus fossor, PeaU.

California Grey Squirrel.

Given in Lord's list of Mammals from southern British

Columbia.

Tamias striatus, Linn.

Striped Squirrel. Chipmunk.

Sciurus {Tamias) Lysteri, (Ray) Rich.

Common from the x\tlantic coast westward to eastern

Manitoba. Not found west of Lake Manitoba.

Tamias Asiaticus, Gmel.

Var. horealis. Cones,

Northern Chipmunk.

Sciurus {Tamias) quadrivittatus^ Rich.

A-hwin-giois. Saulteaux.

Ranges from the western side of Hudson's Bay, on the

Churchill and Nelson Rivers to the north shore of Lake

Superior, westward to the Rocky Mountains and northward on

the Mackenzie River to the Arctic Circle.

Yar. quadrivittatus., Say.

Rocky Mountains, and mountains in British Columbia in the

vicinity of the Internationa] Boundary Line.

Var. Toiunsendi., Bach.

Coast of British Columbia.
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Tamias lateralis, Say.

Say's Chipmnnk.

Arotomys {Spermojphilus) lateralis^ Ricb.

Rocky Mountains from the International Boundary north to

Lat. 57°.

Spermophilus bmpetra, Pallas.

Parry's Spermophile.

Arctomys {Spennophilus) Parryi, Rich.

Arotomys Kennicotti., Ross.

Barren grounds from tlie east side of Hudson's Bay to

Alaska, as far north as the Arctic circle.

Yar. erythroglutcBus, Rich.

Rocky Mountains from the Boundary Line north to Lat. 57"^.

Spermophilus Richardsoni, {Saline) Rich.

Richardson's Spermophile. Grey Gopher.

A-jpis-chin-a-kwa-cha-shuh., (a little squirrel). Saulteaux

From the Pembina Escarpment in Manitoba to the base of

the Rocky Mountains, and northward to the Saskatchewan.

Yar, Townsendi., Bach.

Arctomys {Sjyermophihis) guttatus, Rich.

Southern portion of British (^olumbia.

Spermophilus Franklini, Sabine.

Grey-headed Spermophile.

A-pis-chan-as-koos, (a little badger). Cree.

Mist-a-chit-a-moo., (a big squirrel). Saulteaux.

Western Manitoba northward to the Saskatchewan River,

but none were seen as far west as Fort Pitt.

Spermophilus tridecemlineatus, Mitohill.

Striped Gopher.

Arctomys {Spermojyhilus) Hoodi^ Rich.

Sa-sa-wa-pas-koos. Cree.

Ta-chi-kow-kan-a-see (striped back). Saulteaux.

From Red River westward to the base of the Rocky Mount

ains, as far north as the North Saskatchewan.
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Arctomys monax, Lmn.
Woodchuck. Ground-hog.

Arctomys empetra, (Sabine) Rich.

Arctomys pruinosus, Gmelin.

A-kwa-hwa-chis. Saiilteanx.

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and westward around the

shores of Hudson's J3a)' to the Mackenzie and Liard Rivers,

as far north as Lat. 62'^.

Arctomys caligatus, Eschscholtz.

Hoar}' Marmot.

Arctomys lyrxiinosxis^ (Gmel.) Rich.

Arctom^ys Okanagcmus, King.

Rocky Mountains westward to the Cascade Range and'

northward to the Arctic Circle. Often seen among lieaps of

angular masses ot loose rock. I can find no reference to its

being found east of the Rocky Mountains.

The specific name caligatus has here been used instead of

jyruinosus. which latter name, as was pointed out to me by Prof»

Macoun, appears to have been in all probability first applied

to a light-colored specimen of monax. Pennant's description

on which Gmelin's name pruinosus was founded, as given in

Coues and Allen's " Monographs of North American Rodentia "

p. 926, agrees so well with a specimen of A. monax from

Hudson's Bay, the original locality, now in the Geological and

Natural History Museum, that I have very little hesitation in

placing Gmelin's species as a synonym of A. raonax i and

although the A. pruinosus of Richardson is undoubtedly the

true A. caligatus., his name cannot stand on account of its hav-

ing been formerly applied to a different species.

JNSECTIYCRA.

ScALOPS AQUATicus, Linn.

Common Mole.

Common throughout Eastern Canada.
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SCAPANUS TOWNSENDI, Bcick.

Oreo;on Mole.

Scaloj)s Canadensis^ Rich.

Scalops latimanus^ Bach.

Scalojys ceneus^ Cassin.

Southern portions of British Colninbia.

ScAPANUS Breweri, BacJi.

Hairy-tailed Mole.

New Brunswick.

COXDYLURA CRISTATA, Linn.

Star-nosed Mole.

Condylura longicauda., (Bl.) Rich.

Condylura macroura.^ Rich.

From the Atlantic Coast north westward to Hudson's Bay
and westward to the Rocky Mountains.

Urotrichus Gibbsi, Baird.

Chilukweyuk River in southern British Columbia.

Neosorex palustris, Rich.

Marsh Shrew.

Nova Scotia to the Rocky Mountains around the borders of

lakes.

Sorex Trowbridgii, Baird.

Southern British Columbia.

Sorex Forsteri, Rich.

Forster's Shrew.

From Nova Scotia to the Rocky Mountains, and as far north,

on the Mackenzie River as the Arctic Circle.

Sorex Thompsoni, Baird.

Thompson's Shrew.

Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Sorex vagrans, (Cooper) Baird.

Southern British Columbia.
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SoRBX SucKLETi, Baird.

Southern British Columbia.

SOREX PACHYURUS, Bciivd.

Found at Pembina, Minn., so it doubtless will be found in

Manitoba.

SoREX PLATYRHiNus. DeKoy.
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

SOREX PERSONATUS, Geoff.

Cooper's Shrew.

Ki-ni-ki-si-vKi-pi-lcan-n-chi^ (Sharp-nosed mouse).

Saulteaux.

New Brunswick to the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains

SoREX Belli, Dobson.

Near York Factory, Hudson's Bay.

Sorex sphagnicola, Coues.

Fort Liard in the north-eastern corner of British Columbia.

Blarina talpoides, Gapper.

Nova Scotia to "Western Ontario-

Blarina brevicauda, Say.

Nova Scotia and New Bruswick, westward to Eastern

Manitoba.

Blarina augusticeps Baird.

Nova Scotia.

Blarina cinbrea. Bach.

Nova Scotia.
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CHEIROJr'TERA.

Atalapha noveboracensis. Tomes.

Red Bat.

A-pu-kwan-a-chis. Cree. A-p^i-J&wan-a-chi. (A covering).

Sanlteaux. Used generally for all species of bats.

Throughout Canada from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Atalapha cinerea, Becmv.

Hoary Bat.

Yespertilio pruinosus, Rich.

Nova Scotia to Manitoba.

ScoTOPHiLUS Fuscus, Beauv.

Brown Bat.

Has been found in Ottawa city and also near Lake Winnipeg.

SCOTOPHILUS NOCTIVAGANS, LsGOnte.

Silvery-haired Bat.

From the Atlantic to the Rocky Mountains and northward

to Hudson Brv.

Vespertilio subulatus, Say.

Little Brown Bat,

Common throughout Canada east of the Rocky Mountains,

Vespertilio lucifugus, Leconte.

Blunt-nosed Bat.

From the Atlantic to the Pacific and northward as far as

Hudson's Bay.

Ottawa, February 23rd, 1888.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE

By HORATIO HALE.

It is the characteristic of modern science that it seeks to account

for all development and progress by the operation of existing causes.

In an address delivered before the Section of Anthropology in the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, at the meeting

of 186G, I sought to show in what manner this general law is applied

to elucidate the history of language. The origin of linguistic stocks

or families has been deemed one of the most mysterious problems in

philological science. There ai'e, so far as our pi'esent knowledge ex-

tends, between two and three hundred of such stocks, differing totally

from one another both in vocabulary and in grammar. Various

hypotheses have been offered to explain their origin, but none has heeu

genei'ally accepted as satisfactory. Professor Max Miiller, in his

" Science of Language," considers the problem extremely difficult, Ijut

not insoluble. He compares it to the question of the plurality of

inhabited worlds, but deems it not quite as hopeless. He believes

(and, as I hope to show, with justice) that it may receive a solution

which will demonstrate that all languages have proceeded from one

source. On the other hand. Professor Hovelacque, in his excellent work
" La Linguistique," presents the fact of the existence of " a multipli-

city of irreducible linguistic systems," as " a capital argument " in

favor of that polygenist view, which holds that man, originally speech-

less, acquii'ed the faculty of speech in as many different places as thei'e

are different linguistic stocks.

This view, it will be seen, though maintained by a distinguished

evolutionist, is in itself anti-evolutionai-y ; for it assigns the origin of

linguistic stocks to a cause no longer in operation. In the addi'ess.
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refeiTecl to, I endeavored to show that the origin of these stocks was

due to a force which is in constant activity, and which I described

as " the language-making instinct of very young children." Every

parent must have noticed how his child, when beginning to talk, con-

stantly uses novel expressions, appai-ently of its own invention, but

doubtless often mere corruptions of words, perhaps misunderstood,

uttered by its elders. Ordinarily these peculiar expressions are soon

corrected and forgotten. But instances not unfrequently occur where

two children of the same age or nearly the same age, who are left much
together, proceed in their invention of these novel terms until thev

frame a complete language, sufficient for all purposes of their childish

intercourse, but totally unintelligible to those about them. Several

instances of the creation of such child-languages were cited, and the

fact was pointed out that in the first peopling of every country, when,

from vaxious causes, families must often be scattered at very wide

distances from one another, many cases must have occurred where

two or more young childi-en, left by the death of their parents to grow

up secluded from all other society, were thus compelled to frame a

language of their own, which would become the mother tongue of a

new linguistic stock.

As the address has been published (in the volume of the Association

for 1886) it will not be necessary to repeat the facts and reasoning

which were offered in support of this theor}^ Though presented

nnder serious disadvantages— for the restricted limits of a public

address compelled the omission of much evidence which had been

gathered in its support—the reception thus far accorded to it, by

authoi'ities of the highest rank, seems to afford a good augury of its

ultimate general acceptance. The few objections which have been

made to it are only such, I am confident, as a fuller discussion and a

better understanding of its character and purport will remove. Most

of them had in fact been already anticipated and answered in the

original essay, of which the address in question was a brief and

partial summary. I am grateful, thei-efore, to the Philological Com-

mittee of the Institute for the opportunity which their invitation

affords me of laying before students of linguistic science some of the

omitted portions of my essay, which may aid in commending to their

judgment the views thus suggested on the origin of linguistic stocks,

and on the natural laws which govern the development of speech.
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Two widely diiferent theories in regard to the formation and growth

of language have been maintained by eminent philologists who have

written on that much-vexed question. One class, at the head of

whom may be placed the great name of Jacob Grrimm, have argued

that this formation must have been a gradual process, commencing

with a few hundred monosyllabic roots, from which, by slow and pro-

gressive steps, continued from generation to generation, have sprung,

first, the agglutinate type, and, finally, the inflective form of speech.

On this theory, the Chinese represents the primitive cast of language,,

the Manchu or Malay would indicate the secondary or intermediate

form, and the Semitic and Aryan would display the latest and highest

development. The linguistic process, however, does not rest here. Ac-

cording to the theojy, as set forth by its most distinguished advocate,*

when language has reached its highest stage of synthesis, such as ap-

pears in the Sanscrit, the Greek, and the Latin, a disintegrating or

analytic force makes itself felt. The too elaborate and cumbrous

grammatical system is gradually decomposed ; many inflections disap-

pear, and the analytic tongues of modern India, Persia and Europe

are formed.

These views are strongly combated by another class of scholars,

among whom a high place is due to the eminent author of the " Gene-

ral History of the Semitic Languages." To cite the forcible argument

of M. Eenan in his own words :
—" Grimm recognizes, with all lin-

guists, the fact that the farther we go back in the history of languages,

the more synthetic, rich, and complicated we find them ; but he refuses

to follow the induction to the end. Instead of concluding from this

progression that the primitive language, if we could know it, would

be a model of exuberance, he stops shoi't, and supposes before the

synthetic period a period of infancy, the reality of which there is no

positive fact to prove. I do not think that it is allowable thus to

escape from the rule of analogies ; the human mind has no such

sudden turns ; its laws operate in a continuous manner. The advance

of languages towards analysis corresponds to the advance of the human

mind towards a reflection more and more clear. This common ten-

dency of the human mind has existed from the first day ; and it is,

therefore, in the first day that we must place the highest degree of

* J. Giinim :
" Uber den Uispruii^'- der Sprache ; " Berlin, 1852. His views are summarized

and discussed in the Preface to Kenan's work, " De 1 Origine du Lang:uage," 5th edit. Paris, 1875
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synthesis."* " That which," he contimies, "so ofcen induces linguists

to regard the elementary monosyllabism of the Chinese as the primi-

tive condition of all languages is the inclination which leads us to

look upon simplicity as the mark of a state of infancy, or, at least, as

the character of a high antiquity. But this is an error, from which

philology should guard itself. The Chinese speech, wholly monosyl-

labic as it is, has served as the organ of a highly developed civilization.

On the other hand, the languages of the barbarous tribes of America

and of the people of Central and Southern Africa, which begin to fur-

nish unexpected revelations to science, offer a truly surprising wealth

of grammatical forms. According to Grimm's hypothesis, we must

suppose in these populations a powerful effort, which at a certain

epoch has caused them to issue from the infantile stage, and to pass

into that of reflection. The gi*ammatical system of the Hottentots

being much moi-e advanced than that of the Chinese, we should have

to admit that the Hottentots have made greater progress than the

Chinese in the path of intellectual development, and are farther

removed from their pi-imitive condition. This is a conclusion which

it would be impossible to maintain. "t

M. Kenan's argument appears to be decisive against the theory of

the great German philologist ; but, strange to say, he does not observe

that it is equally decisive against his own. If there is no fact which

proves that the synthetic condition of the Sanscrit, the Gx'eek and the

Arabic has been preceded by a monosyllabic stage, there is eqiially no

fact to show that the monosyllabic condition of the Chinese has been

preceded by a polysyllabic or synthetic stage. Some wi-iters have,

indeed, suggested that such a stage once existed, and that the mono-

syllables which have been spoken for four thousand years in China

are merely the relics of inflected dissyllables or longer words, which^

by the combined influences ot analysis and of phonetic decay, have

been reduced to their present formless condition. This suggestion,

however, fails to take in view the fact that the Chinese* is only one of

a large family of monosyllabic tongues. Several such languages are

spoken in the region south of China and east of the Ganges. The

Khasi, the Tai of Siam, and the Anamese are as purely monosyllabic

* " De rOrigine du Langage," p. 11.

t lb., p. 14.
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as the Chinese, and yet differ totally from it in vocables, and some-

times in that which constitutes the only graramai" of this form of

speech—the collocation of words. To maintain that all these lan-

guages, with their numerous dialects, spoken in many cases by bar-

barous or semi-barbarous populations, have been produced by the

simplification of polysyllabic tongues, through a long course of

development and reflection, would be a bold assumption, for which

there are no historic or scientific grounds whatever.

The necessary conclu.sion from all the facts within our knowledge is

that the mother-tongues of the various linguistic stocks were of

widely difterent types, some monosyllabic, others agglutinative, and

others inflective in different forms. This conclusion, which at first

sight seems not to accord with the opinions either of Grimm or of

Renan, is not pei'haps entirely at variance with the theories of either.

The former held that language began with monosyllables, and grew

by gradual development to the inflective state. The latter, to use his

own words, "regards language as framed at a single stroke (d'lui seul

coirp,) issuing instantaneously from the genius of each race."* It

may aj^pear, singularly enough, that the two views, seemingly so ir-

reconcilable, are both to a certain extent justified by the facts. A new

language arising in one generation would doubtless be deemed by M.
Renan to have been " formed at one stroke." Yet this language

might, in the pi-ocess of its foi-mation, have conformed to the theory

of the German philologist, and have grown by gradual develo]jment

from the monosyllabic to the inflected stage.

If every new mother-tongue began, as we suppose, in the lips of

very young children, its fii-st form would necessarily be in the main

XQonosyllabic. No child in its fii'st utterances willingly pronounces a

dissyllable, unless it be a simple repetition, like pnpa, mama, dada.

Some years ago the author took special notice of this fact in the early

speech of a little boy of his household. He was a very intelligent

child, with good vocal organs, and, as it subsequently appeared, with

rather unusual aptitude for language. At the age of two years, he

could say many words, but (except in a few cases of repetition, like

those just referred to) they were all monosyllables, composed either

* " Je persiste done, apres dix ans de nouveUes etudes, a envisager le lang-age coinme forme

d'un seul coup, et comme sorti instantanement du genie de chaque race."—De I'Origine du

Langage ;
preface to .^th edition, p. 16.
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of one vowel or diphthong alone, or else of a vowel or diphthong pre-

ceded by a single consonant. Every word ended with a vowel, and
two consonants never came together. Ail his Avords were thus

reduced to a form of the utmost simplicity ; and, of course, the same
syllable had many significations. Co signified clothes, coat, cold;

cd was cat, cap, candy, scratch
; /, which ha could not manage, became

10, and thus "walk" and "fall" were both pronounced waio. R,

which he could not j^ronounce, became /, and thus both " ride " and
"like" were sounded li. His sister's ])et name, Florrie, became
Woy, and Willie was sounded Wee. Yet, with this imperfect speech,

the little fellow managed to make his meaning partly intelligible to

his mother, and completely so to his brother, older than himself, who
readily conversed with him, and became his interpreter to the older

members of the family. Here, it will be seen, was already the com-

mencement of a new language. What was particularly interesting

was the fact that this language took a completely Chinese form. In
the proper Chinese language, as is well-known, every word ends in a

vowel, either pure or nasalized ; and the great majority of words

comprise but a single consonantal sound. Indeed, where in our

orthography a Chinese word commences with two consonants, their

utterance rej^resents to the native ear a single sound,—this sound

being a mute combined with an aspirate or a sibilant, as in kho, tsa.

Occasionally both aspirate and sibilant follow the mute, still making

with it, according to Chinese notions, a single consonant, as in thso,

thseng. These combinations, however, are rare, tha k, j), and t being

the only consonants which can be followed by the aspirate or the

sibilant, and the t alone being capable of receiving them both at once-

The total number of syllables in the Chinese language—that is, of

what we should consider words—is only -ioO, which is raised to 1 203

by the variation of accents.*

If we suppose that a new speech had to be framed by an isolated

group of young children, in whom the linguistic faculty was naturally

weak, and was exceptionally slow in development, we can undei'stand

how such a language miglit be arrested in its monosyllabic stage. Its

four or five hundred words would be ample as a means of communica.

tion among children, and if these words were supplemented, as the

speakers grew older, by the variations made by the tonic accents, giv-

Abel-R'-musat : Graiaiaaire ChinoUe, \^. 33.

7
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ing thus 1200 distinct vocables, the language would be complete for

all essential purposes. Few uncivilized communities have a greater

number of primitive words in ordinary use. How tlie highly civil-

ized and literary Chinese manage to express with their limited vocabu-

lary a vast range of ideas is easily understood. Much is accom])lished

by the mere effect of position,—a method which is almost as fruitful

in language as in arithmetic. Thus td signifies great, or greatness
;

jin, man or manly : td jin is " great man ;
" jin td, manly greatness

Jin may become a verb, as in the expression quoted by Remusat

from the discourse of a Chinese author against the Buddhist monas-

teries, /ih khi jin, literally " man those men," i.e., make men of those

persons who are not now acting the part of men. So, in English, we

can say a "man-child" and a " child-man." A merchant-cajitain will

^' ship a man" to "man his ship." What is with us an occasional

practice is the regular habit of the Chinese language. To this should

be added the use of conjoint expressions, in which each pai't explains

the other. Thus tdo has twelve meanings in Chinese, and makes, in

fact, twelve words, totally distinct, and each represented by its own

written character. Among these meanings ai-e to lead, to rob, to

cover, a flag, cei-eal grain, and loay. Loii has seven significations,

with as many characters, comprising dew, cormorant, to suborn, and

road. When these two words are united in the form of tdo loti, to

express a single idea, that idea can only be the one common to both,

namely ivai/ or road.^^ The combined form is not properly a com-

pound or a dissyllable, as each word retains its tonic accent ; but the

method, nevertheless, gives to the langviage the same means of avoid-

ing ambiguity, and of enlarging its vocabulary, which are possessed

by the synthetic tongues. From chod, book, and fang, house, we

have chod-fdng, book-house, i.e., libraiy ; from khi, begging, and jhi)

man, khi-jin, beggar ; from thian, heaven, and niu, daughter, thidn-

niti, heaven's offspring, which, by a poetical metonymy, has become the

ordinary name of the swallow, f In this way, the language, with its

scanty list of primitive vocables, has been made sufficient for the

needs of an elaborate culture and an extensive literature.

The child who at two years of age could pronounce onl}^ the sim-

* Grauimaive Chinoise, p. 108. The English "roadway" offers a curious resemblance to this

expression.

ilb.. p. 111. The pronunciation of the Chinese words is given in the French orthography.
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plest monosyllables, and that very indistinctly, is able, when a year

or two further advanced, to master words of two or three syllables,

and to form sentences which are intelligible enough to all hearers.

He has still, however, no comprehension of grammar, and dispenses

not only with inflections, but usually with jn'onouns, articles, and the

other auxiliary parts of speech. Instead of " Papa, will you tell me
a story ?' he says, '' Papa, tell Harry story 1" Instead of " the cat

scratched me yesterday," he says, "cat scratch Hairy yes'day." In-

stead of " I have just seen two pigeons flying overhead," he says,

" Harry just now see two pigeon—pigeon fly high, high." Every

parent will recognize this style of speech ; and the philologist will see

that, except in the absence of pronouns (and sometimes even in this

respect, ) it represents the simplest form of agglutinative speech, such

as we And in the Malay and Manchu groups of languages. Our chil-

dren, under the instruction of their elders, quickly pass beyond this

stage ; but we can readily understand how a group of young people,

not endowed with a large measure of the language-making faculty,

might, if left entirely to themselves, be satistied to let their language

remain in this stage.

If, however, in a family of children, such as we have supposed to

be left to form a speech for themselves, the elders proved to be en-

dowed with a good linguistic faculty, we may feel confident" that, long

before reaching maturity, they would begin to employ inflections, and

that, if this faculty happened to be particularly strong, these inflec-

tions would, by the time the chikh-en were fully grown, have developed

into a complete and elaborate grammatical system. The steps by

which this stage would be reached are suQiciently evident. The most

essential adverbs or adjectives of place and time, number and quality,

—

here, there, yonder—now, then, soon, yesterday, to-morrow—one, two,

three, many, more—good, bad, much, little,—would first appear.

Prom the adverbs of place would spring both the pronouns and the

prepositions. If the language remained in the agglutinative stage,

these auxiliary terms would continue isolated, or loosely attached to

the principal words, the names of things or of actions. But a stronger

language-forming faculty would not be satisfied to rest here. The

qualifying particles would presently be incorpoi-ated with the nouns

and verbs, to form cases, numbers, tenses and moods. The Aryan or

the Euscarian speech would thus be developed. Or, perhaps, when
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the qualifying adverbs had come into use, some youth in whom the-

linguistic instinct was particuhirly strong, woukl hit upon a compen-

dious mode of expressing the sense of these qualifying words, not by

incorporating them with the verb or the noun, but by changing the

vowel of the verb or the noun to correspond witli that of the adverb.

The difference in the two methods is easily understood, and we can

readily see how either of them might occur to an intelligent boy or

girl. If bodha signifies " to know," and am or ami is '• I," and an is-

" then," the Aryan lad might affix the pi'onoun to the verb, and for

"I know," would say succinctly, bodhami, know I. If he wishes to

sj^eak of a past time, he will prefix the adverb in an abridged form,

and for ease of pi-onunciation will shoi'ten the suffixed pronoun. In-

stead of saying an bodhami, "then know I," he will say, bi'iefly, but

intelligibly, aboiham, and thus produce the Aryan imperfect with its

well-known " augment." Another lad, the leader in a second

isolated group, has been accustomed to use the word daraba for

" strike " or " struck," in a vague and general sense, with no particu-

lar reference to time. He wishes on some occasion to say distinctly,.

" now striking." Hu is " now " or " here," and he might say, '' hio

daraba
;

" but a quick sense of euphony suggests to him the happy

idea of changing the vowels of the verb to coiTespond with that of the

adverb ; he says, " darubu," or, in an abridged form (with the jiro-

noun prefixed) yalrubu, " he is now striking ;
" and his companions,

witli equally ready apprehension, at once catch his meaning, and con-

form to his method of speaking. The germ of a new system of inflec-

tion is thus formed, and is quickly developed into a language of the

Seuiitic type. This, however, it should be observed, is not the oniv

mode in which languages of this type may have originated. As wo

shall see presently, there is evidence to show that the method of in-

flection by internal vocalic change may have been, in some cases,

among the very earliest products of the language-making faculty.

The logical result to which we are brought by our course ol

reasoning is evident enough. The inflections of a language must be

coeval with the language itself, and vuist originate loith its first speak-

ers. This, as has been seen, is the view of Renan. But no writer

lias expressed more clearly and forcibly than Professor Max Miiller

the impoi'tant truth, that the mould of each linguistic stock beai's.

evidence of bavins; been formed at once for all time. " In the gram.-
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matical featui'es of the Aiyan and Semitic dialects," he observes, " we

'Can discover the stamp of one powerful mind, once impressed on the

floating materials of human speech, and never to be obliterated again

in the course of centuries." " Most words and grammatical forms in

these two families," he adds, " seem to have been thrown out but once

by the creative powers of an individual mind ; and the ditferences of

the various Semitic and Aryan languages, whether ancient or modern,

were produced not so much by losses and new creations, as by changes

and corruptions which defaced in various ways the original design of

those most primitive works of human art." He aflirms that " no

new root has been added, no new grammatical form been produced,

in any of the Aryan provinces or dependencies, of which the elements

were not present at the first foundation- of this mighty empire of

speech." Thus he regards the Semitic and Aryan languages as "the

manifestations and works of two individuals, which it is impossible to

derive from one another."*

. The same proposition, of course, must apply to every linguistic

family. The grammatical framework of each stock must have been

struck oiit and put together once for all. It does not necessarily

follow, however,—nor need we understand Professor Miiller to assert,

—that the framer of a new speech must, in all instances, have had a

powerful mind or a strong linguistic faculty. On the contrary, it is

evident enough that certain languages, such as the Chinese, the

Thibetan, and the Malay, indicate but a weak development of this

faculty. Nor does it seem literally correct to speak of one mind as

engaged alone in the formation of a language. Speech implies at

least two collocutors. It would be more exact to say that each lingu-

istic stock must have originated in a single household. There was an

Aryan family-pair, a Semitic family-pair, an Algonkin family-pair.

And further, it is clear that the members of each family-pair began

to speak together in childhood. No instance was ever known, nor

can one be reasonably imagined, of two persons, previously speech-

less, beginning to speak together in a new language of their own

invention, after they had attained maturity. On the other hand,

many instances are known (as is shown in the address referred to)

in which young children have devised and constantly used such a

language.

^ lu Bunseu's "Philosophy of Universal History," Vol. I, p. 475.
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It is unquestionably true, as Max ^liiller has said, that after this

primitive household had been dispersed, no new grammatical form

was ever produced, of which the elements were not present in the

original speech. Careful reflection will show that this is not merely

the proper deduction from all the known premises, but that it is the

only reasonable conclusion. Let any person suppose that a language

of uninflected I'oots had arisen, and had existed for several genera-

tions, until the population speaking it had been somewhat widely

ditfused ; and let him then endeavor to imagine how an atcempt to

introduce inflected forms—as for example, a future tense, a subjunc-

tive mood, or a possessive case—would be received. If the people

had been able to make themselves understood without these new-

fangled contrivances, why should they take the trouble to adopt

them ? There can be no doubt that some of the Latin and German

inflections would be very useful in English, and would be highly con-

ducive to clearness and force ; but how hopeless would be the attempt

to introduce them ! Unless we are willing to suppose that human

nature in prehistoric times differed utterly from the human nature of

to-day, we must believe that the same difficulty, or rather im[)0ssi-

bility, would have been found in those days.

To this general statement, however, there are certain apparent

exceptions, which should be noticed. As will be seen, they simph'

confirm the rule, in the shape in which Prof. Max Miiiler has laid it

down. A change in the form of inflections not unfrequently takes

place. The Anglo Saxon tongue had many ways of forming the

plural. It might terminate in s, in u, in a, or in ?i, or it might be

indicated by a change in the radical vowel. JVnJ/a, wolf, became

widfus; scipa, ship, scipu ; handu, hand, handd ; tunge, tongue,

tungan ; hok, book, bek. All these plurals have now in English but

one termination, in s. We say wolves, ships, hands, tongues, books.

In French and Spanish plurals, a similar change has taken place,

from the variety of the Latin forms, to a single termination in s. The

rule is, that when, from the habit of speech, the need of an inflection

is strongly felt, and it happens that, for any reason, one form disap-

pears, another, the simplest, and most convenient, is likely to be

adopted, by a sort of common consent, in its place. A striking

example is found in the future tense of the Romanic languages. In.
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the confusion of speech which followed the conquest of Latin Europe

by the Teutonic barbarians, the southern dialects remained radictilly

Latin, but many inflections, as, for example, the cases of nouns, dis-

appeared altogether. The Latin future was also lost ; but the need

of this tense Avas so strongly felt, that a new one was formed by

uniting the auxiliary verb "have" with the principal vei'b. Thus

the Spanish provincial, instead of amabo, amabis, amabit, learned to

say amar he, amar has, amar ha, literally, I have to love, thou hast

to love, he has to iove ; and these expressions were easily compressed

into the modern forms amare, amards, amard. * It is well known
that the Latin tense itself is (in the first and second conjugations) of

a similar secondary formation, replacing an early Aryan future.

Thus in every instance, where any record exists, we are led back

from these secondary formations to an earlier stage of the language

;

and the natural and indeed inevitable inference is that, in all lan-

guages of every stock, the same general law prevails. The various

dialectical forms, either of words or of grammar, are in general mere

corruptions or replacements of elements which existed in the original

speech.

At this stage of our argument it becomes necessary to consider

with some care an important question which has already been inci-

dentally alluded to—that of the difference between synthetic and

analytic languages. The fact that dui-ing the historic period the pro-

gress of language has in general been from the more to the less com-

plex form is unquestionable. The process which strikes us in the rise

of the Romanic languages on the ruin of the Latin is repeated in the

Teutonic countries, in Grreece, in Pei'sia, in India, and in Ai'abia. In

all these regions many inflected and composite forms have disappeared,

and have given place to simpler and more analytic methods. Preposi-

tions an<l auxiliary verbs have, to a greater or less extent, superseded

the case-forms, tenses, and moods of the primitive tongues. This has

Vjeen regarded as a progress from synthesis to analysis ; and, as has

been already shown, some emiuent wiiters have been led to maintain

that this pi-ogress represents the natural and necessary advance

which a language makes, with the development of intellect and of

cultuie in those who speak it. Some have even gone so far as to

^ Marsh : " Lectures on the English Lanjifuage: Lect. XV7.
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Speak of highly complex and synthetic tongues as " barbarous lan-

guages," and the more analytic idioms as " civilized languages." A
wider induction, however, appears to lead to a very different conclu-

sion.

There is no doubt that, as a general thing, the less composite and

more analytic of two allied languages is likely to be the more recent

in its formation ; or, to speak more precisely, if two languages stand

to each other in the relation of mother and daughter, as the Anglo-

Saxon to the English, the Latin to the Italian, the Greek to the

Komaic, the Samoan to the Hawaiian, the daughter tongue is cer-

tain to be the simpler and less inflected of the two. But it is equally

certain—and indeed these very examples ai'e suflicient to show—that

the change of form has nothing whatever to do with any intellectual or

social advancement, and that to speak of it as a pi'Ogress in any sense is

wholly to misconceive its nature and origin. In fact it is more

properly a degradation and an impoverishment. The modern lan-

guages of southern Europe assumed their present " analytic " form, as

it is styled, during the middle ages, at a time when the communities

sjieaking them were certainly, in every point of literary culture and

social organization, veiy far below their predecessors who spoke the

highly composite classic tongues. No one will maintain that the pre-

sent inhabitants of northern Hindostan are intellectually superior to

the contempoi'aries of Kalidasa, or that the modern Persians, who

speak one of the most analytic of Aryan languages, are superior in

intelligence to their ancestors of the Zoroastrian era, the speakers of

the highly inflected Zend.

The causes to which all these modern languages owe their poverty

in inflected forms are so well known, historically, that the disposition

to ascribe it to intellectual progress is somewhat surprising. Primitive

mother-tongues, as has been seen, vaiy in character, from the bare

simplicity of the monosyllabic Chinese and Anamese to the extreme

complexity of the Sanscrit and the Algonkin. When the community

which speaks one of these oi-iginal tongues remains in its pi-istine

seat, with no admixture from any foreign source, there seems to be no

reason why the language should undergo any material change.

Children must continue to learn their speech from their parents ; and

gx'andfather and grandchild must so speak as to be mutually under-

stood. There is doubtless a natural inclination for change in the
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liuman mind ; but in the case of language this inclination is checked

by many powerful conservative influences—by authority, affection,

-custom, and necessity. Accordingly, we see that the Chinese lan-

guage has remained substantially the same for more tlian four thous-

and years. The Greek schoolboy of the fourteenth century after

Ohrist read his Hesiod or his Herodotus far more readily than an

English lad of the present day can read the works of Chaucer or of

Mandeville Two thousand years in the one case had wrought less

change than four hundred have produced in the other.

The causes which originate the great changes in speech, rendering

some languages obsolete, and creating new idioms in their place, are

two in number, both powerful in their way, and neither of them

having anything directlj'' to do with intellectual advancement. In

fact, as has been hinted, the first tendency of both of them would

rather be toward impoverishment alike in the arts of life and in

speech. These causes may be biiefly defined as conquest and migi-a-

tion.

The English language affords the most familiar and the most strik-

ing example of the change produced by conquest. The. subjugation of

the Anglo-Saxons by the Normans reduced their language from a

highly inflected tongue to what has been styled (though with some

exaggeration) a grammarless speech. The three genders, which were

carefully indicated in both noun and adjective, ceased to be distin-

guished. All but one of the five cases were lost. The half-dozen

diflerent modes of forming the plural were reduced to one—only a

few faint relics of the older forms remaining to show that they had

existed. The subjunctive mood, feebly kept alive by grammatical

purists, disappeared from the common speech. Many of the formative

pai'ticles— prefixes and sufiixes—which abounded in the Anglo-Saxon,

and gave it an exuberant life, died out of the language ; and in their

place a few incongruous elements were adopted from the speech of the

conquei'ors. In general, however, the grammatical forms which i-e-

mained were relics of the original language. At the same time a vast

number of Anglo-Saxon words disappeared entirely, the places of

many, though not all, being supplied by words of Latin origin, usually

much corrupted and distorted in pronunciation. In sbort, the Eng-

lish speech, as it finally emerged after this great linguistic cataclysm,

was a mere jai-gon or " camp language,"—a lingua franca, in which
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tlie people of the two foreign nations, now forcibly intermingled,

managed to make themselves understood by one another. To speak

of this mangled and degraded " pidgin English " as an analytic

tongue, and to exalt it as the product of an improved civilization, is

simply preposterous. ISTo doubt the strong intellectual powers of the

two mingled races speedily made themselves manifest in this new

medium of expression, and fashioned it into a language possessing

many tine qualities of its own. It has drawn some valuable element*

from both the idioms of which it is composed, and may thus be said

in certain respects to surpass each of them, especially in the means of

discriminating the nicer shades of thought. The highest poetry, elo-

quence, and philosophy have found it adequate to their needs. To

discuss the question whether the language of Shakespeare and Chatham

is superior or inferior to the languages of Cicero and Alfred would

be idle. There is no arbiti'ator qualified to decide such a dispute.

The question with which we are now concerned is difierent. It is

quite clear that the paucity of inflections in the Ei^glish nouns and

adjectives is no more an evidence of pi-ogress than their abundance in

the German is a proof of mental sluggishness and linguistic stagna-

tion. The English Teutons were conquered by a people speaking a

different language ; the German Teutons remained indei^endent. The

English lost by the conquest many inflections which the Germans

i-etained. To maintain that the English speech has reached its present

state by a process of analysis is as absui-d as it would be to say that

the gardener who trims a shrub for the purpose of converting it into

a hedge-plant is analyzing it. The bush was needed for a new pur-

pose, and to subserve this purpose it has been forcibly reshaped and

made less luxuriant, but more symmetrical, than before.

The same explanation applies to the Romanic languages, but with a

difference. The Normans, when they conquei-ed England, were, like

those whom they subdued, a civilized and christianized people. In

the mixed speech which arose after the conquest, the influence of the

more numerous Saxons prevailed, so far as to secure the adoption of

their Teutonic grammar ; but a large mass of vocables was supplied

by the language of the conquerors. The heathen and Vjarbarous Gotlis,

Vandals, and Franks, after their easy conquest of Roman and Chris-

tian Italy, Spain, and Fi'ance, were content to renounce almost
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entirely their own speech, and to learn in their rude way the language

of their subjects, merely dx'opping many of the forms, and altering the

pi'onunciation of the words to suit their own habits of \itterance.

Such and no other was the oi'igin of the Italian, Spanish, and French

languages, in which there is certainly no evidence of conscious analy-

sis or of intellectual progress.

The other influence to which the loss of inflection and of vocal

elements is due, is that of migration. A colony which leaves the

mother-colony to found a new community is usually composed mainly

of young people, and often of persons belonging to the lower orders.

It will comprise comparatively few individuals advanced in years or

belonging to the Avealthy and governing classes. These, however, are

the natural conservators of language. They remain at home, where

the speech is preserved pure and unchanged. The emigrants, few in

number and occupied by the toils and anxieties of their new life, have

little regard for the accuracies of speech. The easiest utterance by

which they can make themselves understood suits them best. If one

past tense will answer as well as two, they will be satisfied with one.

If any case-endings can be dispensed with, they will cease to use them.

If any consonantal elements seem to them diflicult of utterance, and

not needed for the scanty vocabulaiy of their ordinary intercourse,

they will dro]) them. The language will thus become gradually

simplified and impoverished, both in its grammar and in its lexicon.

The difference between the alteration produced in this manner and

that arising from conquest is chiefly apparent in the fact that the

change produced solely by emigration is mere loss, and is not compli-

cated by the introduction of new wox'ds and forms, or by the distoi--

tion of those which are retained.

It is evident that in most cases these two causes of change,—mi-

gration and conquest,—will be acting together. Conquerors are

usually emigrants, and emigrants are frequently conquerors. It is

not always easy to judge how far the alteration of language is due to^

one cause or the other. There is, however, one legion in which we

are fortunately freed from doubt on this point. The islands of Poly-

nesia have been settled within comparatively recent times ; and in

almost every case the uniform tradition of the natives affirms that the

groups or single islands at which their colonizing ancestors arrived

were uninhabited.
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The traditions of the Hawaiians, with the evidence derived from a

comparison of languages, show that their islands were settled by emi-

grants from the Marquesas (the nearest inhabited land) about fortj'-

:six generations, or about fourteen hundred years, ago. The inhabi-

tants of the Marquesas trace their descent partly fi-om Tahiti and

partly from Vavau, one of the Tonga (or Friendly) Islands. And the

people of Tahiti trace back their ancestry to the Navigator Group

(Samoa) which, with tlie neighboi'ing gi'oup of Tonga, was appai'ently

the piimary centre, or mother-country, of the Polynesian race. The

•emigrations from these western mother groups to the eastern clusters

must have taken place at least two thousand years ago. The care-

fully preserved genealogies of the Marquesan and Hawaiian chiefs-

are sufficient e^-idence on this point.*

Now in compai'ing the languages of the eastern, or emigi'ant, com-

munities w4th those spoken in the western, or mother groups, we are

struck by the very slight changes which they have undergone, in words

and grammar, during this long period of over twenty centuries. They

still constitute, in fact, but dialects of one general language. The

Samoan is neai'er in words and pronunciation to the Hawaiian than

the Portuguese is to the Sjianish, or than the Lowland Scotch is to the

English. Hundreds of words in the eastern and western groups are

absolutely identical. The remainder differ chiefly in certain regular

permutations, of which the rules are easily understood. These per-

mutations are all in the direction of simplicity and ease of pronuncia-

tion. They and s of Samoa both become h in Hawaii. The Tongan

(or original Polynesian) k is dropped altogether in Hawaiian (as it

has also been in Samoan), its place being supplied by a slight catch

ing of the breath. Ika, the word for fish in Tongan and New Zealand,

is pronounced la in Samoa and Hawaii. The nasal ft (ng) become

simply n in Hawaiian. Mafia, which in Samoan and Tongan is

branch, becomes mana in Marquesan and Hawaiian.

The few grammatical changes are in the same direction of greater

simplicity. The Samoan has several particles wliich are affixed to

* See the subject fully discussed in the " Ethnography and Philolog-y of the U. S. Exploring-

Expedition," (under Wilkes) p. 117, and in the elaborate work of the late Judge Fornander of

Hawaii, on ' The Polynesian Race." A great scientific authority, M. de Quatrefages, has

summed up the facts and arguments in his volume " Les Polymsicns et leurs Migrations,"

which decisively settled this interesting question.
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the verb to give it the sense of the passive participle. These particles

are a, ia, Jici, nia, tia, emdina. Thus, from ujiaji, to cover, we have

tifiufia, covered ; from taofi, to hinder, taofi-ia hindered ; from sila,

to see, silafia ; from ita, to hate, itania ; from si'i, (for sik'i) to lift up..

si'itia; and from ave, to give, ave-ina. In Hawaiian, these affixes are

reduced to two, a and ia, as in lohe-a, heard, laive-ia, taken. Of two

or three others, some traces remain in isolated forms, as in axihuli-hia,

driven away ; tavAia, hung up, and piU-tia, crowded close. The

Marqiiesan has a, ia, Ida, and tia ; while the Tahitian has reduced all

the sutfixes to the single form hia.

In the demonstrative pronouns, the Samoan makes a distinction

between the singular and the plural, which is lost in the western dia-

lects. Lenei, in the former, means this, and lena and lela (or lea),

that ; nei, na, and ia, are these and those. In Hawaiian, teia, eia, and

neia, all alike, mean this and these ; tela and ia both mean that and

those. In our own language, it is well known that the plurals

"these" and "those" are seldom used by the uneducated classes;

they say not " those boys " but "them boys." If a boatful of il

literate men and women from England or the United States were to

be cast on an unoccupied island, and to found a colony there, we may
be sure that the proper plural forms of the demonsti-ative pronouns,

would not be found in the colonial idiom.

The result of our brief review of this most interesting linguistic

held is to show that the Polynesian languages afford a crucial test

and decisive proof of four most important principles of linguistic

science :

1st. That the rate of change produced by lapse of time in unwritten

languages, when not atiected by conquest or other external influences,,

is extremely slow. The only change which the Samoan language seems

to have undergone in two thousand years is the loss of the k sound,,

which is replaced by a slight hiatus or catching of the breath. It

may be added that the evidence derived from the American languages

is all in the same direction.

2nd. The change in a speech produced by emigration, when not

complicated by intermixture with otlier languages, is considerably

greater than that produced by mere lapse of time, but is still not

rapid, and not important. After two thousand years the descendants.
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of the Samoan emigrants can still understand with little difficulty

the language spoken in the mother-country.

3rdly. The changes caused by mere lapse of time or by emigration,

nnaftected by foreign influences, are usually governed by definite

rules, and rar-ely lead to irregularities and distortions, either in i)ho-

nology or in grammar.

4thly. The changes which ai'e thus ])roduced are invariably in the

direction of greater simplicity. A. vocal element or a grammatical

inflection may be lost or modified, or exchanged for another ; but no

new element or inflection is ever introduced. The introduction of a

new vocal element, like the Ai-abic guttural in S2)anish, and the

Hottentot " click " in the Zulu speech, is a sure mark of foreign

influence.

The conclusions to which we have thus been brought as to the

widely different effects produced on speech by conquest accompanied

by mixture of languages, and by mere migration, not attended with

such mixture, lead to very interesting results when applied to histori-

cal and ethnological questions. Among the most important of these

questions is certainly that of the early jieopling of Europe.

If the Aryan emigrants, who, in prehistoric times, overran Europe

in successive waves of migration, had found their new abodes wholly

maoccupied, there is no reason for supposing that the languages which

their descMi ants now speak would diff"er much more from one another

in grammar or vocabulary than the Pol^-nesian languages now diflTer

among themselves. The actual diflferences, however, are immensely

greater, and are of such a nature as to leave no doubt that they have

been caused by the attrition of different idioms and habits of utter-

ance, brought together in forcible collision.

Recent researches have shown that Europe, or the greater portion

of it, was occupied in early times by a non-Aryan population, belong-

ing perhaps to more than one race. Scholars are agreed in recognizing

in the Euscarians, or Basques, the survivors of at least one section of

this primitive population ; and most archaeologists identify them with

the Ibei'ians, who in the earliest historical period still held large por-

tions of France and Spain, and of whom Tacitus discovered traces in

Gi'eat Britain. The language of the Basques belongs to the polysyn-

thetic class, and, like all languages of that class, is exceedingly ditiS-
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cult of acquisition. The Aryan conquerors would naturally not

attempt, like the Teutonic conquerors of southern Europe or the

Norman conquerors of England, to acquire the speech of their sub-

jects. Like the Roman conquerors of Gaul, they would ret lin their

own language, but in such a simplified form as would adapt it for

communication witli the conquered people. The mingled race would

speak an idiom which would be in the main Ai^yan, but would have

lost many vocal elements and many grammatical inflections. The

new language would be to the primitive Aryan what the English is

to the German, or what the French is to the Latin. It would be a

less complex speech, and more easy of pionunciation ; and while the

mass of its vocables would be of Aryan origin, but much corrupted

and abbreviated, there would be in it a considerable number of words

derived from a difterent source. This description applies to all the

European languages of Aryan stock, from the Greek to the Celtic
;

but the change and corruption are greater, as might be expected, the

further west we advance.

Thus the application of the elementary principles of comparative

philology disposes of the hypothesis of the European origin of the

Aryan race, Avhich some eminent scholars have lately maintained on

various and often contradictory gi'ounds. The notion that the Aryan

speech could have originated among the comparatively simple and

formless idioms of western Europe, and, advancing eastward, could

have yielded such highly complex languages as the Zend and the San-

scrit, is one which finds no countenance in the laws of linguistic

science, or in any known example of a like evolution. Nor should it

be objected that the ancient Aryan tongues of Europe, as they are

known to us, are of later date than the ancient Aiyan tongues of

Asia, and may therefore have suff'ered more disintegration and loss

by the mere lapse of time. The facts do not sustain this objection.

We know the condition of the Greek and the Latin in the fourth

century before Christ, when the Sanscrit and the Zend were flourish-

ing tongues ; and we know the character o'f the Mseso-Gothic lan-

guage at a date not very much later. Greek, Latin and Mteso-

Gothic alike show evidences of the loss and distortion caused by the

violent impact of other tongues. Conquest and migration—the

migration of the Aryan hordes into Eui'ope, gradually overpowering

and absorbing the earlier populations— will alone account for the
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appearances which tliese ancient Aryan languages of Europe present

to us.

The objections which have been made to the new theory of the

origin of Languages, in the form in which it was set forth, very briefly

and imperfectly, in my former essay on the subject, resolve them-

selves into two, which take the form of questions. Tiie tirst proceeds,

from philologists who are inclined to accept the theory, but ask for

more evidence, and particularly for evidence that children would be

able not only to invent a si)eech, but also, as they grew older, to

endow this speech with inflections. The other objection comes fi'om

those who have heretofore held the common and, it may be said,,

natural A'iew that inflected languages are the growth of ages of slowly

accumulated cultui-e. They ask for evidence that languages equal in

variety of inflections, in the capacity for subtle distinctions, and in

comprehensive power of expression, to the classic Aryan and Semitic

tongues, have ever been found among barbarous peoples.

These objections, or rather inquiries, are both entirely reasonable ;

and both have been presented, with equal courtesy and force, by very

eminent authoi'ities,—the first, for example, by Professor Sayce, who

in his late most interesting address, as President of the Section of

Anthropology in the British Scientific Association, while comj)li-

menting the theory as " very ingenious," and pointing out, more

clearly than its author had done, its utility in explaining some im

portant linguistic problems, yet demurs to the sufliciency of the

evidence thus far ofi'ered ; the second by an illustrious statesman and

scholar, who has done me the honor of turning aside for an hour from

the aftairs of emjiire, and from Homer, to consider the views suggested

by me, and to discuss them with his usual candor and acuteness. I

need not add that any suggestions proceeding from Mr. Gladstone on

a question of philology must always deserve the most re-spectful con-

sideration.

On the question of the capacity of children for inventing entirely

new words and forms, evidence is steadily accumulating. For the

present, it will be suflicient to present one testimony which, alike

from its source and its chai'acter, will be found eminently satisfac-

tory. It comes from a very distinguished Crarman professor, the first

Sinologist of Europe, himself the son of a master of philological
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science. The child-language to which it refers is that of his own
nephew. What is specially remarkable is that the novel words and

forms were not employed in converse with another child, but were

the spontaneous products of the child's own linguistic faculty. That

this faculty should be particularly strong in a grandson of Dr. Hans
Conon von der Gabelentz, and a nephew of Dr. George von der

Gabelentz, will surprise no one. I give the particulars precisely as

they have been fui-nished to me by Professor von der Gabelentz, and

in his own happily worded English :

" My brother Albert's eldest son George, before he had learned his

mother-tongue, called things by names of his own invention. In

these names the constant elements were the consonants, while the

vowels, according as they were deeper or higher, denoted the great-

ness or smallness. For instance, his term for ordinary chairs was
" lakail," apparently quite a self-made word. Now, he would call a

great arm-chair " lukull," and a little doll's chair "Ukill." The root

for round objects was m—7n. He called a watch or a plate " «ie??i,"

but a lai'ge dish, or a round table " mum ;
" the moon was likewise

" mem" but when he first saw the stars, he said " ']nim—mim—mim
—mim." His father and, at first, every grown-up male person, was

called papa, till he learned to distinguish between Papa and Gross-

papa [o-papa) and henceforth called all other gentlemen o-papa. Now,

I am a head taller than was my father. So, one day, when seeing

my father and me together, baby called the former '• o-papa" and me
" u-pupu." One day in winter he saw his father in a large fur cloak

and with his h'tt on. This impression he uttered with the word
''• pupu" meaning a very big papa. The boy soon gave up his idio-

glottic endeavors, learning German before his next-born sister had

reached the age of begiirning speech. So that language could have no

further grammatical development."

In this most interesting case, we see clearly how the Semitic

system of inflection, with internal vowel changes, may have originated.

If this highly gifted child had been left with an equally intelligent

girl, to grow up by themselves, after the death of their parents, in

some sheltered or fruitful nook or oasis of Ai-abia, Oregon, Brazil, or

Central A.frica, can we doubt that they would, by the time they had

reached maturity, have fi-amed for themselves and their posterity n
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language as elaboi'ate, varied, and complete as the Ai'abic or the

Sanscrit—or as any of those still more remarkable languages of

which an account has now to be given, in response to the other class

of incjuiries 1

The opinion which prevails widely among scholars, and is sustained

by many treatises on philology of very high reputation, that the lan-

guages of the Aryan and Semitic families are the only tongues in

which genuine inflections are found, and that the variations in all

other languages are of a purely agglutinative character*—which some-

times merely simulates inflection—is an opinion which, though once

seemingly warranted, could only have retained its hold through the

neglect of students to investigate fully the facts that have been

steadily accumulating during the last half-centuiy. It is now time

to prove by the highest evidence, accepted by the best authorities,

that this opinion is utterly erroneous. If it can be shown that lan-

guages as clearly inflectional and as happily expressive as any of the

Aryan or Semitic tongues ai'e spoken by tribes in a low, almost the

lowest, stage of barbarism—in regard to whom the idea of a gradual

growth of linguistic development by slow accessions of culture would

be an litter absurdity—the propositions required by our theory will

probably be deemed to be sufliciently established.

When, many years ago, it fell to my charge to make the first eth-

nographical survey of Oregon, I found in that region several families

of languages remarkaVjle for the great numbei-, variety, and expressive-

ness of their grammatical vai'iations. Among these, the most strik-

ing, so far as the knowledge which I then gained would enable me to

judge, was the Sahaptin family, comprising two principal languages

and several dialects. Of the leading language, the Sahaptin—then

spoken by a tribe of about two thousand persons, commonly known
among the whites as the Nez-perc^s,—I was so fortunate as to oV^tain

a complete account from a very able and accomplished American

missionai'y, the Rev. A. B. Smith, who had resided three years

among them, and who kindly placed in my hands his manuscript

grammar, comprising one of the most thorough and profound analyses

ever made of an unwritten tongue. Its accuracy I had good oppor-

tunity of testing, while procuring an extensive vocabulary from the

natives, with the aid of another highly educated and indefatigable
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missionary, the Rev. Dr. Whitman,—-whose deplorable fate, which

befell him, with his family, a few years after I met them, (their

massacre by another Indian tribe) forms one of the saddest tragedies

in the history of modern missions.

The Sahaptin is throughout an inflected language. Its nouns have

eight cases—nominative, genitive, accusative, two datives and three

ablatives. They have two numbers, the plui-al being formed from

the singular, for the uiost part, by a syllabic reduplication, similar to

that which forms the perfect tense in the Sanscrit, the Greek and the

Mfeso-Gothic. Thus ptiui, girl, makes in the plural i^iintin ; atwai

old woman, aatvxd ; tahs, good, titahs. To this rule there is an

exception in the case of words expressing the various family relations,

where the plural is formed by adding ma to the singular, as inka

mother, pi. 2^ikama. The adjectives are varied like the substantives

and agree with them in case and in number. The following are the

case variations :

Nom. init, house .... tahs, good

G-en. ininm, of a house . . . taJisnim

Ace. inina, house . . . tahsna

1st Dat. initph, to or for a house . . tahsph

2nd Dat. initpa, in or on a house . tahspa

1st Abl. initki, with a house (instrument) tahski

2nd Abl. initpkinih, from a house . tahspkinih.

3rd Abl. initain, for the purpose of a house, tahsain.

It will be seen at once, in the dative and ablative cases, how much
more "profoundly reasoned and accurately classified" (to use an ex-

pression which I shall have occasion to quote from Professor Max
Miiller) are the Sahaptin case-distinctions than the Aiyan.

It is possible, and indeed probable, that both in the Sahaptin and

in the Aryan languages the case terminations, or many of them, are

relics of primitive prepositions ; but if so, all traces of such

prepositions seem to have vanished, at least from the Sahaptin.

If they once existed, it was, I believe, in the primitive household in

which the language was first formed and bi'ought to its fullest matur-

ity, while all the members were still united.

There is, however, fair reason for questioning whether the case

tei'minations may not, in some instances, have been, from the first,
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pure inflections, or phonetic changes, suggested by tlie language-

forming faculty, to express distinctions of meaning. As Professor

Sayce has well suggested in his " Principles of Comparative Phil-

ology," the original Ai'abic case-endings, which are the three primarv

vowels, a, i and o, either pure or nasalized—and which, as Oriental-

ists suppose, formerly prevailed throughout the Semitic languages

—

could hardly have originated in any other way. And certainly the

variations by internal vocalic changes, so characteristic of the Semitic

languages, and so common in the Aryan tongues, could not have-

sprung from any agglutinations.

These internal variations are frequent in the Sahaptin, and are

particularly notable in the conjugation of the verb. The Sahaptin

verb far sur])asses both the Aryan and the Semitic in the variety of

its forms and the precision and nicety of its distinctions.. It has six

moods—indicative, usitative, suppositive, subjunctive, imperative, and

infinitive. There are nine tenses—present, perfect, recent past,

i-emote i)ast, aorist or past indefinite, i^resent future, indefinite

future, recent past future, i-emote past future. Each verb has two

verbal adjectives or participles, three verbal nouns, and an adverbial

derivative. Further, each verb has many forms, analogous to the

HeVjrew conjugations. Thus hakisa, to see, has a reciprocal form,

pihakisa, to see each other ; a reflective form, inaksa, I see myself ;

a causative form, shapaksa, to cause to see, to show ; a successi\e

form, wiaksa, to see one thing after another ; and a transitory form,.

tajcaksa, to see suddenly, or for a short time. But it is impossible,

in such a mere outline, to give anything like an adequate idea of the-

richness of the verb in this remarkable speech. The point, however,

to which attention is pai'ticularly to be directed, is that the variations

are evidently inflections, pure and simple. This is shown by the fact

that many of them are produced by changes in the primary elements,,

both vowels and consonants : thus from hakisa, I see, we have (among

a vast variety of similar changes) aksaka, (recent past) I have jui^t

seen him, aksana, (remote past) I did see him, ahahaa, (aorist) I saw

him, aktatasha^ (present future) I am abovit to see him, aknu, (future)

I shall see him, ahnah, (usitative) I am wont to see him, akinah, (hup-

positive) if I see him, ahnim, (imperative) see him ! hahnash, (infini-

tive) to see.
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More remarkable, iu certain respects, is the substantive verb. The

•common opinion, expressed in philological compendiums, is that the

verb of pure existence is the highest outcome of culture and reflection

in the Aryan and Semitic languages ; and scholars have exhausted

their ingenuity in tracing its supposed origin and primitive mean-

ing. In the Sahaptin we find this verb used frequently, as the

missionaries affirm, and in precisely the same sense as in Gi-eek and

English. By a curious coincidence, its form bears a remai'kable re-

semblance to that of the Aryan verb. Its root is ash. In Sanscrit,

the corresponding root is as, wliich some philologists suppose to have

•originally meant either •' to breathe," or " to dwell," But the ex-

ample of the Sahaptin would seem to show that there is no necessity

for resorting to any such derivation, and that the verb may well

have been an original invention of the earliest makers of each tongue.

The first three tenses in the conjugation of this verb will show that

its forms are as completely inflectional as those of the Sanscrit, the

Greek, or the German :

PRESENT TENSE,

tvash, I am washih, we are

awash, thou art athwashih, ye are

hiivash, he, she, or it is hiushih, they are

PRESENT PAST TENSE,

wdka, I have just been lodsheka, we have just been

aivdka, thou hast etc. athwdsheka, ye have, etc.

hhvdka, he has, etc. hiusheka, they have, etc.

REMOTE PAST TENSE.

wdka, I was washina, we were

aivdka, thou wast athioashina, ye were

hiwdka, he was hiushina, they were

Wdka, I have just been, difiers from lodka, I was, solely in the dif-

ferent shade of the principal vowel sound, the d in the former having

the sound of a in " wall," and the d in the latter the sound of a in

" father." A clearer instance of a pure inflection of the Semitic cast

could not be found in any language.

Another very curious coincidence between this verb and the Aryan

substantive verb deserves to be mentioned. The Sahaptin ash, like
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the Aryan as or es, is deticient in several tenses and moods, and these

are supplied, as in the Aryan, from another verb, meaning "to become.''

This verb in Sahaptin is wits^isha, I become, which makes in the per-

fect witsash, I have become or been, (corresponding to the Latin fui,

from a root meaning to grow,) in the aorist, ivltsaia, I became or

was, and in the future wilsaia, I shall become or be,—all purely in-

flective forms.

How completely the Sahaptin verb corresponds in meaning and

in usage to the Aiyan is shown by the examples given by Mr. Smith.

Thu3 the phrase " what I have said is true," reads in the Sahaptin :

—

ioh hah tsekakit ikuin hiwash

that which I-have-said true it is,

answering word for word, and inflection for inflection, to the Latin

" id quod dixi verum est." So again,—with a slight idiomatic

variation in the order of the words—a Sahaptin would say, for *' one

is about to go who is skilful,"

—

naks hikutatasha ka, ipi icapsu hiwash

one is-just-now-going who he skilful is.

Of the immense wealth of inflections possessed by the Sahaptin

vei'b, some idea may be formed from the fact that the paradigm of the

verb " to see," in its primary or simple conjugation, occupied in ]\Ir.

Smith's grammar no less than forty-six i)ages of manuscript ; and this

did not ijticlude the six derived conjugations, each of which possesses

all the variations of the simple verb. It must not, however, be sup-

posed that the Sahaptin is limited merely to inflectional forms, and

that it has no capacity for agglutination. "Were this the case, it would

be far inferior to the Aryan languages, in which agglutination, or.

in better phrase, composition, i)lays a most important part. In fact, it

may be said to be chiefly in this cajtacity that the Aryan languages sur-

pass the Semitic. And it is deserving of remai-k that our admiration

is given to the Aryan languages in precisely the proportion in which

they possess this power of comi)Osition or agglutination. If we deem

the English, which can promptly manufacture at need such words as

railroad, steamboat, and firework, superior in the power of compact

expression to the French, which can only say cheinin defer, bateau d

vaj)eur, and feu d'artifice, we no less admit the much greater
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saperioiity of the Greek, to wliicli we constantly resort for such agglu-

tinative foi'ms as telegraph, photograph, spectroscope, pyrotechnics,

electrotype, and hundreds like them. The power of composition in

most of the American languages, instead of being, as some have ima-

gined, a mark of inferiority, is in reality, as Duponceau long since

{lointed out, one of their chief claims to our admiration.

Before giving a typical example of this power in the Sahaptin, I

may refer to the theory put foi'th by Professor Sayce in his "Principles

of Comparative Philology," and maintained by him with much force

of argument,—that all language begins witli the sentence, and that

the separate words which compose the primitive sentence are the

product of later analysis. Against this view it has been urged that,

in the nature of things, analj^sis, or, rather, the single elements, must

precede synthesis. We must have the elenients before we can put them

together. The whole question, however, becomes clear if we bear in

mind that all languages must have begun on the lips of children,

and that no young child, when beginning to speak, ever yet uttered

a sentence. As has been already remarked,—and as every pai'ent

knows,—the child begins with single words, and usually with mono-

syllables, or at the most dissyllables. As he grows older, he puts his

words together ; he compounds and inflects them. Finally, when full

grown, he uttei-s his thoughts in sentences, in which, unless with a

conscious eflbrt, he rarely thinks of the word, and never of their roots.

Thus, since all comj^leted language is only known to us in this final

stage, or as it is spoken by grown people, Professor Sayce's theory,

perplexing as it seems at first thought, is fully justified by the facts.

The word which Mr. Smith gave me as an example of the remark-

able power of composition in the Sahaptin is one which, since it was

urst published, has been often quoted. Though long, it is anything

but harsh or hard. On the contrary, it is both euphonious and, to

one familiar with the language, evidently easy of comprehension. It

is a word of nine syllables, forming several distinct groups,

—

hi-tau-

tuala-wihnan-kan-na ; and it means " he travelled by on foot in a

rainy night." This, ic will be seen, is a complete sentence, and it is

one which is very easily analyzed. The first syllable, hi, is the prefix

of the third iDerson singular ; it bears a curious resemblance in sound

and meaning to the English pronoun '* he," but is used only as a
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prefix—that is, as an inflection ; for the separate pronoun meaning

" he " is ipi. Tau has reference to anything done in the night

—

tuala to an action performed in the rain ; but these expressions ax'e

never used alone, and are not derived, so far as is known, from any

verbal root. JVihnan is from the simple vei'b wihnasa, to travel on

foot. The verbal noun, which is the simplest form of the root, is

tvihna ; the last n in the compound form seems to be added merely

for eupjiony. Kau is from the verb h'kauna, (root kokaun) to pass

by. Xa is the suffix of the indicative mood, aorist tense, direction

from the speakei-. A literal version of this most picturesque and

expressive sentence-word would be— " he, at night, in the rain

travelling on foot, passed by, away from me." By three additional,

syllables we can bring the verb into the causative conjugation, and

change the direction of the movement towards the speaker : Hi-sliap-

a-tau-tuala-wiknan-kau-nim-a vn\\ signify " he made him travel this

way on foot in a rainy night."

But it may be said that to form and preserve such a language as

the Sahaptin or the Sanscrit, something more than a strong linguistic

faculty is needed, both in its first framers and in their descendants.

There must be higher endowments—powers of combination, of

memory, of abstraction, of logical reasoning, working perhaps uncon-

sciously, but still working effectively and constantly.

This view is apparently a just one, and it is proper to show that

the circumstances in the present case fully confirm it. While gather-

ing the language of this tribe, I had occasion to study their character,

and an excellent opportunity of ascertaining it from the missionaries

and other white residents. At that time I wrote of them—" The

Sahaptins or (Xez-perces), are the tribe who, several yeai-s ago, des-

patched a deputation to the United States, to request that teachers

might l:)e sent to instruct them in the arts and religion of the whites.

Their good dispositions have been much eulogized by travellers, and

there seems to be no reason to doubt that they are superior to the

other tribes of this territory in intellect and in moral qualities."

Nearly thirty years after this measured commendation was published,

the whole continent rang with the praises of the intellectual power,

the eloquence, the military skill, the unconquerable firmness, the

magnanimity, the humanity, and the other noble qualities of these

remarkaVjle barbarians. In the admirable work of that able and
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fair-minded historian, Mr. J. P. Dunn, entitled "The Massacres of the

^lountains," a narrative is given, drawn from otiicial documents and

other authentic sources, of the outbreak of the Nez-perces in 1876,

After enduring many wrongs with unexampled patience, they resisted

at last an order so manifestly unjust that the military officers chai-ged

with its execution had protested against it—an order to dej^rive them

of their lands. They were led by their famous chief, " Nez-perc^

Joseph," whom the historian pronounces " the ablest uneducated

chief the world ever saw." In the preliminaiy negotiations, the

American commissioners reported that " he exhibited an alertness

and dextei'ity in intellectual fencing that was quite remarkable." His

influence long withheld his people from rising. When they could no

longer be resti'ained, he put himself at their head, and displayed

as a leader talents worthy of Hannibal or Sertorius. He gained

battles by most ingenious sti-ategy, and, when repulsed by numbers,

proved himself as formidable in retreat as in advance. Unable to

maintain his ground against the forces of the American army, he

adopted a bold resolution. The famous " Eeti-eat of the Ten Thou-

f?and " was about to be surpassed by these indomitable barbarians.

Gathering his whole tribe, old and young, women and children, with

his mounted warriors in front and rear, Joseph took up his desperate

march, i'ar eastward and northwai-d, towards the Canadian line. The

distance was a thousand miles. The track led over the Rocky Moun-

tains in their ruggedest defiles, through wide rivers treacherous with

quicksands, and across long stretches of broken and arid plains. The

pursuing troops, guided by Indian scouts—the savage Bannocks

—

hung upon the rear of the fugitives. Other troops from the forts on

the plains came hui-rying to intercept them. Joseph fought his way

thi'ough all, defeating them, capturing horses and ammunition, and in

one instance a howitzer. His warriors who fell were scalped and

mutilated by the Bannock scouts ; their women when captured were

subjected to every indignity. The Nez-perces refused to retaliate.

No slain enemy was scalped by them. The white women who were

taken were dismissed by them unharmed. Their conduct and their

wrongs awakened the sympathy even of the rude pioneer settlers.

When these were called iipon to a.ssist the soldiers, they replied, in

their expressive frontier phi-ase, that they " had not lost any Indians,"

and consequently had no occasion to hunt for any. They traded
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peacefully with tliem, and let them pass. At length the much har-

assed and weakened, but still undaunted, band reached a position

within thii'ty-five miles of the British boundary. One day's march

would have placed them in safety, when a powerful force from Fort

Keogh—-cavalry, inf^intry, and artillery—suddenly confronted them

and barred the way. Surrounded on all sides, the Nez-percds fortified

themselves and stood so resolutely at bay that their pursuers—fortu-

nately led by an officer noted for his benevolent disposition, and

detesting the task cast upon him—were glad to give them almost their

own terms of surrender. " Thus," says General Sherman, in his

official report as Commander-in-Chief of the American army, " has

terminated one of the most extraordinary Indian wars of which there

is any record. The Indians throughout displayed a courage and skill

that elicited universal praise ; they abstained from scalping, let cap-

tive women go free, did not commit indiscriminate murder of peaceful

families, which is usual, and fought with almost scientific skill, using

advance and rear guards, skirmish lines, and field fortifications." To

this our author adds that when the captives were taken down the

Missoui'i River, the people along that stream, who had been used

to Indians all their lives, were constantly remarking, " What fine-

looking men !

" " How clean they ai-e !
" " How dignified they

appear !

"

To sum up our argument,—if we affirm that the Aryan speech,

with its many excellences, could only have originated among a people

of singular intellectual capacity—a capacity which, as we proudly, if

somewhat vaingloriously, claim that they have transmitted to their

descendants—is it not a clearly logical conclusion, from similar

jiremises, that the exquisitely fi-amed and admirably expressive

Sahaptin tongue was composed by speakers endowed with at least

equal genius, which they, too, have bequeathed to their posterity ?

But the Sahaptin is not the only inflected language of this superior

stamp in America. There are others whose excellence is attested by

authorities of the highest rank in philological science. Among these'

are the languages belonging to the great Algonkin family. This wide-

spread family might well be styled the Aryan stock of America

—

stretching as it does, or did, from Nova Scotia to the Rocky Moun-
tains, and from Hudson Bay almost to the Mexican Gulf, and com-

prising moi-e than twenty languages as different from, one another as.
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the Portuguese is from the Roumanian. All these languages—the

Lenape (or Delaware), the Micmac, the Massachusetts, the Mohegan,

the Ojibway, the Cree, the Miami, the Blackfoot, and the rest—are

I'emarkable for their abounding inflections, their subtle distinctions,

their facility of composition, and their power of expressing abstx-act

ideas. It was Duponceau, the father of American philology, who

first brought these qualities to the notice of students more than sixty

years ago, in his ])ublished correspondence with the missionary

Heckewelder (1816}, in his preface to his translation of Zeisberger's

Delaware Grammar (1827), and in his famous ''Memoire" on the

subject, which receiAed from the French Institute the " Yolney Prize,"

in 1835. Fi'om his preface to the Delaware Grammav a few para-

graphs may be cited, which will amply coutirm all that I have stated

on this cpiestion. After describing their happy mode of forming

compound words, he adds :
—" They have also many of the forms of

the languages which we so much admire—the Latin, Greek, Sansci'it,

Slavonic and the rest—mixed with othei'S peculiarly their own.

Their conjugations are as regular as those of any language that we

knov/, and for the proof of this I need only refer to the numerous

paradigms of Delaware verbs that are contained in this grammar, in

which will be found the justly admired inflections of the languages of

ancient Europe." "There is," he adds '"no shade of idea in respect

to the time, place, and manner of action which aix Indian verb cannot

express." As an instance, he gives the Delaware phrase for '* if j'ou

do not return," and compares it with a similar expression in European

tongues. The Delaware is, " mattatsh gluppiweque" which is thus

explained : matta is the negative adverb, no ; tsh is the sign of the

future, with which the adverb is inflected
;
gluppiiueque is the second

person plural, in the present subjunctive, of the verb ghqjjnecliton, to

return. The sentence thus clearly expresses every idea intended to

be conveyed, including both the futurity and the uncertainty. "The

Latin phrase, nisi veneris, expresses all these meanings ; but the

English, "ifyoir do not come," and the French, " Si vous ne venez

jKis" have by no means the same elegant precision. The idea

which in Delaware and Latin the subjunctive form conveys directly

is left to be gathered in the English and French from the words if

and si ; and there is nothing else to point out the futurity of the

action. And where the two former languages express everything
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with two words, each of the latter requires five, which yet represent a

smaller number of ideas. To which of these grammatical forms," asks

Mr. Duponceau, " is the epithet ' barbarous ' to be applied ?"

He then proceeds to express his conclusion on the whole question

in measured but weighty words. The astonishing art and method

which have presided over the formation of these Indian languages are

not, in his opinion, to be considered a proof (as many have been

inclined to believe) that this continent was formerly inhabited by a

civilized race of men. It is more natural, he holds, to suppose that

men were endowed from the beginning with a natural logic, which

leads them, as it were, by instinct, to such methods in the formation

of their idioms as are best calculated to facilitate their use. He is

brought to this decision because he finds that " no language has yet

been discovered, either among savage or polished nations, which was

not governed by rules and principles which nature alone could dictate,

•and human science never could have imagined."

Such were the views formed and expressed nearly seventy years

ago by the profoundest and most philosophic reasoner that had then

devoted himself to the study of the Amei-ican languages—a i-easoner,

I may venture to add, who has not yet heen surpassed, either in

breadth of learning or in depth of thought, by any one who has

written on this subject. Fifty years later, another very high author!t}^

reatfirmed these views, in even more decided terms. The oijinion

expressed by Prof. Whitney, in his *' Life and Growth of Language,"

though apparently I'eferring to American idioms in general, evidently

relates more especially to those of the Algonkin stock. I have had

occasion to quote it elsewhere, but the quotation well deserves to be

repeated. " Thei'e are," he remarks, " infinite possibilities of expres-

siveness in such a structui-e ; and it would only need that some na-

tive-American Greek race should arise to till it full of thought and

fancy, and put it to the uses of a noble literature, and it would be

rightl}' admired as rich and fiexible, perha[)s, beyond anything else

that the world knew."

To this eloquent passage I would only venture to take one excep-

tion. The native-American Greek race has already arisen, and speaks

the language in question. A highly endowed language can only have

originated with a highly endowed race. When we consider the suc-

cession of singularly able leaders whom the Algonkin tribes have pro-
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duced during tlie brief term of our intercourse with them, we must

feel satisfied tliat the people to whom these leaders belonged were far

above the common rank. As men like Solon, Miltiades, Themistocles^

Pericles, Epaminondas, Phocion, and the i-est of the long line of Greek

Avorthies, must have sprung from a highly gifted community, so we
may be sure that forest statesmen and leaders like Powhatan, Philip

of Pokanoket, Miautonomah, Pontiac, Tecumseh, Black Hawk, and, in

our own day, Poundraaker and Crowfoot,—men who have won the

respect and admiration even of their enemies,—could only have arisen

among a people of character and talents corresponding in elevation to

their own.

Still another American race may be mentioned, the Iroquois, about

whose remarkable abilities there can be no c[uestion. As is well known,,

their famous confederacy, the Five Nations, held, for a long time

after the Frencli and English colonies were founded, the balance of

power in North America. If they had not, by their hostility to the

Huron and Algonkin allies of the French, been led to cast their in-

fluence on the side of the English, it is the opinion of competent

historians that the whole region west of the Alleghanies, from Canada

to the Gulf of Mexico, would now be French. Their haj^tpily devised

political system, unsurpassed in ancient or modern times, has been

well elucidated by the penetrative genius of Morgan. Their oratory,

their sagacity, and their prowess have been celebrated by many emi-

nent writers. In their highest pi'osperit}^, their numbers did not

exceed, probably did not reach, twenty thousand souls. It may fairly

be afiirmed that, since the world began, so much intellectual force,

public spirit, eloquence, statesmanship, and military skill have never, to

our knowledge, been elsewhere concentrated in so small a community

as that which composed the Iroquois cantons of northern New York

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

The language spoken by this people,—a highly inflected, rich, and

sonorous tongue,^—is too well known to American scholars to need a

minute description. Its stately vocables, fortunately preserved in the

names of places, have rescued some of the finest natural features of

our continent from the ignoble baptism whicL has elsewhere degraded

others. Onondaga, Oneida, Ontario, Saratoga, Toronto, Ticonderoga,

Adirondack,—each a descriptive compound,.—mark the euphonic
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character of the sj^eech. We may well be grateful to an idiom which

has preserved the world-famous torrent of Niagara from the too

possible designation of '' Tompkins' Falls." The wealth of fornis and

the power of expression in the language liave impressed every student.

Two hundred and fifty years ago, the scholarly Jesuit, Brebeuf, com.

pared it to the Greek, and found it in some respects superior. In our own

day, this opinion lias been reinforced by an authority of the greatest

weight. Professor Max Miiller, who learned the language from a

Mohawk undergraduate at Oxford,—now an esteemed physician in

Canada,—has written of it in terms of singular force. To his mind,

he declares, the structure of the language " is quite sufficient evidence

that those who worked out such a work of art were powerful reasoners

anil accurate classifiers." Powerful reasoners and accurate classifiers !

To ajipreciate the full strength of these expressions, we must consider

whether they could be properly applied to the framers of the great

classical tongues of the old world, the Aryan and the Semitic ; and

we must honestly decide that they could not. The irrational and

confused gender system of the Aryan, and the imperfect tense system

of the Semitic stock, must exclude them from the comparison. It is

a noteworthy fact that the two foremost philologists of Europe and

America, both devoted students and admirers of the Aryan speech,

have compared this speech in its highest development with the lead-

ing American tongues, and that both, though differing widely in

their lin-nistic theoi'ies on other points, have pronounced in the

strongest terms their opinion of the structural superiority of these

American languages.

It will perhaps be asked why, if the American language and their

framers were of tliis superior character, tJie results achiev-ed by the

latter have been so small. How did it happen that the Algonkins,

the Iroquois, and the Sahaptins remained barbarians of the Stone

Age, while the Aryan nations attained the highest pitch of civiliza-

tion. The question is a fair and pertinent one. The answer is found

in a single word,— opportunity. We recognize the prime importance

of occasion and surroundings to an indiAadual, but ai'e apt to foi-get

that they are equally essential to a race. We admit that Milton,

condemned by fate to ignorance and penury, would probably have

remained "mute and inglorious." If the American civil war had not
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occurred, General Grant would, in all likelihood, have lived and died

an industrious tanner in an obscure Illinois town, utterly unconscious

of the powers which were destined to make him one of the most

famous commanders of modern times. If the Aryan race had been

so unfortunate as to make its first ajjpearance on the shores of the St.

Lawrence, or on the western prairies, or amid the uplands of Oregon

—possessing no domestic animal but the dog, no cereal but maize

—

surrounded not by civilized nations like the Accadians, tlie Assyrians,

the Phcenicians, the Egyptians and the Chinese, qualified to teach it

architecture, astronomy, the alphabet, the smelting of metals, ship-

building, the use of the mariner's compass, but by wandering hordes

of hostile savages—we have no ground for supposing that this race,

Avhatever might be its natural endowments, would have attained any

height in culture beyond that which was reached by the most capable

American tribes, whose ill-fortune placed them in that hopeless posi-

tion.

This is a point which, in its connection with our thesis, requires

some further consideration. The doctrine of evolution, whose import-

ance I would in no way depreciate, has, in reference to the intellectual

powers of the human race, been strangely misapplied, to such an extent

as to lead to serious errors. The misapplication, it must be said,

began with Darwin himself ; but he, with that noble ciindor which

distinguished him, admitted and corrected the mistake, in which some

of his followers still persist. We know how frankly and fully, near

the close of his life, he withdrew, on better information, the opinion

which he had originally expressed of the low intellectual and moral

character of the Fuegians. By just implication, this reversal of his

opinion will apply to all savages—for the Fuegians have always been

ranked among the lowest of the low. On further consideration, it

becomes apparent that this final judgment of the great investigator

of nature was in strict accordance with the law of evolution. It is

certain that there has been, from one geological age to another, a

steady though somewhat irregular increase in the size and complexity

of the brains of vertebrate animals. But this increase appears to

occur in the transition from one species to another. When a species

is once established, there is no evidence (as I am assured by high

zoological authority) to show that any material change in the quantity
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or quality of its bi-ain occurs from first to last. When " speaking-

man " appeared as a new species on the world's stage, the size and

power of his brain was fixed, ouce for all. There are variations in

diflferent races, as there ai-e diS"ei-ences in this I'espect among children

of the same parents ; Vmt the variations do not pass certain defined

limits, and are constantly tending, as Mr. Galton has shown of the

human stature, towards the general average.

Thus it becomes apparent that in the case of man, or at least of

speaking man—for if there was a speechless liomo 2)riin (genius, be

belonged to another .species—the process of evolution, or, more

properly .speaking, of development, applies, not to his natural capa-

city, but to his growth in knowledge. Just as his bodily stature and

strengtli have remained the same from the earliest times and in all

stages of culture—;is his osseous i-emains and the measurements of

existing races clearly show—so there can be no reasonable doubt that

his mental .stature and force have remained unaltered. We liave no

rea.son to doubt—we have every reason to believe—that the earliest

Aryans, savages as they undoubtedly were, could reason as profoundly

and feel as keenly as the mo.st cultivated of their descendants. As

the structure of language depends entirely on the natural capacity of

its earliest framers, it is clear that the Aryan tongue, in its primitive

form, must have possessed every quality and every power of expression

which have ever belonged to it. If, among other barbarians, there

have been tribes equal in natural capacity to the barbarous Aryans,

their languages will equally .show these eminent qualities.

To apply these propositions,—if the language of the latest Aryans

possesses and constantly exercises the power of expressing abstract

ideas, we may be certain that this power was po.ssessed and constantly

exercised by the fii-st Aryan family. And further, among the barbar-

ous tribes of the present day, we may expect to find the same power

po.ssessed and exercised, with greater or less fulness, in proportion, not

to their degree of cultivation, but to their natural capacity. We
should expect that highly endowed communities of barbarians, like

the Algonkins and Iroquois, would have languages abounding in ab-

stract and general expressions. Such, in fact, we find to be the case.

If we take what Professor Max Miiller styles abstract terms of the

second decree—the most elaborate if not the most metaphysical of all
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—we find tliem abundant in both tongues. Each language, in fact,

has, like each Aryan tongue, a special termination to express these

abstractions. In the Iroquois this termination is sera or tsera ; in

the Ojibway brtinch of the Algonkin, it is loin. Thus, from the Iro-

quois katehens, to be ashamed, (root, ateli) we have atehensera, shame-

fulness, ignominy ; from kennontonnions, to meditate, (root, ennonte)

we have ennontonniontsera, meditation ; from katerlos, to fight, (root

erio), ateriosera, strife ; from kkwenies, to be able, (root, kweni)

kakweniatsera, ability. The Ojibway himadis, to live, yields hinia-

disiivin, life; sagia, to love, sagiitoewm, afiection
;
jiga, widow, jiga-

loiioin, widowhood, bekadis, mild, bekadisitvin, mildness ; hinis, clear,

pure, hinisiwin, clearness, purity. Bisan, quiet, yields two verbal

forms, hisanab, to be still, and hisanis, to be peaceful, and two abstract

nouns, hisanabiivin, stillness, silence, and bisanisiwin, j^eacefulness

—

and so on, interminably, through the dictionary.

But it is, perhaps, in the abstract terms of the first degree, the most

primitive and in a certain sense the profoundest of all, that this

original mental capacity is most stiikingly shown. Professor Max
Mtiller, in his " Science of Thought," well observes that, when certain

ethnologists " tell us that there are savages who have not a single

abstract term in their language, they ought first of all to give us

the names of the savages to whose language they refer, and,

secondly, they ought to explain how these savages could possibly have

formed the simplest names, such as father, mother, brother, sister,

hand and foot, etc., without j^reviously possessing abstract concepts

from which such names could be derived." To illusti^ate this pregnant

suggestion, let us take some instances drawn from the Indian lan-

guages by writers of the best authority. The first word in Pi-ofessor

Max MuUer's list is " father." The Hon. J. H. Trumbull, than whom
no higher authority on the Algonkin tongues can be adduced, derives

this word, noosh, in the Massachusetts dialect, from the I'oot ooch,

which means " from," "out of." " JVoosh," he observes, "expresses,

primarily, not paternal but filial relation— ' I come from him ;

'

ooshoh (his father) ' he comes from him,' or with transposition of

subject and object, ' he frotns him.'" In the Iroquois, according to

the distinguished Canadian philologist, the Rev. J. A. Cuoq, the

word has its origin in a conception perhaps even more subtle.

9
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Rakienha, my father, comes from the verb wakien, (root, ien), "to

have," in what is styled the " diminutive form," which is indicated by

the suffix ha. Rakienha means, strictly, " he who has me little."

Wakienha, my mother, is the feminine of the verb, and means " she

who has me little." The same verbal root supplies the word for son.

Rienha, my son, means " I have him little."

In the Algonkin, Mr. Trumbull tells us, one of the words for man

has for its root aph, or (nasalized) onb^, which signifies an animal that

walks upright, or, more exactly, the one uplifted, from a root o;j or

07)12), which forms verbs signifying to raise, lift, rise, ascend, and the

like. Another is from the demonstrative in, this, which is cognate

with nin or 7ii, I; a man is "such as I," or " such as this one." Dr.

Brinton, in his recent work. " The Lenape and their Legend.*," has

shown how this demonstrative or pronominal root, m, or ni, is

developed into an e.Ktraordinavy number of derivatives, abundantly

confirming Mr. Trumbull's views. Another root gisch or kich (where

the ch is the German guttural), which embraces the general concept of

"successful action,"—an idea as purely ahstract as can well be ima-

gined,—flowers, according to this author, into an amazing multitude of

derivative terms, including gischigan, to begin life, to be born, gischi-

han, to form, to make with the hands, gischelemen, to create with the

mind, to fancy, gischihmamen. to increase, to produce fruit, giken, to

grow better in health, kikey, long lived, old, gischileu, " it is proved

true," gischuch, the sun, gischapan, daybreak, gichten, clear, bright,

shining—and so on, almost without end.

Another careful and philosophical investigator, Professor Horsford,

in seeking the origin of the Indian name of Boston, " Shawmut," has

had occasion to determine the primary sense of its root, the mono-

syllable sha. He finds it to be " parallel-sided," and that this abstract

term must have existed in the language earlier than the concrete nouns

which have been formed from it, such as misJlAoh^ the trunk of a tree,

miSRAonk, the trunk of the human body, misuAonh. the throat, SHA-

meek, eel. and the like. Uni is a noun-making particle, and ut is a

locative suflQx, signifiying "at" or "near." Thus SttAum was the

parallel-sided strip of land, the well-known " Neck," which connects the

peninsula of Boston with the mainland ; and SuAiorimt, " At (or near)

I he Neck," became the name of the peninsula itself
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But—admitting that primitive men, barbarians as they were, had the

mental capacity which enabled them to invent these general or abstract

roots—it will naturally be asked how we can suppose that very young

children, whom our theory regards as the first framers of every lan-

guage, can have possessed this remarkable faculty. Fortunately, we are

able to answer this question, not by argument, but by a direct instance
;

and in such a case, one instance is as decisive as a thousand. The little

nephew of Professor von der Gabelentz, a mere baby, just beginning to

speak, had invented a root as abstract as the Algonkin sha or gisch,

and with it a formative system seemingly more subtle and metaphysical

than the Algonkin, inasmuch as the changes of meaning were indicated,

after the Semitic fashion, not by affixed particles, but by internal

vowel changes. Mum was a flat, circular object of the largest size, the

table ; mem was a smaller disk,—a plate, a watch, or the moon ; and

when the child was shown at night the " floor of heaven," as Shaks-

peare's fanciful lover styles it, " thick inlaid with patines of bright

gold," he exclaimed, with an instant application of his most diminutive

inflection, " mhn, mim, mim." Here is an indubitable root, springing

from the language-making instinct of an infant, which equals, and in

some respects surpasses, those primary elements of speech with which

the able investigators of the Aryan, Semitic, and American languages

—the Benfeys and Mas Miillers, the Ewalds and Kenans, the Trum-

bulls and Brintons—have made us familiar. Yet there is really nothing

in this which need astonish us. If the language-making faculty is,

like the faculty of sight, a natural endowment and instinct of the

human being, we might reasonably expect that a child who can, with-

out eff"ort or consciousness, see a table, a plate, or a star, as clearly as a

sage can see them, should be able, without effort or consciousness, to

name these objects as aptly as a sage could name them.

We are thus brought back, by the clearest facts and inductions, to

the thesis with which our study of the subject began. We find by

evidence drawn from the most varied and the most authentic sources

—

from the utterances of children and the idioms of the most uncultivated

tribes—that language owes its origin to a cause which is as active at the

present day as it was when speaking man made his first appearance on

the earth. To this cause—the language-making instinct of young

children—all the great variety of primitive languages, or linguistic
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Stocks, may be confidently ascribed. The explanation thus aflForded

removes the weightiest stumbling-block which has impeded the pro-

gress of philological science, and, at the same time, lays a solid founda-

tion for ethnology, which that science has never before possessed. If

this explanation, which has already been accepted as probable by

authorities of the first rank, like Huxley, Parkman, Romanes and

Sully, and for which other scholars of similar eminence, like Mr Glad-

stone and Professor Snyce, have only asked further evidence, shall be

finally received as the true scientific solution of a great linguistic pro-

blem, it will largely modify, not only the sciences which have been

named, but also the prevalent opinions on many points of mental, social,

and political philosophy of the highest interest. It may therefore fairly

claim the serious and candid consideration of all scholars who are inter-

ested in the.se important studies.

Note.—Since the foregoing paper was written, my attention has been drawn

to the important use which M. Taine, in his profoundly philosophical treatise,

" De riutelligence,'" makes of the language of children in explaining the

origin of general terms. The portions of the work relating to this subject

will be found in his First Book, chapter 1, "on Signs," and in his Fourth

Book, chapter 1, on "General Characters and General Ideas." In the

former he observes: "The formation of these general liames may be

narrowly watched with little children ; we take them in the act." He gives

sevei'al examples of childish exj^ressions assuming a general sense through

the natural tendency to association of ideas, which at that age is specially

powerful. "/« i<, " he proceeds, ^^ we have the farnltj of lanfjuarje." Some of

his instances curiously recall those related by Professor Von der Gabelentz,

though none of the children displayed the peculiar inflecting turn of the Pro-

fessor's nephew. " A little boy a year old," writes M. Taine, " had travelled

a good deal by railway. The engine with its hissing sound and smoke, and the

great noise of the train, stnick his attention, and the first word he learned to

pronounce was /a/Vr {dienun defer). Henceforward a steamboat, a cofiFee-pot

with spirit lamp—everything that hissed, or smoked, or made a noise, was a

fafer." This is interesting. With the German child it would have been still

more so. The steamboat would have quickly become (in French orthography)

foiifour ; a tea-kettle would have heen fe/er ; and the coffee-pot with spirit

-

lampjijir. In his Fourth Book the author returns to the subject, and elucidates

it by further explanations and examples. " The infant invents and discovers

incessantly, and of its own accord ; there is no period of life in ivhich hit intelli-

gence is so creative. The names suggested to him by his parents and the persons

about him are but starting points for his innumerable efforts." " There is not
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even need on all occasions for the words to be transmitted to him with deliber-

ate intention, and by a human mouth ; sometimes the child seizes them in the

involuntary sounds he utters, or in the accidental sounds he catches." And he

cites a remarkable example from Francis Lieber (" Smithsonian Contributions

to Knowledge," Vol. 2, p. 15) :

—

" A member of my own family," saj's Mr. Lieber, " showed, in early infancy,

a peculiar tendency to form new words, partly from sounds which the child

caught, as to icohior to stop, fi'om the interjection ivoh used by waggoners when
they wish to stop their horses ;

partly from symphenomenal emissions of

sounds. Thus, when the boy was a little above a year old, he had made and

established in the nursery the word nim for everj'thing fit to eat. I had

watched the groMth of this word. First, he expressed his satisfaction at seeing

his meal, when hungry, by the natural humming sound, which we might

express thus, hm. Gradually, as his organs of speech became more skilful,

and repetition made the sound more familiar and clearer, it changed into the

more articulate um and im. Finallj', an n was placed before it, nim being

much easier to pronounce than im, when the mouth has been closed. But soon

the growing mind began to generalize, and nim came to signify everything

edible ; so that the boy would add the words good or had, which he had learned

in the meantime. He now would say cjood nim, had nim, his nurse adopting

the word -with him. On one occasion he said fie nim, for had, repulsive to eat.

There is no doubt but that a verb to nim, for to eat, would have developed

itself, had not the ripenixig mind adopted the vernacular language, which was
offered to it readj^ made."

M. Taine, though he dwells much and forcibly on the phj'-siological -view,

including especially the functions of the brain, does not indicate the peculiar

light which that study casts on the subject in question. This has been lately

done by his countryman, the distinguished anthropologist, Dr. Topinard, in

his notable lecture on "The last stages of the genealogy of man," published
in his Revue d'Anthropologie for May, 188S. After referring to the fact-
suggested by an argument of Professor Vogt—that the young monkey is more
intelligent than the adult. Dr. Topinard remarks:—" But this greater intelli-

gence of the young is the rule -nnth all animals, including man, if we consider

the facts. At this stage the brain is larger, relatively to the body ; it is in a
naamier virgin, more impressionable ; it grows extremely fast, and seeks only to

absorb, to work, to turn to use the blood wliich it receives. What is more
marvellous than the way in which our children learn to speak, to read, to

write ! Should we be capable, we adults, of the amount of rapid memory
demanded by the mass of M'ords and ideas Avhich we impress upon them ?

"

It is satisfactory to be able to adduce, in confirmation of the ideas set forth

in the preceding paper, these striking facts and arguments, from two of the

highest authorities in Europe on questions of mental philosophy and physiology.

For the reference to the jjassage in il. Taine's book I am indebted to the cour-

tesy of Professor Max Midler, who is naturally interested in the results of an
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inquiry tending so remarkably to sustain the opinions exjjressed by him in

Bunsen's work, more than thirty years ago. Those opinions, then far advanced

and much contested, have now been overtaken and confirmed by the conclusions

of inductive science.
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A BRIEF NARRATIVE OF THE JOURNEYS OF
DAVID THOMPSON IN NORTH-WESTERN

AMERICA.

BY J. B. TYRRELL, B. A., F.G.S.

Field-Geologist of the Geological Survey of Canada.

The following brief sketch of the journeys of David Thompson has

been drawn from his Field note-books and journals which are preserved

in the office of the Crown Land Department of Ontario. Unfortu-

nately some of the books in the series are wanting, leaving blanks in

the record of his travels. Wherever any of these breaks occur the

fact is stated, but in some cases I have been able to partially fill them

in from records of astronomical observations evidently often dotted

down in the book that was most convenient, or sometimes tabulated

apart from his journal. This latter is especially the case in regard to

his later journeys in the mountains, for which time his journal is not

among the books preserved, but there is a carefully tabulated series

of a great number of astronomical observations taken during these

years, from which his course can be followed with considerable cer-

tainty.

For the dates of his birth, marriage aiad death, I am indebted to

the kindness of hia daughter, Mis. Shaw, who is now living in the

town of Peterboi'o', Ontario.

David Thompson was born in the parish of St. John, Westminster,

England, on the tliirtieth of April, 1770. Of his early life, all that

I have been able to learn is that he was educated at Christ's Hospital,

or the " Blue Coat School," London, and was perhaps for a short time

a student at Oxford. When about nineteen years old he must have

entered the service of the Hudson's Bay Company, as in October,

1789, when in the middle of his twentieth year, his journal opens at

this Company's establishment at Cumberland House, on the south
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shore of Pine Island Lake, in the Canadian Nortli-West Territories.

He states in a letter written in 1817, that a large brass sextant of

Dollond's, of 10 inch radius, and reading to 15" had been his constant

companion for twenty-eight years ; .so that he had doubtless brought

this instrument with him from England in the summer of this year.

That he had been trained in its use, and that he also took a lively

interest in genei-al natural phenomena is shown by the fact, that dur-

ing the winter, from October 10th, till the summer of 1790, he kept

a careful meteorological journal, in which were noted the readings of

the thermometer three or four times a day, the direction and force of

the wind, and general remarks on the climate. During the same time

he took a series of astronomical observations, six being meridian

altitudes of the sun for latitude ; and thirty-five lunar distances for

longitude. The result of these observations as worked out by him,

placed the House in Lat. 53° 56' 44", Long. 103° 13', a position al-

most identical in latitude, and only about three to the east of the

position given for Cumberland House in the latest Dominion Lands

map.

On the ninth of June, 1790, lie left Cnml>er]and House, and des-

cending the Saskatchewan, entered " Great Lake " (Lake Winnipeg)

on June 15th, passing thi'ough which he entered Play Green Lake,

and followed the Hudson's Bay Company's regular route through

Trout Ri\ei-, Knee Lake, and Hayes River to York Factory where he

arrived on J uly 7th. Throughout the whole of the distance from

Cumberland House, he made a careful track-surv^ey of his course,

taking his bearings with a compass, and estimating the distances by

the rate of travel, checking the survey by numerous observations for

latitude and longitude, taken with the above-mentioned sextant and

an artificial horizon.

Between July 1790 and September 1791 the note-books do not

show any entries, so that his whereabouts during that time are uncer-

tain, but from this latter date to April, 1792, he was at York Fac-

tory, as is shown by the record of a number of astronomical observa-

tions taken by him during this period.

The next entry is in September of the latter year, on the 5tli of

which month, at 8 a.m., he left York Factory with two canoes, and
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rounding the Point, entered the Nelson River, which he ascended,

making as careful a survey as possible of the route, till he i-eached

Seepaywisk House, on October 8th, which he places in Lat. 55"^ 3',

15", Long. 94^^ 41' 30". Here he remained till May 28th, 179.-!, trading

with the Indians and keeping a careful meteorological register. On
the above date he left Seej^aywisk and crossed to Chatham House, on

Chatham Lake, which house he. places in Lat. 55° 23' 40", Long. 97°

45' 34". On May 31st, he left Chatham and ti*avelled in a westerly

direction to Burnt-wood River, up which he travelled to Burnt-wood

Lake, then round to Missinippi River, which he ascended, intending

to proceed to Reindeer Lake. He was, however, unable to find the

Indians whom he expected to meet, and in Latitude, 55° 35' 20",

Longitude, 102° 10' 49", he turned back and made his way down the

Chui-chill and Nelson Rivers to York Factory, which he reached on

July 21st. This is the only instance that I can find in his long

cai'eer of travel and adventure where he set out with the intention of

reaching a certain point and returned before he had accomplished his

purpose, though, as will shortly appear, he performed the journey a

few years afterwards. On September 1st, of this year, (1793) he

started to ascend the Ha3''s River on his way to tlie Saskatchewan,

the mouth of which he reached on September 22nd, and Cumberland

House, on October the 5th. On October the 8th he left Cumberland

House, and ascended the Saskatchewan to the Forks, when he turned

up the South Branch, and after three days travel, reached South

Branch House on October 1 8th. Here, he took horses and journey-

ing overland i-eached Manchester House on October 18th, and Buck-

ingham House on October 31st. Of these three places, the first was

situated on the South Saskatchewan River, not far from Batoche's

Crossing, while the other two were on the North Saskatchewan
;

Manchester House, being three-and-a-half miles below the mouth of

Horse Creek, in Tp. 48, R. 21st, west of the 3rd Initial meridian

and Buckingham House, four miles above the mouth of Moose Creek,

about the line between Ranges five and six, west of the fourth Initial

meridian. He afterwards rode out to the Beaver Hills and reached

Buckingham House again on November 29th. There he remained

till the following Spring, keeping, as usual, a meteorological register,

taking observations for latitude and longitude, and working out his

former traverses by latitude and departure when not engaged in

trading with the Indians.
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In the following Spring, on May 16th, 1794, he left Buckingham

House for York Factory, making a survey of the Saskatchewan

River on his way down. Besides Manchester House, he mentions

two places named Hudson House, which he places respectively 3 and

14|^ miles below the lower Crossing Place, the latter being 15 miles

above Setting (Stui-geon) River. This would place them respectively

in Ranges 3 and 2, west of the 3rd Initial meridian. On the 27th,

he passed the mouth of the South Branch, wliich he calls Pekakemew,

below which were several houses kept by Canadians, probably belong-

ing to the North-West Company, namely : Isaac's House, 9| above

Nepoiu House, kept by Messrs. Porter &, McLeod ; and Hungry Hall,

by Messi'.s. Ross & Thorburn, 14 miles above the mouth of Sturgeon

River. On reaching Cumberland House he did not again return to

the Saskatchewan, but followed up and surveyed Sturgeon-Weir and

Goose Rivers and Goose and Athpupuskow Lakes, from which he

crossed Cranberry Portage into Cranberry Lake, and from this lake

he went north-east, down Elbow TUver to Ithenoostosequan Lake,

then south, down Grassy River, and then east to Reed Lake. Here

he left Mr. Ross and proceeded on his journey by Crooked and File

Rivers and Burnt-wood Lake to York Factory, where he arrived on

July 5th.

On July 26th, he started on his return to Reed Lake, where he

built a house in Lat. 54° 36' 17", Long. 100° 36' 50". There he

remained, as shown by his meteorological journal, till May 28th,

1795.

In the Autumn of 1795, he built a house on the south side of the

Duck Portage, in Lat. 55° 40' 36", Long. 102^ 7' 37"
; and his meteoro-

logical register shows him to have remained there from September

6th to May 23rd, 1796.

Having gone from here to Fairford House on the Missinippi, one

mile below the mouth of Deer River, in Lat. 55° 33' 28'', he left

this latter House on June 10th, 1796, and ascended Deer's River to

Deer's Lake, thence into Hatchet Lake, and down the Black River

to its mouth in Athabasca Lake, which he reached about July 2nd,

and returning, he reached Fairford House on July 21st. With regard

to the survey made during this journey, he states that the coui'se was-
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worked out from rough sketches which were saved when most of his

notes were lost in a wreck on Black River. Returning to Deer Lake

he built Bedford House in Lat. 57^ 23' ; Long. 102^ .58' 35", and re-

mained there till May 23rd, 1797, keeping his customary meteorolo-

gical journal, and taking a long series of observations for latitude and

longitude.

OnTuesdaj^ May 23rd, 1797, he left the service of the Hudson's

Bay Company and entered that of the North-West Company, the

folloAA-ing entry being written in his journal of the above date. " This

day left the service of the Hudson's Bay Co., and (entered) that of

the Company of Mei'chants from Canada. May G-od Almighty prosper

me." On the same date he left Bedford House, and on May 28th,

arrived on foot at Alex. Fraser's house at the head of the Deer's

River. On June 7th, he left this House and descending the Deer's

River, proceeded as quickly as possible to Cumberland House, meeting

on the way Messrs. McLeod, Roderick McKenzie and Simon Fraser,

members of the Noi'th-VVest Company for which he was now working.

He reached Cumberland House on June 23rd, and left it on the

27th, reached Lake Winnipeg on the 28th, and travelling by way of

Winnipeg River, he reached Lake Superior' on July 22nd, having as.

usual, made a survey of his route.

Here, being thrown among new associates, he makes a note of tlie

men composing the North-West Company, and having charge of the

different districts. The following list includes the most of those

named :

Wm. McGillivray and Alex. McKenzie, agents ; Rod. McKenzie,

Angus Shaw, and James Finlay for Montreal ; Cuthbert Grant, back

of Red River ; Wm. Thorburn, Red River ; Daniel McKenzie, Fort

Des Prairies and Red Deer River ; Wm. McKay, Muskeiko Country

;

Simon Fraser, Grand Portage ; Sayer, Lake Superior.

Clerks; Donald McTavish, Beaver River; Alex. McKay, Isle a la

Crosse ; John McGillivray, Muskrat River Country ; Duncan McGil-

livray, Upper Fort Augustus; John McDonald and J. Hughes, Fort

George ; Arch. Todd, Lower Fort Des Prairies ; McGillis, Red Deer

River; John McDonald and George McKay, Pted River and back

countries.
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On August 9th he left the " Grand Portage," at the mouth of Pigeon

River near Lake Superior, in corapaiay with Mr. McGillis, and des-

cended through Rainy Lake and Lake of the Woods to Lake Winnipeg,

which he reached on September 1st. Crossing this Lake and ascending

the Litte Saskatchevvan or Dauphin River, lie reached Lake Manito

(Manitoba) on September 10th. He crossed this lake and reached

Lake "Winnipegoosis by way of the Meadow Portage. On September

17th, being camped near the mouth of the Little Dauphin River,

provisions were received from Fort Dauphin, on or near Dauphin

Lake. They immediately started northward, and on the 19th, Mr.

McGillis left to go up the Red Deer River, while he himself went on,

and reached the mouth of " Swan"(Shoal) River. Ascending the Shoal

River and passing thi'ough Swan Lake he ascended the Swan River

for 4| miles, by the windings of the stream, to Swan River House.

Setting out from here on horseback in company with Mr. Grant,

he ascended to Swan River valley and reached Belleau's House on

Snake Creek on the following day. From here he turned south, and

passing the H. B. Fort at the elbow of the Assiniboine, descended

to Grant's House on the Assiniboine, near the mouth of Little Boggy

Creek. Here he remained till Oct. l-lth, when he returned to Bel-

leau's House on Snake Creek, in order, if possible, to obtain guides to

take him up the Swan River to the Red Deer River, and around to

the head waters of the Assiniboine. From this date to November 28th

his journal was lost, but he states, " I surveyed the Stone Indian

(Assiniboine) River upward, and its sources, and the Red Deer

River and its sources, and from thence returned to the house of Mr
Cuthbert Grant, at the Brook's, on the Stone Indian River," or as

before stated, near the mouth of Little Boggy Creek. He however

worked out traverses by latitude and departure which show his course

to have been from Belleau's House on the Assiniboine and thence t.i

where he arrived on November 4th From here he ti-avelled down

the bank of the valley to Grant's House, then to Thorburn's House

on Calling River, and on to McDonald's House near the mouth of the

Souris River, after which he made a'short traverse of the Assiniboine,

above McDonald's House. He also incorporates a survey made by Mr.

McGillis from the [Jpper to the Lower Settlement on the Red Deer

River, giving at the same time the latitudes and longitudes of all the

above jilaces as obtained by observation.
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On November 2Sth, he left McDonald's House on his way to the

Mandan villages on the Missouri River. On Dec. 7th, he reached old

Ash House on the Souris River, " settled two years ago and abandon-

ed the following Spring." Having been unable to procure a" guide here,

he himself assumed the lead, and struck across to Tui'tle Mountain, be-

yond which he again crossed to the Souris or Mouse River, which he

followed up to its " bight" whence he crossed the plains, a distance 37

miles to the Missouri River, reaching it on Dec. 29th at a point six

miles above the upper of the Mandan villages. These villages are

stated to have been five in number, and contained in all 318 houses and

7 tents, inhabited by Mandan and Willow Indians in about equal num-

bers j and the number of Willow Indians in another place in his notes

(there called Fall Indians) is placed at 2,200— _',500. He remained at

these villages till January 10th, trying to induce the Indians to come

north to trade, but with very little success, as they were afraid of the

Sioux. While here he wrote down a vocabulary of the Mandan lan-

guage, containing about 375 words.

On January 10th, 1793, he left the village-;, but being delayed by

se\'ere storms, it was the 24th before he reached the Souris River, and

February 3rd when he arrived at McDonald's House at the mouth of

Souris River.

There he remained till Feb. 25tli, plotting his work and preparing for

a long trip on foot to connect the waters of the Red River and the Mis-

sissippi, and thence over to Lake Superior, a ti'ip which his companions

ridiculed as being impossible to accomplish before the advent of sum-

mer. On Feb. 25th, however, he started out on foot with a dog team,

and descended the Assiniboine to its mouth, making as he always did,

a su.rvey of his route
;
passing on his way Pine Fort and Popular House

both of which had been abandoned, and some houses a little below

the portage to Lake Manitoba. On March 7tli he reached the mouth

of the Assiniboine, and, walking on the ice, turned up Red River :

and on the 9th reached Rat Brook, ^ mile up which was the N. W.

Coy's House of Mr. Chaboillez. On March 14th, he reached the

house of Mr. Charles Chaboillez, at the mouth of the Summerbury or

Pembina River, in Lat. 48° 58' 29", where he stayed till March 21st.

He then continued up the Red River past a N. W. Coy's House,

kept by M. Roi, and turning into Red Lake River, ascended it to
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the mouth of Clear River where there was a X. W. Coy'.s Post,

kept by Baptiste Cadotte. After trying f«.r several days to proceed

further on foot, he was obliged to return to this place and wait for

the breaking up of the ice. He places this Post in Lat 47' 54' 21",

Long 97° 45'. On 9th April he started up the Clear River with three

men in a canoe, on the 11th passed the mouth of Wild Rice River ; on

the 15th, carried across to the Red Lake River, and reached Red Lake

the 17th, at a point which he places in Lat. 47' 58' 15", Long. 96° 30".

From here he turned southward, and after carrying over several

portages and through small brooks and lakes he reached Turtle Lake

on April 27th, fi'om which flows " Tui'tle Brook" which he states to

be the source of the Mississippi, since it is from here that the river

takes the most direct course to the sea. Thus to this indefatigable but

hitherto almost unknown geographer belongs the honor of discovering

the head waters of this great ri\ er, about whose source there has been

almost as m\ich discussion as about those of the Nile itself. His course

is well laid down on his " Map of the North-West Teiiitory of the

Province of Canada, made for the North-West Company in 1813-

1814;" on a scale of about 15 miles to an inch, and now in the posses-

sion of the Government of the Province of Ontario.

An excellent account of the early expeditions to the head waters

of the Mi8sis>ippi is given by Mr.' N. H. Winchell, in his Historical

Introduction in the Final Report on the " Geology of Minnesota,"

1884. In giving an account of Lieut. Pike's journey to Red Cedar

(Cass) Lake 1806, he there states that " Mr. Thompson's maps and

papers never having been published, Lieut. Pike is to be accredited

with the first authenticated examination of the Mississippi valley

from the St. Francis River to Red Cedar Lake." The first who is

stated to have travelled through the country north of Red Cedar

Lake was J. C. Beltrami, an Italian gentleman, who accompanied

Major Long's expedition as far as Pembina. He ascended Bloody

(Red Lake) River to Red Lake and from thence followed Thompson's

route to Turtle Lake whence he descended the Mississippi to its mouth.

This was in the summer of 1823, nine years after Thompson had re-

corded his discoveries on the above mentioned map, and twenty-five

years after he had made the survey of his course.

In a note at the end of this Historical Introduction however, it is
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stated that Neil in tlie -ith edition of his History of Minnesota gives

a short account of Thompson's journey across the State in A.D. 1798,

which appears to be approximately correct. I have not been able to

see a copy of this edition of Neil's History and cannot speak further

of it.

From Turtle Lake, Thompson descended Turtle Brook to Red Cedar

(Cass) Lake, on which there a N. W. Coy's House kept by Mr. John

Sayer, which he places in Lat. 47° 27' f 6''; Long. 95°. Eemaining

here from April 29th to May 3rd, he again embai-ked and struck across

to the head of the Mississippi River, down which he travelled t]\rough

"Winnipegoos" Lake to the mouth of Sand Lake River, where

he left the main stream and turned up Sand Lake River to Sand

Lake, on which was a House of the N. W. Co., S 1
4° E. 1| mile

from the head of the river, and in Lat. 46° 46' 39".

From this House he crossed the Lake to the mouth of Savannah

Brook, which he followed up to Savannah Carrying Place, a deep

bog four miles across. Crossing this portage to a small creek that

flows into the St. Louis River, he descended the latter stream to

Fond du Lac House, two miles and a half up the river from Lake

Superior. He reached this Post on May 10th, 2 months and 18 days

after leaving the mouth of Souris River.

From here he surveyed tha south shore of Lake Superior, arriving

at the Falls of Ste. Marie on May 28th. Leaving here in a light

canoe with 1 1 men, he reached the G-rand Portage on June 7th, and

remained there till July 14th. The time was a very busy one at this,

the central Post of the Company ; and he gives a very interesting ac-

count of the luen who were almost daily arriving from and departing

for many widely separated points throughout the west.

On July 14th he started for the interior reaching the Fort at the

mouth of the Winnipeg River on July 31st, and on August i.th,

the mouth of Saskatchewan, havinsc travelled along the eastern shore

of Lake Winnipeg. On the 18th of August he reached Cumberland

House, where he states that Mr. Peter Fidler was stopping at the

time. This gentleman was in the service of the Hudson's Bay Com-

pany and travelled and made extensive surveys throughout the North-

West. His journal has been stated to be still in existence, and if
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made public, might be almost as absorbingly interesting as that of

David Thompson himself. On August 19th he again set out, his

destination being Lac la Biche or " Red Deer Lake." Ascending

the Sturgeon-Weir River and passing through Beaver Lake he reach-

ed the Missinippi by way of the Trade Portage, on August 24th.

He ascended the Missinippi to Lac la Ronge, on which he mentions

an old House where Simon Fraser and Versailles wintered in 1795-96.

He crossed the Lake and came to a House kept by Versailles at the

mouth of Rapid River, 1^ mile Vjeyond which is an English House.

From here, ascending to Isle a la Crosse Lake, he reached the N. W.
Coy's House on September 6th. Thence, travelling south, up Beaver

River as far as the mouth of Green River, he ascended this latter stream

to Green Lake, on which was a Post which he places in Lat, 54° 17' U",

Long. 107° 40" 35'. There he took hor.ses and travelled westward to

Fort George on the Saskatchewan, a short distance above the mouth

of Moose Creek and close to the Hudson's Bay Company's Fort, Buck-

ingham House. From here he again turned northward and reached

the Beaver River at the mouth of Mouse Lake Creek, from which jjoint

he ascended the Beaver River, and crossing the water-shed I'eached

'• Red Deer Lake " or Lac la Biche on October 4th. Here he built a

House in Lat. 54' 56' 30", Long. 112' 12', and remained through the

winter trading witli the Indians. His journal states that he was

here on March 14th, 1779 ; but on April 4th he was at Fort Augustus

on the north Saskatchewan, and remained there till April 19th. On
this date he set out with 3 men and 5 horses, and travelling north-

west-wai'd, reached the Pembina River. Here a canoe liad been built

for him, so that, sending back the horse he started down the river and

reached the Athabasca on April 25th, down which he paddled to the

mouth of Lesser Slave Lake River. He turned into this stream

and surveyed it up to the lake, and then returning he continued down

the Athabasca River to the Fort at the mouth of the Clearwater,

where he remained for a few days. On May 10th, however, he again

set out and ascending the " Methy Portage " (Clearwater) River, cross-

ed the Portage, and descending through Buffalo Lake, reached Isle

a la Crosse on May 20th.

Here he was m irried on June 10th, to Charlotte Small, a young

girl who had not yet entered on her tifteenth year.

From Sejjt. 11th to the 2Sth he was at Fort George, and on March
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25th of the following yeai-, 1800, he started from this fort overland

to Fort Augustus, travelling along the north side of the " Chain of

Lakes." After staying here for a few days he set out on March 31st

for RockyMountain House, travelling to the east of Bears Hills, across

two branches of Battle River, down the Wolfs trail and across Wolf

Creek (Blind Man River), to a crossing of Clearwater River two miles

above its mouth, arriving at Rocky Mountain House on April 7th.

The old House of the JSToj-th-West Company was situated on the

north bank of the Saskatchewan, a mile-and-a- quarter above the

mouth of Clearwater River. From here he had intended to cross over

to the Red Deer River and descend it in a boat, but having been lamed

in some way, he sent four men, Chauvette, La Gasse, Clement and

Jacco Cai-dinal on this journey. As he records the fact that they started

from Rocky Mountain House and that a boat had been built for them

beforehand, and as some of them at all events are afterwards mentioned

in his journal, it seems probable that these men sucessfully descended

the Red Deer and South Saskatchewan Rivers, being in all probability

the fii-st white men to accomplish this journey. He himself descended

the North Saskatchewan. Five miles below the Elbow, where there

are very high banks he "found the English encamped for building"

at the mouth of a creek flowing in from the right which he calls

Sturgeon Creek (Buck Lake Creek), and passing White Mud House,

a fort of the North-West Company with Mr. Hughes in charge, he

reached Fort Augustus on May 9th, and on May 12th arrived at

Fort George. On May 18th he left Fort George and on May 21st

passed the Island House, a mile-and-a-half above the mouth of Birch

Brook, and the next day passed Turtle River House, a mile-and-a-half

below the mouth of Turtle Brook. On June 7th he reached the mouth

of the Saskatchewan.

From this time till the Autumn nothing is seen of him, but he ev-

idently returned up the Saskatchewan to Rocky Mountain House, as

on Oetober 5 th he set out fx'om this place on horseback with five

men and three pack-horses, up the Clearwater River and over to the

Red Deer River, which he ascended till he reached the mouth of

William's Creek, a .small brook in Lat 51° 41' 41", Long 114° 56' 40".

There he pitched his camp for several days, and during the time he

states that he rode 22 miles due west to the foot of the abrupt cliffs

of the Rocky Mountains where some Kootanie Indians were camped.
10
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Inducing them to return with him to the fort, he again reached

Rocky Mountain House on October 19th.

There he i-emained till November 17th, when accomj)anied by Dun-

can McGillivray, and attended by four men, he set out from the above

fort, and travelling on horseback southward along the trail up Clear-

water River, he crossed Red Deer River and reached Bow River at a

point opposite to where the town of Calgarry now stands in Lat. 51°

2' 56", Long. 113° 59'. From here he followed the north-east side of

the river to a short distance below the bend, whei-e he crossed it and

went on to the Spitchee or Highwood River, which he reached two

miles above its mouth. From here he turned a little west of south,

and reached a camp of the Pikenows or Peikans in Lat. 50° 35' 30"; pro-

bably on Tongue Flag Creek. After stopping here for a short time in

oi'der to establish fi'iendly relations with the Indians, he turned north-

westward and a:^ain reached Bow River at a point which he 2>laces in

Lat. 51° 13' 57", Long. 114° 48' 22", apparently a short distance

above the mouth of Ghost River. From here he asc -nded the south

.side of the Bow River to the Gaj), which he places in Lat. 5P 3' 4",

Long. 115' 21'. From here he returned to his old camp on the

Bow River, and crossing the stream, stinick northward to Rocky

Mountain House, which he reached on December 3rd.

During the same year Duncan McGillivray is stated to have made

a traverse westward from Rocky Mountain House, up thejiorth side

of the North Saskatchewan to the small lake at its head thre • miles

beyond which he crossed the centre range of the Rocky Mountain.s,

beyond which he travelled four miles down a stream flowing towards

the south-west, from which point he returned to Rocky Mountain

House. His traverse is carefully laid down in Thompson's note book.

During the winter of 1800-1801 Thompson remained at Rocky

Mountain House trading with the Indians, working out old observa-

tions and taking new ones, though the last record that I can find for

the winter is dated March 18th.

In June he made a "journey into the Rocky Mountains by land,"

which is found in his note books worked out by latitude and depart-

ure. Starting from a point on the Saskatchewan River in Lat. 52°

27' 39", Long. 1 1
5° 30' 50", he travelled at first a little south of west,
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and then a little west of soutli, to a point in Lat. 51° 57' 2 i", Long.

116° 27' 54", from which point he returned to the foi't.

Between August 30th and September 2nd he travelled on horse-

back from Eocky Mountain House to Fort Augustus passing by the

south end of Long (Gull) Lake.

He is now lost sight of for a considerable time, and it is not till

November, 1802, that wc find him travelling from the head of Lesser

Slave River to the Fort on the west end of Lesser Slave Lake, which

he places in Lat. 55° 32' 36". By the beginning of the following year

he has reached the Fort on the Peace River, five miles above the

mouth of Smoky River, which he places in Lat. 56° 8' 17", Long. 117°

13' 14",with a variation for the compass of 23J° east.

From January 18th to June 5th he kept a meteorological journal

at this Post, jotting down at the same time many interesting notes,

one being that he had measured the river opposite the fort and had

found it to be 420 yards and 2 feet wide. On the latter date he states

that a canoe of the X. Y. Company arrived and put up 100 3-ards above

them where they are going to build.

From June 5th to 24th he was hunting, &c., in the vicinity, and from

June 25th to December 11th the meteorological journal is kept regu-

larly. Between the latter date and Dec. 29th he made a trip with

dogs to Lesser Slave Lake and back. From this latter date to Feb-

ruary 28th 1804, he continued his Dieteorological journal. In it ai-e

many notices of the X.Y. men.

On February 29th he started on foot with dogs and ascending on

the river reached Rocky Mountain House on March 6th. This house

he places in Lat. 56"^ 12' 54", Long. 120° 38' with a variation of the

compass of 25° east. On March 13th he again a/rived at the Forks, and

on the 15th started down the river on the ice and reached Horse Shoe

Hou.se on the 20th. This House he placed in Lat. 57° 8', Long. 1]
°

39' 49", with variation 24^^ east.

On April 30th the ice had broken and he left Horse Shoe House in

a canoe, passing Fort Vermilion on May 2nd, and descended the river

to Lake Athabasca, on which Athabasca House was situated in Lat.

58° 42' 50", Long 111° 8' 30". He arrived here on Mav 12th, and
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leaving it on 15th, embarked for Isle a la Crosse, keeping a snrvev in

the Forks of the Athabasca Eiver, where he arrived on Ma}' 19th.

From Isle a la Crosse he proceeded directly to Kaministiquia, after-

ward known as Fort William, to which place the North-West Com-

pany had lately I'emoved its headquarters from Grand Portage. On
July 25th he again left Kaministiquia and |)roceeding now through

Lac Mille Lacs and Lac la Croix instead of down tlie St. Francis and

Rainy Rivers, he i-eached the mouth of the Saskatchewan River on

September 1st and Cumberland House on September 8th. From
here, on September 10th, he proceeded through Sturgeon Goose and

Athapupuskow Lakes to Cranberry Portage. At the narrows in

Cranberi-y Lake he left men to build a house. He himself went

on through Reed Lake, up the Little Swan River, and thi'ough Burnt-

wood Lake, reaching the Missinippi on September 30th, down which

he travelled for a short distance to an old fort, which was reached on

1st. After provisioning a house here he set off down the river and

arrived at Musquawegan on October 6th in Lat. 56° 13' 7", Long.

100° 25' 50", Var. 12° 30' east. He remained here till the following

spring, and his journal during the winter is filled with remarks about

the X. Y. and H. B. Companies and the fur trade generally.

On May 27th and 28th, 1805, he made a journey to the post on

Indian Lake, in Churchill River, which he places in Lat. 56° 48' 20".

On June 1st he left Musquawegan and ascended to the forks of the

Missinippi, and from there, by Burnt-wood Portage, tiic, to Cumber-

land House, where he arrived on June 17th. Here he heard that the

N.W. and X.Y. Companies had united. Leaving Cumberland House

on June 23rd he returned to the fort on Cranberry Lake, where he

stayed till July 25th. On this date he set out for Deer Lake. He
carried across Cranberry Portage, paddled through Arthapupuskow

and Goose Lakes, up the Sturgeon-weir River to Beaver Lake, and on

to Trade (Frog) Portage, then down the Missinippi and up the Deer

River to Deer Lake, where he arrived on August 4th. Leaving Mr.

Frobisher at the lake to build a house, he returned to Cumberland,

where he arrived on August 24th- He remained here till Se])tember

10th, on which date he set off to Rat River by Ci'anberry Portage,

arriving at his destination on September 19th. Here he built a house

and i*emained dui-ing the winter up till June 10th, 1806. On this

date he set out for Cumberland, where he arrived on June 14tli. He
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immediately proceeded eastward to Kaministiquia. There is now a

break in his journal till October 10th, but Harmon states he met him

at Cumberland House on September 11th on his way west from the

New Fort (Kaministiquia) to Fort des Praries. This latter appears

to have been a general name used for the principal fort for the time

being on the ISTorth Saskatchewan. On October 11th he is just ar-

riving at Rocky Mountain House, where he remained trading with

the Indians throughout the following winter.

On May 1 0th, 1807, he set off on horseback for the Rocky Moun-

tains, along the noi-th side of the Saskatchewan, while Mr. Finnan

McDonild took a canoe with provisions up the Rivei*. On June 3rd

they reached the Kootanie Plain, a wide, open flat on the north side

of the river within the mountains, which he places in Latitude 52° 2'

6", and on June 6th they reached the Foi-ks. They turned up the

south branch of the stream, but, after ascending it for three miles,

were obliged to stop as they could take the canoe no further. They

remained here till June 25th, when packing everything that they

wished to take with them on the backs of their horses they started to

cross the mountains. At one o'clock on the above day they reached

the height of land in Lat. 51° 48' 27", from which point they descended

along the banks of a mountain toi'rent to "Kootanie " (Columbia)

River, which they reached on June 30tli in Lat. 51° 25' 14", Long.

11G8 52' 45", having thus come through the mountain by what is now

known as the Howse Pass down the Blaeberry River; a pass that was

afterwards examined by Dr. Hector in 1859, and described by him in

Palliser's Report to the British Government. This pass was not used

l)y Howse till 1810, three years after Thompson made his first trip over

it. He remained at his camp near the mouth of the Blaeberry till

July 12th, repacking the stuff and building canoes. On this date,

having placed all the trading goods in canoes, he set out and ascended

the I'iver, reaching the Lower Columbia Lake on July 18th. At the

north end of this lake he began to build in Lat. 50° 31' 24"; but find-

ing the place unsuitable, on July 29 he moved down the river to about

a mile from the lake, and built Fort Kootanie on the west side oi the

Columbia River, in Lat. 50^^ 32' 15", Long. 115° 51' 40" Var. 24^°

E. There is now a village of Shuswap Indians about opposite to

where the oM tb)-t used to stand.
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He remained at this for the rest of the year, and till April 20th,

1808, trading with Kootanie Indians, and, as usual, taking meteorol-

ogical and astronomical observations. He also carefully measured the

heights of some of the neighboring mountains, from a measured h&ae

of 6,920 ft. Mt. Nelson, to the west of the fort, he found to be 7,223

ft. above the surface of the lake, which would give it a height of

9,900 ft. above the sea; a height 100 ft. lower than that given on Dr.

Dawson's map of 1885. On Apx-il 20th, 1808, he set out with canoes

towards the south, and the next day reached the portage to the "Flat

Bow" or "McGillivray's" (Kootanie) River, which hecallsMcGilliviay's

Portage. From here he descended the "Flat Bow" (Kootanie) River

in a canoe, making a careful survey with a compass, by latitudes. On
April 24th, he passed the mouth of the "Torrent " (.^t Mary's) River,

and on the 27th reached the mouth of the "Fine Meadow" (Tobacco)

River. <)n May Gth, he reached the Falls and portaged past them,

and on the 8th reached a camp of Flatheads Kootanies in Lat. 48**

42' 52', Long. 116^. Having induced the.se Indians to promise to

trade with him, he again set oft' on tlie 13th, and on the next day

reached Flat Bow or Kootanie Lake. From here he returned up the

river to the camp of the Flatheads, whence he took horses and trav-

elled in a noith-easterly direction up " McDonald's" (Moyie, or Choe-

coos, or Grand Quete River; and on May 18th reached McGillivray's

(Kootanie) River, which he cro.ssed and following up the Bank of this

stream across Skirmish and Lus.sier Rivers, the latter called after one

of his men, reached the Fort on June 5th. From here he continued

northward down the Columbia to the mouth of Blaeberry River, from

which place he crossed the mountains with the furs obtained during

the year, reaching the height of land on June 21st, and Kootanie

Plain on June 22nd. On this journey they were obliged to kill and

eat several of his horses, as he was unable to obtain other provisions.

At Kootanie Plain he embarked in a canoe and descended the Sas-

katchewan, passing Rocky ^lountain House on 24:th; Mu.skako Fort

on the 2Gth, four and a-half hours after passing Wolf Br.^ok;and

reacliing Foi-t George on June 30th, having passed "Old Island Fort"

three hours and a half before. Next day he descended to Fort Ver-

milion, to which place the head-quai-ters of the district had been

removed from Fort George. This fort is stated by Alexander Henry

to have been situated in Lat. 53*^ 51' 7", on the north side of tlie
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Saskatchewan River, '' in a long flat bottom of meadow directly

opposite the Vermilion River." On July 3rd he again embarked, and on

thefollowing day passed "bui-nt Fort de L'Isle." On July 6th hereached

the Crossing Place (at or close to Fort Carlton) at 2 p.m.. Fort de

Milieu at 4. -30 p.m., old Hudson House at 6.30 p.m. On July 7th

he reached the Forks at 2 p.m., Fort St. Louis at 5 30. p.m., and

Fort la Corne at 6.15 p.m. On July 9t]i he arrived at Cumberland

House, and on August 2nd Rainy Lake House. On August 4th he

again set out for the west reaching Cumberland House on the 26th,

Fort Vermilion on September 14th, and Fort Augustus, on the 23rd.

On October 1st he passed old Muskako fort and on October 3rd arrived

at Boggy Hall, in Lat. 53° 1' 19". This fort according to Alexander

Henry was abandoned in the fall of this year. Writing in 181 1 he

says :— "The remains of the buildings stand upon a small plain on

the north side of the river, about half a mile from the river, through

thick woods. The situation of the house is very pleasant, having a

beautiful meadow on one side, sufficiently large for a horse-race, the

whole is bound in by tall poplars aspen and pine." Here, sending on

the canoes he took men and horses, and on October 9th passed old

Rocky Mountain Fort, and travelled till ITth, when sharp frosts

setting in the canoes could be brought no further. Having therefore

camped for a few days to arrange the packs, he set out with pack-

horses on October 22nd, passed the Kootanie Plain on the 24th, and

on the 27th crossed the height of land.

Here he killed two buffaloes, and he states that there was a herd of

cows still ahead of them ; being, therefore, some distance down on the

western side of the water-shed. On Oct. 31st, he again reached the

Columbia River. From here he sent the horses southward through

the woods, while he ascended the river in a boat as far as a hoard

that had been built beside the river the year before, in Lat. 50^ 53'

34'', which must be not far from the mouth of the Sjiilimichene River.

In this course he speaks of the "Rapid" (Kicking Horse) River.

From here he sent Mr. Finnan McDonald southward with the canoes,

who established a fort and wintered near the falls on Kootanie River,

while he himself went on horseback to the old Kootanie Fort where

he arrived on November 10th. He remained here during the winter

tradinw with the Kootanie Indians.
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On April ITtli, 1809, he removed a short distance down the river

and camped till the 27th. He then descended the Columbia River

in a canoe, the hoi'ses being at the .same time driven through the

woods to the Mountain Portage, and crossed the Mountains to the

Saskatchewan, reaching Kootaiiie Plain on June 13th. During the

winter he had obtained in all, about 40 packs of furs. At the Koo-

tanie Plain a canoe was built and some of the furs being put into it

he started down the river reaching Foi-t Augustus on June 24th,

On the 27th two canoes were sent eastward with his furs, but he him-

self remained at the fort till July ISth. On this date having sent the

canoes up the Saskatchewan a day oi- two before him, he set off on

hoi'seback towards the mountains and caught up to and joined the

canoes near the mouth of Wolf Creek, .sending the hoi'ses back as they

had come. Travelling up the river he reached Kootanie Plain on

August 3rd. Here he remained till the i^th, ai-ranging the [tacks for

the journey across the mountains, and on this date he started west-

ward on horseback. Next day he met Mr. Howse, an officer of the

North-West Company, who had left Fort Augustus a short time before

on an exploi'ing trip, I'eturning again to the east. On the 11th he

crossed the height of Land, and on the 1 3th reached the " Kootanie "

(Columbia) River. Ascending this river he reached INIcGillivray's

portage on the 20th and started down the Kootanie River, and on

the 29th reached the Great Road of the Flatheads, where he had come

to the large camp of these Indians in the spring of 1808. On Septem-

ber 6th, having obtained horses from the Indians he set out towaixls

the south and reached Pend d' Oreille Lake on the 8th, and next day

the mouth of Clark's Fork, where it empties into the lake, near which

there was a large camp of Indians. On the 10th he found a spot on a

peninsula on the ea.st side of the lake in Lat. 4"^^' 12' 14', where he

built a house. He himself remained here for about two weeks to see

that building operations were being pushed on as quickly as possible.

On the 27th he rode around the south side of the lake and a short

distance down the river flowing from it, i-etiirning to the house on

October 6th. On the 1 1th he again set off on horse-back, and travell-

ed for a considerable distance in a south-easterly dii'ection up the

Seleesh River or Clark's Fork. Turning from this livei- he travelled

first north-east and then north-west, till he reached the Kootanie

River above the Falls, where having obtained canoes he descended
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to the Flat Head Road and ci-ossed to the House on Pend d' Oreille

Lake which he reached on October 3()th.

On November 2nd he again set off up the river, and on November

9th reached a ]3oint where he built a house in Lat. 47*^ 34' 35", Long.

115'^ 2-2' 51". He remained at this point till February 23rd, on

which date he left it to travel among the Indians, returning on March

6th. Setting off again immediately he journeyed on horse-back till

March 1 3th, when being a considerable distance up the Saleesh River

he embarked in a canoe and came down to the House, vvhich he reach-

ed on the following day, making, as usiial, as careful a survey as

possible of his route. He then remained here till March 24th, when

he again started down the river and the next day reached the " House

Road," whf^re he remained till April 19tli, when he embarked and

reached the House on Pend d'Oreille Lake on Ajjril 23rd. From

here he crossed to tlie Kootanie R ver, ascemling which he reached

McGillivray's Portage on June 6th, and descending the Columbia

reached the Mountain Portage on June 16th. From here he crossed

to the Saskatchewan arriving at the Forks in the mountains, on the

19th, having left the men to come after with the i)ack-horses.

Embarking in a canoe from here he soon })assed the ruins of Fox't

Augustus, which, since he left it in the pi-evious July, had been des-

troyed by the Blackfeet, and on the next day reached White Mud
Brook House, where Mr. Henry was in charge for the N. W. Co. and

Mr. Hellet for the H.B. Co. This house appears to have been at the

mouth of White Earth River, a short distance below the present site

of Victoria. On July 4th he i-eached Cumberland House, and on

July 22nd Rainy Lake House.

From this date to May 6th, 1812, no journal could be found in the

offices of the Ci*own Lands Department of Ontario, Imt a long series

of astronomical observations is given from which his course has been

traced out as follows :

—

Having i-eturned from the east he was at the site of Boggy Hall

on the Saskatchewan on Octcber 23rd of this year (1810). From

here he took a north-westerly course acx-oss the country, being on

November 2nd in Lat. 53'-' 8' 3", Long. 115^ 3'
; on November 13th,
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in Lat. 53'* 16' 36", and on November 21st in Lat. 53S 24' 42", Long.

116° 50'. On November 26th he left McLeod River, in Lat. 53« 30'

39". and on November 2Sth was at a Brook in Lat. 53*^ 37' 54". On
December 1st he reached Athabasca lliver, and on the 5th and 6th

was at the depot in Lat. 53^. 33' 33", Long. 117° 30\ From here he

ascended the Athabasca lliver, and crossing the mountains by the

Athabasca Pass reached the Columbia at the mouth of the Canoe

River, whei'e he spent the remainder of tlie winter, and where the

N.W. Co. had a Post, perhaps built by himself after his arrival. From

here, in the spring 1811, he ascended the Columbia River to its source,

crossed McGillivray Portage, and, descending the Kootanie River,

was at the " Great Kootanie Road " on May lOth, which road strikes

up a stream from the south-east bend of the Kootanie River. He
crossed on this road, or on the " Lake Indian Road," north of the

Pend d'Oreille Lake to the Saleesh (Clark's Fort) River, and then on

the " Sheetshoa Road," which runs north-west from Saleesh River,

about ten miles below Pend d'Oreille Lake, to the "Sheetshoa"

(Spokane) River, and on June 15th he was at Spokane House on

this river, which house he places in Lat. 47° 47' 4". He then des-

cended the Spokane River to the Columbia and ascended the Colum-

bia to " Ilthkoyape " or Kettle Falls, near the present site of Colville,

which he places in Lat. 48° 37' 30"., Long. 117° 55'. Here he remain-

ed for a few days, and then descended the Columbia to its mouth,

whei'e he ari*ived on July 15th or IGth. Alexander Ross and Gabriel

Franchere state that it was on the 15th, but Thompson's record of his

observations seems rather to point to the 16th as the date of his

ai-rival. The " Pacific Fur Company," under which the two gentlemen

above named were clerks, had in the spring of this same year founded

a fort at the mouth of the Columbia which they named Astoria, a

name that was afterwards changed to Fort George, when it was sold

to the North-West Company in the autumn of 1813.

After spending a few days with Mr. McDougall, the hospitable

commander of Astoria, Thompson started back up the Columbia and

on July 24th was camped in the mouth of the Willamette River, near

the site of the present town of Portland. From here he continued

his ascent of the Columbia (several observations being given) to the

mouth of " Shaupatin " (Lewis or Snake) River, which he ascended to
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Lat. 46* 36' 13", Long. 118« 50', where he was on Aug. 8th and 9th.

Here he says, " we laid up our canoes," and he must then have crossed

by land to Spokane House, where he was from Aug, 12th to 15th.

The trail that he probably took was not far from the pi-esent line of

the Northern Pacific Railway. From Spokane House he followed

the Spokane River to its mouth, after which he ascended the Colum-

bia to Boat Encampment, at the mouth of the Canoe River, and thus

completed the survey of the stream from its source to its mouth. On
October 4th he was at " Mr. Wm. Henry's Campment," at the head-

watei-s of the Athabasca River in Lat. 52° 53', Long. 118*^ 35'.

From this date till the beginning of the following May all that we

know of his whereabouts from his notes is that he records two obser-

vations for longitude at Ilthkoyape Falls on April 21st, 1812, so that

it appears not impossible that he wintered either at that or at Spok-

ane House.

On the 6th of May of this year he set out on foot from Boat En-

campment on the Columbia River, and travelling eastward by the

Athabasca Pass crossed the height of land on May 8th, and on the

11th reached the house of Mr. Wm. Henry on the Athabasca River,

in Lat. 52" 55' 16". On the 13th he started down the river from

here in a canoe, making his last survey in the North West Territories.

On the 20th he reached the mouth of Lesser Slave River, up which

he pushed to the house at its head. Descending the river again he

left its mouth on May 24th, and on the following day reached the

Red Deer or La Biche River,, which he ascended, reaching Red Deer

Lake or Lac la Biche on May 27th. Crossing the portage from this

lake he descended the Beaver River at least as far as Lat. 54" 22' 14",

Long. 110° 17', where the survey that we have been following is

broken off. It is not certain by what coui'se he travelled to Cumber-

land House, but below this he doubtless followed on the ordinary

trade i-oute to Lake Superior. On August 12th he left Fort

William and resurveyed the northern shore of Lake Superior to

Sault Ste. Marie where he arrived on the 24th of the same

month. Before October 20th he had arrived at Terrebonne,

in Lower Canada, where he took up his residence, and the two

following years were spent in preparing a map of Western Canada

for the North West Company, on a scale of about fifteen miles
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to an inch, from the observations and surveys that he liad made during

the previous twenty years. This map, whicli is in possession of the

Crown Lands Department of the Province of Ontario is entitled " Map
of the North West Territory of tlie Province of Canada, 17i)2-18l2,

embracing region between Latitudes 4.'')'^' and 56^, and Longitudes 8\°

and 124^ ;" " Map made for the North West Company in 1 813-1814."

A.nd now our notice must be drawn to a close as quickly as possible,

as the object of this paper is to trace Mr. Thompson in his travels

thro'i^h the North-west rather than to write a .sketch of his life,

thou'^h such a sketch would undoul)tedly be of absorbing interest.

From IS16 to 1826 he was engaged in surveying and defining the

Boundary Line, on the part of Great Britian, between Canada and

the United States, being employed in 1817 in the St. Lawrence, and

having proceeded westward around the shores of the great lakes, he

reached the Lake of the Woods in 1825. In 1834 he surveyed Lake

Francis. In 1837 he made a survey of the canoe I'oute f';om Lake

Huron to the Ottawa River and a few yeai-s later he made a survey

of Lake St. Peter.

His last years were spent either in Glengarry County, Ontario, or

in Longueil, o|>posite Montreal, where he died on the 10th of Feb-

ruary, 1857, at the ripe old age of nearly 87 j^ears. His wife survived

him by only about three months, dying on the 7th of May of the same

year, and tliey are both buried iu the Mount Koyal Cemetery in

Montreal.

He died in extreme poverty, and it was due to the kindness of

some of his old friends that he received a Christian buiial.

H. H. Bancroft, who has collected very many interesting details

about the old travelers and traders in the west, but to whom the lab-

oi'S of this remarkable man have, up to the present, remained almost

entirely a mystery, gives the following account of his personal appear-

ance ;
" David Thompson was an entirely different order of man from

the orthodox fur-trader. Tall and fine looking, of sandy complexion,

with large features, deep-set, studious eyes, high forehead and broad
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shoulders, the intellectual was well set upon the physical. His deeds

have never been trumpeted as those of some of the others, but in the

westwai'd exploration of the North West-Company no man performed

more valuable service, or estimated his achievements more modestly.'

LIST OF FORTS AND TRADING POSTS, THE POSITIONS OF
WHICH ARE GIVEN BY DAVID THOMPSON IN HIS

FIELD NOTE-BOOKS

BELONGING TO THE HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY.

York Factory, on Hudson's Bay, in Lat. 57° 1' 26^', Long. 92° 29' 20".

Seejjaywisk House, on Seepaywisk Lake, in Lat. 55° 3' 15". Long. 97°

41' 30", Var. of Compass (1792) 12° 30' east.

Chatham House, on Chatham (Wintering) Lake, in Lat. 55° 23' 40", Long.

97° 44' 34".

Reed Lake House, on Reed Lake, in Lat. 54° 36' 17", Long. 100° 36' 50",

Var (1795) 10S° east.

Duck Portage House, on the south side of Duck Portage, in Lat. 55° 40' 36",

Long 102° 7' 37". Var. (1796) 15° east.

Fairford House, on the Missinippi, one mile below the mouth of Deer River,

Lat. 55° 33' 28", Long. 103° 10'.

Bedford House, on the west side of Deer Lake, in Lat. 57° 23', Long. 102°

58' 35".

Cumberland House, on the south side of Pine Island Lake, in Lat. 53° 56'

44", Long 102° 13' Var. (1790) 11° 30' east.

South Branch House, on the South Saskatchewan Ptiver, (probably near

Batoche).

Lower Crossing of the North Saskatchewan River, Lat. 52° 57' 48", Long.

106° 30' 30".

Upper Hudson's House, on the North Saskatchewan, 3 miles below the

Lower Crossing, (in Sec. 32, Tp. 46, R. 3, west of the 3rd Initial Meridian).

Lower Hudson's House, on the same river, 11 J miles below the last named

place.
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Manchester House, on the same river, 3| miles below the mouth of Horse
Creek, and 25 miles above the mouth of Turtle River.

Buckingham House, on the same river, about 4 miles above Moose Creek, in

Lat. 53" 52' 7", Long. 110" 41' 7", Var. (1794) 18° east.

White Mud Brook House, close to the N. W. Co's post of the same name on

the North Saskatchewan river.

Swan River House, on Swan River, near the N. W. Co. 's house of the same
name, Lat. 52° 23' 40", Long 100° 36' 53".

BELONGING TO THE NORTH-WEST COMPANY.

West oj the Eockij Mountains.

Kootanie Fort on the west bank of the Columbia River, 1 mile below the

Lower Columbia Lake, in Lat. 50° 32' 15", Long. 115° 51' 40", Var. (1807) 24^°

east.

" Hoard," on the River in Lat. 50° 53' 34".

Kullyspel House on the east side of KuUyspell or Pend d' Oreille Lake in

Lat. 48° 12' 14".

Saleesh House on the Salee.sh River or Clark's Forks in Lat. 47° 34' 35", Long.

115° 22' 51".

Boat encampment near the mouth of Canoe River on the Columbia, in Lat.

52° 8' 1", Long. 118° 18' 18".

Spokane House on the Spokane River, in Lat. 47° 47' 4", Long. 117° 27".

Ilthkoyape Falls on the Columbia River in Lat. 48° 37' 30"; Long. 117° 56'.

East of the Eochij j\roHntains.

Eocky Mountain House on Peace River in Lat. 56° 12' 54", Long. 120' 38' Var.

(1804) 25° east:

Fort on Peace River 5 miles above the mouth of Smoky River in Lat. 56° 8'

18", Long. 117° 13' 14", Var. (1803) 23^° east.

Horse Shoe House on Peace River in Lat. 57° 8', Long. 117° 39' 49", Var.

(1804) 24° east.

Vermilion Fort on Peace Puver below Horse Shoe House.

Athabasca House on Athabasca Lake in Lat. 58° 42' 50", Long. 151° 8' 30".

Old Athabasca House (by Mr. Turner) Lat 58° 38', Long. 110° 26^.

Wm. Henry's campment at the head waters of the Atliabasca River in Lat.

52° 53' '24".

Henry's House on the same river in Lat. 52° 55' 16".

Depot on Athabasca River in Lat 53° 33' 3.3", Long. 117° 30".

Lesser Slave Lake House at west end of Lesser Slave Lake in 55° 32' 36".
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Fort "on the west point" on Athabasca Kiver at the mouth of the Clear-

water in Lat. 56° 44' 6".

Lac la Biche House on Lac la Biche in Lat. 54° 56' 30", Long. 112° 12'.

Green Lake House in Lat. 54° 17' 9". Long. 107° 40 35", Isle a la Crosse

House in Lat. 55° 26' 15", Long. 107° 46' 40".

Versailles House on Lac la Ronge at the mouth of Raj^id River.

Eraser's House at the head of Deer's River in Lat. 56° 20' 22", Long 103°

18' 47".

Indian Lake House, Churchill River, Lat. 56° 48' 20".

Musquawegan on the Missinippi (Churchill) River in Lat 56° 13' 7", Long.
100° 25' 50", Var. (1805) 12° 30' east.

Rocky Mountain House on the north bank of the North Saskatchewan River,

1| mile above the mouth of Clearwater River, in Lat. 52° 21' 30"; Long.

114° 52'.

Boggy Hall on the same river between the mouths Brazeua River and Wolf
Creek in Lat. 53° 1' 19".

Muskako Fort on the same river, 4^ hours journey below Wolf Creek.

White Mud Fort on the north bank of the same river, at the mouth of White
Mud Creek.

Fort Augustuss on the same river, a mile and a half above the mouth of

Sturgeon River, in Lat 53° 44' 52", Long. 103° 11", Var. (1799) 20° east.

White Mud Brook Fort on the same river, a days journey below Ft.

Augustus.

Isle of Scotland or Island Fort 3:^ hours journey above Fort George.

Fort George, close to the Hudson's Bay Company's establishments of Buck-

ingham House.

Vermilion, 5 hours journey below Fort George.

Fort de 1' Isle, a mile and a half above the mouth of Birch Brook, (apparently

not far from Manchester Hoiise.

)

Turtle River House a mile and a half below the mouth of Turtle Brook.

Fort de Milieu, two and a half hours journey below a Crossing Place (Ft.

Carlton).

Hudson's House, two hours journey below the last, aud 15 miles above Set-

ting (Sturgeon) River.

Fort St. Louis, three and a half hour's journey below the Forks.

Fort la Corne, three-quarters of an hour's journey below the latter.

Isaac's House, 38' Long below the Forks,

Nepoin House, 9i miles below Isaac's House.

Hungry Hall, on this same river 14 miles above the mouth of Sturgeon

River.
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Cumberland House, near the H. B. Go's. Post.

Upper House on Red Deer River, Lat. 52° 47' 44", Long. 102" 14'.

Lower House on Red Deer River, 60 miles below the Upper House.

Upper House on Stone Indian (Assiniboine) River, Lat. 51' 46' 58", Long. 102°

24' 5.5", Var. (17'J7) 14"^ 40' east.

BelJeau's House on Snake Creek, half a mile north of Lat. 51' 51' 9".

Swan River House on the Swan River, 4| miles above its mouth, Lat. 25"

24' 5", Var. (1797) 9' 47' east. Two other houses are mentioned on Swan River

one .33^ and other 35i miles above Swan River House.

Fort Dauphin on Dauphin Lake.

Grant's House ou the east Vjank of the Assiniboine near the month of Little

Boggy Creek, in 51' 26' 10", Long. 101' 57' 3" Var. (1797) 13' east.

Thorburn's House, on Calling River a few miles above its junction with

Assiniboine River, in Lat. 50' 28' 57", Long. 101" 45' 45".

McDonald's House on the Assiniboine near the mouth of Mouse (Souris)

River, in Lat. 49' 40' 26", Long 99° 27' 15". Ash House on the banks of Mouse

River, in Lat 49' 27' 32". Principal Mandan village on the Missouri in Lat. 47°

17' 26", Source of Missouri, worked out from accounts of the Mandan Indians,

Lat. 45' 1 r 7", Long 1 10' 17' 8". (.A. very good result for so rough a method).

Pine Fort, on the Assiniboine River, IGi miles below the mouth of the Mouse

River.

Poplar House, on the Assiniboine River, 16i miles below the mouth of the

Mouse River.

Popular House, on the same ri%'er, 53^ miles below the last, and 5 miles above

Portage la Prairie.

GhcboiUez's Old House, on Rat Greek, J mile up from its mouth in Lat. 49°

33' 58".

Cheboillez's House, at the mouth of Summerberry (Pembina) River, in Lat.

48° 58' 29".

Baptiste Gadotte's House, on Red Lake River, in Lat. 47' 54' 21", Long.

97° 45'

Cadotte's old House, on Red Lake, in Lat. 47' 56' 15", Long. 95° 37'.

Sayer's House on Red Cedar (Cass) Lake, in Lat. 47" 27' 56", Long 95°.

Sand Lake House, on Sand Lake, in Lat. 46° 46' 39", Long. 93' 20'.

Fond du Lac House, 2 miles up the St. Louis River from Lake Superior, in

Lat. 46' 44' 2", Long. 92°.

Lake Superior, in Lat. 46' 44' 2", Long. 92°.

Mille Lac Fort in Lat. 48' 48' 37", Long. 90° 49' 31".

Also a number of other forts between Grand Portage or Fort William and

the mouth of the Winnipeg River.

Ottawa, Februar>- 25th, 1888.
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF THE
FRANCO-CANADIAN DIALECT.

BY J. SQUAIR.

I spent a few weeks last summer in the parish of Ste. Anne de

3eaupre in the Province of Quebec, and while there I carefully noted

the expressions, words and pronunciation of words which struck me
as peculiar in the speech of the habitants of that parish, and the pre-

sent paper is an attempt to present the results of my observations.

In the matter of words and expressions I have noted those only

-which are not to be found in Oscar Dunn's Glossaire Franco-Cana-

dien, (Quebec, 1880).

YOWELS.
(1) (a, a, in this list pronounced like a in English hat.)

aller caractere embrasser hache pacage

archet carotte engager hardi par

ardent carte erable hardes partir

argent casquette escalier image patience

arpent chapeau esclave impatient place

«n-iere charger etable installer pratique

rtttacher charite ^tage jardin quartier

bagage chasse fable large race

bagiie chatte face larme radis

balai chatiment filasse ma9on rame

hapteme cirage frapper mal ravage

'hav'A claquer fromage marbre (je)regarde*

battre compagnie g«ge marcher retarder

cabaret compcttir galette mariage sage

cacher dame garde marteau spectacle

cafe desastre garder massacre tarder

cage detachment glace menage trace

canal ecarlate grappe miserable vache

canne ecarter gratter moutarde

canon eclater grave nappe

cap ^gal grimace orage

I have however heard the a c{ refjarde pronounced at Ste. Anne like aw in English sai

11
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(2) («, d, d, in this list pronounced like aw in English saw.}

(il) a cavi'6 dejd gras plat

accabler carreau delicat ingrat ramasser

achat carosse embarros Id ras

amasser cas entasser las raser

-rttioii casser estomac m(7cher rat

avocat chat etat m(?choire repas

has combat fracas miracle soldat

b^timent condamner gagner pas tracas

bras crachat gars passer va

9a damner g<Heau p^t^

cadenas d^bat g<Her p<Hisserie

(3) (a, a, in this list pronounced like a?t in French cJuiucL]

dge canard epars papa regai'd

ame chdle espace pdque re](?cher

dne char frfcher pare lenard

arbre (first r charette grftce (il) i)art retard

silent)

bose chassis hasord pkttre sable

basse charron hart \)dtQ Richard

batard chf^teau infame plupart sabre

bavard classe jars quart tdche.

bazar declarer Irtche rocler tacher

bizarre depart lard ramosser tard

blomer diable lasse rape tasse

brancard disgrcice male rare t^ter

buvard ecraser mardi rttteaii vase

cadavre egard mars (s silent) rateler *

cadre {d = t) encadrer

N.B. There is a tendency to drawl the a or a of many of these words

so that it comes to have almost the sound of ou in English house.

(4) (at in this list pronounced like e in French tres.)

affaiblir

aisle

atgre

aiyuille

ai\e

a mier

araign^e

baisser

bedai'ne

ca?sse

In the Cud Sing-, iinper;'.. of this verb the (onn r6te is often used.
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capitaine fontame

.

laine maison saison

combinaison fraise kmser vaison tiYtiter

faible graine ma/gre retvaite

(5) (ai, at, in this list pronounced like e in French tres with a ten-

dency to the sound of a in English _/a<Aer.)

*anglais epais jamais mauvais ratde

aurat's essat laid monnaie souhait

avais extrait laide palai's trait

balai fait lait {t pro- }iarfait vai's

delai frais nounced) plait vrat

engrais harn«ts mais portrait

(6) (at, al, in this list pi'onounced like e in French ete.)

fanglaese chair engraisser haine piinaise

affaire chaise epaisse mai rafraichir

aider clair faire maitre rosaife

ame comparaitre fournaise mauvaise taie

air connaitre fraiche militrtire trainer

aise contraire gai naitre traitre

baz'ser crainte gi-aisse plaire

chatne distraire

(7) (a, a, in this list pronounced like aw in English sato ; iZ and

iUe have the normal French pronunciation.

)

bfHller ecaille muraille poulailler tirailler

bataille maille paille railler volaille

caille mangeaille

jST.B. ai7, aille, in the following woi'ds pronounced as commonly
pronounced in French.

ailleurs gaillard medaille travail vaillant

vaillo

'So also icossais, franrais, etc.

t So also ccossaisc, etc.
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(8) In/aine, at is a real diphthong, pronounced very much like /

in English Jine.

(9) (e, ^, e, in this list pronounced like S in French tris.)

accepter caresse -elle fi^vre p^cher

arr^ter chef empi?cher fl^che piece

avec ciel esp^ce l^vre pircher

bapt/me conqu^te tiire meche r^gle

bt'che cr^me -ette mt'ler rt^v'er

bifte cruel extrmie mhae ' supreme

bref dep^che fiddle messe trMe

(10) (e, h, t\ in this list pronounced like ^ in Fi'ench tres, with a

tendency towards the sound of a in English father.)

alphabet apres * anrt direct

nord-est {st silent.)

telle gr^ve

(11) (e in this list pronounced like a in English ^a^Aer).

afFermir conscrver herse per.sonne servir

aubtrge convertir infertile persuader terme

averse couverture merci perte ternir

avertir diverse percer perversion traverser

bercer divertir perch

e

refermer vei be

cercle enfermer perdre reniercier verge

cercueil ferme perdrix renverser vermine

certain fermer perfide reserve vernis

cerveau fervent perle serment vei-ser

chercher gerbe permettre serpent verte

cierge germer persecutor serpette vertu

commerce herbe persev^rer service vierge

(12) (e, e, e, e, in this list pronounced like e' in Fr. ite.)

* abbe

* accabler,

acier

amer

* arri^re

assez

"' caractere

car^nie

chene

cher

*" So in all words with same termination,

t dh is often pronounced a (a in father).

i
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chez enfer hier personnage terre

citerne enterrement hiver pied tiers

clef ent^t^ honnete press^ travers

clerge' envers infernal pretre univers

college errer lanterne proverbe iiniversite'

concert e'ternite' liberte' quete ver

convert eVeque liege sergent verdure

crepe gener mercredi serrer verre

Crete grele (first r often (il; sert vers

de'sert guepe silent) tite vert

dessert guerre perp^tuel

(13) In reme and teinte, ei is a real diphthong. In peine and

reine, it is pronounced like I in Fr. trhs. In neige, it is pronounced

like e in Fr. 6te.

(14) {oi, oi, oy, oe, in this list pronounced like ou in Fr. oui +
e in Fr. 6t6•)

adroit cramoisi etroite moisir poivre

angoisse croire fo-ire mouchoir soir

apprivoiser (je) crois gloire noir tii'oir

* avo-ir (je) croyais histoire oiseau toi

boire (je) croirai joindre passoire to/son

boisson crotser jointe poele victoire

boite croitre raachoire pointe voici

boiteux d^sespoir mangeoire pointu voil^

chinoise droite memoire poire (je) vois

choisir Eloigner miroir poison (il) voit

cloison entonnoir moi poisson voisin

coiffer espozr moindre poitrine

N.B.—In this list the following peculiarities are to be noted :

—

In adroit, droite, Stroite, oi is often pronounced like e in Fi\ tris ; in

croire and (je) crois it is often pronounced like e in Fr. ete ; in cloison

the I is often silent, and in croiser and croUre the r is often silent.

(15) {oi, oy, in this list pronounced like oio in Fr. oui + ^ ¥r. trh.)

bourgeois choix courroie demoiselle defcroit

chinois comptoir croix deployer doigt

*So all verbs with same termination.
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(je) dois etro/t \oi poing soigner

(que je) doive exploiter loin pomt soit

droit foi moins quoi toile

effroi {oie nioisson (je) re90?s to/t

emploi foin noix roi voile

empois fois oie soi voiture

empo?sonner froid patois soie voix

endroit pie poignet soif

N.B.—The following peculiai-ities ai-e to be noted in this list :—In

4troit, froid, oi is pronounced often like h in Fr. tres ; d infvoid in

pi'onounced like t.

(16) [oi, oy, in this list pronounced like ou in Fr. oui ^ a \i\ Eng.

father).

bots foyer mois pois trois

employer incroyable xaoyen renvoyer voyage

enVoyer 1 oyer poids soyons

(17) an and en in avant, argent, vent, are often pronounced like in in

Fr. vi7i.

(18) au becomes a (a in Eng. hat) in sauvage.

CONSONANTS.

b often becomes m in houhlon (pronounced omnon).

c = {k) has sometimes a peculiar sound between k and t as in axicun

(almost otien).

c = y in canif.

ch =j (as in Fr. joitr) in cheval.

d = d + g (as in Eng. gender) befoi-e i and ^^, in dit, dur, &c.

d = I sometim'es in cadenas.

d is sometimes inserted in genre between n and r.

d — t in cadre And froid.

g = c oftt n in glas.

h is never heard as far as I have observed.

I =z r sometimes in allaiter.

I often becomes I mouilUe in such words as aller, ballade.

I is often silent in cloison.
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I mouiUe6 is completely vocalized.

I - n in omelette and houhlon.

r is often silent in croUre, arbre, mercredi (first r in each) etc.

Comprenait often becomes compernaif.

t — k often in aniitie, patate (second t.)

i = t + ch (as in Eng. church) before i in 2yci'f'ti, etc.

Words not found in Oscar Dunn's

Glossaire Franco-Ganadien :

aut7'e. Vers le quinze de V autre mois : towards the fifteenth of next

month. (Heard once.)

belouet ( Vaccinium Canadense and corynnhosum), blue berry or

huckle-berry.

(This is no doubt the word hhiet. See Littii^.)

hete puante (Mephites mephitica), skunk.

biseau (?), a small sheaf.

bois hlanc ( Tilia Americana), basswood.

brayer (no doubt hroyer), to crush flax ; hraie, instrument for

crushing flax ; brayage, action of crushing flax ; hrayeur, the

person using the braie ; braierie, the place where the brayeurs

work. (These words are used by M. LeMay in his Phlerin de

Ste. Anne. Quebec, 1877.)

corvee, bee. A gathering of friends and neighbours to assist in some

piece of work such as threshing, cutting wood or the like.

crine, horse's mane.

devers, towards.

ejnnette rouge (Larix Americana), tamarac.

epinette blanche [Abies alba), spruce, (in Littrd : Abies Canadensis).

Jiche, ii'on bolt, (general term ; in Littre : Cheville defer sur laquelle

on roule les cordes des instruments, tels que pianos etc.).

Jil<ir, to grind (scythe etc.).

gihier, tame fowl.

gond (?), staple (for a latch etc).
'

icite for Fr. ici.

javelier, grain cradle.

mi (?) (Phleum pratense), timothy (a grass).

Tnorfiler, to whet (scythe etc).

piei're de meule, whetstone.
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planche, ridge (in a field) ; also a sort of four-wheeled carriage, called

by English Canadians a " buckboai-d."

pruche (Abies Canadensis), hemlock, (Littr^ gives prusse or pruce).

quinteau (f), stook of grain.

raie, furrow, (in Littre) ; sillon not used.

rale (1), branch (of tree).

rape savage (Lappa major), burdock.

sapin (Abies balsamea,) balsam.

par secoiisses, off and on.

siffleur (?) (Procyon lotor), racoon.

taure, heifer, (in Littrd)
;

g6nisse not used.

N.B—"Words whose orthography is doubtful are followed by (1),
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REMARKS ON THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERS

OF THE

CANADIAN SPRUCES-

SPECIES OF PICEA.

BY GEORGE LAWSOX, PH.D., LL.D., F.R.S.C, PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY,

DALHOUSIE COLLEGE, HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA.

Our native spruces (belonging to the genus Plcea) have received

attention at different times from many botanists, bit their conclusions

in regard to the number of species, and the exact relations of these to

each other, have not been concordant. It seemed desii'able to invite

attention again to the subject, and this was done in a preliminaiy

paper read in Section TV of the Royal Society of Canada, at the

Meeting held at Ottawa in May last (1887), The discussion on that

occasion, and subsequent correspondence, have shown that the matter

is not without interest, and have suggested the desirability of publish-

ing some of the facts then stated, as well as results subsequently

reached, together with some historical details,—so as to indicate our pre-

sent knowledge on the subject, the information still needed, and the

directions in which profitable enquiry may be made. Local observers

aad collectors throughout the Dominion, and travellers visiting

northern jDoints, may do much to aid in determining the geographical

range of the several species, varieties, and forms, and the continuity or

intermittence of their distribution in diflPerent regions.
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The beautiful evergreen coniferous trees called "spruces," form a

marked feature of the wild forest lands of the Canadian Dominion,

especially in the Atlantic maritime districts, and in the tracts of

country lying around the great lakes. The spruces are valued, not

only for their large yields of useful lumber, applicable to so many

purposes of life on land and sea, and for the summer shade and

winter shelter which, as living trees, they affoixl our dwellings, but

they are likewise regarded with interest, and as having some import-

ance, from scientific points of view. How far the dilierences in struc-

ture and habit presented by the several species, and their aberrant or

so-called intermediate forms, are to be regarded as indicative of

genetic differences, or may be accounted for by the mere effects of

past or present external conditions, is a question of more than inci-

dental interest. It naturally leads to a comparison of these trees

with their allies in other pai-ts of the northern hemisjihere, far beyond

the range of the present Canadian forest, immense as it is, and to the

consideration of other facts beax-ing upon their probable ancestry, in

regard to which, however, the results, so far, are insufficient to

warrant satisfactory conclusions.

These trees, and their extra-Canadian allies, have been variously

described by botanists, at different times, under the several generic

names : Pinus, Abies, Ficea. Linnjeus, upon whose system our

nomenclature is founded, embraced under Pinus : the true pines, the

Lebanon cedar, the larch, the silver (or balsam) fir, and the hem-

lock. In selecting specific names for the silver fir and spruce, he

adopted those used by Pliny and other classical writers, who called

the spruce Picea, and the silver fir Abiesx But he unfortunately

ti-ansposed these names, calling the spruce Pinus Abies, and the silver

fir P. Picea. This opened the way for much confusion, for when the

old aggregate genus Pinus came to be successively divided up int >

segregate genera, and the classical names were adopted as generic

ones, choice had to be made between two courses,—either to apply

these names so as to denote the trees intended by the classical writers,

or to use them, at variance with classical usage, in accordance with the

Linnsean nomenclature. As has just been indicated, succeeding

botanists separated the true pines, and other marked groups of the

Linnsean genus Pinus, into separate genei-a ; at first the spruces and
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firs were classed together under the one generic name Abies. Link, in

1841, separated the two groups into distinct genera, restoring the

classical names, Picea for the spruces, and Abies for the firs. But in

Britain, where Coniferse have been grown to an enormous extent, both

for ornament and use, especially since the middle of the present century,

a silver fir continued to be almost universally called a Picea, and a

spruce an Abies,—until within the last few years, when English scien-

tific writers have adopted Link's use of the names, and thus adapted

their nomenclature to continental custom and classical usage. Among
English foresters, gardeners, and nurserymen, however, the old way,

so long familiar, will be given up slowly, and not without regret.

The Canadian Spruces, so far as regai'ds their distinctive specific

characters, have been a puzzle to botanists. They were not known to

Linn£eus. Miller and Alton recognized two species, alba and nigra,

and Lambert introduced a tliird (rubra) that had been recognized by

the younger Michaux as a variety of nigra. Accordingly, in most of

the works on Coniferse published since Lambert's (1825) by European

and English botanists,* we find the three spec'es described without

hesitation. But, there have not been wanting expressions of doubt as

to the permanent distinctness of the third species, and of suspicion

even, that all thi'ee were connected by intermediate forms so closely as

to be doubtfully entitled to rank as more than varieties of one species.

A full statement of synonymy would occupy too much space, and

indeed be out of place, in this publication ; a brief indication of the

views held by a few prominent botanists will suffice for the present.

In Persoon's Synopsis Plantarum, 1807, (the authorship of which is

believed to belong to Richard), I'ubra is described with rubicund

cones, slightly bilobed scales, and red brown bark, and is curiously

enough assigned geographically to Hudson Strait ; alba, with incurved

leaves, lax subcylindrical cones, entire scales, whitish bark ; nigra,

with straight leaves, ovate black-purple cones, scales undulated at the

margins, bark blackish.

Endlicher, in the standard work on Coniferse for the time (1847),

" Synopsis Coniferarum," characterized three species as follows :

(pp. 112-15): alba, cones subcylindrical, lax, pendulous, scales broadly

* Persoon, Antoine, Don, Loudon, Link, Parlatore, Endlicher, Gordon, etc.
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obovate undivided, entire, (faces of leaves whitened glaucous, pul-

vinuli pale brown, cone long-stalked, cylindrical or ovoid oblong,

2 to 2^ inches long, lai-gest diameter, ^ inch., scales quite entii-e, at

first green, changing to pale brown) ; rubra, cones ovate-oblong,

scales split into two lobes, margin otherwise quite entire, (doubt-

fully distinct from the next, leaves more acute, cones larger, green

when young, scales constantly and evidently split-lacerate irregularly,

mai'gin otherwise entire, the wood becoming reddish) ; nigra, cones-

ovate-acute, scales obovate, undivided, erose, denticulate, bark black-

ish, faces of leaves white-dotted ; cones shortly peduncled, drooping,

an inch and a-half long, at first purpurascent, finally reddish brown,,

scales with thin margins becoming undulate-lacerate.

Professor Beck, in the Botany of the Northern and Middle States,

(1833), which formed the pi-ecursor of Dr. Asa Gray's standard

Manual, described three species (p. 340), as : nigra, * * * leaves

straight, strobile ovate, scales elliptical, undulate on the margin,

erosely denticulate at the apex ; rubra, * * * sti'obile oblong,

scales rounded, somewhat two-lobed, entire on the margin ; alba,.

leaves incurved, strobile subcylindrical, loose, scales obovate, very

entii'e.

I have not been able to refer to the first edition of Dr. Gray's

Manual of Botany of the Northern United States, (published in

1848), but in the second edition (1856) the red spruce of Beck is

dropped, and only nigra and alba described,—the former with dark

rigid sharp green leaves, cones ovate, or ovate-oblong, (one to one and

a-half inch long), the scales with a thin and wavy or eroded edge,—

a

common variety in New England having lighter coloured or glaucous-

green leaves, rather more slender and loosely spreading, and indistin-

guishable from alba except by the cones. A. alba is characterized as-

having oblong-cylindrical cones (one to two inches long), the scales

with firm and entire edges ; otherwise as in the lighter-colored variety

of the last. The remark is added : probably these two, with the red.

spruce, are mere forms of one species.

In subsequent editions of the same woi'k, the descriptions are

amended, the leaves of nigra being charactei-ized as either dai'k green

{
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or glaucous-whitish, and the cones are said to be recurved, persistent,

whilst those of alba are two inches long, nodding, cylindrical, pale,

deciduous, the thinner scales with an entire edge, (the latter a hand-

somer tree than the former, more like a balsam fir). These descrip-

tions point to the red and black spruces being both included under

nigra.

Professor Alphonso "Wood, in his Class Book and Flora of the

United States and Canada, also characterized only two species : alba,

with incurved leaves, cones lax, subcylindric, with entire two-lobed

scales ; nigra, with straight leaves, ovoid cones, scales erosely dentate

at the edge.

Dr. Chapman, in the Flora of the Southern United States (1860)

likewise gave two species (pp. 434-5) : nigra, leaves dark green, cone

one and one-half inch long, ovate, or ovate-oblong, the scales with a

thin wavy or denticulate margin ; alba, leaves more slender and less

crowded, light green, cones 1 to 2 in. long, oblong cylindrical, with

the scales entire.

The late Prof. Brunet, of Laval University, an acute and careful

botanist of whom Dr. Gray had a high opinion, described three forms :

alba, nigra, and a variety grisea (Canadian ISTaturalist, new series,

vol. iii., p. 108).

The Abb^ Provancher, in Flore Canadienne, characterized alba -Aiid

'nigra clearly.

The late Andrew [Murray, who took so much interest in American

Coniferae, in his later writings ignored rubra.

Professor Fowler, in his carefully prepared list of the plants of New
Brunswick, gives two species, alba and nigra, as common throughout

that province.

Prof. Parlatore, in the Monograph of Conifers in De Candolle's

Prodromus, Vol. xvi., second section, pp. 413-14, published in

June, 1868, recognizes our Canadian species as three : nigra, the

black spruce or double spruce of Anglo-Americans ; rubra, with

leaf-faces albo-glaucescent (indicating that he probably had a form of
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nigra in view) ; and alba, with oval-oblong, or oval-cylindrical cones,

pendulous, on longer Vjranchlets than the others, (the geogj-aphical

range extending to the Rocky Mountains, on authority of specimen

from Bourgeau).

In Dr. Robert Bell's chart of the northern limits of trees formins

the Canadian forests, the two spruces, alba and iivjra are lined

together.

Prof Macoun, in the Catalogue of Canadian Plants of the Geo-

logical Survey of Canada, gives two species, combining rubra with

nigra.

Sir Joseph Hooker, in his taVjulation in the Outlines of Distribution

of Arctic Plants (Linna;an Transaction.s, 1864), gives only alba and

nigra, and Sereno Watson, in the Botany of California, also dismis.ses

our spruces in N.E. America as " two species."

The following descriptions of the several species are not thrown-

into systematic form, being merely intended to call attention to

points of difference, and to suggest observation and enquiry, so that

the necessary information may be obtained for the formation of

accurate and jjermanent diagnostic charactei-s :

1. PiCEA ALBA.—Link, in Linnsea, xv. p. 519.

Picea alba, the white spruce of Canada, is i-ecognized at a distance,

from the allied species, by the comparative massiveness of the foliage

with which its horizontal or pendant boughs are clothed, and by its

glaucous or whitish-green tint,—the leaves when newly expanded

being pale and silvery, as if covered with the most delicate coating of

hoar frost. This appearance, however, Ls caused by the individual

leaves not being wholly green, but having longitudinal rows of

apparently white or colourless dots or spaces, owing to the non-develop-

ment of chloi'ophyll in certain surface cells at regular intervals. The

old bark of the stem is grayish, not dark-colored, and the young

shoots of the year present a smooth, shining, ivory-white surface,

altogether destitute of trichomes or roughness of any kind. The

leaves vary in actual size with the vigour of the tree, but are longer

in proportion than those of either of the other species ; the leaf-bases

from which they arise are arranged uniformly around the horizontal
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brauclies, but, although spreading in direction at their bases, are more

or less cui'ved iqjwards in a secund manner, presenting a nearly-

uniform flattened brush-like surface of foliage. The cones vary in abso-

lute size, according to vigour of tree, etc., but are always of much

greater length and usually more slender than those of the other species,

being nearly cylindrical, not sensibly thickened in the middle as in

nigra, nor below the middle as in rubra. Dr. Bell well expresses

their form as fingei- shaped. The scales are also more numerous than

in the allied species, and the spiral arrangement is different. The

cones are green at iirst, the individual scales being sometimes

clouded with a slight brown band-like patch on the exposed part, but

not extending to the edge. In ripening, the green color mellows into

a more or less decided straw color, but the cones w^hen mature are

never either dai'k or decidedly reddish. When of a lively straw-

color, and profusely produced all over the tree, as we often see them

along the shore, hancing down from the drooping tips of the young

branchlets, the contrast with the bright silver-frosted needle foliage

is very pleasing, so that the wdiite spruce is one of the most orna-

mental of our native trees, and admirably adapted for sea-side shelter.

The edges of the cone scales are always quite entire.

Prof Bell, M.D., President of the Fourth Section of the Royal

Society, has very kindly made careful observations, and communicated

them to me, on the several points of difference between the white and

black spruces. Through his kindness, also, I have had opportunity

of examining specimens from widely separated localities throughout the

Dominion. His opjiortunities of travel, for observation and collec-

tion of specimens, during his long connection with the Geological

Survey of Canada, have been exceptionally favorable. Dr. Bell

points out that the most obvious distinctions between the black and

white spruce are (1) that the latter is a larger tree than the black,

coarser, lighter in general color, as well as in color of bark, twigs^

etc.
; (2) that, in the white spruce, the boughs are stiffer, more vigor-

ous, and flatter than in the black; (3) that the cones differ in many
ways ; in the white, they are scattered all over the tree, although

most abundant near the top, and drop off every year, whereas the

black spruce cones adhere for two, three, four or five years—the cur-

rent year's crop being at the top (mostly), the previous year's next
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below, that of the year before still farther down, etc., the quantity of

cones diminishing downwards and tlieir age increasing. (4). The

white spruce cone is finger-shaped, and green in color till it dries and

opens, whereas the black is deep purjile and plum-shaped, bulging in

the centre. (5). The white is attached by a straight peduncle, the

black by a curved thickening one. (6). The number of scales in each

is very different, numerous counts of the scales of cones from many

trees in northern regions of the Dominion yielding the following

results : the white spruce cone seldom has fewer than 60 .scales or

more than 90—average about 70 ; whilst the black seldom has many

over 30, the average may be about 33,—so that the white spruce

cone has more than double the number that the black has. Eleven

white spruce cones from a tree at Kingston, Ontario, gave an average

numVjer of 77, and of five cones of the same from a tree at the

Emerald Mine near Buckingham, (Co. Ottawa, P.Q.), the average

is 61.

The white spruce is observed especially along the shores of the ocean,

estuai'ies and lakes, as in Cape Breton Island, around the Atlantic

and Bay of Fundy shores of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, also

around the shores of the St. Lawrence Gulf and up the St. Lawrence

River, and along the Ontario lakes. Dr. Bell sends a beautiful

photograph of this species, showing its characters well, from Grand

Lake House, on the Upper Ottawa. I have a specimen collected at

Lake Winnipeg b\' his Hon. Lieut.-Governor Schultz, M.D., in the

summer of 1860.

I desire specially to call the attention of observers to one point in

regard to the geographical distribution of Picea alba. For many

yeai's it has appeared to me to be essentially a maritime species, grow-

ing around the Atlantic and northern coasts of Canada, and extending

by way of the St. Lawrence Avestward to the great lakes, as far, at

least, as shewn by Governor Schultz's specimen, as Lake Winnipeg.

Its aVtsence in inland localities is not noticed, so far as I liave ascer-

tained, in published works, yet, even in the narrow jjeninsula of

Nova Scotia, bounded on one side by the Atlantic Ocean, and on the

other by the Bay of Fundy and waters connecting with the Gulf of

St. Lawrence, the absence or .scarcity of this tree in inland localities.
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oi" even in such as are only a few miles distant from the shore, is very-

marked. It appears, therefore, to be especially desirable, in recording

localities for its occurrence, to note their distance from seaboard or gi-eat

lakes. I have already endeavored to impress upon observers the con-

sideration that the only reliable material for tracing geographical distri-

bution must consist of substantial data, actual local observations care-

fully noted and authenticated by specimens, corrected, reducedand com-

pared, after the manner of H. C. Watson, and left on record in such

form as to render elimination of eri'ors possible, and that mere general

impressions received by travellers over the country, although often of

great practical value, are not to be regarded as absolute scientific

results. * In the early days, when Douglas and Thomas Drummond
were solitary wanderers over the Continent, and Menzies was touch-

ing the coast at Chebucto and nameless points on the Northern

Pacific shores, every scrap of information, and especially their notes

on range of species, was of substantial value, but now we have the

means of working out problems by more systematic and scientific

methods, and of eliminating the errors of individual observation.!

2. PiCEA NIGRA, Link, in Linnsea xv, p. 520.

The black spruce is a sombre tree, the old bark of dark color, the

surface of young shoots of the year of a dark brown, and clothed with

a short sparse fur of thick short curved trichomes. The foliage is of

a decidedly dark green colour, but distinctly glaucous or hoary. The

leaves are short, almost straight, radiating from the branch in a bottle

brush fashion at a nearly uniform angle except that they are

turned away from the lower surface of the branch. The leaves

(as in other species) vary in size with vigor of tree, but are

always much shorter than in the other specie?, and blunt at the apex.

The cones, when young, are of a deep purple, or pui'purascent color,

becoming reddish-brown as they i-ipen, darkening with age, and ulti-

mately changing to a deep dark gray-black when old. The other

species drop their cones during the first winter after they are

formed; P. nigra retains them for sevei-al years, the recent crop of the

* See Trans. Royal Soc. of Canada, Vol. II. Sec. i\. p. 16.

t Abies arctica, Murray, Seeman's Journal, 1867, p. 273, cum ic, is referred by Parlatore as a

variety of alba.—DC, Prodromus, XVI., p. 414. On same page there is description of some-

thing no doubt quite different, Abies arctica, Cunningh., ex Henk. & Hochst. This is referred to

rubra.

12
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year being near the top of the tree mostly, the previous years next

below, that of the year before further down, and so on, the cones-

diminishing in quantity downwardly as their age is increased. The-

cone is attached to its branchlets by a curved stalk (whereas that of

P. alba is sti-aight), and the cone itself is conspicuously much wider in

the middle than towards base or apex ; several of these differences are

taken from Dr. Bell's notes, but are entirely in accordance with my
own observations.

This species appears to be widely distributed, both in coast and

inland distiicts, extending apparently far north, and in the south

ascending the mountains. Black spruce is famed among lumbermen:

as a tree yielding sound, strong and lasting timber. In Nova Scotia

it is found, not on dry ground, but on wet flats, apparently irrespec-

tive of atmospheric moisture. In inland districts, groves of it occur

in the red spruce forests, on the wet lands around lakes, and along

river sides, and on shelving terraces on the hill sides, but it also

grows down to the sea-shore intermixed with F. alba—the favoi'ing

condition apparently being a retentive moist soil. In the north and

north-west, the ti'ee appears, from accounts and photographs received,

to be more vigorous than along the Atlantic i-egion of Nova Scotia.

3. PiCEA RUBRA, Link, in Linnsea, xv, p. 521.

Picea rubra, the red spruce, is readily known by its clean, uniform

bark (not broken into large scales) of a distinctly reddish color, by

its long slender shoots, giving it the appearance of being a moie

rapid grower than nigra, but not so robust in habit as alba, and by

its bright green foliage, without any trace of hoariness or glaucescence.

The leaves, as compared with those of the allied species, are short,

incurved, not so secundly as in alba, but bent inwards towards th&

branchlets, and on the leading shoots they are more or loss closely

appressed to^^the leader, giving it a very elongated slender appearance.

The year's shoots are of a lively chestnut-red color, and are be.set with

short, erect, ihickish, curved, epidermal processes (trichomes), wliich

arise especially around the edges of the flat basal plates of the leaf-

bases, variously called peg-processes, sterigmata, etc. The cones

are of a bright chestnut color, regidarly ovate in form. The-

wood is softer than that of the Vjlack spruce, it is also less enduring
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under open air exposure, as we know from experience ; every-

season the red spruce poles have to be replaced more frequently than

the black in fences.

The best general description that has hitherto been published of

P. rubra is that of my late friend William Gorrie, in the Transac-

tions of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh, Yol. x, p. 353. Mr.

Gon-ie's description was taken from the tree as observed by him in

the plantations and pleasure grounds in Britain, but, so far as it goes,

it corresponds entirely with the tree as seen in the Nova Scotian

woods :
— •' The red spruce fir, or Newfoundland red pine, is found in

Nova Scotia, some parts of Lower Canada, and northward to Hudson

Bay, but is not included in Dr. Asa Gray's Flora of the Northern

United States. It is said to be a better and finer tree than either of

its allies—the black and white spruces—from which it further differs in

being entirely devoid of that glaucous green by which the leaves of

these two are distinguished. It is in fact exactly like the common
Norway spruce in the color both of its foliage and young bi-anches

but difiers from it in its thinner and more slender growth, shorter

leaves, and much smaller cones. From this close resemblance in

color of rubra and excelsa, Amei'icans call the latter the red sj^ruce

of Europe. Like the alba, the rubra drops its cones in the course of

the first winter and succeeding spring, while those of nigra are

retained on the tree for two or more years. Like its two American

associates, alba and nigra, rubra seems to delight in moist soils con-

taining a proportion of peat, and moist upland climates. Those now
growing at Tynehead were reared from seeds gathered in Newfound-

land, and a portion of the plants which were planted on good, dry,

heavy soil, within from two to three miles, and at half the altitude,

dwindled away after the first few years, till they entirely perished.

The trees at Dunmore are no doubt growing at a low altitude, but

they are sheltei'ed by a high wooded bank on the south, and are on a

damp bottom. Mr. Andrew Murray, a distinguished member of the

Botanical Society, and recognized authority on Coniferte, has ignored

the existence of rubra, but he has pi'obably never seen it growing,

as, although long introduced, it is still scarce in Britain." In illus-

ti'ation of these remarks Mr. Gorrie exhibited and presented to the
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Botanical Society branches and cones of (1) P. rubra taken from

a group of trees growing on the railway banks, near Tynehead

Station, in JNIidlothian, at an altitude of about 800 feet. The trees

had then, (13th Januaiy, 1870), been about fifteen years planted, and

were from 12 to 18 feet in height
; (2). P. rubra, from a group of

trees growing in drained and im))roved ground, which must once

have been mai'shy, in Dunmore Park, near Stirling, Scotland, not 50

feet above high-water mark, .seemingly about the same age as the

last, and from 15 to 20 feet in height
; (3). P. alba, from near Tyne-

head Station
; (4). P. nigra, from Dunmore Park.

In addition to acknowledgements for specimens already made in

this paper, my best thanks are due to Mr. John MacAloney, of

Halifax, who collected for me the several forms growing on the

shores of the Bay of Fundy ; to Mr. W. S. Calkin, B.A., now of

Cornell University, who, while an undergraduate of Dalhousie

College, obtained those of the district around Truro ; and to Mr.

S. J. McLennan, B.A., who made similar collections around Sydney

Harbour, Cape Breton.
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AN ELOCUTIONARY DRILL CHART.

T. B. BROWNING, M.A.

The Breath and its Government.—The breathing i-equired in

public speaking or reading is a voluntary act which calls into play

two independent sets or double sets of muscles, and may therefore

be considered of two kinds, thorassic and diaphragmatic. The first is

more commonly used by women, the second by men. In the first,

you alternatelv raise and lower the ribs, that is, expand them up-

wai'ds, outwards, side-wise, and towards the back, separating one from

the other ; and, again, compress them. The muscles used in the

operation act upon the backbone as a fixed line, and their action is

said to be in part direct, in part indirect. Figure No. 1 shows the

chest as expanded ; in No. 2 it is collapsed. The extension-motions

given in the chart to reach these respective positions are similar to

the means employed to restore breathing in persons who have been

rescued from drowning, and, in certain cases well-known to the

medical faculty, to produce or increase respiration in young children.

Figure No. 3 exemplifies the action of the diaphragm.

Ordinarily in public reading or speaking, we should inhale noise-

lessly and throiTgh the nostiils only. If you raise the tongue against

the roof of the mouth at the same time that you dilate the nosti'ils

and contract the respiratory muscles, you may fill the lungs in an

instant without closing the mouth. Times occur when you must

draw your breath throiigh the mouth and with noise, as in gasping
;

for example, where disease is simulated or trying situations are de-

picted ; but, except where a pronounced effect is to be produced, such

labored inhalation should be avoided, as both prejudicial to health

and destructive of vocal ])ower.
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The retaining of air in the lungs is an important point in tlie

government of the breath. You hold the inspiratory muscles con"

tracted, close the glottis as in swallowing and aid the operation by

shutting as far as possible the air passages of the mouth and nose.

If you ask for what time one may retain his breath without injury,

the answer is : it varies with the person and his degree of skill. One

may hold for a minute ; for another forty-five seconds may be too

long. The end to be gained is control over the muscles and, as in

gymnastic exercises, that which is to be avoided most is straining.

Except for rest, the breath is to be set forth through the mouth. As

in retaining, time has been divided into short, medial, long, very

long. You may empty the lungs, as it were, at a blow or within a

measurable time. In all cases expiration should be free, that is,

without scraping, without obstruction. Whatever time you practice,

a regular, even and full flow will give you more complete command

than spasmodic or irregular jerks. The reader should imitate the

athlete. In his private practice he will prolong his expiration to the

utmost ; in reading will not stretch beyond a quick recovery, but act

within himself and at his best. To use up a breath as if it were

one's last, necessitates, in almost every instance, an effort or gulping

for the next, which is not more conducive to health, agreeable to an

audience, charactei'istic of good delivery nor in itself more skilful,

than " catching crabs " is evidence of superior oarsmanship.

Voluntary breathing is the foundation of public speaking. Under

whatever defects one may labor, lisping, stammering or stuttering, if

once he gain power over his respii'atory muscles to use them at

pleasure, he will be hindered neither by want of breath nor a surplus

of it—the main stumbling-blocks of public speech—will not only

avoid the throat-laceration which afliicts the clergy so deeply, but will

have already overcome more than half the obstacles which lie in the

way of distinct and effective delivery.

Vowels—their Production.—How many vowels has the English

language] Webster reckons 33, Ogilvie 14, Sweet 36, and other

orthoepists say 40, 1 2, 9 or 6. There is no consensus of opinion as to

the number of our vowels. How, then, may they be distinguished 1

Mr. Melville Bell gives a systematic answer. He subjects the mouth

to minute experiment and classifies vowels mainly according to the [posi-

tions which the tongue assumes in enunciation. Thus they are front,
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back, mixed; high, middle, low ; round, etc. For purposes of illustra-

tion he uses diagrams. I doubt whether any one knows better than

Mr. Bell that the lips, cheeks, tongue, hard and soft palates concern-

ed in vocalization, differ both in size and shape in different per.sons

;

and that vowel positions which may suit one man may not, in minute

particulars, be absolute for all. His directions are given generally,

are easy of application and are subject to correction by the ear.

*' Visible speech " was a great step forwards not only in phonetics but

in the understanding of our language.

But how do the sounds differ between themselves 1 Helmholtz

expei'imented fully on the question, and has been followed by Koenig.

They take the common European vowels and tind the number of

single vibrations they contain. This is for TJ 448, O 896, A 1792,

E 3584, I 7168 ; so that, counting on the chart from left to right, you

have a series of ascending octaves. Dr. Koenig has prepared a tuning

fork for each vowel and adjusted a resonator to each. If you take

fork A bow and apply it to the resonating chamber, you receive the

tone of the Italian A ; so with the others respectively. Here, then

is a scientific basis for vowel classification, in which the personal

equation is almost eliminated.

But though these sounds be used in French, Italian, German and

other languages, have we them in English'? Mr. Palsgrave

says they lingered in the South of England till about 1500. If it be

asked, do our vowel-names correspond with these sounds, the answer,

with one exception, must be. No. Our language is peculiar. It is

like a stately ship built of wrecks. Scandanavian, Danish, Norman
conquests are embedded in it. Our spelling is a complex form which

crept upon us from the south, and was made to represent another

complex form or mass of complex forms which prevailed in more

northern portions of England. Mr. Oliphant throws much light on

the subject and shows how our vowels waged among themselves an

internecine war before 1500. Thus

i takes the place of ae, e, ea, oe, ge, iht, w, y

;

a " " " ae, e, ea, oe, ge, i, o, y ;

e " " " a, ae, ea, eo, eow, i, ia, o, w, y ;

" " " a, aw, ae, ao, e, ea, eaw, eo, i, w, ow
;

" " a, ae, eo, eow, e, i, o, oi, w, we, y ;

(" Old and Middle English

u
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There was no king in I.smel in those clays, no tyrant compositor,

and every man S2)elt as seemed good in his own eyes. One vowel is

written for another indifferently. " The New English," in its early

stages is equally belligerent. Thus

a takes the place of aw, awe, e, ea, eo, ge, i, y, o
;

e " " " ae, ea, ei, eo, ew, i, io, iw, o, oi, ow, u, ui, y;^

i " " " a, ae, ai, e, ea, ee, eh, eye, o, ou, ow, u, y ;

o " " " a, ae, au, aw, e, eo, ew, i, ou, ow, u, y ;

u " " " a, e, eo, en, ey, i, o, ew, ow, we, y, ye, v.

We have plain traces of the anarchy to day. Dictionaries agree that

a in fate is like e in they, a in fair like e in their, a in fall like o in

form, a in liar like e in brier, i in ruin, o in major, and the .second u

in sulphur. Again, e in her is the same as i in sir, o in worm, u in

fur, and y in myrrh ; the o in move cannot be distinguished from the

00 in moon, or u in rule, while o in wolf is like oo in wool, and u in.

push. To cap the climax we are told that a has five distinct sounds,

e six and o seven, as if distinct sounds do not constitute distinct

vowels.

But if a has five distinct sounds why should it be named from one-

of them only? Not it alone but all our vowels have been so

named, and, with one exception, named strangely. Shakespeai-e says,

the whirligig of time brings in his revenges. In this case we have

had oui'S. If invasion from the continent wi-ought sad havoc on

English vowels, and nicknames arose from them, very likely in the

manner which Mr. Earl points out, we have done our best to impose

these nicknames on the languages of tlie continent. With res[)ect to

dead varieties, Greek and Latin, we succeeded in the attempt for

several centuries, succeeded at least to our own satisfaction. These

days a doubt has been ripening to a conviction that this course of

action is not wise. Through the infiuence of philological study and

imder the leadership of Cambridge, English-speaking-people are be

ginning to raise themselves above the vulgarism, and are at once

adopting a more rational mode of ))ronouncing the classic tongues,

and are enquiring what vowel sounds their own language really has.

If the question then be put thus, have we as vowels in English the

five tones which ai-e represented by the Koenig forks, call them what

you will 1 the answer without an exception is. Yes. How could it be

otherwise ? They are octaves which embrace the compass of tlie
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human voice. We shall see, I hope, that we not only have them but

that they dominate our speech. It may be, as some philologers say,

they are universal.

But how do you produce these vowels 1 He that is whole needs

not a physician. He that has a model and can imitate it correctly, is

well off already. Others may find the following practice of service.

Take fork A, vibrate and apply it to the aperture of the i*esonator till

you perceive the sound distinctly. Then bring the fork vibrating to

your mouth. If you obtain there a resonation as full, clear and

sti'ong, as that which comes from the resonance chamber, your mouth

is in the proper position for sounding vowel A ; if not, not. Practice

will bring A and the other vowels.

I am indebted to Professor Loudon, of Toronto University, for the

opportunity of practicing upon a very fine set of the Koenig forks

with resonators. The vowel which I could most quickly produce was

A, next, 0, E, U, I, as they stand. After considerable practice I

drew the diagrams which are set opposite the vowels in the chart.

They are made for the lower register and may be serviceable by way

of hint. I also had the aperture of the mouth, front view, for each

vowel photographed, but as the cost of transferring them to paper is

considerable, I must ask the members of the Institute to be content

with the following measurements in inches. I need not say that I

would scarcely have subjected my own mouth to this ordeal, had I

another on which to experiment.

For A, the lips covering the teeth exti'eme height 1, width 1 j%

;

n << '« « i£ 1 u 3 .

'-^' 2' ¥ 'Uii a (( ci _3 '< 3. .

) rff) 8 '

E, " " " "
I,

" 1 t'^;

I,
" " " " I " 1 j%.

Practice upon the forks brings into clear relief the function which

the mouth plays in singing and speaking. It is a resonant chamber

for the vocal cords.

The strings of a piano from which you have removed the dampers,

may take the place of the forks. Sound any vowel to any note

directing the voice upon the strings. If and when you form the

vowel pure, you will receive a full, loud and distinct resonation.

Again, take a metal tube one end of which tapers wedge-wise to a

narrow slit by way of mouth-jnece, insert the other end into a flexible
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tuVje say of rubber, and its unattached end into the nozzle of a

bellows which may be worked by hand or foot. Put the mouth-piece

to your lips and ply the Vjellows gently. You will get a clear vowel

sound when you place your mouth in a true vowel position. Those

who cannot avail themselves of any of these methods may tind it

advantageous to practice on the short vowels of English words, as

set out in table III., lengthening and modulating them as may be

requii-ed.

In producing vowels, primary, intermediate, or compound, there

should be no breathiness or wind-rush. An appx'oved plan is to hold

a lighted candle close to the mouth and shout. Sound vibrations are

not likely to extingu.sh the flame nor to throw it outwards. Breath-

iness is a blemish in all speech ; in vowels, it Ls a measure of Vjad

production ; it should not Vje used publicly except where blemish and

bad production are required, for instance, in representation of

disease.

Modulation.—We say thou is a personal pronoun, if a conjunction,

and up a preposition. But in, " if thou thou'st him some thrice, it

shall not be amiss ;
" "if me no ifs, I know not if; " he up with his

staff and smote ;
" what parts of speech ai-e they 1 I have no quarrel

with our grammaiians, but admire the ease with which in former days

they swept obstructions from their path. Slang and license remain

potent terms, and are explanatory in the manner of the scholastic

dictum, nature abhors a vacuum. If she does, what then 1 Within

certain bounds and these very wide, any word in English may be any

part of speech, not by reason of its position, but of its employment.

So a word or phra.se in our language may take or require any modu-

lation or any coupling of them. How many standard interpretations

of Hamlet have we 1 One for each great actor who has studied and

acted the part. Their different renderings consist not in textual vari-

ations, but almost wholly in diffei-ent modulations. For this reason

it has often seemed to me misleading to set down for practice in

modulation phrases which are marked for one form only. The

extracts wrested from their setting, bear very little meaning, and the

pupil does not perceive why this and not that modulation is given.

A better plan would be to carry one or a few phi-ases through all

modulating forms, that the purpose or effect of the vocal change

might apj)ear. I would myself like to see a set of Shakespeare's
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plays according to a standard interpretation, or a volume of Bright's

speeches marked for delivery in the manner say of Mr. Bell's

" Emphasized Liturgy." It would show what an intimate relation

there is between the outward expression and the inward feeling, and

rid elocution of the common imputation that it is a sham, a fictitious

something imposed on words. In this event as well as under present

circumstances, to gain the power of modulation, to produce it at will,

to cultivate and control it, one must dive beneath the word and

exercise the voice mechanically, as in singing, upon that which

alone may be modulated, namely, the vowel.

Modulation is said to be of four kinds- —force, pitch, inflection,

stress ; or, counting quality, five. Throughout them as an under

current flows the element of time. I do not refer to the distinction

between vowels as long and short. Important as that may be in

words, vowel interchange, the history of language, it concerns us here

vei'y little. Any and every vowel may be appreciably uttered in the

132nd part of a second, or be lengthened for a minute. Each modu-

littion should be produced in every time.

Classification.—Orthoepists at the outset of their work are met

with this difiiculty ; they must adapt the letter to the sound, the

sound to the letter or confuse both. Our spelling grew very rigid in

the last century and change of the printed character, so frequent in

our early history, became a thing tabooed. It would have been well

had the letters adopted represented the sounds of our language with a

considerable degree of fairness. One other condition would permit a

particular spelling to I'emain for all time ; if no new sounds arose, and

if the vowels hit upon remained substantially as they were. We
know neither of these conditions obtain. In such event we would

not have seven sounds indicated by character o, five by a, six by e,

and so many more by u and i. Again, the characters would not

interlock each other. In the last century a distinction was not drawn

between the stability of a language and its rigidity, and people

thought that unless spelling were made and preserved uniform, the

language itself would somehow perish. Philological science began

with Grimm's discovery of the law of consonantal interchange and

may be perfected with a suflB.cient theory of vowel interchange. The
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presei'vation of obsolete letters, many of tliem inserted ^by way ot

mistake, is not so much an aid as a stumbling block to the student of

language. His problem is this—what is the speech of a people, how

has it developed, through what changes has it passed 1 The matters

which he desires most to know are the changes which take place in

language, that he may discover and apply the law of the change.

I make use of the vowels of the Koenig forks for many reasons.

As already said, they embrace the highest and lowest tones of the

human voice, are equi-distant one from another and are common to

all speech. An objection such as this I have heard : they are

universal and therefore not necessarily English. A univerae that

does not include English-speaking countries, or universal vowels that

are not necessarily found in the English tongue, would be rarities

indeed ; round squares simply, or I'ound squai-es in the shape of

isosceles, rhomboidal triangles. With other scholastic lumber they

should be sent to Pai'is for exhibition next year at the centenai-y of

the Great Revolution. Second, these sounds may be used as aids in

and tests of vowel production. Mr. Ellis, who is, I suppo.se, our best

authority on phonetics, says that few men, probably no man, pro-

nounces his vowels i^recisely the same at all times. What elaborate

supports singers have by way of accompaniments and forks ! Yet

they do not at all times strike every note truly. What would their

execution be had they no accompaniments, no fork, and but a hazy

notion that a particular note were required 1 This is precisely the

situation of the vast majority of speakers. Again, as the sounds may

be made externally and the same at all times, they not only give us a

test of pure production, but enable us to allot their proper position to

intermediate vowels and to detect conqiounds. This is their chief

scientific function. A .suboi'dinate reason will have influence with

many ; that, as they are the principal sounds of European speech,

practice upon them will render the acquirement of modern languages

more easy. Tho.se who are engaged in voice-training would add, from

the experience of singers, that they are a better means than our

vowel name-sounds of developing the riches and power of the human
voice. To me their principal recommendation is that they set forth

in clear relief the dominant chai-acteristics of English, and may Vje

adapted to our printed forms with very great ease.
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Upon this basis oiix' vowels would stand thus :

Single vibrations

per second.

Primaries and Ii

7168 I as in pin, fin, peel
;

e (ei) a her

;

3584 E a they;

a (ah) a man
;

1792 A ic father, pun
;

d (awe) li form
;

896

u (ou)

li pole, note
;

448 U(oo) u pool, move, p

Some persons distinguish an intei-mediate li between U and O
;

" not on thy sole but on thy soul, harsh Jew ;
" but I do not find

that it has established itself in our pronunciation. We have four

compounds, that is, vowels formed by a quick transition from one

vowel position to another.

(ow) by combination of A and U, as in how, house
;

i (eye) " " A " I, " pine, Cairo (Kiro);

oi " " O " i, " oil, join;

u (you) " "I " U " tune.

A glide from U to T (oo-ee) gives we, a sound which has been the

subject of much controversy, is found in composition with g, at least

in foreign names Cg-oo-ee-ze), is often converted into i, and is gener-

ally represented by a consonant. It would seem that all compounds

are more or less consonantal. I doubt not but the manometer would

show this very clearly. The change from one position to the other

would seem sufficient to produce a consonant. Compounds are, as it

were, connecting links in word-systems, wherein the stepping stones,

counting from the vowel side, are vowels proper, compounds, liquids,

sibilants, mute consonants. The transition from a low to a high

vowel gives a more or less distinct w, from a high to a low vowel a

more or less distinct y sound.
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Here, then, we have five primaries, three (or foui*) intermediates,

four compounds, in all twelve (or thirteen to include u) under which,

I believe, all vowel sounds now received in English may properly Ije

brought.

The primaries as they hold the extreme positions and the equi-

distant way-stations, the octaves, are fixed points that are easily

verified, and will sufi'er neither increase nor diminution. Between

each pair in the ascending scale there is room for many intermediates

which no doubt will be formed. As language progresses finer dis-

tinctions are drawn. These find place pai-ticularly within the higher

octaves. Why it should be we are not told, but the fact is that our

speech has a tendency to mount higher and still higher, until, like

vaulting ambition, it overleaps itself and falls into compounds. The

process of multiplying intermediates and fusing compounds will no

doubt continue as it has heretofore gone on, in the face of academies

and all accepted orthographical modes. We may shut our eyes but

must move with the stream. In these circumstances it is a part of

wisdom to note a change when it is made and to accommodate one's

self to that change. We need not make oui-selves anxious lest

future generations should not be aware how well their fathers of the

nineteenth century spelt. They will desii'e to know chiefly how we

sound our language. As for etymology, it is reasonably safe already,

and is scarcely furthered by parading in words a ma.ss of useless or

misleading charactei's, be they never so beautiful. Kature is careful

that organs which have outlived their usefulness should not be kept

at full length as a clog on animals, but shall to all intents and

purposes vanish. Philologers will find the rudimentary forms of

words without further aid fi*om absolute letters which have their

proper place in storehouses such as dictionaries.

A word upon the foims assigned to intermediates and compounds.

The acute accent shows that the number of vibrations per second has

been increased from that of the octave ; in other words, we have

sharpened the normal sound. Accents are frequent in printed French,

and are therefore familiar to the majority of persons who read. The

subscript may not meet with so ready acceptance, but is used in

Greek for the same pui-pose. is not hard to make and would, I think

sei've well to indicate the two-fold character of compoimds.
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We now come upon the question what is a vowel, and how is it

distinguished from a consonant 1 Both are sounds and therefore

consist of vibrations. In vowels they proceed without jar or inter-

ruption, are regular or periodic ; in consonants they are not regular,

not periodic, and proceed with more or less of jar. A manometer

reflecting a gas jet which is agitated now by a vowel, and again by a

consonant, will make the difference evident. The outline of the one

appears uniformly curved, the other is ragged, jagged or distorted.

The same instrument tells the internal difference between one conson-

ant and another. Thus L and R have a kind of periodicity which is.

not so remotely separated from the contour of the vowels, at least of

compounds, while G (hard) K. Y. P. etc., are extravagant. The dis-

tinction is summed up thus : a vowel is a tone, a consonant is a noise.

Tones are many, noises infinite.

But, it may be asked, if vowels are tones, and music consists of

tones, more properly of compound tones or notes, how on this theory

do you distinguish speaking from singing, speech from music set to

words 1 Helmholtz provides the answer. He investigated the

nature of music and resolved its development into three stages which

for our purposes shall stand reversed. First, you have the harmonic

music of our own day with its vast accompaniments, tempered tuning,

subtile use of intervals once deemed dissonant and its redaction of

all sounds to a key-note which governs throughout. Music of this

kind has little in common with speaking. What a feeling of artifice,

strainedness, xmreality, one might almost say hypocrisy runs through-

out our best operas ! No sane man ever expressed himself so in real

life, or could be conceived so to do. Galvanic grimaces are pawned

on us for genuine laughter. The middle ages have another species

which knows neither key-note, tempered tuning, nor accompaniment,

rigidly discards dissonances, is built for many voices and called poly-

phonic. From this you may step back into the ancient world, say of

Greece, where a monophonic or one voiced music reigns, without

dissonance, key-note, tempered tuning, accompaniment or the need

of any. It is a succession of unrelated or independent sounds in

themselves regular which follow one another as the feeling, thought

and rhythm of the verbal composition may demand. In this manner

hymns and ballads were rendered at the Isthmian and other games.

A partial survival of it may be detected in the intoning of religious
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service ; while the improvised recitations of Italy are said to preserve

it with very great fidelity. It is the nol>le ait in a gelatine stage, yet

between it and speaking there is a difierence which is pointed out by

Mr. Hullah when he says :
" musical notes ar.^ discrete, speaking

notes concrete." He refers to inflection, the chief charm of speech,

and that which gives it so vast a range of expression. Now, withdraw

inflections from speaking, as we have already abstracted key-notes

and accompaniments with their dependencies from music, and you

come upon a platform which both have in common, and from which

they set out on their diverse developments, the monotone. The mayor's

proclamation in Henry VI., the ghost's speech in Hamlet, the well

known '' oyez, oyez, oyez," of our courts are rightly .said to be sung,

or intoned, or spoken.

The cultivation of the speaking voice in respect of force, quality

time, stress and pitch, proceeds along the lines which singers adopt.

The musical scale is used in common. Good singing demands a wider

compass of compound tones than effective speaking which will be

satisfied with three or four notes, at most an octave. To speak well,

one should confine himself to those notes which he can best produce,

and upon them practice every form of modulation, particularly the

welding of notes or inflection.

In the chart exercises, A is select"d, not Ijecause it only should be

used, but for other reasons. A is the centre of the vowel system, is

that tone which is most easily formed, which opens the mouth most

widely and best develops the possibilities of the human voice. O, E,

U, I, the intermediates and compounds are not to be neglected, but

return should frequently be made to A.

The Consonants.—I had once thought of pursuing the subject

from the compound vowels to the liquids, and thence to the more

pronounced irregularities of the mute consonants. For the present I

pass from, that point of view, interesting as it may be or may some day

becoine, begin at the other end, adopt as the basis of classification the

formation-point of consonants in the mouth, beginning at the tip of

the lips and proceeding step by step backward to the base of the

tongue and soft palate. Within this space there ate two regions of

aspiration, the teeth and the back of the mouth, and two of light pro-

duction, the tip of the lips and mid-arch of the hard palate. Accord-

ingly, we have the mouth divided into three main and easily
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recognisable sections, and obtain from it the well established grouping

into labials, dentals, gutturals ; or the B. D. and G. groups. These

are subdivided into classes, thin, medial and aspirate, and by a cross

division into (1) mutes, stop or explosive consonants, (2) sibilants, (3)

liquids, oral and nasal. The diagrams given in the chart indicate the

central formation-poiut for each group.

It has been suggested and may be that the order of historical de-

velopment of language was the reverse of that which I have indicated,

namely, from the base of the mouth forwards. In support of this

theory is instanced the gradual disappearance in our own and other

cultivated languages of the heavy gutturals, the formation of ch (t-sh)

and j (d-sh) within group D., and the interchange of aspirates of the

G into those of the D and B group. Upon the other hand examples

of an opposite process may be adduced. Again, it is said that

as language progresses, aspirated sounds soften or differentiate them-

selves into medials or thin consonants of the same class, whether

mutes, sibilants, or liquids. Thus T passes into P, D into Z, S, L,

and many other cases may be cited. Both French and English have

gone rapidly to sibilation. But the cause of iliis change is doubtful
;

it is doubtful, also, whether the process still proceeds in France. In

our own tongue a strong tide lias set in the opposite direction for

more than thirty years under the influence of Germany. The tendency

I speak off will appear clear to any who will compare a page of

Carlyle with one from DeQuincey or Newman. Indeed, the function

which is played by sibilants and liquids in the intei'change of con-

sonants within groups, or from group to group, whether in our own

language at different periods, or as between ancient and modern

tongues, is a matter which is by no means ascertained. Grimm's law

applies to mutes and has been scarcely added to since his day. There

are enormous gaps in it which await tilling, and, for that purpose, use

may be found both f r liquids and sibilants. A sutficient theory of

vowel interchange is also among the needs of the day. Meantime

and that one may proceed on certainty, the table of consonants which

is given in the chart corresponds to, accords with and niay, I think,

be profitably used to illustrate the discovery of the great German

scholar, the basis of all philological science.

Certain con.sonants give i-Lse to no small difficulty, as q, i-h. w, wh,

X. Q is to-day resolved into its elemsnts k-w (or ku) and is therefore

13
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usually discarded from the class of independent consonants. Rh may
be trilled at the teeth as well as the back of the mouth, and for that

reason is oftea cla.ssed as a dental—others argue that it is a semi-

vowel. While the formation point of liquids is not so defined or

pointed as that for mutes, I believe, the balance of authority regards

Eh as guttural consonant. The consideration which has seemed to

-me conclusive is its function in our older English, where its

guttural character is very pronounced. So far back as James I's

reign Hume, the grammarian, held w and wh as labials, and had for

testimony the evidence of his lips. The intei'change of v and w in

many of our dialects and as between German and English gives

•countenance to his view, while thy argument from analogy under

Grimm's law i.s at least not against him, for instances are found on

both sides plentifully. But other men have organs of speech and find

that they pronounce w and wh clearly, while their lips ai-e held force-

ably apart. In this plight the historical argument is of weight. W
ordinarily represents the hard g of our older tongue. As for wh it is

a curious transposition. We do not pronounce it in that form but

rather as it was spelled, hw ; not what, but hwat ; a palpable guttural.

X has two forms, ks and gs ; expect, exact ; it is differentiated into

its elements like q, and should thei'efore I suppose be dropped. I do

not give it place in the table so much because of its necessity as to

•<!all attention to the nature of the sibilants. They belong to every

group and coalesce with every class. In standard English we do not

retain ps, waps, the older sibilant of the B group which is now heard

only among children, but convert it into sp, wasp. Of western speech

probably Greek is the only one in which it is thoroughly embedded.

Maiy divide consonants into whispered and voiced. K, t, p, it is

said, ai'e whispered ; h (hard) th, v, are voiced. But the second set

may be whispered as well as the first, and the first, though evidently

thinner, may be voiced as well as the second. Again, all medials,

mutes, sibilants, liquids, admit both of whisj)ering and voicing. I

wish to go further, for I deem the matter important, and say that all

sounds in speech, vowels and consonants, not only should be but for

•clear enunciation must be both voiced and whispeied. In whisper

you observe the mode of sound-production more accurately, detect an

-error more quickly, and may remedy it with greater ease. Those

who labor under defects of .speech as lisping, stammering, stuttering,
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find, if I may speak from my own experience and that of other persons

from whom I have heard, that, next to regular breathing, the whisper-

ing of vowels and consonants is their most speedy and sure road to

cure. The declaiming of whole passages in whisper will be found a

most beneficial practice ; all exercises in the chai't are given for

rendition in both forms.

The Tables.—The first does not call for special remark. Modu-

lation upon one, two, three and four vowels will follow in their natu-

ral order. In the lower line of the second table the order of the let.

ters is reversed within each group, so that in forming a syllable withany

vowel you may begin with a thin and end with an aspirated conson-

ant, pav, pof ; or reversely, fib, vup. Difficulty in syllabic formation

and enunciation has, generally I think, the following degrees: (1)

repetition of the same consonant, pap, bab, faf
j (2) a thin alternating

with a medial, or a medial alternating with a thin consonant within

its group, pav, bop ; tod, dot
; (3) composition of the aspirates with

either of the other classes within the group, pev, vup ; buv, vub
;

tuth, thut ; duth, thud. The formation of syllables as between group

and group, is comparatively easy, the greater interval, I presume,

allowing freer play to the parts.

The third is an attempt at orthoepy. I have made use of the classifi-

cation of vowels into long and short not because it is accurate, but

because it is convenient. If a word such as pin be emphasized—as

once in the House of Commons * call you that a pin 1

'

—it will

necessarily be long. I sometimes doubt that our prosody proceeds

upon the order of the foot-rale. The intermediate which I call e (ei)

is written indiffei-ently, o, u, a, e, i, appears frequently in composition

with r as or, ur, er, ir, but, so far as I can ascei-tain, scarcely admits

of classification as long or short. According to its use it may be either

or of indefinite length. is that vowel-name which we have in common

with European peoples. Its position in English is well defined, as

in note, and we might have expected it to show marked varieties of

length. But not so. Its short form has shot into intermediate d,

(awe) while the short sounds of other vowels have remained compara-

tively stable. One must go north of the Tweed, at least north of Mr.

Oliphant's Great Sundering Line, before he reaches nOht, pOht, hOht.

The Scotch have preserved the old English vowel with very great

exactness. I give no examples, long or short, of the intermediate u
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(ou) for tbo reason already given. Its place is often supplied or

nsurped by the compound o (ow) as rout, rowt; gouge, gowge. In

these instances our pronunciation is not stable, while fine distinctions-

ai-e not easily drawn in the case of low vowels. When U, disinterred

from the rubbish that for nearly three centuries has lain ujion it,

shall have claimed and received lit recognition from our authorities,

the position of the intermediate will become more clearly defined and

be confounded neither on the one side with U (oo) nor on the other

with o (ow). In regard to the compounds ^«, ^, oi, o, I find no short
I lilt

form of them and imagine that to be pronounced at all, which iiecessi-

tates the passing from one vowel position to another, they must be

sounded long.

One will see in scanning the table that the main difficulty in Englisb

orthoepy arises from the long and nob from the short forms of vowels.

Pin, bin, fin repi'esent I (ee) faithfully, but to produce the same-

vowel long, we change the character, peel, heat, feel, except, in foi-eign

words. Again for E we have an accurate short sound in pet, bet,

fell, but for the long we write pay, bay, fey, or fay. The a. (ah) i.s-

the most })ronounced intermediate in English both long and short and

was a particular favourite with Sheridan. It makes distressful havoc

of the continental A, though we manage to obscure by out-heroding

the outrage with our name sound for the same character. Tlu; center-

of the vowel system A (aa) found its advocate in Walker. As early

as the days of Chaucer it is represented by the letters au, but its

native garb is by no means obliterated from oui" tongue. It appear.,

in many words, in father, for instance. Its short sound constitutes

the most unsatisfactory ])art of our urthograj)hy. Man\' dictionai'ies-

set it down as an obscure or obtuse form of the compound /<- (you). I

doubt whether any statement could be more obscure or more obtuse.

If you lengthen the vowel in pun, you get the vowel in palm ; shorten

the first vowel sound of father and you have that of fun. The inter-

mediate 6 (awe) is well developed in both powers, and presents a

striking contrast to O and U. Such has been the influence of our

compound u, that the ancient English sound for the letter came to be
I

written oo for the short as wel) as the long form, fOot, pool. It is.

nevertheless found in its proper dress on comjjosition with p, b, f, 1,
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•w and sh, pull, push. When one looks upon the printed English of

to-day, he would not at first blush entertain the thought that the

characters I, E, A, 0, U, represented in old English the sounds

"wrhich they represent in the chart, or that our fathers used them in

the island of Britain for more than four hundred years, and attached

to them the same powers which they now have in the best educated

circles of Europe. Yet such is the incontestable fact.

In drawing up table III. I endeavoured to confine myself to mono-

syllables and words which are in frequent use and in its compilation

have received much assistance from Mr. HuUah's work on the

*' Speaking Voice." I give but one example of each consonant except

where there seemed strong reason to use a greater number, in the case

of intermediate e and U. Had I allowed myself greater latitude I

might have lengthened the table indefinitely. As it stands it falls

much short of my wish. The difliculty of picking out monosyllables

beginning with each consonant containing each vowel in cases where

pronunciation is not open to serious question, must be my apology for

its incompleteness. My endeavour has been and I hope the table on

•examination will be found to exemplify with a reasonable degree of

fullness, the vowel and consonant sounds of English on a basis of

pronunciation which is accepted by all standard authorities and is in

oise on both sides of the Atlantic.

I should add that the chart is copyrighted in the United States by

Mr. L. W. Seely, in Canada by myself, and is submitted to tlie mem-

bers of t e Institute for their considei'ation, and in the hope of

receiving such suggestions for its improvement as may occur to them,

while the right of publication and translation is I'eserved.
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CHART OF ELOCUTIONARY DRILL.

Designed for use in Private Study anl in Schools and Colleges

T. B. BROWNING. M.A.

VOLUNTARY BREATHING.

I. Modes.

Thokassic.—From the shoulders as a fixed line alternately to elevate

and depiess the ribs to their full extent.

Fi/. 1

Production—the Vjody erect, shoulders square to tlie front, the

arms hanging by the side, nostrils dilated.
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(1) Full Inspiration.— (a) Bend the fore-arm against the upper,

placing the fingers on the shoulders ; (h) raise the elbows

obliquely outwards to the height of the shoulders ; then (c)

over the shoulders obliquely backwards, till the wrists cross-

at the nape of the neck.

(2) Full Expiration.—(«) From the last position bring the elbows-

obliquely outwards and downwards to the sides
;

(b) cross

the wrists on thehollowof the chest, and (c) compress the ribs,

both in front and at the sides.

Exer. 1. Inhale in thorassic breathing, repeat.

2. Diaphragmatic—From the ribs as fixed points to contract and

relax, that is, depress and elevate the diaphragm alternately.

Production—the body erect, nostrils dilated.

Fig. 3.

(1) Full Inspiration.—(a) Relax the front abdominal muscles;

(6) depress the diaphragm. The dotted lines (2) indicate the

position to be assumed.
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(2) Full Ejipirot on.—Contract the front iibdominal muscles,

pressing inwards (3) and upwards—diaphragm is diiven to its

normal position which is indicated in Fig. 3 by the continuous

dark line (1).

Exer. 2.—Inhale in diapliragmatic breathing, repeac.

II. Government.

1. Inhaling—Orilinary.—Receive the air thi'oiigh the nostrils

and without noise. Place the tongue against the roof of the

mouth, expand the nostrils and bring the organs to the position

of full inspiration.

Impassioned.—Receive the air through the mouth and with sound, as

in gjtsping.

Exer. 3.—Inhale in each kind alternately and in each mode.

2. Retaining.—Maintain the position of full inspiration, close the

glottis as in the act of swallowing, and keep it closed, shutting

the air passage of the mouth and of the nose as far as possible.

Times.-~{\) from ^" to 1";

(2) n 1 I. 5, short
;

(3) II 5 II 15, medial

;

(4) II 15 It 46, long

;

(5) It 45 It 60, very long.

Exer. 4.—Retain for each time inhaling as aVjove, repeat.

3. Exhaling.—Assume the position of full expiration, emptying the

lungs without noi.se
;

(a) At a blow,

(b) Gradually, poui-ing forth the breath in an even stream

for the time.s given under head of retaining.

Exer. 5.—Exhale for each time, repeat.
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VOWEL SOUNDS.
I. Primary.

896.

o A E (ey)

7168.

I (ee).U (00) W M M
Note.—The Priniaiy vowels are a series of ascending octaves ; the

figures are the numbers of single vibrations which produce them;

the diagrams are drawn for the lower register. Project all

sounds to an object.

1. FORMATION.— Arch the back of the tongue against the uvula,

its point resting on the floor of the mouth between the lower jaws,

open the mouth fully and cover the teeth lightly with the lips.

Exer. 6.— Sound A exhaling in each time, repeat.

(2) Character.—(«) Atonic— non-vocal or whisper.

(6) Tonic—vocal or voice.

Exer. 7.—Sound A in each character for each time, repeat.

(3) Register — (a) Lower or orotund—depress the larynx and base

of tongue i-aising the palate.

(6) Higher or converaational— laiwnx, tongue and

palate in ordinar}^ positions.

Exer. 8.—Sound A with each register and in each character for each

time, repeat.
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(i) Description. — (a) Full—convert all breathing force into

sound, as in yawning.

(b) Mixed—convert part breathing force intO'

sound as in panting.

Exer. 9.—Sound A in each description with each register in each,

character for each time, repeat.

2. MODULATION :

(1) Pitch.—Scale for pitch and inflection.

Low voices. Common to all voices. High voices.

f\

1 Dull . ^ «- fS..

,
v SO r-A. tJ- <? ^ "iK. MB.

/v FAH . O ^/
AG RE. ^IE.<:^^ \c?

\ ^^ -<

^~— o
-^^!^

Each note is a pitch—principal pitches, doh, so, me (key c).

Exer. 10.—Sound A in each pitch or principal pitch in each descrip-

tion, etc.

(2) Inflection. —Inflection is an union, coalescing or welding

of notes.

(a) Monotone.—Notes repeated ; doh, doh.

(b) Rising.—Sound continued from lower to higher pitch without

break or distinction of notes ; me-so.

(c) Falling.—Sound continued from higher to lower pitch without

break or distinction of notes ; so-me.

(d) Circumdex.—The combining of rising and falling inflections.

without break or distinction of notes ; marks

u.n.in.m.ou,
Fig. 6.

Exer. 11.—Sound A in each inflection at each principal pitch in each

description, etc.

(3) Force.—(a) Very soft. (c) Moderate. (e) Very Loud.

(b) Soft. (d) Loud.
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Exer. 12.—Sound A in each force with each inflection at each pitch

in each description, etc.

(4) Stress. Short. Long.

(a) Minor or effusive :

' """""

(b) Radical or explosive

(c) Median or stoell :

(d) Terminal

:

(e) Tremor :

(/) Thorough :

(ff)
Circumjlex or radical

and terminal stress

combined

:

> > >

< < < <

Fig. 7.

Exer. 13.— Sound A in each stress in each force at each pitch in

each description, etc.

Fig. 8.

Formation,—Tongue and teeth in the A position, cheeks hollowed,

lips drawn in, oral aperture almost circulai-, its diameters half those

for A.
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V ' * i

Fiff. 9.

Tongue, teeth and cheeks in the () foi-m, lips protruded, oral

aperture reduced to half the size for O.

Fig. 10.

Place the tongue against the roof of the mouth, sink its fore-part

near the mid-arch of the hard palate, so that its tip rests
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upon the floor ; di-op the lower jaw about f the distance for A and

cover the teeth lightly with the li])s.

Fiy. 11.

From the i)osition for E move the tongue close to the front wall of

the mouth, bring the tee.li to about i the distance for E and draw

the lips sharply over them.

Exer. 14-.— Rei)eat exercises 6 to 13 for each primary.

Intermediatks.—(1) e (ei) is intermediate between I and E, as

in her.

(2) a (ah) is intermediate between E and A, as

in man.

(3) 6 (awe) is intermediate between A and 0, as

in form.

(4) u (ou) is intermediate between O and U.

Exer. 15.—Repeat exercises C to 13 for each intermediate.

Compounds.—(1) o (ow) is formed by coalescing A and U, as in

ho^v. house.

(2) i (eye) is formed by conleiscing A and I, as in

pine.

(3) oi is formed by coalescing O and i, as in

oil.

(4) u (you) is formed by coalescing I and U as in

tune.
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Exer. 16.—Kepeat exercises 6 to 13 for each compound.

Table I.

—

Articulation of Vowels.

TJ '' O '' A (") F ^ T n i ni

I

e'

I :

4

P —6^ — n
:

A TT
: 1 :

•
1

t

n '
' p

u

1

....1

TT r

I

!

t
: 1 :

I c

O '' A ' [/ '' 7 e £ 7i 07

Note.—The primary vowels are placed on the leaded, the compounds

on the hair, and the intermediates on the dotted lines. Hyphen is used

between syllables.

(
1
) Groups of two vowels :

(a) Proceed on the lines from left to right and reversely, vowel

on the left leading : I-U, I-O.

(b) Proceed from top to bottom and reversely, upper vowel lead-

ing : U-I, U-E.

Exer. 17.—Repeat exercises 6 to 13 for each group of two.

(2) Groups of three: Take the right angles : I-O-U, U-O-A, A-U-0,

0-U-I.
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Exer. 18.—Repeat exercises 6 to 13 for each group of three.

(3) Grroups of four. Proceed on the perpendiculars each in turn

leading: E-O-O-A, 0-0-A-E, 0-A-E-O, A-E-0-0.

Exer. 19.—Repeat exercises 6 to 13 for each group o: four.

CONSONANT SOUNDS.
1. Formation.—Beginning at tip of lips for P., the consonant for-

mation point moves backward to the base of the tongue and soft

palate for the gutturals H and Y (old English). The vertical

lines indicate that the lower letters have approximately the same

formation points as the upper. The word sibilant shows the

distinctive character of the letters so named. Of the liquids, m,

n, ng, are nasal, the rest oral. L is formed by holding the point

of the tongue on the D position, and driving the vocal current

round it, that is between the upper and the lower jaws : drop the

point of the tongue to form R. The regions of aspiration are the

teeth and back of the mouth, in both of which places the R can

be trilled. The figures show the medial positions for each group.

Fi-. 12

Labials or B Group.

Thin. Medial. Aspirate

Mutes. P.

1

E F. ~V

Sibilants. * (ps)

Liquids.
oral

Nasal. m.
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:".;,'. 13.

Peiital or D Group.

Fig.

Guttural or

14.

G Group.

Thin. >'edial.

G.

i

Aspirate.

K.

X.

\ H 12

W. N G. Wh. Kh.
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Table II.

—

Vowels and Consonants.

Note.—The liquids are in italics, the sibilants in small capitals,

the mutes ca])itals ; in the upper line the mutes are on the leaded, the

sibilants on the hair, aiid the liquids on the dotted lines.

p

u

] J m I^ \ TH ZH TH SH J CH D Z ' tl

: : ; : : :

: . : ! ! :

r s ) K X w G X 7iff
"
Sr wh rh H

A - —

E _ :

':
':

I

i

01

u

V

; ;

: ; ;

]
=" m I5 P s -]p ii Z z D CH J SH TII ZH TH II rh ivk ^' nj X 3 w X K

(1) Formation.—(1) Groups of two.—Proceed with each vowel

on the lines (a) from left to right and {b) reversely, the letters

on the left leading : (a) TJ P.

Exei'. 20. - Repeat exercises 6 to 13 for each group of two.

(2) Groups of three.—(a) Proceed from right to left, consonant

leading and repeated, PUP.
(b) Proceed from right to left taking consonants in the following

order, top and bottom, then reversely, bottom and top.

Exer. 21.—Repeat exercises 6 to 13 for each group of three.

2. Two Syllables:

(1) Formation.—(a) Duplicate exercise 20, first the vowel leading,

next the consonant : UP,-PU.

(6) Repeat groups of three in exercise 21 (a);

(c) Combine two groups in exercis3 21 (6).

Exer. 21.—Repeat exercises 6 to 13 for each group of two syllablep.
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ESKIMO OF HUDSON'S STRAIT.

BY F. F. PAYNE.

Much has been written of the Eskimo by navigatoi's and travellers

in Arctic and sub-Arctic Regions, and yet we find in almost every

writing at least something new to interest ns. In a short paper such

as this it would be useless attempting to describe all the customs and

habits common to the whole race that have so often been described

before, I shall, therefore, endeavour to confine myself as much as

possible to a description of the more interesting parts of the modes of

life of those met with on the shores of Hudson's iStrait, and more

especially those at Cape Prince of Wales, many of whom had not met

white men before, and with whom I lived during a period of thirteen

months.

During the winter months the Eskimo, or Inuite as they call them-

selves, ai*e found occupying the ground at prominent points along the

the coast. Here the ever changing tides flowing and returning break

up the ice and here the seals, on which they mainly subsist, are found.

The prevailing winds during these months being from the north-west,

snow is di'ifted to a great depth on the south-eastei-n sides of the hills.

This they take advantage of and soon after building their igloos many
of them are completely buried and are thereby well protected from

the wind. On visiting a village after a snowstorm I was struck with

its resemblance to a lot of mole hills. Nothing could be seen but a

little snow thrown up on each side of a hole by which a passage led to

the igloo ; on a near approach, however, windows were seen a little

below the surface from which the snow had been removed. Upon
entering some of those igloos, passage ways were found cut through

the drifted snow thereby connecting several of them, making it ap-

pear much like an underground village.

In these villages they live as long as possible, and will not leave

until they are compelled to do so through scarcity of food ; but at this

time, when a report comes in from another part of the coast that seals

are plentiful, they will sometimes leave in a body, and where an hour
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ago merry laughter could be heard, now you are only greeted with the

snarl of a stray dog that keeps well out of your way, or the caw of a

raven as it sits on a neighbouring rock watching you suspiciously.

About the month of March, most of the seals leaving the coast,

food becomes very scarce and many shifts are made. Hurried ex-

peditions are taken by the men witli their dogs along the shore, theii-

family sometimes accomi)anying them, but they are oftener left behind,

and the iinhappy look of a father as lie returns without success tells

plainly how much he feels for those dependent upon him.

As this month advanced at Cape Prince of Wales food became

scarcer and now, though at other times helping one another, it was a

matter with many of life and death and every man looked out for

himself and his family. If he secured a seal it was hidden as quickly

as possible. At this time the old and those weakened by starvation

and unable to move from place to place were left to their fate, though

should a party be so successful as to capture more than would supply

their immediate wants they retui^ied at once with food to those tliey

ha<l left behind.

Early in April, the weather becoming milder and tlie snow well

packed sleigh journeys are Qiade to distant parts of the coast and

seldom before this time do they undertake long tri[)s. At this time,

too, the deer come from inland to the coast and expeditions are made

to meet them, though few deer are taken until the end of the month.

The latter )iart of April, May, and June may be considered the

Eskimo's harvest time, for besides the deer lai-ge numbers of seals are

taken as they appear along the wide cracks that now form in the ice.

Towards the end of May, snow igloos melting away, the women may

be seen busily engaged in repairing the seal skin covering of their

tupeys which have been cached since the previous summer, and now,

while some are inland hunting deer, single families pitch their tupeys

at favourable places along the coast where the men spend most of the

time watching the ice for seals.

On May 23rd, four families left Cape Prince of Wales for a large

lake about one hundred and sixty miles to the southward. Here I

was informed they would remain throughout the summer living upon

deer, fish, and a kind of berry not found on the coast. This lake, by
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their own description, must be about one hundred and fifty miles in

length, and twenty-five miles broad, and apparently has never been

visited by civilized being.

Early in June all the hunters retiirned to the coast and immediately

commenced laying in a stock of walrus and seal meat, which was cut

into strips, sewn up in bags, made of the whole skin of a seal, and

cached.

On June 10th the first kyaks of the season were launched at Cape

Prince of Wales, and from this time until the end of August a sharp

lookout was kept for the white whale which gives a large supply of

food.

For the second time in the year the deer season commences about

August 20th and lasts a month, during which time some exceedingly

hard work is done to secure enough skins for clothing and bedding

for the winter.

During the latter part of September and until the sea is once more

covered with ice, about the end of November, walruses are hunted.

After this cl^ite tlie kyaks are put away, and until the ice is firm the

times are very hard ; and now the caches are opened and a large hole

is soon made in their small winter's stock of provisions. With empty

stomachs and leaky wigwams they exist until the latter pai't of

December, when once more they build snow igloos and winter life

begins again in earnest.

Besides the walrus, deer, seal and whale we might include all mam-

mals and birds found in this region as comprising the Eskimo's food sup-

ply, but as several are only eaten when they are starving we may con-

sider the following as a complete list of articles of food upon which

they subsist :—Bear, rabbit, fox, dog and lemming, duck, goose, loon,

young birds of all kinds, eggs, three or four species of fi.sh, clams,

mussels, shrimps, crayfish, one species of algae, the flowers of two, the

roots of two, and the berries of three different plants, besides the bark

of the willow, large quantities of which ai"e oaten in the spring. The

fox, dog, and lemming are only eaten in cases of extreme hunger, and

the hardest to swallow seems to be the former, which even the Eskimo

<log would not touch while scraps of dry seal skin were to be found.

In eating any vegetable food they usually preferred to dip it into oil

before swallowing. Quantities of seaweed are eaten especially during
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the winter months when other food is scarce, and this I am inclined

to think was the cause of the illness of several children, all of whom
were suffering gi-eat pain when little else was being eaten.

Cooked food is only partaken of as a change, though it might

became more generally used if fuel was i)lentiful. It was very

amusing to see them with old fruit cans boiling small j)ieces of seal

or other meat over a fire of small weeds. It was usually eaten half

cooked and thickly coated with ashes.

Apparently only two regular meals are eaten, one upon fii-st rising

in the morning and one just before retiring. At these meals they

might be seen each with a knife of some kind sitting round a .seal

with their share, taking first a piece of lean and then a ))iece of fiit as

we would eat bread and cheese, and, as might be supposed, their faces

did not present a very pretty appearance after these meals.

Much has been said of the Eskimo's improvidence and undoubtedly,

like most civilized beings, when food is plentiful they do eat more

than usual thereby becoming lazier and less inclined to hunt ; but it

may be said for the credit of those in Hud.son's Strait, excepting a

few, they would hunt and kill at almost any time, and not so much as

a handful of food was ever wasted.

Of original genius they seemed to possess little for although many

of their appliances for hunting and trapping are ingeniously made,

these have all been copied from those used by the same race, we may
say, centuries ago, and in proof of this statement it may be added that

where simple i-epairs were needed in traps and other implements, and

where parts of these had been lost they were quite incapable of em-

ploying other means to make them of i^ervice until shown by my men
or myself.

A marked difference is noticed in the quality of all mechanical

work done by the Eskimo of the north and south shores of the Strait,

especially in clothes by the women, and hunting implements and

carved work made by the men, those on the north shore doing far the

neatest and best work. This may be owing to the great demand for

these articles by the men of the whalers who are constantly barterinif

with them ; while those to the southwai'd never have a chance of do-

ing so, and are content with more roughly made articles for their own
use.
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Occasionally one would be found who showed far greatei" genius

than his fellows, and here we might instance a man named Cowktooian,

who, by the way, had lived many years on the north shore. With
the roughest tools he was seen to make some beautiful joints in wood

work, and on one occasion undertook to make the nipple of a gun, his

only tool being a file. He first filed a piece of steel to the requisite

shape, and then grinding one point of the file to the proper size for a

drill made a very neat hole through ib. Now, however, he was quite

unable to file a rough thread for the necessary screw and was obliged

to appeal to one of my men for aid.

The Eskimo cannot be said to excel in the finer arts, and yet we

find in them the inborn love of sketching and carving, only in the

latter, however, are they at all proficient. Good models of kyaks,

animals and birds in ivory are made especially on the north side of

the strait, where they seem to delight in vying with one another in

trying to make the smallest models. The art of drawing is confined

almo.st altogether to describing figures on the level surface of the snow

either with a piece of stick, or, in larger figures, with their feet, and

in several instances most correct drawings of their own people wei^e

made by slowly moving along with feet close together, raising a low

ridge of snow as an outline, and afterwards adding details most dex-

terously with one foot.

Perspective in drawing was a great mystery, and even those who

had been able to look at pictures upon the wall of my house every

day for a year could not understand it. Involuntarily their hands

would steal up to the picture and slowly ]jassing them over they would

feel for the objects that stood out from the background, while others

would shift their heads to look behind screens or doors in the picture.

Soon after our arrival at the Obsei'vatory a coloured life sized

picture of a child was put up just over my bed, directly facing the

window. It had not been there long when hearing a great commotion

I went to see what was the matter and found half a dozen faces

pressed against the window and all were calling " chiiuo, chimo,"

which is a kind of welcome, and nothing would persuade them it was

not real life until they had been allowed to examine it closely.

I am now reminded of a similar incident with a crying doll,

several of which I had brought up as presents fur the children. A
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few (lays after my arrival, and while a woman and her child were

looking in at the window I brought out one of these dolls, for the

first time, and, unseen, dressed it in a towel, and slowly brought it

towards the window. At first sight of it the woman's eyes opened

very widely as she stood wondering, but when I suddenly made it

squeak she did not wonder any more, but turned and fled.

Besides the means commonly employed in the chase by the Eskimo

in all parts of the Arctic Regions thei-e are doubtless others only

known or practised by those living in certain localities. At Cape

Prince of Wales the seals wei^e seldom captured at their holes in the

ice, but invariably along wide cracks, or in the water beyond the ice

where one man might be often seen scraping with his spear and

whistling in a low note while his companion lay at the edge of tlie

ice, and if there were any seals within hearing distance they were

always attracted to the spot, when rising quickly tlie Eskimo would

throw his spear with line attached and if quick enough would seldom

miss. The seal, however, is very active and often escapes by diving

before the harpoon i-eaches it.

The gun, with which many are supplied, has almost taken the

place of the bow and arrow, nevertheless they are still used by a few

in deer hunting, and while one takes up a position behind some stones

in one of the narrow passes of the hills others drive the deer towards

him. By this means a very close shot is obtained and I was informed

that often half the length of the arrow is buried in the deer's side.

The fish spear used in Greenland is also found here though seldom

used, the most common implement employed being a long handle

with an ordinary knife firmly tied near one end making a fork, one

prong of which is the end of the i-od, the other the blade of the

knife its sharpened edge turned inward. With this ugly weapon the

salmon are speared or, more properly speaking, are slashed and are

often found nearly cut in halves.

The net is also used here in catching fish in the smaller streams,

though the most common mode of trapping is by building walls of

stones shaped like a bag about six inches above the surface, and then

with sticks and stones splashing the water higher up the stream and

driving the fish into the trap.
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Some ingenuity is shown in setting the common steel fox-trap in

winter. A wall of snow about eighteen inches high is built in the

shape of half a circle the diameter of which is about two and a half

feet. Kear the centre from which the arc is drawn, the snow is first

well pressed. A hole the shape of the ti-ap is then dug with a knife

and the trap being let into it, it is carefully covered with a thin crust

of snow so that even if the fox does not actually tread upon the small

pan, part of tlie crust when broken will start the trap. In front, and

just under the wall small pieces of bait are placed so that in shifting

its position to take each piece of bait the fox is certain to tread upon

the trap.

The Eskimo's, amusements are few, and only in one or two do thej

seem to take much interest. Throwing the harpoon had the greatest

atti'action for the men, and often they might be seen taking their

turns at a mark in the snow. Wrestling and running are occa-

sionally indulged in, but the weaker side soon loses interest and gives

in. Mr. Stupart informs me that while he was stationed here a large

snow pleasui-e house was built, supported in its centre by a pillar of

snow. The only game noticed, in which they took part in this house,

was a kind of tilting, an ivory ring being suspended from the ceiling

through which the men tried to put their spears as they walked

quickly round the pillar.

During my stay here football was introduced, and in this they

appear to take more interest than in any other game. The bladder

of a walrus was well blown and then covered with leather making

an excellent football, and it was a novel sight to see them playing.

Men, women, aud children all took part in it, and no quarter was

allowed. Here a woman cariying her child on her back might b'^

seen running at full speed after the ball, and the next moment she

might be seen lying at full length with her naked child floundering

in the snow a few feet beyond her. A minute later the child would

be again in its place and nearly choking with laughter she would

be seen elbowing her way after the ball again.

Catching ti'out in the summer in the manner described affords

great amusement to the children and wild with excitement they

were often seen pursuing a poor unfortunate fish in a shallow stream.

The boys also spend a great deal of time in making small spears
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and otlier implements of the chase, and practise with one another in

throwing at a mark. Girls have their dolls and as with girls of

civilized parents they delight in playing house ; nor do they tire of

this until they are married, for often groups of girls of all ages might

be seen sitting in some sheltered spot in summer each having a house

formed only of a ring of stones a few inches in diameter in which

some short pieces of stick were lying while other pieces were propped

upright. These pieces of stick represented people, and they were

made to visit one another's houses while tlie owner kept up a con-

tinous flow of conversation for them.

Unlike the Indian the Eskimo is nearly always laughing, and even

in times of great distress it is not hard to make them smile. On one

occasion, with the intention of building a beacon in the shape of a

man, I pi'ocured the assistance of an Eskimo, and cutting out the

shape of a large head in wood I got my assistant to carry it to the

hill upon which I proposed to build the beacon. Without asking a

question he assisted me to build the man and place head and arms

upon it, nor did he undei-stand its meaning when a model of a gun

was placed between the arms. Finished it stood about nine feet high

and when the last stone was put up I led my assistant about a

hundred yards away and then turned him round to look at it.

Slowly his eyes opened widely, and then suddenly he burst into such a

fit of laughter I was almost afraid of him for he rolled upon the

ground. This beacon was built for the guidance of the relief ship.

As we find among civilized beings men much more conversant with

nature than their fellows so we find it with the Eskimo, and while

some know many of the stars, and other objects in the heavens

by name, others can hardly tell one from another. On the whole,

however they may be said to be keen observers of nature, for in

making collections of the birds, insects, and plants they were of great

assistance, and if an insect was shown them they could usually take

me where more of the same species might be found.

On the approach of summer they watched with interest its signs,

and often would bring to me insects which they believed were the

fii-st of the season. The first snow bunting that appeai-ad in the

spring was hailed with great joy, and in great ha.ste they came to in-

form me of its arrival.
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Traclmg with one another and with those at distant ^Js^'i'ts of the

coast is a common practice, the money standard used being a white

fox skin. Most of their furs however are sent by one or two trusted

traders to Captain Spicer's post on the north side of the strait and to

the Hudson's Bay Company's post at Fort Chimo, Ungava Bay, and

it is remarkable that, although these traders carry as many as thirty

or forty parcels of furs owned by different families, they seemed quite

able to remember on their return, to whom the goods they obtained in

exchange belonged, apparently the only note made being a few marks

with their teeth upon some of the articles.

It is generally supposed that the Indians and the Eskimo are conti-

nually at enmity with one another. This may be the case on the most

northern coast of America, but it is certainly not so with those living

on either the Labrador coast or Hudson's Strait all of whom
spoke in the highest terms of the Indian, or Udler, as they call them,

and several Eskimo were wearing articles they had purchased from

them when visiting Fort Chimo.

As it is the case with all, or most uncivilized races, many of the

senses are not well developed in the Eskimo. Pain, for iastunce,

under which we would groan is borne without flinching and in this

we had ample means of judging as I was called in to dress several

painful wounds. Deep cuts, too, made by the accidental slip of a

knife were simply bound up with a piece of sinew and no further

notice taken of them.

Their power of hearing is very good and it was often noticed that

sounds at a distance unheard by ourselves could be distinctly heard

by them.

Although many suffer with weak eyes their sight is wonderfully

keen, especially at long distances, as was often noticed by their being

able to count the seals upon the ice that appeared to us as small

specks seen very indistinctly. As the winter advanced many of them

became snow blind and all were affected more or less with the glitter

of the sun upon the snow. In one house visited three children were

found perfectly blind, and although we did all we could for them,

they did not recover their sight for nearly twenty days.

Regarding their sense of taste we need only remai-k, there was

nothing we would eat that they conld not i-elish, and much more we
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would not eat tliey almost wholly subsisted upon. Smoking they

dearly love, and the smallest scrap of tobacco is never wasted, even

the ash from their pipes is used as snufi", and the idea of expectorat-

ing when chewing tobacco is never thought of; and further, disgusting

though it is, the straw used in cleaning their ])ipe is always passed

between their lips after each cleaning.

Akhough the Eskimo are cool under ordinary circumstances they

become extremely nervous nndei- excitement, and at times were seen

trembling viole itly. This was noticed more especially when a walrus

had been killed, and others were in sight, when playing a game of

cai'ds, and when leaving hurriedly for another part of the coast where

seals had been reported.

Cleanliness, it may be said, is hardly known to the Eskimo unintlu-

enced by civilization, for to them apparently everything on earth is

clean ; nevertheless they would undoubtedb' be glad to keep the dirt

or dust off their bodies if they possessed such things as soap, towels,

and water at a temperature rather higher than the freezing point, or

we might say water at any temperature during the winter, for then it

is as much as they can do to melt enough snow for drinking. During

the warmest weather there was nothing they delighted in more than

washing their faces when we would give them soap, and it was

amusing to see them returning from a neighbouring stream laugh-

ing as they showed their faces to one another.

It is needless to repeat that the Eskimo will steal, for it is a

well established fact, yet it is interesting to note some of its effects.

Generally speaking all excepting the thief seemed to look upon the

act as a great joke when it did not affect themselves, and as far as

could be seen it is only fear that keeps them from stealing more

from one another. Repeatedly we were asked to guard their goods

while they made a journey, and every means possible are used to

hide their caches. If during hard times an Eskimo discovers a

cache his friends think it a great joke and all join in helping him

devour its contents. At the same time the thief stands a chance

of being punished by the owner.

During times when food was scarce they seemed to become care-

less and would then steal anything, and at one time some daring
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attempts at a raid upon my storehouse were made. In spite of a

watch being kept, and a warning issued to them that those attempt-

ing to force an entrance would stand a chance of being shot, wliile

going my rounds about midnight I was startled to see a number

rush out of the building with their hands full of provisions. They

had pried the door off the hinges as noiselessly as any professional

housebreaker, and now they made off as hard as possible. Deter-

mined to frighten them I started in hot pursuit, and when a short

distance from them fired several shots over their heads. For some

time after this they prowled about at night, and Ugaluk my favourite

Eskimo sbi-ongly advised us to always go out armed as several threats

had been made by his people to fire upon us if we tliwarted them

again. No further attempts, however, wei'e made and I feel con-

fident it was the bold front we showed that induced them to recon-

sider their threats.

Among those living at Cape Prince of Wales were three des-

perate charactei's who, some years ago, attacked ptrt of the ship-

wrecked crew of a whaler named " Kitty " while the)^ slept in a

tent on the shore not far from the observatory. At first they

treated them well, often bringing them food, but their blankets and

guns were too great a temptation, and with knives they despatched

them all, excepting one poor fellow whose feet had been badly frozen.

This man, strange to say, they took care of and Ugaluk my in-

formant said he lived with him in his father's igloo during the

winter, that both his feet came off, and he died in the following

spring. In the fray one Eskimo was shot dead, the rest escaping

without a wound.

Either from fear or seeking favour several Eskimo returned stolen

goods, but in each case they recpiested payment and were most indig-

nant when we refused to give them anything. Our best friend in

this way was a good looking girl name Checkooaloo who acted as our

detective and very often brought back ai'ticles stolen by her people.

Physically. the Eskimo do not seem as strong as civilized beings for

in many trials of strength with my men who were not above the

average in muscle development they were quite unable to cope with

them.
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In speaking of tlie moral side of the Eskimo's character it is need-

less to repeat the many disgusting stories that have been told so often.

It is sufficient to know that according to our standard of morality

they are immoral, but from what we know of other races we must

admit that they at least ai-e comparatively virtuous savages. Even

our morality in which we boast seems to have the effect of corrupting

what little virtue the savage possesses when it comes in contact with

him and we may say, nowhere is this so distinctly seen as among the

Eskimo. On the north side of the strait where vessels often call on

their way to and from Hudson's Bay exchange of wives is sometimes

practised, while on the south side, where there is little or no inter-

course with these vessels, such a thing was never heai'd of, and it is

well known to those interested that sailors who were allowed to act

much as they liked on the north side were met with virtuous scorn by

those living on the south shore.

At Cape Prince of Wales a few Eskimo had thi-ee wives, several

had two, but the greater number by far had only one, and there were

several old bachelors.

In nearly all cases the best hunters have the most wives, and a

widow who is the sti'ongest and best worker stands the best chance

of marrying again if she is so disposed, especially if she has sons, for

they are considered a source of strength to a household while

daughters are looked upon as a weakness.

Although in most cases a second wife is taken through affection for

her, in many instances it is imdoubtedly done in charity, and there is

one peculiar law or custom among those met with in the Strait that

may be worth relating. If a married Eskimo has been considered

only worthy of death for some offence the man who undertakes to

execute him becomes responsible for his wife and children. The

woman becomes the wife of the murderer, and her children are treated

with kindness by him. Two instances of this strange custom came

under my notice, one of which was that of my favourite Ugaluk who

informed me that some yeai's ago there lived a bad Eskimo who would

not work, but stole from everybody, and he undertook to do away

with him. While in friendly conversation he stabbed him and

cariying his body out on his kyak dropped it into the sea. His wife

and three children now live with Ugaluk, and although she stands in
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his estimation as second to his first wife she appears to be quite

happy, and during our stay here gave birth to her third child. A.

similar instance was met with at Cape Chudleigh, and in each case it

seemed to be understood that those who were benefited by the death

of these worthless fellows should give the executioner some assistance

in suppoi'ting his family.

One man who had three wives, I was informed by Ugaluk, would

have been content with one, but having no family he had married

a second and a third, and now, poor miserable wretch, he was hardly

able to supoort one, and all were childless.

Undoubtedly some of the matches between the sexes are arranged

by the pai-ents when their children are very young, nevertheless there

was a good deal of love making. This was especially noticeable in

the early summer when they were often seen together, and apparently

without asking leave of anybody several started their own igloos.

Much, however, as we dislike to think of it, it must be said, their love

is little more than that of the birds of the aii-, excepting in constancy.

Affection for one another they have, but such a thing as secrecy in

any of the many phases of love is hardly thought of.

As far as could be seen no such thing as a marriage ceremony is

performed. Girls marry at sixteen and even earlier, and when two

are agreed they can be happy together, they either stai't their own

igloo or the bride is received into the house of her husband's family

and there they might be seen, husbands and wives, brothers and

sisters all living happily together in one room or igloo.

The affection existing between parent and child is of the roughest

kind, and is very interesting to watch. Little display is noticeable,

and yet there appears to be intense earnestness in looking after the

child's welfare, while the child is a pattern of obedience to its parents.

The affection between husband and wife is much the same, but

rapidly wanes if one becomes useless in the support of the other.

Partly in natural affection and partly from selfish motives all help

one another, but it is a mistake to suppose that wlien a hunter

returns with success he immediately shares his catch with his neigh-

bours, for some were always found richer in food and household goods
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than others. The men in the.se wealthy families, as might be sii])posetl,

were either physically stronger or better hunters than their fellows.

Very few Eskiu.o who had become useless by age or accident were

met with and those that were seen appeared to be a great burden

upon tlieir people, and although they were treated with great kind-

ness wjiile food was plentiful it required no great prophet to predict

their death by starvation at any time when food was scarce.

Early in spring, when for many days we had not been visited by

an Eskimo, and supposing they had left this part of the coast, I

wandered over to a deserted village and entering an igloo was sur-

prised to find an old woman and her son apparently dying from starva-

tion, and from them learned that a crip}>led man and his child wei"e

^n the same condition in another igloo near by. Here was a worse

case than the first, for witli a little strengthening food we were en-

abled to move the woman and her son to an igloo near the station,

but the man was too far gone, nor would he allow his child to be

taken from him. Each day food, and a large piece of snow was put

by his side, and although unal)le to use his arms, his child, a little

girl three years old, fed him. Days went by and little improvement

could be noticed in his condition, and one afternoon when it had

been thawing I walked over to the igloo. Calling as usual as I ap-

proached, I received no answer, and coming nearer found the roof of

the igloo had fallen in, and there he lay with marbled face, his eyes

now fixed and turned to space, and his child lay sleeping by him.

Wrapped in his bedding we placed the body between a crevice in the

rock and covered it with stones, this being the usual mode of burial

with the Eskimo. The child was given in charge of tlie woman and

sou, and for some time all were dependent upon us for food. Througli

neglect the child soon died, and this recalls to my mind a sad scene,

but it is needless to relate it here.

Eskimo opinions upon theological questions are not easily obtained

and undoubtedly their faith in all their beliefs is extremely weak, for

when asked to explain they would laugh and would tell you they

only pei'formed any of their rites because other Eskimo did so.

Another difiiculty to contend with is their extreme shyness or fear of

being laughed at, for on this point they are most sensitive.
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As far as could be learned tbey believe in a supreme spirit who

rules over the earth and sky, and some minor spirits who rule the

tides and other changes in nature, wdth whom their Angekok has

power to converse.

Of a future life they believed in a heaven and a hell, the former to

be a place where those go who do not lie and are good. This place is

southward where the sky and earth meet, where there is no snow,

plenty to eat, and no work to be done. Hell is a place where the

Avicked go especially those who have told lies and have done wrong to

their fellows. Here it is always snowing, is very cold, and those that

go there have to work as they did upon this earth.

The Angekok is only a man or woman rather shrewder than their

fellows who exhorts the spirits to do whatever the people want, for

which service they are paid. They are treated with little or no

deference by their people excepting at times when they are employed.

An Angekok, who often tried to make me believe he was better than

his people, was entrapped by the rising tide one day while gathering

seaweed, and in spite of his influence with the spirits the tide con-

tinued to rise driving him back under a steep ice cliff, and being un-

able to scale it he perished miserably.

During my stay in the Strait they we)'e never seen praying but

Ugaluk who often saw us at our prayers when told to whom we were

praying said his people did the same.

One of their most interesting and peculiar religious customs is the

offering of food and other things to the spirits. By the graves of

many of their dead were found scraps of food, tobacco, powdei", shot

and other articles and at first it was supposed that these were offered

only to those who had died. To my surprise, however, a numljer of

like articles w^ere found upon the beacon we had built in the shape of

a man. Still more surprising was the fact that when we found two

cannons upon the shore near Cape Prince of Wales, that had un-

doubtedly been left by some of the early explorers, and standing

them on end a quantity of bullets, shot, and other rubbish rolled

out. On enquiry as to how this had got there I was informed it

had been given as an offering to the spirits.
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Amulets though believed in are not much used, and only one

Inuit was seen weai-ing one. This was Checkooaloo a sister of

Ugaluk's who had a small piece of carved wood firmly sewn to her

dress, and the only answer we could get from her as to its use

was : she would " be no good " if she lost it. A. similar piece of

wood was found carefully protected with stones by the side of

a grave.

Here, as elsewhere, the Eskimo take two days i-est after killing

a walrus, and become very indignant if asked to do work during

this time.

During the walrus season they will not put needle into deer skin

and, although often pressed, nothing would induce them to do so.

Nor will they sew anything when one of the family is ill.

When a seal is killed a little fresh water is spi-inkled over it

before it is cut up, this custom, however, they would not always

carry out, and if done in our presence would explain with a look

of bashfulness that other Inuite always did so.

Walking along the shore near low tide mark with some young

Eskimo who were gathering shellfish, I was surj^rised to find one

of the young women would not pick any of them up although 1

had often seen her do so before. Nothing would induce her to touch

them for she said she would be " no good " if slie did so for a

few days.

The graves of the Eskimo are found everywhere along the coast,

some well built over with stones while othei'S only show where

the body was laid, the bones being scattered in every direction.

The favorite place of buiial is an island where the foxes and wolves

cannot get at the bodies, and near Cape Prince of Wales an island,

about ten acres in area, was seen litei'ally covered with graves
;

and monuments ten feet high were erected here and there through-

out it. These were evidently built for service in common, and

like our beacon were covered with scraps of food.
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Many other religious customs common to the race were noticed,

but as nothing dissimilar was seen in them it is needless to relate

them as they have often been told before.

Although Mr. Rink lias shewn the Eskimo are rich, in legendry,

only one legend that was at all connected could be understood by our-

selves. This was told by Ugaluk, and ran as follows : Not many
years ago there lived a Cubloonack, or whiteman, on the eastern

shore of Hudson's Bay where there were lots of Inuite and a few

Udlers, or Indians. This Cubloonack was a very bad man, and

used to speak to a lot of them, and taught them to sing different

songs. One day an Udler came into the village and the Cubloonack

caught him and calling all the Inuite about him he tied the Udler

to a stake, and piling weeds and brush about it burned him alive.

Nearly every day he used to walk up a hill by a circuitous path

and as he walked he sang songs, all the Eskimos following in pro-

cession and when they reached the top of the hill he would talk

to them about the sky. One day when the procession had gone

up half way the Inuite refused to go any further so the Cu-

bloonack went on alone, and he was never seen again, but they

wei'e sure he weiit up to the sky.

It is to be regretted that owing to our time being taken up

with other matters while in the Strait little can be added to our

present knowledge of the language ; it may be worth noting, how-

ever, that although there is so little communication between the

north and south shore of the Strait' there is greater similarity in

the pronunciation than there is between those living at Cape Prince

of Wales and Cape Chudleigh. The chief difference in all cases

being the use or disuse of the final sound of k which is one of

the main characteristics of the Eskimo language. As for instance

at North Bluff the Eskimo say nannoo (beai-) whilst at Cape Prince

of Wales it is pi'onunced nannook.

Wonderful though it is that the language remains so intact, it

does not seem to be generally known what communication there is

between the Eskimo at one place and those at a distant part of the

coast. Regarding this I can only instance the case of one man
who, with his family, I met at Cape Prince of Wales. This man
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not long ago, had lived far up Fox Channel and had crossed the

Strait with a number of others in an oniiak or large seal skin

boat. Another man who lived nearly two hundred miles to the

westward made the journey four times in the spring of 1886 travel-

ling nearly eight hundred miles with his wife and child, It is a

common thing to run down to Fort Chimo a distance, there and

return, of six hundred miles and a brother of my favorite Eskimo

Ugaluk returned in ten days as I received a dated letter written

on the day he stai'ted.

In conclusion we may add that in spite of many revolting cus-

toms of the Eskimo, after living with them for some time we are

forced to conclude that a civilized being transported to these regions

and living under the same circumstances would soon adopt much the

same mode of life. Remembering this and considering many fine

traits in their character, savages though they are, we cannot help look-

ing upon them as fellow beings in the same race for life, and

consequently loving them.
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THE BLACKFOOT SUN-DANCE.

BY REV. JOHN M LEAN, M.A., BLOOD RESERVE, ALBERTA.

The most important sacred festival of the Blackfeet is the Sun-

Dance. In the native language it is called Okan, a word whose

meanin-^ is now entirely lost. It is known amongst the white people

as the Medicine-Dance or Sun-Dance. This arises from the fact that

Natos, the sun, when combined with other words is also translated

medicine, referring to the spiritual ceremonies of the medical priest-

hood. In the native religion of the Indians its true signification is

holy or divine. As examples of these distinctions we have, Natos-

aumuqka, medicine-i-unner, Natoapsinaksin, the divine book, the

sun-book, the Bible, Natcyetcistcikwg, the holy day—the sun-day

—the Sabbath.

. As these Indians have borrowed some of their ceremonies from the

Sionx Indians, and the natives of Yucatan still hold the religious

festival of the Sun-Dance, it may have happened that in the dim past

they adopted this festival and modified it to suit themselves. A
festival of nearly similar impoi't is celebrated amongst the Crees

named the Thirst-Dance. The records of tradition state that an old

woman had a sick child which she loved tenderly. In her anxiety

for its recovery, she prayed incessantly to Natos for help in her dis-

tress. One evening as she slept, Natos appeared to her in a dream,

and told her that if she would build a Sun-lodge and make sacrifices

to him, the child wonld get well. She awoke, and told her people of

the wonderful vision, the lodge was erected, the festival was held,

and the child recovered. Since that period, the Sun-Dance has been

annually held. The time for the celebration of this festival is when

the wild-fruit is ripe, at the end of July or early in August. Seven

days is the length of time it is generally held, although this is some-

times shortened. The object of this festival is twofold, namely

:

military and religious. It is chiefly a sacred assembly, and con-

stitutes a part of their native religious system. A virtuous woman
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jiie tribe during the year has passed through some trying ordeal,

and in accordance with lier religious ideas and desires, has prayed to

Natos for health for herself or some of her relations, and has vowed

to Natos, that if her pi'ayers are answered, she will become responsible

for the annual celebration of the Sun-Dance.

The announcement having been made, the young men repair to the

woods to procure the necessary materials to build the lodge. When
it is cut, lariats are fastened around it, and it is dragged along the

ground to its destination by young men on horseback, amid the ex-

ultations of their comrades, who as they ride singing and shouting,

shoot incessantly with their guns into the logs. A level piece of

ground is selected near the middle of the camp and the erection of the

lodge is joyfully undertaken. The lodge is circular in form and of

various dimensions. Those that I have seen among the Blood Indians

were aVjout thirty feet in diameter. In the centre stands the sacred

pole from the top of which, heavy ridge })oles extend to the sid*.'S>

which are about five feet in height, strong supports are placed around

the sides, the spaces intervening being filled with light brushwood.

There is a large main entrance and a lesser one. Opposite the m in

entrance and against the side of the lodge is the bower for the wom^n

and her husband who have undertaken the celebration of the festival.

At the foot of the sacred pole burns the sacred fire. At the left of

the bower facing the main entrance a band of young men sit beating

on drums as an accompaniment of the ceremonies, in the centre sit the

chiefs near the sacred pole, and all around the sides the general

assemblage is arranged as participants in the rites or mei-ely as

onlookers of a strange scene of a decaying religion and civilization.

In the interests of science I have attended four Sun-Dances and taken

extensive notes of all I saw, and a description of one of these will

illustrate the prevailing ideas of the Indians. As the influences of

religion and civilization are slowly undermining the native religious

system, in a few years the celebration of this festival will become a

thing of the past, and the opjioi-tunity for recording these religious

customs will be gone.

On a warm day in the latter part of July, I visited the Blood

Indian camp, and found the Sun-lodge as already described. There

were by actual count one hundred and ninety-eight lodges, comprising

about two thousand souls. An old man was riding through the
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camp calling upon the people to attend the ceremonies. In a lodge

near at hand, a medicine man was decorating the persons who were

to undergo the rite of torture. I noticed that in arranging the head-

dress, before placing it on the head of each individual he passed his

hand around it four times as he prayed. This was peculiarly signifi-

cant, as it showed that these people in common with the Sioux and

many other Indians regard the number four as a sacred number.

This can be easily traced through their mythology, religious, social

and 23olitical customs. In the Sun-lodge the sacred fire was burning,

and this was used by the people for lighting their pipes. No child or

woman was allowed to supply the fuel, but young men who had per-

formed some valorous deed, especially the stealing of horses from a

hostile tribe felt it to be an honor to attend to this duty, and none

but the brave were qualified for this work. On the sacred pole was

placed in the form of a cross X ^^^ bundles of small brushwood taken

from the birch-tree. The pole was decorated with sacrifices of cloth-

ing and various kinds of Indian goods to Natos. The cross evidently

refers to the four winds, from its four points, and is not borrowed

from the Christian religion, as these people used this symbol before

they came in contact with the white men, or had any knowledge of

Christianity, besides being very superstitious about adopting any of

the rites or symbols of the religion of the pale-face, and incorporating

it with their own. In the bower made of light brushwood sat the

woman who organized the lodge, her husband and a medicine man.

These persons were fasting and praying, and during the full term of

the continuance of the ceremonies, very little food was partaken. In

the mornings they were allowed a short smoke, and a little water,

and in the evenings a few of their friends brought a small quantity of

food hidden under their blankets, and without exposing it to view, it

was eaten in silence. The medicine man had a crown of leaves upon

his head, his body painted, and without any clothing, save a long

strip around his loins. At short intervals he arose and danced keep-

ing time to the motions of his body, with a small bone whistle, which

he blew upon incessantly, producing a series of monotonous sounds.

In the evening the woman prayed to Natos for good health for the

people, protection in danger, good crops and a bountiful harvest of

wild fruits. The virgins came in the evening and prnyed for a long

time for blessings from Natos. During the day, the ceremonies con-
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sisted of dramatic representations of heroic adventures by single

individuals, and contests with the Crow and Sioux Indians by war-

parties. One chief borrowed several guns from his friends, and a

large number of Indian war implements and native trinkets. Stepping

forward that all the people might see him, amid profound silence, he

addi'essed the assemVjlage. Holding a gun aloft he told how in a

contest with an enemy, he had slain him and taken his gun. The

band of musicians beat on their tom-toms in token of applause. Each

article that he had, represented his vai-ious victories, and each had its

separate stoiy, which was narrated as the first, and the same routine

gone through. When he had finished, the whole assemblage joined

the musicians in applauding the speaker. Many wariiors during the

day related their brave deeds in the same mannei*.

Sham fights were engaged in, which were I'epresentations of actual

battles. Five or six warriors appeared as Crow Indians and the same

or a less number were the Blood Indian warriors. A single hoi-se

represented that they had been on horseback, and this was decked in

its war-paint. One of the men, the hero of the battle, acted as instruc-

tor of the ceremonies to the others. Four times they entered the

lodge, and then the fight began. They fired their guns over the heads

of the people, the Crow Indians fell one by one, and when they had

been scalped amid the laughter and applause of the audience, the

scene was at an end. Berries cooked in fat were brought in by the

women in pails and pots, and for a short time eating, smoking and

conversation were the duties of the hour. Occasionally some old lady

would call out the name of a young man, and declare his noble

qualities before the people, and another would urge the young men to

emulate the heroic deeds of their fathers and go to war.

Presents of bracelets, finger-rings and ear-rings were made to some

of the women. The chief warrior carried in his hand the sacred pipe,

which he first held aloft with the stem toward the Sun, that Natos

might have the first-fruits of everything, and still holding it, stem

toward the chiefs, each was allowed to take a smoke. The pipe was

beautifully ornamented, and was used only at the Sun-Dance. Some

of these pipes ai-e of great value, the one which I saw costing fifteen

of the best horses in the tribe, and these were used for hunting the

bufialo. The women have one important ceremony to jierform, namely:

the prepai'ation of the tongues. In former years when bufialo were
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in abundance as many as two thousand buffalo tongues were used at

a single Sun-Dance ; now, the Indians have to be contented with two

hundred tongues of domestic cattle. These are slightly boiled and

dried, cut in slices very carefully, taken in sacks to the Sun-lodge and

guarded by two young men. This rite partakes of the nature of a

sacrament. None but virtuous women are allowed to go up and

take a piece of tongue. After the persons devoted to Natos partake,

the tongues are distributed amongst the people, as a religious ceremony.

As I stood outside the lodge, a young Indian friend of mine, went

to an old medicine-woman and presented his sacrifice to Natos.

During the year he had gone on a horse-stealing expedition and as is

customary on such occasions had prayed tj Natos for protection and

success, offering himself to his god if his prayers were answered. He
had been successful and he now presented himself as a sacrifice.

The old woman took his hand held it towax'd the Sun and prayed,

then laying a finger on a block of wood she severed it with one blow

from a knife and deer's horn scraper. She held the portion of the

finger cut off toward the Sun and dedicated that to him as the young

man's saci'ifice. The chief attraction to the pale-face is what has been

ignorantly termed "making braves." I desired very much to see

this ceremony once, that I might know the facts from personal observ-

ation, and draw my own conclusions after conversing with the Indians.

Two young men having their whole bodies painted, wearing the

loin-cloth only, and with wreaths of leaves around their heads, aakles

and wrists, stepped into the centre of the lodge. A blanket

and a pillow were laid on the ground, and one of the young men
stretched himself upon them. As he lay, an old man came for-

ward and stood over him and then in an earnest speech told the

people of the brave deeds, and noble heart of the young man. In

the enumeration of his virtues and noble deeds, after each separate

statement the musicians beat applause. When the aged orator ceased,

the young man arose, placed his hands upon the old man's shoulders,

and drew them downward, as a sign of gratitude for the favoi-able

things said about him. He lay down, and four men held him while

a fifth made the incisions in his breast and back. Two places were

marked in each breast denoting the position and width of each

incision. This being done, the wooden skewers being in readiness, a

double edged knife was held in the hand, the point touching the
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flesh, a small piece of wood was placed on the under side to receive

the point of the knife when it had gone through, and the flesh was

drawn out the desired length for the knife to |)iei'ce. A quick pres-

sure and the incision was made, the piece of wood was removed, and

the skewer inserted from the under-side as the knife was V)eing taken

out. When the skewer was properly inserted, it was beaten down

with the palm of the hand of the operator, that it might remain firmly

in its place. This being done to each breast, with a single skewer

for each, strong enough to tear away the flesh, and long enough to

hold the lariats fastened to the top of the sacred polo, a double

incision was made on the back of the left shoulder, to the skewer of

which was fastened an Indian drum. The work being pronounced

good by the persons engaged in the operation, the young man arose,

and one of the operators fastened the lariats giving them two or

three jerks to bring them into position.

The young man went up to the sacred pole, and while liis counten-

ance Avas exceedingly pale, and his frame trembling with emotion,

threw his arms around it, and prayed earnestly for strength to pass

successfully through the trying ordeal. His prayer ended he moved

backward until the flesh was fully extended, and jilacing a small bone

whistle in his mouth, he blew continuously upon it a series of short

sharp sounds, while he threw himself backward, and danced until the

flesh gave way and he fell. Previous to his tearing himself free from

the lai'iats, he seized the dnnn with both hands and with a sudden

pull tore the flesh on his back, dashing the drum to the ground amid

the applause of the joeople. As he lay on the ground, the operators

examined his wounds, cut off" the flesh that was hanging loosely, and

the ceremony was at an end. In former years the head of a buffalo

was fastened by a rope to the back of the person undei-going the

feat of self-immolation, but now a drum is used for that purpose.

From two to five persons undergo this torture every Sun-Dance.

Its object is military and religious. It admits the young man into

the noble band of warriors, whereby he gains the esteem of his fellows,

and opens up the path to fortune and fame. But it is chiefly a

religious rite. In a time of sickness, or danger, or in starting upon

some dangerous expedition, the young man prays to Natos for help,

and promises to give himself to Natos if his prayers are answered.

Upon his return, when the Annual Sun-Dance is held, he fulfils his
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VOW, gives himself to his god, and thus performs a twofold duty. Of

course the applause of the people and the exhibition of courage are

important factors in this rite, but its chief feature is a religious one.

Instead of being a time of feasting and pleasure, the Sun-Dance is a

military and religious festival, in connection with which there are

occasions for joy, and the feast enhances the pleasui'e.

It is impossible to obtain accurately the interpretation of the Sun-

lodge ceremonies without a knowledge of the language, as the speeches

made explain much that would otherwise be misunderstood. Often-

times the entire assemblage will burst forth in songs of thanksgiving,

and again a famous wai-rior will sing aloud the praises of a young

man or some brave kinsman who merits the plaudits of his tribe.

This is a kind of chant in which the name and noble deeds ai-e spoken

of, and a tune accompanies or follows the oration.

Prayer is made to Natos only, and everything in Okan is sacred to

him. The influence of this festival upon the hearts of the people is

such that it keeps alive their native religion, and excites their passion

for military glory.
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PECULIARITIES AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS
OF THE GAELIC LANGUAGE.

BY DAVID SPENCE.

It is remai-kable that for more than a thousand years, the Saxon

and the Kelt should have lived together in the same islands with

scarcely any accurate knowledge of each other's institutions—still

less of each other's language. This fact appears still more remark-

able when we consider that in some places the races are sepai'ated by

small mountain ranges only, in some by streams, and in others by

imaginary lines, English being spoken on the one side, and Gaelic on

the other. Till very recently there has been scarcely an instance of a

Saxon whose curiosity has been excited to know something about the

language of the people to the north and west of him. It has been

generally treated as a mere jargon, unworthy the serious attention of

any man of sense. I shall try to shew, as briefly as possible, that it

is one of the most important branches of the old Aryan speech, and

nearer the old forms than any other European language. It has a

gieat deal in common with English, although this does not appear on

the surface. In using the Indo-European forms for comparison, I

have drawn la)-gely from Skeat's Etymological Dictionary.

Before proceeding, however, to such comparison, I wish to direct

attention to a few peculiarities of the language itself. A difference

in the mode of thought has impressed itself upon many of its forms.

To an English ear its idioms are often incomprehensible. A High-

lander, for instance, may say : Tha mi jxiiteach, I am thirsty ; the

ordinary form, however is : Tha am 2JO,thadh orm, the thirst is on me.

Similar forms are used in speaking of hunger, fear, sleep, etc. A
young man may say to his sweetheart : Tha gradh again ort, I have

love on thee ; analysed more closely, it would read . There is love at

me on thee.

In describing a man's office or qualities, good or bad, a very

singular form is used. In place of saying He is a king, a Highlander
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will say, He is in liis king, TJm e 'na righ, or, It is a king that is in

him, Is e righ a tha ann. She is a good woman, is expressed in Gaelic

by the phrase : She is in her good woman, or, It is a good woman that

is in her ; Is bean mhath a tha innte. It is not easy to explain how

such a form as this came to be used. Perhaps when the language

was in process of formation, the ideas of the people in regard to

personal identity may have been unsettled. The doctrine of the

transmigration of souls and the facility with which, it was believed,

witches and others could transform themselves into hares and other

animals, may have led to a belief that bodies were not always possessed

by the same spirit. It was a common superstition which is perhaps not

yet wholly extinct, that there were " little 'men" living in the hills, at

times invisible, who, after stealing children, would transform them-

selves into their exact image, so that the mothers would take them for

their own and nurse them tenderly at the breast until some Jiosaiche,

or seer, would shew them that they were nursing some toothless,

grey-haired old man from some neighbouring hill or truth. These

legends regarding the hill dwellers or fairies, may have a historical

basis, and may be a shadowy remembrance in the mind of the Gaelic

race of the aborigines of the west of Europe, whom they, on their

arrival, displaced. In Gaelic the idea of possession or ownership is

expressed by that of proximity. Tha sgian agam—the knife is at

me. That knife is mine, is in Gaelic, Is leams% an sgian sin, It is

with me that knife is.

In Gaelic, changes may take place either at the beginning or at the

end of a word, and the meaning may be much cha,nged by what is

called aspiration. For instance, tog means lift ; thog, lifted. The

possessive adjective a may be masculine or feminine, but this is

determined by the form of the following word, as a ceann, her head,

a cheann, his head. In Welsh, on the other hand, the word after the

feminine adjective is aspirated. It is now known that these changes

in the old language depended on other causes.

Gaelic and Irish ai"e so nearly alike that, although the two races

have been separated for perhaps thirteen hundred years, any intelli-

gent, educated Highlander can read Irish almost as easily as he can

his own language. Manx is also the same language written phone-

tically. Welsh, Cornish, and Breton, form a group distinct from, but

closely allied to, Gaelic and Irish.
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I shall HOW take the Gaelic names of some conspicuous and well

known natui'al objects and actions common to the whole Aiyan race,

and endeavour to shew, by comparing them with other Aryan forms,

how accurately they have been preserved by the Gaelic speaking

people.

Words Relating to Heat and Light.

• Heat and light having been known to all the families of the Aryan

i-ace, it might be expected that its different branches would carry the

original names of these elements with them to their new aVjodes.

In Sanscrit, Gharma (from the Aryan root, <jhar, gar, to sliine,

to heat) means warm, hot. In Gaelic, yar means to warm : Gar

do lamhan, warm your hands
;

ghar e 'lamhan, he warmeel his

hands." In Sanscrit, gh7-i, means to shine, to heat ; in Gaelic the

word for sun is grian, a yhrian, the sun
;
griosach in Gaelic is hot

embers ; In Sanscrit, sura is the word for sun, the shiner, as grian is

the shiner in Gaelic, sura being from sv}ar, to shine, as sol, the sun,

is from the cognate swal, to shine. Now, the Gaelic word for light is

solus, evidently c amested with sol, the sun, and suhiI, to .shine.

Soillsich is one Gaelic wo;d, meaning to shine, connected Avith swaK

to shine; suil an eye, and seall, or seoll, to look, ai-e of the same

family. Helios, the Greek for sun, and haul, the Welsh word peem to

be connected. Another Gaelic word for shine is dearsadh ; and deal-

rndh, which is slightly different in meaning, seems to be the same

word, as r and I easily glide into each other, like swar and swal ; sur

and sol. The pronunciation of dealradh is peculiar; it is like

djealradh : dealanach, lightning, is a word of the same group and is

Ijronounc )d in a similar manner ; both being ijrobaV>ly from the root

ghar or qhal, to shine.

There is a remai-kable similarity between the Gaelic soi, a particle

used in composition, meaning good or easily done, and the Greek

particle eu, which, a learned friend connected with this Institute

informs me, was originally seu. The particle in Gaelic expressive of

the I'everse of this, is di or do, like the Greek dys. Soi-sguel in

Gaelic means good tidings ; soilleir in Gaelic means what can be seen,

leir meaning to see ; doleir, dark, what cannot be seen ; saoidh means

good, brave men ; daoi, Vjad, wicked men
;
perhaps dorclia, dark, may

be formed in the same manner from do and a root arg, akin to Aryan
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ruk, light. Arguna, Sanscrit ; argentuni, Latin ; argyros, Greek, and

airgiod, Gaelic, the various names for silver, are cognate forms, the

arg in each case expressing the idea of shining, so that in these

languages silver must have been regarded as the shining metal.

Another Indo-European root signifying to shine is dhv or div ;

Sanscrit, deva, a god. This root has also been well preserved in

Gaelic. Dia, god is evidently from this root and j)erhaps deamhan,

devil. Old Gaelic for day was dia, the same as god ; modern Gaelic

for to-day is diugh, and for yesterday, de ; Welsh has dyw, for both

day and god. These Keltic words are as near the Aryan forms as

Zeus, Deus, Theos. These words may point to a time when the sun,

and perhaps light, were objects of worship.

Words Relating to Water.

The Gaelic uisge, again, seems to be more nearly related to Sans-

crit udan, and to the original root-form ud, lis (to well, to gush) than

any of the European forms, liydor, unda, (wave), wasser.

It is possible that uth, a cow's udder, (pronounced like oo in goose)

is connected with uisge and with ud.

In the word sruth (prcnounced sru) a stream or river, Gaelic has

preserved almost intact the original root-form sr^l, which had pre-

cisely the same meaning.

In this connection may be mentioned the Aryan verb snigh, to

wet, to snow, and the form sneah, moisture, represented in Gaelic by

snidhe or- snighe, meaning a tear, or rain coming through the roof.

For example : Tha snidh air mo shuil,—the tear is on my eye.

The English snow is in Gaelic, sneachd.

A most interesting form is that of the Gaelic word snamh (pro-

nounced s'uav) meaning to swim, float, bathe. Kindred forms ai-e

Sanscrit nau, Greek naus, Latin navis, a ship, all, according to Skeat,

from an Aryan root ka or 7ia which again, is from an older stem, sna,

to float, to swim, to bathe. It will be here remarked that the initial

s, which has disappeared in the other Aryan tongues, is in Gaelic

retained. Thus, to-day, in the popular speech of the remotest corner

of the Hebrides, this veneiable form preserves the sound and the

meaning which it had, thousands of years ago on the plains of Asia.
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Words Relating to Hearing and Speaking.

The Aryan roots kru and klu. to hear, are preserved almost intact

in the Gaelic words, cluas, ear, cluin, hear ; claisteachd, the sense of

hearing, and in cliu, renown; the Latin c/^<ere and the Greek khi-ein,

to hear, are nearly the same in both form and sense.

It is remarkable that the two forms of the Aryan root rak and lak,

to speak, and the Sanscrit lap, to speak, should both be preserved in

Gaelic : lahh-air, speak ; radh, saying. " Is Jior an radh so,"—this is

a true saying.

Names of Various Objects.

When Skeat traces the words share, .shear, shore, and scores of

other woi'ds to the Aiyan root skar, and to tlie base ska, he does not

seem to know that ska7' or sgar, used in exactly the same sense, is one

of the commonest words in the living language of Ireland and the

Highlands of Scotland. For example :
" Sgaraidh e iad o cheile

amhuil a sgaras buachaill na caoraich o na gabJiraibh,"—" He shall

separate them one from another, as a shepherd separateth the sheep

from the goats." The base sga may be found in hundreds of words,

such as sgap, scatter ; sgoilt, split ; sgireachd, parish ; sgath, lop and

sgian, knife.

Is it a mere accident that thin is ton-win Sanscrit ; tana in Gaelic;

and ten-uis in Latin ; all appai'ently from the root ta to stretch ? Can

it be a mere chance that the i-oot tar or thar and the variant tra, to go

over or through, and the Sanscrit tri, through, should have so many
corresponding terms in Gaelic, identical in meaning and form, as

thar, across {thar a chuian, across the ocean) trid, through and

tarsuing across; tarsnati, the rung of a ladder or any cross beam?

Lagh, lag, the Aiyan root meaning to lie down. In Gaelic, laigh

is to lie down ; lagh is law in Gaelic, i.e., a thing settled or laid

down, like the Latin leg-s.

The dog must have been domesticated before the Gaelic-speaking

people left the original seats of the Aryan race, as his name in

Sanscrit is cvan or cuan ; in Greek, Kuon ; in Gaelic, cu ; and in

Latin canis.

The importance of this language for philological purposes cannot be

over-estimated. The various branches of the Old Aryan race both in

Asia and on the continent of I'vurope, have been so disturbed and
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mixed that the languages must necessarily have been greatly changed

and broken up, while the people in the Highlands and in Ireland have

been so isolated that their branch of the old language has been, as it

were, bottled up, sealed and preserved for the use of the philologist.

Words change but little when spoken by the same race, bub when

pronounced by alien lips they may change so as not to be recognized.

The names, Dumbarton and Stirling, in Scotland, conceal their mean-

ing when pronounced by Englishmen, but when pronounced by the

Gael, they are still Dunhreaton, the Briton's fort, and Sruithlia, the

rock stream.

The Gaelic system of orthography is so different from the English,

that English scholars have been deterred from studying it. The

Germans have been the great pioneex's in this as in many other

studies. It is to be hoped that, they having cleared the way, British

philologists will follow, and take a share of the honour of working

this interesting mine so lone neglected.
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THE CAVES AND POTHOLES AT ROCKVVOOD,
ONTARIO.

BY PROF. J. HOYES PANTON, M. A., F. G. S.

Some time ago while on h trip to Rockwood, with students of

Geology from the Agricultural (.Jollege, for the purpose of showing

them some examples of how water acts upon limestone I was forcibly

impressed by a most interesting sei-ies of Potholes found in that

district, not far from where the somewhat well known caves are seen.

So impressive were these phenomena, that for three consecutive

holidays, the students made their way to Rockwood, and on two of

the occasions, were accompanied by mysi'lf.

A thorough examination of the locality was made, and data collect-

ed, which I purpose placing before you this evening, and which should

be interesting to a Society that has been established for the purpose

of developing the history of our Province whether it be written upon

the rocks or pages of a more perishable character.

In treating the subject, the following divisions are naturally i)re-

sented :— 1. The location of the Caves and Potholes ; 2. A description

of them ; 3. An explanation of their formation ; 4. Theories concern-

ing the origin of the phenomena, that caused their formation.

1.

—

Location.

Rockwood is a small village on the line of the Grand Trunk Rail-

way, situated about 8 miles east of Guelph, and 42 west of Toronto.

Leaving the station and proceeding in the direction of the village,

you very soon observe that you are in a place well named—Rockwood,

from the amount of I'ock in the vicinity. Along the river, which

passes through the village are striking exposures of rock, at some

places escarpments 50 to 70 feet high made up largely of massive

layers of Magnesian limestone, belonging to the Niagara formation of

the Silurian system. Fossils are not numerous, Crinoid^ stems are by
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fai' the most common ; a few shells occui^, and some fragments of

coral, especially the genus Favosites. The fragmentary remains of

the Orthoceras are seen at some places, but the fossils are neither

common enough, nor so well defined as to work up the zeal of young

geologists. However, after you have passed over the bridge that

leads to some mills and the large quarries and lime kilns near by, you

reach localities well suited to arouse enthusiasm in the mind of

young students in science. The presence of three large lime kilns

demonstrates that this stone produces excellent lime, exceedingly

strong and well adapted for building purposes.

As you pass westward, along by the quarries, you obtain a fine

view of the escarpment on both sides of the so called river and grand

monuments of denudation are before you. In the distance abovit half

a mile is the " Pinnacle " a large isolated piece of high rock, standing

midway in the upper part of the mill pond. But at your side on the

south side of the road along which you are travelling, your attention

is arrested by a great hole at the base of the rocks. This is the

entrance to a cave, which on examination proves to be of more than

passing interest. In a line almost southeast of this and only a short

distance away, but on the top of the bluff", you reach a pothole which

rivals some that for years have been a great source of attraction to

tourists stopping at Lucerne, Switzerland. Woodcuts of these are

scattered in every direction, and no one can say that he has made a

proper visit to Lucerne unless he has visited the " Glacier Garden "

and observed the seven potholes, that are silent monuments of glacial

phenomena long since ended—Yet here at Rockwood we can get a

series of potholes larger in some respects and more unique than those

at which so many thousands gaze in wonder each passing year. The

formation and origin of these we will consider subsequently.

2.

—

Description op the Caves.

The entrance to the main cave is 15 feet high and obstructed by

great masses of rock, which have fallen from the roof. From the top

of the cave to the summit of the overhanging rock is 40 feet of

solid dolomitic limestone. Proceeding into the cavern you observe

that the roof is very irregular, sinking at times to 5 feet, then rising

to 7 and sinking again. At the mouth it is 29 feet wide and narrows

to a width of 16^ at a distance of 36 feet from the entrance. Here

3
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it is only 5 feet high but on passing this point you reach another

chamber, which widens and has at the left side a small chambei'

eight by six feet, but soon narrowing and dipping down till the cave

seems to terminate at a point 30 feet farther than the narrow part

and 66 feet fi'om the entrance. This is as much of the cave as most

visitors see, but being accompanied by students possessing pluck,

endurance and zeal I was successful in securing data which will enable

you to form some interesting conclusions about this compai'atively

unknown spot. Light ends here. A lantern was obtained and

entering one by one a passage scarcely large enough for a human

being to go through, for 8 feet, they wormed themselves through into

another cave, shrouded in Egyptian darkness and gloom. This ex-

tends 10 feet to the left and 15 to the right i.e., has a diameter one

way of 25 feet and 13^ the other.

To the left and right they found a pillar not far from where they

entered ; these supports seem to have been formed by the rest of the

rock which once made up the solid rock being carried away. At the

extremity on the right hand side, the floor was very muddy, and two

small caves extending still farther, one near the passage by which

they entered, the other at the opposite side ; the former three feet by

four, the latter three feet at the opening and tapering to a point and

dipping downward. Prowling about in this gloomy chamber, not

high enough to proceed comfortably, for it was only about five feet in

the centre, they saw stalactites and stalagmites, some of them a foot

in length and four to five inches in diameter at the thickest place.

The floor of this chamber also dips slightly down. Dii-ectly across

they came upon another pillar-like structure, with a passage on each

side, opening into another apartment, where the roof was not over

three to four feet high, and gradually narrowed so as to rendei-

farther progress diflicult.

This extended ten feet across and about the same in width. On
the opposite side from the entrance, there is an opening leading still

farther, but the passage gradually narrows until farther advancement

is stopped. Through this opening one passed, and threaded his way

13 feet, and reached a point 110^ feet from the entrance to the main

cave. The floor of the last chamber inclines slightly, but in thLs

prolongation the elevation is considerable. Sounding this last floor

seemed to indicate that it was hollow beneath, and from the fact that
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the prolongation of the former chamber, near whei-e this was entered

dips downward, it is supposed a passage from it continues and likely-

passes under this last floor. All through these darkened cavex-ns a

good deal of mud was encountered. Water trickling down the sides

and dropping from the roof added to the gloom of these darkened

recesses, where daylight has never yet penetrated, and whose walls

dimly lighted by the flickering light of the lantern, presented a

somewhat weird, unatti'active appearance. When the explorers

emerged from these inner recesses of dai'kness, their clothes presented

quite a changed appearance and indicated that much of their travellinof

must have been done in a somewhat menial position, and that they

had been much associated with mud and water within. A little to

the left of the entrarice to the main cave there is an opening, which

leads to another series of chambers, extending to a distance of 59 feet.

At a point in the vicinity of the first narrow place in the main cave

there is a narrow passage leading into this series, in which the apart-

nients are not so complicated, and being dry are much more easily

examined. The first is some 25 feet long and 12 wide, narrowing to

a passage into the second, 10 feet across, and opening into the main

cave.

The general direction of the main cave is E. by S.E., to the narrow

portion, then S.E. by S. ; this course is maintained till the end is

reached.

The roof through the whole series is exceedingly irregular, and the

floor in many parts covered with fragments of the rock, which have

fallen from the roof. Stalactites and stalagmites are found only in

the inner chambers, and the latter seem more common than the

former. Some may have formed in the outer, but have likely been

carried away by visitors.

The diagrams before you will give a clear idea of the arrangement

of these subterranean passages and chambers, and their relative

position to each other. The whole series may be termed one cave,

consisting of six well defined caverns, andjas a sort of expansion on

the sides of these four small ones.

Potholes.

Leaving the caves and clambering up the sides of one of the

quarries near by, you reach the summit of an apparent peninsula of
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solid rock, along each side of which a stream flows at the present time,

bordered by precipitous cliffs 50 to 75 feet high. The general direction

of this rocky ridge is north and south.

The streams are united about a mile farther to the north, and after

passing along the sides of this marked rock elevation, they join in

the vicinity of Farrish's mill, and thus forming in reality an island,

which terminates at its southern extremit}'' in a limestone cliff.

About 500 yards from the cave.s, and near the end of the bluff,

you suddenly come upon an immense hole in the solid rock ; it has an

oval form, its longer diameter being 20 feet and the shorter 15 ; one

side is 10 feet higher than the other ; it lies in a slight depression in

the rock, which terminates at the side of the hole, with an abrupt

fall of 22 feet. At the bottom of the hole you perceive an opening 4

feet high and 2 feet wide, but of an irregular outline, this opens into

a sort of valley, but it must be remembered this is 40—50 feet above

the level where the streams are flowing. This valley has rocks on

both .sides and forms a Vjeautiful glen, at the present time a popular

haunt for boys delighting to revel in the pastimes of youth.

Following in a south-west direction for some GO yards the rock

rises, and a little farther on ends abruptly with a fall of about 50

feet into the valley, through which a very insignihcant stream at

present passes.

On the op))Osite side of the valley about 100 yards wide at this

place, the escarpment is fully 75 feet high. About the middle of this

valley a slight elevation of solid rock some 15 feet high occurs. It-

occupies a jieculiar position and form, apjiearing as if strong currents

had worn away rock material, and left this irregular outlier, as a

monument of conditions no longer seen in this j)lace, where a mere

creek meanders through a well defined ravine.

In this isolated area of rock on examination you find a most inter

esting and instructive series of Potholes, six in number, to .some ex-

tent in a line with the large one already referred to, as located about

150 yards to the N.E.

A more unique series could scarcely be imagined. Calling that

already described as No. 1 , then here we have :—No. 2, 6 feet by 5

and 7 feet deep ; No. 3, 1 foot Vjy 1 and 3 feet deep ; No. 4, 6 feet
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by 6 and 12 feet deep ; No. 5, 8 feet by 4|^ and 8 feet deep ; No. 6,

6 feet by 6 and 10 feet deep ; No. 7, 12 feet by G and 3 feet deep
;

No. 1, 20 feet by 1.5 and 30| feet deep, from the highest side to the

bottom and '1
1 from the lowest.

These holes in the rock have usually a greater diameter about half

way down. The following measurements of No. 1 will show this :

—

Four feet from the bottom, 2 If by 18 feet ; midway, 23 5-6ths by 19

J

feet; six feet from the top, 25 by 19|^ feet. Generally speaking the

outline of a vertical section is oval.

Holes 2 and 6 are on the edge of the rock, and consequently are

somewhat imperfect ; from 5, which comes near the edge, there is a

small hole, which opens into the valley ; this enabled us to empty it

and learn the nature of its contents. At first we were desirous to

investigate the contents of No. 1, and with that view dug for the

first day, and returned to continue the work. Much soil, fragments

of rock, etc., were dug up and wheeled away, but we found no trace

of I'ounded stones. After several hours of hard work, it was resolved

to pi'oceed to the series in the valley and explore some there.

The facilities for working at the large hole are good, inasmuch as

the material could be loaded into the wheelbarrow at the bottom, and

wheeled away a short distance and emptied into the ravine a few feet

below.

We proceeded to No. 5 and entered upon the work of cleaning it

out ; only a few spadefuls of earth were taken out when some stones

were found, whose rounded shape had a wonderful inspiring effect

upon the workers.

They were very round, and were of an entirely different composi-

tion from the solid rock in which the hole liad been excavated.

After some two hours digging the bottom was reached and a fine

collection, about two pailfuls, of rounded stones was obtained, varying

from 6 inches in diameter to half an inch. Many of the small stones

were as I'ound as marbles.

These sixteen before you repi'esent some typical foi-ms, and will

enable you to form an idea of the interesting nature of these stones,

whose very appearance suggest questions as to how they came to be

so round, and how they got where they were found ?
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We had hoped to have found similar in the large Pothole, whether

such will be, remains to be seen. It might possibly be, that they

have rolled out thiongh the passage at the bottom of the hole and

must be sought elsewhere.

No. 3 being small was emptied and some of the finest specimens of

small rounded stones wei-e got from it. Nos. 2, 4, G, 7, have not

been examined, and it is probable that an examination of them will

meet with even more gratifying results than those emjjtied. Having

had the pleasure of seeing the Potholes at Lucerne in Switzerland, it

does seem to me that at Rockwood there is as interesting a series.

Along the river near the quai-ries 18 more or less defined holes

appear, and in this locality under consideration 12 in all are found,

and of these the seven more particularly describeil are exceedingly

unique in form, position and structure, and were they near a large

city would be a source of gieat attraction to visitors interested in the

works of nature.

3.

—

Formation of the Caves and Potholes.

In all districts, where limestone exists, it is not uncommon to find

caves, especially if water is near. Watei" containing carbonic acid

(a gas generated in the decomposition of vegetable material and

largely present in the atmosphere, from them the respiration of

animals ; for the air expelled from their lungs is charged with it) has

a powerful disintegrating eflect upon the carl)onates of lime and

magnesia, forming from them bi-carbonates, which are soluble in water

and as such are carried away ; consequently it is only a matter of

time before limestone (a carbonate of lime) when acted upon by water

containing this gas is completely dis,solved. A mere dripping in a

crevice will in time effect quite a change and form consideiable of a

cavity. If the quantity of water is considerable, the change is

accomplished in a shorter period. Very forcible examples of this

disintegrating effect of water on limestone were observed by me in

Derbyshire this summer. There are ravines there which are sujjposed

to have been formed out of the solid rock in ages long receded into

the past.

These ravines were once overcapped by limestone, the cave or

passage itself dissolved and carried away by water, finally the top fell

in and the debris carried seaward, until now all that marks the great
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caves ai'e the walls, which form escai'pmenta along the ravine^

through which a rivulet passes at the present time. Near by a great

cavern (Poole's) explains the process ; the entrance is narrow and low,

yet 12 feet in, and you reach a much wider passage, and as you pro-

ceed immense apartments are entered, so that you pass along a

tortuous pathway for several hundred yards. Some of the apartments

are 20 by 30 feet high and 40 wide. No running stream is seen to

indicate the cause, but the water trickling down the sides explains

this great disintegration of the limestone ; so here, coming nearer

home, at Rockwood, you find caves not so extensive, but as character-

istic of the action of waters as those I have been referring to.

The ])i'esence of mud in the back part of the inner caverns at Rock-

wood seems to indicate a connection between them and the surface

through fissures in the rock. This mud bears a close resemblance to

the soil which covers the rock above, and has likely been brought

down by rain through these crevices. This rain charged Avith carbonic

acid in time could easily dissolve out the rock and leave the caverns

as we find them now. Frost would assist in bi'eaking off fragments

as we find them now scattered along the floor of the cave, while the

sides present a very irregular ap})earance.

The presence of stalactites on the roof and stalagmites on the floor,

also shows much dissolving of rock by water, for these structures are

merely the precipitated lime from the water, which has carried it

down. The water on reaching the roof evaporates, and the lime is

left, this goes on adding particles of lime, until a structure is formed

not unlike an icicle in form, but composed of carbonate of lime.

Sometimes the drops fall upon the floor and form something of the

same in form. The stalactites ai-e sometimes hollow but the stalag-

mites are solid ; this is owing to the one being formed on the roof

and the other on the floor. In some cases, those fi'om the roof fall

and become imbedded in the material on the floor. At Rockwood

the stalagmites are more common than the stalactites, seeming to

indicate that the water containing lime in solution falls before

evaporation takes place, and consequently a tendency for an accumu-

lation of lime on the floor.

Potholes.

The Potholes, too, are no doubt the result of the action of the

water, but in this case the action is more mechanical than chemical.
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Water must have passed over as a strong current, the place, where

the potholes are now but in tlieir first stages only a slight depression

was in the rock. In these some hard stones collected and according

to the strength of the current, the movement of the stones would

depend ; the motion produced would soon lead to a wearing away of

the rock. Holes woukl form and deepen, as time rolled on, until a

cavity would be produced not unlike a pot in outline. In all the

holes examined, "the diameter midway down was greater than at any

other point. The stones grinding this out being harder than the rock,

for you usually find they are prettj'^ much the same as our bouldei'S

in the field withstand the wear and tear well, but in the course of

time they become rounded and finally succeeded in making a pothole,

which will vary in size according to the length of time the grinding

has continued, the force of the current and the hai-dness of the rock

acted upon. To-day we see no water near some of these holes, but

we find that when the loose soil in the bottom of the holes is dug up

it contains innumerable rounded stones of all sizes from a marble to

that of a cannon ball.

I have already said the mechanical action of stones and water upon

the limestone, in which we find these holes, has effected the condition

of things we at present observe. There are two ways in which these

currents of water may have acted.

4.

—

Theories of Phenomena.

1. That of a great river, which filled the whole space l)etween the

highest banks at Kockwood, a stream bearing along a great body of

water, with a strong current. As time rolled on it gradually lessen-

ed in volume and formed two streams, running along the valleys in

which we find the streams of to-day, but much larger than they. At
some period in this great river's existence it flowed across the

depression, where you see tlie largest Pothole, and flowing over the

precipice pursued its course along the line in which we find the other

Potholes.

2. The water may have been a current under a glacier as we see

in some cases at the present time in Alpine districts. A crevasse

(crack) may occur miles from the end of a glacier, into this water

formed on the surface, as it pushes its way into warmer localities,

falls and finally makes its way out under the great stream of ice.
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Such an under current getting into a depression in the rock, aided by

stones from the glacier would be sure to produce Potholes. This is the

origin of those at Lucerne. In such cases you are likely to find, that

the stones derived from the glacier that did the work are large, and

that the surface of the rock is much abraded illustrating glacial striae

very impressively.

At Rockwood Potholes we so far have not been able to discover

glacial markings, and among the rounded stones none exceeding six

inches in diameter, and thus are inclined to think these holes have

been worked out by the water of a river rather than that found

beneath a glacier. However as further information is secured we

may be led to modify the conclusions presented to-night.
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EXPERIMENTS KN GOVERNING CANADA.

BY D. A. OSULLIVAN, D. C. L.

The Canadian Union now in its twenty-first year is, so far as the

Old Province of Canada is concerned, the latest of several experi-

ments, for its good government. That Province was a divided

Province for fifty years, and subsequently it was a united one for a

little over half that period. With some variations in geography, it

was the Old Province of Quebec ; and within thirty yeai's Quebec

existed under what may be considered three forms of government.

The change in 1867 was accordingly the sixth change since the

conquest or cession, and since the war commonly called in history the

Seven Years War,—the treaty that terminated that war decided the

fate of Canada.

Speaking of the fall of Quebec in 1759, and the capitulation of

Montreal in the following year, I think the word conquest a perfectly

proper one, and if there had been no treaty of union as there has

been, Canada would have remained a conquered rather than a ceded

poi-tion of the British Empire. I entirely incline to the view that it

is a ceded colony.

The period between the capitulation and the treaty covers less than

three years. This was the period of martial law—the reign of the

soldiery. It was of that uncertain character which is to be expected

when the ultimate destiny of the country was in suspense—it was in

fact an occupation by the English under the government of the drum-

head. The Engli.sh colonists were not satisfied and the French could

not be expected to be satisfied.** # * #* * *#*
I do not think that the capitulations of Quebec and Montreal sur-

vived after 1763, except in so far as they can be read with the Treaty

of that year, and whatever parts of the Treaty are inconsistent with

these interim stipulations are superseded by it.
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This period ought not strictly to be classed with our experiments in

the government of Canada, but Canada was in somewise governed in

that time though the subjects or citizens had no voice in the admin-

istration.

The Treaty of cession was, after long delibex'ation, signed in

February, 1763. It was an international document signed by the

representatives of England, France and Spain, and the signature of a

representative from Portugal also testified to the concurrence of his

country.

The Treaty provided for no domestic matters except freedom of

religion to the new subjects of the British King, and so the municipal

government of Canada must be looked for in some other document.

The Treaty was the deed of conveyance just as the Treaty of 1803,

conveying Louisiana to the United States, or the Treaty of 1819,

disposing of Florida.

The Proclamation of 1763, is an important document historically,

but before referring to it a glance at the map will assist very materi-

ally in estimating the geographical position of affairs.

In 1763, the old thirteen Colonies were still British—they extended

eastward of the Mississippi to the seaboard, and from Acadia in the

north to Florida in the south. New France whatever its western

limits may have been is very generally associated with the name

Canada. The Mississippi was taken to be the boundary after 1763

between France and England ; and so, when Canada with all its

dependencies was ceded to England, it embraced roughly whatever lay

to the east of that river and north of what wei-e then and afterwards

British Colonies. By a subsequent clause in the Treaty of 1763,

Spain ceded Florida to England, and the latter found herself with

two strips of the continent to be dealt with in the Proclamation

of government. This territory was divided into four parts of which

this country was one ; and the only portion of the Proclamation per-

tinent to our subject is this that " as soon as the state and circum-

" stances of the said colonies will admit thereof, the governors will

" summon and call genei'al assemblies, with power to make laws for

" the public peace, welfare and good government of the inhabitants

" as near as may be agreeable to the laws of England. In the mean-
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^' time all colonists could confide in the royal protection for tlie enjoy-

" ment of the benefits of the laws 'f the realm of England."

This Proclamation with the care of Canada was entrusted to Sir

Guy Carleton, and Canada was, during eleven years, goveri%ed much

as it had been in the preceding three years. It was government

very like what obtained in the North-West Territories before any

representation was accorded to them. It is needless to say that the

inhabitants, after waiting until their patience was exhausted, com-

plained and then petitioned for relief from the intolerable state of

things. The information that reached London was of two very

different complexions.

There was on the one hand a demand that the British laws and

institutions should be declared to be in force in the country. This

though coming from a minority trifling in point of numbers was still

put forward with great energy and with many advantages on its

side.

On the other hand the ancient inhabitants required a continuance

of the laws and institutions under which they had flourished for over

a century. They numbered 70,000, as against less than 500, of the

recent additions to the Province. The ministry in England then

passed an Act of government favorable to the ancient subjects, but

unfortunately obnoxious to the minority. This was the Quebec Act

—a very important charter of government.

The Quebec Act was passed to define the Vjoundaiies of the newly

acquired territory, and to put beyond doubt the character of the laws

in force as well as to determine certain domestic matters within the

Treaty of cession. It must be concluded now that it was no easy

matter to establish laws that would suit tlie old and new subjects of

the King.

There was one Englishman to every two hundred Frenclimen. The

vievv taken by the English statesmen favored the re-inti oduction of

the old French law in civil matters, leaving the criminal law of

England the rule in such cases. The boundaries of the Province

were then enlarged as appears by the map, and it would seem

that the English had in view the taking in of a French settle-

ment near the junction of the Ohio and the Mississippi. The Old
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Province of Quebec included not only the present Province of that

name, but also the present Province of Ontario and part of four, five

or six States of the American Union. The Quebec Act did not grant

a legislative assembly to the people, but an advising council only.

This body passed ordinances under which the people were governed

for sixteen years, until the next change took place. The extended

territory of Quebec did not last so long, for within a little over a

year the Thii-teen Colonies declared themselves independent, and by

the Treaty of 1782, the territory south and east of Lake Eiie and

Michigan was severed from Quebec. In the census taken by Sir

Guy Carleton in 1784, the population was put down at 113,032

—

subsequently considerable accesions had been made to the numbers of

English settlers, so that when a new change of government was

gi'anted in 1791, the numbers stood not quite three Frenchmen to one

Englishman.

Under this change of what is called the constitutional Act, the two

classes of Colonists were still opposed to each other and the result was

that the English settlers were very nearly as much disappointed as

they were in 1774. They wanted a repeal of the Act—a new consti-

tution for the whole territory. The Quebec Act was not repealed

—

the Province was divided leaving to the inhabitants of each division

the power over their own laws. The Upper Province at once

adopted the English laws. In matters of civil proceedings—the

boundary at least for part of the way was established between Eastern

and Western Canada, and the divided Canadas set out in their

separate destinies. For fifty years they existed in this way—the

largest period in our history under possibly the most unsuitable form

of government. There were two houses for legislative purposes, and

an executive Council with a Governor of large independent powei's.

The Constitutional Act was a misnomer, and after the first one-third

of its existence tlie Provinces were dissatisfied and finally became

rebellious.

The agreement of the people with the ruling powers was not an

effective instrument until the Provinces were again united in 1841.

The powers of the Governors were to be exercised through responsible

ministers, and a foini of government prevailed for a quarter of a cen-

tury not very materially difierent—except as to division of legislative
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powers—from what prevails now, with one Parliament—if we may
call it such—legislative on all suVjjects competent to a Colony

—

for the j)eace, order, and good government of Canada. A slight

change was made in the constitution of the Upper Chamber in 1856,

and shortly afterwards the united Canadas cast about them for part-

ners in the formation of a new Dominion. The Union of 1867 was

the result, the last of the experiments in governments.

Before discussing this latest form of government it is well to

recollect that the English Government in every instance since the

cession, aimed at granting such a form of government as the majority

desired. The changes since have been changes of necessity. The

Quebec Act was intended to provide for a colony almost entirely

composed of one race and one religion, settled in one part of Canada,

between Montreal and Quebec. The constitutional Act of 1791 had

to deal with an important piece of territory west of Montreal, and for

the most part of another race and another religion. Mr. Pitt's

Government accordingly divided the original territory, leaving each

section to manage its own affairs. One portion retained the French

laws under the Quehiec Act, the othei-s introduced the laws of

England. Had there been any fair gi-ant of representative institu-

tions, this might have subsisted to this day. Indeed it is claimed

that now there is somewhat of a return to this ancient lorm of govei-n-

ment. In 1841, when the discontent was too obvious to be overlooked,

it was discovered that a change was necessary. The remedy was not

so much in a union of the two Provinces as in the right to ies(>onsib]e

government. Still a union was not so unlikely, when it was di-scovered

that the two races were all but evenly balanced. A united Canada

after the experience of two rebellions was fancied more stable and

likely to be respected, than a divided Canada.

It is to be borne in mind, however, that the variations in the forms

of government have been due largely to the fact that while the

French population increased with the normal rapidity of a people

receiving no additions from aVjroad, the English speaking inhabitants

increased from 500 at the cession to 100,000 at the Act of 1791,

and half a million at the Act of Union, fifty yeai*s later. These cii--

cumstances are sometimes overlooked by those who complain of every

state of aflairs before a change is made in the constitution, and com-

plain equally after each h;is Vjeen made.
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In 1867, there was a certain reversion to the Act of 1791, so far

as the Canadas are concerned. There was to be a Legislature, one in

Toronto and one at Quebec, and though th re are such, but with con-

siderably curtailed powers they are with such powers, as Ontario and

Quebec desired to have. The praise or blame of confederation, the ex-

cellences or defects of the British North America Act of 1867, are to

be laid at the charge of these two Provinces. If New Brunswick came

in unwillingly, or if Pi-ince Edward Island refused to come in after

agreeing to do so, the other Provinces carried the Imperial Act ; and

it is not too much to say that if the Act does not follow the agreement

of the Provinces signed in Quebec in 1864, the Canadas thought it

best to have an Act carried in the best way they could. Looking

at this latest charter of government, it is of course a very great

departure from any of the charters that preceded it in Canada. A
federated monarchy, or a monarchical federation was, except in the

United States, a thing unknown to the English speaking people.

There was a division in their powers of governing : one set of officers

and machinery to do part of the legislative and executive work, and

another set and other machinery to do the other part, leaving it for-

ever a vexed question as to the exact boundary line between their

powers, and their duties. The government of the new Canada was

let out so to speak on shares, one Legislature to do the home work

for each member of the Union, and the other to do the general

£Ovei"nment for all the members.

The Quebec resolutions set out with considerable diffuseness the

different classes of legislative control, but the Act of Union did not

exactly sanction that allotment. That may or may not be now a

cause for amending the Act—it does not seem to me there is any

substantial departure, or if there is that it has worked any great

injustice.

To keep the different legislatures within their own limits was of

course a veiy delicate matter to adjust. In the Belgian Union there

is no constitutional check, in the United States thei^e is the Supreme

Court— all the courts in fact—with us there is as well the veto of the

central government. This has become almost a party question, so that

it is difficult to say anything of it without seeeming to depart from the

pure political aspect of the question. I do not hesitate to say that as

a veto must come from some quarter, I prefer to have it come from
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our own representatives. The members at Ottawa who exercise the

power of vetoing provincial legislation, are themselves elected to

office by the men of the Province.?, aud though they cannot directly

be called to account, an attack upon any one Province is an attack

upon all. To that general reason I would assign another perhaps as

forcible, and that is that the line of demarcation between the

powers of central and local governments ought to be better known to

the men of Canada than to the ministers of the Crown in Great

Bi'itain. That may be some reason for handing over this power to

Judges of the Supreme Court, but whatever may be the defects of

the judgment of the Cabinet it has the advantage of coming to the

public as the decision of one person. The Supreme Court as every

other Court gives the individual opinion of each member, and if a

Provincial Act were to be upheld because three Judges were in favor

of it while three were against it, that would not diminish the dis-

satisfaction. The Act of Union is largely taken up with Ontario

and Quebec—indeed nearly one-half is devoted to these Pi'ovinces.

The other two came in with their legislatures unimpaired, and the

executive power altered only so far as thereafter the Lieutenant

Governor was sent from Ottaw* and not from England. The care-

fulness to provide for the Canadas gives rise to the suspicion that

those who piloted the Act in 1867, were doubtful if the simple pi-o-

visions given to New Brunswick and Nova Scotia would suffice for

the other provinces. With the United States constitution as a

model worthy of being followed, it is rather remarkable that it was

altogether departed from in this respct. The United States consti-

tution guarantees a republican form of government to each of th^

States, and there practically the matter rests.
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THE ESKIMO RACE AND LANGUAGE.

THEIR ORIGIN AND RELATIONS.

BY A. F. CHAMBERLAIN, B.A.

Within the confines of the Dominion of Canada, the ethnologist

and the philologist can find fit subjects for investigation and research.

In our Eastern Provinces we have still feeble remnants of that

mighty race, which, as late researches have shown, once occupied the

whole country East of the Mississippi, from Florida to Labrador, and

whose oi'iginal seat, Mr. Horatio Hale thinks, was on the borders of

our own St. Lawrence, whence they spread in times long past, to the

south and south-west. In Manitoba and the adjoining districts of

the Territory, some have seen evidences of the sojourn of that won-

derful people, the mysterious "Mound-Builders," while in British Col-

umbia and on our far western border, there linger yet tribes whose

language yields us evidence of connection, perhaps even kinship, with

the .amed Aztecs of the land of Anahuac. Across the vast plains

of our North-West Territories the Cree and the Athapascan have

wandered from time immemorial, long ere the white man set foot

upon the "new discovered isle." But to the student of America's

past, there can be no tribe, no nation, so interesting as that which

occupies our sea-coast from Labrador to the borders of Alaska, con-

tinuing thence even into the Old World, the Innuit or Eskimo, as

they are commonly designated. To use the language of Di-. Latham,

"the Eskimo is the only population clearly and indubitably common

to the two Worlds, the Old and the New."* The habitat of the

Eskimo stretches from Labrador and Greenland to the shores of the

River Anadyr in North-Siberia. Fi'om the North-westei-n to the

South-eastern point of the Eskimo territories is in a straight line

Native Races of the Kussian Empire, 1854, p. 291.

4
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about 3200 miles. The distance along the coast, which is tlieir

natural line of migration is not less than 5000 miles.* They seldom

advance into the interior to a greater distance than 150 miles, and

even then the line of progression is generally up a river or water-

course. Dr. Rink, has however given some reasons for believing that

Eskimo are not so exclusively a coast-people as has commonly been

supposed.

As a rule, the Eskimo communities are not very large, although

at certain favourable localities, considerable villages are to be

found, as at the mouth of the Anadyr, and on the Tchukstchi

Promontory in Siberia, at Point Barrow, in Alaska, at the mouths of

the Mackenzie, at the mouth of the Churchill, and at various points

in Labrador and Greenland. As tribal divisions seem to be absent

from Eskimo sociology, (although many writers have seen fit to speak

of such), the only method of properly classifying the various Eskimo

communities is a geographical one, the peculiarities of dialect, etc.,

being such as to render this practicable.

A Vjroad division into Eastern, Northern, Central ami Western

Eskimo, might be made, and has been proposed, but lacks accuracy

and precision, for each of these great divisions is susceptible of being

further separated into various smaller sub-divisions. Dr. Kinkf

divides them generally thus :—(1) East Greenlanders, occupying the

whole of the coast down to Cape Farewell
; (2) West Greenlanders,

from the Cape to 74° N.L., and further sub-divided into North and

South Greenlandei's
; (3) Northern Greenlanders, (or the Arctic High-

landers of Sir John Poss) on the west coast. North of Melville Bay
;

(4) Labrador Eskimo ; (5) Eskimo of Middle Regions, from Baffin's

and Hudson's Bay to Barter Island near the Mackenzie River—the

mo.st widely-spread of all the divisions occupying an extent of land

measuring 2000 miles in length and 800 in breadth; (6) Western

Eskimo, on the coast from Barter Island to the West and

South; (7) Alaskan Eskimo (including Aleutians); (8) Asiatic

Eskimo. O. T. Mason,| distinguishes them as follows :—(1;

Greenland; (2) Labrador and Ungava
; (3) Baffin's Land; (4)

Mackenzie River
; (5) Pt. Barrow; (6) Kotzebue Sound

; (7) Asiatic

* Rink, Tales and Traditions of the Eskimo, 1875, p. 2.

t Loc. cit. p. 3.

J Eskimo of Pt. Barrow, Amer. Naturalist, Feb. 1886, p. 197.
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Eskimo; (8) Norton Sound; (9) Nuniwak
; (10) Cape Nome

; (11)

Bristol Bay; (12) Kadiak and the mainland. For the Greenland

Eskimo the sub-divisions made by Dr. Rink, into Eastern, Western

(Northern and Southern branches), and Northern will probably be

sufficient. There would appear to be some differences, in dialect and

other matters, between the various settlements of the Labi-ador

Eskimo, at Okkak, XJngava, and Stupart's Bay, a short vocabulary

from which latter region has been furnished by Mr. R. F. Stupart.*

The differences between these again and the Eskimo of the Cumber-

land Sound region are also noticeable. The Eskimo of Baffin Land

ai-e arranged by Dr. Franz Boas f in seven divisions ; distinguished

by peculiarities in dress, methods of hunting and fishing, language,

etc., thus—Two important tribes possess the north coast of Hudson's

Straits, one the peninsula between Frobisher Bay and Cumberland

vSound. The remainder of Davis Strait is divided by the Eskimo

into three parts, viz., Aggo, Akudnirnan, Oxo, the tribal distinctions

being the Aggomiut, Akudnirmiut and Oxomiut. The termination

raiut, which here appeal's, is not really a tribal name, but simply

means, " dwelling," the Aggomiut are those who dwell in Aggo.

Some authors, not taking the trouble to investigate the use and mean-

ing of this suffix, have talked about the various tribal divisions of

the Eskimo, whereas such distinctions, as are found, are as I have

just pointed out, geographical. The Eskimo of the Churchill River,'^

seem to differ considerably in dialect both from the Eastern Eskimo

and those of the Mackenzie River, whilst the Winter Island Eskimo

though resembling those of Labrador in dialect, have nevertheless

their distinguishing peculiarities. The Eskimo words collected by

Hall,§ seem to contain some peculiarities both of the Labrador and

of the Alaskan dialect. The nasal n which is found in Aleut
||
as the

sign of the Nominative, occurs frequently in Hall's words (Rooming,

ooming, etc.), instead of the k, which is more general in the Central

and Eastern dialects.

Another considerable collection of Eskimo is to be found on

Anderson^s River, but they are not very sharply distinguished

* Eskimo of Stupart's Bay, Proc. Can. Inst., 3rd. Series, Vol. iv., p. 113-114.

tDie Saj^en der Batfinland Eskimos, Verh. der Berl. Gesell. fur Anthrop. Ethnol. u. Urg'esch.,

1S85, S. 162.

Petitot, Vocab. Frangais-Esquira., 1875.

§ With the Esquimaux, 1865.

II
Henry, Grammaire raisonnee de la Langue Aleoute.
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fiom their neighbours on the Mackenzie.* Of the latter we

possess considerable information, which has been collected and

published together with a somewhat extensive vocabulary by Father

Petitot,+ the distinguished mis.sionary to these inhabitants of the far

noith of our country. Passing the Eskimo of Cape Bathurst, the

Innuit population of Alaska next engages our attention. Alaska

having previous to its purchase by the United States, been a Russian

province, there necessarily is in Kussian archives and in the writings

of Russian travellers and explorers a con.siderable stock of inform-

ation regarding its inhabitants, but what of this is of greatest value

has been extracted by German, French and English writers upon the

subject. Waitz| divides the Alaskan Eskimo (including the Kadiak)

into thirteen dialects. The far western Eskimo (inclinling those of

N.E. Asia) are arranged by W, H. Dall § as follows:— 1. Asiatic

Eskimo or Yuit (a corruption of Innuit), in the extreme N. E. of

Siberia, migi-ating with the seasons from Cape Olintorsk to East Cape,

the most northern village being at the latter point. They are known

also as Chuklukmut, Namollo and Tchukchi. At East Cape they are

called Nogwunmut. They ai'e divided into the Tchukchi of the Ana-

dyr, and those on the Tchutskoi Nos, or Tchuktchi Promontory.

II. North- Western Inmiit, (1) Kopagmut or Kupungmun, the name

of the people of the Mackenzie River as called by the natives at

Point Barrow
; (2) Kangmaligmut or Kungmudling, of the Colville

River; (3) Nuwukmut or Nuwungnmn (i.e. i)eoi)le of the point), the

name of the Eskimo of Point Barrow
; (4) Nunatogmut or Nunatan-

miun, the people of the River Nunatok
; (5) Kuagmut or Kawngniiit

(including the Selawigniut on Lake Selawik) on the Kuak or Kowak
River. III. The Island Innuit,

{
i) the Imahklimut or people of Big

Diomede Island; (2) Ingulikhmut on Little Diomede Island
; (3)

Shiwokugmut or Kikhtogmut on St. Lawrence Island, the.se number

about 150 souls. The Ingulikhmut scarcely number 40 persons.

IV. The Weste n Innuit, (1) Kaviagmut (including the Kingigemut

of Cape Prince of Wales), inhabiting the jieninsula betwetn Kotzebue

and Norton Sounds, called by them Kaviak
; (2) Mahlemut, ocenpying

the neck of land between Kotzebue Sound and Norton Bav, thev

*McFarlane Esk. of Anderson's R. (Hind, Trav. in Interior of Labrador, i., p. 25s).

t Vocab. Franf-ais-Esquim., 1875.

Anthropoloj^ie iii., S. 301.

§ Vice-Pres. Address Sect. H. Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., Aug. 1885., p. 377. See also Dall. On
Distrib. of Native Tribes of .\laska, Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Salem, Aug. 18G9, pp. 263-73.
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do not range south of Lake Selawik
; (3) Unaligmut, on the shores

of Norton Sonncl and south on the coast, to the mouth of the Yukon
;

(4) Tkogmut or Ekogmut; (5) Magemut (the Nunwak people on the

N. coast call themselves Magemut) ; the Magemut or Mink-people

range south-west of the Yukon, between it and Cape RomanzofF; (6)

Kaialiginut, between the northern Magemut and the Kuskwogmut;

(7) Kuskwogmut, at the mouth and on the banks of the Kuskwoquim

Kiver, extending inland to the KolmakofF redoubt
; (8) Nushagagmut

(including the Chingigmut and Togiagmut of the U.S. census map of

1880), on the shores of Bristol Bay. near the mouth of the Nushergak

River; (9) Oglemut or Aglemut, south of the Tinneh and Iliamna

Lake, extend south-east approaching the peninsula and range

westward at times to Port Noller; (10) Kaniagmut, in the south-

west of Alaska eastward to the 60th degree of Lat., the island of

Kadiak (originally Koniag), and the adjacent small islands of the

Kadiak Archipelago
; (11) Chugachigmut, south and east shores of

Kenai Peninsula, and shoves of Chugach Bay (or Prince William's

Sound, ranging from western extreme of Kenai Peninsula to the

mouth of the Copper or Atna River and Kayak Island. Besides

these Ml-. Dall mentioned in 1869, the Kinkhpagmut, in the delta

on the Yukon, and some 50 miles up the Kwikhpak, one of the Yukon-

mouths, the Kusilvagmut, on the Kusilvak month, and the Ugalak-

mut near Mount Saint Elias. V. Aleutians (Unungun), on the

western Aleutian islands ; the chief villages being on Atta and Atka

islands. They may be distinguished as follows : ( 1 ) Unalaskans (on

the Fox Islands, principally on Unimak, Unalaska, Umnak and

Akhun
; (2) Atkans or A ndreanoff Islanders (on Atka, Amlia, Adak

and Attn. The number of these Eskimo Mr. Dall estimated as

follows:—Northwestern Innuit, 3,100; Asiatic Innuit ; Island

Innuit 190: We.stern Innuit 14,500; Aleutians 2,200.

The tribal nomenclature of the Baffin Land Eskimo,^ partly given

above, is fully as follows:— (1) Seikossiularmiut on the extreme South-

west
; (2) Akudliarmiut, on the north coast of Hudson's Straits

; (3)

Nugumiut, on the Peninsula between Cumberland Sound and Fro-

bisher Bay ; (4) Okomiut. in the Cumberland Sound region; (5) Akud-

nirmiut, on tlie coast of Davis Strait fiom Cape Searle to Cape

Ei^linton
; (6) Aicgomiut, on the coast of Prince Regent's Inlet.

1. Die Bewohnsitze u. Wanderun^en der Raffinland Eskimos, Deutsche Geoj^r. Blatter, Heft I.

Band viii., Bremen, 1S8'>. See also Proc. Ro.v. Geo. Soc, New Series, \o\. vii. 188fi, p. 407.
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The following is the list of the tribes known to the Tchiglit or

Mackenzie River Eskimo, and their Eskimo desigtiations as given by

Father Petitot.' (1) Piktormeut [the inhabitants of (the country of)

powdery snow], a tiibe on the other side of Behring's Straits. The

locality they inhabit is called Pirktork (la pondrerie)
; (2) Nater-

valinet, the inhabitants of Naterovik, the Pixssian post at the

Mikaelowski redoubt
; (3) The Tuyormiyat, or the inhabitants of

Behring's Straits. Their country is called Tchikreneielerk i

(4) Apkwameut (the enclosed, sedentai-y people.) The Tchukatchis

of Kotzebue Sound. Their locality is called Kranik (la neige

etoilee). From these the Tchiglit of the Mackenzie have ol>tained

the kind ot boots called apkwameortok
; (5) Nunatagmeut, or

those who live at Nunatagniun, towards the strait. This

region is al.so called Tchikreynerk kagvirartchiueik (the sun

shows the end of its nose)
; (6) Nuvungnieut, the inhabitants

of the Cape; in the i-egion around Cape Lisbon; (7) Akilliueinient.

the inhabitants of Akillinerk, between Cape Lisbon and Icy Cape ; (8)

Tareormeut (the people on the sea), from Herschell Island to Liver-

pool Bay, and in the mouths of the Mackenzie; (9) Kamalit, or Eskimo

of Anderson River
; (10) Kragmaliveit, inhabitants of Ca})e Batliurst :

(11) Kravanartat (people of the east); this appellation is rather

vague and designates all the Eskimo between Franklin Bay and the

Copper River, or even Melville Peninsula; (12) Anenerit or Innuit

of the great east; a still moi-e generic n'Bme applied to all the Eskimo

of Hudson's Bay, Labrador, and Greenland; (13) Krikertalormeut

(the people of the isles), under this name are comprised all the Eskimo

of the lands in the Polar Sea. Besides these there are the following

names of tribes of the Central Eskimo, not known to the Tchiglit,

but belonging to the people of Liverpool Bay : (14) Kroleyloreut (the

peo))le of the Reindeer Mountains), east of the Mackenzie; (15)

Naggiuk-torm^ut (the people of horns), at the mouth of the Copper

River; (16) Kanerm^ut (the people among the white partridges), to

the east of Cape Alexander; (17) Utkut^ikialin-meut, (the peoj)le

who use stone kettles), on the shores of Boothia Gulf; (18) Ahak-

naiielet (the silly women, les femmelettes), in the region of Repulse

Bay.

The best brief classification of the whole Eskimo stock is that of

Dr. Rink, which is as follows :

1. Loc. cit., Monographie, p. x-xi.
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Aboriginal Inland Eskimo.

Principal Stem. Side Branch, Aleutians.

Eskimo Proper.

Eastern. V. Western.

III. Mid. Region. IV. Mackenzie Northern. Southern.
Iglulik, Repulse.
Bay, Churchill R. River. 1. Pt. Barrow. 6. Tchugazzes.

I. Greenlanders. 2. Kaviagmute. 7. Kadjagians.
II. Labradorians. 3. Malemute. 8. Kangindlut.

4. Unaligmute.
5. Pjkogmute.
9. Asiatics.

With regard to the Greenlanders and Labradoi'ians, as well as the

Asiatics,^ a little more detail might be employed, although not neces-

sary perhaps in a broad general scheme.

The name Eskhno or Esquimaux, by which these intei^esting people

are commonly designated, is said to be derived from an Algonquin

term signifying " eaters of raw tlesh." Charlevoix^ says that the

Abenakis of the Gulf of St. Lawrence called the people now known

as Eskimo, Eskimantik (eaters of I'aw flesh). Dr. D. G. Brinton^

states that the word Eskimo comes from an Algonkin word Eskiman-

tick, "eaters of raw flesh," and states that the Tuscaroras, in their

traditions regarding their arrival on the coast of Virginia, speak of

" a race they found there called Tacci, or Dogi, who were eaters of

raw flesh, and ignorant of maize." And the general opinion of wri-

ters on the subject is that the word Eskimo or Esquimaux, is of Al-

gonkin origin and conveys the idea of "eaters of raw flesh."

Richardson* attempts to derive it from the French words ceii^x qui

miaux (miaulent), referring to their clamorous outcries on the

approach of a ship. Petitot^ says that at the present day the Crees of

Lake Athabasca, call them Wis-Kimowok (from Wiyas flesh, aski raw,

and mowew to eat), and also Ayiskimiwok (i.e., those who act in secret).

In Labrador the English sometimes call the Eskimo, 'Huskies^ and

1. Eskimo Dialects, Journ. Anthr. Instit. Gt. B. and Ire. vol. xv., p. 244. See also Amer.

Naturalist, April, 1886, p. 403.

2. Quoted in Petitot, p. ix.

3. Myths of the New World, p. 214.

4. Arctic Searching Expedition, p. 203.

5. Cf. Chambers Encyc. Ed. 1880, vol. iv., p. 165. Article Esquimaux.

6. Loc. cit. p. ix. 7. Chambers Encyc. Article Esquimaux. See Hind. Trav. in Int. of

Labr., loc. cit., and Petitot loc. cit. p. ix.
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Suckenios,^ and Dall'- says that in Alaska the Tinneh Indians call

them Uskeeme (sorcerers). The general appellation of the Eskimo of

Greenland, Labrador, Hudson's Bay, etc., is Innult, {i.e., men, the

most frequent tribal name among savage, or primitive peoples.)

The Southern (but not the Northern Greenlandei-s), also call them-

selves .ff'fwrt//^ (Kalalok), which has been conjectured by some writers

to be a corruption of the name " Akraellinja," which the Old Norse

discoverers applied to the Eskimo.' The Esquimaux of the Mackenzie*

call themselves Tchiglit ; those around the Churchill Akut or Agnt

;

the Aleuts Tagut ; the Tchukatchis Taclmt ; the Tuski Tchvktchit,

all of which terms signify men (viri), as Innuit signifies human

beings (homines). Designations other than those mentioned above,

are simply descriptive, either of locality, or some peculiarity in the

manners, customs, etc., of the people specified. The usual termination

of these descriptive names is in laiut (ineut, mut), which Petitot''

says marks, " residence, possession," and Rink*^ defines as " inhabitant

of." Thus the i)eople on the Gt. Fish River are called Utkahikal.ing-

meut (people of the stone-kettles) ; the Eskimo near Cape Alexander

are termed Kangor-meut (Snow Goose ])eople) ; around the Copper mine

are the Naggeuktor-meut or "deer horn," Eskimo;^ the Eskimo of

Point Barrow are called Nuwak-meut, peojjle of the point or cape.

The termination miut is found attached indiscriminately to the name

of the residence of any locality, no matter how small or how large the

community may be. Fifteen or more diflierent tribes (so-called),

whose names all end in miut are met with in Alaska alone, and the

same is the case in the far east of the Eskimo territory.

The general name given by the Eskimo to the European is Kablu-

nak (Greenland), Kuppelunet (Chuich Riv. pi.), Cublunac (Stupart's

Bay), Krablun<iit (Mack. R ), Cappelxnet (pi., Church. R. ), Kohlunar

(Huds. B. and Cumb. 8d. ), Kablaaak (Labrador). This Petitot^ tran.s-

lates ' couronn^s,' and says it is derived from krablut (eyebrows) or

krablunark (frontal or coronil bone), and thinks the name was given

1. Richardson, Arctic Searchinj? Expedition, p. 202.

2. Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. 1869, p. 266.

3. E. B. Tyler, Journ Anthr. Inst. Gt. Brit, and Irel. xlii., p. 349. Rink, Danish Greenland,

p. 404.

4. Petitot, loc. cit. p. x.

5. Loc. cit. p. liv

.

6. Tales and Trad., p. 18.

7. Sir John Richardson, The Polar Retfioiis, 1861, p. 3 )0.

8. Loc. cit., p. xi.
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hy the natives to the Europeans, on account of the latter wearing a

cap or hat, covering their foreheads down to the eyebrows. But L.

P. PeicheP says " the Eskimo of Labi-ador " designate the rest of

mankind as kablunait, i.e , inferior beings, calling themselves, Innuit

(men). Dr. Brinton- referring to^ C. F. HalP says, the first men

created were called Kaudluna (from the root kau, white etc.), and

this word seems to be the same as the general appellation bestowed

by the Eskimo upon Europeans. Besides the general term of

^ Kabluna,^ various descriptive and picturesque epithets are, in difler-

ent localities, bestowed upon white men by the Eskimo. Thus in

Greenland the Danes are termed Ukissut (the winterers)* ; at Pt.

Barrow^ the crew of the ' Plover' were termed " Slbakenatanagmeun"

(people from under the sun), or emakh-Un (sea-men), but more fre-

quently nelluang-7neun (unknown people). The Eskimo of the

Mackenzie^ tei'm the Hare Indians, whom they hold in great con-

tempt, Nouga (spittle). These Eskimo also call the Indians of the

Loucheux Tribe, ipkrelirk, plural irkrelit (nits, larves de poux), those

of the Rocky Mountains they call Kuhlaw-Kutchin, and those of the

Youkon irkrelearuitJ The peo{>le of Pt. Barrow call the Kutchin

Indians It-Kudling ; the southern Innuit call the Indians Inkcdit ;

according to Mr. Murdoch,** the Pt. Barrow Eskimo term the Red

Indian (who has become a fabulous being) It-Kudlinq, (the Ingcdik of

Norton Sound) meaning " son of a nit," evidently the erkilek of

" Greenland legend ; " all these terms are probably the same as the

Tchiglit " irkrelit" cited above.

The question of the origin and migration of the Eskimo race has

been much discussed, especially of late years. Such is the resem-

blance thought to exist in physical features, between the Eskimo and

Mongol tribes of North-eastern Asia that the majority of writeis upon

the subject have been content to regard the former as but a comj)ar-

atively late offshoot of the latter. Such was the opinion advanced by

1. Eskimo of Morav. Missions in Labrador. (In Hind's Exped. into Inter, of Labrador 1863,

app. vii., p. 295.

2. Myths of the New World, p. 195, Note.

3. Arctic Res., p. 556 ; cp. Crantz, i. 188.

4. Rink, Dan. Greenld. p. 402.

5. Richardson, Polar Rey. p. 300.

6. Hind, loc. cit. p. 258 ; cp. Richardson, Arctic Se ireh. Exped., p. 209.

7. Petitot, loc. cit., p. 43.

8. Amer. Natnralist, .Jul 1886, p. 599.
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Wrangell,^ Prichard,^ Steller,^ Crantz,* Liitke,^ Morton,* McDonald,'

Mitchell,^ Sir Daniel Wilson,^ Fontaine,'^' Palmer," Dawson,'- Figuier,'^

Ujfalvy de Mezokovezd,'* Peschel,'^ Petitob,'« Petrotf," Dr. John Kae,'*

Nadaillac,'" Prof. Flowers,"-'" Elliot,-' Topinard,^-' and many others.

Du Ponceau and Gallatin'-^ note resemblance between the Red

Indian and the Eskimo, which view is also shared by Prichard,-'^

Dr. Latham,^* on account of physical resemblances ally them with

the Asiatic Mongols, but at the same time note a certain likeness

in language to the American Indians. On the other hand some

later writers have concluded that the Eskimo are American

aborigines. This is the view taken by Dr. Robt. Brown. -'' Dr. Rink,-'

the eminent Danish scholar, has expressed the opinion that " the

Eskimo appear to have been the last wave of an aboriginal American

race which has spread over the continent from the more genial

regions following principally the rivers and water-courses, and con-

tinually yielding to the pressure of the tribes behind them, until at

last they have peopled the sea-coast." W. H. Dall,"* Dr C. C.

]. Kefd. to in Peschel. loc. cit.

"2. Researches vol. iv., p. 463.

3. Kamtschatka, refd. to in Peschel, loc. cit.

4. Historie von Greenland.

5. Voy. Autour du Monde, vol. 2, p. "209.

fi. Quoted in Norman's Rambles in Yucatan, p. 251, Gran. Am., p. 2H0.

7. Narrative of some Passages in the Life History of Eenoolooapek, Edinb. 1841, p. IS.

8. Archaeolog. Americana, vol. i., p. 344.

9. Prehistoric Man, 1. Ed., p. 384, and V. Pres. Ad. Am. .\ss., Mont, 1882, p. 541. Preh Man,

Vol. ii., p. 447, Ed. 1802.

1(1. How the Earth was Peopled, p. '244.

11. Miy-ration from Shinar, 1ST9, p. 95.

12. Fossil .Men, p. 279.

13. The Human Race, Eng. Ed., p. 460.

14. Melanges Altaiques, p. 153.

15. Viilkerkunde, S. 396.

16. Vocab. Frang.-Esq., 1876, p. xxx.

17. Amer. Naturalist, xxi, p. .567-75.

18. Journ. Anthrop. Inst., Nov., 1886, p. 200.

19. Prehistoric America, p. 52-i.

20. Journ. Anthr. Inst , Nov., 1886, p. 2(:0.

21. Our Arctic Province, Alaska and the Seal Islands, 1886.

22. Anthropolojde 2e. ed., Paris, 1877, p. 488, cf. W. H. Gilder, Schwatka's Search, 1881, p. 299.

23. Arch. Am., Vol. ii., p. 211. Refd. to also in Chamber's Encyc.

24. Cham. Ency. Article, Esquim. -loc. cit.

25. Phil. Soc. Lond. Journ. Vol. I. (1848), p. 154-166.

26. Races of Mankind Vol. I.

27. On Eskimo Descent. Journ. Anthrop. Inst. iii. p. 104 ; Danish Greenld. 1877, p. 405, Esk.

Tales and Trad. p. 11.

28. Tribes of Extreme N. West, Contrib. to Am. Ethn. Vol. i. 102.
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Abbot,^ Aurel Kvaiise," and otliers share this view. Dr. Abbot ^ as a

result of an examination of the flint implements found by him in the

glacial drift of the Delaware near Trenton, concludes that it is " easy

to realize that the Eskimo at one time dwelt as far south as New
Jersey." Nathaniel Holmes* views the theory with favour, and

A. S. Packard^ after an investigation of the literary and other

sources of information upon the subject of the former southward

extension of the Eskimo, thinks it " not improbable that the Es-

kimo, })eihaps the i-emains of the Palaeolithic people of Europe

formerly extended as far as a region defined by the edge of the great

moraine ; and as the climate assumed its present features moved

northward. They were also possibly pushed north by the Indians

who may have exterminated them from the coast south of the mouth

of the St. Lawrence, the race being acclimatized to the Arctic regions."

Aug. R. Grote ^ considei's that the Eskimo are " the existing repre-

sentatives of the men of the American glacial epoch." M. le Dr. A.

Bordier '' says "tout porte done a croire que les Esquimaux sont

descendus a une certaine epoque jusqu' a Terre-Neuve, et sans doute

meme beavicoup plus bas."

Something regai-ding the southward range of the Eskimo in

former times might be gained from the accounts of the early

Norse voyagers to America, were it not that such great differ-

ence of opinion exists as to the direction and extent of their ex-

plorations. Rafn who brought together in his great work ^ the

various old Norse sources of information, was of opinion that Hellu-

land was Newfoundland, Markland Nova Scotia, and Vinland, some-

where in the region of the present Rhode Island. Some have even

claimed that Vinland lay as far south as Virginia.^ A. J. Weise '° says

that all the old maps of Greenland shew Helluland, Markland and

Vinland as regions of that country, and in this opinion he thinks

1. Rep. of Peabody Museum II. p. 254.
^

,

2. Verh. d. Berl. Ges. f. Anthro. Ethn. u. Urgesch., 1SS6, p. 529. -— ^H-^^A^^w /JUvC_ I i ^S i.lZ4
3. Peabody Museum Report, ii. 1876-8, p. 253.

(' T*
i. Distrib. of Hum. Race, Trans. St. Louis Acad, of Sci. March 23, 1S73, p. 4.

5. Notes on Labrador Eskimo, Am. Nat. 1885, p. 265, 395.

0. On the Peopling of America, Bull. Buff. Soc. Nat. Sci., 1877, Vol. 3, p. 181.

7. Les Esquim. du Jardin d'Acclimat. :i Paris, Mem. Soc. d'Anthr. de Paris, 2e. Serie, vol. ii.,

p. 430, cp. Rink, Tales and Trad. p. 11, Dan. Gd. p. 13. Cf. R. G. Latham, Colonial

Ethnology, 1851, p. 151 ; and Man and his Migrations, p. 124.

8. Antiquitates Americanae. Hafniae 1837, cp. Richardson, Arctic Search, E.xped., p. 210.

9. Cp. Brinton Myths of New World, p. 214.

10. Discoveries of America to 1.^25, 1884, p. 421, p. 38.
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that the so-called " Skraellings " were all Eskimos. R. G. Hali-

bui-ton ^ reviews the evidence produced by Rafn and others and

concludes that Helluland was North Labrador, Markland South

Labrador, and Vinland, Western Newfoundland. He is inclined to

think that the naming of Vinland may have been after the manner

in which Eric the Red named the ice-bound region, now kiiowu as

Greenland, there may have been a little i-omance in the stories of

these old Norsemen. He suggests that besides the Eskimo the

Norsemen in Newfoundland may have come across some of the

Naskapi Indians. Rafn -' says " Now is to be told what lies op-

posite Greenland, out from the bay already mentioned. Furdu-

strandir is the name of a land. There are such hard frosts that it is

not habitable as far as known. South of it is Helluland, which is

called SkraelHng's Land." If one will com))arethe description of the

scenery of Helluland, the tiat stones, the action of the tides, the icy

hillocks, the low-wooded, sandy shores, with the account of Labrador

given by Kohlmeister and Kmoclr', who especially mention the flat,

slaty stones, the retreat of the tide, and the succession of low-wooded

coasts to the desert-like shores of the nortliern region, he cannot fail

to have at least a very strong presumption that Helluland was the

coast of Labrador, and was then as now Skraelliny s Land, Pjskimo-

Land. The descriptions of the savages encountered by the Norsemen

accord better with the Eskimo than with any others of the North

American aborigines. Their outcries, their dress, their l^oats, their

bi'andishing their sjjears, etc., have been recorded by the Norsemen,

and the descriptions apply with equal foi-ce to the Eskimo of to day :

so that wliile we became acquainted with other natives of America

less than 400 yeai-s ago, the acquaintance of the historical European

with the Inuit of Greenland and Labrador must go back nearly five

centuries earlier Tliat there were Eskimo in Markland is evident from

the relation of Rafn, " Tha er*siglthu af Vinland, toku their suthrven

vethr, ok hitta tha Markland ok funnu tliar Skraelinja 5 ; ok var

einu skeggjadjr ; konur voru 2, born too ; . . . . their n'^-fndu mothur

sina vethilldi ok fothur Uvaege."^ Here at once we recognize in

Uvaege (the man's name), the Uviya (my husband) of the ])resent

1. A Search in B. N. Amer. for lost colonies of Northmen, etc. Proc. R. Geog. Soc. 1885, p. 25-38.

2. Antiq. Amer. p. 2S0.

3. Jour, of a Voy. from Okkak on the coast of Labrador to Un^ava Bay, etc. Lond. 1814

pp. 21, 53, 56, 50, L'7.

4. Antiq. Amer., p. 101. For Itibilik see Amer. Ethnol. Trans., vol. ii, 213.
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Greenland dialect, and perhaps other words as well. So that where-

ever Markland was the Norse discoverers foiuid Eskimo there on

their arrival. Eafn has also pointed out another Eskimo word

brought home by the discoverers of America. In the descriptions

of Greenland in the old MSS. occurs the woi'd Itibiliksjirth, as

the name of a bay or fjord. Now Rafn says that Itibilik is still

the Eskimo name for an isthmus, Itihiliksh.vt\\, being therefore, the

fjord of the isthmus.

Dr. Rink, the advocate of the American origin of the Eskimo,

from a study of their myths and legends,^ comes to the con-

clusion that the interior of Alaska was the cradle of the race ; a

further study of Eskimo dialects- has strengthened h'm in this view,

and lately he has given additional arguments from an examination

into the development of the kayak and the implements and appliances

belonging thereto^. The coui'se of Eskimo migration was in the opinion

of Dr. Eink* much as follows : Their original home was in North-west

Alaska, and they probably acquired some knowledge of fishing and

hunting from the neighbouring Athabascan tribes, their route thence

was across the Alaska Peninsula to the Copper River, where it is to be

supposed they met with resistance from the Thliukit and Athabascan.

But their chief line of migration was to the North and East along the

unoccupied sea-coast to Baffin's Bay. Fi-om this point a new dispersion

seems to have taken place, southward to Labrador, and eastward and

northward to Greenland. Dr. Rink is inclined to agree with Captain

Holmes, the Danish explorer, that the East Greenlanders (or Angmags-

aliks), found their way to their pi'esent abode by travelling along the

unknown north coast. He also thinks that the West Greenlanders

passed from Baffin's Bay directly southwards, while at the extreme

southern portion of the Peninsula there was developed a mixed race

probably containing Norse elements. Dr. Rink further thinks that

the " Aleutians,^ had already separated from the main stock, before the

latter arrived at the coast," and that perhaps the original Aleutians

had visited and reconnoitred the island annually from the American

1. Tales and Trad., p. 11 ; Danish Gd. p. 405.

2. Eskimo Dialects, etc. Journ. Anthr. Inst. XV. p. 239-45.

3. Migr. of Esk. as shown by Develop, of Kayak Impl., Journ. Anth. Inst., 1887, p.

4. Deutsche ffeoi,'r. Blatter, Jan. 1887. See also Nature, Jan. 27, 1887.

5. Eskimo Dialects and Tribes, Journ. Anthrop. Inst, xv., p. 241. See Peschel Races of Man,

p. 397.
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Continent at a certain season before they finally settled upon them.

Peschel ^ seems to doubt whether the Aleutians and Eskimo really

belong to the same stock, and Keane -' considers that they profoundly

differ in language. Dr. Rink ^ himself terms them an abnormal

offshoot. He does not consider it impossible however, that after the

passage into Asia of some portion of the primitive Eskimo stock,

some tribes may have migrated back again to the American coast.

A. H. Markham* (who however holds to the theory of Asiatic origin

of the Eskimo), thought that a distinct line of migration could be

traced from Siberia, along the ic}' shores and islets of the Polar Sea

to Greenland. There is however no great necessity to assume such

migration. Lieut. Ray^^ noting that it is not reasonable to suppose

that, had the immigration come from Asia, they would have abandon-

ed the deer upon crossing the straits, sketches the route of E.skimo

migration as follows :
—"The sea-shore led them along the Labrador

and Greenland coasts ; Hud.son's Bay and its tributai-y watei-s carried

its quota towards Booth's Land ; helpefl by Back's Great Fish River

the Mackenzie carried them to the N.W. coast, and down the Yukon

they came to people the shoi-es of Norton Sound, and along the coast

to Cape Prince of Wales. They occupied some of the coast to the

south of the mouth of the Yukon and a few drifted across Behring's

Straits on the ice." Lieut. Ray says, " that the ancestors of the

people of Pt. Barrow had made it their home for ages, is conclusively

shown by the ruins of ancient villages and winter huts along the sea-

shore, and in the interior." The investigations of Dall '' and otheis in

the Caves of the Aleutian Islands would seem to lead to a similar

conclusion. Dr. Aurel Krause,^ after journeying in the Eskimo

territories observes, " Bemerkt man die gegenwiirtige Verbreitung

der Eskimos in Asien, wird man der Ansicht von Dall und Nordken-

siold beistimmen, dass die asiatischen Eskimos aus Amerika einge-

wandert sind und nicht, wie Steller und andere vermuthen, zuruck-

1. Races of Man, 1882. N.Y. Ed., p. 397.

2. Nature. Jan. 27, ]8S7.

3. Vide Nature, Jan. 27, 1887.

4. Orij,'. and Mig'r. of Gd. Esk., Jour. Roy. Geo;.?. Soc, vol. .\xvi., 1805, pp. 87-99.

5. Rep. of Intern. Polar Exp. to Pt. Barrow, Alaska. Wash. 1885. See also Scott. Geog. Ma;;.

May 1886.

6. Prehist. Remains in the Aleut. Is., 1873. See also Alph. Pinart, La Caverne d'Aknanh, ile

d'Ounjfa., 1S7.").

7. Die Beviplkerunj,'3\erh,'iltniase der Tschuktschischen Halbinsel, \erh. der lierl. Gesell. fur

Anthr. Ethn. u. Ure-esch., 1883, p. 529.
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gebliebene Reste einer ehenialigen zahlreicheren nach Amerika hiniiber

gezogen Bevblkerung." The number of the Asiatic Eskimo, inchid-

ing those of St. Lawence and Diomede Islands was about 2000.

The Chukluk or Yuit in his opinion undoubtedly belong to the Eskimo

stock and have wandered across the sti^aits from America. They

wandered southwards and in 1879 had reached as far asCapeOlintorsk.

The sea-coast of the Thcuktchi Peninsula from Point Tchaplin to the

Anadyr, as well as parts of the East Coast are peopled by Eskimo, call-

ed Namollo by Ltitke, Tuski by Hooper and Dall, and by themselves

at Ithygane (or Chukluk), Chuklukmut. Dr. Carl Neumann ^ says

that the Asiatic Eskimo or Tchouktchis retain a distinct recollection

of the fact that their forefathers crossed the Straits from America -

Dr. Franz Boas,'- who for some time resided among the Eskimo of

the Cumberland Sound and Baffin's Land region, and had especial

opportunities of studying their habits, legends, language, etc., con-

cludes, "Durchdiese Thatsachen gewinnen wir den Eindruck, dass

die friiheren Formen der Sagen sich westlich von Baffin's Bay finden,

was auf eine Yerbreitung der Eskimos iiber den Smith-Sund schliessen

lasst. Yerbinden wir dieses mit dem Umstande, dass die Sagen der

Ungava Eskimos stets nach Norden iiber die Hudson Strasse verlegt

werden, dass man in Baffin Land stets liber die Fury und Hecla

Strasse fort nach Siiden als dem Schauplatz alter Sagen hinweist, und,

dass die westlichen Eskimos ebenso den Osten als das Land ihrer

sagenhaften Hel4en und Stamme betrachten, so gewimit die Yermu-

thung an Wahrscheinlichkeit, dass im Westen des Hi;dson-Bay

Gebietes, die Heimath der weitverbreiteten Stamme ist." In the

West, then, of the Hudson's Bay, region, was according to Dr. Boaz

the home of the primitive Eskimo Race ; they crossed Fury and

Hecla Straits from the South ; thence a portion of the migrating

tribes turned southwards and peopled Labrador, whilst another

journeyed towards the North and reached Greenland. Dr. Boaz

thinks that after Greeley's discoveries at Lake Hazen, there is no

longer room for doubt, that the great extent of territory in that

direction was once peopled throughout by Eskimo ; he also inclines

to the opinion that the East Greenlanders " reached their present

1. Dr. C. NeuniannsTchouk. Exped., Transl. byCapt. Clarke, Proc. Roy. Geo. Soc, x.\i.p. 217.

2. Die Saj^en der Baffin Land Eskimos, Verb, der Berl. Gesell. flir Anthrop. Etbnol. u. Urgesch.,

1885, S. 166.

3. Cf. Rink—Nature, Jan. 27, 18.^7.
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habitat by migrating around the northern part of the island-continent

of Greenland. The migration of the Western Eskimo along the sea-

coasts and water-courses to their present positions, is susceptible of

reasonable ex[Janation on Dr. Boas' theory. He divides the Eskimo

stock, generally as follows : I. Eastern, the Eskimo of Hudson's

Bav, BaflBn Land, Greenland and Labrador ; II. Central, on the

north coast from King Williani'.s Land to Cape Bathurst ; III.

Westemi, from the Mackenzie westwards. The theory of Dr. Boas

would go far to explain many things that are left untouched by the

theory advanced by Dr. Rink, though both agree in the fundamental

idea of American origin for the Eskimo. It we combine the idea of

the western Hudson's Bay region, as the seat of the primitive Eskimo

stock, with that advanced l)y Horatio Hale, that " the coui'se of

miofration of the Huron-Cherokee family has been from the north-

east to the south-west, i.e., from Eastern Canada on the Lower St.

Lawrence to the mountains of Northern Alabama," ^ and that con-

sequently their primitive abode must have been in the region of

Labrador and the Gulf, we get an interesting situation. South of the

primitive Eskimo, and Huron-Cherokee families, lay in all probability

the Mound-buildei's. It is but reasonable to suppose that contact

with one another took place, and we have proof of this in the vocabu-

laries of these various stocks.

Elsewhere,- I have pointed out a few of the Cree and Algonkin

loan words in the Eskimo dialects of the Cliurchill and Mackenzie.

I have since traced them to the shores of Behring's Straits and into

Asia, thus confirming Dr. Boas' view of the position of the cradle-

land of the Eskimo, and proving that the far-western Eskimo and

those of the Churchill and Mackenzie, as well as those of Labrador

(for the loan-words are seen there also), must have lived together in

juxta-position to tlie Algonkin stocky tK xA^vr<^u'J- ^ \

Examples of these loan-words are :

—

Algonkin, niph/ (water).

Miami nipanoue (cold),

Chippeway nihi (water), Minsi nibi.

Miami ne.peh, Ottawa nipish.

Algonk. nipa (die) Cree n'lpiiu (dead).

Algonk. nipouin (death) nipnn (sleep).

Leuape nipnotii (by night).

Penobscot nipviuji (night).

Mass. nippe (water) Isanticoke nip.

Narrag. nvpouckttov; (to kill).

Chippeway niba (sleep).

Mohican nap (die) Narrag. nippitchev;.

Penob. neebiohst (moon), Montaug 7jeeprt.

1. Ind. Migr. as evidenced by Lanf^iage, p. 11.

2. Science, Sep. 2, 1887.
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Mack. River Esk. nipaluh (rain). Malemute, niptiga (night).

Labrador, niptar-pok (foggy). Ch. R., nipalukuni (to rain).

Tchuakkak I. nuptschuku (rain). Mack. E. nipaluktoark (to rain).

Anadyr Tchuktschi, neptschuk (rain). Cumb. Sound, nejicwoke (sunset).

Church. River Esk., nipa (dead). Mack. River, nipiyork (sunset).

Mack. " " nipta-toark {qn&r- " " nj/^iyoar^ (to set, of stars).

ter, moon's).

And doubtless, a more thorough examination, which I have the

intention, though not at present the leisure to make, will result in

additions to the short list given above. The far western Eskimo seem

to have come into contact with Aztec-speaking races, for in their

vocabularies we find traces of this, e.g. :

Aztec, metztli (moon).
Tarahamara, maitsaca.

Cora, matzakere, Cahita, mecha.

Anadyr Tchuktschi, matschak (sun).

Kotz. Sound, maje (sun).

Kadiak, madzak (star).

Dr. Rink^ tells of a legend regarding the procuring of Copper by
the Eskimo from inland tribes to the south. Now, with the primitive

Eskimo stock situated to the west of Hudson's Bay, from what people

would the Eskimo be likely to borrow their copper? From the

Mound-builders, we may reasonably suppose. Now the word for

copper in the various Eskimo dialects is, Kanooyak (Hudson Bay),

Kannoyark (Mack. R.), Kannujak (Unalaska), Kanuja (Kadiak),

Kanuak, Kennijak, (Tchugaz), and in Mohawk we find the word for

copper to be quennies, in Iroquois kanadzia. May not the ancestors

of the Mohawk and Iroquois have borrowed this word from the

copper-using people the Moun l-builders '] and may not the Eskimo
have done the same 1 Perhaps the Eskimo as Mr. Dall- once hinted,

were related to the Mound-builders. Now in Japanese the word for

copper is aka-gane (red-metal) and the word for metal is gane or kane.

In the appended comparative vocabulary of Eskimo and Turanian

dialects, there are about 100 Japanese words, for which equivalents

are to be found in the various Eskimo dialects. And there seems to

be some similarity between the Japanese and those American dialects

which belong to the region adjacent to the habitat of the Mound-
builders, so that it would not be strange if the Japanese in

addition to being kinsmen of the Eskimo, were nearly related to the

people of the Mounds, or were even their descendants
;
perhaps the

first emigrants from the Mound-builders' land, harassed by less settled

and more warlike tribes. The appended list of words common to

1. Tales and Trad, of Eskimo, 1875, p. 108.

2. Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. 1869.
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Eskimo and various Indian dialects gives evidence of ancient and

long existing relations between the Eskimo and the more southern

tribes of America aborigines.

To return to the theory of an Asiatic origin for the Eskimo.

PescheP says, "The identity of their language with that of the

NamoUo, their skill on the sea, their domestication of the dogs, their

use of the sledge, the Mongolian type of their faces, their capacity for

higher civilization, are sufficient reason for answering the question

whether a migration took place from Asia to America, or invei"sely

from America to Asia in favour of the former alternative." He
concludes that this migration took place " much later than the first

colonization of the New World from the Old." He further says that

in historical times the migi'ations have been in an easterly direction.

The Aleutian he thinks are connected with the Eskimo " only by a

number of words common to both, which may, however, have been

merely interchanged, in other respects their language is isolated."''

Topinard,^ gives his opinion as follows, " La dolichoc^phalie et

I'extreme hauteur de crane (du type eskimau) diminuent en se rap-

prochant du detroit de Behring. Les Aleoutes et les Koloches

formeraient le passage entre lui et le type samoyede on le type

mongol." V. Henry,* assuming the con-ectness of the Asiatic theoiy

of Eskimo origins, thinks, " I'Aleoute, serait probablement I'anneau

de transition qui allierait ensemble le samoyede et I'Eskimau, langues

au premier abord, si dissemblables." - A few yeai-s before, M. Henry

had rejected the theory of the relationship of the Innuit languages

with those of the Ural-Altaic group as utterly untenable.^

A gieat deal has been made of the so-called " Mongolian aspect "

of the Eskimo. Peschel says they are often mistaken for Chinese or

Japanese, and Aleuts, Petitot* observes " rien ne ressemble plus a un

Esquimau et a un Groenlandais qu'un Koriak, un Ostiak, un Samoi-

ede," and Figuier^ is of the same opinion. Dr. P. Penhallow' compares

the Eskimo with the Ainos, and suggests that the latter may have

1. Races of Man, p 3yl.

2. Loc. cit. p. 397.

3. Anthropolo^ie, 2e Ed. 1S77. p. 488.

4. Esquisse d une Graimiiaire raisonntie de la langue aleoute, Paris 1879, p. 3.

5. Esquisse d'uiie fframiiiaire innok., Rev. de Ling., Nov.-Dec. 1877, p. 224.

6. Loc. cit., p. 391.

7. Voc. Franp. Esquini. 1870, p. xxv.

8. Human Race, p. 243.
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reached Amei-ica. H. W. Elliott^ detects a striking resemblance

. between the Aleuts and the Japanese, regarding the former as a

connecting link between the latter and the Eskimo. Prof. Flowers-

discusses the matter in these terms :

" The special chai-acteristics which distinguish a Japanese from the

average of mankind are seen in the Eskimo in an exaggei-ated degree

so that there can be no doubt of their being derived from the same

stock." Claiming that this exaggeration decreases as we progi-ess

from east to west in the Eskimo territory, he derives the Eskimo from

the Mongols of Asia, represented by the Japanese. A. H. Keane^

I'eviewing Dr. Rink's paper on the Eskimo dialects, referred to above,

notices the views advanced by Prof. Flowers and Mr. Elliott. He
points out that the Japanese are but comparatively recent intruders

into Yesso (having been preceded by the Ainos), and could hardly have

had time to throw off a branch which should have developed into so

specialized a people as the Eskimo, and inclines to favour the opinion

of Dr. Rink. Peti'off* opposes Dr. Rink's theory and considers that the

Eskimo moved southwards after the invention of the Kayak. Turner

criticises Dr. Rink's general views and his opinion regarding the

development of the Kayak implements and their bearing upon Eski-

mo migrations, but does not advance any very striking arguments.

At the present time the Asiatic origin theory first set forth by

Crantz, the historian of Greenland, seems to be fast losing ground and

the American theory in pi'oportion gaining in popular favor.

A few words as to the Eskimo legends regarding their own migra-

tions. The Asiatic Eskimo are said by Dr. C. Neumann ^ to retain a

distinct recollection of the passage of their forefathers from America

in times long past. Murdoch ^ comparing the story of Kokpausina

as told by the Pt. Barrow Eskimo, with that of Kagssuk as given by

Rink, says "if Kokpausina and Kagssuk wex-e real beings, it is pro-

bable that they were the same men, and lived not in the locality now
pointed out, but in the common home of the prehistoric Eskimo

;

before the Greenlander started on the weary journey towards the

1. Our Arctic Province, Alaska and the Seal Islands, p. 17S.

2. Presid. Addr. Anthrop. Inst., Jan. 9, 1885.

3. Nature, .Jan. 27, 1887.

4. Am. Nat., vol. xxi, p. 567-75, and Smithson. Report, 1882, p. 646.*

5. Proc. Roy. Geog. See. xxi. (1876-7), p. 217.

C. A few Legend. Fragni. of Pt. Burrow Esk. Am. Nat., July, 1886, p. 096.
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east, and tlie men of Pt. Barrow on their perhaps longer journey

towards the setting sun."' Dr. Boas'^ says that the western Eskimo

regai"d the east .as the land of their legendary heroes and races.

Kohlmeister and Kuioch •' state that there is a legend to the etfect

that the Greenlanders were once inhabitants of Labrador, and certain

remains there existing have been assigned to them. There is also a

legend that the Greenlanders ultimately came from Canada.* Ross^

relatfes that the south Greenlanders believe that they came from the

north, and when Sacheme the interpreter to the expedition, saw the

Arctic Highlanders, he exclaimed, "these ai'e the right Esquimaux,

these are our fathers." Considering the isolation in which some

Eskimo communities live, it is truly wonderful that they should have

retained a recollection of their relations, and adventures in the distant

past. Ross ^ states that the Arctic Highlanders seem to have

thought themselves the only men in the world, and that except their

habitat, the whole universe was ice, sea and mountains. M. Hansen-

Blangsted '' says that the majority of the Eskimo of Angmagsalik (in

East Greenland) have never visited the western coast. The Eskimo

of Greenland and Labrador seem scarcely to have had any intercourse

at all. Indeed, Dr. Rink ^ is of opinion that the inhabitants of Cape

Farewell and Labrador have had no intercourse with each other for

upwai'ds of a thousand years.

Most of the Eskimo communities, like many other primitive races,

have a legend regarding an ancient paradise, which their forefathers

inhabited in the dim past. Petitot ^ observes respecting this :

—

" Naterovik est pour les Tchiglit, ce qu' est Akilinerk pour les Groen-

landais et Nunatagmun pour les Esquimaux centraux. Si les Groen-

landais ont conserve le souvenir d'Akilinerk, c' est que la derniere

etape, sinon le berceau de leurs peres fut le d^troit de Behring et les

rivages compris entre ce parage et le Cap des Glaces." Further in-

vestigation is required before the exact import of this legend can be

1. Loc. cit. J). 597.

2. Die Sagen der Baffin Land Esk., Verhl. der Berl. Gesell. f. Anthr. Ethn. u. Urgesch., 1S85

S. 165.

3. Loc. cit., p. 37.

4. Kohlmeister and Kmoch, Loc. Cit., p. 37.

5. Voy. of Disc. f. purp. of Expl. Baffin Bay, etc., 2nd. Ed. 1819, vol. i., p. 149.

6. Voy. of Disc, tor purpose of E.xpl. Baff. Bay, etc., 2nd. Ed., Lond., 1819, vol. i., p. I(j6.

7. Soc. de G(og. de Paris, Conipt. Rend., 1885, p. 542.

8. Journ. Anthr. Instit., vol. iii. p. 105.

9. Voc. Frani;. Esquim., p. xxv.
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ascertained, or the question settled, whether the Akilllnek of the

Greenland Eskimo, the N'an':Uag>nuH of the ]ieople of the central

regions, and the NaUroik of the Tchiglit of the Mackenzie, refer to

specific localities, or ai-e mere figments of the savage imagination.

Dr. Rink^ thinks that Akillinek is perhaps tlie Asiatic side of

Behring's Straits, to which expeditions from the American shore may
have taken place. Murdoch' comi)ares with the legend of Akillinek,

the Pt. Barrow legend of the" country of Iglu-Nuna discovered by a

man who had lost his way when out sledging. I might here remark

that Killinek is still the Eskimo name for Cape Chudley and the

adjacent islands.

In a paper read before the Institute last year,^ I advanced the view

that instead of the Eskimo being derived from the Mongolians of

North-Eastern Asia, the latter are on the contrary descended from

the Eskimo, or their ancestors, who have fi'om time immemorial

inhabited the continent of America. - Since then I have been enabled

to collect a comparative vocabulary of some 200 words, exhibiting

the relationship between the Eskimo dialects and the Turanian lan-

guages of Northern Asia and Europe. I am sure the vocabulary could

have been greatly extended if I had had more time and more mater-

ial to work upon. Still I think that a vocabulary of 200 words will

seem a sufficient j ustification for the position I have taken. Together

with the list of words will be found some examples of similarity in

grammatical structure, between the language-groups considered. The

apparent great age of the residence of the so-called " Mongolian

"

peoples in Asia and in Europe, may at first sight seem adverse to

the opinions I have advanced. From language, from craniology and

from archaeology, I have drawn what seem to me reasonable inferences.

H. H. Howarth* thinks that "the Finns proper entered Scandinavia

in the wake of the Norsemen," and others have i-emarked that the Finns

are among the latest comers from Asia. The true form of the

Eskimo skull is dolichocephalic' ; and the dolichocephaly decreases as

we proceed from Greenland westwards into Asia. Among the kind-

red Tui-anian tribes of Asia and Europe, this type has to a consider-

1. Eskimo Tales and Trad., p. 29.

•2. Loe. cit., p. 598.

3. Pioc. Can. Inst., 3id. Ser., vol. v., Fasc. i., Oct. 1887, p. 70.

4. The Finns, Journ. Anthr. Inst., vol. ii., p. 208.

5. Rae. Eskimo Skulls, .Journ. Anthr. Inst., Gt. Brit, and Ire., vol. vii. 1879-8, p. 142.
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able extent vanished, especially among the Lapps, Wotiaks, Estlis,

Magyars, etc., perhaps through intermingling with other races. The

Ostiaks and Woguls are, however, according to Baer and Dr. Euro-

pseus,^ dolichocephalic, a fact noted before by Humboldt, and since,

by A. H. Keane. The migration of the Turanians now in E\irope,

can with reason, be traced back to the region of the Altai in Asia.

A. H. Keane- remarks, Lake Baikal itself seems to have been

indicated as a sort of point of dispersion of the Lapp Race. H. H.

Howorth," gives the following names in the region of the Obi and

Yenesei, as proof of the migration of the Finns :

—

Ishma (river-name
;

Finnish, Isoma), Tsylma (river-name, Finnish Kylvia, with which

might be compared Kolyma in N. E. Siberia), Pjosch a (river-name,

Finnish Pesa), Kuloi (river-name, means fish-river, cf. Kolyma). And
Ujfalvy de INJezokovezd* says, " Dans les bassins de I'lrtyche, del'Obi,

et du Yenesei, les noms d'origine finnoise abondent," and ho cites as

examples the following :

—

Kem (the name given by the Tartars to the

Yenesei, cf the Kemi in Finland, the Kemi in Olonetz, and the

Kama in Permia, with which I venture to compare, Kamanek, ' lake

'

in Churchill River Eskimo and Ki'acjmalik, Kragnialvik, the names

of the Rivers Anderson and McFarlane in the Tchiglit, or Mackenzie

River dialect); sym [symo in Finland); ija [in Finland oji and yokl,

with which compare kuk (Crd.), kuuk (Oh. R.), koouk (Kotz. Sd.),

coke (Malemute), river] ; Koloa (fish-river, frequently met with in

Finland, Permia, and Archangel, and in Kolyma, bordering on the

Eskimo region in N. E. Siberia, cf khalloo Kotz. Sd., fish); that they

should have come over from America in the prehistoric past, seems

then a reasonable explanation.

With the Eskimo tribes of Noi'th America, it is common to

find the designations of local divisions, communities, or tribes

so-called, ending in -meut, -meut, -mio, -meork, which termination

Petitof'* says mai-ks residence or haVjitation, e.g., Kuskwogmute,

a dweller on the Kuskwoquim River, Chuklukmeut, an inhabitant

of Chukluk. It is interesting to find this suffix in Asia.

H. H. Ho worth'' speaks of the I'oot mard or murd, as in Mord-wm,

1. Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, Berlin, 1876, p. 81-88. .

2. The Lapps, their Origin, etc., .Journ. Anthr. Inst, xv., p. 217.

3. The Finns, Journ. Anthr. Inst., vol. ii., p. 192

4. Melanges Altaiques, p. 51.

f). Voc. Franrais.-Esquini. 1876, p. liv., and Bull. Soc. rt'Anthr. de Paris vii., p. 219.

6. Bulgarians, Journ. Anthr. Inst, iii., p. 29.
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and Komi-mort, both meaning near. He says,^ " the root of Votiak is

Vot or Vod ; the indigenous name is Udemurt ; the Permians call

themselves Komy-mort (i.e., dwellers on the Kama), and the Siranians

living further east also call themselves Xouy-mort." With this

ethnic or rather locative suffix, may be compared the Samojed word,

muat, miat, house. Taking all the evidence into consideration, it

seems to me that the dolichocephalic ancestors of the Eskimo of

America were also the ancestors of the Turanians of Northern

Asia, and that the course of migration was from America west-

ward along Siberia into Europe ; the Eskimo ancestors being pro-

bably derived from Europe in early pi-ehistoric times, although

much might be said in favor of making America the scene of the

development of that peculiar variety of man now represented by the

Eskimo, and of considering palaeolithic man in Europe an offshoot

from this stock. The ocean, which in Pliocene times, probably

covered the north of the present continent of Asia, may be sufficient

to explain some of the movements of the Asiatic Turanians and their

comparatively late intrusion into Europe.

I do not intend to discuss the folklore and mythology of the

Turanians in comparison with the Eskimo, and shall, therefore, con-

tent myself with pointing out a single remarkable coincidence.

Dr. Rink,^ gives the Eskimo legend of the origin of the white man,

as the offspring of a union between a woman and a dog. This is the

Greenland tradition according to Egede.^ A similar story is

reported by Mr. Murdoch * from Pt. Barrow. Now it is intei^esting

to find that the Japanese account for the origin of their predecessors,

the Ainos, in a similar manner.

Baron Nordenskiold,'^ the eminent Swedish explorer, thinks that

" the Eskimo might probably be the true aulocthones of the Polar

Regions, i.e., they had inhabited the same previous to the Glacial

Age, at a pei'iod when a climate prevailed here equal to that of

northern Italy at present, as proved by the fossils found in Spitz-

bergen and Greenland." Nordenskiold further states that " if

1. The Finns Journ. Anthr. Inst. vol. ii., p. 217, and p. 211.

2. Esk. Tales and Trad., p. 147.

3. Greenland, p. 195.

4. Loc. cit., p. 594. Or. the legend of origin of the Tchugazzie in Richardson Arctic Search.

Exped. p. 21.'j, 239.

5. Oeogr. Soc. of Stockholm. Feb. 20, 1885. Summarized in Pro. Roy. Geog. See., New-

Series vii., 1885. p. .402-3.
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it could be })i-oved that the Eskimo descended tVom a race which

inhabited the Polar Regions in the very earliest times, we should be

obliged to assume that there was a Northern (Polar) as well as

Asiatic cradle of the human race, which would open up new fields of

reseai-ch both to the philologist and to the ethnologist, and probably

remnants of the culture and language of the original race might be

traced in the present Polar inhabitants of both Europe and Asia."

The culture of the Eskimo, according to Nordenskiold, proved a

gradual development through ages whilst they had no contact with

other races.

The Eskimo, being " the only population indubitably common to

the two worlds, the Old and the New," it may not, therefore,

seem strange that some should have seen in them not recent im.

migi'ants into America from the neighbouring Asiatic continent,

but kinsmen, perhaps, descendants of the hunters of the Caves and

River Drift cf the Palaeolithic period in Eui'ope, who have left

marked traces of their sojourn in Britain, in France and elsewhei'e in

Western Europe. Prof. Boyd Dawkins, in 1866,^ was the first to

suggest a possible connection between the man of the river drift and

the Arctic tribes of America. In his subsequent works - he has set

forth his views at greater length and with considerable force of argu-

ment. His views have to a considerable extent been accepted by Sir

John Lubbock,^ Dr. Beddoe,* and other European scientists, while the

companion theory which (as advanced by Dr. C. C. Abbot ' ) identifies

the Eskimo with the palaeolithic man of the Delaware ri^er in New
Jersey has been received in America. Dr. Geikie" and Robt. Ellis

"^

call for further evidence before giving in their adhesion to the

theory of Prof. Bjyd D.ivvkins. Prof. Flower* (who looks on the

Eskimo as a branch of tlie North Asiatic Mongols) and Dr. Jno. Rae,'

think they are " in no way related to the ancient cave men." A. H.

Keane,^" noting the difterence in skull, type, etc., between tlie

1. Eskimo in the south of Gaul. Saturday Review, Dec. 8, 1886.

2. Cave Hunting, 1ST4, p. 355-9, Early Man in Europe, 1880, p. 203.

8. Prehistoric Times, 1870, p. 359.

4. stature and Bulk of Man in Britain.

*. Peab. Mus. Report II. p. 25. cf. Prof. E. W. Clayiiole in Trans. Edinb. Geol. Soe. Vol. V.

p. iii. 1887. p. 441.

ti. Prehistoric Europe, p. 547-9.

7. Sources of the Basque and Etruscan Languages, 1886, p. 49, Note.

8, 9. Journ. Anthr. Inst. Gt. Brit, and Ire. Nov. 1886, p. 200.

10. The Lapps, Journ. Anthr. Inst. xv. p. 321.
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Eskimo and the Lapps, thinks tha:: '• if these peoples were originally

one, the Es imo have remained far truer to the type of the men of

the oldest stone age," and that " Prof. Dawkins is so far justified

in affiliating or at least comparing the first known inhabitants of

Europe, the men of the caves, not with tlie Lapps, but with the

Eskimo." Sir Daniel Wilson^ is of opinion that " it is impossible to

look on casts of the large and finely developed Cro-Magnon skull

now in my possesion, without being struck with the extreme contrast

betvveen them and the Eskimo." And the height of the Cro-magnon

man has been held to bs an objection to Prof. Dawkins' view. But

the Cro-magnon s[)ecimen is probably an exaggerated one, just as we

find a considerable difference between the Eskimo of the extreme

West and East in height and other respects, the truth being most

probably as Dr. Mattel - observes, " Quant a la taille de ces hommes

primitifs, elle ^tait petite ou moyenne, quoique le squelette de Cro-

Magnon ofifre un exemple de taille assez elev^e." Rolleston^ concludes

an article on the Prehistoric Crania of Britain in the following words,

" There are many reasons for supposing that tlie Eskimo are a race

which still retains and preserves for us, in the structure and gram-

tical peculiarities of its language, its life history, and physical p^^culi-

arities, the very closest likeness to what we believe some of the

earliest races of mankind must have been." M. Mortillet* considers

that the Greenlanders are descended from the men whose remains of

the palaeolithic epoch are found at La Madelaine in France, agreeing

with Prof. Dawkins. Rolleston ^ and Broca *" have noted the corres-

pondence of the Eskimo nasal index to that of prehistoric European

skulls, and Cleland^and Rolleston* have called attention to the

elongation of the basicranial axis. Prof. E. D. Cope ^ accounts for

appearance of tritubercular molars in certain "Western European races,

by reference to the theory of Prof. Body Dawkins, as such dentition

1. Add. of Sir Daniel Wilson, LL.D., Vioe-Pres. Sec. H. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., Montreal, 1882,

p. 532. See also "the fancy of an Eskimo pedigree for European Palaeolithic Man."

Proc. and Trans. Roy. Assoc, of Canada, Vol. I. (1882-3) p. 57.

2. Les anciens peuples de I'Europe centrale. Mem. de la Soc. d'Anthr. de Paris II. Ser. T. 1.

3. Scientific Papers. (Ed. by Turner, 1884) Vol. I. p. 320. [p. 431.

4. Les Groenlandais descendants des Magdaleniens. Soc. d'Anthr. de Paris, 1885. pp. 868-870.

5. Log. cit. p. 11.

6. Revue d'Anthrop. 1873. II. p. 191.

7. Philosophical Transactions, 1870, p. 124.

8. Loc. cit. p. 191.

9. On Lemurine Reversion in Human Dentition, Anier. Nat., Nov. 1886. p. 947.
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is very frequent amongst the Eskimo. Samuel Lain^; ' compares the

skulls of the early stone perio I in Scandinavia with those of the

Eskimo, and Richard Owen,'- speaking of crania from the Shetland

Islands obi^erves that they "combine Teutonic features with the

roof-shaped calvarium " and supra-nasal depression of the Eskimo."

H. G. M. Murray Aynsley thinks that '• the race that lived in the

Stone-age is represented now by the Finns, the Lapps and the

Eskimo," and compares theui in regard to colour, eyes, phy.sical

appearance, etc., with the aboi'igines of the Spiti valley in the

Himalayas.* Broca ^ remarks the resemVjlance of the dolichocephalism

of the race jf Canstadt to that of the Eskimo. The correspondence

of the weapons of the men of the River-drift to those at present in

use among.st the Eskimo has been shown by Professor Dawkins,'' who
has also noted the peculiar aptitude for carving or scratch-ng ilraw-

ings on bone, which the relics of the Cave-men show th^m to have

posse.s.sed, and with which the Eskimo are gifted to a remarkable

degree. It seems to me therefore that there is nothing absolutely

conclusive against Prof. Dawkins' iheoiy, which enables us to solve

many pioblems otherwise inexi)licable.

Tiie exact relation which exists between the Eskimo race and the

various other aVjorigiual stocks of the American continent, has not

yet been .satisfactorily determined. That the Eskimo and some of

the Indian races of North America, have been brought into contact

in the remote past, I have, I think reasonably shown ; whether they

have sprung from the same original stock, remains an open question.

The measurements of Eskimo skulls Vjear a remarkable resemVjlance

to those of ])rehi.storic Crania from California and Brazil. The series

of crania from Sta. Barbara Island* and the vicinity, as seen from the

following table,^ approach in some respects, Eskimo skulls very

closely :

—

1. Journal Anthrop. SrX'., ISCi. p. 21.

2. lb. p. 54.

3. Asiatic Syniljolisin, Indian Antiquary, Bombay, March 1886, p. 61.

4. lb. p. 63.

.5. Disc, de .M. Broca. Pr>-9. de 1'As.s. franf;. p. I'Av. d. 1. Sci., Havre 1877.

J. Loc. cit.

7. Peabody Mus., Kep. ii., 1876-9, p. MS.
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Mean of 103 Sta. Barbara Crania
" " 50 fr. islands near St. B
" " Esquimaux
" " Tchuktchi . . . ,

" "6 from Sta. Catalina ....

9 crania from Sta. Clementina I.

46 " " " Cruz I
" " " Barbara

175
184
184
176
189
186
179
178

Breadth. Height

136 129

133 128

132 138
135 137

133 130
137 131

135 125

136 131

The orbital index of the Botocudos according to Cancstrini ^ brings

them closely in relation with the Eskimo and separates them from

the other American tribes. The description given by Ten Kate -

(who compares them to skulls from Lower California), of the crania

of Lagoa Santa in Brazil seems to invite comparison with the Eskimo.

A. H. Keane^ says Augustine St. Hilaire was much impre.ssed by the

likeness of the Botocudos to the Chinese, and Peschel * and others

have discerned a likeness between the latter and the Eskimo. The

Botocudo cranium, says Keane,^ " is distinctly dolichocephalic, with a

mean index of 73.30 for males and 74 for females (extremes 71 to 79),"

and Peixoto," allies the Botocudo skull to that of the man of Lagoa

Santa. The luesorrhine nasal index of the Eskimo approaches them

to the skulls fi-om Sta. Cruz Is. (49), Sta. Barbara, mainland (48),

Sta. Clementina (47), Sta. Catalina (49), ani the Botocudos (46.76).

The average contents in cubic centimetres of Eskimo skulls given by

Schaffhausen (1391) and by Morton (1410), brings them in relation

witii the Botocudos (1359), and the Araucanians (1402).''

These and other considerations, such as the frequency of the oblique

so-called " Mongoloid " eyes among the aborigines of Antioquia*

(Venezuela', and elsewhere, might lead one to the belief that at a

very remote period, the people now represented by the Eskimo, may

1 Atti della Soc. ven. trent. di Sci. Nat. a Padova, 1880, vi. 2.

2. Bull. Soo. d' Anthr. de Paris, Tome. 8, iii. Ser., Fasc. 2, 1885, p. 240.

3. Journ. Anthr. Inst., 1884, p. 204.

4. Races of Man, p. 39.

."). Loc. cit., p. 211.

6. Novos Estudios sobre os Botocudos, Rio .Janeiro, 1882.

7. Measurements given by O. T. Mason, Rep. Smithson. Inst. 1885, pt. i., p. 82.

5. See the plates given by Dr. Andre Posado Aranzo—Sur les Aborig. d'Antioquia. Mem. Soc.

(V Anthrop. de Paris, ii Sit., Tome i., 1873, p. 231
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have also ranged over part at least of the South American continent,

Vjeing perhaps its earliest inhaVjitants and allied to the cave-men of

Europe. And some of their descendants may yet exist, amongst the

Botocudos and other low tribes of Brazil, or even in that still lower

race the Fuegians. Dr. Virchow,^ observes with reference to the

discovery in Patagonia of a human skull beside the remains of a

Glyptodon, " Ich habe audi schon hin gewiesen, dass die vou Herrn

Strobel in den Paradeus von Patagonien gefundenen Schadel, gleich-

falls brachycR[)hal waren ; sind seine (die des Herrn Roth in der

Pampa) Fundangaben richtig, was zu bezweifeln, kein Giund vorliegt,

so diirfte niit Sicherheit folgen, dass schon diese alteste Bevtilkerung

brachycephal war." Considering these facts, it may be, that in South

America, as in Europe, we have presented to us in the past the spectacle

of an earlier dolichocephalic race, intruded upon and displaced h)y a

contemporary, or rather a later and brachycephalic people. Presup-

])Osing this earlier dolichocephalic, Eskimo-like race in North and

South America, and admitting the arrival at later intervals of Iberian

immigration from Europe and Northern Africa, have we not found a

reasonable explanation for many of the facts which meet us in the

prehistory of America?

In historic times intei'course and relations with the American

Indians, have entirely ceased in some cases, or varied much ac-

cording to locality, judging from Dr. Rink." ' " In the extreme West

there has been a slight intermingling with the Thlinkits about the

Copper River, and with the AthaV^ascans back of Kotzebue Sound,

elsewhere the Innuitsmd Karalik (West and East Eskimo) have kept

entirely aloof, nowhere amalgamating with the Red Indians.". Not-

withstanding this, Dr. Rink'^ is inclined to think that "The North-

West Indians might be considered as formin" an intermediate link

between the Eskimo and the inland triVjes."

With the Greenlanders, the Indians have long ages ago l>ecome

fabulous beings, and are known in Legend a.s Erkilek. According to

Mr. Murdoch* the case is the same at Point Barrow, in Alaska.

Ml-. DalP states that "the Omrians (Eskimo) are known to the

1. L'eber ein mit Glyittodon trefund. meiisf;h. Skelet. aus der Pampa de la Plata. Verb, der

Berl. Ges. f. Anthr. Ethn. u. Ur^., 188.3, S. 467.

•2. Nature, .Ian. 27, 1887.

3. Eskimo Tales and Traditions, p. 71.

4. I<oc. cit., p. 599.

5. Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Salem, 1869, p. 266; lb. p. 272
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Northern Tinneh or Chippewyan Indians as XJskeem^ or soi'cerers,

and a belief exists among all the Indian tribes acquainted with

them that they are possessed of supernatural powers." He also

remarks that " no intercourse between Eskimos and Indians occurs

except in the way of trade ; they never intermarry, and in

trading use a sort of ja'gon, neither Indian nor Eskimo." In

Alaska there are but few words common to the two languages ;.

two of these are kweenyuk (pipe), which the Indians borrowed

from the Eskimo ; and tenihuh (moose) which the Eskimo adopted

from the Indian. Kohlmeister and Kmoch^ state that " the

Eskimo (of Labrador) are very much afraid of the Indians who are a

more nimble and active I'ace." McFarlane- says that " the Eskimo of

Anderson's River are very friendly with the Batard Loucheux

Indians ; that the Hare Indians^ hold the Eskimo in great fear, and

are despised by them, in i-eturn being called Nouga (or spittle). Hind*

states that " the Naskapies like there allies and friends the Montag-

nais, hate the Eskimo, whom they never fail to attack when opportu-

nity offers." Dr. Brinton^ observes, " They (Eskimo) are the

connecting link between the races of the Old and New Worlds, in

physical appearance and mental traits more allied to the former, but in

language betraying their nearer kinship to the latter."^ Dr. Brinton^

also calls attention to the fact that the " traditions of the Tuscaroras

who placed their arrival on the Virginian coast at about 1300, spoke

of the race they found there (called Tacci, or Dogi) as eaters of raw

flesh and ignorant of maize. Petitot^ says that the Innok tradition

of the creation, disdains mention of the Indians, and upon question-

ing the narrator of it, he i-eceived this answer, " Oh, il ne vaut pas la

peine d'en pai'ler. lis naquirent aussi dans I'ouest, sur File du Castor,,

des laives de nos poux. C'est pourqnoi nous les nommons Itkreleit.

lis sont meprisables, mais les Krablunet et les Innoit sont freres."

Lyon^ remarks " Of the Indians (Itkaghlie), they (the Eskimo) speak

with fear and abhorrence." Richardson^ says of the Eskimo who

dwell to the east of Cape Bathurst,-" the reputation of the Kahlunaht

or Kahlunet (white men) is superior among them to that of the remote

1. Loc. eit., p. 57.

2. In Hind's Labrador, vol. i., p. 259. 3. lb. p. 2.58.

4. Loc. Cit., vol. ii., p. 101.

5. Myths of the New World, p. 24. 6. lb. p. 24.

7. Voc. FranQais-Es(iuini. Monog., p. xxv.

8. Private Journal of Capt. G. T. Lyon of H.M.S. Heela. Dur. Voy. of Disc, under Capt.

Parry, New Ed. Lond., 1825, p. 346.

9. Arctic Searching Exped. N. Y. Ed., p. 209. #*
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tribes of their own nation. With the Allani-a-wok, as they term the

inland Indians, they have no intercoui-se whatever."

-

Wilhelm Herzog^ has endeavoured to establish a connection between

the various languages of the Yuma stock and the Aleut and Eskimo.

The I'esemblance of Old Californian skulls to those of the Eskimo

lends this theory probability from other than linguistic evidence.

To Eskimo philology and phonology, the same attention has not

been paid, as has been given to many of the languages of more south-

ern tribes of American aborigines. Perhaps this is partly owing to

the Eskimo having been so long regarded as a mere offshoot of the

North Asiatic Turanians. There is considei-able material for reseaich

in Eskimo philology, but it does not exist in a form which renders it

easy of access to the student. I shall therefore endeavoiir to advance

our study of the Eskimo a .step, by presenting alphabetically

arranged vocabularies in English of a number of Eskimo dialects,

which have been recorded by travellers, explorers and missionaries.

A few words of preface with regard to the general character of

the Eskimo language may be fitly inserted here. Dr. Brinton-

has said that the language of the Eskimo " betrays its nearer kinship

to the races of the New World," and other writers have expi'essed a

similar opinion. Dr. Rink,"* obsei-ves, " with regard to their language

the Eskimo also ajjpear akin to the American nations with regard to

its decidedly polysynthetic structure. Here, however, on the other

hand we meet with some vei-y remai-kable resemblances between the

Eskimo idiom, and languages of Siberia belonging to the Altaic or

Finnic group, first as to the rule of joining the affixes to the end,

and not to the Vjeginning of the word, and second, the very chai'acter-

istic mode of forming the dual by k, and the ))lural by t. Peschel*

says, " Their (Eskimo) words are always formed by means of suflSxes,

and so far the method is the same as in the Ural-Altaic group,

though the important character, the harmony of the vowels, is want-

ing in the Innuit language. Although the Eskimo language is in no

sense incorporative, it will soon be shown that it is a transition

between the Ural-Altaic and the American types." Peschel gives

1. Ueber die Verwdsch. des Yumasprst. mit der Sprache der Aleuten u. der Eskiiuostiimme,

Zeitschr. f. Ethnologie, Bd. x., S. 449, Berlin, 1878.

2. Myths of the New World, p. 24.

3. Tales and Traditions of Eskimo, p. 74.

4. Races of Man, p. 395.
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the following example to illustrate his remark about incorporation.

The Eskimo would use but a single word to express the idea " he

-says that you also are going in haste to buy a beautiful knife" :

—

sauig - ik - sini - ariartok-asuar-omar - y - otit - tog - og.

knife beautiful to buy go haste will likewise thou also he savs.

'' But it is most important to note," says Peschel, " that this loose

combination of roots is not incorporation, for in the American lan-

guages the connected syllables are always curtailed of some sounds."

I have here inserted for comparison with the example given by Peschel,

the following :—In Mexican a priest may be addressed as

—

notlazomahuizteopixcatdlzin, a word composed of no (my), tlazontli

< esteemed), mahuiztic (revered), teo-pixqui (god-keeper), and tatli

(father).

Gilder^ makes a remark similar ta that of Peschel, that the Eskimo
language is agglutinative but not incorporating. This is briefly the

distinction between the Eskimo and American Indian tongues. Dr.

Latham' was of opinion the passage between the western Eskimo

dialects and those of the neighbouring Indian tribes was compara-

tively easy ; although Mr. DalP has since stated that the Eskimo

tongue does not resemble any of the Indian dialects and has but a

very few loan words. Wilhelm Herzog* has tried with some success

to establish a connection between the western Eskimo dialects and the

Yuma stock of California. As I have pointed out, the number of

coincidences between the Eskimo and those aboriginal Indian tribes of

the region adjoining their primitive habitat seems evidence of the

extent of their relations in the pi-ehistoric past.

There is a lai'ge amount of material for the pi'osecution of and

researches in Eskimo philology, but a good deal of it is yet in manu-

script in the Libraries of the Scientitic Institutions of the United

States. Mr. J. 0. Pilling, of Washington, has lately published a

Bibliography of the Eskimo language, which when all the works

enumerated shall have been published, cannot but give a desirable

impulse to the study of American philology. The number of MSS. in

this list is very large and gives reason for great hopes for the future

pi'Ogress of science. Mr. Pilling enumerates some 60 Eskimo com-

munities, or tribes, vocabularies of whose dialects have been recorded
;

some of them it is true but brief lists, but others like those of Fabri-

1. Schwatka's Search, lt>81, p. 299.

2. Man and his Migrations, p. 122-3.

3. Loc. Cit.

4. Loc. Cit.
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cius (Greenland) and Petitot (Tchiglit) more properly dictionaries. In

his list he enumerates some languages such as the Kamtschatkan and

Skitaget, which have not generally been recognised as varieties of

Eskimo speech, although in former papei- I produced some evidence

in favour of the descent of the Kamtschatka tongue from the Eskimo.

Mr. Pilling does not mention the short vocabulary of John Davis,

from the people of Baffin's Bay, or the short list given by Martin

Frobisht r of the words of the language of the people of Meta Incog-

nita, pei-haps the two earliest records of Eskimo speech.

A short specimen of the language of Hogarth Sound is given by

M'Donald,^ whose work Mr. Pilling does not appear to have noticed.

For this reason I reproduce it here. It is in the form of a letter

from the } oung Eskimo Eenoolooapik, to Mr. Hogarth, dated

August 20th, 1840, on board the ship Neptune.

Mk. Hogarth :

Tenudeackbeek mooeput unickpock keimusoomoote Eenoolooapik

ackbeelik naluk ackbuckaounenguapekivouck vokiackut petackanoune

takoukshoweeokasunga-lara lou-are-bock Ennungite ockpakeluackput

Pedluakkpanga Capt. Penny quiluite Innuite unniboiik tawane

tanakvanniuane pedluarivanga. Eenoolooapik.

TrtDvilation.

Mr. Hogarth :

Eenoolooa))ik has arrived in Tenudeackbeek and intends to remain

at Keimwokssiok. The Innuit say that for many suns the whales

were very numerous, but before the ship came they had all disap-

peared. They also say that the whales will return when tJie sun
becomes low. Capt. Penny has been very kind to me and to many
Innuit, who all thank him. Nexc to him you were the kindest to

me, when I was with you. Eenoolooapik.

M'Donald also gives the following Eskimo words scattered passim
;

angekuk {iiovcevev }; ackhuck {\v\i-A\e) ; kmlloonite {whxte \a-d.i\); nookee

flesh ; meekeouck (few)
;

quinameek (expresssion of gratitude),

shounook
{
bone). To give an idea of the importance of the collection of

words " scattered passim," in the works of writers upon one subject,

it may be noted that the work of Hall'- contains no less than on3

hundred such words, and those of other travellers in pro{)ortion.

Eskimo proper names form an interesting subject of study, and are of

the gi-eatest philological importance. It is to be regretted that some

1. Narrative of some Passages in the Life History of Enoolooapik, etc., Edinburgh, 1841, p. 18.
2. With the Esquimaux, 18G5.
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compilers of Bibliographies of languages have not seen fit to pay at-

tention to the names of persons and of geographical features recorded

by the various travellers who have written about the Indians. As
these names are as much language as the words in the vocabulary,

and peculiarly so in the case of primitive people like the Esquimaux,

it is difficixlt to see why they should not have been taken into account

when we come to consider the language. In the work of Kohlmeister

and Kmoch (referred to above) there ai'e enumerated about 120 such

terms, showing the importance of these as a source of linguistic

information.

In the compilation of the accompanying vocabularies considera-

ble care has been exercised and a large extent of ground covered

in order to obtain them. For the Greenland vocabulary the autho-

rities are Egede, Cranz, Gallatin, Rink, Ross, (Noi'th Greenland) etc.

For Hudson's Bay, Gilder and Gallatin ; for Labrador, Richardson

and R. F. Stupart, whose words from the dialect of Stupart's Bay
ai-e marked (S.), besides Gallatin ; for the Mackenzie River or Tchi-

gjit dialect the source has been Petitot, from whom also the Churchill

River dialect has been extracted and arranged. For the Tchuktschi

the sources have been Vater, Klaproth, etc. ; for the Aleutian, Busch-

raann, Henry, etc. ; tor the Kadiak, Gallatin, Buschmann, etc. ; for

the Unalaskan, Vater, Buschmann, etc. ; for the Tchuakkak, Winter

Island, Stuart Island and Nuniwok, Vater, and in the case of Winter

Island also Lyon. The Alaskan dialects are from Dall. In the pre-

])aration of the comparative Eskimo-Turanian vocabulary, the chief

authorities have been, Hepburn's Japanese Dictionary, Oppert'sCorean

Vocabulai'ies, Batchelor's Ainu Grammar, Scheube's Aino Vocabu-

lary, Klaproth's Sprach-Atlas, Ujfalvy de Mezokovezd Melanges

Altaiques, Singer's Hungarian Grammar, Turkish, Redhouse, for

the Turanian languages. For the Eskimo, the vocabularies contained

in the works of Klaproth, Buschmann, Vater, Egede, Cranz, Long,

Richardson, Ross, Dall, Whymper, Mii-kham, Gilder, Rink, Petitot,

etc. The spelling of the various authors has been preserved.

In the comparative vocabularies the numerals (1), (2), in the

Tchuktchi column denote that the words belong to the dialect of the

Anadyr or to that of tlje Tchuktchi Promontory respectively.

In the Aleutian column the figui'es (1), (2), (3), denote respectively

the Lissic, the Aleuto Lisgewic and the Lisgewic-Aleuto, of Busch-

6
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mann. Taken altogether the Eskimo language is one of the most

interesting for the philologist and tlie great extent over which it is

spoken and its numerous and isolated dialects make it a sul)ject of

the highest importance to linguistic science. When the Eskimo shall

have received the same attention at tlie hands of students of language

as have the Semitic, or the Aryan tongues, I trust I am not far

wrong in predicting that an important step will have been taken

towards the solution of the problem of the origin of language.

The earliest vocabularies of the Eskimo language which we possess

are those of Davis (
" a few words of the people of Baffin Bay "

), and

Frobisher ("words of the language of Meta Incognita"), which I

here insert alphabetically arranged :
—

DAVIS' VOCABULARY.^

English. Eskimo. English. Eskimo.

Beard macuah Knife, a sawygmeg
Below samVjah Leap conah
Boat, a ponameg Live it unircke
Bracelet, a sasobneg Music madlycoy te
Coat, a sugnacoon Needle, a panvgmah
Come down gounah No nugo
Come hither icune Nose, a uderah
Dart, a asanock, maccoah Oar, an paaotyck
Eat some kesinyoh Sea, the aob
Eye, an blete Seal, a ataneg
Fallen down alja Sealskin lethicksaneg
Fish maatuke Shot acu
Fog, a tucktodo J^kin lechiksah
Give it me quoysah Son, my ugnera
Go, fetch aginyoh Stag or Clan tuckloak
Go to him cocah

.

Thread, a pignagogah
Harm (I mean no) yliaoute Tongue ugnake
Have(willyou-this) maconmeg Wash it mysacoah
Iron aoh Yonder awenny^
Kiss me canyglow

FROBISHER'S VOCABULARY.-^

English. Eskimo. English. Eskimo.

Breeches, a pair of callagay Hand, a argotteyt

Coat, a attegay Head, the mutchatet
Ear, an chewat Knife, a poUenetagay
Eye, an arered Leg, a comagaye
Finger, foremost teckkere

1

Nose, a cangiiawe
" fourth mekeUacane Ship, a accaskay
" little yackethronc Thumb, a coblone
" middle ketteckle Tooth, a keiotot

Foot, a atoniagag

1. Hakl. Soc., Voyages of Inc., Davis. Lond. 1886, p. 20.

2. Voyages in search of N.W. Passage, Cassel's Nat. Lib., vol. no. 32., p. 61.
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TSCHUAKAK I.

(From Buschmann).

English. TSCHUAKAK English. TSCHUAKAK.

Arm aihanka (hands) N ose kanka
Axe kajugun Kain niptschuku
Bird kawak River kijuk
Black molikchtal Sand tschirgat

Clouds makssliuk Sea imak
Day aganik stars ialktagit

Earth nuna Stone knakjak
Eye tschichka Sun tschekinuk
Father atanna Tooth kehutani
Foot itiganka Tongue uliupa

Fox kawijaka Water mok
Hands aihanka Whale iiiutuk

Heaven tschlia White kchtscliuktak
Ice tshikuk Wife mulechka
Iron tschawigak Woman agnak
Island kichkagat One atawtschigak
Lake naiwagach Two mamosik
Man juk Three piengaju
Moon takik Four staman
Mother nang-a Five tassliman
Mountain najagat Ten uUia
Mouth kanka Twenty juwinak
Night upuk

WINTER ISLAND.
(From BiiscJiniann and Lyon).

English. Winter Island. English. Winter Island.

Arrow kakliok Mother anana

Bad niamaitpok Mountain kingnak

Beard umikh Mouth kannira

Boat kayak Night unnuk
Dog kaimeg Nose king-ar

Ear hiutiga Reindeer tooktoo

Eatables nerioka River ku
Eclipse shiekenektoonilikpa Spirit innua

Eye ai-iga Sun naiya

Father attata Tattoo kakkeen
Fire ikkonia Tooth kiutitka

Food tamooa Water immek
Foot ittikatka Whale hiokkak

Give me pilletay White man kabloona

Gnat nulikak Wolf amarok
Great coat kooillitleuk Wife nuliya

Hand iyutka Wolverine kablie

Hood amauta Woman'sboat ooniiak

Husband uinga One atawsek
Ice sikku Two ardlek

Iceberg peekalooyung Ten irkitkok

Knee setkoa
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STUART [SLAND AND NUNIWOK.
(From Buschnann).

English. Stuart Island. NUNIWOK. English. Stuart Island. NUNIWOK.

Arrow
Bear

kchut
tagukak

kchuput
cewut-aguka

Moufch
Nose

kipich
knak

kapka
knaka

Beard
Bird

ugat
tchimiat

talomok
tuniammiak

Otter
Rain

pamoktat
iwishuk

pamoktat
iwujuk

Black tangik J
tschuraich-

j schitok
Tooth
Tongue

kehutit
uliu

kehutet
uliuka

Dog kimuohtat keinauchta Water mik mok
Ear tschiutit tschuat Whale agiwgit agobok
j:ye
Father

ik

adaka
igikka
atakka

White
Wolf

ikuk
kiklungit

katagali

kagopik *

Fire kmk kinik Wife nulialiaka nuleaka
Fish
Foot

ikaliuchpit

igut

talechnika
itugomka

Woman
One

agnak
atawtschik

agnok
atawtschik

Fox
Gnat
Hair

kawssiak
mliugshok
nujat

kasijagat

mliumigit
nucht

Two
Three
Four

aipa

pingachwa
tschtami

aipa

pingaju
tschtamik

Hand tahk aichanka Five talimi tasslimik

Husband
Iron

nugalpiak
tschauik

nugaspiak
niuisslch gak

Six
Ten

agwingu
kulguchtok

agwingog
kulin

Knee tschaschkut tschaschkok Twenty juinak tschuinak
Mother anaka annaka
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HUDSON'S STRAITS AND CUMBERLAND SOUND.
(From Hall).

English. Eskimo. Englisu. Eskimo. English. Eskimo.

Arm teloo Fire ikkumer
Skin

I kow (wal-

Axe oodloo
Flesh

\ krang ( rus hide)

Bad peongetoo
\

(whale's) Sky selar

1. artukta(yg) Foot issikar (pi.) Small mieookooloo

Beai-
\ niiioo(wh ])) Give piletay Sorcerer angeko
1 puongnung Good peeuke Spear oonar (seal s.

)

( (blk. b.) House igloo Sun sukeneir

Berry 1 kiotungnuna

\ (blue berries

Husband winga Tent tupic

Ice seko Tide (ebb) tinne

Bird / sikyarung
\(b. like robin)

Iron sowik Wait wichou
1 sland kikituk What is

[
kissu

Black kernuk Kettle ookoosin this ?

Blood oug Knife oodloo Where noutima
Boat kia ; oomien Lamp koodlin Whale ogbig

Boots kuming Louse koomuk White (man) kodluna
Breeches kodling Man innu Wind \ wonguuk
Child nutarung Me wonga \ (north w.

)

Cold ikke Mitten pauloo Woman nuliana (wife)

Come kiete (c. in) Much amasiut
Yes

\ armelarng
Deer tuktoo No name ; argi 1 noodloo

Die
tukawoke
(it is dead)

Opening in ice oukunnier 1 attousen

Red oug 2 mukko
Dog- kingok River koong 3 pingrsiut

Duck meituk ( ekerlooung 4 tessamen
Earth nuna Salmon < (small) 5 tedlamen
Eskimo innuit ( ekerloo(la.

)

6 okbiiierpoon

Fat
/ooksook (bib.)

\toodnoo (tall.)

Sea tarrio 7 mokkinik

Seal
/ookgook(lg)
I kussegear

8 pingasunik
Father atata 9 tessamenik
Finger teekee 10 koodlin
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NORTH GREENLAND.
(From Ross).

(Hitnioke two Dialects N. and S.)

ENGLISn. North Dialect. South Dialect. English.

Nose
Sea-horse

North Dialect. South Dialect.

Awk akpalliarsuk / akpuUiorsh"

I usweet
kinjak
havick

kinjak
havick

Daughter panni pani Seal pussi pussi

Dog
Eyes

kimuk
pisiok

kimuk
pisiok

Shaft (har-

poon)
v ermeinuk ipporu

Fire innik innik Shirt (duck
[
pinuset aterGo away naakrie-aiplaite naakrie-aiplaite skin)

Harpoon tookuk olooktuk Skin haminuk haminuk
Hood ilpaousuk okoukak Sledge kamoutik kemoutipalaiut

Hooks (for

lamp)
Ice

1
kelipsuet

licou

ousiut

licou

Son

Stone

enra
( okekesuk

\
(blk.lamp)

enra

ouyorak

Iron sowik sowik Sun succanuk succanuk
Knife
Loon

bellaouduk
akput

sowik
pyealhussweet

Traces (for

dog) 1
peliulet usintel

Meat (boil.) olelie osotoelu Water (fr.

)

hemuck hemuck

Moon \ anningaak anningaak
;

Water (sea) heniok heniok
1 kaimut pinga Whale haphuk haphuk

Mouth kanneek kanneek Woman amet arnewerset
No naakrie naakrie Young (man) inuusholok innuquowak

Numerals the same in both dialects :—One, allausit ; two, ailek ; three, pin-

guijuk ; four, sissimat ; five, tallemat.

COMPARATIVE ESKIMO AND INDIAN VOCABULARIES.
/.

—

EsJdmo and Tribes of British Columbia.

(Indianfrom Tolmie and Dawson).

English.

Arm

Bear

Beard

Body
Bone

Ear

Father
Finger-

nails

Fire

Fish

Forehead

Heart
House

Ice

E.SKIMO.

\ tellek ((id.), tailek (Oh. R
)

/ tailek (Kotz.Sd.), taltk(Malem)
tanhak (Unal.), tangak (Ala.)

oomik(Huds. St.), uniuit(M.E.)
ooniich (Kotz. Sd.

)

aseet (Kotz. Sd.

)

tcaunerk (M.R. ), heownik(H. B.)

3 tschuat(StuartI.), tciuin(M.R.

)

j hiutiga( Wint.I. )shudek( K Sd.

)

apan (M. R. ), abaga (Kad., gd. f.)

\ kukek (Gd.), koogwek (K. Sd.)

\ stunga (Kad.), chaelegun (Al.)

i keynak (Un.), ukga (Cli. R.

)

\ kinik(Nuniwok), innik (N.Gd.

)

khalliuklit(K.Sd. ),khalloo( K.Sd.

)

)
kauok (Tschuk.), kawk (0. R.)

I
kauk (Gd.), kawak (Tchuk)

umat(Gd. )omut(H B.)oman(M. R)
ooladok (A. )oolak (K . )oolon(lJ na.

)

\ ktak (Al.), tciko (M.R.)

{ chikoo (Lab.), tchikuta (Sell.)

talloo (Kawitshin)
uhthleik (Thlinkit, hand)
tahn (Haida), nanne (Aht)

imuh (Tshimsian)

oosit (Aht)
stzaum (Kaw), hummot (Alit)

tahksta (Bilk)

geu, keu (Hai<la)

abo Crshiins)

kahaku (Thlinkit)

slakuiige (fingers)

kan(Thl), haiuk (Kawitsh)
nik (Aht)
klo, kluk (Tinne)

kakook (Thl)

humuh (Aht)
allal, allun (Ka\vitsh)

tihk (Thl)

i
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COMPARATIVE ESKIMO, YjvQ.—{Conti7iiied ).

English.

Knife

Land

Man

Xight
Sun

Teeth

Water

Woman
One
Two

Ten

sauik (Gd.), chowik (Mai.)

sowik(H.B. ),cbauwik(KSd,Ir.

)

nuna (Gd, H.B, Mai, Kad, M.R.)

I

innuk (Gd, C.R.), innok (M.R.)
|juk(Tch.), ooinga (Kad. husb.)

uata(M.R,eve'gl,oodinook(Cu.Sd)
sukkeniik (H.B), sikenyuk (Mai)

kigiit(Gd, M.R), kiuteet (C. R)
kigussich (Al), gutyk (Sch)

kuak (K. Sd, river), kuk (Gd)

kuuk(C R),koo(H.B),koke(Mal)
achanut (Mai), agauak (Kad)

, ajagach (Al), aganach (Sch)

attowseak (H.B), attausek (Gd)
ailek (N.Gd), ardiek (H.B)
f koela (Chukl), kulle (Teh)

\ kulen (Kad), kullnuk (Kusk)

Indian.

skow (Haida)

nammao (Aht)
wins (Sahapt)
youh (Thims), enika (Kaw)
uthai (Aht)
snukum (Selish)

kik (Kwakiol)
gigeis (Kaw), utit (Sahapt)

\ tsuuk (Aht), ko (Niskwali)

ak igeluk (Tshinook)

tsowak (Aht)
utluh (Aht)

] klal (Haida)

//.

—

Eskimo and Watlatpii-Molele, etc.

(India 7ifrom Hale ).

English. Eskimo. Indian.

Arm \
tellek (Gd), tailek (C.R)

1 talerk (M. R). tailek (K.Sd)
|teaag(Wail)

Arrow kakliok (Wint.I), agdligah(Gd)

( chok (Kad), chook ( Teh)
j- watchl (Mol)

Beard j
tamelok (Kad) temeks (W)

\ tamljutuinan (Teh) tememeok^cho ( W)
Bird tinmiark (M.R), tingmeya (H.B) tianiyiwa (Cay use)
Bone oaeeyak (K. Sd) iaotso (Tchin)
Daughter panik i(']'c), panik(G), punne(CSd) puena, pena (Mol)

,j
J
ashkin (Al) okchan (Wail)

( asskin (Al) asa, ahkan
Dog piuhta ( Kad) khihtan (Tchinook)

,, f eamukta (Mai), kemek (Gd)

\ kuminek (C.R), iukuk (Al)

oamuch (Tchin)
witkui (Mol)

Earth analq (.\I) ano (W)
Eye iik(Toh) iyik(M.R), eigeea(H.B) eagot, hakamush (Cayuse)
Father ataak(C.R), atta(H.B), attata(Gd) totscha(\V)
Fire annak (Teh) hamai (Willamet)
Forehead

'

kauok (Teh), kaowga (H.B) okegwo (M)
Friend ilipolee (K.Sd) elapoint (W)

Go /iltiwalluk(Kotz.Sd) whuleok, kuli(Tchin)

t
aulaoik (M. R), attee (H.B) tatten

Grass wik (Teh), iwik (Gd) qoischt
Great paluk (M.R.termin.

)

pol, i)ul ( Willamet)
Green okok (Gd, K. Sd) yotzyotz
Heart Oman (M.R) quamonitchl
HoiTse ooladok(Al),oolak(Ka),oolon(Un) helim (Molele), alutkh (Skwale)

Husband /iniak (K. Sd)
cjuaoog (K. Sd)

inaim (W)
qwap (M)

Ice tciko (M.R), ktak (Al) tok (W)
Iron chawik (K.Sd) keweoke (Watlalu)
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ESKIMO AND VVAILATPU-MOLELR, Yjic—[Continued).

English. Eskimo. Indian.

Knifp f sequetat (K.Sd), chowik (Mai) schekt (Cayuse)
XVXlilt?

\ teavik (M.R) gaweko (Watl)

Lightning 1
kathichta(Tc),schuhikslnk(Al)

1 kallek (gd. thunder)
ekclikst

tschultoa

Man < innuk (Gd), innak (M.R)
1 angut (Gd), anghut (C.R)

V anwoeke

Mother
i aunaag (C.R), anaha(Kad)
1 anaan (Al), anana (M.R) 1

aan (Ruslen)

Mountain ingrit (Tchuk), kingnak (H.B) yoiigint

^ails
\ stunga (Kad) schiiigish (Skil)

1 setunka ('I'ch) suks

Snow kooguik (K.Sd), annigo (Gd)
annue ( Kad), annighu (Teh)

anuoopak (W)

Star sthak (Al) kaki (Walla Walla)

Sun f akathak (Al), ahhapak (Un)

\ agakak (Kad) 1
akatcliach (Watl)

White
' kaohtschuchtuk (Teh)
1 katagalee (Kad)

tchlaktchlako (Tshailish)

tchlaksch (Mol)

One atoken (Un), atachan (Al) eght, echt (Tchin)

Head \
kamnek (Un), kamgha (Ala) khumukum( Piskaw)

\ komak (M.R) khomut (Kowelitsh)

Mouth
jkauuk (Mai)

\ kanok (Kad)
kamukh (Skwale)
kunikh (Kowelitsh)

Teeth wutlinka (Teh), hoodeit (Kad) yeutnes (Tsihailish)

Mother illak (M.R, parents) ulua (Nsidshaws)
Father illak (M.R, parents) ulua (Nsidshaws)
House oolak (Kad), ooladok (Al) alutkhl (Skwale)
Foot talik (Stuart Island, hand) tailuks (Molele)

Son iyait (C.R. pi), iyaye (M.R, child) wain (Mole'e)

///.

—

Eskimo and Comanche.

English. Eski.mo. Comanche.

Bear aoutkliut (Mai), akvik (M.R) ochzo
Body aseet (K.Sd) wakhchee
Bone tcaunerk (M.R), tcheonok (Teh) tsonip

Boy einyook (K.Sd) too-anikpee
Breast tschakyiak (Teh) toko
Child iyaye (M.R) too-achee
Earth tshekak (Al), chekeke (Un) chokoo
Evening amak(Un),amach(Al),unnuk(MR jehume
Feet igugu (Kad) koegen
Forehead kawk (C.R), kauk (Gd) kai

Hatchet tukinayork (M.R) tohihowan
He oona (Mai), oona (Kad), inan (Al) ennes
I wounga (Mai), wonga (K.Sd) un
Knife tcavi (M.R) habi

Night \
tak-poke (M.R, it is dark)

\ taark (M.R)
- tookaua

No naaga (C.R), nago (K.Sd) neatz
Tent itcark (M.R) tozak

Throat f
tokelooga (H.B, neck)

t tukku-eyak (C.R)
ytoichk (neck)

Tongue ukak (C.R), okak, oka (Gd) ekh
Warm uterana (M.R) uiluik

Yes a, eh (K.Sd), waa (Mai), ah (M.R) ha
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IV.—Eskimo and Dakota-Hidatsa (Siouan).
(Siouan from Hale).

English.

Alive

Ail

Arm
Ashes
Aunt
Axe

Bad

Bird
Bird's nest

Bite
Blood
Blue
Boil

Bone
Boy
But
Cheek
Chop (v.;

Claw

Come

Cry

Dead

Duck

Eat
Evening
Eye

Father

Finger

F. nails

Foot

Fox

Girl

Grandfather

Green

Hand

He
Heai't

House

Ice

inuvdk (Gd), innuowoke (H.B)

innuwok (M.R)
orkrot (M.R)

aishet (K.Sd)
eshet (Kad, hand)

olayoyork (M.R, dust)

aya, atca (M.R)
ungachizip (Al)

ashuruk (Mai)
kuyork (M. H)

ekashika (Mai)
tchite (MR)
chagta (Ala, eat), akwaron (M.R)
itchui-tuark (M.R, bloody)
tugun-yortork (M-R)
gage (Teh)
oaeeyak (K.Sd)
kakooshka (Mai)

ami (M.R)
nlujugach (Al)

kiktertourk(MR),chaegidzu(Kad)
chagelgun(Al), kookikka(K.Sd)
shetohe (K.Sd)

uvunaren (M.R)

S
kia (Teh), kayayok (C.R)

) keyya (Kad), keja (Gd)
toko (Gd, S.B, death)

tokok (Teh), tukro (M.R)

\ mittiek(H.B)

( meetuk (S.B)

chagta (Al)

uata (M.R)
irsich (Gd), shik (H.B), iye (Lab)

Jatta (H.B, Teh)
\ada(Al), attata (Gd)
ekkaikok (C.R, little linger)

ekikoke (K.Sd), tikkiek (H.B)
shetooe (K.Sd), chagelgun (Al)

kookee (H.B), koogwek (K.Sd)
isiket (Gd), ithkeik (H.S)
eshet( Kad, hand), etscheak(K. Sd)
/ uokcheen (Unal)

\ uikagixk (Al), iuchka (Teh)
mikishak (Teh, child)

atatark (M.R)
okok (C.R, K.Sd)
/ tsha, tshach (Al)

\ akseit (Gd), atchuch (Al. finger)

uma (C.R), oma (H.B, M.R)
kanog (Kad), kanug (Al)

S itcark (M.R), tupek (Gd, tent)

/ tuppek (C.R), topek (Mai)

j taiko(M. R), siko(Gd),seko(Mal)
isikkoo (H.R)

Siouan.

inima (Tutelo)

eni, ini (T)

okahok (T)

histo (T)

isto (Dakota)
alapok (T)

icami, ika (Hidatsa)
hisepi (T)

icia (H)
ukayek (T)

tsakaka (H)

ikica (H)
yaksa (D)

idi (H)
tohi (D)

hieha (T)

wahue (T)

kocka (D)

mi (T)

lyoqa (D)

kaksa (D)

tsake (D)

tsakaka (H)

hawa (T), uwa (D)

\ tcyea (D)

I

teka (T)

skiska migata (H)
raaghak sitca (D)

yuta (D)

qayetu (D)

ista (D, H)
ate (H, D)
eta, tat, yat (T)

hak (T)

tsutsaka (T), cakicpu (H)
cake (D)

isi (T), siha (D)

itsi (H)

\ iqoka (H)

miakeja (H)
adutaka (H)
oto (T)

jhaki (T), sakii(H)

im (T)

yanti (T), tcanti (D)

|tipi(D), ati(T,H)

Vtcaga (D)
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ESKIMO AND DAKOTA-HIDATSA, Y.i:c.—{Continued).

ES0L18H.

Kettle
KiU

Leg

Man

Mother

Night
Old
Sew
Sister

Sit

Small

Speak

Walk
Warm
Yes ,

Fire

Eskimo.

asok (Kad), aschok (Al) vesink
toko (Gd, death) kte (.J, D)

/ etscheak (K.S.I, foot)
I | , ^

t iucha (Teh, foot), nicheo (C.R) )

y^^'^sa u)
juk (Teh), jugut (Teh) yuhkan (D)

\ anana(MR)annag(CR)anaha(K) ina, henun (T)

/ annak (Un), anam (Al) lina (D)

rtakku-eyak (C.R, throat) ! \x„i-„ ,p,,

ttokelooga(H.B)
|tami(D)

unjak(Kad)amgik (Al)unjuk(Tch) hangyetu (D)
arkro(M.R) hohka (T)

kakkiok (Gd), kakio (Teh) kagheghe (D)
oonheen (Un), anoyuma (M.R) inu (H)
mik-toark (M.R) amaki (H)
tchikore-ituark (M.K) Itcikadan (D)

attee (H. H, go) yatura (T)

okko fH.B), uterana (M.R) akaha (T), ade (

a,eh(K.Sd),ioaa(Mal),ih,ah(M.R) e (H), aha (T)

J ikuma (H.B) axxa^ia (H, burn)

[ ukga (C.R, tire) aghu [D, Vjum]

H)

V.—Eskimo and CJierokee-Choctazv.

English.

Axe
Bad
Black
Blood
Bone
Ear
Fish
Hail
Hair
Head
Heart

Heaven

Hot
Night
River
Summer
Throat
Thunder
To-morrow

Water

Woman

kalkalima [Teh], kalchapak [Teh]
ayortoik [M.R], ajorpok [Gd]
kangnoak [K.Sd]
amak [Un], aamyak [Al]

he wnik [H.B], tcaunerk ]M.R]
tsehiftuk [Teh]

ikkalloo [H.B], khalloo [K.Sd]
kannik [H.B, Teh]
naitcak [MR], nuyakka [H.B]
naschko [Teh]

oman [M.R], omat [Teh]
keliok [Kad], kulak [Teh]
keilyak [K.Sd]

okko [H.B]. uchnachtok [Teh]
unjuk [Teh]

kiugutt [Teh], kuk [Gd]
kiuga [Teh], kiek [Gd]
igliak [Teh]

kalluk ]M.R], kallek [Gd]
unak [Teh], annoaga [Kak]

\ imek [Gd], eemik [K.Sd]

\ immek [H.B]

/ aehanut[Mal] aganak[Teh.Kad]
I
ajagaeh [Al]

Indian.

gahlungahste [Cher]
ooyohee [Cher]

kungnaligh [Cher]

homma [Choe]
foni [Choc]
istehuchtsko [Choc]
kullo [Chei-], agaula [Choc]
gahnasookha [Choe]
nutakshish [Choc, beard]
naskubo [Choc]
oonchee [Cher]

- gullungluddee [Cher]1

/

ukanawung [Cher]
ninnok [Choc], nennak [Musk]
hucha [Choc]
kohkee [Cher]

ahgelega [Cher]
hiloha Choc]
onaha [Choc]

•ahma [Cher]

ageyung [Cher]
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COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY.
Eskimo- Turanian.

English.

Abandon (v)

Arm

Arrow

Ashes
Aunt

Autumn

Axe

Baby

Bad

((

Bark(oftr.)

Bathe
Bear

(animal)

Beard
Beautiful

Beaver
Beginning
Behind
BeUy

Berry

North Asiatic.

hagi-ni [Magyar, Mag]

tal [Vogul, Vog]

tel [Ostiak, 0]

utte [Sam]

/ johota [Samoied, Sam]

t ok [Turk, T], ok [Jakut, Jak]

hai [Japanese, Jap]
haja [Kott, K]

aki [Jap]

chuk [Aino, A]

galgate [Koriah, Ko]

inggako [Ko], adaganw [Ko]

f tok [Yenesei, Yen], tuk [Yen],

\ tschok [Yen]
< suka [Tungus, Tng],

\ schuka [Kalmuk, Kal]
suke[Mongol, Mng], suga[Karag's]
j'oki, teyok, ono [Jap]

yaya [Jap], aia [A]

/ ashii, ashiku [Jap]
;

\ wasa [Loo-Choo, L. C]

aku [Jap]

achali [Ko]
kuori [Finn, F], kar [Lapp. L]
ker [Vog], koor [Esthonian, Esth]
ker[Mordwin, Mord], keregj[Mag]
abi, abiru [Jap]

/ utege [Mng] ; etego [Kal]
;

\ ottugu [Buriat, Biir]

ogougouk [Yak]
aju[T], atik [Uigur, U], keki [Tng]
kuma[J],kamui[A], kom[Cor'n,C]
hige [Jap]

hanayaka [Jap]

ehattala [Tung]
okori [Jap]

okee [Jap]

ksuch [Kamtchatka, Kam]
ikivan [Jap, stomach]
ichigo [Jap]

Eskimo.

figitoark [Tchiglit, Mackenzie

t River, M.R]
f tailek [Churchill River, C.R]
tteloo [C.Sd]
\ tailek [Kotzebue Sound, K.Sd]
\ talerk [M.RJ, attsik [K.Sd]
( talek [Malemute, Mai]
\ talik [Stuart Island, S.I]

|'chok]Kadiak,Kad], chook [Tcli-

uktchi, Teh], ikkuk [Kuskut],

-[ kukki-krark [M. R], kchut [S.I]

kok-yoke [Cum. Soiind, C.Sd]
kakarook [K.Sd]

aria [M.R], agak [Lab]

aja [M.R], aianga [Lab]
\ ooke-ark [Stupart's Bay, S.B]
( ookeuk-shark [C.Sd]

Sokiok (Greenland, Gd]=ukiok
[C. R]= okheark[M. R] = okeoke
[Hudson'sBay, H .B= winter]

J alghatta, kalkalima [Teh]

\ kalhkanak [Kuskut]
amgik [Kad], attighimnuk [K.Sd]

tukina-york [M. R]

tchiklark [M. R]
tschikluk [K.Sd]
sequetat [K.Sd = knife]

anao-tai'k [M.R = tomahawk]
iyaye [M.R = child]

ashuruk [Mai], asiuruk [K. Sd]
[Kaviagmutes] assilewok [Lab,
he is bad]

ajor-pok [Gd], ayor-tork [M.R]
asselrok [Koniagmutes, Kad]
kreyrork[M.R]

iperak-toark [M.R]

aoutkliut [M.R]

aho k[M.R], artooktar [C.Sd, cub]
akhlak [Lab]

tsunak [Kad], kainga [Teh]
uika [Teh], ugat [Stuart Island]

anana-uyoai'k [M.R]
keeyeak [K.Sd], kigiak [Kuskut]
ako, akugu [M.R=;at the beg.]

akro [M.R, back of boa']

akscheka [Teh], aksiak [Kuskut]
ihgaiu [Ch. R]
atcidjet [M.R], asheuk [Mai]
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North Asiatic.

Bird

Bite

Black

Blood

Blue

Boat

Body

Bone

Bosom
Bow

Bowels
Boy

Brain
Branch

Breast

((

Breeches

Brilliant

Brother

" (elder)

((

Burn

But
Buy
Cast (v)

gouche [Yak]
gasba [Tng], cicas [Lapp]
kuwaye [Jap]

kytyhalu [Ko]

kad, kathe [Sam], kacth [L]

kuroi[Jai)], chara [Kal,Mong,Bur]
kara [T], koungourre [Yak]
kunni [A]
hem [Sam], kem [A]

akai [Jap = red]

geuk[T], kuox[Jak], chuku[Mong]
koke[Kal],koku[Bur],tuma[Kott]

hajo [Mag - ship]

jessed [T]

czont [Mag], konti [F= femur]

hone [Jap]

kotham [Ka], kotz [Jap]

mell, melly [Mag]
chiiutsch [Yen], chii[K], jait[Vog]'saeheek [Un]

kaivak [Teh]
kiva [Gd], keewah [C.Sd]
ekashika [Mai]
xachtscha [Al], kachtschik [Al]

I kakshikluH [Al],

\ kahchehzeek [Unalaskan, Un]
herniuk [H.B]
kernwor [M.E]
kaiignoak [K.Sd], kenertork[C.Pi]

amak[Un],aameyek[Al],amax[Al]
3 auk, [Gd, K.Sd, Kad]
; auku [Teh], a-wk [M.E]
tugun-yortork[M R]tchuagat[Ku]
kaoogliak[K S],toomook-took[CS]

i kajak [Gd, Kad, Teh]

t
kaiyak[H.B,K.Sd],kyak[C.Sd]

aseet [K.Sd]
teauuerk [M.E]
tcheonok [Teh = horn]
heownik [H.B], xagnax [Al]

sowner [C.Sd]
keatcik [M.E = shoulder-bone]
milluk [M.E]

jugut[Ost],jouchs[Mord],joutsi[F]

whiuigl [Yen]
oongua [L.C]

tungpoka [C]

keiganei [Yen]
oksa [F], okad [Hung]
ks [Esth], uks [Tcheren]

oge [Kott]. eag [Yen]
mail[Vog], mejl[Ost], melly[Mag]

tschadji, shadsi [Kal], tegga[Yen]

khott [K]

haje [Jap], oluma [Kott, bright]

aki[Tung.MoDg], acha[Mong Kal]

achai [Bur], acho [Kal], akihu [A]

ani [Jap], aniki, anigo [Jap]

eninichse [Ko]
eninelcha [Ko]
tschangkuon [Cor]

yaku, yuku [Jap], akka [L. Ch]

egi [Mag], egni [Mag]

hanem [Mag]
hok [A]

uteharu [Jap]

ssaigich [Al], tchaikak [Teh]
setka [K.Sd]

erglo [M.E]
einyook [K.Sd]
tanoghak [Kad]
koki-tuk [C. Sd]
akpwit [K.Sd]

milluk[MR] sokedjuck[CSb.bone]

f
tschaky-jak [Teh]

\sekki [Gd], tshaguga [K.Sd]
kuttik [Teh]

j
ajut[(4d=sun]

/ alla-ki-wok [Lab, a bright sky]
agituda [Al]

I

aka [M.E= sister]

I
ukana[M.R=b. -in-law]

j anayoa [M.E], anaga [Kad],

\ annak [Ku8k]
annoaga [H.B], aninger [C.Sd]
anechluktik [Teh]
kanigoyak [Teh]

\ ukga[C E] = ikk(ioma[H B - fire]

} okko[H.B = hot]

/ ikinerk [M. E = fire]

\ iki])a [Gd = sets fire to]

ami [M.E]
juocho [Kad]
igitoark [M.E]

J
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English.

Cheek

Child

Chin

Cloud
Cold

North Asiatic.

Come

Companion

Copper

Cord

Crow

Cry

Cut

Dark
Daxighter

Day

gan [A]

kolleden, goleden [Yen]

cholan [K], holan [Yen]

galcha [Kal]

yaya [Jap], aia [A], ahai [Cor]

hekazu[ A], kuken[Bur, kuk[Mng]
ogo [Tak], ogul, oglan [T]

uli, aljukan [Tung]
unoka [Mag = grand c]
uljis [Vog], all [Mag]

ul [Mordw], tak [Cor]

tul [Wog]
kangiru [Jap], inginikde [Tung]
koenetsch [Ka]

kylma[F],galmes[L], keilm [Esth]

tsar [Cor], szoug [T]

kideq [Mag], ijdch [Ost]

kai [Sam],kyrs [Syr], kyzem [Teh]

ki, kuru [Jap], tschi [Tung]

kokwasitch [Ka]

hobai [Jap]

aka-gane [Jap],

gane, kane [Jap = metal]

nawa [Jap]

chulac [Ost]

xolat [Yen], hollo [Mag]

kjelem [Ost], jaj [Mag]

^'ag, vag-ni [Mag], szeg-ni [Mag]
hayashi, kedzru, hatzdru [Jap]

charanchoi[Mong], charanga[Kal]

aj, jea [Vog]

pun [Yen], pun [K]

punna [Yen]
niraika [Mong

ukin, ugin [Mong]

hallugg [Ka], halui, halo [Ko]

jalle [Sam], yeld, dialle [Tawgy]
chald[Ost= sun], jalakas[L= light]

ii [Yen], ig [K], jale [Jurak]

nichi [Jap], na [ i en], nai [Ost]

cheg, chokene [Yen]

keniak [H. B=rface]

\
uUoak [Lab], ooluak [Kad

|

1 ooloak[C.Sd] •

foolloohak [Un], uluha [Al]

\ouluat [K.Sd]
uluak [M.E], ulugach [Al]

iyaye [M.R]
kikooshka [Mai]
eegeelugugaga [K.Sd]

einyook[K. S = boy]ernek[G= son]
ulloak [Lab], iiluah [M.R] = cheek

uluha[Al], ooluak[Ka I] = cheek
taklu [M.R]

tali-guk [cloudy, Kuskut]
kinanach [Un], kinganak [Al]

kanjukukok [Teh]

\ allopah [Mai]

I
allapah [Kaviagmute, Kav]

( tcermik [M.R = ice],

} sikko[Gd,H.B],tciko[MR=ice]
ekkee[H.B],eke[S.B], ikkee[C.Sd]
keja[CTd]kairunga[KSd, shivering]

\ kaiyok [Ch.R], kraoark [M.RJ
1 tiki-pok [Gd]
cakine[Mal]kiyeet[CS, come here]

kai-wok [Lab, he comes]
aipak [Gd]
kanooyak [H.B]
kannoyark [M.R]
nuyark [M. R]
kalnak [Kad], kalkahym [Un]
toolooak [K.Sd]
kalkagiak, kalngak [Al],

toolooah [C.Sd], kaUugak [Lab]
kolhkaguk [Kusk]
kyrook [K.Sd], keyya[Kad],
keja [Gd, Kad] kia [Teh]

chaggidzu [Kad]

kerniuk[H. B],kernwor[MR= blk]

iyaye[M.R= child], punne [C.Sd]

\
pannik [Gd], pannika [Teh]

\
pannia [Gd, H.B]

puneeguhMa, Ka, [Unalig'e, Unalg
nivierteark [M.Pt], newekik [Teh]

( achadok [Un]

I
aggeakak [Koniag = girl]

ulht [Gd]
iUa-ayak [C. R = sun]

kowlukpoo [C.Sd= clawn]

ajut [Gd = sun]

neiya [H.B, K.Sd= sun]

sekkenek [G],tschenanek[T = sun]
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(

Continued ).

ENOLiSH. North Asiatic.

Day
Deer
Devil

ekn [Yen]
yuk [A], tooky [Tung = elk]

tscbitkjr [Mong], tschilkir [Kalm]
chuische [Yen]

Die gokiyo [Jap], hogiyo [Jap]

Dog kanak [8am], chin [Jap]

Earth

Eat

Egg

Elbow
Elk
Empty
Enough
Evening

Eye

igniiik [Kuskut]
tuktu [.S.B, K.Sd, M.R,
tchiutilik [M.R]

d.]

ken [Chinese], kan [Aino]

Door uba [A], uvi [F]

Drink jyam [Tcher]

" inni [Mag]

Duck galle [Ko]

Ear schen [Tung]

kuo, ku, chu [Sam], kui [Cor]

S tchiki [Mong],

I
tschekin, tschiken [Kal]

tschikin [Bur]

na[Tung],ma [Mag, Esth], maa[F]
\ mu [Vog, Ost ; .Syranian, Syr]

j mon [Sam]
ttati [Cor]

sogo [Y'en]

ja-mak (T), kuta (Jap)

ideku (Mong, Kal), idyku (Bur)

muni (Sam, Vog), muna (F)

munna(Esth)muuo(Tch)mun(Ost)
muno(Tch)monn (Vog)mony(Mag)
hyi (Jap)

tooky (Tung)
kara (Jap)

aku (Jap)

ehtoo (F), iet (Vog), itu (Ost)

udesi (Mong), udysche (Bur)

aathin (Ka), ud (Sam)

yube (Jap)

andju (Y'uk)

ihsah (Tung), esha (Tung)

hai (Sam), ya(Aino)

chik, chuki (Aino), chigi (A)

tesch (Y'en)

dat (Yen)

( toko [S. B, and Cd = death]

]
togu [Kad] tokok [Teh]

( tukahiouk [C.Sd, dead]

S
keimeg(HB, Winter Isld = W.I)

I
kenma (K.S.I)

j
kemek ((id), kymyk (Teh)

I
kooneak (K.Sd)

kummek (C.R), camukta (Mai)
kingme, kimak (C.Sd)

upkuark (M.K)
\ immiek-i^oke (H.B)

\ imerk-toark (M.R = he drinks)

emik-took(C.S),emoon,emug(K S)

\ galgagalachi (Teh)

I
olua-ulirk (M.R = goose)

\ schijun (Kad), tchinik (M.R)
( tchintak (Teh)

ciun (Ch.R), tciun (M.R)
tciutik (M.R), suit ((id),

seeatee (C.Sd)

tscheeutik, shudek (K,,S(I). tschuat CS.I)

nuna((;d, H .B,Mal, Kad, Teh, M.R)
) nunneh (Kav), nounah (.Nush-

^ ergag, Kuskwog, Chugach)
tshekak (Al), tchikitch (Un)
xagata, xaxujing (Al)

kajuhin( Al), kada (Un),naga(Tch)
ashadlooik (K..Sd)

manik (Gd, M.R) munnik (C. Sd)
mannig (H.B)
mannik (K.Sd)
ikkuik (C.R), equeesik (C.Sd)
tuktu-oma (M.R)
tchuar-toark (M.R)
axo (C.R)
uata (M.R)

uavara (M.R)
/ upuk(Tchuakkak Island, Tchu.
\ I, = night)

3 enga (K.Sd), ingalak (Kad)
\ enga (Nort. Sd)
irsik, irse (Gd)

) eieega (H.B), aiiga (VV.I)

I iye (Lab), eyah (C.Sd)

f iik (Teh), ik (S.I)

( igikka (Nuniwok I, Nun. I)

\ takchiuk (Tschugaz, Tschug)
( shik (H.B)
thak, dax, tgak^(Al)
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English.

Face

Fall (v)

Father

North Asiatic.

gan (A = cheek)

ochiru (Jap)

tete (Jap), acce, tatta (L)

atja(Sam),achai(Sojot), jag (Wog)

ata (Ost, Mordw), atai (Syren)

atya (Mag), etschia (Yuk)

etschiga (Kal), aga (Turk)

ob, ab, op (Yen), apa (Mag),

Father-in-law

Feather

Female]
Fingers

Fingernails

Fire

Fish

Eskimo.

Flesh

op (K), abe (Mong), api (Cor)

illegin(ReindeerTschuktchi,R.Ts)
appi (F), up (Wog), up, op (Ost)

oba (Tcher), vuop (L)

kyna (F)

tegol, tegelin (Ko)

onna (Jap)

tarka (Sam), tarka (F)

togan (Yen, Kott), tegen (Yen)
tok (Yen), tilghuni (Ka)

tjute (Syrn), tjute (Lapp)

gyhgek (Ka), keko (Ka), uj (Mag)
tekbet (A)

toukigni (A)

chada (Sam), kad (Ost), kacth (L)

keko (Ka= finger),kadam (Motor)

agoime (Yakut)

ku (Yen)
eugilo (Yuk)
ountchi (A)

kalla, kaul (Sam), kala (F)

kole (Tawgv), kal(Mag), guolle(F)

kul ( Wog), hul (Ost), kalla (Esth)
kal-mach(Suan),kol(Tch),xid(Ost)
kola (Koibal), kele (Motor)
olla (Tung), oUoga (Yuk), ilti (K)

koki, kuki (Cor), giyo (Jap)

tolgo (Cor)

niogo (Ost)

nikvi (Jap)

keniak (H.B), keenyuck (Mai),
kinna (K.Sd), kenak (Lab),
kinark (M.R), keenark (C.Sd)

, keenuk (K.Sd)
yuka-tork(M.K)eyukar-took(C.S)

I

attata (Gd, H.B, W.I)
/ ataga (Kad), ada (Al)

jatatak (Gd, M.R),
\ ataaka (Tchug, Kad)

I
atakka (Nun. I), adaka (S.I),,

\ adaga (Kad)

j atanna(Tschu.I),atta(H.B,Tch)

(. athak(Un),atti(Kuskutchewak)
fataak (C.K), ataka (Teh)

\ athan, adax (Al)

pan (M.R)

illaak (M.R=p6re et m^re)
apan (M.R = father) father]
abaga (Kad), apaka [Tch = grand-
tchunerk(M.R)
tschuljuga (Kad)
tschully, tschuljuk (Teh)
anrenak(C b;),arne(MR),agna(Gd)
tirkerit(Gd), ekikoke (KS, lit. fing.

)

tegheya (K.Sd)
tikkiek{H B), teekeeur(CS = ind. f

.

)

atchon,atchuk(Al),agssuit(Gd),

,
kigyuck-thuk (C.Sd, sec. fing.)

ekkaikak((J. R), aiget(Kad = hand)
taibano(Tch), ikikote(C.Sd= lit.f)

/ tegheya (K.Sd), tikkiek (H.B=
\ fingers), koogay (K.Sd)

/ shetooe (K. Sd), xatalgi (Al),

\ chagelgun (Al)

I kukek(M.R), kookee (H.B. and
\ C.Sd), kookuikka (K.Sd)
^ ikkooma (H.B), ikkoma (W.I)
( ikoma (Lab)
ukga (C.R), ikomar (CSd)
ingnek (Gd), ignik (K.Sd)
annak (Teh)
ekkhaloo (H.B), ikkaluk (C.Sd)
khalloo (K.Sd)
ikaljuk (Kad), ssaljuk (Teh)
ihahluk(Tch) ikalouk(Kuskwogm)
itkraluk (M.R)
ilook (Ch R)
kach (Un), koach (Al)

_
tchadak (Ulagakmute)

talechnika (Nun. I)

naga(Ma),naka(Tch),neerkee(C S)
( neke (Gd), nikkey (C.R)

\ nerkre (M.R), neerkee (H.R
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Continued
]

Grandfather

Grass

Gravel
Grease
Great

Green
<<

Hair

<<

(<

Hand

English. North Asiatic.

Flesh koki, kuki (Cor)
" kam (A)

Fog kaasu (Finn), giz (Hung)

Foot iyic (Sam), ajak (T)

" atax (Jak), atak (Uigur)

(( goutch (A), kok (Syrn)

«« anin (Yen)
" noigi (Yuk)
(( ashi (Jap), tsja (Cor)
" jalka (F), juolgge (L), jalg (Esth)

Forehead kat (Turak)

Forest hayashi (Jap)

Fox kettu(F)

Frost tsar (Cor), cigu (Kor, ice)

Girl ajadkann (Tung)
(( achanokin (Bur)

" akin (Mong), ekin (Kal)

•« kangag (A)
<( puna, pun, (Yen), pun (Kott)

Go ( anuga (Kott), ini (Jap)

1
genigar (Tung)

" iku (Jap), utashish (Ka)
God etsch (Yen), esch (K)
Good eju(T)
Goose gala, guleu(Mong) galun(Kal&Bur)

" chalacho (Mong)
" tschem, tem (Yen)
" schame (K)

Grandchild unoka (Mag)

ob, obo, ab, op(Y ), aba(Mong = fath

)

ebesu (Mong), ibysu (Mong)
ibisun (Kal), ebuhun (Bur)

jari (Jap)

aki (Jap)

oki, woki (Jap), uwhoko (L.C)
okdy (Tung), agge (Sam)

ent (Ost)

koku (Bur)

jukusan (Jap)

nurikta (Tung)

nochon (Bur)

tscherachu (Kam), tchertch (A)

tenge (Yen)
ka, kha (Bur), char (Mong)
gar (Kalm), khae (T)

khach (Al)

kurnijka (Teh)
iseriak (Lab)

( isiket ((kl), ittikeik (H.B)

]
itigark (M.R), issekut (C.Sd)

( iguk (Kuskut)

J

ifldiguy, etscheak (K.Sd)
I itiat (Kad), igut (S.I)

j igugu (Kad), ignk, iuclika(Tch)

( iug (Kad)
iniija (Kad)
niuik ((id)

etscheak ( Nor. .Sd),tsha(Al = hand)
iltegara (K.Sd)
kauk (Gd)
kayak(Ch.R),keiyu(K.Sd = wood)
kioktoot( KSd )kavhiatchak(Kusk

)

^ tcermik (M R=ice)
I
keegkeyook (C.Sd, freeze)

ashkin (Al = daughter)
aganagach (Teh)

j achadok(Un),aggeakak(Komag)
/ aganak (Kad)
kangneen (K.Sd)
puneeguh (Kaviag, Mai)

V annee (H.B), aunee (Mai)

icha (Un), itscha (Al)

istla (Teh)

azik-toak (Koniag)
olua-ulerk (M.R)'
elajagin (Al), lachlah (Teh)

timmiak(C H),timairik(KSd, bird)

tigmerk(M.R), tchimiak(Stuart I)

anektok (Un), anekthok(Al = boy)
einyook (K.Sd = boy)
abaga (Kad), apakaka (Teh)
ebouit (K Sd)
eew'uk(Tc), iuik(Gd),eeweek(H.B)
siorak (Gd)
ukuk (Ch.R)
uguyuk (C.R)
kaaguk (Teh)

\ ange-woke (H.B), angi-doorak

} (Mai), anguk (Kad)
okok (C.R), okok (K.Sd)
okrork (M.R)
nivet(K)nuchet(KS),nuvark(MR)
/ nuyakka (H.B), nuyak (Teh)

\ newyark (C.Sd)
krariark (M.R), kreyerit (M.R)
tinge (Gd)
yagatchutuik (Kuskut)
arge-gei (K.Sd), argut (C.Sd)
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English.

Hand

Hare
He

Heart

Heat

High

Hold (v)

Hot

House

Hungry

Husband

Ice

In

Iron

Island

Kettle

Knife

a

Lake
it

i(

Land

North Asiatic.

chketcli (Kain), giette (L), kete(T)

kat(Vog),ket, kot (Ost), kez(Mag)
kassi( Esth). ked( Mord), ket(Tcher)
tek(A), tag (Mag = limb)

ude(Jap),udam(Motor)oda(Koib'l)
settoo (Kam). scan (Cor)

kuolbax (Jak)

can, onno, ixnin (Ko)
unian (Kott = they)
tep, tap (Ost)

waima (F)

honoke (Jap), chalehun (Mong)

magas (Mag), ura (Tung= mount)
togam, togardu (Yen)
taka (Jap), takai (Jap), iiiga (Yen)
tomeru (Jap)

honoke = heat (Jap)

hoteru (Jap), attisa (L.C)
uche (Jap), katchi (L.C)

zibu, tschap, tschibi (Cor)

ke (Jap), ije (Jap), koutcha (A)
kogat (Yen), kajagunau (Kott)
khogat (Kott)
anhai (Cor)

okai (A)
ukko(Fin), ika(Ost, married man)
ware(Jap),mon(LVot),mani(Sam)
ai (Kott), ain (Kott)

abana (Ten)

cigu (Ko), djuko (Tung)

jagna(F), jeg(Mag), juchi (Mdsch)

sok (Sam), szoug (Turk = cold)

ser (Sam), seren (Sojot = cold)

jai-ka (Tuk), tsar (Cor = cold)

ni (Jap)

soi (Oor)

sziget (Mag)
aschwak (Yen)
hisage (Jap)

tchako (A)

pohrta (Tungus)
tuse (Sam), tudjo (Sam)
teu, toux (Ost), to (A), tav (Mag)
tur (Wog), turku (Sam)

oki (Jap), nane (Lapp, mainland)

j tathchka (Toh), ashigite (Mai)

/ ashet (Kad)
aishet (K.Sd), aidgeit (C.R)

tsha, tshax, dax, tshaq (Al)

aidget (C.R)
chianh (Un)
quelluk (K.Sd)
oona (Kad), una (C.Sd)

inan(Un)una(Unalig,Mal,Konag)
tabionia (M.R)
umat((Td),oman(M. R),omut(H.B)
oomut (C.Sd)

/uunakun (C.R), onark (M.R)
\ kalhtok (Kask)
mugwee(KSd = mount )arana( MR)
taki-york (M.R)
yukhtidi (Tuskut)
rigiimearia (M.R)
uiiartork ((xd), oooonah (C.Sd)
uterana (M.R)
itcark (M.R), kagsse (Gd)

\ topek (Mai), tupik (C.Sd, tent)

( toopek (K.Sd)
tcay-rark (M.R)
kajuhin. xagta (Al = eat)

krak-twark (M.R)
anhut (C.R), anhun (M.R)—male
uikaCPch), ugi(Al), quaoog(K.Sd)
uiga (Kad)
uwanre (C.R), uniana (M.R)
huih (Ekogm), goona (<Jhukl)

J
uvana (M.R), oovenir (S.B)

( oowungar ((J.Sd)

( tschikuta(Tch), sikko,seko(6d)
'( seko (Mai)

j sikkoo(H.B). tciko (M.R)

I
chikoo (S.B), seko (C.Sd)

tchiko (Kuskut), siko (Lab)

tcermerk (M.R), sermek (Gd)
quark (O.Sd = frozen)

ne (M.R)

I
souik (H.B), chawik (K.Sd)

( sevwick (C.Sd)

kechat(Chu),kigyeuck-teuek(C. S)

asok (Kad), aschok (Al)

assuch (Al)

( sequetat (K.Sd)

\ tchiklark (M.R= hatchet)

peyartuk (K.Sd)
tessek (Gd), tatcirk (M.R)
touga (Teh), tussig (C.Sd)
taerak (Ch.R)

S
oki-tork(M.R), nuna(Gd, H.B,

i
Mai, Kad, M.R)
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ESKIMO-TURANIAN.—

(

Continued ).

North Asiatic.

Land toi (A)

Large kogo (Tcher), chaegen (Yen)
" jeke (Mong. and Kalm), jike (Bur)

chea (Yen), kogo (Tcher)
[tschakaigau, tschachajia (Yen)
jtschakag (Kott), adjagen (Yen)
jhanareru (Jap)

ijesal (Hung)
!inochi (Jap), inni (Tung)

I kine, kanuex (Ost)

wmIo (F), vilag (Mag)
ijalakas (L)

Lightning |kjyal(Kor)
" silaka (Vol), tschillim (Sam)

kumylgilat (K)

< jezshen (Tcher), jesen (F),

\ jos (Vol), ashi (Jayj)

kkovan (Ka)
aodjun (Tung), ajak (Mag)

kuchi-biru (Jap)

dudak (Turk), tutkak (Uigur)
amidu (Mong, Bur, Kalm)
tate (Jap)

aiszru (Jap)

ala(t ),wuole(L),ala(Mag),ul(Syr)

alo (Mord), ylna (Teh), it (Ost)

yu (Jap)

Laugh

Leave
Lie(ment'e)ii

Life
Light^levis) I

Light (lux)

Limb

Lip

Living
Long
Love (v)

Low
it

Male

Man

Many

Metal

Moon

osz (Jap), onoko (Jap)

chu (L.C), chujukutsh (Ko)

ukko (F), okai (A = husband)

j ika, ig, ike (Ost)

I agg (Mag, married man)
ickkiega (L. Ch)
ennete (Sam)
innimene (Esth), ihmene (F)

ingemin (F)

ainu (A)

anhai ( Cor = husband)
chacha (Tung), tschet (Yen)
chicham (A), otoko (Jap)

oi (Jap)

kane (Jap)

a/ta-gane(Jp, copper, «.'>, rtd metal)

kuli (Koibal), gailgen (Ko)

ilio (Sam)

chiut (M.K)
uguguk (C. II), kaaguk (Teh)
chakliuk (Kufekwogm)
yukhtuli (Kusk, high)

kachkuktak (Mai)
iglartoark (MR)
anear-tcidjoark(M.Ii),ani3'ok(CR)

seglu-vok (Lab)

innuk-tcark (^LK)
kainagauakfKad), kamagluk(Tch)
ullit ((Td = day)
allakiwok (Lab, bright sky)
kallek((Td)kalluk(M.K = thunder)
shulukshik . S8uljux( Al = thunder)

) kraumarklork (M.K)
\ kaomo-woke (H.B = itis light)

isiket(f;d = foot),et8cheak(M.R)
eshet ( Kad = haml)
kakkiviar(M.R),kakkerluk(K.Sd)
athek (L'u), adix (Al)

\ kotschun (Al), kokslu (C.Sd)

( kokluk(K.Sd)
toootucka, tootuk (K.Sd, labret)

ouia-voark (M.R)
tatuk (Teh)

atcear-toark (M.R)
allak (C.H = sole of foot)

ochimi (Kuskut)

)
juk (Teh), yuk (Chukl)

j
yut (Unalig = man)

J
iitcuk (M.R), innok (M.R)

\ innuk ((Id. and C.R)

)
juk (Teh), shuk (Kad)

/ yugat (Kuskwog), yuk (Ekog)

^ agiun (Nusherg), akwin (Yugal)

( uika (fell)

I
ugi (Un), ugin (Al = hu8band)

juk (Tch.I), yuk (chukluk)
iiinuk(Od),innuk(C R),innok(MR

)

innueet (pi, H.B)
angut (Gd), angoot (C.Sd)
enjnxk (Mahl, Kanagm)
anhon(M.R), anhut (C.R)
shuk (Kad), yut(Unaligm)
utciik (M.R)
uwit (C.R)

\ kaiiooyak (H.B)

/ k mnoyark (M.R = copper)

) kannujak (L'n), kanuja (Kad)
) kauuak ( I cliugaz)

/ yaalock (Kad)
, I

igaliuk (Kuskut, month)
illa-uyak (C.R^sun)
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ESKIMO-TURANIAN.—(C^////«?/^^).

English.

Moon
More
Morning

Mother

Mountain

Mouse

Mouth

Night

No

North Asiatic.

Nose

tangkitti (Ko)
emn(F).ena,una (Ost), enny (Mag)
oglo (Bur), uglja (Mong)
chonnohokse (Yen)
cheg (Yen, day)

ana, ene (Ost), auai(Vot), ana(T)

anguan (Kam), ani, enie (Tung)

anki (Ost), aiugga (Ka), unu (A)

angnan( Ko), anya( Mg)onny(Tung)
( ema (F), immi(Ost), em (Magy)

\ umma (L C)
am, ania, amma(Yen), ama^Kott)
ama, amia ( Yuk), ainma (Sam)
elle (Kam), illia (Kani), elha (Kor)

eke (Kal, Bur, Mong) omi (Cor)

maki
(
F), moji (Cor), maggi (Esth)

hegy(Mag), kai(Yen),megi (Kai'el)

konnon (Yen)

naju (Ko)

gyeigoi (Ko), oka (Jap)

urra (Tang), hegy (Magy)
golugana (Mong), gulguni (Bur)

chuhichani (Kalm)
zehylda (Ka), ajax (Tak)

khan (Yen), angya (Yuk)

choby (Yen), kaukasi (F)

jut (Tcher), at (Ost)

anzkari (A), chona (Yen)

kyunnak (Ka), nigynok ( Ko)

chontu (Kott = dark)

homaly (Mag= dark)
nai (Jap)

naki (Jap)

ina (Jap), anir (Cor), nem (Hung)

uinge(Kor),jok(Turk),aku(Mand),

kaankang (Ka), hong (Yen)

tankuk (Teh)

aneyo-raun (M.E.)

oobl ak(HB ) , oobliaan(M), xilgax(A)
kaomowoke (H.B, it is light)

kauk (Lab)

annanak (Gd), ananark (M.R)
anana (W.I)

]
aiianik (Lab), annaag (C.R)

( anaha, anaga (Kad)
i annak (Un), anaan, anax (Al)

( anak (8.1), annak (Nun. I)

ainga(rch),anak(Tch),annaka(Tch)
amama (M.R)
ani (Kuskutchewak)
amama (H.B)
amma (M.R)
iUak (M. [\=pere et mere)
okooch (Gd)
mugwee (K.S), magoo-magoo (KS)
kakkak (Lab, Gd), xajax (Al)

J
kiimak(C.R)kingnak(HB&WI)

I
kingyarko (C. Sd)

\ najagat (Teh 1), naigak (Teh)

( kingyi (C.Sd)

gaiuk (Al), kukkuk (S.B = hill)

kakkak (Lab)

errarkr (M.R), kakkak (Lab, Gd)
kooblaook (K.Sd)

agilga( Al )aheelrek (Un )ekigin(To

)

kanayook (C.Sd)

\ kannek (Gd), kanneera (H.B)

( kainueak (K.Sd), kanuk (Mai)

ikipiiuh (S.I), kapka (Nun. I),

kauik (Kusk), kanerk (Lab),

kanna (Teh), kuckaluk (K.Sd)

uata(M.R = even), oodinnook(C.S)
{ imnuak (Gd), oonooak (H. B)

( unnuak (Lab)

i unjak (Kad), unnjuk (Teh),

; onuark (M.R)

\ unuk (Kad), unuk (Tchug)

( kueeennah (C.Sd, all night)

amak (Un), amach, amgik (Al)

nao(H.B) noki (C.Sd), nao( K.Sd)
naukak ( Lab)
nagga (Gd), naaga (C.R)

nakka(H.B), nago (K.Sd)

ena (K.Sd), aunga (K.Sd)
naume (K.Sd)
duinak (M.R), kugu (Al),

ovvkuk (S.B)

kinga. kingak (Gd)
keinak, kingera (H.B.=myn.)
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ESKIMO-TURANIAN.—(Ct.;//'///w^).

English. North Asiatic.

Xose joonul (Tuk), hana (Jap)

onoktah (Tung), ang (Kott)

enku (Kor)

" chamar (Mong, Kal)
Ocean umi (Jap)

Odor nioi (Jap)

Old hine (Jap)

Old aggkor (Mag)
Open akeru (Jap)

" aku (Jap)

Other .side achira (Jap)

Pebble jari (Jap)

Penis odsogi (Mong), osogoi (Bur)
Perhaps tabun (Jap)

Pike (fish) huja (Yen), chuja(Kott)
Pole hagini (Kott)

Quick zal (Vol), jel-tak (Tatar)
" itoku (Jap)

Rain jtshukutshi (Ka)

" 'azgatch (Ka)
" ame (Jaj))

Raise ageru (Jap)

Pied cholachin (Tungl, akai (Jap)

" ulachan (Mong) ulan (Kal, Bur)
River kawa (Jap), jo (Mag)

j

j joki(F), joga(L),

(.
jogan, jeaga (Ust)

" jyoha (Sam), djaga (Kamess)

" kig,kiha(Ka), kj(Sam), gychi(Ka)
" !chuge(Ost)

Roast iru (Jap)

Root nuku (Jap)

Salute jigi (Jap)

Sand jari (Jap)
" jtchigei (Kg)

Sea dagas(Kal)

" lalagas (Kalra), ul ( Kott = water)

" umi (Jap), jam (Sam)
Shoes ken (F), kom (Syr)

" kem (Mordw. and Tscher)
Shoulder kata (Jap)

Sing utau (Jap), oota-yoong (L.C)

Sister (eld) ane (Jap)

j kingak, kingar, kingnuk, king-

ly
ana (K.Sd), uikh (Kusk)

/ kinaga (Kad), tlingyak (C.Sd)

(^
nognuk (K.Sd)

/ anghosin, angussin (Al)

( anhozen (Uu)
kaymak (M.R)
imak ((id, Teh)
nayak (M.R)
anayo (M.R)
arkro(M. li), iktuar(C.Sd,old man)
okuer-toark (M.R)
okeun (M.R)
akkian (M.I{)

fujarak Krd), uyare (C.R)
\oovarra (H.B). uyarak (M.R)
otcok (M.R)
tabliu (M.R)
tchukoak (Kuskiit)

aiye (K.Sd, po.st)

kelu-niik (Un), krilla-mik (M.R)
tchuke-york(MR),shookullv(CSd)

j tshutakat (Al), ehehtak "(Un)

\ kitok (Knsk)
igesikhtuk (L'naligm)

imak (Gd, Teh = water)
agar-tork (MR)
/ kawychly (Kad), kakluk (Teh)

^ owg (f'Sd)

oolluthak( Un ) aluthak, olutuk( Al

)

koo (H.B), ku (W.I), kurk(M.R)
kuk, kook (<id), kuak (K Sd)
kooyk (Kad)

j kuuk (C), koouk (K.Sd)

/ coke (Mai), koog (C.Sd)
kiuk (Kad). kiuk, kuigytt (Teh)
koggut (Lab)
irayuk (.M.R)

nakat (C.R), nakatc (M.R)
tchiki-yoark (MR)
siorak (Cd), kaguiak (Kuskut)
tschoogiik (Al), choohook (Un)
tagaiuk (Mai)

( alaook (Kad), allaook (Un),
'\ alagak (Al)

imak(Tch), imak((id), imik(K.Sd)
kamik (Gtl), camook (Mai)
kammek (C.R), kamguk (Teh)

keatcik ( .M.R = .shoultler-blade)

Jatuwa (Kad), attoa (Tchug)

\ atuchtuk(Tch),ator-toark(M.R)

J
oonheen (Un). angeen (Al)

/ anoyum.-i (M.R)
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ESKIMO-TURANIAN.—(C^^//^^^^ ).

" (ygr)

Skin

Sky

Sleep

Smoke

Snipe

Snow

Son

North Asiatic.

nyy (Syr), ni (Ost), Lapp) = girl

oki (Tung), akin (Mong),
okin (Kal = girl)

hug (Mag), oggug (Ost)

nenye (May)
in-law tschaqudo (Ko = sister)

nakha (F)

kit (Yen), haj (Mag)
kapu (A)

gameutch (A)

kochall (Kail))

ame (Jap), hanar (Cor)
uni (F), on (Syr, Perm)

utachan (Mong), ura (Kal)

nokaky (Tungus)

upas (A), oubach (A)

tik, +yg (Yen), tik (Kott)

char (Sojot), char (Jck), qar (T)

anigliu (Kor)

hyat (Ten)
ochul (Turk), uol (Jakut)

Song uta (Jap)

Speak
( kyleku (Mong)
( kelaku (Kalm, Bur)

Spoil azareu (Jap)

Squirrel sak, schaga (Yen)
'• schaga (Kott)

Star alak (Yen), alagan (Yen, Kott)
kaken (Yen)

iJkhoi, alagan (Kott)

alak, alagan (Yen)
Stone jari (Jap)

whraugon (Ko)

uva (A)
hyme (Tung), chuma (A)
kiva(F), kav(Mag), kevi,kew(Ost)
ki,kev(Mag),kev(Mor),ky(Tcher)
kiwin(F),kow(Wog), kock,kug(0)
guiven, kugun (Ko)

tscholo (Mong, Bur),

tschulu (Kalm)

kiroi (Esth)

Eskimo.

\ naya (M.R), najak (Gd)

I
neiya (H.B), najahak (Teh)

laka (M.R)

aggeakak (Koniag = girl)

nayunga (S.B)

tcakia (M.R)
nakka (Teh)

katschka (Al), kesheke (S.B)

kaypak (O.R)
amek (Gd), amik (Teh)
amerk (M.R), amingk (C.Sd)

J
kreylark (M.R), keilyak(K. Sd)

jkaillek (C.R)
ineg (Al), innyak (Un)
wine-rark (M.R)
\ itcirk (M.R), eshik (C.Sd)

I
eshak (K.Sd)

nucktooalit (K.Sd)

/ uphun (Mai), ahpoot (S.B)

t apun (M.R), appoo (H.B)

/ ktak (Al), tciko (M.R = ice)

( appoo C.Sd)
ser-mek (Gd, ice)

annu(Tch),annj u(Kad),auniyo(Mll)
kanneuk (H.B), kanneek (Al)

anigo (Gd)
kanik(Ma ), kanneek(U), kanich(Al)
iyait (C.R)
lljax (Al), alaan (Al)

atoron (C.R)
kroleartoark (M.R)
kalkhtuik (Kuskut)
awtcadje (M.R)
tseyherek (K.Sd), shiksik (C.Sd)
chikirik (Mai)
ubloat (Mai), ublo-reark (M.R)
sthak (Al)

j illa-uyak (C.R, sun)

/ yaalock (Kad, moon)
ialktagit (Tchu, I)

uyare (C.R ), wearzook(C. Sd, rock)

J
ujarak (Gd. and Lab)

) ooyana (H.B), weark (C.Sd)

iugach (Teh), iiyarak (M.R)
yamak(K.Sd), anmark(M. R, flint)

angmak (K.Sk)
aigach (Teh)

kooooanak (Kad), kaertok (M.Pv)

uigum (Teh)
krawlork (M.R)
kallook-rowrork (K.Sd)

( tkalkhuk (Kuskut)

} kaertok (Lab)
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ESKIMO-TURAN I AN.—{Continued ).

English. North Asiatic. Eskimo.

Summer djoganna (Tung), shak (A) kuiga (Teh), kyiga (Teh)
" schega (Yen), schii (Kott) kiek (Od, Kad)

Summit chojo (Jap) gaiuk (Al, mountain)
Sun schigun (Tung) sickunyuk (Mai), sukkeuuk (H.B)
"

zigiini (Tung), tirgani (Tung, day) tchikreynerk(M.R), sukenuk(C.S)
" tykete (Ko) tschekenak (Tch>
" schunda (Vot), syunk (Vog) sakkainek (C.R), sackanach (Gd)

<< schun (Tung)
\ tschinguguk (Kad)
( tschingochok (Tchug)

" naj (Wog), nai (Ost), nar (Cor) naiya (W.I), neiya (H.B, K.Sd)
" ega ( Kott), ega (Yen) ajut ((jrd)
" hichem (Yen) akkta (Kuskut)
<< xat (Ost), hajur, chaja (Sam) agadak (Al)

Sweet amaku (Jap) memak (W.I)
Swim uin (F), joon (Esth) anoarktoark (M. R)
Take tiru (Jap), ukeru (Jap) tiruyok (C.R), akwaron (M.R)
That ani (Jap), una (Kott) igna(M.R),oana(K.Sd),oona(H.B)
They unian (Kott), ik (Mag) ma-kun (Al), okkoa(M.R)
This tarna (F), tan (luk) tamna (H.B), tamana (M. R)
" inu, ina ( Kott), auo (Jap) una,imna,igna (M. R). oona(K.Sd)

Thou ton (Mord), tshi (Mong, Bur) txin (Al), thinn (Un)
" ton (Lapp), tan (Ost) tschi-tschi (Al)

Throat j
turkku (F), torok (L) tukku-eyak (C.R)

\ tur (Ost, Vog) tokelooga (H.B, neck)

,j \ kurku(F), kurk (Esth)

/ karges (Tcher)

krakerlut (M.R),
tookooedjik (C.Sd)

" kiuch (Ka) uyak (.M.R), iaak (Teh)

Thunder kjyhal (Kor), tschillim (Sam)
\ kallek (Gd), kalluk(M.R),
kodahlook (C.Sd)

kalik (Kuskut)
ajak (Kott), aggdy (Tung) ukga (C.R), ikkoome (H.B = tire)

To-<lay ena (Yen), inni (Kott) wanni (Teh)
" inagi (Yen), innag (Kott) vonnaugalik (Al)

To-morrow huommena ( F) annoaga( Kad), unako,unnok(Tch)
"

hol-ejt (Wog), hol-val (Hung) ullit (Gd, day)

Tongue onnior (luk), ynije (Tung)
( ahnak (Un), aghnak (Al),

/ ookwaa (K,Sd)
" njouktem (L), jilme (Tcher) agonuk(Kad), oguark (C.Sd)

"
J
kieli (F), kial (L),

1 kiel (Esth), kyl (Syr)
>• ulju (Kad), alianuk (Kuskut,

" \ keleu (Kalm), kylyn (Bur),

/ aljap (Kott)
I ulliu (Teh), uliupa (Tchu.I)

<<
uh'gyl, ul (Ko), alup (Yen) uliu (S.I), uliuka (Nun.I)

"
kele (Mong). iilygyl (Yen) ulu (Kad) ulliu (Tchug)

Tooth iet (Yen), iti (Kott) n-uttinka (Teh), gutyk (Teh)
i< ykta (Tung), tody (luk) chudyt (Kad), keeutee (C.Sd)
"

tjiio (.Jurak), tji (Yen) tcivorak (M.R), kewkleet (K.Sd)
Tree ocho (Yen), okse(Yen) okpik (Lab, birch)

Uncle acha (A), hai (Kott) aka (Gd), aya (M.R, aunt)
Under ala (Mag) allak (C.R, sole of foot)

Up kami (Jap) kronmun (M.R)
Valley kuki (Jap) kuk (Gd)
Walk ariki (.Jap) arayoark (M.R)

Warm kuuma (F)
f kaomet (Gd = sun),

Ikaomo (H.B = light)
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ESKIMO-TURANIAN. —(Confinued).

Water

What

White

Who

Wife

Willow

Wind

Winter

Wish
Wolf
Woman

World

Yes

Yesterday

You

One

North Asiatic.

umi (Jap)

ame (Jap, rain)

mima (Kam)
mu (Tung)
dono (Jap)

haku (Jap), attych (Kam)
zagan (Kalm, Mong)

kuk (F), gutte (L), kije (Ost)

( ki (Mag, Tcher) kia (Mord),

I
kua (Tawgy)

( gidji (Kam), kud, kut (Sam)

I
joka (F)

kuka (F), koje (Ost),

I
kona ( Mag= what)

J
kumi (Tawgy), hunjani (Tur)

1 hibea (Tur)

kanai (Jap), aji (Tung)
heghe (Tung, woman)
schakta (Tung)
I kei (Bur), salki (Mong)
\ salkin (Kalm)
kyttj'ch (Kam), kyteg (Kor)
achsachsan (Kam)
eschiu (Yen)
hosshi (Jap), honi (Jap)

chgahun (Kor)
alit (Yen), alit (Kott)

innago (L.C), onna (Jap)

heghe (Tung)

cheche (Tung)
sekai (Jap)

chikui (Jap)

hei (Jap)

igen (Mag)
jaino (Jap), cheenoo (L C)
khanj (Kott), chondj (Yen)
ekn (len), ti (Mag)

itik (Syr), egy (Mag), egid (Ost)

yksi (F), auft (L), aku (Vog)

uks (Esth), ok (Tcher), akte (L)

ifka (Mord), akva ( Wog), yhte (F)

hito (Jap), istsuka (Jap)

hutsha (Kott)

\ imek (Gd), immek (C.R, H.B)
/ emuk(S.B), imik (K.Sd)
jimuk (Mai), emak (Teh)

( imark(M.R), immek (Lab, W.I)
mmak (Tchiigaz), emik (C.Sd)
mooe (Kad)
tchuna (M. R)

( kakoktok (C.R), ikuk (S.I)

< kaggarkpok (Lab),

( kukuktoo(CS),kragartork(M R)
kuja(M.R), kaia(Kusk), kia(Lab)

kia (M.R), kiva (M.R), ke (Kusk)

/ kina (M. R), keena (Mai)

t kena (H.B), kina (C.Sd)

kitcik(M.R), kikut (M.R)

tchuna( M. R) tchuva(M.R= what)

xenenlie (C.R), agegai (L^n)

aiyagai (Al)

tchagatuit (Kuskut)
kyeek (Kad), silla (Lab)
sulluarnek (Lab)
kycheek (LTn)

ukshiok (Ka i)

uktschok (Teh)
itchuma(M. R),uninmartork(M.R)
kagopik (Xun.I)
oolea (K Sd)

(
anak(Chuklukm), anrenak(O.R)

\ oougnak (K.Sd)

f anhanenak (Un), aganok (Kad)

^ agtia (Gd)
ajagax,aajagan(Al), okanok (Mai)

tshekak (Al)

clieke (Un)
eh (Kad), ah (M.R), a (K.Sd)
aak (Gd)
jani(Al)
kingulerk, kinuleytork (M.R)
igoete (S.B), txi(Al), ichbin(C.Sd)

attakon (Al), atchig (Chukluk)
attauden (K.Sd)

atauyak (C.R), atik (Unal, ten)

atousik (S.B), atoken (Un)
atashek, attaglik (Al)

atchimouk (Chugachm)
atauckik (Ugalak)
atowsik (Unaligm, Male)
atauchik (Kusk, Nusherg)
atawtschik (Nun, W.I)
atowchuk (Ekogm)
attausek (Gd), attowseak (H.B)
ataotcirk (M.R)
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ESKIMO-TURANIAK—(C:^«^/«^/^^/).

English. North Asi.^tic.

One oker (Ost, Sam)

Two malgi-jelokon (Juk, S, i.(\, 2x4)

" malgi-jalon (Juk, G, i.e., 2x3)

Three jalon(Tuk), ilan(Tung, Mandschu)
Four tjet, tjiet (Jiirak)
"

tet, tiet (Ost), thede (Kamass)
(( tjata (Lawgy), teto (Jen)

Five xa (Syr)
" itsu (Jap)
" sundza (Mandschu)

Six malgi-jalon (Juk, 2x3)
" zorgan (Bur), jirgogau (Mong)
Seven dologan (.\long), dolon (Bur)

" xelina (Kott)

Eight malgi-jflokon (Juk, 2x4)

Nine uijun (Mong), jagin (Tung)

" tshumnaga (Kott)

Ten iel (Corean)

" kuiioleu (Juk) -

( acheluk (Koniag),

\ autowzig (C.Sd)

J
malgook (Chugachm)

/ malogh (Kad), malkhok (Kusk)
millei-tsungnet (K.Sd)

\ malruk (Mai), mallok (Kad)
} malguk (Teh), mallerok (M.E)
illaak (M.R)
setemat (Mai), sittamet (Lah)
sheetiinut (S.B), sittamat (H.B)
tsetumet (K.Sd), tcitamet (M.R)
chaan (Un), chang (Al)

atyoon (Un), attoou (A1 = G)

tshang (Al)

malgok(Tch ), malkhok( Kuskg = 2)

arg\venrak(HB),arveneloerit(MR)
talang (Un)
olung (Al), oolloon (Un)
malgok (Teh), malkhok (Kusk = 2)

aghinluk (Teh)

3 stamma (Teh)

I chtamiakoanan (Kusksvog)

f ullia (Tchuakak I)

\koela (Chukl), kulle (Teh)

kulen (Kad),kullnuk( Kuskwog)
kollit (Gd)

Grammatical Resemblances.

Be*^ween the Eskimo language, and the Turanian tongues of North

Asia, besides the numeroiis coincidences in vocabulary noticed aVjove,

tliei-e exist many remarkable resemblances in the general character of

grammatical structure which at once strike the student of comparative

philology. In Eskimo, grammatical particles are suffixed only, which

is the case in several N. Asiatic tongues, although not so absolutely

as in Innuit. The suffix of the dual number is in Yurak ha, g, k ;

in Ostiak, g, k ; in Tawgy, gai ; in Jene.sei, Ao, go ; Wogul, g, Aino,

ki, gl (plural ; Lapp., k, h plural), Magyar, k (plural) ; and in In-

niut, k ; Aleut., kek ; Mack. River, ek, ik, elk, ok, uk, ak, etc. Ju-

kagir, g, k, ch (plural) ; Corean, chai (plur.).

The suffix of the plural is in Finnish, t, in Vepse, d, in Esthonian,

d, in Mordwin, t, in Ostiak, t, et, Samoiede-Ostiak, t, Mongol, ^it, od,

Mandchu, ta, te, Buriat, ut, Innuit, t, Mack. River, at, ait, etc.

In Yurak the suffix of the second person singular is n, in Tawgy

and Jakut, ng, in Tchiglit (Mack. R.), n, an, in, en ; the suffix of the
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third pers. sing, in Yui-ak is jea, in Ostiak-Sanioiede, i, in Jakut a,

in Turkish, i, in Tchiglil, it is a. A suffix of the first pers. sing, is

in Ost.-Sam., k, in Tchligit, aga., With regard to possessive suffixes

we find, second pers. sing., in Tawgy, na, in Jurak, n, in Yeneseian,

no, in Kamass, 7ian, in Ostiak and Wogul n, in Jakut and Turkish,

n, and in Tchiglit, n, an, in, en ; third pers. sing., in Ost.-Sani., t, d

in Kamass., t, Ostiak, t, in Tchiglit, at ; first person plural, in Ostiak,

et, Tchiglit, at, ait, Wogui, oo, Ost., u, uch, Tchiglit, aiout. In the

verb we find the pi-onoun, suffix of the first per. sing., in Kott. n, an,

in Tchiglit, una, Mordwin, n. Third pers. plu., Finn, Mordwin,

Tcheremish, Wogul, t, iht, Tchiglit, ut, eit, oat, etc.

In the declension of nouns besides the dual and plural already

enumerated, the following resemblances are appai'ent. An accusative

ending in Wogul, is me, in Tcheremish, m, in Tchiglit, Tnik ; a

locative in Finnish in na, Tchiglit, wi ; a genitive in Buriat in urn,

Tchiglit, m ; a locative in Japanese, ni, Tchiglit, ne, ni ; genitive in

Finnish in n, Samoied, n, Tchiglit, m, etc.

These grammatical resemblances and the large number of words

common to the two groups of language, form, I think, a reasonable

ground for the advancement of the views I have set forth elsewhere,

as well as in this paper, as to the relations which exist between the

languages of the Arctic tribes of America and those of the so-called

Turanians of Northern Asia.
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THE GEOLOGICAL FORMATION AT PORl' COLBORNE,
AS SHOWN BY DRILLING FOR NATURAL GAS.

By John C. McRae, Port Colborne.

Commencing at a spot twelve feet above Lake Erie level, the fol-

lowing strata were penetrated by the drill :

—

Corniferous.

Lower
Helderber.{

Salina

,

Clinton

35 to

52 to

60 to

90 to

100 to

107 to

147 to

152 to

180 to

186 to

190 to

Medina . . , . -

12 feet.1 to

12 to 25

25 to 32

32 to 35 "

52

60
90

100
107
147
152

180
186

190
302

302 to 500
500 to 700

/ 700 to 720

) 720 to 730

r 730 to 750

750 to 780
780 to 833
833 to 1500

Drift.

Corniferous limestone.

Onondaga limestone.

Fair cement rock.

Shale and cement rock.

Dark shale.

Shale and cement rock.

Gypsum and shale.

Shale.

Gypsum and Shale.

Shale.

Shaly limestone.

Drab coloi'ed limestone.

Shaly limestone.

Gypsum and shaly limestone, with

transparent particles of se-

lenite ?

Magnesiau limestone.

Shaly limestone.

Clinton limestone.

Clinton shale.

Red shale, soft at first but gradual-

ly becoming harder.

Red sandstone, mottled.

Sandstone, red and white.

Soft red shale, with bands of gi*ey

and green.
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The corniferous limestone here has a dip of 15 feet to the mile,

and at Fredonia, N. Y. State, 40 miles south of Port Colborne, it is

not found until the drill has penetrated over 900 feet, so that further

south a stronger dip prevails.

The Niagai'a limestone outcrops 17|^ miles north of Port Colborne,

and, I am informed, has a dip of about 50 feet to the mile. Accord-

ingly we should find it at a depth of 875 feet, but we did not, as we
had the Medina from 833 feet down to 1500.

Allowing that the dip is too great, it should be found between six

and seven hundred feet ; but, so far, I have been unable to find lime-

stone which could be definitely assigned to the Niagara, and it was

not until the second well was drilled that I obtained any limestone

characteristic of the Clinton, to which Mr. E. Orton, State Geologist

of Ohio, to whom I am indebted for examining a series of samples,

assigns the limestone found at 700 to 720 feet. At first not finding

any limestone characteristic of the Niagara or Clinton, I thought that

the whole sti-atum from the Lower Heldei-berg to 1500 feet was the

Salina, and that the red shale was the lower part, but the finding of

Clinton limestone shows that this was an error.

Permanent water was found at 26 feet. Salt water at 452 feet.

A fair flow of gas at 454 feet, with a strong odor of sulphuretted

hydrogen.

At 764|^ feet the present supply was found, which is almost odor-

less. The well was drilled to 1500 feet, but there was no increase in

the quantity of gas. The accurate flow of the well has not been

estimated, but on its being closed for seven hoi;rs, the hydraulic

gauge registered 275 pounds, and was still going up. The gas is

used both for light and fuel, and gives satisfaction.
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SECTION OF No. i WELL AT PT. COLBORNE.

Coiniferous

L. Helderberg

Salina

Clinton

Medina

-Drift

130ft,

-452ft, S''^lt water.

454ft, Gas, (sulphurous)

500ft,

764;tft, Gas, in Medina Sandstone.

WTien the salt water was
struck, the easing had
to be put down, so as to

shut oS the salt water.

-1500fll|
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THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE.

Exchanfjes with the follotvi)ig Societies and Periodicals :

I . A M E E I C A .

(1.)—CANADA.
Cauadiau Practitioner Toronto.

Canadian Architect and Builder "

Medical Science "

Meteorological Reports "

Public Library "

Education Department "

Provincial Board of Health "

Publications of Provincial Government "

Library of the University of Toronto "

Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada Ottawa.

Parliamentary Library "

Royal Society of Canada "

Ottawa Field Naturalists' Club "

Canadian Mining Review ,

"

Entomological Society of Ontario London.

Hamilton Association Hamilton.

Natural History Society of Montreal Montreal.

Montreal Medical .Journal "

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers "

Celtic Society of Montreal "

Library of McGill University "

Literary and Historical Society of Quebec Quebec.

L' Institut Canadien de Quebec "

La Xaturaliste Canadien Cap Rouge, Que.

Natural History Society of New Brunswick St. .John, N. B.

Nova Scotia Historical Society Halifax, X. S.

Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Sciences "

Manitoba Historical aj^d Scientific Society Winnipeg, Man.

—28.

(2.)—UNITED STATES.

Bureau of Steam Engineering, Navy Department Washington, D. C.

Smithsonian Institution "

Bureau of Ethnology "

Bureau of Education "

Bureau of Statistics "

Surgeon-General, War Department "
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•General Weather Service of United States Washington, D. C.

United States Geological Survey "

Philosophical Society of Washington "

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey "

Bureau of Naviga'ion

United States Naval Observatory
"

Chief Signal Officer
"

United States National Museum, "

Department of Agriculture
"

Anthropological Society of Washington "

Biological Society of Washington "

California Academy of Science San Francisco, Cal.

Technical Society of the Pacific Coast "

Western Scientist San Diego, Cal.

Colorado Scientific Society Denver.

Bridgeport Scientific Society Bridgeport, Conn.

Meriden Scientific Association Meriden, Conn.

American Journal of Science N. Haven, Conn.

Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences "

Yale College Observatory "

Georgia Historical Society , Savannah, Ga.

Chicago Historical Society Chicago. 111.

Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History Champaign, 111.

American Antiquarian and Oriental Journal Chicago, 111.

Brookville Society of Natural History Brookville, Ind.

Indiana Historical Society Indiana.

Academy of Natural Sciences Davenport, Iowa.

State Historical Society of Iowa Iowa City.

Kansas Historical Society . . . Topeka.

Kansas Academy of Science "

Washburn College Laboratory of Natural History "

Academy of Natural Sciences New Orleans, La.

Peabody Institute Baltimore, Md.

Johns Hopkins University "

United States Naval Institute . .

.

'. Annapolis, Md.

Boston Society of Natural History Boston, Mass.

American Academy of Arts and Sciences "

American Society for Psychical Research "

Observatory of Harvard College Cambridge, Mass.

Harvard University Library "

Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard University '*

Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College.. ..
"

Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology "

American Association for the Advancement of Science "

Cambridge Entomological Club "

American Folk-Lore Society "
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Essex Institute Salem, Mass.

Peabody Academy of Science "

American Antiquarian Society Worcester, Mass.

Worcester Society of Antiquity "

Agricultural College near Lansing, Mich.

Academy of Natural Sciences Minneai>olis.

Geological and Natural History Survey of Minnesota "

American Geologist "

Academy of Sciences St. Louis. Mo.

Missouri Historical Society St. Louis, Mo.

Sedalia Natural History Society Sedalia, Mo.

Nebraska State Historical Society Lincoln, Se)>.

University Studies, University of Nebraska "

New .Jersey Historical Society Newark, N. J.

E.M. Museum of Geology and Archieology, Princeton College. Princeton, N. J.

Trenton Natural History Society ... Trenton, N. J.

New York Academy of Sciences New York.

American Museum of Natural History, Central Park "

American .Society of Civil Engineers "

Journal of .Si^eculative Philosophy "

Journal of Comparative Medicine and Surgery "

Linnean Society of New York .

.

"

Sew York Microscopical Society "

School of Mines Quarterly, Columbia College .... ....
"

Magazine of American History "

American Geographical Society "

New York Academy of Anthropology "

American Chemical Society "

Electrical Review "

Electrical Engineer "

Association of Engineering Societies "

American Institute of Mining Engineers "

Political Science Quarterly "

" Christian Thought "
"

The '

' Globe " "

New York State Library Albany, N. Y.

New York State Museum of Natural History "

BuflFalo Society of Natural Sciences Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo Historical Society .

.

"

Cornell University Ithaca, N. Y.

Vassar Brothers Institute Poughkeepsie, N.Y'^.

Oneida Historical .Society Utica, N. Y.

Kensselaer Society of Engineers Troy, N. Y.

Elisha Mitchell .Scientific Society University of North Carolina.

Ohio Mechanics' Institute Cincinnati, O.

Historical and Philosophical Societj' of Ohio "
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Cincinnati Society of Natural History Cincinnati, 0.

Magazine of Western History Cleveland, 0.

Denison University, Laboratories of Biology and Natural

History Granville, 0.

State Geological Survey of Ohio Columbus, 0.

Library Department, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania .... Harrisburg.

University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia.

American Catholic Quarterly Re\'iew

American Naturalist

American Philosophical Society

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia

Wagner Free Institute of Science of Philadelphia

Franklin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania Philadelphia.

Historical Society of the State of Pennsylvania "

American Catholic Historical Society of Philadelphia "

Wyoming Historical and Geographical Society Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Rhode Island Historical Society Providence, R. I.

Newport Natural History Society Newport, R. I.

LTniversity of Virginia Charlottesville.

Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station Knoxville.

Wisconsin Academy of Science, Arts and Letters Madison.

State Historical Society of Wisconsin " — 119.

(3.)—MEXICO.

Museo Nacional de Mexico Mexico

Sociedad Cientitica, " Antonio Alzate " '•

Sociedad Mexicana de Geografia y Estadistica "

Observatorio Meteorologico-Magnetico Central de " —4.

(4.)—CUBA.

Sociedad Antrojpologica de la Isla de Cuba Habana. — 1.

(5.)—SOUTH AMERICA .

Institute Historico, Geographico, e Ethnographico do Brazil. Rio de Janeiro.

Annaes da Escola de Minas de Ouro Preto "

Sociedade de Geographia de Lisboa no Brazil ,

"

Club de Engenharia "

Museu Nacional do Rio de Janeiro "

Imperial Observatorio do "

Academia Nacional de Ciencias en Cordoba Republica Argentina.

Museo Nacional de Buenos Aires "

Sociedad Cientifica Alemana, Santiago Chili.

Museo Nacional, San Jose Costa Rica.

Institute Americano de Cartago " — 11.
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II.— EUROPE.
(1).-GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

ENGLAND.

Birmingham Natural History and Microscopical Society .... Birmingham.

Journal of Microscopy and Natural Science Bath

Scientific Enquirer "

Bristol Naturalists' Society Bristol.

Cumberland and Westmorland Association for the Advance-

ment of Literature and Science Carlisle.

Cambridge Philological Society Cambridge.

Cambridge Philosophical Society "

Royal Geological Society of Cornwall Penzance.

Royal Institution of Cornwall Truro.

Literary and Philosophical Society of Leeds Leeds.

Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool Liverpool.

Liverpool Astronomical Society "

Liverpool Polytechnic Society '*

Royal Geographical Society London

Royal Astronomical Society "

Royal Microscopical Society '•

Royal Society "

Victoria Institute "

Quekett Microscopical Club "

Society for Psychical Research "

Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. ...
"

Royal Colonial Institute "

Linnean Society of London «

'

Geological Society of London <

'

London Mathematical Society '<

Institution of Civil Engineers ««

Financial Reform Association <»

British Museum <<

British Museum, Natural History Section •<

Palestine Exploration Fund <«

Patent Office < <

Triibner's Record <<

Physical Society of London <<

National Association for the Advancement of Social Science. "

Sanitary Institute of Great Britain <<

" Chemical News " <<

Imperial Federation League <«

Iron and Steel Institute <<

'
' Iron " < I

The " Electrician " <t
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Society of Arts "

Society of Antiquaries of London "

Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester Manchester.

Manchester Geological Society "

Manchester Association of Employers, Foremen and Draughts-

men of the Mechanical Trades of Great Britain .... "

Manchester Geographical Society "

Society of Antiquaries of Xewcastle-upon-Tyne Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical En-

gineers "

Midland Institute of Mining, Civil and Mechanical Engineers. Barnsley.

Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural History Society. . Taunton. —50.

Royal Society of Edinburgh Edinburgh.

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland "

Royal Scottish Society of Arts "

Royal Physical Society "

Edinburgh Botanical Society "

Edinburgh Geological Society
, .

.

"

Royal Scottish (Geographical Society "

Royal Philosophical Society Glasgow.

Glasgow Geological Societj- "

Natural History Society of Glasgow "

Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders of Scotland " —11.

Royal Irish Academy Dublin.

Royal Dublin Society "

Royal Geological Society of Ireland "

Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland "

Naturalists' Field Club Belfast.

Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society " —

6

(2. )—AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

Soci§t6 Hongroise de Geographic Budapest.

Siebenbiirgischer Verein filr Naturwissenschaften Hermannstadt.

K. Bohmische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften Prag.

K. K. Universitats Sternwarte "

Naturhistorischer Verein '
' Lotos " "

Soci^te Archeologique Agram.

Museo Civico di Storia Naturale di Trieste Trieste,

K. K. Akademie der Wissenschaften Wien.

K. K. Geologische Reichsanstalt "

K. K. Geographische Gesellschaft "
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K. K. Zoologisch-Botanische Gesellschaft Wien.

K. K. Naturhistorisches Hofmuseum "

K. K. Central Austalt fiir Meteorologie und Enl-Magnetismus. "

Anthropologiscbe Gesellschaft in Wien "

Wissenschaftlicher Club in Wien "

Oesterreichischer Ingenieur-und Arcliitekten Vereiu "

Internationales Permanentes Ornithologisches Comit^ " — 17

(3.)—BELGIUM.

Academic Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux Arts

de Belgique Bruxelles.

Societe Royale de Botanique de Belgique "

Societe Royale Beige de Geographie ; . . .

"

Musee Royal d'Histoire Naturelle de Belgique "

Societe Liegeoise de Litterature Wallonne Li^ge.

Society Royale des Sciences de " — 6.

(4.)—DENMARK.

Kongelige Bibliotlieket Copenhagen.

Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab "

Kongelige Nordiske Oldskrift Selskab "

Xordisk Tidskiift for Filologi " —4.

(5.)—FRANCE.

Societe Linneenne du Nord de la France Amiens.

Societe de Geographie Commerciale de Bordeaux Bordeaux.

Academie Nationale des Sciences, Arts et BeUes-Lettres . . . Caen.

Society Nationale des Sciences de Cherbourg Cherbourg.

Academie des Sciences, Arts et BeUes-Lettres de Dijon. . . . Dijon.

Union Geographique du Nord de la France Douai.

Academie de La Rochelle La Rochelle.

Societe Geologique de Normandie Le Havre.

Societe G6ologique du Nord Lille.

Societe de Gt^'Ographie de Lille "

Societe pour I'fitude des Langues Romanes Montpellier.

Academie des Sciences, Inscrijitions et Belles-Lettres ..... Toulouse.

Annales des Mines Paris.

Annales des Fonts et Chaussees

Societe des Ingenieurs Civils

Sfici6te Nationale des Antiquaires de France

Societe G6ologique de France

Soci6te Acad^mique Indo-Chinoise de France

Societe d'Ethnographic

Societe A mericaine de France

Societe d'Anthropologic de Paris

Bibliotheque Nationale

Soci^t^ de Geographie
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'
' Cosmos " Paris.

" Electricite " "

I Association Fran5aise pour rAvancement des Sciences.... "

Journal des Societes scientifiques "

Revue scientilique "

Revue de Lingiiistiqxie et de Philologie Comparee "

Societe Zoologique de France "

Soci^te Math^tnatique de France "

Feuille des Jeunes Isaturalistes "

Bulletin d'HistoireEcclesiastique et d' Arcli6ologie Eeligieuse

des Dioceses de Valence, Gap, Grenoble, et Vi^^ers Romans. —33.

(6.)—GERMANY.
Naturforschende Geseilschaft zu Freiburg Baden.

Koniglicbe Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften .... Berlin.

Geseilschaft Naturforschender Freunde "

Geseilschaft fiir Erdkunde "

Berliner Geseilschaft fiir Anthropologic, Ethnologic und

Urgeschichte "

Bibliographic der Staats-und Rechtswissenschaften "

Archiv der Mathematik und Physik "

R. Friedlander und Sohn "

Deutsche Geologische Geseilschaft "

Naturhistorischer Verein fiir die Preussischen Rheinlande

und Westphalen Bonn

.

Verein fiir Xaturwissenschaft zu Braunschweig Braunschweig.

NaturwissenschaftHcher Verein Bremen.

Naturforschende Geseilschaft Danzig.

Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein " Isis " Dresden.

Senckenbergische Naturforschende Geseilschaft Frankfurt-am-Main.

NaturwissenschaftUcher Verein Frankfurt-an-der-Oder.

Dr. Ernst Huth

Oberhessische Geseilschaft fiir Natur-und Heilkunde Giessen.

Konigliche Geseilschaft der Wissenschaften Gotiingen.

Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein . . Hamburg.

Verein fiir Naturwissenschaftliche Unterhaltung • • •
• "

Naturhistorisches Museum zu Hamburg "

Geographische Geseilschaft Hanover.

Naturhistorischer Verein fiir Niedersachsen "

Historischer Verein fiir Niedersachsen "

Naturhistorisch-Medicinischer Verein Heidelberg.

Verein fiir Naturkunde Kassel.

Ostpreussische Physikalisch-Oekonomische Geseilschaft, . . . Konigsberg.

Naturforschende Geseilschaft zu Leipzig Leipzig.

Koniglich Sachsische Geseilschaft der Wissenschaften .... •

'

Verein fiir Erdkunde zu Leipzig "

10
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Verein fiir Vaterlandische Naturkunde in Wiirteraberg .... Stuttgart.

Naturhistorische Gesellschaft zu Niirnberg Niirnberg

Koniglich Baierische Akadumie der Wissenschaften Miiuchen.

Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Authrojjologie, Ethnologic und

Urgeschichte "

GoiTes Gesellschaft (Historisches Jahrbuch) "

Geographische Gesellschaft "

Verein fur Naturkunde Offenbach -am-Main •

Zeitschrift fiir Physiologische Chumie Strassburg.

Nassauischer Verein fiir Xaturkunde Wiesbaden. —40.

(7.)-ICELAND.

Islenzka Fornleifafelags Reykjavik. — I.

(8.)—ITALY.

Societa Italiana dei Microscopisti Acireale.

R. Accaderaia Petrarca di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti Arezzo.

Ateneo di Brescia Brescia.

Societa Storica per la Provincia e Antica Diocesi di Como. Corao.

R. Istituto di Studi Superiori in Firenze Firenze.

Societa Italiana di Antropologia, Etnologia, e Psicologia

Coniparata :

"

Sezione Fiorentina della Societa Africana d'Jtalia "

Societa Entomologica Italiana "

Societa di Lettura e Conversazione Scientifiche Genova

R. Accademia di Belle Arti Milano.

R. Istituto Lombardo di Scienze e Lettere "

Societa Veneto-Trentina di Scienze Naturali Padova

Societa Toscana di Scienze Naturali Pisa.

Gazetta Chimica Italiana Palermo.

Circolo Matematico di Palermo "

Societa Siciliana per la Storia Patria "

R. Accademia di Scienze, Lettere, e Belle Arti di Palermo.

.

"

Direzione del Giornale del Genio Civile Roma.

Societa Geogratica Italiana "

R. Comitate Geologico d'ltalia "

R. Accademia dei Lincei
_

"

BuUettino di Bibliografia e di Storia delle Scienze Matema-

tiche e Fisiche "

" Cosmos " di Guido Cora Torino.

Archivio di Letteratura Biblica ed Orientale "

R. Accademia delle Scienze "

Notarisia Commentarium Phycologicum Venezia. —26.

(9. )—NETHERLANDS.
Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen '. Am.sterdam.

Koninklijke Zoologisch Genootschap " Natura Artis Magistra" "

Nederlandsch Aardrijkskunding Genootschap "
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Ecole Polytechnique de Delft Delft.

Society HoUandaise des Sciences a Harlein Harlem.

Fondation de P. Teyler van der Hulst "

Nederlandsche Botanische Vereeniging Leiden.

Nederlandsche Dierkundige Vereeniging "

Recueil des Travaux Chimiques des Pays-Bas "

Koninklijk Nederlaiidsch Meteorologisch Instituut Utrecht. — 10.

(10.)—NORWAY.
Musee de Bergen Bergen.

Polytekniske Forening Kristiania.

Forening til Norske Fortidsmindesmcerkers Bevaring

Videnskabs Selskabet

Kongelige Norske Frederiks Universitetet

Nyt Magazin for'Naturvidenskaberne

Norwegische Commission der Eiiropseischen Gradmessung.

.

Tromso Museum Tromso. —8.

(11.)—PORTUGAL
Sociedade de Geographia de Lisboa Lisboa.

Academie Royale des Sciences de Lisbonne " —2.

(12.)—RUSSIA.

Soci^t^ des Naturalistes a I'Dniversite Imperiale de Kharkow.

Soci^t^ des Naturalistes a 1' Universite de St. Wladimer . . Kiew.

Societas Scientiarum Fenaica Helsingfors.

Tiliiser Observatorium Tiflis.

Society Imp6riale des Naturalistes de Moscou Moscow
Societe Physico-chimique Russe a I'Universit^ de St. Petersbourg.

Comite Geologique St. Petersbourg.

—7.

(1.3.)—SPAIN.

" Cronica Cientifica " Barcelona.

Real Academia de Ciencias Morales y Politicas Madrid.

Real Academia de la Historia "

Sociedad Geografica de Madrid " —4-

(14.)_SWEDEN

Kongliga Universitetet Lund.

Kongliga Fysiografiska Sallskapet "

Kongliga Svenska Vetenskaps Akademien Stockholm.

Konglika Biblioteket "

Kongliga Universitetet "

Svenska Sallskapet for Antropologi och Geografi "

G eologiska Forening i Stockholm "

Acta Mathematica "

Kongliga Universitetet Upsala —9.
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(15. )—SWITZERLAND.

Geographische Gesellschaft von Bern Bern.

Naturforschende Gesellschaft in Bern "

Schweizerische Naturforschende Gesellschaft Frauenfeld.

Societe de Physique et d'Histdrie Naturelle Geneve.

Soci^te de Geographie de Geneve "

Societe Neuchateloise de Geographie Jseuchatel.

Naturforschende Gesellschaft in Zurich Zurich. —

(16.)—TURKEY.
Syllogue Litt^raire Grec de Constant' nople Constantinople.

Institut Meteorologique de Roumanie Bucarest. —

I I I . — A S I A .

(1.)—INDIA.

Asiatic Society of Bengal Calcutta.

Geological Survey of India "

Editor of the '

' Record " "

Survey of India Department "

" Indian Antiquary " Boinbaj'.

" Orientalist " Kandy, Ceylon.

—6.

(2.)—STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.

Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Societj'. . Singapore. —

1

(3.)—JAPAN.

University of Tokio Tokio.

Asiatic Society of Japan "

Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Natur-und Volkerkunde Ostasiens "

Literature College of Imperial University of Japan " —4.

(4.)—JAVA.

Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen. Batavia.

Nederlandsch-Indische Maatschappij van Nijverheid en

Landbouw " —2.

(5.)—CHINA.

China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society .Shanghai.

Observatory of Hong Kong, and Government Publications. Hong Kong. —2.
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IV.— AFRICA.
(1.)—ALGERIA.

Seciete Arch^ologique du Department de Constantine.

Societe de (ieographie et d' Archeologie de la Province , , . . d'Oran.

Acad^mie d'Hippone B6ne, —3.

(2.)—CAPE COLONY.

South African Philosophical Society Cape Town. — 1.

v.— AUSTRALASIA.
(1.)—AUSTPv-ALIA.

Royal Society of New South Wales Sydney.

Department of Mines, New South Wales "

Linnean Society of New South Wales "

Board of Technical Education "

Royal Society of Queensland , Brisbane.

Royal Society of Victoria Melbourne.

Public Librar}' of Victoria "

Government Statist " — 8.

(2,)—NEW ZEALAND.
New Zealand Institute Wellington. — 1

.

(3.)—TASMANIA.
Royal Society of Tasmania Hobarton. — I

.

Total 435.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE,
SESSION 1888-89.

SPECIAL MEETING.
A Special meeting was held on 22nd September, 1888, at

which Mr. George H. Dunham, of New York, exhibited Edison's

latest improved Phonograph, explained its construction, and

gave practical illustrations of its working.

FIRST MEETING.

The First Regular Meeting, 3rd November, 1888, the

President in the chair.

Messrs. H. S. Rowland, Jr., and Arthur Cox, were named
as representatives of the Institute on the Board of Directors

of the Toronto Art School.

Letters were read from Prof. Bryce, of Winnipeg, respecting

the preservation of Old Fort Garry, and from " La Socidt(^ de

Gdographie," of Paris, respecting an International Geographical

Congress at Paris in 1889.

Donations since the Annual Meeting 51, including 17

volumes and pamphlets from Mr. Henry Rowsell and a col-
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lection of copper ores from Mr. Robert R. Hedley, of Sudbury,

for which thanks were voted.

Exchanges since the Annual Meeting 1177, including 30

new exchanges.

The Council reported the election as Associates of Messrs.

Murray A. "White, Albert Grupe, G. F. W. Price, J. A. Yarley,

Wm. Metcalf, James Marston, John Maughan, and James H.

Fleming.

M. Montague Chamberlain and A. B. Eadie, M.D., were

elected Members.

Mr. A. F. Chamberlain, B.A., read a paper on " The Missis-

saguas of Scugog." He detailed a visit he had made to the

Indian settlement on Scugog Island in the month of August

last.

The name Mississagua, which probably means ' many
mouths of Rivers,' takes us back to the Indians who in 1670,

dwelt upon the River Mississagua, in north-western Ontario,

as we learn from the Jesuit Relations for that year. The
Mississaguas who have retained that name are perhaps to be

regarded as the oldest Ojibway immigrants from the old

Mississagua region into Ontario. Mrs. Bohn, an intelligent

old Indian lady, regarded her people as the descendants of the

Odishkwagami, a tribe who some 1 50 or more years ago dwelt

on the northern shores of Lake Superior. The Mississaguas

of Scugog retain some memory of the strife between their

ancestors and their hereditary enemies, the Natow^ or Iroquois.

Most of the legendary lore and song has been forgotten by

the Indians, but there are a few members of the band who
retain something of the unwritten literature of their people.

While at Scugog he was able to obtain the Indian text of a

number of myths, stories, and songs, besides a considerable

amount of general information. He also obtained a number

of archaeological specimens, which will be dealt with on a
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future occasion. The paper dealt chiefly with the general

historical and sociological condition, past and present, of the

Scugog Indians.

In answer to a question of Mr. Browning's, Mr. Cham-
berlain gave the following statistics of the Mississaguas from

Government returns :

Alnwick, Mud Lake, New Credit.

210 152 220

214 154 208

211 154 214

216 157 217

217 157 215

231 157 218

232 158 226

229 154 239

This table shows an apparent increase, for the figures of eight

years, of 22. But, as seen from the returns for the settlement

of the New Credit, where the apparent increase is the largest,

the death-rate exceeds the birth-rate, and the seeming growth

is to be accounted for by adoption and admission by marriage.

1881 1882 18S3 1884 1885 1886

Births }> 1 1 9 1 1

Deaths 15 6 6 11 11 3

Excess of Births . .
— i i — — 4

" Deaths.. 12 — — 2 4 —
Natural deci'ease in 6 years— 12.

1(^6a r. At Scugog, RiceL

1880 41 III

1881 42 III

1882 45 104

1883 41 94

1884 41 93

1885 43 93

1886 44 92

1887 44 90

SECOND MEETING.

Second Meeting, i8th November, 1888, the President in the

chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 58.

Prof Ashley was elected a Member.
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Rev. S. H. Kellog, D.D., read a paper on " Modem Hindi

as related tothe ancient Sanskrit and Prakrit."

In answer to a question from Rev. Prof. McCurdy, as to

the amount of Hindi literature in existence, Dr. Kellogg

said, the amount of Hindi literature in existence is very

great. At a meeting of the International Congress of

Orientalists held in Vienna, September, 1886, Mr. George

Grierson, B.C.S., presented a list of over 900 Hindi authors

and their works, which filled more than 2000 MS. pages.

A large part of this literature is, however, of little intrinsic

value, being occupied with mythological poetry in praise of

this or that imaginary deity. There is, however, some epic

poetry, of which the best known work is the " Ramayan of

Tulsi Das," written in the 17th century ; a work, which

though not a translation, is based upon the " Ramayan of

Valniki." This work is not without literary merit, is very

popular, and has the excellence not always found in Hindi

mythological literature, of being perfectly clean. A consider-

able number of works exist which embody protests against

the superstitions and errors of Puranic Hindooism, and are of

a strictly ethical and religious character.

The best example is to be found, probably in the writings

of Kabir Das, 15th Century, the founder of one of the

numerous sects which flourish in North India. These contain

much that is most excellent, and are marked by no small

degree of moral earnestness. Their popularity is great, not

only among his own professed disciples, but among Hindoos

of all classes through the Doab.

Historical and scientific literature is almost exclusively

modern, and has been called forth by the combined influence

of Christian Missions and the educational work of the British

Government in India. It may be added, that with the ex-

ception of the last named class of modern works, the largest

part of Hindi literature of every kind is written in verse.
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THIRD MEETING.

Third Meeting-, 17th November, 1888, the President in the

chair.

A communication was read from the Governor-General's

Secretary forwarding a despatch from the Colonial Secretary,

enclosing the reply of the President of the Orange Free

State to the proposal for the adoption of a Universal System

of Time Notation.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 35, including

an autograph letter by W. L. Mackenzie to Horace Greeley,

dated 21st December, 1849, presented by Mr. George E.

Sears, for which thanks were voted.

The following were elected Members :—Ojijatekha (J. Sero),

Arch. H. Young, B.A., and L. B. Stewart.

Mr. W. Houston, M.A., read a paper on " The Science of

English."

He began by detining the sense in which he used the term

" English." In his opinion, the veiy essence of science was the in-

vestigation of a subject matter ; and the science of English was the

investigation of the way in which we expressed our thoughts in the

English language. The science of English was treated as having four

aspects, as follows:—(I)- The nature of the sentence, as making a

statement, which gives us the science of grammar
; (2) the nature of

woids as having meaning and form, which gives the science of phi-

lology
; (3) the natiu-e of prose-structure, which gives rhetoric; and

(i) the nature of verse-structure, which gives prosody. Various lines

of investigation under each head were briefly indicated.

Mr. VanderSmissen referred to the imperfect way in which

grammar was taught. The teaching was too mechanical.

What is most neglected is the relation of words to one an-

other in a sentence. The knowledge of the forms of the

words was not sufficient. It was surprising, for instance, how
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many persons did not know the difference between praised

and have praised. They do not seem to understand the rela-

tion between Jiave and praised, and do not consider that the

word have does not always express the same relation.

Mr. Marling wished to know whether those scholars who
had the advantage of a good drilling in Latin were not better

acquainted with the English language.

Mr. Houston said that it would take a much longer time to

make them good English scholars through Latin than through

English itself

Mr. Dale, in proof of the importance of the study of the

classical languages to a thorough knowledge of English, shewed

that the study of the science of language must necessarily

come after the perfecting of the language. We must have the

perfect forms of the words as the basis of a scientific study of

the language. This perfection of form was intimately con-

nected with that completeness of expression exhibited in the

addresses to public audiences.

Mr. Spence remarked that the knowledge of another tongue

was not necessary to the formation of a perfect language.

The Greeks formed a perfect language without the knowledge

of any otner language than their own.

Mr. Keys, in referring to the classification of the science of

English, which Mr. Houston had used in his four divisions of

Grammar, Pliilology, Rhetoric and Prosody, thought that it

was unfortunate that he had used the term " Philology " for

his second division, as it was in a sense quite different from

that in which it was generally used. It was difificult to find a

word to express the idea for which Mr. Houston had used the

term " Philology." He thought, however, that the expression

" Word-Lore," would convey the idea exactly.
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FOURTH MEETING.

Fourth meeting, 24th November, 1888, the President in the

chair.

Donations and Exchanges since last meeting, in.

Mr. Charles Levey read a paper on " Heat and Heating

Buildings," which was devoted to the theory and practice re-

lating to the construction of heaters for heating buildings by

hot water, also to the philosophy of the art a3 demonstrated

by a large number of experiments conducted on a commercial

scale by the writer, and to the noting of all incidents of interest

and value growing out of the experiments, together with

quotations and illustrations from eminent authors supporting

the conclusions drawn from the experiments referred to.

Mr. Levey also gave his own illustrations of leading features

and a concise summary of the root principles involved.

FIFTH MEETING.

Fifth Meeting, ist December, 1888, Dr. Kennedy in the

chair.

Donations and Exchanges since last meeting, 43.

Mr. W. A. Sherwood was elected a Member.

Mr. W. A. Douglass, B.A., read a paper on " Wealth and Its

Measurement," and illustrated the subject by diagrams He
said :

—

We are so much accustomed to speak of a man's wealth in terms

of value, that it is commonly accepted that an increase of value is

coincident with an increase of wealth. But since value may arise in

two ways— 1st, by labour producing commodities; 2nd, by some

commodity becoming scarce—a statement of value unless accompanied

with a statement of the quantity of commodity can give us no idea
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whether there has been an increase or diminution of wealth. Yalue^

therefore, alone cannot be taken as a measurement of wealth.

Some time ago rabbits were introduced into Australia, and at first

when they were comparatively rare they wei'e regarded as a useful

addition to the wealth of that country, and for a while the increase

of their number was regarded as an increase of wealth ;
but their

number has now become destructive to crops, and the settlers are

pestered by them. An increase of quantity therefore by itself is not

necessarily an increase of wealth.

To show the relation of quantity and value to wealth a diagram

was formed tracing a variable quantity of water, commencing from

absolute drought to the point of satiety, thence to the point oi excess,

and ending with a deluge.

At the point of satiety there is no value, as water can be had with-

out toil ; as it grows scarce value appears ; the wealth in water

diminishes till when the zero point is reached the wealth has disap-

peared and value is infinite. Let the quantity increase from the point

of satiety till we arrive at the point of excess. There is no value, as

no toil is needed to obtain a supply, but we still have wealth in water.

Let us pass the point where excess begins and water is now super-

abundant, we must toil, not to get it, but to get rid of it ; here, again,

value appears, but directly opposite to the kind of value first men-

tioned, and which, therefore, we may call negative value. As the

quantity now further increases water as wealth diminishes, till at the

point of deluge this wealth disappears and negative value Vjecomes

infinite.

SIXTH MEETING.

Sixth Meeting, Sth December, 1888, the President in the

chair.

A communication was read from the Colonial Secretary

conveying a request from the Governor of Hong Kong to-

forward for the use of the Educational Department of that

colony, 25 copies of the Treatise on Time and its Notation.
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Messrs. J. S. Monahan and Andrew F. Hunter were elected

Members.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 25, including

a Hand Grenade and Coal Torpedo made in Toronto by

Southern Refugees during the late Civil War, presented by

Mr. Daniel Lamb, on whose behalf a paper on the subject

was read by the Secretary.

Mr. J. A. Livingston read a paper on " The Purposes of

Comets."

He exhibited a globular body about six inches in diameter,

composed of quartz which he asserted was a meteorite. It

was split in two, was hollow and had quartz crystals like a

geode.

Mr. Chamberlain enquired whether there was any evidence

for meteorites composed of quartz.

Mr. Armstrong stated that in a conversation which he had

with Mr. Proctor, the latter had said, that, so far, nothing had

been found in meteorites but metals or the oxides of metals.

This alleged meteorite looked as if it had been formed by the

action of water.

Mr. Elvins said that in catalogues of meteorites, they were

divided into two classes, metallic and non-metallic. All that

he had seen were metallic. He would like to ask whether

such stones, as that Mr. Livingston had exhibited, do not

exist -scattered among rocks.

Mr. Macdougall said that the matter had not come under

his notice, so that he could not answer the question very well.

He had never met with anything similar to that exhibited that

could be said to be of meteoric origin,

Mr. Harvey referred to the passage in the Roman historian

(Livy) that in a certain year it rained stones. From this and

other accounts it would appear that such falls of meteorites

were more common in ancient times than at present.
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The President said that in some cases the specimens found

were of volcanic origin. He had submitted several to ex-

perts who said that there was nothing meteoric about them.

He did not think that the specimen exhibited was of meteoric

origin. He felt sure that many were spurious.

Mr. Carpmael then gave an account of a magnificent meteor

that he had seen about 8 o'clock p.m., in the early part of July

1884. He judged tliat it would be 100 yards in diameter, and

was about 30 miles from the surface of the earth. It passed

at the rate of about 1000 miles a minute. It was seen by

others, whose observations agreed with his own calculations.

It had remained quite visible for several minutes.

SEVENTH MEETING.

Seventh Meeting 15th December, 1888, the President in the

chair.

Donations and Exchanges since last meeting, 39.

Mr. Edgar Lowell Proctor was elected a Member.

Mr. J. Castell Hopkins read a paper on "The Progress of

Canada."

EIGHTH MEETING.

Eighth Meeting 22nd December, 1888, the President in the

chair.

Exchanges since last meeting, 38.

Letters were read from Hon. E. Dewdncy and Mr. Sandford

Fleming, respecting copies of Indian Treaties, Deeds of Sur-

render, etc., a^ked for by the Chairman of the Sociological

Committee.
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The Council reported the election of J. Ramsey and George

Atkinson as Associates.

Messrs. B. E. Walker, and R. W. Smith were elected

Members.

Mr. A. F. Chamberlain, B.A., read a paper on " Deluge Myths

of the Canadian Indians."

The writer compared the myths of several tribes of Canadian

Indians as recorded by various authors, and as heard by him from the

Mississaguas of Scuofog. With some of the tribes the Deluge is

localized, with others it seems to have a more general character, and

with some, no doubt, is completely mythical. The Eskimo myth, as

recorded bj^ Petitot, is very simple ; no cause is assigned for the great

flood, which covered the summits of the Rocky mountains. Some

Eskimo tied their boats together so as to make a large raft, on which

they floated safely over the huge waves. The flood was calmed by a

juggler or magician throwing first his bow and then his earrings into

the water.

Quite diflferent to this short accoiint are the legends of the Dene-

dindjie. In the Loucheux version the Deluge is caused by Etroet-

choki'en (the ISTavigatoi') rocking his canoe upon the waters of the

river. He saved himself by crawling into a huge hollow stalk of

grass, encased in which he safely i-ode out the flood, which in subsi-

ding stranded his ark of safety on a high mountain. With the aid

of the crow, wdiom he first killed and then resuscitated, the " Navi-

gator " repeopled the earth. He pierced the side of the pike, from which

issued forth men, the crow pierced the side of the loach, from which

came women, and the earth was replenished. The Dog-rib tradition

is somewhat different. Tchapeioi (the Old One) is the Noah of this

tribe. When the flood occurr-ed he built a raft, on which he placed

two of each s]3ecies of animals. When all the land had completely

disappeared he sent down the beaver and other amphibious animals

to dive for earth. The muskrat only succeeded. He came to the top

floating on his back, with a little clay in one of his paws. This bit

of earth Tchapeioi threw into the water and continued to blow upon

it until it assumed the proportions of the earth of former days. In a

version of a neighbouring tribe the cause of the flood is this : A
young man called to a whale to swallow him, which the fish did, but
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the youth found his stomach an uncomfox'table residence, and hearing

his sister lamenting on the shore he called to her and told her

to take off her shoe, and throw it into the whale's mouth, but to keep

hold of the string. This the girl did, and the whale soon had to

disgorge the young man, who was landed safe and sound on the shore.

But the angry Avhale lashed the sea so vigoi-ously with his tail that

the waves mountain-high overwhelme 1 the earth. Of all the inhabi-

tants the young man and his sistei- alone e.scaped. The Hareskin

legend, of which Kunyan is the Ihm-o, resembles the Dog-rib story,

excei)t that the beaver is the successful diver.

The Ojebways of Lake Superior and Lake Huron relate the myth

in a similar way to the Haieskius and Dog-ribs, but the hero of it is

the demi-god Nanabojou or Nanabush, \\ho saves himself V^y climbing

to the top of the tallest pine on the tallest mountain in the world.

The work of restoration is similar to that of the Noahs ot the Hare-

skins and Dog-ribs. With the Ojebways of Lake Huron, the cause

of the Deluge is that Nanabojou killed the wliite lion who dwelt

Vjeneath an enchanted lak?, whose water in anger after his death

overwhelmed the whole earth. Nanabojou's refuge was a tall pine,

which in lesponse to his entreaties grew taller and taller asj the flood

ro.^e higher. The Mississagua story is very similar to this ; with

both, the muskrat is the successful diver.

Air. Charles Armstrong gave a statement of a remarkable

experience of the influence of mesmerism attending the recent

amputation of one of his fingers. The statement was as

follows :

—

It became necessary a short time since for me to have a finger

amputated, so I applied to Dr. Emery to do it for me. In reply to a

questicm, I told him that I objected to chloroform, and would not take

it. We then made an appointment for next day, Friday, December

14th, at his office, and, on arriving, I was introduced to Prof. Sey-

mour V>y the doctor, who asked me if I would object to the professor

making an experiment to conti-ol the nerves so as to ))revent pain. I

consented, but did not think he would succeed. Everything being

ready, the professor took my arm and passed his hand along it for the

first time, and then said he wa-s ready. I saw tlie doctor take up the

knife, and, leaning my head back, looked up, determined to show no
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sign of pain if I could help it. I felt the knife touch and press into

the flesh, but strange to say not the slightest pain. I looked at my
hand, saw it red, and till the end of the operation saw everything, the

incisions, the scissors clipping the tendons ; I also distinctly felt the

resistance, but no pain even when the stitches wei'e put in. The last

stitch on the back of the hand having been put in, Prof. Seymour let

go my arm, which he had held all tliis time, and my hand was turned

over. It was then decided to put one more stitch in the palm, and

that one I felt in all its intensity. WJiile Prof. Seymour laid his

hand on my arm I felt not the slightest pain, but as soon as he took

his hand off the next stitch gave me acute ])ain.

NINTH MEETING.

Ninth Meeting, 12th January, 1889, the President in the

chair.

Exchanges since last meeting, 108.

Mr. A. F. Chamberlain, B.A., read a " First Contribution to

the Bibliography of the Archaeology of Canada and New-
foundland."

In general archfeology the name of Sir Daniel Wilson stands fore-

most, and the number of papers written by him at various times is

very large. For our own Province of Canada, the most exhaustive

work on the subject is the report of Mr. David Boyle, the curator of

the museum of the Canadian Institute for the year 1887. Other

writers upon the ai'chseology of Ontario are Prof. H. Croft, Rev.

C. Dade, Paul Kane, R. W. McLacblan, E. Van Cortlandt, T. C.

Wall bridge, and Sir Daniel Wilson. The papers of these writers

describe local archfeology and are to be found in the Canadian

Journal and the Proceedings of the Canadian Institute. To various

reports of the Smitlisonian Institution, Messrs. E. W. G-uest and

others have contributed papers relating to the archaeology of Ontario.

In the journal of the Anthropological Institute are to be found
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papers by Sir Daniel Wilson, Sir Duncan Gibb, Dr. Fairbanks, and

others. The archieology of the Province of Quebec has been but

little considered. Numerous notices are to be found in Sir Wm.
Dawson's "Fossil Man," Mr. A. Sandham's " Ville Marie," and the

pages of " Le Naturaliste Canadien " (Vjy the Abbe Hevart and

others). The best view of the state of our archa'ological knowledge

of Xew Brunswick is in the sketch by ^Ir. L. W. Bailey, in the

bulletins of the Natural History Society of New Brunswick for

1887. Other writers on New Brunswick archaeology are Prof. S.

Baird, who has written on its shell-mounds, Rev. Jas. Fowler,

A. C. Smith, and G. F. Mayliew. Rev. G. Patterson has, in the

Smithsonian rei^ort for 1881, given a summary of Nova Scotian

archaeology. In Manitoba, Rev. Prof. Bryce and Mr. Chas. N. Bell

have dealt with archaeology, chiefly treating of the mounds. Other

writere on the archaeology of the North-Western portion of Canada

(and they are but few) are Donald Gunn, Jean L'Heureux, Rev.

John McLean, J.' G. Swan, and Sir Daniel Wilson. The advant-

ages of a complete bibliography of the archaeology of Canada aie

very great, and it is to be hoped that it will soon be completed.

The best idea of the archaeology of Newfoundland and Labrador is

to be gained from the articles on this subject by Mr. F. G. B. Lloyd,

in the Journal of the Anthi'opological Institute for 1875.

Mr. Chamberlain also read a paper on " The Archaeology

of Scugog Island."

He described the situation and contents of a number of graves

on Noncon Island, a portion of Scugog Island. Some 15 gi-aves

had fiom time to time been found there, all containing skeletons,

but only three containing relics. In one grave were found a

hard stone chisel, some perfect and imperfect shuttle-stones, several

fragments of deer's horn, some half-dozen flint arrow heads, a portion

of a bear's jaw, a piece of plumbago, a bone spear point, a bone

harpoon, a bone awl, and some other articles. Ploughed up in the

field at various times were found heavy stone chisels, whetstones,

shuttlestones, etc. A number of pieces of pottery were also found.

Noncon Island appears to have been the site of a pottery factory ; it

is ])robable also that flint arrow heads were made there. The graves

were situated some distance north of where the pottery was found.
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No traces of connection with European civilization were found in

any of the graves. The interments are probably to be referred to

the ancestors of the Mississaguas or Ojibways, and date back a con-

siderable period, as these Indians have been acquainted with the

island for over a centuiy. The Indians now at Scugog cannot

account for the presence of the remains, and have had nothing to do

with them. Mr. Chamberlain presented the collection to the museum
of the institute. The collection consisted of four large chisels or

hoes, one long and one round whetstone, some half-dozen so-called

shuttle stones, seven arrow heads, a bone spear head, a bone awl, a

bone harpoon point, several unfinished stone implements. Besides

these there were several pieces of deer horns, a portion of bear's

jaw, and other articles interred with the skeletons.

TENTH MEETING.

Tenth Meeting, 19th January, 1889, the President in the

chair.

Exchanges since last meeting, 41.

Messrs. Adam Morrison, William James Nelson, and A. A.
Dewdney were elected members.

Mr. J. M. Clark, M.A., read a paper on " The Luminiferous

Ether."

He set forth the reasons which induce men of science to believe

in the existence of the ether. He demonstrated not only that the

ether exists but also that it pervades all interstellar, intermolecular^

and interatomic space. The varied and important functions per-

formed by the ether were described and its properties discussed.

The ether was shown to be a form of matter—to be a highly-atten-

uated substance of enormous elasticity. The particles were shown

to be exceedingly minute, but the velocities of the particles cor-

respondingly great. A calculation of the density of the ether was

also given, and the mass of the ether in the solar system approxi-

mately estimated. The paper also contained a criticism of the un-
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dulatory theory of light, and poillt^^d out the difficulties in the way

of its final acceptance.

In answer to a remark from Mr. Richardson, Mr. Clark said, the

ether being a cause sufficient to explain all the phenomena, and,

there being no known facts inconsistent with it, there was there-

fore sufficient proof of its existence.

The Pi-esident, in answer to a question respecting the impenetra-

bility of atoms, said, he did not know of any proof that they were

impenetrable. It had often occured to him that the different

chemical forms of the same substance may be combinations of the

same element with ether.

In reference to the opinion that the mass of the ether moved, he

supposed that it was not improbable that the ether permeated the

masses of bodies.

ELEVENTH MEETING.

Eleventh Meeting, 26th January, 1889, the President in the

chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 42.

Dr. Otto Hahn and Dr. Hugo Toeppen were elected

members.

A tetter was read from the Secretary of the Philological

Section announcing the resignation of Dr. McCurdy and the

election in his stead of D. R. Keys, B.A., as Chairman of that

Section.

A communication was read from the Royal Academy of

Sciences of Turin offering a prize to the scientific author or

inventor, whatever be his nationality, who before the end of

December, 1890, shall, according to the judgment of that

academy, have made the most important and useful discovery,

or published the most valuable work in physical and expcri-
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mental science, natural history, mathematics, chemistry, phy-

siology, and pathology, as well as geology, history, geography,

and statistics. The value of the prize amounts to 12,000

Italian lire, or about $2,400. The prize will in no case be

given to any of the national members of the Academy of

Turin, resident or non-resident.

A letter was read from Mr. J. Hickson, general manager of

the Grand Trunk Railway, in reference to the adoption of the

24-hour system. Mr. Hickson stated that he would rather

not attempt to introduce the proposed system on the Grand

Trunk Railway until the public have become more familiar

with it.

Mr. David Boyle, Ph.B., curator of the museum, presented

his report for the past year, enumerating a very valuable col-

lection of archaeological specimens recently added to the

museum.

Rev. John McLean, M.A., Ph.D, read a paper on "The
Blackfoot Confederacy."

He dealt with the history of the Confederacy, the contemporaneous

Indian tribes, the mode of hunting the buffalo, and the extinction of

the vast herds of buffalo that formerly roamed over the illimitable

prairies of the Far West. A disquisition was given on the myth-

ology and traditions of these peo])le. Wonderful was their native

religious system, with its elaborate ceremonial, prayers, sacrifices, and

animistic beliefs. The physical characteristics of the tribes present

in general a people of greater stature than the Wood Crees and

Assiniboines, with arms and legs not fully developed. They have

mamiage customs similar to the Algonkin family, and engage in

many kinds of amusements, nearly all of which are used for gam-

bling purposes. The tribal laws are still in existence. They have

also a political organization, with secret societies, and a system of

telegraphy. There is a medical priesthood with initiation ceremonies,

and some of the medicine men are proficient in surgery, besides

having a good knowledge of herbs. The language is Algonkin but

has an admixture of words from some other Indian language. A
2
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valuable collection of articles in use among the Indians by which

the paper was illusti'ated was presented to the museum of the

Institute.

Mr. Arthur Harvey had lived among the Indians many

years, and had found them honest, truthful people. Many of

his happiest hours had been spent with them. A great differ-

ence existed between the Whites and Indians now, but if we

went back to Homeric times we should find customs similar

to those of the Indians of the present day. W^e would hnd

the same intense religious feelings. Among the Indians we

have the neolithic people. It seemed to be a necessity that

the old civilization must pass away before the new. Now the

Indians have become degraded, but they have become de-

graded by contact with the whites. We have only the

residuum. All the best men have gone, and we have been

the means of destroying them. He had listened to Mr.

McLean with the deepest interest. He was glad to see that

he had risen above all minor prejudices and recognized the

common brotherhood of man.

Mr. Boyle enquired whether Mr. McLean had been keeping

records of the myths found among these people, the relics of

which exist in great number.

Mr. McLean had jotted them all down as he went through

the camps.

Mr. Boyle was glad to learn that Mr. McLean had dis-

tinguished between myths that were pure, and those that had

been impregnated with European ideas.

In answer to a question from Mr. Browning in regard to

the mode of tracing relationships, Mr. McLean said there

was a considerable mixture of customs in these matters. In

the election of a chief no attention was paid to it.
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TWELFTH MEETING.

Twelfth Meeting, 2nd February, 1889, the President in the

chair.

Exchanges since last meeting, 46.

A communication was read from the Audubon Monument
Committee, requesting the co-operation of the Institute in

obtaining funds for the erection of a monument to John

James Audubon.

Mr. W. A. Sherwocd read a paper on " Colour in Nature."

He based liis principles on the Newtonian theory, accepting red,

yellow, and blue as the primary colours in preference to the theories

of Helmholz and Maxwell. Having treated of the influence of the

primaries, secondaries, and tertiaries on each other through the prism

and in nature, Mr. Sherwood discussed the cause of coloui'-blindness.

This he ascribed to the constant use of black and white. The cos-

tumes of society are principally black and white, so is the bulk of

our writing and nearly the whole of our reading. Mr. Sherwood

asked, " Are we in these things acting in accordance with the design

of nature 1 " He thought we were not, foi in neglecting colour we

were going in direct opposition to the lesson of the book of nature.

As to the prevalence of colour-blindness, he cited the published

results of the examinations of locomotive engineers, where men
fully qualitied in every other res[)ect fail to secure the coveted posts

owing to being unable to distinguish the coloured signals. Another

illustration was derived from Philadelphia, that city of education

and refinement, where one out of every five of the children was

found to be colour-blind or compelled to wear glasses. The greatest

painters the world has produced flourished in lands where colour is

seen on every side. From these resources of nature the artists drew

their inspiration, and not from shops of fashion. Colour-blindness is

almost unknown in many countries, Japan, Spain, and Italy for ex-

ample. Here we have unfortunately the reverse of this. Mr.

Sherwood believed this accounted for the preference many persons
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have for steel engravings and prints to paintings. This is false to the-

principles and teachings of nature. Those who favour engravings do

so honestly because of their training in black and white, to which

from childhood they have become accustomed. The children of the

Quaker City had seen the sombre attire of their parents and even

worn the same themselves, their city surroundings show the white

marble residences and the black roadway, their books and writing

are all black and white. Nature punishes all infringements of her

laws ; in this, as in other cases, the old truth holds good, " Be sure

your sin will find you out." Mr. Sherwood concluded his paper,

which was amply illustrated with diagrams, by a glowing description

of an August sunset. "The day," said he, ''is rich in colour, and

after night spreads her mantle o'er the scene other worlds take up

the colour which for the time we have lost. What is more glorious

than colour? It is God's handiwork, and, like himself, is perfect.

The representations of heaven are full of colour, and with moie of

colour in our dailv surroundings life would be more cheei'ful."

THIRTEENTH MEETING.

Thirteenth Meeting, 9th February, 1889, the President in

the chair.
1

Donations and Exchanges since last meeting, 69.

Mr. Daniel Lamb was elected a member.

Dr. G. Sterling Ryerson, read a paper on " Colour-Blindness

in its Relation to Railway Employes and the Public."

Dr. Ryerson said that students of colour-blindness adopted the

Young-Helmholz theory of colour as the simplest to work with,

though much light had been thrown upon the subject by Seebruck

and Stilling, of Germany, Prof. Wilson, of Edinburgh, and others.

The th©ory||of Helmholz was that there were three optic nerves or

fibres, one for red, one for green, and a third for violet. Colour-
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iDlindness arose from the complete or partial paralysis of one of the

three. It was met with as total and partial inability to distinguish

<;olours, the causes being congenital and hereditary defect ; severe

illness or injury, ])articularly to the spine or head ; and excessive

smoking and drinking. The action of light, in the normal individual,

on the thiree nerves is to produce the sensation of white light, under

vfhich the various colours had their proper effect on the organs of

perception, but a coloui'-blind person saw greens and reds as greys.

All nations exhibited a certain percentage of colour-blindness, even

the Indians, among whom some researches on this subject had

recently been made. From 2 to 13 per cent, was the usual propor-

tion. Colour-blindness generally existed side by side with a great

keenness of perception as to light and shade, so that some engravers

had been actually more capable owing to these personal conditions.

As a rule colour-blind people were unconscious of their defective

vision in this particular. Describing the tests for colour-blindness,

Dr. Ryerson said that Dr. Stilling invented a method of working

letters in worsted of various colours on a velvet ground. The simplest

and best test was, perhaps, that of Dr. Thompson, of Philadelphia,

which consisted of a row of different coloured skeins of worsted

hanging from a rod, skeins of diffei-ent colours being placed in the

hands of the person suspected of colour-blindness, with the request to

match them with those on the stick. It v^as most important that

railway employes should be periodically and strictly examined with

reference to this inability to see colour. They were frequently only

able to judge of colour by intensity of light, and when this ability was

interfered with by fog or steam the effects might be most disastrous.

He thought reform was needed in the arrangements of the railway

•comjjanies in this respect. A verdict of manslaughter should be re-

turned against railway companies in case of accident through neglect

in ascertaining whether their men could or could not judge of a

danger signal ; and he thought the Department of Railways and

Canals ought to take the matter up. A proper system of examination

for colour-blindness might be satisfactorily conducted by divisional

superintendents. He was not seeking to put the companies in tlie

hands of an army of doctors.

Discussion ensued, in the course of which the fact was brought out

that researches in colour-blindness began about 100 years ago, the
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first explorer in the field l^ing Dr. Dalton, who was himself colour-

blind, and who was once the amusing victim of his disability. As a

Quaker, he was of course anxious to maintain a discreet soberness of

tint in his attire; but after the degree of doctor was conferred upon

him at Oxford, he w'alk.^d about the streets of that ancient city and

of London attired in his scarlet gown, under the impression that it

was a neat grey. Persons in dry goods stores who were colour-blind

generally distinguished the colours by their perception of light and

shade, and by making a judicious and helpful arrangement of their

stock. It was also suggested that some of the mysteries of colour

exhibited by certain artists, as pictuies, arose from partial colour-

blindness, which deprived them of the power of seeing their produc-

tions as others saw them. Colour-blindness was a considerable

disadvantage to a medical man, particularly in the case of disorders

which exhibited their effects tipon the skin, in determining the line

of demarcation in gangrene, etc.

FOURTEENTH MEETING.

Fourteenth Meeting, i6th February, 1889, Vice-Pre.sident

T. B. Browning, M.A., in the chair.

Donations and Exchanges since last meeting, 55.

The Council reported the Election as Associates of C. R.

Dent, C. H. Harvey, and Wm. Blackburn.

Mr. Kivas Tully, C.E., was elected an Honorary Member.

Messrs. John Notman, and James Bain Jr., were elected

Representatives of the Institute on the Industrial Exhibition

Committee.

Dr. A. M. Rosebrugh, read a paper on " Prison Reform."

It was moved by Dr. Meredith, seconded by Dr. Cassidy^

and carried.
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That the Institute concurs in the recommendation of the Prisoners'

Aid Society, and deems it advisable that the Government appoint a

commission to visit prisons and collect information for the guidance

of the Grovernment on the question of Prison Reform, and that the

secretary send a copy of this resolution to the Government.

Dr. Meredith referred to the cheering fact that so many men
of cultivated minds were devoting attention to the subject of

Prison Reform. He thought that the consensus of opinion

was with the conclusions at which Dr. Rosebrugh had arrived.

He considered it as cruelty of the worst character to send

young boys and girls to the County jails, where they would

associate with the most hardened criminals. It v/as in truth

sending them the high road to the gallows. He was of opin-

ion that boys and girls under fourteen years of age should in

no case be sent to the County jails. He thought that they

should receive some corporal punishment before a special

Magistrate and be dismissed.

Mr. Massie, Warden of the Central Prison, Toronto, said he

fully agreed with Dr. Rosebrugh, in all his remarks. After

eight years experience he was convinced that reform must

commence with the County jails. It would take a long time

to eradicate their evil influence. Some of the measures advo-

cated by Dr. Rosebrugh may be considered as too radical, but

he was convinced that they were in the right direction. He
was glad to notice that crime had not increased in Canada.

He referred to the too great severity of punishments at an

earlier period, and mentioned his recollection of a circum-

stance that had occurred at the coronation of Queen Victoria,

when a man who under circumstances of great want had stolen

a sheet, was sent for ten years to Botany Bay. A very respect-

able woman who had reared a family of nine, had written to

him about a boy of hers. He found the boy, who was very

reluctant to see his mother. She had lost seven children, but

she felt more trouble on account of the boy than for the loss

of all the others. He enjoyed very much the reading of the
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paper and hoped that it would be pubHshed in the public

journals.

Dr. Cassidy was much impressed with the statements he

had heard. He had learned much from Dr. Rosebrugh's

paper. Not having devoted much time and independent

thought to the consideration of the subject, he would not ven-

ture any criticisms on it. He was strongly opposed however

to the enforced idleness of prisoners, and considered it of

importance that they should be kept usefully employed. Some
better employment should be found for them than trundling

around filled wheel-barrows. In the case of a drunkard who
was sent to prison, the man's labour should go to the support

of his wife and children.

Mr. Elvins coincided with the views of Dr. Cassidy in

regard to making the labour of the imprisoned husband help

to support his wife and children who were the greatest

sufferers.

Mr. Browning considered it hard that the labour of the

prisoner should come into competition with that of the free

labourer. He thought that it would be well if the police

officers were not so anxious to make arrests.

Mr. Armstrong said that one object of Prison Reform

should be to bring a number of young offenders to the culti-

vation of the land. This would relieve the artisan from the

competition of prison labour.

Dr. Meredith said that the great object of the Industrial

School at MimicO; was to instruct the boys in farming. He
decidedly objected to penal labour. The great object of

Prison Reform was to render them honest. They should be

taught to regard labour as a privilege and a boon.

Warden Massie thought that a man who committed a theft

should be imprisoned until he earned a sum sufficient to

refund what he had stolen. The average expenses of the

prisoner amounted to forty-seven cents per day. What he

earned above the amount required for his maintenance, should

be passed over to his family.
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FIFTEENTH MEETING.

Fifteenth Meeting, 23rd February, 1889, the President in

the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 29.

Prof. Ellis read a paper on " Milk Analysis and Milk Stan-

dards," in the course of which he said that in the year 1874,

Wanklyn published " A Practical Treatise on Milk Analysis."

In this little work he described the method which he used for the

analysis of milk, and published a number of analyses made by

himself of milk supplied to the London workhouses, and ten analyses

of milk known to be genuine ; and he there asserted that cow's

milk never contains less than 11.5 per cent, of solids, and seldom so

little as 12 per cent. Of these solids, the fat was the most variable.

The solids not fat were very constant, and never fell below 9.2 per

cent. In the same year the Society of Public Analysts was organized,

.and adopted the following " limits " for milk :
—" Milk shall not con-

tain less than 9.0 per cent, of solids and fats, and not less than 2.5

per cent, of butter fat. The method of Wanklyn came into general

use in England, but was not adopted by the Somerset House authori-

ties, nor did they commit themselves to the Society's limits. In

course of time improved methods of extracting the fat were intro-

duced, and it became evident that Wanklyn's method failed to get out

all the fat. The last method of fat extraction is Mr. Adam's paper

method, which has been adopted by the Society of Public Analysts

and by the Chemists of the United States Agricultural Department

at Washington. In this method the milk is sucked up by blotting

paper, dried and extracted by ether in a special apparatus contrived

for the purpose by Saxblet. The use of asbestos instead of paper has

been recommended by Mr. Macfarlane, the chief analyst at Ottawa,

:and has been adopted as an alternative method by the Washington

authorities. The more complete extraction of fat by these methods

lowers the percentage of solids not fat, and the Society of Public

Analysts has now fixed their limit at 8.5 per cent, of solids, not fat.

From the results of a number of analyses of the milk of herds of

cows in Canada, undertaken by authority of the Government in the
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summer of 1887, by the public analysts, of which tliose from the

Toronto district were made in duplicate Vjy the chief analyst and my-

self with closely concurrent results, he using the asbestos and I the

paper method, I am convinced that even this standard of 8.5 per cent,

is too high. The average results for the whole Dominion were :

—

Solids, 12.48 per cent.; fat, 3.8'' per cent.; solids not fat, 8.62 per

cent. This average leaves but little margin for variation, and as a

matter of fact, in many of the samples, the solids not fat fell below 8.5

per cent.

Dr. Cassidy asked what was considered a good percentage

of fat.

Dr. Ellis answered 3.5 per cent, of fat. The minimum, he

considered, to be about 1.5 per cent ; 2.5 per cent, is not un-

common. From a herd of cows the butter-fat may fall as low

as 2.5 without there being any adulteration. He thought that

a limit should be fixed by law at which milk should be sold

He had recommended in his report that if the milkman

protested against the analysis, the analysis should be made
from the milk of the cow. The cow that gave the best milk

belonged to a man who took a pride in grooming his cows,,

keeping everything very clean and giving them good fodder.

The President remarked on the importance of milk analysis.

In his own family he found sick'ness was caused by the use of

the milk. The cows had fed on the banks of the Don, and

typhoid fever had resulted.

A paper was also read on the " Detection of Methyl Alco-

hol in Commercial Spirits," prepared by Drs. Ellis and Babing-

ton. The authors show that the admixture of methyl alcohol

with ethyl alcohol may be readily ascertained by Victor

Meyers' vapour density apparatus, and propose this method as.

test for the purity of commercial spirits.
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SIXTEENTH MEETING.

Sixteenth Meeting, 2nd March, 1889, Vice-President Brown-

ing in the chair.

Exchanges since last meeting. 38.

Mr. E. G. Manning, C.E , P.L.S., was elected a member.

The following resolution reported from the Geological and

Mining Section, was adopted and a copy was ordered to be

forwarded to the Ontario Government :

In view of the great variety and undoubted value of the mineral

resources of Ontario, and the necessity to the capitalist, scientist and

prospector of having a typical collection of minerals to refer to in the

capital of this province, it is highly desirable that the Government of

Ontario make arrangements as soon as possible for a mineral museura

at the new Parliament Buildings, oi- elsewhere, in Toronto, and in the

meantime that temi)oraiy arrangements be made for a miner-al mu-

seum at some suitable place in the city.

The following resolution was also passed :

That the members of the Canadian Institute desire to record their

sense of the loss they have sustained in the death of George Paxton

Young, M.A., LL.D., Professor of Metapbj'sics and Ethics in Uni-

versity College, Toronto, one of the most distinguished life-members

of tlie Institute, whose high character as a man, attainments as a

scholar, and success as an educationalist, will cause his name to be

long lield in grateful remembrance by all who had the pleasure of his-

acquaintance. His numerous papers in Mathematics and Pliilosophy,

read before the Tnstitute, are among the most valuable contributions-

to its " Proceedings ;
" and we hereby desire to tender our respectful

sympathy to his relatives and friends in their great affliction.

That a copy of the above resolution be sent to the nearest relative

of Professor Young.

Mr. Alexander D. Black read a paper on " The Genesis of

the Heaven and the Earth."
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SEVENTEENTH MEETING.

Seventeenth Meeting, 9th March, 1889, the President in

the chair.

Exchanges since last meeting, 39.

Mr. C. W. Nash was elected a member.

Mr. A. F. Chamberlain read a paper by Mr. William

Kennedy, on the " Formation of Valleys," which chiefly re-

lated to " The central basin of Tennessee, a study of erosion."

In the structure and formation of valleys, it was contended, there

were laws as fixed as those to be found in any other division of

geology, and as clear and readily understood when rightly inter-

pi'eted. Valleys had been formed, and were now in course of con-

struction, in various ways. They could be classified into four dif-

ferent kinds. A very insignificant agency might be the cause of the

formation of an immense gorge, with its narrow channel, precipitous

sides, and its rushing turbulent torrent as the beginning of a broad

fertile valley, extending over many miles. Thus were formed the

Grand Canon and other similar gorges found in Colorado. They

were not due to any great convulsions of the earth, such as earth-

quakes or volcanic eruptions, but were solely the effects of quiet,

persistent, never-ceasing erosion. The paper then gave a very

elaborate description of the great central basin of Tennessee, its

geological structure and geological history. Then followed an account

of the Appalachian coal field. The paper concluded with a de-

scription of the process of erosion and the agents by which it was

effected.

Mr. Harvey thought that so far as the geolog}' of the

Middle States of the American Union was concerned, the

paper just read was highly valuable, and it would be desirable

to have it printed in the Proceedings. Passing over the

geology of the Tennessee Basin, he wished to make some re-

marks on the erosion of valleys, especially on the erosion of
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the valley of the Don. He referred particularly to a creek

he passed almost every day, called 2nd or 3rd creek or

Cemetery Creek. Of this creek he proceeded to show the

process of erosion. From Bloor Street all the drainage runs

north, the creek was on an average, 50 feet below the level

of Bloor Street. It was about 25^ miles long, and 300 feet

wide. He had taken out one-eighth of an inch of sediment

when dried from a gallon of water. During fifteen days, this

creek flows down at the rate of four miles an hour, and every

gallon of water carries down ^ of a solid inch of sediment.

Calculating from these elements, it would take 70,000 years

to carry down the contents of the valley. This would be the

age of the valley of the Don. He had observed several of

these Don creeks and concluded that the average erosion of

the valley was about the same as it is now. He thought

there was no difference in the erosion of a creek where there

were trees and of one where there were no trees. All things

considered he thought the erosion was the same now as when
there was a primeval forest.

The President thought that on some days there might be

fifty times the volume of water carried down that Mr. Harvey

had mentioned. It would then remove a considerable portion

of the bank. This would shorten the time considerably. He
had known at one flood, in the course of a few days eight

inches of sand deposited over several acres of the Don Valley.

Mr. Elvins said : Of course all these valleys were cut

through the drift. The Don itself was cut through the drift.

In undisturbed portions of the drift, but by no means at the

bottom of it were found portions of trees of the same species^

as those now existing. These fossil remains being the same

as the present trees, it seemed to him impossible that time

required for the erosion of the Don could have been so long

as that given by Mr. Harvey. It was not likely that it ex-

ceeded 6,000 or 7,000 years.
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Mr. Harvey thought that some valuable results may be

arrived at, and, recommended the appointment of a com-

mittee to investigate the subject.

EIGHTEENTH MEETING.

Eighteenth Meeting, i6th March, 1889, the President in the

chair.

Exchanges since last meeting, 66.

Messrs. Arthur Harvey and D. B. Dick were appointed

Auditors f )r the current year.

A communication was read from " La Societa Siciliana per

la Storia Patria," Palermo, announcing the death of its dis-

tinguished President, S. E. Vincenzo Fardella, Marchese di

Torrearsa, Caveliere dell Ordine Supremo della SS Annun-

ziata, ex-President of the Chamber of Deputies of Sicily,

Senator of the Kingdom, and late President of the Senate of

Italy. A resolution of condolence was adopted by the meet-

ing, and ordered to be sent to the above mentioned society.

Dr. Otto Hahn read a paper on his trip through Canada in

1878, and the discovery of organisms in meteorities, with de-

monstrations by the microscope.

NINETEENTH MEETING.

Nineteenth Meeting, 23rd March, 1889, the Vice-President

in the chair.

Donations and Exchanges since last meeting, 33.

Communicatians were Read from the Royal Society of

Canada, respecting the Seventh Annual Meeting, and from
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" La Societa Toscana di Scienze Natural! in Pisa " announcing

the death of its President.

Mr. W. H. VanderSmissen, M.A., read a paper, prepared by

Rev. Neil MacNish, LL.D., of Cornwall, on the authenticity of

the " Sean Dana."

The paper contained a defence of the literary honesty of the

E-ev. Dr. John Smith, of Kilbrandon and Campbelltown, Argyleshire,

against the strictures of Mr. J. F. Campbell, compiler of " Leabhar

na Feinne." Dr. Smith published in 1780, twenty years after the

appearance of Macpherson's Ossian, a work called " Gaelic Antiqui-

ties," containing " a collection of ancient poems translated from the

Gaelic of Ossian," etc., and in 1787 his "Sean Dana," or ancient lays

or poems, the original Gaelic of those translated in the first collection.

Mr. Campbell casts doubt on the genuineness of these poems, and

charges Dr. Smith with having given his own compositions to the

world as those of Ossian. Against this charge Dr. MacNish's paper

defends the author, on the ground partly of the high character he

bore, as evidenced by the testimony of the Highland Society's report

on the Ossian poems, but chiefly on the internal evidence of the

poems themselves.

Mr. David Spence said that it was almost unnecessary to

discuss the question. In his opinion the authenticity of the

poem of the Sean Dana had been fully established. With
regard to the authenticity of the poems of Ossian, Hector

McLean one of the best Gaelic scholars, had come to the

conclusion that the English poems which McPherson had

collected were composed by McPherson himself. This did

not agree with the opinion of certain German writers, but he

(Mr. S.) had looked into the matter pretty closely and believed

that McLean's theory was true. The Gaelic poems were

genuine. He had read over the different arguments and had no

doubt of their genuineness. He came to the conclusion that Mc-
Pherson had found those poems in the Highlands. The manu-

scripts from which the poems were taken were found in McPher-

son's possession. Dr. McNish considered that a great change

had come over the Highlands since McPherson's time. It
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should be noticed that the clergy had set their minds against

the people learning those tales. This had prevented many-

people who had learned them from repeating them. He had

met with an old man who recited at great length many of

those tales.

Mr. VanderSmissen asked whether the poems of Ossian

were in accordance with the folk-lore and traditions of the

people.

Mr. Spence said they contained many fragments that were

so, though no doubt much amplified.

Mr. T. R. Rosebrugh, B. A., exhibited and explained a

" New Trigonometrical Scale."

The principle of the new method of solving triangles depends ui)on

the facts (1) that the difJerence of the logarithms of a side and of the

sine of its opposite angle is a constant quantity for every triangle. (2)

That when the indexes of a " chord operator " and scale have assumed,

a relative displacement coi-responding to this value, the graduation

marks of the three pairs of opposite sides and angles are found

respectively at three pairs of coincident points. (3) To secure this

the observer need only see that the condition that the three angles of

a triangle are together equal to two right angles is satisfied by the

scale indications. The " three point problem " may be solved by the

scale with great facility without using equations ; the operation

being one of simple inspection to determine the point at which a cer-

tain condition is satisfied. In the case of right-angled triangles, the

solution may be combined in one operation with that of changing the

denomination in which the sides are measured.

TWENTIETH MEETING.

Twentieth Meeting, 30th March, 1889, the President in the

chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 39.

Mr. Frank L. Blake was elected a member.
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A communication was read from the President of the Com-
mittee of Organization of the International Congress of Mari-

time Affairs, to be held in Paris in the month of October
;

also from the Geological and Mining Section requesting the

Institute to appoint a committee to wait on the Government

with reference to the establishment of a Mineral Museum
;

also from the Antiquarian and Numismatic Society of Mont-

real enclosing a petition to the Hon. Minister of Finance for

the Dominion of Canada, praying that the present duty of 15

per cent, ad valorem on printed books be changed to a specific

duty of six cents per pound weight avoirdupois. It was re-

solved that the petition be signed and transmitted to the

Government.

Mr. T. B. Browning, M.A., read a paper on the " French

Shore Question."

He began bj saying that he adopted the above title not because it

described the siibject matter he was to speak of accurately, but be-

cause the name was well known to the public, and brought the chief

portion of the international complication into clear relief. He would

himself prefer the heading The French North American Fisheries.

From 1629 to 1886 no less than 20 treaty conventions or declarations

had been made regarding them \ many of the older arrangements had

been superseded, and certain of the later had never been ratified.

Three ideas seemed to run through them all, to be granted on both

sides and to form, as it were, the underlying basis of negotiations

:

(1) That the fisheries are one and not several; (2) that they are the

national property of Britain : and (3) consist only of the codfish and

such, minor species as are used for bait. The latest treaty is that of

November 20, 1815, which confirmed the settlement of the previous

year, 30th May, 1814, Article XTII. of which specified the places

Tvhere the French exercise the rights granted them by previous agree-

ments. These places are :

(1) The gulf of St. Lawrence, at a distance of three leagues from

the coast of continent and islands, 15 leagues from Cape Breton, and

30 from Nova Scotia.

3
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(2) The banks of Newfoundland, including the Great Bank in the

North Atlantic.

(3) The i-slands of St. Pierre, Miquelon, and Langley.

(4) The western shore of the main island from Cape Ray north-

wards to Cape Bauld, thence south-eastwardly to Cape John, a dis-

tance or coast line (not including indents) of 398 miles, commonly

called the French sliore.

Mr. Browning gave a description of these several fisheries, their

extent, mode of pursuit, the bounties paid, and the value of the fish-

eries, which he estimated at $5,000,000 yearly. The ordinances of the

French and English Governments were brought under i-eview in their

chief points, the foi-mer dating from Louis XIV., the latter from an

order of the Star Chamber in the reign of Charles I., confirmed and

amplified by .statute 10 and 11, William III., c. 15. The result

of both is to introduce and perpetuate a practical communism as

regai'ds land-holding, to prohibit settlement, the growth of private

rights, and make this side of the Atlantic subservient to the interests

of the other. Notwithstanding the stringent regulations impo.sed, a

resident population and independent industries have sprung up, and

now flourish both in Newfoundland and St. Peters. In I'egard to the

French shore, Mr. Browning contended that the claim of France to

exclusive right there received no countenance in the treaty of 1783,

its declaration, in the statute passed in jiursuance of it in 1788, the

proclamation issued under that Act ; nor fx-om the prior treaties of

1763, 1713 ; and traced its growth to the French ordinances or regu-

lations governing their own subjects. Under these the French shore

is divided into "places" of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd class, to coiTespond

with the bounties given to vessels under the French laws. Within

each class lots are cast as to which " place " any ship may have.

This it holds with its fishing grounds or stages for five yeai's, when

another casting of lots is had, the practical outcome of which is an ex-

clusive allotment for a term to individuals, and, as regards the nation,

an exclusive use or enjoyment of the whole shore. The system is one

of usurpation, amounts to national ownei'ship, while the treaties

affirm that at no time shall his most Christian Majesty or any of his

subjects make any claim of right to Newfoundland, or any portion of

it, and assert the sole ownership) of Britain.
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Mr. Browning enumerated particulars wherein the Krench had

exceeded their treaty privileges, e.g., (1) in parcelling out the shore,

(2) exercising jurisdiction over British subjects, (3) prohibiting

Biitish sea fishing and prescribing conditions for it, (4) preventing

the British from the I'iver fishery and lobster fishery along shore.

No magistrates were appointed in this district till 1878 : no grants

of lands or licenses for search for mines, till 1881 ; nor can the

mines chiefly coal and copper, be worked, because the French forbid

the use of the sea-board for shipping and other purposes.

Two conventions have been lately drawn to set at rest the ques-

tions raised—one in 1857, and the other in 1886, both of which were

rejected by Newfoundland, the last on these among other grounds :

—

(1) The portions set aside for the exclusive use of France as " places,"

are the best harbours or fishing grounds. (2) Tlie ignoring of New-

foundland magistrates and the appointment of a naval board of two

commanders in the English or French navy for the decision of dis-

putes either of Avhom could act in the absence of the other. New-

foundland has no confidence in the French navy or its commandei'S.

(3) Chiefly because it guaranteed to the French the right to take and

purchase bait within English bounds. That nation has lately raised

its bounties on the expoi-tation of fish so as to equal the value of the

article, and is by this means, underselling Newfoundland in the neutral

markets of Spain and Italy. The convention rejected, the Island

Legislature passed a bait law by which she seeks to counteract the

force of the French bounties and preserve the bait fishes for her own

use. According to the latest accounts, the law is working well, is

enforced by a special cruiser, and is receiving the active support of

the Home Government. Mr. Browning looks for the settlement of

these difl&culties, not to any change in the attitude of Newfoundland

but in that of France. Her object in bountying these fisheries, the

development or providing of material for a navy, is not attained ; the

experience of two centuries and the advice of her naval commanders

are against it, while the perpetuation of the fishery regulations is

detrimental to the best interests of all parties, English and French,

and is aorainst the trend of civilization on both sides of the Atlantic.
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TWENTY-FIRST MEETING.

Twenty-first Meeting, 6th April, 1889, the President in the

chair.

Exchanges since last meeting, 37.

Mr. O. J. Klotz was elected a mennber.

The President nominated the following Committee in pur-

suance of the Resolution passed at last meeting :—The Coun-

cil of the Institute and Messrs. T. R. Clougher, John Notman,

R. VV. Phipps, A. Harvey, A. Rankin, Andrew Elvins, A. F.

Chamberlain, and Dr. P. H. Bryce.

Dr. W. Canniff read a paper on "The Value of Sanitation."

Mr. Levi. J. Clark read a paper on " The Sewage Problem

in Toronto."

There are three plans at pre.sent before the citizens for tlie disposal

of the city sewage. I shall describe them as : 1st, Messrs. McAlpin

and Tully's ; 2nd, Mr. Sproatt's ; and 3rd, Messrs. Hering and Gray's.

They all recommend two intercepting sewers, a high level one along

the line of Gerrard street, and a low-level one along Front sti'eet,

having a fall in each case from west to east, and extending from

about Garrison Creek sewer to near the Don. Then Messrs. McAlpin

and TuUy recommend a connecting sewer joining Gerrard and Front

at their eastern extremities, and continuing out into the lake to a dis-

tance of 4,100 feet, at a point east of the Eastern gap, to deep water,

the dischai-ge pipe to be a seven-foot steel pipe. The other two

schemes recommend a continuation of the Gerrard street sewer

across the Don and eastward to near Victoria park, where the sewage

would be carried out into the lake through a six-foot pipe, by the

second scheme 3,500 feet long, and by the third 2,000 feet long. In

the second scheme the Don was to be crossed by a bridge 40 feet high,

in the third the river was to be siphoned under. Both the latter

schemes require the pum))ing up of the sewage from the lower level

sewer into the high-level one. The first scheme requires no jnnui)ing,

being a purely gravity scheme.
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I have a strong objection to all these schemes with regard to the

outlet pipes, being of the opinion that they wotikl not operate satisfac-

torily, and also in case of the second and third schemes, with regard

to pumping, which is nothing more nor less than a worthless, expen-

sive nuisance. The outlet ^iipes lie under water, so that they flow

always at the full, and knowing their size and the amount of sewage

discharged through them, it can easily be told to the thousandth part

of an inch what the velocity would be. I would call your attention

to the following table, and challenge anybody to refute its accuracy.

First through a seven-foot pipe :

—

Ftet

Gallons. per Sec. Miles per Hour,

12,000,000 .577 .394

9,000,000 .433 . .295

6,000,000 .288 .197

12,000,000 6 ft. pp. -785 -534

8,000,000 -523 -356

4,000,000 .262 .178

We know that 12,000,000 gallons is the average amount of water

that is pumped into the city per day, and allowing that it is all

returned to the sewers, by reference to the above table it would only

have a velocity of .577 ft. per second, less than seven inches, and in

the six-foot pipe of about 9| inches. But we know that much of the

water pumped into the city never reaches the sewers : for instance,

that which is used for watering lawns, sprinkling streets, building

purposes, steam engines, etc., so that a safer calculation would be to

take two-thirds or three-quarters of that amount. By reference to

the table you will see that 9,000,000 gallons will only have a velocity

of 5 1-5 inches per second, or less than 3-10 miles per hour.

Mr. Baldwin Latham, one of the most eminent English engineers,

says in regard to self-cleansing sewers that, " In no case should the

velocity be less than two feet per second, but in the generality of

cases it should be much greater." Mr. IST. Beardmore gives two and

a-half as the least, Mr. Phillips gives the same rate, while Mr. John

Neville says three feet per second is required. 'Now compare these

rates with the actual facts as set forth by the table—velocity required

two to three feet per second, actual velocity five to seven inches. We
are told in the reports of these experts that the velocity in some parts

of the system would be as high as five miles per hour, equal to 7|
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feet per second, for instauce on Cxerrard street. Now what will be

the inevitable result ? The sediment and solids that are lield in sus-

pension while being rapidly whirled along Gerrard street at the rate

of seven feet per second will immediately begin to subside when they

reach the outlet pipe, and the velocity is I'educed to tive inches. The

pipe will be choked and perfectly useless. What is needed is some

means of keeping this outlet free and clear. I will explain my
method for accomplishing this end, adopting the first scheme, namely:

A high-level and a low-level sewer, and a connecting line down say

Parliament street. I would have it, after passing Front street, turn

to the east, pass under the bed of the Don (new mouth) to the angle

formed by its bottom with the eastern bank, then follow this angle

down as far as the river needs, dredging thence easterly and continue

out to deep watei*. Ths object of this diversion is to interpose the

waters of the Don between the discharge of sewage and the intake of

water. This would give porfect security from contamination of the

water su])ply. Along the line of the connecting sewer, somewiiat to

the south of King street, I would have a flushing tank situated,

capable of holding say 400,000 gallons of sewage, arranged to dis-

chai'ge itself automatically wherever the sewage rose to a certain

height. Now, estimating that one-half, 0,000,000 gallons, is collected

in the high-level intercepting sewer, and passes out through the flush-

ing tank, it would fill and discharge fifteen times in the twenty-four

hours with a velocity of from 5 to 8 miles per hour, suflicient to

sweep along whole bricks, stones, or cannon balls, aud deli\er them

safely into deep water. Now considering that the entire system, as

herein briefly described, can be C9nstructed for about three-fourths of

a million dollars, why should the people of Toronto throw away one

and a half millions on a worthless scheme when they can get an effi-

cient one for half the sum ?

Mr. Kivas Tully thought that the Canadian Institute and

the citizens of Toronto were much indebted to Mr. Clark for

the clear way in which he had placed the subject before them.

As to the difficulty in Tully and Mc Alpine's plan that Mr.

Clark had referred to, he would see that it had been obviated.

Mr. Tully showed how the difficulty was removed by an

hydraulic slope. Any obstructions would be swept away into
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deep water. He highly approved of Mr. Clark's plan of an

Automatic Flushing Tank. This would secure a regular peri-

odical flushing, the outlet pipe could be cleaned by natural

means, as by showers. Mr. Clark's plan secured the cleansing

of it by artificial means. Mr. Tully then referred to Mr.

Miller's method of deodorizing the sewers. From what he

had seen of it he thought that it was very practicable. The
substances required could be procured in Devonshire, England.

Dr. Canniff referred to the saying that Doctors always differ,

but the differences among Engineers surpass any thing among
doctors. He asked whether there was not great danger of

the contamination of the water from the Sewage as it passes

along.

Mr. Tully thought that on the whole the proposal before

the people was the correct one, and hoped that the By-law

would pass.

Mr. Macdougall gave an explanation of the system in use in

England.

Mr. Harvey asked whether the separate system with steel

pipes in use in Europe could not be introduced here.

Mr. Macdougall said the difficulty would be in the great

cost of it.

TWENTY-SECOND MEETING.

Twenty-second Meeting, 13th April, 1889, the President in

the chair.

Donations and Exchanges since last meeting, 58; including

3 pamphlets and a copper axe and spear found on the north

bank of the Kaministiquia River, by Capt. Smith, of Fort

William, for which thanks were voted.
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On motion of Mr. Williams seconded by Mr. Macdougall,

Messrs. J. H. Pearce, W. E. Middleton, W. Brodie, W. H.

Merritt. A. Harvey, J. B. Williams, A. Macdougall and Prof-

R. Ramsay Wright were appointed a committee to see the

Government in regard to the Algonquin National Park for

the preservation of wild animals and natural forests.

Mr. L. J. Clark was elected a member.

Mr. Arthur Harvey read a paper on " Outlines of the

Geology of the North-west ot Lake Superior with special

reference to the Silver District of Thunder Bay."

Mr. A. F. Chamberlain, B.A., read "A Second Contribution

to the Bibliography of the Archaeology of Canada."

The second " contribution " consists of about one hundred titles of

papers, articles, and passages in works of various travellei-s and

scientists referring to the archaeology of the Dominion of Canada

and Xewfoundland, the first contribution containing about seventy

such items. To the citations of titles are added brief notes of the

contents and importance of the articles, etc. In the list of names

figure very prominently Sir Daniel Wilson and Sir J. William

Dawson ; of the latter some eight and of the former some twenty

articles are chronicled, besides their works " Fossil Men " and " Pre-

historic Man," respectively.

The works of travellers aflford many passages relating to arch-

seology, etc., and when all have been examined the Bibliography will

be approaching completeness. For the Eskimo we have the works

of Ross, Parry, Richai-dson, Franklin, Hall, Schwatka, and many

more, besides the recent investigators, Kumlein, Rink, Rae, Turner,

Boa.s, etc. In Labrador we have the works of the Moravian mission-

aries, and Kohlmeister, Cartwright, Chappell, Dobbs, etc., besides

the more recent explorei^s, Hind, Packard, Gordon and others. In

Kova Scotia the labours of Rev. Geo. Patterson, whose collection of

specimens is now in the museum of Dalhousie College, are especially

valuable. In Montreal the results of the energy of Sir William

Dawson are seen in the museum of McGill College. For Ontario,
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Mr. D. Boyle's report just issued is of highest importance, besides

which the (as yet unpublished, but most valuable) mateiial of

Mr. A. F. Hunter and Dr. Tache is to be mentioned. The Man-

itoban region has i-eceived attention at the hands of Rev. Prof.

Bryce, Mr. Chas. N. Bell, and Lieut.-Gov. Schultz. Dr. Geo. M.

Dawson's valuable contributions relating to the Indians of Queen

Charlotte's Islands, his papers on Jade in the North-West of

British North America are the most important of the articles dealing

with the archaeology of the British Columbian region ; besides these

we find much in the works of Grant, Mayne, Scouler, Wilson, Bogge,

Sproat, etc., and the recent investigations of Krause, Deans, Boas,

and others. The compiler of the bibliography will be especially

grateful for references to the archaeological articles in local papers.

Mr. H. R. Wood, B.A., presented a paper on " The Silver

Belt of The Kaministiquia."

TWENTY-THIRD MEETING.

Twenty-third Meeting, 28th April, 1889, the President in

the chair.

Exchanges since last meeting, 48.

Mr. D. B. Dick having declined to act as auditor, Mr. J.

B. Williams was appointed in his place.

Mr. J. C. Hamilton, M.A., LL.B., read a paper on " The

Mound Builders of America."

He first described a site of a mound builders' old city, now a

beantiful pai'k, in Richfield township, Ohio, visited by him. Having

fortunately remained in the jjossession of owners of means and taste

many of the old landmarks yet remain. He then discussed the

subject at length, taking first the remains found in Ohio, which was

the central home of the race and had not less than 10,000 places

where these people left traces of their former occupancy, of which
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1,500 are enclosed earthworks. In New York state there are 250

enclosures. In an area of 50 miles on the borders of Iowa and

Illinois chere are 2,500 mounds, besides earthen enclosui'es. He
quoted from various authorities as to the extension of the remains

of these people even into Manitoba, and by the Saskatchewan and

other water courses to British Columbia. He described the great

works at Fort Hill, Fort Ancient, Newark, Cahokia, and elsewhere.

He dwelt on the happy results that have followed at Marietta, Ohio,

and some few other places where the remains have been preserved as

far as jiossible intact. He showed diagrams of several mound works

in Ohio and Indiana which added to the interest. He discussed the

state of civilization and customs of these predecessors of the Indians,

and analysed the various theories propounded by Count de Nadaillac,

Sir J. Lubbock, Col. Charles Whittlesey, Sir Daniel Wilson, and

other writers. He spoke of their inner life, their government,

religion, dress, ornaments, etc. He found no traces of Georgite

theories among them, considered that the government was patriarchal

and tribal. The religion was like that of the Aztecs, with sacrificial

rites and sun worship. As to their origin, he considered them not

by any means the first i^ace of men on this continent, but that they

were akin to the Toltecs and Aztecs of America, and to the present

Japanese, and so of a clearly Asiatic type. Referring tp Nadaillac,

Sir Chas. Lyell, and other authorities, he considered these people as

a great and widespread nation, which occupied this continent for

perhaps 2,000 years, but that some 1,000 years ago their distinct

nationality was lost in contests with the Indian races, chiefly

Shawnees and Cherokees, in the Ohio regions, which then overran

the continent, amalgamated to some extent with them, but that the

greater part of the Mound Builder race was driven to the South and

became lost in the great Nahua nations, of whom, the Aztecs were

one. He drew a picture of the life of the people, and referred to

the art of the archaeologist, which respects not the tombs of the

Pharaohs nor the graves of the proud old- Peruvians and Mexicans,

but has gathered as mummies and skeletons many such remains to be

stared at by the curious in museums from Bulak to Central Park.

He lastly depicted what may be found as to Canadian civilization

after another scoi-e of centuries have passed, when some pundit from

the then " Dominion of United Africa " or the " Japanese Republic"
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shall drop down from liis electric flying machine and inspect the re-

mains of civilization of the Canadian Caucasian race.

A paper was then read by Ojijatekha on " Pagan Belief in

Religion."

TWENTY-FOURTH MEETING.

Twenty-fourth meeting, 27th April, 1889, the President in

the chair.

Exchanges since last meeting, 38.

The Council reported the election as Associates of H. C.

Champ, Herbert C. Eddis, and Edmund Staunton.

W. H. Child and T. A. Staunton were elected members.

Capt. Stupart, R.N., read a paper on " The Flying Proas of

the Ladrone Islands, and the Navigation of the natives of the

Western Pacific."

FORTIETH ANNUAL MEETING.

Fortieth annual meeting, 4th May, 1889, the President in

the chair.

Donations and exchanges since last meeting, 47.

George E. Lumsden was elected a member. Dr. Joseph

Workman was elected an honorary member.

Sir Daniel Wilson announced that Mr. Sandford Fleming

had authorized him to state that he had in 1853 insured his

life for iJ^iooo currency in favor of the Institute, and that he

was making arrangements with the Insurance Company to

have the amount paid over to the Institute at once. The cor-
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dial thanks of the Institute were tendered to Mr. Fleming and

a Committee appointed to prepare an appropriate resolution,

which Committee subsequently reported the following •—

The Canadian Institute recognizes in the gift now oft'ered to it by

Mr. Sandford Fleming a fresh and unexpected evidence of his kindly

and generous heart, and of the deep interest he has always taken in

the welfare of the Institute. A mere expi'ession of thanks conveys

but feebly the gratitude with which the Institute acknowledges its

indebtedness to Mr. Fleming whose numerous contributions to its

Proceedings have been crowned by the movement initiated by him

before the Institute now leading to the adoption of a luiiform system

of time-reckoning over the whole world.

The Fortieth Annual Report was read and adopted, as

follows :

The Council of the Canadian Institute has the honor to lay before

its members its Fortieth Annual Report.

The Council has much pleasure and gratification in recording an

increased interest in the work, and an extension in the influence and

prestige of the Institute.

The movement for a univei'sal system of time-reckoning, initiated

by Mr. Sandford Fleming has spread far and wide. A deputa-

tion waited on His Excellency Lord Lansdowne in May of last yeai'

with regai'd to this subject, who was kind enough to bring the pam-

phlet on " Time-Reckoning " before the notice of the Secretary of

State, through whom it was sent to all the colonial and foreign

governments.

Cosmic or twenty-four hour time is being largely adopted on this

continent ; inquiries have lately been received from the government

of Hong Kong on this subject. The very enterprising kingdom of

Japan has adopted the system as the basis of its time reckoning.

A clock marking cosmic time, the present of an American firm, has

been in the reading room of the Institute for over twelve months.

The government of our Province paid the institute the compliment

of placing one of its members, Mr. "W. Hamilton Merritt, on tlie

Royal Commission to enquii-e into the Mineral and Mining Resources

of the Province. The report is of great value and will largely extend

the development of our mineral resources.
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The interest in the work of the Institute has not flagged during the

past year, there h ive been 24 ordinary meetings at whicli 31 papers

were read, and 36 njeetings of sections at which 39 papers were read,

or a total of 69 papers for the session.

The range and character of these communications have been fully

equal to the standard of former years, they have been well and fully

discussed. The aveiage attendance at the meetings is in advance of

last year. The attendance of members in the reading room has also

inci'eased.

The Council desires to record its high appreciation of the generosity

of the Government in again placing the sum of $ 1,000 at the disposal

of the Institute, for the extension of archaeological research. Through

the indefatigable exertions of the curator many valuable additions

have been made to the museum from the Province and from the

United States. The admirable arrangement of the specimens in the

various cases, has greatly assisted the study of this important branch

of our national history. It is gratifying to report that the museum
has been visited by a large number of ladies and gentlemen, from

many of whom valuable donations have been received.

The appointment of Mr. David Boyle, as representative of the

Provincial Government at the Cincinnati Exhibition last year has

been productive of much good to the interests he i-epresented there,

and has been the means of many valuable gifts being presented to our

museum. The archaeological report for 1888 has already appeared as

an appendix to the report of the Minister of Education for last year.

The thanks of the Institute are due to Mx'. Sandford Fleming for his

exertions in procuring an interesting and valuable present from the

Gi-and Trunk Railway Company of a portion of the first sod of the

Northern Railway, cut on the 1 5th Octobei-, 1851, by Her Excellency

the Countess of Elgin and Kincardine, and the bottle used on 14th

January, 18o3, to chiisten Collingwood harbor, and an extract from

the Globe of the 26th January, 1863, giving an account of these

relics and other interesting matters.

The members of the Photographic Section, desiring to extend their

work in a more practical manner, resolved to form a Photographic

Society having wider scope than they believed would be offered by
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union with the Institute ; they have in consequence withdrawn from

the Institute. The Council regret this action.

The Biological and Natural Hi.itory Section continues to make its

influence felt, and deserves the thanks not only of the Institute but

of the citizens at large for its recent successful remonstrances against

the destruction of the purely natural beauties of High Park.

The list of donations and exchanges has increased ; the library has

received many valuable additions. This depai'tment is carefully at-

tended to by our energetic librarian ; over 300 volumes were l^ound

this year; extra accommodation in the library is an urgent necessity.

The treasurer's statement shows a satisfactory balance at the credit

of the Institute, and the increased interest taken in the Institute by

the comparatively small number of members in arrears.

The membeiship has been increased by 22 elections during the past

session. The Council after much careful thought determined to make

a thorough examination of the list of members and enforce the rules

against members in arrears who refused to make any settlement.

The list now submitted is more complete than any hitherto pi-esented

to the Institute, and repi-esents truly the actual membership : the

Council would urge on the Institute the imi)ortance of adhering to

the stej) now taken, and enforcing the rules against members in

ari'ears, as it is only by this means that membershij) in the Institute

will become of value.

The Council endorses the remarks of the auditors that a jn-oper

valuatioii'of the assets of the Institute should be made.

During the past year the Institute has lost by death two distinguished

life membei-s, the Rev. Walter Stennett, of Cobourg, and Prof. G.

Paxton Young. Apart from his special attainments in the depa\-t-

ment of Mental and Moral Philosophy, Prof Young was a mathe-

matician of very high order ; some of his later papers read befoi'e and

published in the Proceedings of the Institute, placed him in the fore-

most ranks of mathematicians.

In recognition of his valuable services at the inception and in the

early days of the Institute, as well as his honourable professional

career, Mr. Kivas Tully, C.E., (who was our first Secretary) has

been elected an honorary member.
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Your Council is mucli gratified to announce that the invitation of

the Institute to the American Association for the Advancement of

Science to hold its next meeting in this city has been accepted, and

there are bright prospects of a very successful meeting.

Following up the memorial of January 1888, meetings have been

held with the Honourable Commissioner of Crown Lands with

reference to setting aside a tract of land for the preservation of the

forests and wild animals in this Province. At his suggestion a

memorial with a sketch map showing an area which could be made

available for such purposes is being prepared.

The reports of the various Sections are appended. They all report

satisfactory progress in their several branches.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

CHARLES CARPMAEL,
President.

APPENDIX II.

MEMBERSHIP.

Number of Members at 1st April, 1888,—.309.

Honorary Members 7

Life Members 10

Ordinary Members :

1. Who have paid their subscriptions to 31st December, 1889,

including new members 141

2. Who have paid their subscriptions to 31st December, 18SS.

.

65

3. " " 31st December, 1887.. 14

4. Who are two years and more in arrears 3

5. Losses through death and withdrawals 36

6. Names struck off the roll for non-payment of arrears 23

7. Names placed on suspense list for non-payment of arrears . . 10

17

223

240

69

309
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Associates 32

8. Members elected during the present session who have paid

their annual subscription 15

9. Members elected during the present session who have not

yet paid 7

22

APPENDIX II.

TKEASURER IX ACCOU.N'T WITH THE CAJTADIAN INSTITUTE FOR THE YEAR

ENDING MARCH 31ST, 1889.

To Summary :

—

" Amount received from building fund $ 1 10 11

" " " in Imjjerial Bank 163 56

" Cash on hand 9 20
'

' Annual subscriptions 809 75

" Kents 233 50

" Government Grant 1,000 00
" Journals sold 15 65
'

' Periodicals sold 9 49
" Biological Section 50 00
" Woodcuts 4 75

" For Conversazione of 1886 2 00
'

' Interest 60

$2,408 61

By Summary :—
" Salaries $ 370 50
'

' Printing Journal 688 67
" " Miscellaneous 39 25
" Stationery 45 53
" Postage 129 26
" Freight and express charges 23 27
'

' Repairs 56 96

" Gas 32 88
" Water 24 00
" Periodicals 123 21

" Furniture 6 00
" House cleaning 99 30
" Fuel 78 £5

" Taxes 9 ,36

" Phonographic Exhibition 15 00

" Architect 50 00
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Customs charges and brokerage 3 00
" Advertising 7 75
"" Sundries 19 35
*' Interest 212 00
*' Promissory note 200 00

" Balance in Imperial Bank 137 00
" Cash in hand 38 07

$2,408 61

Examined and found correct.

,„. ,, ARTHUR HARVEY, -( . ,.,
('^^g'^^'^)

J. B. WILLIAMS, '/Auditors.

JAMES BAIN, JR., IN ACCOUNT WITH ARCH.EOLOGICAL GRANT.

To Government Grant for 1888-89 f 1,000 00
" Balance forward 35 45

$1,035 45

By Purchase of specimens $ 550 00
" " cases 91 65
" Engraving and printing of specimens for Report 102 50
" Ti-avelling expenses and remuneration of Curator 285 67

" Bank charges 38
" Balance on hand 5 25

$1,035 45

Examined and found correct.

,^j. 1^ ARTHUR HARVEY,"!
, ,.,(Signed) J.B.WILLIAMS /Auditors.

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES.

ASSETS.

BuUding $11,500 00

Warehouse 720 00

Ground 3,000 00

Library 5,000 00

.Specimens 2,000 00

Personal Property 1,000 00

$23,220 00

4
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LIABILITIES.

Mortgage No. 1, due 1892 § 3,000 OO
" 2, " l,f)00 00

Balance in favor of the In.stitute 19,220 00

§23,220 00

The Auditors having carefully gone over the accounts and vouchers

beg to report

:

That the cash accounts kept by Mr. Young are in perfect order.

That the distribution into the various heads of income and expen-

diture, made by Mr. Bain, the treasurer, corresponds therewith.

Your Auditors think it would be wise to have a proper valuation

made of the various assets of the Institute—Library, museum, and

building, and to procure by this means a reliable statement of its

Assets and Liabilities—and recommend the subject to the considera-

tion of the Council.

(Signed) ARTHUR HARVEY, l

J.B.WILLIAMS, I
Auditors.

Canadian Institute, Toronto,

April 25, 1889.

Classification of papers read, by subjects :—Authropologj', 1 ;

Archaeology, 3 ; Astronomy, 2 ; Chemistry, 2 ; Economics, 1 ; Geo-

logy, 3 ; History, 2 ; Mathematics, 1 ; Miscellaneous, 3 ; Philology, 3

;

Political Science, 1 ; Physics, 3 ; Physiology, 1 ; Sanitary Science, 2

;

Social Science, 1 ; Sociology, 2 ; total, 31 j)apers read at 24 meetings.

Read at the meetings of the Biological Section, 22 papers ; Archi-

tectural Section, 3 ; Geological and Mining Section, 5 ; Philological

Section, 9 papers ; total, 39. Making in all 70 papers.
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT.

To the Council of the Canadian Institute :
—

The statement for the Library for the year 1 888-89 is as follows :

I. Donations to the Libi-ary 85

II. Exchanges :

1

.

Canada 138

2. Great Britain and Ireland 481

3. United States 569

4. Mexico and South America 43

5. Austro-Hungary 150

6. Belgium 54

7. Denmark 4

8. France and Algeria 396

9. Germany 106

10. Italy 146

11. Netherlands 25

12. Norway 30

13. Portugal 7

14. Russia 37

15. Spain 18

16. Sweden 18

17. Australia 31

18. British India and China 34

19. Japan and Ja\'a 20

Total 2,307;

III. Xew exchanges 39

IV. Total number of exchanges 43a

V. Periodicals subscribed for, same as lasc year with the ex-

ception of Hardwicke's Science Gossip," which has.

been discontinued 31

Total amount of these 769

VI. Number of volumes bound during the year 306

VII, Number of publications taken from Reading Room and

Library during the year 1,900

All of which is respectfully submitted.

GEO. E. SHAW,
Librarlarit
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REPORT OF THE BIOLOGICAL SKCTION.

The Section lias to report a year of progress and prosperity.

The regular fortnightly meetings have been hehl throughout the

year, and the attendance has been satisfactory.

A schedule is attached shewing the papers read—22 in all.

As this section is to a large extent educational in its objects it is

not required that the papers read should be the re-ult of original

research, and we would welcome the assistance of some of the many

members of the Institute who are well qualified to give us much in-

formation that would both interest and instruct.

The microscope which our last re|)ort mentioned as having been

pui'chased but not then arrived has been received and V)y its means

many points in the papers read before the section are illustrated and

the enthusiasm of those members engaged in the study of minute forms

of life has been quickened. The microscopical cui-ator will always

be ready to attend meetings of the Institute, or otiier sections, when

the use of the instrument is desired. A small collection of slides has

already been secured for the Section's cal)inet, and more are ex))ected.

Two years ago when the Institute contemplated the completion of

the museum upstairs this Section became responsible for two years

for the interest on the mortgage of $1,000 which was given to raise

the necessary funds, and we are glad to say that this has been paid,

and the Section is now free from debt or liability.

Not much progress has been made in our department of the

museum. We merely desire to draw attention to the fact that

biological specimens cannot be mounted without money and that our

Section has absolutely no source of income e.xcept grants from the

Council of the Institute.

W. E. MIDDLETON,
Secretary of Biological Section,

The officers for next year are : James H. Pearce, President ; W. E.

Middleton, Secretary.
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SCHEDULE OF PAPERS.

1 E. E. Thomson Canadian Birds.

2 Rev. K. F. Junor Echini.

3 J. H. Pearce Inaugural Address.

4 M. Chamberlain Canadian Birds.

5 J. Noble Mosses (First Paper).

6 " " (Second Paper).

7 Wm. Brodie Parasites of Potato Beetle.

8 Wm. Brodie Lemothrips Gramince.

9 J. H. Pearce Floioers (First Paper).

10 " " (Second Paper).

11 W. E. Middleton Fresh Water Sponges.

12 J. B. Williams Birds Observed in 1888.

13 Wm. Brodie Snakes.

14 W. E. Middleton Structure and Fructification of Ferns.

15 C. Armstrong Canadian Ferns.

16 Wm. Brodie Relation to Environment.
17 E. E. Thompson Winter Birds of Toronto District.

18 J. H. Pearce Moulds and Kindred Fungi.

19 W. E. Middleton Microscopic Mounting.

20 James Noble Plant Evohition.

21 James Noble Plant Development.

22 A. Elvins Volvox Ghhator.

REPORT OF THE PHILOLOGICAL SECTION OF THE
CANADIAN INSTITUTE, APRIL 6, 1889.

Gentlemen,—I have the honor to present for yonr consideration the

Third Annual Report of the Philological Section, for the year ending

March 31, 1889. During the session the Section has met regularly

on the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.

Following is a list of papers read at the various meetings :

(1) April 10, 1888—"A Chart of Elocutionary Drill." By T. B. Brown*

ing, M.A.

(2) April 24, 1888—" Volaplik, the new World-Language. By D. R.

Keys, B.A.

(3) April 24, 1888— " On some words of Indian origin in the French Cana-

dian Dialect and Literature." By A. F. Chamberlain, B.A.

(4) November 13, 1888— " The language of the Mississaguas of Scugog, with

special reference to Sematology." By A. F. Chamberlain, B.A.
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(5) November 27, 1888— "The Semitic Vowels." By Eev. Pro

McCurtly, 1 h.D.

(6) Januarys, 1889—"The Origin and Development of Grammatical Gen-

der." By A. F. Chamberlain, B. A.

(7) January 22, 1889—"Language Lea'-ning and Language Teaching." By
William Houston, M.A.

(8) February 12, 1889— " The Gaelic Vowel System." By David Spence, Esq.

(9) " 26. 1889—"The Gaelic Consonants."

During the month of Maich tJie section cnntinued tlie investigation

of the Gaelic Language introduced by the papei-s of Mr. Spence, of

whose valuable assistance it was enabled to avail itself. On the 8th

January, 1869, the Rev. J. F. McCurdy, Ph.D., resigned the office

of Chairman of the Section, to which ])osition Mr. D. R. Keys, B.A.,

was duly elected.

Tne officers for the ensuing year ai'e :—Chairman, D. R. Keys, B.A.

;

Vice-(Jhairman, Jno. Squair, B.A. ; Secretary, A. F. Chamber-

lain, B A.

(Signed) A. F. CHAMBERLAIN,
Secretary Philo. Section, C. I.

The Council of the Canadian

Institute, Toi'onto.

REPORT OF THE GEOLOGICAL AND MINING SECTION
OF THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE FOR 1-88-9.

To the President and Council of the Canadian Institute :

Gentlemen,—Very much interest continues to be manifested by

the members of this section in the study and discussion of those sub-

jects which form the specialty of our organization.

At the various meetings which have been held during the year the

attendance has been good.

At the first meeting of the sessional year communications were read

from the Def)artment of the Interior referi-ing to measures taken by

that Department for collecting and publishing statistics and other in-

formation on the mining and metallurgical interests of the Dominion,

and enclosing a coj)y of an Order-in-Council on the same subject, ap-
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proved by the Governor-General in Council ; also referring to an

interview had by the Chairman and Secretary of this Section with the

Deputy Minister of the Interior on the subjects of (1) Prompt pub-

lication of the Survey's reports on raining affairs
; (2) Cooperation of

the Dominion ancT Provincial Governments in the collection of such

information, and (3) Legislation making the furnishing of information

compulsory.

In thus directing the attention of the authorities to an important

subject, the section has been able to do good work, and recent publi-

cations of reports justify the action taken by this section.

A number of interesting papers have been read dui'ing the year,

and the discussions arising therefrom have aided materially in

familiarizing many with facts relative to the minerals and mineral re-

sources of our Province.

The Section has also taken much interest in the project of estab-

lishing in this city a Provincial Mineralogical Museum, and trusts

that its efforts in this direction may yet be crowned with success.

Officers have been elected as follows for the current year :

Chairman—W. Hamilton Merritt.

Vice-Cliairman—Arthur Harvey.

Secretary and Curator—David Boyle.

Managing Committee—R. W. Phipps, A. F. Chamberlain, A*

Elvins, John Notman, P. H. Bryce, M.D.

The present year is confidently regarded by the section as likely to

prove more than usually profitable to the section in all that relates to

the investigation and study of geology and mining in Ontario.

W HAMILTON MERRITT,
Chairman-

ARTHUR HARVEY,
Vice-President.

DAVID BOYLE,
Secretary.
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PAPERS READ DURING THE SESSION.

Mr. Harvey— *' On Certain Lacustrine Deposits ;
" " On the Syn-

clinal Trough of Lake Superior."

Mr. Merritt—" Tlie Iron Ranges of Northern Michigan and Min-

nesota ;
" '' Laurentian Formation of New Jersey, witli Relation to

the Iron Mines tlierein."

Mr. Mills, of St. Iguace, Michigan—" Iron Smelting Furnaces."

REPORT OF THE ARCHITECTURAL SECTION FOR
SESSION OF 1888-89.

GrENTLEMEN :—The members of the Section have met fortnightly

during the Session, the meetings being chiefly occupied by instructive

and interesting discourses, theoretic and practical, delivered by some

of the prominent Architects and Master Mechanics of this city, who
commended and encouraged the objects and motives of the Section^

promising and offering us their entire sympathy and support.

The following were among the pajiers read and debated upon,

being subsequently published in the Canadiaa Architect :

" The responsibilities of Students to their Profession," by R.

Gambler Bousfield, A.R.I.B.A. ; "Subsoil Irrigation," by E. Burke,.

Architect ;
" A Discourse on Carpentry," by R. Wilson.

Besides the papers and addresses, competitions were engaged in in

designing Bay windows, Oriel windows, Entrances, etc.

At the close of the Session the following officers were elected :

Robert Dawson, Chairman ; Chas. D. Lennox, Ti'easurer ; J. Fras.

Brown. Secretary.

Yours verily,

J. FRAS. BROWN, Secretary.
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REPORT OF THE SOCIOLOGICAL COMxMITTEE.

The Committee on Sociology begs leave to jn-esent its report for the

year 18S8-9.

1. Your Committee was constituted at the first meeting of Council

this year and at once procured a circular, which appears in the last

Fasciculus under the heading "Sociological Circular," to be drawn up,

printed and distributed chiefly to the following classes of persons :

(1) Indian agents, farm instructors, inspectors, teachers in Indian

school in Ontaiio, Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Ed-

ward's Island, Manitoba, the North-West Territories and British

Columbia.

(2) Magistrates, inspectors of Norch-West Mounted Police, regis-

trai-s, clerks of the peace, members of Council in North-West.

(3) Missionaries of the leading churches : Church of England,

Roman C;itholic, Pr sbyterian, Wesleyan.

More than a thousand copies have been distributed, so that your

Committee is of opinion that the circular has found its way to most

persons in the Dominion who are interested in Indian questions.

2. Your Committee has received material assistance from the

Hon. Edgar Dewdney, Superintendent-General of Indian Affairs for

the Dominion, the Hon. A. S. Hardy and the Hon. G. W. Ross,

Ministers respectively of Crown Lands and Education in Ontario ; is

deeply indebted to the newspapers, educational, religious and legal

press of Canada for bringing the subject to the attention of the public,,

and for extended and favorable notices of the Committee's work ; also

to the following periodicals : Magazine of Western History, Po[)ular

Science Monthly, Journal of Anthropology of the United St:ites,

Historical Review and Law Quarterly of England.

3. At the request of your Committee the Canadian Pacific Railway

has kindly consented to carry archaeological, geological and natural

history s))ecimens free of charge for the Institute.

4. The publication of the Indian Treaties of Canada and the Pro-

vinces has engaged the attention of your Committee. The Council and

Institute will, no doubt, be pleased to learn, from the accompanying
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letter of Mr. Van Koiighnet, that this imiiortaiit work is under way

and will shortly be completed. The correspondence on the subject is

herewith submitted. Copies of the Dominion Reports on Indian

Affairs f;om 1875 up to and inclusive of 1888 have been received for

the use of the Institute, for which your Committee lias duly returned

its thanks to the Superintendent-General.

5. In reply to the circular a number of letters and abstracts have

been received, among them

(1) A short abstract from the Kev. T. S. Cole, B.A.

(2) An interesting letter from Insj)ector A. Bowden PeiTV of

Prince Albert, North-West Teritories, which your Committee begs to

submit to the Editorial Committee for publication, together with a

detailed paper on

(3) "Tiie Western Dene," by the Rev. A. G. :Morrice, O.M.

A number of other papers are promised, principally by reverend

gentlemen whose duties bring them into direct contact with the

Indian population of Manitoba and the North- West.

6. Your Committee begs leave to reserve such remarks of a socio-

logical nature as it may desire to make for the separate papers as they

appear, suggests that the circular be re-issued with such alterations

and additions as may seem proper, and entertains the hope that the

success which has accompanied its efforts this year will be redoubled

•in tlie year to come to the coaimon benefit of the Institute, its

members and the country.

All which is respectfully suVnnitted on behalf of the Committee.

T. B. BROWNING,
Toronto, May 3. 18:^9. Chairman.

The election of Officers for the ensuing year resulted as fol-

lows :

President—Charles Carpmael, M.A.

Vice-President—T. B. Browning, M.A.

Treasurer—James Bain, Jr.
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Editor—GeorjTe Kennedy, M.A., LL.D.

Curator—David Boyle, Ph.B.

Secretary—Alan Macdougall, M. Inst. C.E.

Librarian—A. F. Chamberlain, B.A.

Members of Council—W. H. Ellis, M.A., M.B., Alex. Mar-

king, LL.B., G. E. Shaw, B.A.

The following papers were presented and taken as read :

" The Western D^n^s," by Rev. A. G. Morrice, O.M.

" The Indians of Canada," an introduction to the work of

the Sociological Committee, by T. B. Browning, M.A.

It was resolved that the thanks of the Institute are due to

the newspapers of the cit}' of Toronto, especially to the Mail

and Empire for the space which they have so freely given to

its proceedings, and for the extended notices of the meetings

which have so regularly appeared in their columns.

SOCIOLOGICAL CIRCULAR.

PART I—SOCIOLOGY.
Sir,—The Canadian Institute is desii'ous of collecting and incor-

porating in its Proceedings reliable data respecting the political and

social institutions, the customs, ceremonies, beliefs, pursuits, modes of

living, habit, exchange, the devolution of property and office which

obtain among tbe Indian peoples of the Dominion, and of enlisting

your voluntary cooperation in the work. It feels that this depart-

ment of research has not been so fully cultivated in Canada as its

importance demands, feai-s that the opportunity of gathering and

carefully testing the necessary facts may with the advancing tide of

European civilization soon pass away, and is of opinion that much

light may be cast upon the genesis and growth of government as well

as upon legal, sociological and economic thought by an accurate study

•of our Indian tribes in their existing conditions and organizations.
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The Institute, without desiring to contract tlie fielfl of observation^

begs leave to direct your attention to the following matters :

—

(1.) The basis of family or tribal organization, e.g , whether it be

purely personal, or j)artake to any extent of teiritorial attributes; the

received mode of ranking and tracing relationshijjs, paternal, mater-

nal, or both ; with a table of dfgrees, il possible, of agnates and cog-

nates.

(2.) Adoption, its kinds, ceremonies and formulje, the extent of

its use, and the particulars in which it modifies the fauiily, gens,

tribe, etc.

(3.) The rules and practice which govern the contracting, main-

t lining and dissolving of marriage; the degrees of prohibition ; exo-

gamy and endogamy ; the effect of marriage on the status of Avoman,

her position upon divorce, etc.

(4.) Grades of persons of Ijotli sexes apart from office, fre ; and

slave ; to what extent mature children of either sex are the subjects

of rights ; the age of enfranchisement, if any.

(5.) The character of parental power, paternal and maternal ; its

extent over pei-sons and property in mattei s civil and criminal

;

exceptions to it.

(6.) Offices, their kind.s, the powers annexed to them, the terms for

which and on which they are held ; the mode of succession, e.g., gen-

eral election, election by a few, election within a group, inheritance,

etc.

(7.) Assemblies or councils and the questions treated at them ; how

and by whom they are summoned ; in whom resides the right of

debate and franchise in the several assemblies of the family, gens,

band, tribe, or nation.

(8.) Property, its admitted classes inside the family and tiibe ;.

joint proprietorship how acquired, held, managed, aliened ; whether

common ownership is acknowledged, and in what respects it is distin-

guished from joint ownership; whether private property is allowed;.

if so, how acquired, enjoyed, ti-ansferred, or lost ; whether succession

to it is permitted ; if so, within what degrees ; if not, how it is dis-

posed of, e.g., Vjuried with body on death of owner, burnt, or otlier-

wise destroyed.
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(9.) Division of labor and duty, civil and military, and how appor-

tioned, e.g., to chiefs, sub-chiefs, oi'dinary male members, ox'dinaiy

female members, immature children ; methods and extent of produc-

tion, modes and measures i. f distribution, the means of support of

i'amily or tribe, the interior economy of family and gens or band ; the

modes of bargain and sale in use ; by whom conducted ; the use of

gifts.

(10.) The settlement of disputes or conflicting claims as between

(a) members of same sub-family, (h) family, (c) different families

or sub-families, (d) bands, groups or gentes, (e) tribes, (f) nations
;

in whom I'esides the civil and in whom the criminal power, by tradi-

tion or custom ; how and by whom dooms are pronounced and

inflicted ; whether punishments as between the tribes are corporate

or individual ; the compounding of crimes and offences, e.g., murder,

theft; to what extent the bond of blood-feud binds; ostracism, sur-

render of offender, death penalty; in what cases practised; the eftect

of vows upon the performance of contract.

(11.) The making of inter-family and inter-tribal ari'angements,

e.g., treaties as to boundaries, peace and war, sale and purchase ; the

solemnities observed among larger and smaller groups.

(12.) The cultus and sacrifices which obtain in sub -families, fami-

lies, totem, etc. ; moral or religious code which accompanies them

;

the form and purpose of the diflerent tribal or inter-tribal ceremonies

in use, e.g., dog-, sun-, thirst-dance, etc.

(13.) Death and birth rates; effects of nuscegenation.

(14.) Practice in cases of burial, its rites.

(15.) Border civilization, its effect upon the beliefs and moral con-

duct of Indian peoples.

(IG.) The influence of territorial reserves, outside jurisdiction,

•education and support upon the Canadian Indians.

PAPtT II. -PHILOLOGY.
Lexical.

(a.) Yowel and consonant soundsj their classification, the predom-

inance of vowels over consonants, or consonants over vowels ; the

variation of vowels or the gliding of one into another, e.g., o into a,

A into E ; the transmutation of consonants e.g., L into N or R, T into u,
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D into TH, p into b. b into F or v, g into k, k into /, or, inversely,,

aspirate into medial, medial into thin ; at different periods or in

connate words of different dialects of the same laneuasre.

(b.) Are roots monosyllabic or polysyllabic ; what |)art particles

play in the formation of words and whether and to what extent re-

duplication is used as a means of compounding ?

(c.) Whether the language is agglutinative or inflexive ; if inflexive,

how 1 Examples of formations.

Grammatical

(d.) The parts of speech which aduiit of gender, number, case; their

formation, kinds, i^e.g. animate or inaminate) with examples or

paradigms. Do non-verbal adjectives obtain ; if so, do they admit of

inflexions] The classes of pronouns in use. Are personal pronouns

distinct from, infixed in, jirefixed or suffixed to the verb 1

(e.) Conjugations, forms (negative and affirmative) voices, moods,

tenses, numbers, persons of the verb; the position which its radical,

personal and modal elements take ; the extent and purpose to and for

which participles are used ; adverbial forms how derived ; whether

the reduplicative, initiative and final elements of the verb are infixed

in, prefixed or suffixed to it, separated from it or altogether absent.

Syntactic and General.

(f.) What regular place (if any) each word or part of sjjeech

occupies in a sentence 1

[g.) Is the verb the predominant element in the language? Do
nouns and verbs expressive of collectivity or abstract qualities obtain 1

Examples.

[h.) Do fine distinctions abound in the language or are they want-

ing I A list of idiomatic peculiarities.

{i.) A list of simple numerals, names of days, moons, feasts,

common plants and vegetables, animals, articles in general use, the

more evident planets, for comparative purposes in tracing the relation-

ship of languages and migrations of peoples.

[k.) Contributions to the folk- or myth-lore of the Indian tribes.

(I. ) Sign language and mode of telegraphing.
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The Institute will be hap{)y to receive and give its best attention

to papers upon any and all the above, or such other subjects allied to

them as may seem to you important.

It would appear from reports published in the newspapers that in the

Province of Ontario, in the other Provinces and the Territories of the

Dominion, a considerable quantity of valuable information concerning

our Indian people is reduced to writing, but is not given to the world

because no proper channel has been established for its dissemination.

This Institute desires to draw these scattered rays to a focus for the

benefit of students at home and abroad ; and believes that investiga-

tors will find in its Proceedings (now circulating among members in

Canada, 300, foreign societies and institutes, 400,) that avenue of

communication of which they have been so long in need. Proprietary

ri;;hts in the papers may be reserved.

For some years the Institute has given special attention to collect-

ing and classifying specimens of natural history, geology, and Indian

archaeology which, according to the custom of the Institute, are duly

inscribed with the names of the donors. Its museum includes many
veiy rare and valuable specimens which are open for inspection and

study every lawful day from l p.m. to 6 p.m. It is the desire of the

Institute to increase its collection in all departments, enhance its

public usefulness and render it worthy of the Dominion as a national

institution. Through the liberality of the Canadian Pacific Railway

Company, the Institute is enabled to make announcement to donors and

intending donors that specimens for the museum will be carried over

the Company's line free of charge in packages suitably packed for

freight.

It is particularly requested that packages of specimens for trans-

mission by rail, papers, abstracts, communications in or pertaining tO'

the matters of this circular be directed to

The Chairman of

The Sociological Committee

Canadian Institute,

58 Richmond Street East,

Toronto, Ont^

On behalf of the Committee,

T. B. Browning M.A.
Chairman.

Toronto, August, 1889
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THE CENTRAL BASIN OF TENNESSEE.

A Study of Erosion by William Kennedy.

Valleys and their Formation.

How are valleys fonned ? Have they no rules guiding their

structure 1 or are their architectuie, their form, their outlines and

position or even theii- existence merely matters of chance and

governed by no fixed laws 1

In their structure and formation there are laws as fixed as tho.se to

be found in any other division of geology and as clear and readily

understood when they are rightly interpreted.

Valleys ai'e depressions in the surface of the ])lane of the globe in

much the same manner as mountains are prominences or elevations

upon the same plane. Valley and mountain are comi)lementary of

each other, so to sj)eak of the one implies the presence of the otlier.

Only, that in some cases the mountain pai-t of the two is of a par-

ticularly flat broad type; the flat top extending over a gieat many

miles in every direction and in fact comj>letely enclosing the valley.

Then, however, the enclosed depression is called a Basin and the

rules governing its construction are sometimes a little diflerent from

those affecting the foi'mation of a valley.

Valleys have i^een formed and are now in course of construction

in various ways. To enumerate all the modes in which old valleys

have received their pi-esent forms and recent ones have started out to

form themselves would proV)ably be to enumerate nearly every known

valley in the world. They may, however, be classified into various

divisions according to the primary causes of their lormation. For

the purposes of such classification all valleys may be divided into

four different kinds, each being due to the peculiar manner of the

inception of the valley. This is oliviously the proper manner in

which such classification should be made as no valley exists, or at

least none is known to exist, in which a great part of the size and

form of such a valley cannot be traced to erosion or denudation.

The effects of erosion are recognizable in numerous cases long after

the traces of the original cause of the \alley have ceased to exist.
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Valleys may be clue to the flexing of beds oi' to the breaking of

them, the flexing producing one kind of valley and the breaking

another. Although so much, with regard to the extent and form of

all valleys, is due to erosion, yet it is doubtful whether this cause

ever originated a valley.

" The examination of the geological structure of valleys plainly

testifies that almost every great hydrographical basin has derived its

form originally from some other agency although its outline may

have been subsequently altered by the continued action of currents

within it."

—

{Chambers' Encycl. Vol. IV, Art. Erosion).

Valleys may be divided into the following :

1. Synclinal Valleys.-—These ai-e due to the folding of the earth's

crust and always run parallel to the folds, or mountains, upon either

side of the valley. As a general rule the dips of the two opposing

sides ai'e toward the centre of the valley. While this may be a

general rule regarding the dip of the sides of a synclinal valley it is

by no means invariably the case. There are valleys which properly

belong to this class in which the dips are parallel to each other.

Among the folds of the Appalachians many of them were so folded

back upon each other as to give under the action of denudation

valleys which although true synclinal valleys have thf' dip of the

strata on both sides parallel. Synclinal valleys never cross the

ridges or folds among which they lie.

2. Monoclinal Valleys.—Valleys of this description always face an

escarpment, and have for the other side an indefinitely long dip or

slope. Such valleys may be due to the slipping of the upper beds

upon the lower ; or to the unequal erosion of beds lying upon the

same side of a fault with the same exposure, or they may be formed

along a fault by the difference between the uplift on the one side and

the down throw upon the other.

S. Valleys of Elevation.—Paradoxical although it may seem, we

have a class of valleys which are higher than the hills. These run

along the summit of anticlinals and are due to the fracturing of the

beds at the point of fiexure and the admission of water. The water

erodes the under-lying beds to such an extent that in a short time,

geologically speaking, a valley often of a considerable size is formed.

There are several valleys of this description within the territory con-
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nected with the Central Basin of Tennessee. The Sequachee Valley

in Eastern Tennessee belongs to this class. The Sequachee Valley is

a long narrow valley pursuing a straight southwesterly course for

about seventy miles, with an average width of about four miles, and

enclosed between two escarpments of from 800 to 1000 feet in height.

The head of the valley lies within the Cumberland Tableland, in fact

Sequachee Valley breaks the Cunii)erlaiid Tableland into two divi-

sions ; and the mouth may be said to debouch into the Valley of the

Tennessee River, near where the boundary lines of Georgia and

AlaVjama meet the Tennessee line. In going eastward from the

margin of the Central Basin, the Sequachee fold is the first great fold

met with. It forms the Crab Orchard Mountain at its north-eastern

end, and by a continuation southwesterly it is exhibited in the

Sequachee Valley which is simply the fold with the upper portion of

the plications worn off owing to fracture, admission of watei-, and

con.sequent erosion.

In the same line of folding thei-e is a small basin "Grassy Cove
"^

formed in a similar manner, but Grassy Cove is completely sur-

rounded by hills.

Another good instance of a valley of elevation is to be found in the

Jones and Roup's Valley in Alabama, and lying between the Coal

Basin of Warrior on the west, and that of the Cahaba on the east.

Dr. Smith (Geological Survey of Alabama, 1876, p. 14) says: "The
rugged barren hills of the coal fields contrast sti'ikingly with the roll-

ing fertile lands of the valley, and we have presented here, as has

been remarked Vjy Professor SafFord, the curious case of a valley

which is higher than the mountain. The geological structure of th&

region is in general as follows : In the middle of the valley the sti'ata

belong to that sub-division of the Lower Silurian which I have called

Quebec or Knox Dolomite ; these rocks are found dipping generally

towards the south-east, though in many places they dip both north-

west and south east. Crossing from the centre of the valley south-east

towards the Cahaba coal fields, we go over the rocks of the Chazy and

Trenton, the Niagara, the Black Shale, the Sub-carboniforous, the

Millstone Grit and the shales and sandstones of the coal measures

all lying conformably and dipping south-east. Gkjing north-westward

we find the same succession of strata up to the coal measures of the

Warrior fields, the dip being sometimes north-west, though often.
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soutli-east. Such in simplest terms is the geological structure, and

there is no doubt but that the coal basins of the Warrior and Cahaba

were once continuous ; that at the time of the disturbances along the

Appalachians, they together with the underlying formations down at

least to the Quebec or Knox Dolomite were uplifted into a long

anticlinal fold ; that this fold was fractured along its axis or summit,

thus aflbrding a channel for denuding waters, and finally that the

great mass of sandstones, coal beds, shales, and limestones, which

constituted the fold has been broken down and removed by the action

of running waters till nothing is left of it now except the low x-im

on each side adjacent to the coal uieasures." This valley is from six

to eight miles from coal field to coal field.

These two valleys exhibit in many ways peculiarities similar to

what are found in the district in Central Tennessee and Southern

Kentucky and, as we shall see further on, may be looked upon as the

resultants of similar causes.

In soTue cases valleys of elevation have been denominated as anti-

clinal valleys owing to the peculiai-ity of their formations. It might

be better to give them that name as their existence is due to the

presence of the anticlinal, while the valley has nothing to do with the

elevation of the ridge.

If.. Valleys of Erosion or Denudation.—A valley of erosion is one

due to the eroding and denuding eflfect of water in some of its many
forms, or to atmospheric or some other sub-aerial causes. It is.

asseited that erosion never was the primary cause of the production

of a valley, but rather that denudation is only a secondary cause

operating from some pre existing condition of things, and thereby

forming a valley of denudation.

A very insignificant agency may be the cause of the formation of an;

immense gorge, with its narrow channel, pi'ecipitous inaccessible sides,

and with its rushing turbulent torrent, or the beginning of a broad;

fertile valley, whose smiling fields, watered by a slowly fiowing and

meandering stream, extend over an ax'ea of many miles, to be sur-

rounded on its margin by rounded hills gradually rising to the level

out of which the valley had been formed.

The land emei-ging from the sea may have risen furrowed with

ripple markings, small and scarcely perceptible, such as we often see.
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upon the present shores, (-)r the newly made land may have been

covei'ed with gravel or shells. Any of these agencies would have

been sufficient. In the case of the ripple-markings, these slight fur-

rows may have been uneven ; a larger one than its neighboui'S

attracting the drops of water falling upon the surface of the rock,

either in the shape of lain o)' as spray from the ocean, or it may he

the receding tidal waters of the sea : A little channel is formed, this

draws other little rills to it, and in this way it goes along growing

in size as it incieases in length. This operation can be seen any and

every day upon the sea shore wherever there may be a deposit of sand

or clay. Eveiy stage of tlie work passes before the observer's eye

during the few hours the tide is absent—the wave-furrows, the trick-

ling of the water along the funow, its gathering in size and finally its

miniature gorge where it ])asses tlirough the bank of mud into, the

ocean. The land rises a little and fresh beds are laid bare. The

streamlet becomes longer and deeper ; its branches increase in size and

number and its drainage area gi'ows greatei-. So the work goes on,

the land rising, the stream becoming greater and stronger as its course

lengthens until by successive elevations the land has become a conti-

nent in extent, and the stream a river hundreds of miles in length,

gigantic in depth and width, and the small channels which joined it

away back in the past ages are now mighty lateral gorges, or it may

be that the whole system has broadened out into extensive valley

plains, the site of cosy fai-m-houses or occupied by a populous city,

while the tiny wave marking has become a gi-eat commercial high-

way for the nations of the woi'ld.

It was in some such simple manner as this that the Grand Canon

and other similar gorges found in Colorado, in what is known as

the Grand Canon District, described by Dutton, were formed. They

are not due to any great convulsion of the earth, such as earthquakes

or volcanic eruption, but are solely the effects of quiet persistent never

ceasing erosion. The livers running through these Canons were

formed when the Tertiary rocks first rose above the sea level. Some

irregulai-ity of the surface then determined their course and ever since

that time they have kept persistently in that course until now the

Grand River has cut a gorge 5,000 feet deep, straight down into the

carboniferous formations. The rocks rose up in front of the river and

were cut through.
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It is clear that the structural deformations of the surface, the up-

lifts and the downthrows, had nothing to do with determining the

2)resent distribution of the plateau (Grand Cafion District) drainage.

The rivei'S are whei'e they are in spite of them. As irregularities

rose up, the t^treams turned neither to the I'ight nor to the left but

cut their way through in the same old places. What then did deter-

mine the situations of the present di'ainage channels ? The answer is

that they were determined by the configuration of the surface existing

at or very soon after the epoch of emergence. Soon afterwards that

sui'face began to be deformed by unequal displacement but the rivers

had fastened themselves to their places and have ever since refused to

be diverted. (Button, Second Annual Report, U.S. Geol. Survey p. 62.)

The river having made a break in the surface there is room for

denudation to go on laterally as well as vertically and by what

Powell terms the " Recession of ('liffs " the narrow stream bed of the

river is slowly but gradually widened into a great valley or basin,

bounded on either side by a wall of the receeding cliffs, with its head

lying away up at the source of the stream and its entrance at the

place where the river enters the sea or joins some other and gi'e iter

stream having a valley of its own.

There comes a time in the history of all streams in which their cor-

rading power reaches a minimum—that is presuming there are no

upheavals or no gradual elevation of the land within the course of the

stream. This period of minimum corrasion is when what is termed

the base level of erosion has been reached. The base level of ei'osion

is reached when the channels have reached an altitude in which their

declivities are so small, the velocity of the water so feeble, and their

transporting power so much reduced that they can do no more than

ui'ge along the detritus brought into their troughs from high lands

along their margins. Their transporting power is just equal to the

load they have to caray, and there is no surplus left to wear away

their bottoms. Under these conditions the slopes of their ravines are

less rapid ; their nari'ow bottoms widen and flatten until they grade

into smooth bottomed meadows stretching from base to base of steeper

ascents on either side. The widening of the bottoms is due to the

low gradient which has been reached in the progress of excavations of

the valleys. The running waters now cut but slightly on their bot-

toms because with the low slope at which they have an-ived they are
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unable promptly to remove from their beds all the material which tlie

steeper valleys at the head and tlie slopes on either side throw into

them in times of freshets and heavy lains. In their struggles with

this material they wander to and fro and widen their valleys more

than they deepen them.

Sui-face valleys are valleys of erosion but cut out of surface

accumulations, such as drift or lake beds which have not yet become

solid rock. They are, in consequence, relatively wide and shallow.

This class would be any where of more recent origin than the other

classes. In drift regions many of these surface valleys are due to

the uneven formation of the drift. The retreating ice sheet by its

change of fx-ont, by its alternately advancing and retiring, and the

streams which issued from underneath the ice caused an accumula-

tion of debris at various places along its margin. This debris

forming barriers between higher lands, enclosed basins which for

want of an outlet became lakes which ultimately drying up either

by evaporation or the erosion of a channel through the morainic

barrier left broad valleys compaiutively shallow when their wide ex-

tent is considered.

Another form of valley of erosion is that due to glacial action.

These are known by their being diflerently shaped than those due

altogether to the action of running water. Water cut valleys

have mo.stly a sharp bottom with sloi)ing V shaped sides with often

a winding course, but valleys due to ice action of tlie glacier type

have a rounded bottom and more perpendicular sides, giving such

gorges a \J shape. They also end in a glacial amphitheatre which

is usually wanting in water cut channels. The original form is

always more or less modified by other causes.

In the districts overlaid by the subcarboniferous Protean beds of

Kentucky, Tennessee and Northern Alabama, there are numerous

small basins or cavities known as sink holes. Some of them are

dry, but others form small pools or lakes and afford water in other-

wise dry districts. These sinkholes exhiljit in a striking manner the

eroding eifect of rains and fi'osts. Some of the sinks are from forty

to one hundred and ninety feet deep and cover an area of from five

aci'es to two thousand acres. The rim of sandstone surrounding

these depressions is generally nearly level, the out cropping rocks
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within, are also nearly horizontal. Near the centre there is an

•opening of from three to fifteen feet in diameter. Into this opening

the water which has fallen within the margin of the basin has been

drained since the day when the rocks exposed within were raised

above the drainage of the country, and thus by the slow process of

washing and weathering, the rocks which once filled these cavities

have been worn and carried down into the subterranean drainage of

the country. All this has evidently come to pass in the most quiet

and i-egular manner. The size of the central opening is too small to

admit extraordinary floods, nor is it jiossible with the level mai-gin

around to sui)pose that these cavities were worn by eddies in a cur-

rent that swept the whole cavernous member of the subcarboniferous

limestone of Western Kentucky, but the opinion is probable that

the upheaving force which raised these beds to their present level, at

the same time ruptured and cracked the beds in certain lines ; that

afterwards the rains were swallowed into openings on these fractures

pi'oducing by denudation the basins of the sink-hole country and

further enlarofino; the original fractures bv flowinof through them and

thus forming a vast system of caverns which surround the western

coalfield.— Otven, Geol. Survey of Kentucky, Vol. IV, p. 511. 1S6I).

This class of basins is not confined to the district included in

Kentucky and Tennessee. Similar sink-hole basins were noticed by

Datton, in the Grand Caiion District, and which he says imply a

system of subterranean rivulets, but it is not more wonderful than

the endless caverns in Kentucky and Indiana, and it is pi'obably not

•upon so large a scale nor so greatly ramified.

The great central Basin of Tennessee is a valley of erosion, due

according to all existing evidences to simple aerial causes. This

valley is of a somewhat irregularly formed oval shape having a broken

into and fringed margin. Its long axis extending in a northeastern

and southwestern direction is about one hundred and twenty miles in

length—that is excluding the narrow gorge traversed by the Cumber-

land River at the northern end, and the Elk river valley at the

southern extremity. The shorter axis or width of the basin measured

in a noitliwesterly and southeastex-ly direction is from fifty to fifty-

five miles, measured in the latitude of Nashville it is sixty miles in

•width. The area of this gi'eat basin has been computed at six thou-
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sand one hundred and ninety square miles. It is surrounded upon

all sides by a high, almost precipitous, wall or escarpment sui'iounded

by a broad flat top. The top, oi- broad ])lateau forming it, extends

from the base of the Cumberland Mountains, or rather Cumberland

Table land, on the east, to the shore of the old paljeozoic Sea a few

miles beyond the Tennessee River on the west, and from the State of

Alabama in the south, it extends across Tennessee and covers the

gi-eater part of the southern and central portions of Kentucky. The

area of this extensive plateau within the State of Tennessee and im-

mediately sun-ounding the basin is computed by the State Commis-

sioner of Agriculture, in his Report for 1^87 (p. 156), to be eight

thousand two hundred square miles. This wall and toj) with its

broad extent has been called by Px'ofessor Saftbrd the " Highland

Rim," and the whole Basin and Highland Rim has been compared

b}' him to a great broad rimmed flat bottomed dish slightly tilted to

the northwest. This tilting to the uorthvvest is due to a general dip-

ping of the whole country in that direction and is altogether indepen-

dent of any of the numei'ous directions of dip found locally.

From this it will be seen that the Central Basin is simply an erosion

through the Highland Rim into the underlying formations.

This Highland Rim is almost continuous in its circumscribing the

Basin. It is only broken l)y four narrow rocky gorges through

which the Cumberland, Elk and Duck Rivers pass. At the north-

eastern corner the (Jumberlan<l enters the basin throufch a long

narrow pass, and on the northwest again the same river passes out of

the basin by a gateway somewhat similar to the one by which it

enters. Uiion the south, the Elk River leaves the basin by a narrow

rugged channel, and upon the west another outlet of the same kind

afibrds a passage for the waters of the Duck River. Of these outlets

only those connected with the Cumberland River are navigable.

The others are too narrow, rocky and shallow to be of any practical

use.

Although these gorges are the only ones i)iercing the plateau of

the Highland Rim, and finding an outlet through it, the margin of

the Rim is broken into by numerous streams which have their sources

somewhere uj)on its broad flat top. Tlu-se streams have cut for

themselves long narrow channels running back, sometimes several
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miles, into the plateau and finishing with a waterfall. In some of

the channels, latei'al ones, due to smaller sti-eams flowing over the face

to join the main sti-eam, are cut into the hill foi- a considerable depth.

These jjorcfes, or channels, arive the hisrh wall surrounding the basin

a serrated, or fringed appearance. This, however, is a peculiarity not

confined to the margin of the Highland Kim but is also characteristic

of the various formations occupying the lower levels within the centre

of the basin.

On the eastei'n side tlie Caney Fork has cut into the Rim a very ex-

tensive valley running in a southeasterly direction about eig'iteen

miles, with a width of between four and five miles. This is the most

extensive gap along the eastei-n escarpment. The Duck Eiver has

also cut a gorge, and in the southeastern corner the Elk River is

forming a pretty extensive valley.

The western escarpment is much more broken than the eastern.

The Harpeth River has formed a channel of considerable width and

length, while the Duck River before entering the gorge through

wliich it esca|)es to join the Teimessee has formed a broad deep valley

with several lateral gorges opening into it both from the north and

the south.

Along the southern end of the basin there is a very much broken

ridge of land having the same elevation as 'he Rim. This ridge,

which is known as the Elk Ridge, passes througli the counties of

Moore, Marshall, Giles, and Lewis, and forms a division between the

basin of the Elk River and the body of the main basin itself It is, how-

ever, broken through in two places—the valley in Moore county in

which Lynchburg is situated and the valley utilized by the Louisville

and Nashville Railroad running south from Columbia.

Throughout the basin at several points the summit reaches the

same elevation as that of the rim, and the structure of the exposed

rock formations is the same. In addition to the Elk Ridge, the most

noteworthy place in which these summits are found is a tract running

along the eastern boundai'y thiough the Counties of Dekalb, Wilson^

and Rutherford, where these hills form a line running nearly parallel

to the axis of the valley for sixteen miles when the line turns, and

<br al)0ut twelve miles runs in a north-westerly and south-easterly

dir<'ction.
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The average elevation of the Highland Rim taken fi-oni the mean

leA'els for Railroad purposes gives on the

feet.

Eastern and .south-eastern sides. . . . 1019

ISTorthem side K 1

6

Western and South-western sides. . 951

R. R. Survey.

Mean of 13 Stations.

" " 6

or an average elevation of 942 for the whole Rim. The mean average

elevation of the floor of the Basin above the same point and from the

same authorities taken from twenty -nine stations is o<o7 feet. These

measiD-ements are above the level of mean tide in Mobile Bay. It

will thus be seen that the average amount of erosion necessary to

form this Basin would be a thickness of 375 feet extending over an

area of G190 squaie miles, and this after the surface of the country

had reached the le\el of the summit of the escarpment. Nor was

this the whole of the erosion that has evidently taken place in this

region of the world as there are many circumstances poiiiting to the

belief that denudation has removed an extent of sub-carboniferous and

carboniferous rocks if not greater, at least as extensive as the whole

of the Tennessee Coal field as at present existing.

The aV)ruptnes3 with which the escarpment rises from the level of

the bottom of the Basin will be .seen from the following figures taken

from the aliiinments of the various Railroads crossinof it.

T F0( >T OF
LOCALITV.

^^^^^
Tc.p OF
RiDOE.

Differ-
ence.

Di.st'nce Authority.

Feet.

Near Edgelield .Junction. 563

" Gallatin 694

Feet.

895

951

1079

1019

924

841

Feet.

332

257

265

317

294

317

Miles.

1- 5

1-

5-

6-

3-

4-

Survey.

L. N. R. R.

" Tullahoma 1 e'4

On Tennessee and Ala-
bama Railroad 702

Near Pulaski 630

Nashville, Chattanooga
and St. Louis R. R. . . 524

1

R. R. Survey.

C. S. R. R.

i

1

R. R. Survey.
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In addition to the serrated or i-ather fringed like appearance of the

margin of the rim, or the escarpment, there is yet another peculiarity

connected with it—that is, the absence of any terracing upon this

escarpment. It has been assumed that the basin was at some former

time the bed of a lake. In no place has it any terrace markings

indicating that the basin was at any time the seat of an ancient lake.

The northern and western divisions of the margin show appearances

somewhat terrace-like, but these divisions are, as we shall afterwards

see, due to the constitution of the rock formations and their unequal

weathering qualities and not to any other cause. Tlie long narrow

neck of land extending between the Cumberland and the Harpeth

Rivers in the southern part of Davidson County, does not show any-

thing which might be attiibuted to the action of water in such a body

as to terrace the sides of the hills forming the shores. The fringed

appearance of the escarpment appears to indicate a slower and steadier

but at the same time a no less equally powei-ful eroding agent as any

power that waves might bring to bear upon it.

If by any means the Central Basin of Tennessee were formed into

a lake it would occupy a space 110 squai'e miles less than Lake

Ontario, but would be about 40 feet deeper.

Geological Structure of the Highland Rim.

The geological structure of the Highland Rim presents us widi an

evidence that the position now occupied by the basin was at the close

of the Lower Silurian Age, or during the period between the deposi-

tion of the last of the Nashville beds and the beginning of the

Niagara, or the de])osition of the Medina or lowest member of the

Niagara gi'oup, elevated to a considerable height above the waters of

the surrounding sea. The sections shown by the different sides of the

basin enables us to trace with considerable accuracy the extent of

territory laid dry about this time. A general section of the escarp-

ment upon the eastern side shows the total absence of the beds of the

Upper Silurian and Lower Devonian formations and the Black Shale

of the Upper Devonian lying in contact with the beds of the Hudson

River formation, or Na.shville I'ocks. On the northwest, west, south-

west and part of the south sides the Niagara including the Clinton and
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Medina formations are to be found in position, but not in any thick-

ness, and the Clinton and Medina i-epresented genei'ally by Professor

SafTord's beds of transition. They appear to be chiefly the thin

feather edges oi* beveled wedge sha[)ed ends and abut against the

underlying Nashville series of rocks. That this is the case is seen by

the fact tliat these beds increase in tlaickness as they go westwai'ds,

until they reach their heaviest development in the valley of the

Tennessee River. The Lower Helderberg formation is also well

developed in the Tennessee River valley, but thins out before it

reaches the side of the basin, as none, or at least very doubtful, traces

of it have been found in the western escarpment.

A general section of the e;i stern escarpment or margin of the basin

from the gorge of the Cumberland on the north east to the valley of

the Elk River in the south, and extending along the whole eastern

side gives in descending oi'der.

Lower Carboniferous.

Siliceous, of which cherty limestones calcareo-siliceous rocks and

heavy layers of solid chert are quite characteristic.

Tlie Siliceous group includes two divisions

—

b. The Lithostrotion or "Coral bed consisting of cherty limestone,

fossiliferovis, often criiioidal, sometimes siliceous and argilla-

ceous, and everywhere characterised by the Coral Lithostrotion

Canadense. This bed is equivalent to tlie St. Louis limestone.

(I. The lower or Protean bed, a series of strata, silico-calcareous

in the main often limestone, often sky-blue silico-calcareous and

sometimes argillaceous rock weathering into shale ; the series

containing as a characteristic feature heavy layers of chert

ranging in thickness from one inch to two feet, alternating

with the other rocks of the member. It often holds layers

and locally heavy beds of crinoidal Limestones. The esti-

mated thickness of the Siliceous group in Tennessee is from 300

to 500 feet.

With the exception of a small ])atch in Short Mountains in

Cannon County the Lithostrotion beds do not appear in the

escarpment upon any of the sides of the basin.
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Devonian.

Black Shale.—-This shale which lies immediately undei- the lower

division of the siliceous corresponds to the Genesee slates,

or Hamilton group of the New York section and the

Hamilton formation of western Canada. The charateristic

mass of this formation is a nearly black bituminous, rather

tough slate or shale. It contains very generally grains and

nodules of Pyrite scattered through its mass. West of the

Cumberland Table Land the Black Shale has at its top a thin

layer of argillaceous very fetid concretionary bodies of round

oval, kidney shaped and usually more or less flattened. They

vary in size from that of a peachstone to masses two feet

across, and occur packed with bluish shale in a layer from two

to twelve inches thick. Below the shale there is generally a

dark gray bituminous fetid sandstone which sometimes

replaces the shale.

Estimated thickness in Middle Tennessee from 50 to 70 feet.

Nashville Group— (^Hudson River Group).—-The Nashville forma-

tion consists of bluish siliceous calcai'eous shales with beds of

dark blue, highly fossil iferous, roughly bedded, impure lime-

stones. The Orthis or lowest member of the group consists of

blue siliceous and sandy limestones weathering into fine, thin

earthy yellowish sandstones and shales. The upper beds

weather into thin flaggy beds, the surfaces of which are often

crowded with fossils.

JEstimated thickness in Middle Tennessee about 500 feet.

Trenton.—The Trenton formation in Middle Tennessee is inti-

mately connected with the Nashville series of the Basin and

consists mostly of limestones of a light blue or dove colour,

sometimes grey, arranged in groups of alternately thick and

thin bedding—the thick bedding mostly cherty ; the lower or

"Central Limestone" being much more so than the upper

beds.

Estimated thickness in Middle Tennessee about 500 feet.

The Trenton formation I'eaches the bottom of the Basin—the

Central ^Limestone being the lowest bed exposed anywhere

throusfhout the Basin.
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These beds from the Siliceous to the Trenton are continuous across

the ends of tlie Basin, and are also found in place upon its western

side. The Trenton is continuous across the Basin and with the Nash-

ville rocks forms its bottom.

If we now turn to the sections as exposed upon the north, west

and southwest sides of the Basin we will find that while all the for-

mations as exposed upon the east are to be found x-epresented in these

sections, with an equal regularity we have another set of beds to deal

with which are not to be found anywhere along the eastern side of the

Basin, and which owing to their interposition lie unconformably to

those underneath. These are the Niagara, including the Clinton and

Medina. They are interposed in their proper position in the geo-

logical scale between the Nashville or Hudson Paver formation and

the Black Shale.

It is chiefly the uppermost part of the Niagara formation that is

found in ^Middle Tennessee. The Meniscus limestone of Di-. Saflbrd's

Report consists of thick-bedded crystalline and fine-grained limestones

laore or less argillaceous and often weathering into shale. Most of

the limestones are sparry and crinoidal ; many contain green points.

The series is divided into an upper or sponge-bearing bed and a lower

or variegatad bed, and each about 100 feet in thickness. This lower

bed is an alternation of grey, red and mottled layers, and much tends

to crumble into shales. The limestones of the uj)por bed are light

grey and light bluish grey, and much of the Vjed weathers into shaly

matter.

Where this formation is firat met with in the slope of the western

side of the Basin it is not in very great foi'ce, but generally only in the

shape of a feather edge, or running out, but increasing in thickness in

a westerly direction, or towards the valley of the Tennessee River.

This feather-edged Meniscus bed is first found in tlie northern side of

the Basin in the western part of Macon County and upon the .south-

ern side of the Basin it first appears in Lincoln. From Lincoln it

passes through the south-west part of Bedford County and through

the Counties of Lawrence, Lewis, Maury, Williamson, Davidson and

Sumner in a sort of semi-circular course until it reaches the place of

its fii*st northern appeai'ance in Macon County.

From this line westward until the old shore line west of the Ten-

nessee River is reached the Niagara formation is represented in the

geological scale of the State of Tennessee.
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It has already been noticed that nowhere along the escarpment or

slope of the eastern side of the Basin is an outcrop of the Niagara to

be found. Even the deep gorge made by the Caney F.rk on the

east does not show it, and it is not to be found in the valley of the

Elk Eiver in the southeast. Beds of the Niagara age, however, are

found in East Tennessee, and these extend as far west as the

Sequachee Valley on the Alabama State line and run in a north-

easterly direction to the Kentucky boundary at the Cumberland Ga]x

These lines of Niagara outcrops pass clear across the State into

Alabama on the south and Kentucky upon the north. The nearest out-

crop of Niagara beds in Kentucky is at Liberty, Casey County.

— {P7x>ctor, Geological Map, 1887). As they do not appear in the

gorge of the Cumberland as far north as Port Burnside, we may safely

suppose that the two lines of exposure in Tennessee unite somewhere

in the district between Port Burnside and Liberty. The southern

junction of the two takes place in the State of Alabama within a short

distance south of the line between the two States.

With these two boundary lines it will be an easy matter to trace

the extent of territory raised above water, or at least elevated suffi-

ciently high to prevent the formation of rocks of the Niagara group,

by the general disturbance following upon the close of the lower Silu-

rian. It will be seen also that the greater part of the area now occu-

pied by the Central Basin, being devoid of the Niagara formations,

must have been above water at the time these rocks were being laid

down.

Passing west toward the Tennessee River Yalley another member

of the Upper Silurian makes its appearance. It is doubtful whether

the Lower Helderberg is to be found anywhere ai'ound the escarp-

ment margin of the Basin. It is, however, found occupying a nan-ow

strip of country along the Tennessee Piver in the western part of the

State. It attains its maximum thickness in the river valley, and

thins rapidly out on coming east. Lower Helderberg in Tennessee

consists of a series of light blue limestones, often shaly, highly fos-

siliferous and frequently containing cherty layers, especially on its

upper part. It has a maximum thickness of 70 feet, and is altogether

confined to the western part of the State. It is not known in Eastern

Tennessee.
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From the disti-ibutioa of the Lower Helderberg rocks it is appar-

ent that the area under consideration was still ilry land, and even had

during the Niagara period been increasing in elevation. But while

this elevation was in process there must also have been some denuda-

tion. The top of the Hudson River dome was exposed to the action

of the waves as well as aerial conditions during the long period which

was occupied in building the Niagara and Lower Helderberg formations

and at least the whole of the Niagara and a great part of the Helderberg

were built out of the debris ot the Hud.son River or Niishville rock.s,

forming the territory, part of which now forms the Central Basin.

West of the Tennessee, the palaeozoic formations terminate in an

abrujjt and broken off manner, as if they had been subject to fracture

and afterwards to an erosive action similar to that undergone by a

rocky coast line under the influence of wave action. They form an

escarpment against which the newer beds of the Cretaceous abut at a

consideraVjly high angle.

This Vjreaking off or termination of the Palaeozoic rocks follows

approximately the course of the Tennessee River valley across the

States of Tennessee and Kentucky, but with the exception of only a

short distance of about 18 miles in Harding County, Tennessee, the

old escarpment formed by the break is not coincident with the coui-se

of the river but passes along to the west ; the Tennes.see having cut a

channel out of the older formations to the east.

This old shore line, for it is in reality a shore of very ancient origin

and of long continuance, is broken in several places by long narrow

bays. The length which these bays have obtained and the position in

which they ai"e placed indicate a long continued and at the .same time

great difference in the drainage system of the country, at the time the

waves of the Silurian seas beat upon its beach or broke in

spray against the cliffs from what we now find it. The course of

the Tennessee River with its subordinate .system of drainage has a

northward flow, but the old gorges or stream channels di.sclosed in the

palajozoic shore line indicate a southern or south-western course for

the drainage of that time. In Benton County a nai-row stri|> of ere-
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taceous rock runs into the shore for neai-ly 1 miles. This represents

a break in the older formations and is apparently an old river channel

lying between the courses of the modern Tennessee and Big Sandy

rivei'S. In Decatur County there is another old bay much broader

than the Benton one but not so long. In both of these bays the head

lies to the north-east and the opening into the ocean to the south-

west. This is not the direction of the dip of the country which in this

part of the State is to the north-west or almost at right angles to the

course pursued by the streams which hewed out the old channels

mentioned. Streams, however, do not always follow the dip of the

beds through which they may have to cut their way, but in most in-

stances they follow the general slope of the country. If then these

channels indicate the general slopes of the countiy during the Upper

Silurian period, a combination of oscillations must have taken place

to arrive at the present state of affairs.

This old shore line indicates a continuance of oceanic conditions

over all the area of the States of Tennessee and Kentucky, west of

the Tennessee River up to as late a date as the Cretaceous period, and

whatever changes the region east of this line may have undergone,

none appear to have interrupted the continuity of the sea's occupation

throughout Western Tennessee or the Mississippi Valley.

If we turn now to the eastern side of the basin we will find the

Highland Rim existing as a broad tract of country extending from the

€dge of the escarpment back to the Cumberland Tableland, and occu-

pied by rocks belonging to the lower or sub-carboniferous group,

the Protean beds occupying the territory immediately adjacent to the

basin, and the mountain limestone lying close to and passing under

the carboniferous beds forming the tableland. The same sub-carbon-

iferous beds form the surface rock of a great part of the State of

Kentucky lying immediately to the north.

The elevation of the Highland Rim has already been given as

between 950 and 1000 feet above sea level. From this plateau the

Cumberland tableland rises almost precipitously to a vertical height of

over 1000 feet or 2000 feet above the level of the sea in Mobile Bay.
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Elevations of various points upon Cumberland tableland above sea

level at Mobile Bav.

Locality. Elevation. Authority.

Ctunberland Gap 1636 J. G. XeMlee, R. R. Survey.

Pinnacle near " 26S0

•2200

.( <<

Pine Mountain J. M. Safford, Geol.Tenn.'69, p. 73

Ben Lomond 1910 A. M. Lea, R. R. Survey.

Racoon Mountains at Whiteside. 1900 J. M. SafiFord, Supra.

Lookout Mountain .

.

2154 J. M. SafiFord, Geol. Tenn. 09. p.

Bon Air 2029 A. M. Lea, R. R. Survey.

Tracy City 1S47 Sewanee Mining Co. K. R.

Highest Ridge near Tracy City. 2161
"

Average of 18 points onR, R.. lS-16
"

Avei"age Height. 2036 Cumberland Tableland.

Crab Orchard Mountain has an elevation of nearly 3,000 feet, or

about 1,000 feet above the general level of the table land.

The two formations—the black shale and the overlying Protean

beds of the sub-carboniferous—extend from the Cumberland tableland

on the east ; west, through Tennessee ; north, through the southern

and central portions of Kentucky, dividing the coal fields of that

State into two divisions, and these beds also extend southward into

Alabama. The dip of the underlying Nashville and Trenton beds

does not conform to that of the overlying black shale.

Geological History.

From the data we have, the geological history of the district ap-

pears to have been thus :

—

During the period in which the Lower Silurian formations were

being laid down this part of the continent appeai-s to have formed a

di\-ision of the gi-eat inland sea, or rather branch of the Atlantic Ocean,.
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which extended from the Gulf of Mexico, up through the Mississippi

Valley, and covered the gi-eater part of the centre of Xorth America.

The whole territory fi'om the border of ZS orth Carolina wa.s under

water. In a comparatively shallow sea, and under retrying conditions

of alternately clear and muddy water, and after various oscillations of

the sea bottom, the Owee conglomerates, Chilhow^e sandstones, the

Knox shales and dolomites, and the Trenton limestones, with the

associated Nashville shales and limestones were laid down. This

closed the Lower Silurian Age so far as this part of the continent

was concerned. ,

At the close of the Nashville or Hudson River period there was a

period of gi-eat disturbance which resultei in the upheaval of a long

line of dome-like structures extending from Alaljamn in tlie south-

west to Ohio in the north-east, and traversing the States of Tennessee

and Kentucky. From South-westeni Ohio this same upheaval, known

in Ohio as the Cincinnatti axis, takes a bend round to the north-west

and pa.sses into Indiana. The ridge thus thrown up rose higher in

some parts than in others with the dip of the strata quaquaversal or

radiating in eveiy direction, but in general having a greater angle of

dip south-easterly or north-westerly tlian in the other or longitu'linal

directions, the two dips in the I'egion of the Basin being southea.st and

noi-thwest for transverse, and for longitudinal directions northeast and

southwest. It is due to this quaquaversal condition of the beds that

the elevation is of a dome-like structure, and it is also due to the

variations in the dip in the longitudinal section that the Niagara and.

Lower HelderVjerg rocks are to be found surrounding the various

isolated portions of these ridges, or what may be Vjetter regarded

as islands in the Lower Silurian sea.

The district now occupied by the Central Ba.sin was the site of one

of the.se domes, or islands with an area of over 150 miles in length,

extending from the northern pait of Alabama to the centre of

Kentucky and from a few miles west of the Sequachee Yalley to a

circularly drawn line extending from Macon County on the north, to

Lincoln County on the south, as its Western boundary. The centre

of this Silurian island was according to Professor Safford a few miles

to the south-east of Murfreesboro in Rutherford County, near the.

eastern escarpment and now almost the lowest spot in the whole basin.
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The elevation of the summit of this dome was about 1300 feet above

the water.

This island immediately upon its emergence from the bed of the

ocean gave rise to wave action, and the work of erosion or denudation

began. With increasing elevation the land kept ahead of the ocean,

but around the base of the island the beds of the Niagara period were

being formed out of the waste material. If this increase in the eleva-

tion had not taken place the whole island would soon have been

reduced to a uniform level and the Niagara rocks the only ones formed

at that point. Another slight increase in height and a portion of the

newly formed Niagara beds was brought to the surf^ice to be subjected

to the tear and wear of the waves and to contribute toward the build-

ing of the Lower Helderberg formations in the same manner as the

Nashville and Trenton beds have been levied u])on to construct them.

At the close of the Lower Helderberg the island now considerably in-

creased in size but lower in elevation and more rounded off than when

it first appeared seems to have received a little more elevation, and

the Helderberg sea bottom became dry land. In this condition things

appear to have remained stationary for a long period until the whole

territory took a plunge into the ocean again preparatory to receiving

the beds of Black shale and the subcarboniferous beds with which the

greater part of the States of Kentucky, Tennessee and northern Ala-

bama ai'e overlaid.

These beds appearing again, the age of coal or the true carboniferous

period began. Without discussing the origin of coal we may accept

the fact that the state of affairs necessary for coal production existed

long enough to form a body of material over 600 feet in thickness in

the Cumberland Tableland.

This coal forms part of the great Appalachian coal-field which

stretches all the way from Pennsylvania to Georgia and Alabama,

and extends almost clear across the latter State to the boundary of

Mississippi with an extension of subcarboniferous beds into that

State. The whole of the western margin of this field is very much
broken, and fringed with detached outliers scattered along its boundary.

Many of such outliers exist in the State of Kentucky standing in the

midst of subcarboniferous protean beds. In northwestern Kentucky
there is an extensive area covered with coal-beariiiff rocks which have
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been placed among the subcarboniferous formations, and would, tbei^e-

fore, belong to a much older formation to any of the Pennsylvania or

Ohia coals of which eastern Kentucky field is but an extension. The

western Kentucky area unites with the coal-bearing strata of south

eastern Indiana.

The geography of this part of America dui'ing the age in which the

coal beds were being deposited appears to have been a long narrow

neck of dry land from the region of Cincinnati southward across

Kentucky and Tennessee owing to an elevation of the subcarboniferous

limestones and shales leaving a depression tilled with shallow water

and marshes eastward as far as Western Xew York, and covering the

territory now occupied by the Appalachian chain of mountains. To

tlie west the great inland sea flowed along the old coast close to the

present Tennessee River Yalley.

The carboniforous period having closed and the Permian age begun,

a series of disturbances took place which clianged the appearance of

things over the eastern portion of the North American continent, and

resulted in the upheaval of the Appalachian Mountains.

The term Appalachian is the general one applied to the great

mountain system which stretches from Maine to the borders of Ala-

bama, its distance from the sea generally ranging from 100 miles in

the north, and about 300 in the south. The chain consi-ts of several

ranges generally parallel to each other which along with the interme-

diate valleys form a belt 100 miles wide, of which the valleys occujjy

about two-thirds. The chief ridges forming the chain are, beginning

from the north, in New Hampshire the White Mountains with

Moosehillock and Washington respectively, 4,636 and 6,634 feet. In

Vei-mont the Green Mountains attain in Killington Peak, a height of

3,924 feet, and immediately beyond the Hudson come the Catskill

Mountains Avith Round Top and High Peak, attaining elevations of

3,800 and 3,718 feet. From the north of New Jersey as far as

Virginia, the Kittatinnies and in the same parallels, but nearer the sea,

the Blue Ridge run down to North Carolina. In Virginia there are

the peaks of Otter, 4,000 feet, and in North Carolina the highest sum-

mit of the system Black Dome, 6,750 feet is found. Lastly, there lie

more to the westward the Alleghanies proper in Pennsylvania and

Virginia, and the Cumberland Mountains on the eastern border of

Kentucky and Tennessee.
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The Appalachian Mountains are composed of a sei-ies of parallel

waves having a general direction similar to the coast line of the

Atlantic Ocean. The line of maximum distiirbance is on their east-

ei-n limits ; consequently their folded flexures with the invereion of

their steep sides are chiefly confined to the gi-eat Appalachian valley

and the Atlantic slope south of it. The flexures of this type impart

a pi-evailing south-east dip to the whole outcrop. The flexures of the

second type which curve more rapidly on the one side than the other,

prevail wherever the forces that disturbed the crust were neither

excessively intense nor very feeVjle. It is the characteristic form

everywhere between the gi-eat Appalachian valley and the Alleghany

Mountains. Undulations of the first or symmetrical type occur beyond

the Alleghany Mountains where two gi'oups of them may be dis-

tinguished, the one set dividing the bituminous coal field into six

successive basins, and the other composed of four equidistant and very

straight undulations.

These Mountain ranges were appai'ently raised by an intense pres-

sure exerted fi-oni the east.

The long nan-ow line of upheaval pas.sing through Kentucky and

Tennessee lying to the west of the CuraVjerland ^Mountains, had its

summit crowned by the upper beds of the sub-carboniferous. These

beds may have been fractured along the summit of upheaval, and in

this way give origin to the denuding agents which planed down the

area covered, by the siliceous beds and ultimately hollowed out the

basin of Central Tennessee.

Agents at Work in the Formation of the Central

Basin of Tennessee.

The basin of Central Tennessee began to be formed as soon as the

su>>carl:)oniferous beds which formerly overlaid the whole district first

emerged from the waters of the sub-carboniferous ocean, and its con-

struction has been going on ever since. The work of erosion, and

consequent degradation of the land, attacks the highest points fii"st,

and as soon as thesse rocks were laid bare by an elevation the work

began. The elevation becoming greater, the work of erosion and

degi-adation kept on until now. When we consider the enormous

amount of denudation which had taken place l>efore the excavation

of the main basin began, we are apt to reason that no known cause

J
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at present existing could liave acted in such a manner or had anything

like a suflB.cient amount of power to do the work which has been

•done. "When we consider that the beds belonging to the sub-carbon-

iferous extending over an area embracing the greater part of the

State of Kentucky, a large portion of the State of Tennessee, and a

portion of Northei-n Alabama have been completely swept away to a

depth of 700 feet, and that in addition to this a large tract of this

territory was covered by carbonifei-ous rocks which have also dis-

appeared leaving nothing but isolated patches here and there along

the eastern border of the district, or to make the statement more

comprehensible we may put the area of denudation at 28,390 square

miles being for

Kentucky 10,000 Square Miles.

Tennessee 14,390 "

Alabama 4,000

we are apt to give thought and credence to the belief that all this

work must have beeti performed by some enormous force—something

that is altogether abolished from among the forces of nature at the

pi'esent time—that in those days there must have been forces at work

which have long since ceased to operate. It is remarkable how
readily we are prone to ascribe a supernatui-al cause or some extra-

ordinary and almost miraculous reason for the performance of any

work we do not clearly understand. However, in this case there is

nothing supernatural, nor yet was there any work in operation or

causes at play during the earlier days of this work than there are in

operation at the present day. It has been suggested that the Appala-

chians were raised by successive uplifts, and the force of the water

rushing through among the mountains caused the formation of the

valleys and goi'ges in vai'ious parts of the mountain ranges. If these

mountains rose by successive stages, and the streams had already

formed their channels and taken up their positions permanently, then

no such a tremendous rush of water could take place. That this was

so we have plenty of proof in the gorges of the few rivers which have

found their way to the Atlantic Ocean.

If we consider the length of time during which this erosion has

been going on and compare the results arrived at with the results of

the same cause (erosion) in other parts of the world, we will readily

see that it is not in the least necessary for us to call in the aid of any
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enormous floods or anything of greater force than tlie powers at work

during the present time. We will find in comparison with other

districts that many of them have accomplished a much greater

amount of work within a mucli shortei' pei-iod of time, and with

apparently more inadequate instruments.

The great factor, or at least one of the great foctors, and probal)ly

the greatest, in the formation of the contour of the surface of the

earth is erosion, or denudation, or degrailation, or land sculpture. To

complete the operation under whatever denomination we may place^

the w^ork, two agents are required—the disintegrating agent and the

transporting or removing agent—without the one the other would be

comparatively haimle.ss and have little or no effect. Without the

transporting agent the disintegrating of the material could only be

carried on to a small extent—the mass of disintegrated material would

form a protective barrier to the underlying rock and thus prevent

any further destruction, and the work of erosion would be retarded

until the transportation of the already destroyed material. The

removal of this is the work of the transporting agent. The protect"

ing barrier of destioyed or disintegrated matter being removed, an-

other surface is laid bai-e to the attack of the disintegrating agent.

That again is removed, and another destroyed and removed, until the

whole of the material has been worn away.

All this must be done by the assistance of the transporting agent,,

as the disintegrating or destroying agent has no power of removal, or

at best an exceedingly limited power due to the action of gravity ; its.

action is wholly confined to destruction.

The transj)orting agent has only a veiy limited power of destruction

due altogetlier to mechanical cau.ses chiefly corrasion. Transportation

is chiefly carried on by running watei-. A small proportion is also

performed by the wind, and a still smaller by ice.

The chief factors in erosion are rain, snow, ice, rivers, waves, and

tides, and ocean currents. The air in the shape of wind or as a

medium through which chemical action attacks the rock, is also to a

slight degree a factor in the problem of erosion.

It is, however, with only two of these agents that we have to deal

with regard to the formation of the central basin. The atmospheric

effects doubtless had something to do with it, but to what extent we-
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cannot at present estimate. The two move directly interested in the

work are rain and running water. These two had most to do with

formation of the basin of Tenness-ee. Ocean currents, it has been

gravely asserted, hollowed out the basin. Of the action of ocean cur-

rents we have no positive observations. Although they are very

powerful agents of transportation, there is a great probability that

they have no power as eroding agents. Ocean currents flow for the

most part of their coui-se through water and having a bed of water

between the current and the bottom, thereby protecting it from any

corrading influence the current might have. Whatever planed off the

sub-carboniferous and other beds to the level of the Highland rim, or

hollowed out the basin, ocean currents had nothing to do with the

work.

Transportation as we liave already stated is chiefly cari'ied on by

running water. It is also carried on to a small extent by the aid of

the wind and atmospheric currents. The latter is more or less con-

fined to the sandy shores of the sea and arid sandy districts.

Disintegration is carried on by weathering and slightly, in a

mechanical way, by running water. This action of running water

has been called corrasion.

The chief agents in weathering ai-e changes of temperature, rain as

a solvent and as a mechanical agent, gravity and vegetation.

Sudden changes of temperaiure affect material of every sort. Frost

following a saturated condition will by freezing fracture the hardest

rock wherever water has been enabled to penetrate. Softer rocks are

disintegrated by the freezing and expansion of the watei- percolating

thi'ough their poi'es.

Ruin is an agent of weathering in a two-fold capacity, the one as a

solvent and the other from a mechanical point of view. As a me-

cluinical agent, the effects of rain ai-e confined to the power of disin-

tegrating any loosely held or incoherent matter and detaching parti-

cles already loosened by frost. As an agent of solution, water is the

great solvent, not only inherently whereby many matters are dis-

solved, but also as an agent whereby various chemical solvents are

enable i to attack the different materials composing the rocks coming

under its power. While some rocks are disintegrated by complete
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solution, many are only divided into gi-ains by a partial solution,

whilst fragmental rocks only lose their cementing materials.

Gravity as a factor in weathering is not a very great one. In cases

where the various beds of rock are of different textures and hardne.ss,

and the harder bed may be overlying the softer, such as may be seen

in the case of the Niagai'a limestones overlying the softer shales of

the Clinton, the weathering of the soft underlying beds gradually

undermines the hai-d overlying bed, and in time tiie action of gravity

causes the projecting piece to break off and fall down to the bottom

of the cliff. In this way also gravity acts as a transporting agent.

Vegetation.—It is not so easy to determine to what extent weather-

ing is due to vegetation. The plants have a direct tendency to aid,

while indirectly plant life has a tendency to retard, erosion. Directly,

plants aid erosion by the penetration of the soil by their I'oots, thereby

allowing the admission of moisture to the underlying rocks, and also

by the penetration of the harder rocks and tlierebv in a mechanical

way owing to the enlargement of their roots, as well as the admission

of water causing fracture. On the other hand, a profuse vegetation

has a tendency generally to retard erosion. It is true, disintegration

by solution is, owing to the increased power of percolating water, in-

creased, bub the soil is protected from the mechanical erosion of the

rain drops and rills ; transportation, owing to the grasping conserva-

tive action of the roots, is retarded and brought almost to a stand-

still ; the action of frost upon the underlying rocks is destroyed by

the soil reaching beneath the limit of frost action and the effects of

rain drops ai'e spent upon the foliage. The power of the vegetation

in any district of retarding erosion lies in the fact that it interferes

with the transporting agent just at the place where that agent is

weakest.

The power of erosion due to running water is called con-asion.

Clear pure water corrades by solution, and mixed muddy water partly

by solution but chiefly by mechanical action of attrition. Wherever

the declivity is steep and the motion of the water rapid, the corrasion

by solution is reduced to a minimum. The increased velocity of the

stream due to the increased steepness of the bottom increases the

transporting power of the water, and in that manner increases its
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power of corrasion. The moving power being the water of the stream

and the tools the fragments of mineral, mud or sand held in the water,

the more vapidly these tools move the greater the amount of work per-

formed. This, of course, depends on the hardness, size and number of

"the fragments in transition and also upon the hardness of the rock form-

ing the bottom of the stream. If the fragments be hard and the rock-

bedding soft the maximum amount of corrosion is reached. Although

the general tendency of cori-asion is in a vertical direction, yet under

varying circumstances it works in a lateral direction, in which case

•it forms a flood plain. " As an effect of momentum, the current is

always swiftest along the outside of a curve of the channel, and it is

there that the wearing is performed, while at the inner side of the

curve the current is so slow that part of the load is deposited. In

this way the width of the channel remains the same while its position

is shifted and every part of the valley which it has crossed in its

shiftings comes to be covered by a deposit which does not rise above

the highest level of the water. The surface of this deposit is hence

appropriately called the flood-plain of the stream. The deposit is of

nearly uniform depth, descending no lower than the bottom of the

water channel, and it rests upon a tolerably even surface of the I'ock

or other material which is corraded by the stream. The process of

carving away the rock so as to produce an even surface, and at the

same time covering it with an alluvial deposit" is the process oi plan-

ation."—(Gilbert, Land Scidptiire, Geol. of Henry Mt. p. 121).

In the course of the Cumberland River through the Central Basin

there are numerous portions of the bottom of the basin along the

margins of the river that come under the denomination of flood plain.

The Signal Service have three river stations at which are recorded

the height and other particulars regarding the movements of the

water. At these are also given the flood plains in the various dis-

tricts.

Station. Danger line feet. Area overflowed.

Burnside, Ky 50 2.5 Sq. miles.

Carthage, Tenn 40 90. "

Nashville, Tenn 40 13. "

In the neighbourhood of Nashville but outside of the immediate area

•covered by the above 13 miles and lying within the great bends of
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tlie river there are large tracts of land which might be classified as

flood plains. The material composing these plains is chiefly of clay

and sand with a mixture of fine gravel scattered throughout the beds.

This material is of a rusty yellow or orange color and is similar in

texture to the low lying islands of sand and gravel formed at various

places in the river ; there is, however, no clay in the islands.

The outer margins of the ri^-er as it sweeps around these great bends

are composed of beds of light blue rock of the Xa.shville group to the

west of Nashville, and of the darker colored Trenton limestones to the

east. Both form high embankments varying from 100 to 200 feet iii

height. Along the limits of the flood plains where it joins the high

land the rock wherever visible shews a beveled cut ofi" face and

wherever exposed to the air the action of the stream has be6n

gi'eatly supplemented by the action of the atmosphere. The edges

are rounded off" and even marked in many places with small channels

or waterways for the escape of rain, and the overlying soil has rill

marks and rain channels corresponding to the marks in the rock.

The climatic conditions consisting of temperature and rainfall

obtaining in the region occupied by the Central Basin together with

the material of which the rock is compo.sed and the general drainage

system all tend to facilitate the work of erosion.

The direct influences of temperature are comparatively simple.

Temperature aflects erosion chiefly by its changes. When the range

runs so low as to include the freezing point of water, frost contributes

its aid to weathering. It is only under conditions in which the

changes are great and sudden that rocks are fractured by unequal

expansion or contraction.

The range of temperature within the basin includes the freezing

point of water. The highest temperature recorded in Nashville

between 1871 and 1887 was 1 0-1 in August, 1874, the next being

101 in July, 1881. Although it frequently touched the nineties

and once reached as high as 99 it never passed the 100 except on

these two occasions. In January, 1884, the lowest recorded tempera-

ture, — 10, for the same period was reached. On two other occasions

—

December, 1876, and February, 1886, the recorded temperatures were

—2 and —7 respectively. Throughout that period the mean of the

highest temperatures was 68.3 and the lowest 50.7 with a mean daily

range ot 17.7 and a monthly mean of 47.2. The mean annual tem-
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perature at Nashville is 59.6^ and for the seasons : spring, 59.3°
j

summei', 78.4°; autumn, 59.7°; winter, 41°.

A glance at the annexed table will show that the variations of tern-

perature are not very great, but comparatively uniform and that in

only one month in the year does the mean lowest temperature indicate

frost. The mean lowest teniperature is recorded as 30.1° for January

with the next 33.2° for December.

The table 11. shews the dates at which frosts made their first and

last appearance and the average number of days free from frost within

the basin.

I. Table shewing average temperatures at Nashville, Tennessee, (by

months) from January, 1871, to December, 1887, inclasi-\^e

;

from observations made by U. S. Signal Service.

MOSTH,
Highest and

Year

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September ....

October

November ....

December . . .

.

Average '71 -'87

74. in 1879
;

75.0 in 1875 '

81.7 in 1882
|

90.0 in 1872

90.0 '74,79

99.0 in 1874

101.2 in 1881

104.0 in 1874

98.2 in 1881

89.0 1879-81

80.6 in 1882

77.

1

in 1873

88.6

Lowest
and
Year.

-10. '84

-7. '86

11.0 '73

25.5 '75

37.0 '77

49.0 '77

56.3 '82

55.0 '79

41.0 '75

28.0 '73

13.0 '72

-2.0 '76

24.7

Mean Daily
Range. Mean

of
Highest.

Mean
of Lowest.

Mean

Monthly

Range.

15.8 45.9 30.1 58.9

16.3 50.2 34.2 55.3

18.1 58.3 40.2 52.3

18.6 68.9 50.4 49.5

18.9 79.2 59.7 44.7

17.6 85.1 67.6 37.8

17.7 89.0 71.3 34.4

18.1 86.9 69.3 35.6

18.7 80.4 61.7 43.6

19.6 70.8 50.9 48.9

17.6 56.9 39.3 52.6

15.7 48.4 33.2 54.

17.7 68.3 50.7 47.2

38.6

43.1

48.9

59.6

69.4

77.

80.1

78.2

70.6

60.5

47.9

41.4

59.6
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II. Table showing dates of fii-st and last frosts from 1871 to 188S

inclusive.

Year.
Last frost iu

Spring.

First frost in

Autumn.

No. of days free

from frost.

1S71 April 23 Nov. 12 202

1872 " 2 Oct. 11 192

187.3 " 26 " 21 178

1874 " 30 " 14 167

1875 " 19 " 12 176

1876 " 6 " 7 184

1877 May 1 " 5 157

1878 Mar. 26 " 13 201

1879 April 18 " 24 189

1880 " 12 " 18 189

1881 " 14 " 20 189

1882 May 16 " 24 161

188.3 " 24 Nov. 1 160

1884 April 25 Oct. 16 174

1885 May 10 " 22 165

1886 " 1 2 154

1887 April 19 Sept. 24 158

1888 '• 21 " 24

Average . . . April 24 Oct. IS 176

The processes of erosion are aflFected directly by the amount of rain-

fall, and by its distribution throughout the year. A regular and uni

form precipitation favoi-s erosion in both its divisions of weathering
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and transporting, whereas an unevenly distiibuted supply, or where

the amount is concentrated into a short period of time at the expense

of the rest of the year, erosion is retarded. In the dry season weath-

ei'ing is greatly retarded for the lack of assistance from the transport-

ing agent ; and in the wet season, although transportation and corra-

sion are accelei-ated, weathering is retarded. Weathering is greatly

facilitated by abundance of moisture, but it requires to be evenly dis-

tributed. If the rainfall be uniformly distributed a greater amount

is absorbed by the soil, and by the perecolating of the water the rocks

underneath are dissolved, or at least partially bi'oken up into a

condition fit to be removed as soon as the pi*esent overlying soil is

taken off. In the case of a concentrated dash of rain coming all to-

gether more falls than can be absorbed and it consequently passes off to

swell the power of the transporting agent without having done any-

thing to aid in providing material to be ti-ansported.

The rainfall within the Central Basin—that is, taking the averages-

as observed at Nashville as being representative—for the years from

1871 to 1887, shews a remarkably uniform rate of precipitation. The-

average annual precipitation amounts to 51.88 inches distx'ibuted

over the seasons as follows :

—

Spring 14-09 inches.

Summer 13-47 "

Autumn 1029 "

Winter 14-03 "

The average monthly precipitation for a period extending over the

same length of time is 4.32 inches, August, September and October

being the lowest with averages of 3-41 inches, 3-60 inches and 2-79

inches respectively.

Table III. shews the averages of the monthly and daily precipita-

tion from 1871 to 1887.

Table IV. gives us a record of the excessive and heavy rainfalls at

Nashville for seventeen years (1871—1887).
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III. Table stewing the average monthly and daily rainfalls at Nash-

ville, Tenn., from 1871 to 1887, as observed by U.S. Signal

Service.

Month.

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Average 1871-87.. .

Average Average

Monthly ' Daily

Inches. Inches.

5.27

5.04

5.27

5.10

3.72

5.10

4 96

3.41

3.60

2.79

3.90

3.72

4.32

17

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.12

0.17

0.16

0.11

0.12

0.09

0.13

0.12

0.14

Average
No. of

Rainy
Days.

13

12

12

11

10

12

11

9

7

7

10

12

Average
No. of

Thunder
Storms.

10.3 3.4
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TV. Table showing the excessive and heavy rainfalls at Nashville,

from 1871 to 1887.

YEAR. AMOUNT IN INCHES.
DUKATION IN HOURS,

MINUTES.
DATE.

n. M.

1871 2-23 13—45 April 25-26.

1872 3-45 10— April 8.

1873 1-90 5—15 December 2.

1874 2-78 8—10 February 10-21.

1875 2-55 10—35 March 15.

1876 2-65 2-15 August 24.

1877 2-93 12—55 September 17.

1878 2-99 3-06 July 8.

1879 5-09 11—36 July 24-25.

1880 5-20 15 45 February 13.

1881 4-21 20-02 September 15.

1882 3-46 19—41 March 8-9,

1883 5-04 16—21 April 21-22.

1884 2-33 4—47 March 25.

1885 2.25 11—08 July 4.

1886 2-01 1—06 June 2.

1887 3-85 12—30 September 17-18.

The nature of the underlying rock has a gi'eater or less effect upon

the rate of erosion. In the case of hard material the rate must

necessarily be slow, but where the underlying rocks are soft or the

material consists of clay or gravel, the operation of eroding a valley

or Vjasin will be comparatively rapid, and erosion will go on until an

equilibrium has been established between the rate of weathering and
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the power of transporting. In other words, whenever the transport-

ing agent becomes so that it is unable to carry off the amount of

detritus provided by the disintegrating force, then weathering will

accommodate itself to the transportation by the accumvUatioii of

detritus bringing the action of weathering to a balance. Wlienever

this equilibrium is established, erosion will proceed at a uniform rate

depending entirely upon the nature of the material to be eroded.

The rocks forming the bottom of the Central Basin consist of the

comparatively soft argillaceous thin bedded rocks of the Trenton and

Nashville, easily weathering upon exposure to atmospheric agencies.

In many places rounded knob-like hills rise up about 100 or 150 feet

above the general level of the plain. These knobs consist of thin

bedded light blue argillaceous limestones, and are in some cases

absolutely devoid of any detritus ; in others there is a scanty partial

covering of gravelly material. Generally though, these knobs have a

somewhat slight covering of gravelly soil out of which a stunted

growth of cedar is found growing.

Along the streams at the foot of the knob there is usually a small

extent of bottom land varying with the size of the creek, but none of

any very great extent except where the creeks flow into the river.

Along the banks of the rivei-s, particularly the Cumberland, there are

extensive tracts of this bottom land made up of the detritus brought

down from the higher grounds by the action of the streams.

The beds of the various creeks flowing from the escarpment are

generally composed of gravel of a rusty brown or orange color, and

containing fragments of fossils belonging to the beds through which

they have cut a passage. In every case the streams have worn and

rounded the rock bedding in the sides and bottoms. Even the small-

est seem to have a considerable eflect.

In the various railroad cuttings the exposures of rock are

weathered to a considerable extent. Near the southern end of the

Cherry Street Station there is a cutting shewing three beds of thick,
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light blue (almost white) limestone. The top bed is weathered, long

thin projections sticking out in various ways. The softer portions of

the bed have been taken out, apparently by the rain beating against

the face of the cutting.

Although for the most part the beds of the Basin are almost hori-

zontal with only a slight dip to the northwest, there are many local

dips of various angles and in different directions. This is due to the

dissolving of the thin clayey seams found as partings between many

of the beds. Wherever these dips are found forming a synclinal

valley there is sure to be a small water channel down the bottom, dry

mostly, but in wet weather full of muddy water of the same colour as

the enclosing beds.

In transportation of the material destroyed by weathering the

drainage of the country forms the great agent.

For drainage purposes the area of the Central Basin may be divided

into three divisions and named after the three rivers flowing

through it.

In the northern division we have the Cumberland River occupying

with its tributaries, the Caney Fork, the Stones River and the Har-

peth River, a drainage area of over half the body of the Basin. The

Cumberland flows along the northern margin of the Basin within a

few miles from the escarpment. No large streams join the river on

that side, but it is the receptacle for numerous small creeks which

flow over the escarpment. The Caney Fork joins the main I'iver just

as it enters the Basin, and the Harpeth not until after it has left it

—

the latter river having cut a channel for itself through the escarp-

ment in a north-western direction to join the Cumberland. The

Stones River lies altogether within the Basin. These are supple-

mented by numerous small creeks and chaianels forming a complete

network of water-courses over the face of the country.

The course of the Cumberland is a very tortuous one. From Port

Burnside in Kentucky at the head of navigation to the island below
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Nashville the river with its numerous windings is 327 miles and a di-

rect line drawn between tlie two places would not be longer than 150

miles.

The fall of the river from Port Burnside to Nashville is only 228

feet, or an average of about eight inches per mile for the whole dis-

tance. Of this fall, however, 99 feet is obtained in the first 130'

miles from Port Burnside to the Tennessee State line, and 40 feet

within the next 5U miles.

Slope of the Cumberland River from Port Burnside to Nashville,

from a Survej' made by the U.S. Engineer Corps.

Dist'nce
Total
I'all.

Fall per
Mile.

Port Burnside to State Line
mii.es.

130

4(y

8

88

24

31

Feet.

99

32

10

59

15

13

228

9 inches.

State Line to Salt Lick Shoal 8

Salt Lick Shoal to Niagara Island 1 foot 3 in.

8 inches.

Double Island to Mansker's Island 7i "

5 "

327 8 inches.

The average depth of water is about 10.6 feet. The highest water

during the last sixteen years was 5 4.6 feet in January 1882, and the

lowest 0.4 below the zero gauge in October 1876. The highest

average of depth is 21.3 feet for Febuary, and the month shewing the

lowest is October with an average of 2.3 feet.
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Average depths of Cumberland River at Nashville from 1871 to

1887.

Month.
Average

Feet.

January . .

February .

March . . .

April

May

June

July

August . . .

September

October. . .

JSTovember

December

.

17.7

SL.S

19.2

18.8

10.3

6.4

6.0

4.3

3.

2.3

6.3

11.6

10.6

Highest and Year.

Feet.

54.6

46.9

49.3

49.6

34.2

27.7

30.7

17.6

17.5

10.3

27.

35.4

Year.

in 1882

1884

1884

1874

1875

1885

1880

1874

1874

1875

1885

1879

33.5

Lowest and year.

Feet. Year.

2.0 in 1877

3.5

3.5

5.1

2.8

0.8

0.1

0.1

*0.3

*0.4

*0.2

0.7

1877

1877

1878

1879

1879

1879

1887

1887

1878

1887

1884

1.5

Tlie months of January, February, March and April shew the

heaviest averages. During these months of 1888 the average mean

velocity of the stream was for

January 5,019 miles. Mean of 51 ob.servations

February 4,194 " " 65 "

March 5,907 " " 116

April 5,208 " " 82 "

The average discharge per second was for

January 40,224 cubic feet

February 32,299

March 105,474

April 70,528 "
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These figures probably re])resent more than double the average dis-

charge if taken for the whole year. The discharge in summer is

estimated about 13,000 cubic feet.

None of the streams connected with the drainage of the basin have

the drainage area of the Cumberland.

In the central division the Duck River forms the channel of out-

let. This stream flows almost through the centre of its drainage area

sending out small creeks to both sides. This area is limited to the

south by the Elk Ridge, and on the north by a long narrow spur of

Nashville i-ocks. The Duck River is a tributaiy of the Tennessee.

As may be indicated by its drainage area it is less than half the size

of the Cumberland, it is not navigable, and no reliable data have ever

been kept regarding it.

The Third or Southern drainage. division is that of the Elk Rivei\

It is divided from the Duck River area by the Elk Ridge, and is

limited on the south by the escarpment forming the rim of the Basin

along which it skirts ver}-^ closely. The Elk is a tributary of the Ten-

nessee River.

In Tennessee these streams drain the Highland Rim, and in Ken-

tucky the chief drainage channel is the Ohio River with its tribu-

tai'ies. The whole of the State of Kentucky, with the exception of

probably about 1,000 miles lies within the area belonging to the Ohio

division of the Mississippi drainage basin which is estimated to be

lowered by one foot in 5,000 yards.

. The conclusions naturally arrived at from a consideration of all the

facts connected with the geological structure of the country under

consideration are these. That the territory now occupied by the sub-

carboniferous beds was elevated at the close of the sub-carboniferous

period ; that the greater part of it was above the level of the marshes

in which the coal beds were formed ; that the Central Basin of Ten-

nessee is a basin of erosion, and that the amount of denudation neces-

sary to form the Highland Rim in its broadest extent and the Cen-

tral Basin was the work of the present system of drainage.

The rivers and streams of Kentucky have a generally westerly and

easterly course and all have cut for themselves deep channels. Some
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of them are remarkably crooked with a gentle fall, some of them hav-

ing not more than three or four inches to the mile, and in places only

a succession of pools united by gentle ripples.

The Cumberland River which drains more than half of the Central

Basin has an average fall between Port Burnside and Nashville of

about eight inches to the mile, but this is due to what might be called

a succession of jumps of a foot and sometimes a foot and a half at the

various shoals and ripples which occur throughout the course of the

river and which, to a considerable extent, impede the navigation of

the stream. In reality the current for long stretches of the river is

almost altogether due to the impetus given by these I'ipples or steps.

The area now covered by the (.!entral Basin of the Tennessee was,

at the close of the sub-carboniferous period, occupied by a dome-like

structure, the apex of which was at least 1,500 feet higher than the

floor of the Basin as it now appears. This dome was probably sur-

rounded by smaller ones of the same description. A small dome of

this nature and exhibiting the structure of the larsrer one is to be

found in Stewart Coiinty. It is called by Professor Safford " Wells

Creek Basin." On the principle or general law of erosion that the

highest point is always attacked first, the apex of this central dome

would be subjected to wear before the other portions of the region.

There is every probability also that the harder beds lying upon the

surface would be fractured and cracked in various places. These

fractures would admit water and form an underground drainage

which eroded the underlying soft beds forming the vast series of

caverns such as are found undei'lying the sub-carboniferous rocks of

Kentucky. The water falling upon the slopes of the dome would

form the drainage which was eroding the overlying hard rocks. In

course of time this erosion had so planed and denuded the top and

the underground streams having formed a series of caverns connected

with their channels that the Cumberland River, on passing through

the barrier of less eroded rocks, entered the region of the Basin and

found comparatively little resistance by the softer rocks where left

standing by the underground waters, undermined the remaining upper

beds and eventually removed them. The river, having reached its

base level of erosion, its energies were expended in lateral ei'osion,

and the result is that the Cumberland has wandered from side to side
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of its drainage aiea in great bends at each change of course entering a

little deejjer into its bed rock. At present it now forms great loops

or bends, some returning so close upon the other as to make almost

complete islands. The pi-esent position of the course of the river with

regard to its drainage area within the Basin is by no means of a very

high antiquity. This can be seen by a study of its channel and the

bottom lands lying along it, when it will be seen that it has moved in

various ways and shifted its position many times before it assumed

its piesent course. Of course we cannot tell how often it has changed,

but we can trace the limits of its latest movements since assuming its

present level. Dui'ing the rainy season the stream is highly charged

with fine particles of matter which form a clayey sediment when al-

lowed to settle. Part of this sediment is deposited along the bed and

banks of the river in the shape of mud banks and in bars, and part of

it is carried to the Ohio River where quite an extensive deposit has

been foi-med within the last few years. This bankforming at the

mouth of the Cumberland has rendered the town of 8mithland, for-

merly a river port, quite inaccessible from the river for navigation

purposes.

In the central district the Duck River has worked in tlie .same

manner as the Cumberland, but not upon such an extensive scale, as

its drainage area is not quite so large. In the southern division the

Elk River has not covered so much ground as either of the other two,

but still its work has been in the same direction.

There can be no doubt but the movements of these streams have

been the cause of the deepening of the Basin to its present condition,

while the numerous smaller sti'eams flowing over the escarpment have

been the chief agents in foi-mer times, as they are at present, in the

widening of the Basin.

Thus we see that the Central Basin "of Tennessee was formed by

simple causes operating through a gieat length of time, and that it is

not at all necessary to call in the aid of any unknown factors in per-

forming the operation. Any assumption that some gigantic unknown

agency had anything to do with the case is purely gratuitous and

unnecessary.

It may be argued that there has not existed a sufficient length of

time in which to perform the work. To this it may be answered that
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much greater operations have been carried out in much shorter

periods of time and with no more effective agents. Numerous

instances might be given, but one will be sufficient. According to

Powell and Dutton, over the whole Plateau region, an area of not less

than 200, TOO square miles, an average of 6,000 to 8,000. feet, and an

extreme of 12,000 feet has been removed by erosioLi since the middle

Tertiary. All this work has been performed in a little less than half

the time consumed in digging out the area covered by the plains of

the Hio-bland Pvim and the Central Basin of Tennessee.
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SECTION ACROSS SEQUACHEE VALLEY TO LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN.
From Saford.

4. Knox Dolomite ; 5. Trenton and Nashville ; 6. Dyestone (Niagara) ; 7. Black Shale ; 8.

'.). Mountain Limestone ; 10. Coal Measures.

EXAMPLE OF VALLEY OF ELEVATION.

WELLS CREEK BASIS.—From Safford.

Geology of Tennessee, page 147.

8a. Siliceous
; 7. Black Shale ; 6. Lower Helderberg ; 5d. Niagara, Meniscus Limestone ; 4. Nashville

i. Trenton ; 2c'" Knox Dolomite.

VALLEY OF ELEVATION.
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THE WESTERN DENES—THEIR MANNERS AND
CUSTOMS.

By the Rev. Father A. G. Morice, O.M.I-, Stuart's Lake, B.C.

So far, very little and, to my knowledge, no reliable information,

has ever been published concerning the ethnology jatid sociology of the

Indian tribes inhabiting that northern part of British Columbia

originally known as New Caledonia. It is not because they have been

altogether ignored by English-speaking ethnographers ; but for one

reason or another, whenever they are attended to in scientific papers,

it has never been with satisfactory accuracy. No later than four

years ago the Smithsonian Report contained a paper on'Anthi-opology

by Otis T. Mason, wherein I found^ the following, purporting to be a

classification of the " Tinneh or Athabaskan "^ tribes, including the

Western Denes.

Western Tinneh.

Kai'-yuh-kho-ta'na.

Ko-yu'kukh-o-ta'-na.

TJn'-a kho-ta'-na.

Kut-chin Tribes.

Ten'-an-kut-chin'.

Tennuth-kut-chin'.

Tat-sah'-ktib-chin'.

Kut-cha-k tit-ch in'.

Nahsit'-kub-chin'.

Vunta'-kub-chin'.

Hai-an-kub-chin'.

iFirst part of the Report, etc., for 1885, page 832.

2At the risk of appearing unnecessarily fastidious may I be allowed to remark here that
either term, Tinneh or Athabaskan, seems ill chosen to designate that vast family of abori-

gines they are made to represent ? Athabascan is local and consequently should not be applied
to the whole stock, whilst Tinneh, if anything, does not mean what it is intended for. Indian
languages, especially that of the tribes in question, are exceedingly delicate, and a ver? light

phonetic shade, which the uninitiated Mill often fail to perceive, always changes the sense of

the word. Tinneh, which evidently stands here for Dc/nc, " men " (the name most of the tribes

call themselves by) would rather remind a Western Dene of the berry of n-hat is vulga,rly called
" kinnikinik " (Arctostaphylos uva-ursl) than of the genus homo ! Others give them the name
of Tinne, calling them thereby " Four " (persons).
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Eastern Tinneh.

K'nai-a-kl)0-tana.

Ah-tena'.

Nehannees.

Abba-to-tenah.

Acheto-tinneh.

KLun-uui-ah.'

Carriers.

" Takulli."

Tsilkotinneh.

Now, I daresay the learned Professor has been mLsinformed, inas-

much as Dr. W. H. Dall's list, which he quotes and seems to adopt

is incorrect and incomplete. It is incorrect because, among other

things, it puts down the Tsilkotinneh (or more correctly Chilh;s(otins)

as belonging to the ^Caniers (Tap^elh, not " Takulli ") from whom
they are distinct. Moreover, those tribes noted under the title of

*' Western Tinneh '"' have no existence but on paper. As for the Ne-

hannees, I suppo.se Dr. Dall means the Nahan^s ; but I strongly sus-

pect that the seven " Kut-chin " tribes, which he gives as specifically

different, are only so many sub-divisions of the .same tribe, all of whom
speak the same dialect probably with local idiomatic peculiarities.

Indeed, their very name, not to speak of reliable authorities, would

lead me to form this opinion. " Kut-chin "' is a verbal suffix which,

when in connection with a denominative name is expi-essive not of

ethnological variety, but of topographical location. Its appearance at

the end of certain words denotes that the aborigines who designate

themselves thereby are philologically, and thereby ethnograpbically, so

homogeneous as to preclude the pos.sibility of their Vjeing classed as

different ti-ibes of the same stock.

-

iThe " toh " pronounced with a peculiar smacking of the tongue. To prevent typojfraphical

difBculties I shall avoid as much as possible the giving of aboriginal names in the course of

this monograph. I am not acquainted with the system of Indian orthography suggested in a

volume of the Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, and even should I have it ready for refer

ence I doubt whether it would prove adequate to the accurate rendering of the multifarious

Bounds of the Dene languages.

'This suffix varies with the different tribes Its equivalents on this (west) side of the Rocky
Mountains are tingkwotin in Chilh^otin, ten, and kwoten in Carrier, t-cken» and kwo-tckene in

Sekenais.
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On the other hand, Dr. Dalhs classification is incomplete, since it

•omits the Tsekenne, a tribe whose habitat is on both sides of the

Rocky Mountains, whilst, of eight clearly distinct eastern tribes, he

notes only two and that under aboriginal names, the genuineness of

which is to me of more than doubtful character.

Some ethnographers, for reasons known to themselves, regard the

lysimpsians, who lately migrated from this (Xorth Pacific) coast to

an Alaskan Island, as an offshoot of the Dene or Athabaskan stock.

But even a slight knowledge of their language and physical charac-

teristics ouuht to convince any one of the fact that they are altogether

heterogeneous thereto.

This being admitted, it remains with me to state which tribes are

to the subject of this paper, and conformably with the Canadian In-

stitute's Sociological Circular to give some account of their social con-

dition, customs, cei-emonies. etc. The subject is rather comprehen-

sive, and even without attempting to ti-eat it exhaustively I fear I

will have to give its exposition perhaps unexpected extension.

I.

Let me. however, premise that I shall content myself with speaking

of the "Western Denes, excluding from my subject those tribes which

have their fishing grounds on the north coast of British Columbia and

which form by themselves a group apart. Our D^n^s belong to a race

of aborigines occupying a vast territory. Without mentioning the

Xavajoes who, advanced sentinels of a delayed army, wait in Xew
Mexico for their kiusmen of the north to rejoin them under more

favored climes, one can hardly travel from Fort Macjjherson within

the Arctic Cii'cle to the plains of the South Saskatchewan wichout

meeting with representatives of that g-reat family. On our (west)

side of the Rockies they are divided into four tribes speaking as many
dialects. They are :

1st. The C'hilh;!(Otins^ actually about -460 in number, occupying the

valley of the river called after them, and the bunch-grass covered

plateaus that .skirt it on either side between 51^ 10' and 52° 40' north

latitude, and from the westei-n banks of the Fraser to the Coast

Range of mountains.

!•' Inhabitants of Yountf Man's River."
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2nd. The Carriers or Ta;^elh/ numbering 1,600 and whose territory

borders on that of tlie Chilb;)(0tins in the south, and extends as far up

as 50° noi-th latitude, leaving to a band of Sekanais part of the forest

land intervening between said latitude and id)out 57° north where

we tind

3rd. The Nahanes,- who may number 700 and hunt over a terri-

tory, the northern limits of which (about 65°) are the southern fron-

tiers of the Loucheux'-' hunting grounds in the extreme North-west

Terx'itories. Lasth' we have in our district a number of

4th. Tsekenne^, more commonly called Sekanais who I'oam over the

Rocky Mountains on either slope and the adjacent forests and plaijis

from about 54"^ to 60°, north latitude. At present there are not more

than 250 of them in British Columbia.

To these might be added the Beaver or Tsatens who trade at Hud-

son's Hope and Fort St. John's, Hudson's Bay Company's posts on

Peace River, which, politically speaking, belong to our Province

though east of the Rockies. But as (save a fesv individuals of that

tribe) I have seen very little of the tribe, and to adhere to my resolution

to speak onlv of what I have knowledge derived from personal inter-

course, I shall refrain from alluding to them. Nevertheless, most of

what shall be said of the Sekanais in the course of this monograph,

may also be iliuderstood as largely ap})licable to that tribe.

All these tribes, especially the Chilh;(Otins and Carriers, were

originally quite numerous. In fact, if we are to credit the old men

among them, and even the Hudson's Bay Co.'s employees who were

early in this country, it would be necessary to almost decuple the ex-

isting numbers in order to obtain an idea of the population as it stood

at the time of the discovery of the country by Sir Alexander Mac-

kenzie in 1793. Repeated domestic and foreign wais and contagious

diseases, which have several times in this century })layed havoc among

them, have greatly re luced their numbers.

iThis word Taxelh is exotic to the Carriers' langnatre, and, although very often used by them,

they contend it was unknown among them before the advent of the traders. It is untrans-

latable.

*" People of the Setting Sun or West," as named by the Eastern Denes. The Carriers and

Sekanais call them Tselone—" People of the end of the Rocks," besause the band which is best

known to them inhabits a plain north of a spur of the Rocky Mountains, which our Indians be-

lieve to be the extremity of the whole range.

'The so-called " Tukudh " or " Kut-chins."

*" Inhabitants of the Rocks."
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Before proceeding further, would it be presuiuptuous ou my part to

suggest as a partial corollary of the foregoing the following classifica-

tion of all the Dene or Tene^ tribes based on pei-sonal observation and

the knowledge of two of tlieir dialects, and, in so far as the Eastern

tribes are concerned, on the works of Rev. E. Petitot, a learned ethno-

grapher and philologist, who has passed tvventy (1862-1882) years of

assiduous study among them "?

CLASSIFICATION OF THE DENE TRIBES.

Thei'i Name.

Chi!h,Yotins (t'eui)

Carriers (tcene) . .

.

Nah-anes (tene) . .

.

Sekanais toen6

Chipewayans (dt^iie)

Cai'iboo-eaters((ien6)

Beavers (ilatie) . . .

.

Yellow kinves(dene)
Dog-Ribs (diui(5).. . .

Slaves (dene)

Bad People uline). .

Hares (d^ue; adene)

Louclieux (dindjye)

Their H^^ yxp^vT.

Welter)! Dcnea,

Ohilcotin River
Stuart's Lake, North and South
Stickeen River and East

Intermediate Denes,

Rocky Mountains

Eastern Denes.

Lake Athabasca, etc

East of Lake Athabasca
Peace River
Xorth-east of (i reat Slave Lake
Between Creat Slave and Great Bear Lakes
West of Creat Slave Lake & Mackenzie Riv
Old Fort Hal ketfc

Mackenzie, Anderson & MacFarlane Rivers

Northern Denes.

Mackenzie River, 67° northwards ,

Alaska

Supposed
Population .

160

1,600

700

500-

3,000
1,200

800
500

1,000

1,000
200
600

400
4,000

^CE ill these and other Done words corresponds to the French e of je, me, te, etc. IT has the

sound of the Italian u (oo).

The words within parentheses are the respective expressions used

by the different tribes to say " Men," autl thereby designate them-

selves when not referring to the country they inhabit. The remai'k-

a,ble hoinophony of these terms (wliich is easily explained by the

fact that they are root words) is, however, somewliat misleading,

inasmuch as it conveys an idea of philological similarity which is far

from existing between the various dialects. Theii' lexical differ-

iD andt are interconvertible.
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ences on the contrary are so wide that the Carriers and the

Sekanais, though geogi-aphically neighbours, can scarcely understand

a word of each other.-j' language unless they have [n•e^'iously learned

it by personal intercourse.

Many of the lemarks I aui going to offer on the social status of

the western tribes should be understood as applying to their original

condition when no missionaries had as yet (20 years :tgo) endeav red

to civilize and morally coerce them into giving up the most obnoxious

of their customs. It would scarcely be to the point to spe k of

them as they are at present, since, being generally progre.ssive in dis-

position, tlii'y are socially speaking pretty much as we have made

them. However, the Sekanais and Nah'anes, owing to their nomadic

mode of living and the consequent difficulty to produce permanent

effects n])Ou tlieui, may be said to have to this day altuo.st preserved

their original social status.

J I.

The American abor.ii;iuul ty[)e is too well known on this continent

to require a description from me. Our Denes, in sjjite of the cliar-

actei'istics which j)articularize them into various tribes, do not

materially differ from it. Suffice it to say that whilst the Chilh;>^otins

are generally of low stature, broad shouldered and not unlike the

Chinese in their physical features ; the Carriers are, as <i rule, ratlier

tall and stout without being corpulent, while most of them possess a

fine physique. On the other hand, the Sekanais and Nah'anes,

especially the former, are slender and bony, with hollow cheeks and

almond .shaped eyes shining with ophidian bi-ii:htness.

Of coui-se, tattooing prevailed everywhere. The face was par-

ticularly the object of would-be ornaments in the .sha])e of iucrusted

crosses or birds on the cheeks, the foi'eliead or the tem})les. But

more commonly they consisted of parallel sti-i[)es, more or less

numerous, on the chin or the cheeks converging to the mouth cornei-s.

On exceptional occasions, such as dances or " potlatches " the

Denes had recourse to charcoal to render themselves apparently more

redoubtable. And the young folks had vermilion to enhance their

natural beauty, and it may safely be conjectured that they did not

use it sparingly.
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Everybody knows that one of the characteristics of the aboriginal

facies is the almost total absence of beard. Nevertheless, our

Denes evidently thought that nature had jirovided them with too

much of that appendage of manhood so much prized by the Aiyan

races. So, to correct its work, they assiduously picked off the few

hairs that would grow on their chin and upper lip with small copper

pincers, which they constantly wore suspended from their neck.

In the same way, they used to trim their eyebrows, giving them the

tiniest possible shape.

As for extraneous ornaments of every day wear, they consisted

mainly of haliotis ear-rings and nose pendants often of enormous

size, hanging from the perfoi-ated septum. These were common to

both sexes. The wives and daughters of influential persons wore,

also, bracelets hammered out of copper bartered from the coast

Indians. A sub-tribe of the Carriers did not consider these "jewels
"

sufficient. Among them, to attain the pZws ult7-a of feminine beauty

and be reputed something in society circles, women added to the

tattooing, ear-rings, nasal pendants and bracelets, a blunt wooden

peg or tabret passed through the lower lip, thereby j^reventing its

contact with the teeth so as to give it the utmost possible promin-

ence, somewhat after the fashion of the Papuans of New Guinea.

This circumstance led to their being called " Babines," or " Lippy "

in corrupted French, by the early French-Canadians in the North-

Wesfc Company's employ, which name they have retained to this day.

In common with the Nazarenes of old, men and women ])arted

their hair in the middle and wore it at full length (except when in

mourning), the men letting ib fall on their back tied together in a

knot when in repose, and rolled up like that of the Chinese when

travelling, while women had it resting on the forepart of their

shoulders in two skilfully plaited tresses adorned with a species of

small, elongated shell, [Dentalium Indianorum) which was higidy

prized among the natives, and which they obtained fi'om the coast

Indians^ On grand festival occasions, persons of rank and influence

wore wigs made of plaited human hair in its natural lengtii, inter-

'The Nestorian Bishop of Samai-kand, writinu: to the Catholics of Bagdad, saj's of the

Taitai- Keraites :
" They do not wash their faces, nor cut their hair ; but plait and tie it to-

gether at the top of their heads."

—

Vide, Aboutfarctf/e C'hron : Syr. in Assemani. Volume
III, part 2, chapter ix, page 488.
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laced witli quantities of Dentaliuni or Hyaqua shells. Sometimes

these ceremonial wigs were ornamented witli stout bristles taken from

the sea lion's whiskers, trimmed so as to look like horns worn on the-

forehead.

As for their wearing apparel, without being strictly uniform, it

may be said that in no case was it of a very complicated pattern.

Be.sides the ' pagne " or breech cloth which was .seldom removed,

they wore a .sort of tunic or loose ve.stment of beaver, lynx or

marmot skin, with the fur next to the body. The outside was

painted in variegated designs in vermilion and adorned with

numerous fringes to conceal the seams and bands of dentaiium or

dyed porcupine quills. A pair of leggings reaching to the thigh,

together with mocass ns, which, in the case of the ]ioor were of

salmon skin, completetl their costume. Unlike their kinsmen of the

Great Mackenzie Basin, they had no hood attached to their coat or

tunic; but instead, wore a iiead-dress made of a small ground-hog

skin and fashioned somewluit like a Scotch bonnet.

The women's wearing apparel differed only from that ot the men

by the length of their tunic, which was ordinarily '^^ovored with a

skin cloak or a woven Tabbit skin j'obe falling to their feet.

Washing may l^e said to be a European custom introduced among

them. They clean their hands only, which they wash by tilling their

mouths with water and then squirting it over them in intermittent

streams'.

III.

Considered in their social condition and daily pursuits, a ])ortion

of the Western Denes are nomadic and part may be described as

semi-sedentary. To tlie fii-st class belong the Sekanais and Eastern,

Nah'an^s, the Chilh;^otins, Carriers and Western Nah'antis fornung

the second. Thus, whil.st their mode of living prevents the Sekanuis

from dwelling in houses and congregating together in villages, our

Carriers pass the winter in lodges accommodating several families, and

• This reminds the comparative Sociologist of a similar custom prevailing amonif the

Tartars or Moguls of the Middle Apes. William of Kuhruck, (St. Louis' envoy to the great

Khan, I'i.'iS) says that "They never wash their clothes. Cleanliness is in no more favor with

" the men than with their ladies, and their mode of washing their faces and hands is by fiiling

" their mouths with water and squirting it over them."— /^I'/rt'j'o/t den Voyayes en Tnrturie,.

Benjcrdii.
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are also ,<ratliered in regular villages, ^^nd here I must remark that

our tribes have scarcely any national economic policy ; but have

generally copied, wholly or in part, from the alien tribes with whom
they have been in contact. Until a short time ago, the Chilh;)^otins,

like the Shushwaps their eastern neighbours, used to pass the cold

season in semi-subterranean huts rotund in form. An aperture in

the centre of the mud covered roof to which an Indian ladder (a log

chopped off every foot or so for steps) led, served the double purpose

of a door and chimney. Imitating the Atnas or coast Indians with

whom they had commercial relations, the Carriers lived in houses or

lodges foi-nied of slender poles, low in height and covered with spruce

bark. These had an entrance at both gable ends, the fire place being

in the centre to which corresponded an opening in the roof to let the

smoke out. Salmon skins sewn together made a good substitute for

boards and were used as doorsK Generally, they kept the spoils of

theii' heraldic a,nimals, fowl or rodent, nailed to the wall in the

inside, whilst in the case of leading members of the tribe, they had

their totem carved in wood and exhibited on the outside summit of

the galjle. (See tigui-e 1.) The Sekanais were less pi'etentious.

E\'en to this clay, they content themselves with circular coniferous

branch huts or lodges which they construct and abandon at a mo-

ment's notice, whenever their incessant ])eregTinationrf after food and

])e]trie.s call therefor.

Unlike the Esquimaux^ who sleep in a state of absolute naked-

ness, our Denes roll themselves in their blankets, their feet to the

tire, with almost all their clothes on. Making due allowance for

their p^i'ticular ideas of propriety, they are generally modest in

d^po tment and chaste in privacy, despite the fact that several

1 Compare these with the nomadic Mog'uls' "rolling habitations": "The houses thej' inhabit
" are placed upon wheels and constructed of a kind of wooden latticed work with an opening
" at the top that serves for a chimney. . . Before the entrance there is suspended a piece

• of fell."

—

Jitibrick's Narratioe in Abbe line's Christianity in China, Tartanj, etc , Volume i,

page 178.

3 In a letter from the Rev. Mr. Morice, dated July 2Sth, lS8f), occur the followinfr words :

" Concerninif the passage in my paper which refers to the Esquimaux as sleeping naked, I have

not in view the Labrador Esquimaux, who if I mistake not, have been semi-civilized by the

Moravian brethern, but the Tchigh't or Esquimaux of the Anderson and Mackenzie Rivers, who
are still in their ]irimitive state. Kow, I take the liberty t6 refer you, by ])erraission, to Mr.

McFarlane who passed part of his life as an H. B. Go's officer among said aborigines, and who,

hut yesterday, assured me that both in winter and summer time, men, women and children of

either sev, sk-ep stark naked."

—

Ch. S. Cm.
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coni)Ie.s live together under the same roof and witliout i>artitions ii>

the house.

Should I have to sketch rapidly our Denes' moral features, I tliiuk

I could, by ignoring some necessary exceptions, give them credit for

relative morality, great honesty, intense fondness of their offspring

and a general gentleness of disposition, not excluding, however,

occasional freaks of irascibility. But to qualify these lines and give

their true portrait, I should immediately add that they are prone to

lying, addicted to gambling^ naturally selfish, cowardly, and at times

A^ery lazy, especially the stronger sex.

Besides were I required to particularize in two words the ethic

peculiarities of each tribe, I would state that the Chilh;;^otins are the

most violent and manly of the whole group ; the Carriers, the

proudest and most accessible to progressive ideas ; the Sekanais, the

most superstitious and naive. As for the Nah'anes, though S})eaking

a language different from, but allied to, that of the Sekanais, they

are considered by our Carriers so closely similar to the latter in their

physical and moral characteristics, as to receive in common with

them the name of Lhtaten (Inhabitants of Beaver dams.) by allusion

to their chief occupation, trap[)ing and hunting.

IV.

With the view of having the family and tribal organization ob-

taining among the Western Denes properly understood, I must

refer at once to the clans or gentes into which, like the Iroqticis and

mo.st of the American Aborigines, neaily all of them are divided.

These to the number of five, form a kind of very strict relationshipr

to which, to the present time, they have held very tenaciously. Kach

of these clans has one or several particular heraldic emblems or

totems, the toad, grouse, crow, beaver, salmon, etc. ; the image of

which formeily received special consideration. This organisation

outsteps the village limits, and membeis of the same clan are to be

found in localities very wide apart. But however remote their

respective places, they still claim mutual kinship.

Now, from time immemorial, a fundamental law in their social

constitution has been for individuals of the same clan never to intei'-

iThis of course, must be understood of those who are still out of the reach of missionary

influence.
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maiTy. So it is that endogamy is looked upon with hoiror among

them. Indeed, T think T am warranted in affirming that marriage

witli a consanguine, unless a very close one, was preferred to matri-

monial union with a co-clansman. A.S it is, agnation and consanguin-

ity in the direct or collatei'al line on the paternal side were considered

powerful barriers to sexixal relations, males and females descended

from the same stock being always regarded as brothers and sisters.

But at what particular point the offspring of a common or collateral ^

branch would be deemed sufficiently distant to admit of matrimonial

union is more than I can say, none among the natives themselves

being able to satisfactorily solve that question. All I can say is that

as long as the common ancestors of two individuals were remembered,

the latter were easily dissuaded from contracting marriage together,

even to the fourth and perhaps the fifth degree of consanguinity,

especially if in the direct line. I do not mean to say that there never

were tacitly allowed deviations from this law, nor absolutely any

intermarriage in the same clan. But the repugnance which such

unions insi)ired only goes to show that in this case, as in others, the

exception confirms or proves the rule.

Such wsis not the case, however, with consanguinity in collateral

lines by the mother's side, cousins of that class, even as near as the

first degree, being by a time honored custom, almost boiind to inter-

mairy. And here it is as well to state at once that, in common with

nearly all the primitive people, mother-right is the supreme law re-

gulating succession among nearly all of the Western Denes, and I

may add that here'- it admits of no exception whatever. On the other

hand, another ordinance of their social code forbids titles as well as

landed property to pass by heredity into a diffei'ent clan. Therefore

children of a notable auiong them belonging to their mother's clan,

could never inherit fi-om their father. But if the latter had nephews

by a sister, one of them was de jure his successor, this nephew

belonging through his mother to his uncle's clan. Now, by way of

compensation, and to permit the notable's children who could not

otherwise inherit from him, to enjoy at least, as much as was lawful

of their fathei"'s succession, one of his daughters would be united in

marriage with her inheriting maternal first cousin.

' On the father's side.

2 At Stuart's Lake.

—

Ch. S. Cm.
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As for affinity consequent upon either lawful or unlawful sexual

relations, it was siniply ignored. Nay, I siiouM say that it was rather

considered a powerful incentive to marriage, except wlien the regula-

tions of the clan organization interfered so as to make the two relatives

fellow clansmen. Thus it was. that in the case of a deceased brother's

wife, the 1 'enes treated her confornialjly with the directions of the

Jewish law, and the nephew considered himself in duty bound to

espouse her.

It would be ditiicidt to give here a complete table of agnates and

cognates as named and lanked l)y the four Tribes under review, some

of whom receive different n;imes according as they ai"e called by a

male or female, or relatively to their comparative age. I shall, how-

ever, confine myself to a few remaiics embodying the more character-

istic peculiai-ities in their mode of i-eckoning kindred relationship.

1° A large proportion of our Denes never go beyond tlie second

degree in com]iuting their progenitors or offspring, whether in a direct

or collateral line, and in no instance do they go beyond the third

degree—more distant relatives in either line being then called respec-

tively graud-fathei- and grand-mother if ascendants, or grand-children

if descendants.

2'^ Gi'and-uncles and grand-aunts both maternal and ])aternal are

also called grand-father and grand-mother.

3° Although they possess and sometimes use words meaning

bi'other or sister without any reference to their relative age, they

more generally designate them elder brother and elder sister, or

youngei" brother and younger sister.

4" A son is called sye by his father and sijaz by his mother who

also calls her daughter sj/atse, while hei- father when referring to her'

always uses stse.

5° Both nephews and nieces ai"e called stsu Ity their maternal uncle

and skwaz by their maternal aunt, while eitlier paternal uncle or aunt

will call their nephew younger brother and their niece younger sister.

> These and the following Aboriginal terms are in the Carrier dialect. This not lieing- a

philological pajier, I have deemed it sni)erfluous to have them accompanied with their f'hilhxotin

and Si'kanais etc., etiuivalents.
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6° StJii- stands for paternal uncle and sjjizyan for paternal aunt

;

siez'e meaning my maternal uncle and sake, my maternal aunt.

7° Maternal cousins of both sexes are szit to theii- co-relative male

cousin and siinte if male or szit if female to their co-relative female

cousin, whilst paternal cousins are always called brother or sister.in

the indefinite mood.

8° Schi' does duty for grand-children of any sex and also for the

other offspring alluded to in the first I'emark. In the same way,

brother-in-law and sister-in-law receive the common appellation of sre.

The clan organisation obtains also among tiie Western Nah'anes,

who have frequent intercourse with the Coast Indians from whom it

is derived ; but it is unknown among the Sekanais aiid Eastern Nah'-

anes, who owing to the geogi-aj^hical position of their territoi-y, have

adhered to their primitive usages and kept aloof from foreign pi'actices.

As a consequence father-light is the only law which regulates

succession among them.

V.

Mai'riage in the Christian sense of the term, is rather a misnomer

when intended to designate native unions such as were contracted

before the advent of the Missionaries in the Country. Co-habitation

would better answer the purpose. In fact, it is the corresponding

expression they employ themselves when referring to a man mai-ried

to such and such a woman. They say yercesta, "he stays with her."

For as thei-e was no valid contract and no intention on either side to

consider their union as a pei'manent connection, divorce resulted as a

matter of course whenever one of the partners was tired of the other.

In that case, the ci-devant husband would take back anything he had

bestowed upon his so called wife, and both of them would try life

with a new partner. Naturally the man, esjjecially if in easy cir-

cumstances, would have a better chance of success than his former

wife. Supposing children had been born to them, divorce was more

difficult, but by no means impossible. In that event, the father

would ordinarily take possession of the offspring. For among the

Indians, as among many of their civilized brethren " might is light,"

and as they are exceedingly fond of their children, the late husband
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would nither see them temj)orarilv in a stningei's hands than entvuitt

them to theii" own mother's custody.

Except iimonji; the Carriers, early marriages are in favor among the

Denes, oftentimes the female being barely pubescent when mated.

Among the Sekanais nothing was simpler or more expeditious than

the contraction of marriage. Whenever a young hunter had made

up his mind on mating a fair child of the forest, with scaicely any

previous couiting, he would in the day time .simply ask the girl of

his choice :
" Will yo^i pack my beaver snares for me .?" To which, if

she refused him, she would make answer :
" No, there are plenty of

women, ask another one." But if agreeable to the maid, she would

at once answer without any conventional blushes :
" Perhaps, ask my

mother." Upon which the lad would not ask her motlier, but the

girl would immediately tell her about it. Then, following her

parent's advice, she would hasten to erect a branch lodge alongside

their own primitive habitation,^ and in the evening, the affianced

youth (such was he after the propo.see's answer) would on entering it

hand hei- his " beaver snares." Without further ceremony, they were

man and wife. Supjjosing the woman proposed to was the former

wife of the man's deceased brother, there was no declining his offer,

she was bound to accept his " beaver snares."

The preliminaries, if not mora complicated, were at least more

difficult and tedious among the Carriers. According to their etiquette,

the intended wife had absolutely nothing to say for or against the

projected union. Whenever a youth of a different clan had singled

her out to be his future wife, he would not exchange a word with her,

even when proposing, but installing himself at her father's home, he

would begin to work for him, not foiling to present him or the girl's

most influential relative with anything of value which might come

into his possession, either by hunting or otherwise. Meantime he

would never tell them the I'eason of such unwonted liberality, neither

would they ask him, but they easily guessed it. When after one' or

two years wooing to his intended wife's parents, he

thought a well deserved " Yes " was likely to i-eward his efforts ; he

would demand her from her father or guardian through the instru-

mentality of an obliging friend. If agreeable, the suitor was thereby

' .\ Sekanais will never ilwell under the same roof as his married children 1
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married. If not, then the recipient of his favors was bound to return

an equivalent in kind.

Naturally enough, after having won his wife at such a cost, the

yoang husband was not ready to reject her without sufficient pro-

vocation, and it ma^ easily be conjectured that the prospect of having

to recommence anew a pi-otracted courtship, must have tended not a

little to render the matrimonial tie, if not sacred, at least more dur-

able among the Carriers than it was among the Sekanais. However,

it must be said that in case the wooing party was well connected, the

proceduie previous to acceptance was somewhat curtailed, and fi'e-

quently almost entirely dispensed with.

Polygamy flourished to a great extent among all of the tribes. The

moi'e exalted the man's rank, the more numerous would be his wives.

The father of the present chief of this place (Fort St. James, Stuart's

Lake) had as many as six wives at one time. Nevertheless, there

was alwiy.s one, not necessai-ily the first in priority of co-habitation,

who was regarded as superioi- to the others whom she then called her

younger sisters, receiving in return the title of elder sister from them.

Even polyandry was in honour conjointly with polygamy among the

Sekanais ; but remained unknown to the Carriei'S.

A i)eculiai"ity perhaps worthy of notice is that an Indian woman

will never say " my husband " when referring to her mate ; but will

invariably say "he" or "this child's father." Even men are quite as

prudish and will seldom be caught saying " my wife " in speaking of

their partner. Likewise both men and women feel a gi'eat reluctance

to tell their names and will generally I'ather use a round about de-

scription than the ap[)ropriate vocative.

VI.

I need hardly say that among the Denes the status of woman after

marriage was seldom preferable to her previous condition. For I take

it to be granted that^among most of the non-Christian peoples of the

day, as well as the various nations of antiquity, woman, under one

foim or another, is, and has ever been, very little short of her lord

and master's slave. While still a girl, she had of course, to render

her motlier such menial assistance as lay in her power ; but then she
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was generally taken good care of, well fed and well clothed, so as to

comniMnd a higher {)rice in the bachelor's niiiiket. Now that her

fate is sealed, she must he the real factotum of the household.

And well might she consiiler herself enjoying a holiday life, even

though very busy, when at her new home ; but it is chieHy when

travelling that life must become rather burdensome^ to her. Then

her lot is to pack all the family im])edimenta, while her husband,

gun in hand, gaily precedes heron the way trying to have an occasion-

al shot at game to diversify the menu of tlie evening meal. However,

let us not pity In-r beyond measure, for as she nevci- knew or even

dreamt of a better fate she does not murmur herself, neither does she

ever complain of her husband's ungallaut conduct. Besides, her

ability for this kind of labor has been developed from childhood, since

among the natives even the little ones are ti-ained to carry some of

the I'amily goods and chattels.

Her capacity for carrying heavy burdens lies in her ability to lire-

serve an accurate balancing of the load rather than in any great

muscular strength. The pack rests on the back, between the shoulders,

supported by a leather line which passes in a broad band across tlie

forehead and is secui'ed by the ends of the line being tied across the

chest.

It would however, be wrong to conclude that her daily toil is over

when at dusk the couple stop for the pui'po.se of camping. Then all

the woik in the. way of gathering firewood, erecting the temporary

lodge, cooking, etc., must be attended to by her, the man's duties and

attributes among the Den^s, when in their primitive state, being re-

stricted to hunting, eating and sleejiing

One must not however, infer from this that her lot was such that

she had absolutely no influence either in the family or the village

circles. Oftentimes the woman did exercise much influence, but then

it was not owing to hei- position as wife or mother, but generally on

account of her birth and her father's rank. Her marriage confei-red

no right or privileges upon her, nor did it give her any claim to her

husband's personal or landed piopei'ty. Man and wife were never

regarded as a moral unit, as crtstomary among us; but just in the
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same way as during their union, they continued to have their respec-

tive names, even so did the property of each ever remain distinctly

personal.

This, among the Denes, is twofold ; private and pei'Sonal, as clothes,

canoes, dogs, etc., and real or permanent as are the hereditary estates.

For to tlie i-ank of Tcenezoi oi' notable are attached hunting grounds,

the limits of wliich are very clearly defined. These are, by right,

held in proprietorship by the titular only ; but l)y a sort of tacit

concession, other heads of families of the same clan as the legitimate

proprietor share the visufruct thereof during his good pleasure. In

fact, they may be said to be, though of inferior rank, his co-associates,

hunting with and foi- him and receiving of the spoils only what he is

pleased to let them retain. As already stated, a woman by the fact

of her marriage, obtains no claim whatever to these lands, since they

could not be alienated or made over to a different clan, b^it, upon

their owner's death, they pass regularly into his nephew's possession,

failing whom, then to one of the previous titular's brothers, or, if

there is none living, to his sister or any fellow clansman before de-

signated by him.

As for the private property of the deceased notable, until quite

lecently his widow could not inherit even the least fraction thereof,

nor could she hold her own personal chattels, dress or working

implements ; they would be ruthlessly snatched away from her, nolens

volens, by her late husband's relatives, who would also claim and divide

among themselves all of the deceased's goods, even though his orphan-

ed children might thereby suffer. To be exact, however, I must add

that in case the deceased was the wife, her former husband, unless he

were a notable, would hardly be better treated. Even in these ex-

ceptional cases, the survivor would be expected, if only for decency's

sake, to make presents to his former wife's relatives.

Adoption is practised among the Denes ; but without any ceremon-

ial formalities, and does not involve the light to succession and

heredity thereby usual among most civilized people. Supposing the

dead notable to have left no brother or nephew, any other acceptable

member of his clan, even his sister would succeed him rather than

his adopted son, and then owing to the latter being regarded as belmig-
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ing to his adoj)tmg inotlier's cl.ui. In this case liowever, he could

claim the right to joint use of the hunting grounds together with the

heir who had inherited their real j)ro|)rietoishij».

Landed projierty is unknown among the Sekanais and PJastern

Nah'anes who are governed by father-right. Among them the eldest

son, or failing him, a surviving brother succeeds the deceased father

of a family as leader of the band while engaged in hunting. On the

other hand, although groups of related families ordinarily hunt in the

same mountains, streams or lakes as their ancestors, they do not

regard them as their exclusive property and will never contest the

right of others to hunt or traj) thereon.

VII.

As previously stated our Dent^s and, as a rule, all races of Abori-

gines T may say, are very fond of their little ones and. as a conse-

quence, Infanticide has been exceedingly rare among them. Never-

theless, a native custom now hajipijy discontinued, required an

exception in cases of twins, one of whom had to be disposed of, as

two childi-en at one birth were thought [)ortentous of ill and not

much less than a natural monstrosity.

When the period of confinement arrived, the mother would Ite de-

livered of her child without the helj) of a midwife, in any place and

under any circumstances—in her lodge or even while travelling, and

apparently without any pain. This was the almost invariable exper-

ience in former times; but truth obliges me to add that among the-

Carriers, the most civilized of the four tribes, women have not gained

much by the change in their diet and mode of living, inasmuch as

painful accouchements and even death, at childbirth, ai'e becoming

unhappily of too frequent occurence; still-born chihlren are also more

numerous than formerly.

Circumcision is unknown among the Western Den^s, and I have

never heard of any practice in favour among any tribe which could

be construed as a i-emnant thereof.

Formerly children were named a short time after their birth by

their parents or any person who was believed to have received, while
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•dreaming, supernatural communication as to the name they should he

known by. This was usual!}-, except in the case of girls, nidicative

of some peculiarity, the recalling of which was supposed to bring

good luck in hunting. When the child's parents were of i*ank or

influence, he was, at the occasion of one of their ceremonial banquets,

held up in the midst of the crowd by his or her maternal grandmother

and given a name previously borne by a maternal ancestor.

It is a well known fact, that among the Aborigines of both North

and South America, mothers never carry their infants in their arms,

but unifoi-mly pack them on their back. Our Denes are no exception

to this rule. The Chilh;!^otin mothers manufacture as receptacles for

their babes, pretty little osier baskets or cradles generally placed in

closely fitting deer hide coverings, wherein the infant is tightly laced,

much as a little mummy. A birch bark conduit leading to an oritice

in the narrow end of the ci'adle pi-events its contents from remaining

in an unhealthy condition. In this respect they are decidedly ahead

of the Carriers who only use swaddling clothes tirmly secured around

the infant.

Parental authority, either maternal or paternal, may be cori'ectly

qualified as nil or thereabouts, except among the Carriers and

Chilh;)^otins, when it is a question of mai-riage. The parents are under

any circumstances very averse to inflicting punishments on their oti-

spiing when young, and cannot well expect to be able to control them

when they become full grown.

" Fecund-like an Irishwoman," the female Dene would soon glory

in a numerous family were she only to take pro2)er liygienic pre-

cavitions and wean her child after a reasonable period of suckling.

But, even at the present time, unless physically unable to do so, she

will nurse it as long as three and four years, sometimes longer

!

However, were it not for periodical visitations of contagious diseases

formerly unknown, the native population would soon increase in a

fair ratio, as will be seen by the following table of the births and

deaths of this place for the last years. The population was exactly

140 by the last (31st December 1888) census.
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Table of the Births and Deaths at Nakaztli (Stuart Lake).^

EXCE«.S Excess
YEAH. Dkaths. Births. OK OK

De.\tos. Births

1885. 3 8 5
1886. 1 3 4 1

1887.
,

1 4 .3

1888. 1

1

.5 G 1

Total. 12 22 10

Even uioie satisfkctoiy data could he recorded of otlier Carrion*

villages whose population aie in conditions more favorable to natural

increase. But I regret to be unable to furnish the reader with vital

statistics of the four tribes or any whole tribe. However, I think

the above a fair specimen of the average variations in the nutive

population as far as the Carriers are concerned. As for the Chilh;^-

otins, it must be admitted that they do not keep abreast of the Carriei s

in natural increase, whilst it is certain that the Sekanais who used to

hunt on this side of the Rocky Mountains have, for the last few years,

been declining in numbers at a rather disquieting rate.

VIII.

The staple food of the Western Denes before the introiluction of

civilization and its concomitants, may be desciibed under three heads :

Fish, Meat and Berries, to which correspond the co-relative pursuits

of Fishing, Hunting and Collecting.

Salmon is to the Carrier and Chilh_;^otin what seal is to the Esqui-

maux, rice to the Chinaman and wheat to the white man. Give them

a large run of salmon, and abundance with its logical associates, rejcjic-

ing, feasting and dancing reign in the camp; cut oft' the supply, iind

there will be famine and desolation, silence in the village and mel.m-

choly in all he;irts.

Only two species of salmon are believed to come u|) as fai' as

Stuart's Lake through the Eraser and iti affluents ; they iire the red

'Children who died in the year of their birth are not counted in the above table. It is also

but V'roper to note that, thoujjh last year an ay:gravated form of measles attacked all the children

of this village below, and some above, the age of 15, yet, thanks chiefly to the adoption and en-

foiX'enient of stringent and prudential measures, only two of them who were at the time away
with their parents in the woods succumbed to the disease.
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fleslied salmon (Sahno Quinnat) or suck eye and the large white

fleshed salmon (Sahno j)'>'ote^is . . . ) called Kes by the natives.

The first species is to them the fish par excellence, and so they call it

thallo, the water-fish. To catch it, the river is staked across in its

whole width, as is practised by the Kamtschadals, and the fish are

driven into hurdle corrals terminating in long bottle-shaped baskets

from which esca])e is imyjossible. To preserve them they also follow

the Kamtschadals' method. After having cut the fish open and ex-

tracted the spine and vertebrte with the flesh adherent thereto, they

dry it beneath a rough pine covered shed, by the action of the sun

and air largely aided by the tire and smoke underneath.

I]i some places where the stream contracts to an insignificant

width and in escaping from its rocky embankment produces a fall

dee]i enough to temporarily impede the salmon's course upwards, the

Carriers simply bridge the fall over and with bark ropes, suspend

therefrom a sort of lattice, seven or eight feet wide, the lower ex-

tremity of which is curved up like a pot-hanger. When the fish

attempts to jump over the fall, he strikes the lattice barrier and drops

back into the basket-like bottom.

To get the Kes or white fleshed salmon which is not so gregarious,

the Carriers use a bone harpoon of a somewhat unique pattern of

which figure I will give a correct idea. Standing on rocks or light

scaffolding projecting in the river—they spy the fish as it winds its

way up stream and spear it with said harpoon fastened for the pur-

pose to a shaft 12 or 15 feet long. In shallow sti'eams, they cautious-

ly wade in the water and dexterously launch their weapon at the

fish, thereby securing for it increased velocity and additional length

-of reach. Instead of the harpoon the Chilh;!^otins employ a double

dart made of mountain sheep's horn (figure 3.) which, when it fastens

in the flesh of the salmon, detaches itself from the forked shaft to

which it is securely tied by a plaited i-aw-hide line.

They also obtain small fish, such as trout, white fish, carp, kesoel

(a small S])ecies of salmonidse), etc., by means of nets which, when

thoroughly of aboi-iginal manufact ire, are made of the spun fibre of

aiettle, red willow bark or of a semilignous plant they call hwonojth'a,

the Epilohium angusti Jlorium of Botanists.

9
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Wlieii engaged in the salniou fishin:.; they ordinarily congregate at

the most suitable place near their respective villages in order to make
and repair in common the barriere or wood pole staking across the

stream while the " kuntzi " or cylindrical Vmskets are individually set

by heads of families in the place assigned them by traditional right.

In the same way when trout fishing is conducted on a huge scale, as

is usual when in the fall of the year, they gather their winter supply,

each family or aggregate of homogeneous families, has its own parti-

cular shot in the livers or in the vicinity of islands in the lakes from

which tliey are not at liberty to wander in search of a better position.

Fishing in the winter is a rather uncomfortable occupation. Having

previously cut a hole in the ice of about one foot in diameter' our

Dene stretches himself thereover on the frozen surface. He then

holds \\\) with the left hand a small stick to which is suspended bone

imitations of fry (figure 4.) which he gently o.scillates in the water,

so as to give them a life like appearance. He will j)atiently wait well

wrap))ed up in his blanket for the larger fish to Itite, even though it

may be 30° or more below zero of Fahrenheit. If fortune favouis

him, he speedily spears his fi.sh with the bone harpoon already s])oken

of, which in this case is only four times larger than that of figiu-e 2,

and fixed in a short handle.

A more interesting mode of fishing is when, during the cool S[)ring

nights, the Carriers lazily glide over their country lakes carrying in

their canoes flaming pine torches which have the effect of attracting

fish of every description, and by dazzling and, as it were, charming

them, render them an easy i)rey to the harpoon.

The Sekanais disdain fish of any kind and regard fishing as a de-

grading occupation unworthy of a hunter. They live almost entirely

on moose, cariboo, bear, marmot or beaver meat with lynx and rabbits

in their season.

IX.

Before the North West Company's advent in the country, there

was very little fur-hunting done save what was indispensable to

the family's subsistence and clothing, and even then among the two

> Formerly this was done by means of heated stones.
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most southern tribes, it was done only in summer time. For, sti-ange

as it may appear, before Sir Alexander MacKenzie's discovery of

New Caledonia in 1793, snow shoes were unknown except among the

Sekanais and Nah'ands. Locomotion among the Western Denes is

ordinai'ily hj walking in very narrow paths though the Chilh^otins

and Southern Carriers now travel not unfrequently on lioi-seback.

More commonly however, the Carriers utilize as public high-ways the

numerous lakes which dot their country, whether it be summer or

winter time. They use "dug-out" canoes made of the hollowed out

trank of a large cotton wood tree (^Abies suhalpina). There is no

artistic mei'it in their design, which is of a rather rough description,

for we must not forget that " dug-outs " ai-e among them a recent im-

poi'tation from the East.^ In the beginning of this century they used

only birch bark canoes.

Another mode of travelling, proper to the cokl season, is by means

of light toboggans or sleds drawn by three or four dogs trotting along

in Indian file. These animals (which are now of differen.t breeds)

are very serviceable to the natives; for, even during the summer,

when families are en route for their hiinting grounds, their canine

companions are compelled to assist the women in packing part of their

master's baggage, firmly secured with lines to their sides.

The chief object of our Denes' pui'suit when hunting is beaver.

Since they have learned the commercial value of fur, they have waged

such a constant war on this valuable animal that he i-i practically and

rapidly verging towards ultimate extinction. It is during the winter

months, as well as after the opening of the si)ring, that beaver hunt-

ing is practised on the most extensive scale. Once they have found

his lodge, an indispensable preliminary to secure his capture is to dis-

cover the exact location of his path or trail under ice. It appears

that he follows well marked routes when swimming from, or return-

ing to, his winter quarters. These our Denes easily find out by

sounding the ice in different directions with cariboo horns. Their

well exercised ears readily discover by a peculiar resonance of the ice

where the rodent's usual path lies. So, at a given point, they cut a

1 Some sixty or seventy years ago, a party of Iroquois having' crossed the Kocky Mountains

reached Lake Tatlh'a in two wooden canoes which at once excited the curiosity and covetousness

of a band of Carriers who killed the strangers for the sake of their canoes. These having been

brought here (Stuart's Lake) served as models for the building of the first home made "dug-outs.
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hole wheieiu they set their liabiche beaver net, taking care to attach

thereto a switcli—the chief end of whicli, issuing from the water, is

provided with several small bells.^ Then the hunter (should I not

say the tisher?) proceeds to demolish the beaver's lodge, in order to

drive him off. Should the game not be found there, the same operation

is lepeated at his adjoining provision store. When tlie undulations

of the water tell of his presence therein, he is frightened away to

where the net is set. Supposing that the beaver is swifter than his

hunter and reaches the net before the latter, the efforts he will make

to extiicate himself therefrom will agitate the small bells before

mentioned, and the hunter will immediately make for the hole and

draw him out before he has time to cut himself clear of the net.

In the spring—besides occasional shooting—spearing and trapping

are the two modes adopted in catching the beaver. To spear him,

they em])loy a bone barljed harpoon, such as that delineated in

figure 5 which, being securely fastened to a long shaft, is launched

at the game from a distance to ensure greater speed and impetus to

the weapon.

When trapping they resort to no remarkable device save that, with

the object of attracting the beaver, they dilute the mud contiguous

to the steel trap in one of the beaver's favorite haunts, with jnilver-

ized castorum which they keep in decanter-like birch baik bottles,

figure 6.

More nomadic game such as lynx, martens, fishei-s, etc., are caj)tured

by means of snares in their most beaten paths.'- The larger game

—

bears, moose and cariboo, etc., are usually chased with dogs, often for

a full flay at a time before they are brought to bay and shot. Bears

are also frequently taken in snares.

The Sekanais, owing to the peculiar topography of their country,

hunt cariboo on a larger scale, and with more satisfactory results.

They previously set in a continuous line 40 or 50 moose hide snares

in suitable defiles or pa.sses in the mountains frequented by the

animals. Two of the most active hunters are then deputed to watch at

either end of the line, after which the hunters, who usually number

1 These have replaced the beaver nails and pebbles of former times.

2 The larger proportion, however, of fishers and martens are taken by means of wooden fall

traps.
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fifteen or more, drive the band of deer or cariboo to where the snares

are set and, by loud shouting and firing of guns, they scare and

thereby force the reluctant game to pass through the noose which at

once contracts around their necks. The deer immediately scamper away

with the moveable sticks, to which the snares are attached, and which,

being soon caught among fallen or standing trees or other obstacles,

cause the caught animal to stop suddenly with the result of being

strangled to death in a short time.

Besides the aforesaid game, which is indigenous to the country

occupied by the four tribes in question, every recurring spring and

fall bring the Carriers large numbers of geese and many varieties of

ducks to diversify their daily diet. For a couple of weeks or more,

there is shooting in almost every point of the compass and generally

not without effect. As for grebes which every spring gather in very

large numbers at the outlet of the lakes and more particularly of this

(Stuart's) lake, a more economic plan is acted on to effect their capture.

Taking advantage of the fact that these water fowl are very gregar-

ious and will seldom migrate northwards before the lake is free from

ice, the natives set common fish nets on the surface of the water and,

manning eight to ten canoes at a time, they surround and drive them

into the nets. This is a very exciting exercise and at the same time

prolific of good results, as a catch of a hundred head at a single draw-

ing of the net is not deemed very marvellous.

The grebes having been stri[)ped of their feathers, their fat is ex-

tracted when raw and converted into cakes of more or less consistency,

part of which is called in requisition from time to time to do duty as

"j9M?ie??<" to season their preserved berries.

X.

The Denes find a valuable resource in the various species of berries

which yearly ripen in profusion in almost every part of their immense

forests. Conspicuous among them, either by its abundance or its

property of long keeping, and its consequent value as an addition to

the native stores of winter supplies, is the service-berry (A))ielauchier

alnifoUa). Indeed the Carriers often designate it by the simple appel-

ation of vii, that is the fruit. Every fall, the women gather large

quantities of them in birch bark baskets. These berries are preserved
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either sun-dried or compressed into thin cakes somewhat resembling-

large flat plugs of toVjacco. This is done by a process which, if

primitive, is not the less complicated. When the fruit has been

collected in sufficient quantities, they build on the ground a sort of

large boiling vessel with spruce bai'k supported by sticks driven into

the soil. This being tilled with service-berries, they throw in heated

stones which in a few moments, will have the double effect of boiling-

and pressing down the fruit whose juice escapes through a narrow

conduit at the bottom side of the Vjoiler into an adjoining flat vessel

also made of the same material. When the liquid is thus all extract-

ed, the residue of the larger vessel is thoroughly kneaded ; after which

it is spread out in thin layers on willow hurdles previously covered

with epi/ohinm leaves and then exposed to the action of the sun and

air. By freipiently spiinkling the residue witli the juice of the berry

it coagulates into large cakes of almost uniform thickness. These

when thoroughly prepai-ed will keep for years, and when sprinkled

over witli a little sugar, it is of tempting succulency even to others

than Indians.

They also treat in about the same way the yenthcemi
( Vaccinium

nliginosum, bog bill-berry), a species of small blue-berry, very sweet

and juicy when fresh ; but these they boil in common kettles and

spread the jam on small hurdles without having i)reviously extracted

the juice. Sevei-al other species of berries which it is not necessary

to enumerate are also preserved in a similar manner.

Another welcome addition to the Denes' larder is the Krennih or

cambium layer of the scrub pine (P. contorta). This they get at

by Vjarking the tree with a cariboo horn or shoot thereof (figure 7.)

and then scraping off the cambium in thin ribbon like shavings

which, after undergoing the usual drying process, will retain for quite

a time much of its original freshness, although indubitably savouring

of gum, or perhaps owing to that flavour, it is considered very whole-

some. They also eat the growing shoots of the willow herb, [Epilohium

heracleum) and other plants indigenous to their country.

Besides the above mentioned berries and economic plants, many
roots containing more or less starch, were formerly, and are still to a

great extent, sought after, dried and stowed away. The Chilh;(otins
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and Southern Carriers liaA-e two species of potato-like tubers, identical

in nature and taste, though differing in shape and name. One

'.{esrouh in Cliilh^j^otin) is elongated and closely resembles a diminutive

"lady-finger" potato. The other is spheroidal and called switi by

the Chilh;:^otins. Both kinds are dug out by the women with T
shaped sticks and dried in large quantities. These edible roots are

not found in the Sekanais' nor in the greater part of the Cai-riers'

territory. But the latter possess a substitute in the root of a species

of fern not so plentiful, but of a larger size. They call it 'ah. It is

not dried. but eaten fresh and baked a Vetouffee in this wise: The

natives dis: out a hole about three feet in diameter in the sjround,

pave its bottom with heated stones over which they strew chips of

alder bark, and then fill it up with the i-oots. The whole is then

covered with earth and the roots will be ready for the table (or rather

the mat) tea or twelve hours later, that is, when entirely cooled down.

They claim that this root when thus prepared is really most excellent

and it is greatly relished. They also eat the esculent bulb of a kind

of reddish lily [Tsachoen'^).

It is almost needless to mention the fact that none of the Dene

"tribes originally cultivated the soil. Of late years, however, the

Chilh;^otins and Carriers have made laudable efforts to raise potatoes

and a few vegetable roots wherever practicable. The former, whose

land and climate are more adaptable to agriculture, now reap tolerably

good wheat crops. They also possess large bands of cayouse horses

which graze annually on the famous bunch grass of their extensive

table-lands. As for the Nah'anes and Sekanais as a rule, they know
Tioi'ses only by name (Chicho, big dog) and have never yet grown a

single potato.

XL

A paper, however imperfect, on the Sociology of Indian tribes

would hardly be complete without at least a reference to their arts

and industries. As these were not of a multifarious nature among

our Dends, I shall be rather short on that head. Besides, I have

already, in several instances, touched ni)on some of their industries,

IThisis the Erythronium Esculentum which, according to Lapcrouse and other travellers,

ithe Kanitschadals and the Yenissei Tartars so greatly relish.
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and here I take the liberty to refer the reader to wJiat 1 have said of

their costumes, their habitations, the implements they use in lumting

and fishing, and their divers methods of preserving berries and edil)le

roots.

The Carriers who, since the advent of the whites, have proved to

te the most amenable to civilization, of the four tribes treatetl of

may be said to have been formerly the least industrious. Among them>

we find no trace of basket work of any kind, and they formerly im-

ported from the coast some of the most useful of their working

implements such as axes and adzes. Owing to the ab.sence of moun-

tain goat in their country, they also depended upon the Sekanais and

the Atnas for their supply of spoons and other household utensils

which, among the Aborigines, are usually manufactured from the

''horns of that animal.

Birch bark was substituted among them for willow basket work.

They employed it in making vessels or dishes of any size and shape

;

the fibrous roots of spruce split in four parts was used in lieu of

thread. One kind of these vessels, remarkal>le by the absence of &ny~

seam (the bark being simply folded up on its four corners and so re-

tained by a split encircling switch) did service as a kettle or boiler.

Therein they boiled meat or roots as they now do in tin and coj^per

kettles, but with the difference that they had to kee[) it away from

the flames. They are still loud in their praise of its usefulnes.s as a

rapid boiler. On grand occasions, they were replaced by lai-ge spruce

bark vessels built on the ground or squai-e wooden boxes imported

from among the Atnas wherein, when tilled with water and meat,,

heated stones were repeatedly thrown until tlie meat was boiled.

Instead of bark vessels, the Chilh;>^otins use spruce root for making-

neat and sometimes elaborately ornamented baskets and other ves.sels

which are impermeable to water, indeed one kind, which may con-

tain eight or nine gallons, serves to keep water for household puTpo.ses.

I regret to be unable to minutely describe their method of weaving

the spruce splints, not having any of these baskets in my collection

of Indian cm-iosities, and having neglected to watch their mode of

working when stationed among them in years past. I had ample-

opportunities to do so. However, I am stronglj' inclined to believe-
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that tliey are coiled or woven according to the method described and

illustra,ted by Professor 0. Mason in the Smithsonian Report for 1884/

bnt with this difference that all those T have seen among the Chilh-

;i^otins are broad-mouthed and wallet-like instead of having the shape

of a jar characteristic of the specimen illustrated by the learned

Professor.

Another industry more diffused among the Western Den^s is the

weaving or knitting of rabbit skins into robes or blankets. They

begin the process by cutting each skin with the hair on in one single

narrow strip which they knit or rather twist and weave on wooden

frames of the required size.

Their mocassins, gloves and mittens are of cariboo or deer skin

dressed in this wise : After having subjected the skin when fresh to

a slight drying process, they scrape off any particle of flesh or fat

adherent thereto with a bear bone chisel-like tool such as that

illustrated by figure 8. Then, the hair is i^emoved with a scraper-

formed of the tibia of a caiiboo (figure 9.) after which it is thoroughly

rubbed with the brain of the animal and put aside until needed for

immediate use. In that event, after having passed a night soaked in

cold water, it is subjected to several rinsings in warm water alternat-

ing with repeated scrapings until, being quite dry, soft and pliable,

it is given the form of a bag and placed over a fire or rather the

smoke of vegetable detritus started in a hole in the ground. When
it has been thus thoroughly smoked on both sides, it is ready for use-

The same process is followed when tanning or dressing moose skins

except that owing to the peculiar tenacity of the hair, a short curved

knife is used instead of the bone sci^aper. Out of these skins they

make the bear and cariboo snares mentioned in a previous paragraph.

These snares consist simply of babiche-like ropes twisted together

into a line which is outwardly protected from moisture by the inner

bark of the red willow wrapped around it. The Chilh^^otins plait,

instead of twisting these lines and thus obtain very neat and strong

ropes.

As if conscious of their inferiority as workmen, the Western

Denes made but few attempts at carving. Yet, in some of their

1 Annual Report, etc. Part ii., p. 294. Plate v.
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ceremonies they used wooden masks and castanets or rattles which

were not devoid of merit as works of art. I liave none of these in

my possession, and will simply refer the Sociologist to the specimens

ilrawn in Plates vi. and ix. illustrating Mr. G. M. Dawson's mono-

gi'aph of the Kaidah Indians.^ The masks of our Den^s, minus the

ears, were identical in shape with those of the aforesaid Plates,

whilst their rattles were only somewhat plainer in design than those

used by the Kaidah s.

The Dene knives were ordinarily made of the common arrow-head

flint, but those made of beaver teeth were more esteemed.

As already hinted, axes were not home-made, at least among the

<3arriei*s, and the few cutting tools then in use among them were in.

the possession of the notables alone. The commune vulgus had re-

course to fire in order to cut their firewood and the few .slender poles

or logs required for the erection of their lodges. With the exception

of the Chilh;!(otins, they did not even know of the elongated stone

hammer, formerly so common among other American aborigines.

As for copper they obtained it by barter with Indians from the

coast ; but its use among them was restricted to the manufacture of

trinkets, bracelets and hair-pincers. Apropos of copper, the Carriers

of some localities have the following legend respecting its discovery

and introduction among them. They contend that in times not very

remote, all the Indians (themselves among the rest) congregated at a

certain point of the sea coast around a tower-like copper mountain,

emerging from the niidst of the water. Their object was to decide

which tribe should become the possessor thereof. When all had

united in shouting, the mountain, after a time, began gradually to

totter and the Kaidahs who are blessed with big heads and strong

voices, caused it to fall on their side. " Thus it was," they add, " that

those Indians won or secured the cojiper mountain, and we have ever

since been obliged to have recourse to tliem for what sve require of

that metal to make bracelets for our wives and daughters."

1 Geological Survey of Canada, Reports for 1878-79. Appendix A.
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XII.

The only j)ursuit for which our D^ne may be said lo have been

amply provided with home-made implements was war and its allied

occupation, hunting. The offensive weapons in use among them were

arrows, spears, lances and casse-tetes.

Their arrows were of two kinds : bone and flint. The first were

made of the front teeth of the beaver reduced by scraping to the

required shape. They were reputed the most effective. Figure 10

represents flint arrow heads of different sizes, forms and material.

They are produced here for the sake of comparison with those used

by the mound-builders of Illinois and other States of the American

Union with which they will be found identical in shape and material,

though a distance of at least two thousand miles separates the

aborigines who made them. These arrow points are all drawn to the

natural size and they are therefore somewhat smaller than those of

the mound-builders. The two marked A and B may be described as

the typical arrow-heads of the Western Denes and are of the blackish

resonant flint genei'ally used in the fabrication of aboriginal weapons.

C and D are composed of a semi-translucent bluish variety of sil-

iceous stone not so common and consequently more prized than the

ordinary arrow flint. E represents the most beautiful of all the

Dene arrow-heads in my possession. It has been ingeniously chipped

from a hard crystalline species of flint, and its form and finish display

evidences of, I should say, exceptionally good workmanship. Some

are also formed of a whitish siliceous pebble ; but the points made
therewith are, as a rule, of a rather rough description.

The Denes likewise used another sort of offensive weapon which

they called Lhiliiladinla, that is, " fixed at the end of the bow." Its

name explains its nature. It was of common flint chipped to the

shape of figure 11 and sometimes of figure 12. They brought it

into requisition when too closely pi-essed by the enemy to shoot, and

used it as a spear. Besides, they possessed also the regular spear or

lance of which figure 12 is a reduced representation.

All these weapons were obtained by chipping the flint with a moose

molar tooth without any previous blocking. As a rule, these abori-
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gines used only loose pieces of the Hint, which were collected for or

by the notables, and then handed to the village arrow-smith for

i-eduction to the required size and shape, and, as a finishing process,

the edges were generally sharpened l)y friction on a hai-d stone.

However, the only really polished stone implement of Dene manu-

facture was the ecellt or " casse tete " of which figui-e 13 will give an

idea. The specimen thereby illustrated is of a hard granite stone,

A variety of that weapon, similar in form, but more elongated (being

at least twice as long) was usually made of cariboo horn.

Apart from the common arrows, the Carriers made use of two

other varieties of missiles of Sekanais origin. Both kinds were made

from Cariboo horns. Tiie first of these called kacho&nkwcelh (cut

arrow) by the Carriers, was awl-like in form and not less than six

inches in length. The broader exti-emity thereof was hollowed out

to receive a wooden shaft which served to dart it off from the bow

like a common arrow, with this difference however that, when in

motion, the horn point detached itself from the shaft. This projectile

was deadly and intended only for use against an enemy or for killing

lai'ge game. To shoot smaller game such as grouse, rabbits, etc.,

they had recourse to a curiously wrought tiiple arrow fastened to the

shaft similar to that delineated in figirre 1 4.

As defensive weapons they used two kinds of armours and a shield.

The latter was oval in form like the Roman clypeus and generally

made of closely interwoven branches of Amelauchier alnifolia. They

gave it the name of kelatlunn (that which is held with the hand).

While on the war-path, they also wore a kind of armour or cuirass

consisting of dried sticks of the same kind of wood, arranged in

parallel order and kept together with babiche lines interlaced in

sevei'al places. This was common to the Kaidahs and other coast

Indians. Another sort of armour, indigenous to the Dend nation,

was the peo'sta (wherein one sits). This had the form of a sleeveless

tunic falling to the knees so that it aftbrded protection to the whole

body save the head :—in hard fights the Dends invariably shot kneel-

ing. The armour or cuirass was of moose skin which, when sewn,

according to the proper pattern, was soaked in water, then repeatedly
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Tubbed on the sandy shores of a stream or lake and dried with the

sand and small pebbles adherins; thereto, after'which it was thoroughly

•coated with a species of very tenacious glue, the principal ingredient

of which was boiled isinglass obtained from the stui'geon. Being

again before drying subjected to a thorough rubbing over sand, it

received a new coating of the aforesaid glue. When tliis process had

been repeated thi'ee or four times, it formed an armour perfectly in-

vulnerable to arrows over the parts which were thiis protected.

All these weapons and armours were in use among the Western

Den^s, immediately prior, and even for some time subsequent, to the

discovery of their country by Sir Alexander MacKenzie's party. ^

XIII.

It would scarcely be proper to speak of war as an institution

obtaining among the pre-histoiic Western Denes. Although the var-

ious tribes despised and mistrusted each other, general fights were

rare enough, and as surprises constituted the main part of their

system of warfare, it followed that success was, as a rule, on the side

of the assailants. Sometimes the whole population of a village would

be massacred in a single night. In that event, the victors would

chant their hymn of victory, generally impi'ovised on the spot and

composed of the last words uttered by their victims. After their

return from the fray, they would also repeat it dancing for several

nights in succession. In no instance was scalping resorted to, at

least, on this side of the Rockies.

Such general massaci-es, however, were not of very frequent occur-

1 Abbe E. Petitot in his " Appendiee relatif aux armes de pierre des Indiens arctiques " pre-

•sented in 1875 to the Paris Geographical Societj' states that the Denes of the Great MacKenzie

Basin know only by tradition some of the above described war weapons, as well as the wooden

masks spoken of in the pre^'ious paragraph. The two most northern triljes of the whole nation,

the Loucheux or Kut-chins and the Hares contend, he says, that they formerly dwelt among a

powerful nation which oppressed them and whose warriors wore the j)eajsto which he graphically

describes without knowing that it was used here but a comi^aratively short time ago. Would
not this be evidence tending to prove that the aforesaid Dtne's migrations might have been

North-Eastwards instead of Southward as, I think, is commonly believed? The learned Abbe

is evidently mistaken when he affirms that none of these defensive weapons were used by the

Denes since their probable arrival on this continent. Because Samuel Hearne and MacKenzie

who travelled in time of peace did not actually observe any of these weapons and cuirasses

among the natives they visited, it does not follow that they were not used by them when on the

war path. Indeed, many of the present older inhabitants of this lake, have seen in actual use

all of the arms, offensive or defensive which I have endeavoured to describe.
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rence. Mora commonly (and I should say quite often), the brothers

and near relatives of a man whose death was attributed to the secret

machinations of a Toeyen or medicine-man of a different village,

would go armed cap-a-])ie and kill the supposed autlior of their

relative's death. As a natural consequence, his co-clansmen would

come en masse to avenge his murder and then a regular battle would

take place, inasmuch as both sides would be prepared for the occasion.

The logical result of this was that security was rather precarious and

friendly intercourse, even between neighbouring villages, was not as

frequent as the short distance separating some of them would lead

one to expect.

In no case was a whole tribe found united and, a fortiori two allied

tribes confederated, against a common enemy. And this leads me to

enter upon the subject of the Denes' social institutions.

I may as well state at once that no form of government, in the

strict sense of the term, nor any ])olitical organisation of any kind

ever existed among them. Not only were the various tribes of the

same stock entirely independent of one another, biit even no tie of

any sort ever connected the different villages of the Carriers, Chilh;^-

otins and Western Nah'anes. The clans or gentes outstepped indeed

the village limits ; but they were social rather than political. For,

though a member of anyone of them could claim recognition from any

person of the same clan, however distant his village, he owed

allegiance to no constituted head thereof.

Authority was represented in each locality by the college of

Tcenezas or notables which, mutatis mutandis, may be compared to

the nobility of European nations. Their rank was strictly hereditary

and was shared in by their children who were called aizkezas. The

possible successor to the position however, was only the toeneza's eldest

maternal nephew, whom he would generally bring up and educate

himself in view of his future position. Should he have no such

nephew, a younger brother, or failing him, even a maternal niece would

regularly succeed him.

The notables were the sole pi'oprietors of the tribe's hunting

grounds, and as their name indicates ("the only men" is the nearest
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equivalent therefor), tliey were regarded as the only men entitled to

be heard upon any topic of interest to the tribe. Theirs was the

privilege to use a hereditary name, to which was attached a particular

song handed down from generation to generation ; to dance first to

the tune of said chant ; and the privilege also of wearing insignia

distinctive of their rank ; to be assigned an honorable place in the

ceremonial "pot-latches;" and, lastly, the right to ))acify belligerents,

settle disputes and otherwise exercise some authority in their respective

villages.

By " authority " however, I should not be understood as meaning

the strict right or power to command with the implicit co-relative of

absolute and instantaneous obedience —except when it was a question

of territorial rights. As there was scarcely any sanction to their

injunctions, and no definite punishment for disregard of the same,

it follows that the power of the notables was more persuasive than

obligatory. Nevertheless, some instances are reltited of notables who

shot dead fellow villagers, who were unmindfal of their orders, with-

out having had to answer "tooth for tooth" for the blood they shed.

On the other hand, it was very seldom that their orders were des-

jDised. especially if seconded by some influential person—the natives

instinctively submit to properly supported authority.

There were more than one of these notables belonging to the same

clan and village and they wei'e all of the same i-ank. It frequently

happened indeed that one of them exercised prominent authority in

the village, more generally than otherwise on account of his reputed

wealth and liberality— but even such notable was more p7'io7' inter

]mres than the possessor of the titles and attributes distinctive of the

modern chiefs.

This organization was common to all the Western Denes excejtt

the 8ekanais aiid Eastern Nah'anes who pass thoir lives in incessant

peregrinations, at the command of their natural leaders, the eldest

among the fathers of the families ordinarily concerting with the whole

band.
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XIV.

The iJ^nes of the old stock were generrtlly I )ng livei). As a proof

of this, I need only to adduce the fact that last year there died at

this place a man who remembered the arrival in this country of Sir

Alexander MacKenzie in 1793. Many of the diseases which have

since proved so fatal to the aborigines were then unknown. Those

which sometimes A-isited them, had in the vegetable kingdom their

known antidotes, the quintessence of which may be comprised in the

word "purgative." They possessed also valued astringents in the

castorum ])ods of tlie beaver and iu the roots of heracleum, etc.

When these remedies, joined to the incantations of the " medicine-

man" failed and death seemed imminent, the inoribund's relatives

were hastily summoned around Ids death bed. Supposing he was

a tceneza the above mentioned hereditary family song was struck up

by some person outside of his clan and was continued by exo-clansmen

till he expired, while his relatives would then rend the air with many

doleful wailings. As soon as he had passed away, two young men

also of a different clan, were deputed to announce the news to the

neighbouring villages. All of the people of these places that were

fellow-clansmen of the departed notable were then expected to make

presents to the messengers as a compensation for their ti-ouble, after

which the whole population would turn out in a bodv and come for-

ward to mourn the defunct tceneza arouud the remains and at the

same time console his relatives. To this end, while the deceased co-

clansmen were lameiiting their lo.ss, a man of another clan would rise

from the crowd and commence to dance to the tune of an improvised

song. This was intended as a diversion to the mourners' feelings,

and, as the strictest point of the Carriers' moral law is " nothing for

nothing," the latter would immediately throw at the dancer any object

he might intentionally mention in his chant and which thus became

his property. Tliis dance and giving away being repeated several

times on several consecutive nights, the strangers would, if in winter-

time (or even during the summer, if the mourners were not prepared

for the occasion) leturn to their respective villages, ^and the remains

would be provisionally placed at some distance from the habitations

under a ])ark roof-like "shelter" bv the side of which the widow
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would erect for herself and children a small hut of similar form and

material.

Thenceforth hers was a miserable lot indeed. From the very

moment of her husband's decease to the time (two or three years

later) of the final giving away of property in his honor, she was the

s]a^e of her brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law, one of whom would at

once cut her hair to the roots and take care to renew the operation

whenever needed as a badge of the abject condition of her widowhood

She was also obliged to wear ragged clothes, and in case she was

young and likely to re-marry when the period of mourning ceased,

decency constrained her to pollute her face with gum lest her guardians

(so they wei'e called) should suspect her of desires vnisuited to her

condition. Meantime, she would be her master's real factotum and

the women especially would endeavour to I'ender her life as unbeai'able

as possible, leaving her no other " pi-ivilege "
(?) than that of nightly

bewailing in as loud tones as she could for her departed husband.

Men who had lost their wives were obliged to undergo the same

ordeal, though treated somewhat more humanely than the weaker sex.

When the future successor of the dead notable had succeeded in

gathering a goodly amount of dressed moose and other skins and

]n'ovisioris, the inhabitants of all the surrounding villages were in-

vited to witness the cremation of the corpse (such was the way the

Carriers and Western Nah'anes disposed of their dead). The funeral

pile being kindled in the outskirt of the village by men not belonging

to the deceased's clan (who wei'e paid on the spot by the latter's

relatives) the widow was obliged by custom to embrace the remains

of her late husband even though surrounded by the flames, amidst

the bowlings and wailings of his fellow-clansmen. When momentar-

ily withdrawn by the bystanders, etiquette demanded from her

repeated endeavours to burn herself along with the remains. Supposing

she had not been a good wife, she was in many cases jostled by the

mourners, and sometimes horribly disfigured with the view to diminish

her chances of re-marriage. The cremation over, a bark hut was

built on the spot and everybody would retire except the widow who
had to dwell there during the period of her bondage. In the evening

following the cremation, as a rule, woiild take place the " pot-latch
"

according to the rites which shall be described in the next paragraph.

10
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Among the Carriers, tlie late notable's relations would, on the

morrow, while shedding many a dntiful tear, carefully pick uj) from

among the ashes of the pyre, the few remaining charred bones and

hand them to the widow, who would, till the time of her liberation

from her widow's bondage, constantly pack or carry them in a small

satchel. Hence the name (Carriers) of these Indians. Men though

reduced to a modified bondage during the mourning period for their

wives, had not, however, to submit to this latter formality.

The procedure just described was—barring the ceremonial peculiar

to a notable—the same in the case of all ordinary Carriers. But it

differed widely among the Sekanais. These Indians, owing to their

dislike to fish and their need of securing fiesh supplies of meat,

could never remain for any length of time at the same place. So.

when they thought the death of a sick member of the band was

certain to occur in the near future ; they simply placed close to him

as much provisions as they could spare, and, having erected with con-

iferous b)-anehes a sort of barrier to shelter their path from his gaze

(which was considered ominous to the party), they would abandon him

to his fate. Should he die before their departure, they would lower

his hut down upon and thus cover his remains and start at once for

another locality. Supposing the deceased was an influential person

dear to the band, they would hollow a kind of cofiin out of a large

spruce tree and suspend his remains therein, on the forks formed by

the branches of two contiguous trees. Some instances are also re-

counted in which the remains of such persons were closed up in a

standing position in the hollow trunk of a large tree while in its

natural state. The lid or door of these primitive coffins was usually

formed of a s})lit piece of wood which, when strongly laced with long

switches of red willow, held it to the trunk of the tree in its original

shape.

Bondage consequent upon widowhood was not practised by the

Sekanais, nor wei'e the various ceremonies accompanying succession

to rank and title observed among them.
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XV.

The most inveterate among all the ceremonial customs of the

Carriers, one which in some localities has remained proof against

prohibitions from both the civil and religious authorities,—is their

practice of giving extravagant repasts or " pot-latches " (Chinook

word, meaning " giving away ") in honor of their dead. When intend-

ed to commemorate an untitled person, one banquet suffices, and is the

implicitly observed signal for the termination of the mourning and

the libei'atibn of the widow from bondage. But when given in honor

of a deceased notable and as a visible signal of his nephew or brother's

succession to his title and prerogatives, there are no less than six well

defined courses successively given by his successor conjointly with his

co-clansmen. Owing to the importance attached to these festivals by

the natives, and despite the apparent puerility of some of their

details, I feel I shall have to speak at some length of each of the six.

1 . Supposing that a Tceneza has passed away, the first in the series

of banquets given in his honor will take place three or four days after

the arrival of the invited or expected strangers and may be re^^eated

for several nights in succession. It is only of secondary importance

and is called Lhiz thoen lianatsoevoelhthih ("or the taking away from

the ashes ") which means that the mortal remains are thereby removed

from the " fire-place " where they had been lying since the notable's

decease. It is given by the latter's future successor according to the

following ceremonial which is strictly adhered to in the case of all

subsequent or any banquets.

1 As prefatorj' to this paragraph, I would beg' leave to remind the coinparati\e Sociolog-iet of

the ostentatious banquets in vogue among most of the ancient people, Assyrians, Persians,

Egyptians, Greeks of the heroic period, etc., as evinced by the sacred Books, Genesis xlii

;

.Judith xii ; Esther i ; Daniel v ; Homer's Iliad and Odyssey (passim), etc. The student of

antiquity will also remember that in such repasts it was customary to give each guest his separ-

ate portion and to show one's regard for any person by helping him to a larger share than tlie

other guests. In this manner Joseph treated his younger brother Benjamin, (Genesis xliii). So

did Agamemnon act towards Ajax and Eumoeus to Ulysses, (Iliad, book \ii and Odjssey, xiv.)

In more recent times, we see the same custom prevailing among the Mongols who have many
traits of resemblance both moral and physical with our Denes. Thus when the princes and
generals of their vast empire assembled in 1245 to elect a successor to Ogotai Khan, eating and

drinking to excess formed a conspicuous part of the proceedings. Then also "every day they

put on garments of a different colour diatribiited by the sovereign," says Piano Carpini, an eye

witness. Again, "This ceremony (that of enthronisation) was followed by an enormous

banquet . . . This feast was renewed every day for seven days in succession." In Hue's

Christianity in China, Tartary etc." Volume i, page 146 and 148.
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Evei-ything being ready in one of the largest houses, the aspirant

notaVjle's maternal nephew (that is, his own presumptive heir) pro-

ceeds to call in every member of any but his uncle's clan, which he

accomplishes by striking the ground with a cer-emonial staff at the

feet of the person thiis invited without uttering a word. The future

notable's fellow clansmen being reputed co-invitatox*s with him go in

of themselves. The commune vulgus being assembled in the lodge

(before the notables who though the fii-st invited are the last to come),

the latter are introduced by the master of ceremonies who, pointing

with his staff to their respective places (which is strictly defined by

traditional usage), calls them individually by their hereditary names ^

repeating in loud tones for instance " Qi ! qi ! Rahul, qi ! qi
!

"' The

interjections accompanying the proper name (Rahul) are of ancient

origin and never used in common parlance. Then begins the repast

or rather distribution of victuals, double or treble portions being

allowed the notables present, the whole accompanied with copious

libations of liquid bear's grease for the distribution of which ladles

and spoons manufactured from the horns of the mountain goat,

similar to those represented by figure 16, are brought into requisition.

At the termination of this banquet, the aspirant notable tears a few

dressed skins of leather in long strips of the width necessary to make

mocassins, which he distributes to the assistants, taking care to give

double size to those intended for the notables. This last distribution

is in the Carrier's estimation the most important part of the whole

proceedings, inasmuch as it is regarded as paramount to the atoning

for the notable's death, and is practised whenever one wants to wipe

out .shame or remove grief

-

2. The second " potlatch " is given when a new supply of eatables

and skins has been collected, and is in every respect but its aim

identical with the first. It is intended as a celebration in honor of

the deposition of the remains of the late Tceneza in the appointed

place of i-espect in the house, even though said remains may have been

previously cremated. So far, his successor is considered merely as an

aspirant to his late uncle's title.

1 This is never done except on special occasions, every notable having besides, at least, one

other name.

2 Sometimes whole suits of dress are thus publicly given away.
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3. Tsoez tcezdillih, (" the imposition of feather down.") This is one

of the most important of the whole series and is tantamount to the

aspirant successoi^'s elevation to the rank of notable. It is given only-

after an interval of long and hard hunting by himself and his whole

clan. Prior to the great banquet and distribution, a sufficient num-

ber of exo-clansmen, erect according to his directions, a rectangular

fencing around the spot where his uncle's remains were cremated,

taking their daily meals in a trough shaped carved vessel, the exclusive

property of leading notables.^ Then follows the distribution of eat-

ables, of which the greater the quantity, the moi'e powerful will be

the influence of the future Tceneza. The population of all the

surrounding, and sometimes veiy distant villages, is usually convoked

for this grand festival which marks the red letter day par excellence

in the Carrier's Calendar.

When everybody but himself and fellow clansmen have retired,

the skins they are going to give away next day are counted and they

agree among themselves as to those who shall be the chief recipients
;

after which emerging in Indian file, they proceed to place swan's down
on the heads of those they intend to honor on the morrow. Etiquette

requires that nobody be excepted from this ceremony. The persons

thus marked out then give them a substantial supper.

Next day witnesses the aspirant notable's confirmation as successor

to his uncle's rank. In the morning all the people are assembled in

the usual way in the largest lodge or house in the village wherein the

aspii'ant having on none but the most indispensable vestments, stands

silent facing the pile of dressed skins which he is about to give away.

After a short time his assistant takes swan's down from a small

satchel made of the skin of that bird's neck and sprinkles it slightly

on his hair. This being done, he takes one of the piled up skins,

and, having previously extended it to the general gaze, puts it on the

new notable's shoulders as one would a mantle ; which ceremony he

repeats in connection with every other skin taking care that all pre-

sent have an opportunity afibrded them of counting the same. At
the very instant that he places the first skin on the new Toeneza's

shoulders, one of his exo-clansmen intones the late notable's chant

1 These were given the form of a salmon or other totem animal of their possessor, and were

similar to the car\ed trou^'hs used in the Solomon Islands to prepare and pound food, of. Pro-

ceedings of the London, (England) Royal peographical Society, June, 1888, page 361.
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{for which service he receives immediately a whole skin) which is

taken uj) by the entire assembly except the latter's x-eiatives who

commence at once a strain of deafening lamentations. The new

dignitary being now fairly laden with multiple mantles, they are then

taken from his shoulders. This is the signal for the cessation of the

singing. After this, all the dutiful tears ai-e dried up as if by

enchantment, whereupon the master of ceremonies blows swan's down

on his head by means of repeated insufflations, thereby producing

white undulating clouds significative of his new dignity ; then he

helps the notable to tear and distribute the whole pile of smoke

dressed skins, not forgetting to set aside double sized strips for any

absent notables. Henceforth, he is a i-eal and accepted tceneza ; but

to enjoy all the prerogatives of his rank, he will have to make three

more distributions.

4. NatUiadita (" he sits down"). This is equivalent to the notable's

enthroning. It is a distribution of clothes or skins, intended as a

fee for the privilege of sitting at the traditional place of his pre-

dece.ssor, and is made on the occasion of his assistance at the next

banquet given by a notable of a different clan. When entering the

festival lodge the new Toeneza is followed by his wife packing the

skins he is about to distribute. These are extended in a line h»y young

men so that they may be duly counted by the ci'owd. " These he

will give away on the occasion of his Entlironisation," will shout one

of them, to which the crowd will answer in loud acclamations :

Sceniotget I Sceinotget ! words of ancient origin indicative of admir-

ation and used only in this connection. After the distribution, the

notable sits on his appointed seat of honor.

5. Now, should it become known that the following summer

would witness the giving of the last of the series of banquets com-

memorative of his predecessor's death, on a certain arranged winter

evening, while the new notable is sitting together with a band of

young men in his house with closed doors, all his fellow notables and

villagers congregate outside, and, at a jjiven signal, the whole crowd

breaks into vociferous applause upon which a song is struck up within

(accompanied by a tambourine) by the aforesaid band of young men
as singei-s. Then a tceneza wearing the insignia of his rank, the wig

iind ceremonial apron, will dance while keeping profoundly bowing
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TO the host and singers, and without interrupting his dance he will

proceed to his place near the master of the lodge. All the notables

p>resent will then follow in their turn observing the same ceremonial.

Should there be a female notable among them she will have pre-

cedence over any untitled member of the crowd. Instead of a wig,

she wears a lofty crown-like head-di'ess,^ adorned with strips of her

totem-animal's skin and other ornaments. Her ceremonial api'on is

also much shorter than that of tlie male notables which falls to the

feet and has the lower edge fringed with hanging beaver claws or

small ])ebbles which during his dance jJi'oduce a continual rattling-

sound.'- She does not dance however, on entering the house ; but

bowing low keeps time with her head-dress to all the sounds of the

tambourine. When all the assistants are gathered around the notable

thus honored, he serves them a frugal supper after which they disperse

to their respective homes.

6. This is the last and most impoi-tant of all the festivals intended

to commemorate the late notable's death. Previous to its celebration,

people of the surrounding villages are invited to construct a new

lodge for his successor, while the notables carve in the woods, away

from the eyes of the curious, two wooden masks representing respec-

tively the face of a man and of a woman. Meantime the most skill-

ed workmen of the village carve out of a large cotton-wood ti-ee two

huge toads or grouse according to the clan to which the new Toeneza

belongs. These different works have to be completed on the eve of

the great banquet when the population of distant villages have con-

gregated for the occasion. In the night when all are assembled in

the new house, the notables who made the masks, concealed behind a

screen formed by skin curtains, adjust them to the face of two young

men whose persons are carefully concealed by blankets. After this

the curtain is lifted up and the notables proceed to the centre of the

-assembly and commence—attired in their insignia—to dance in a

gi'oup whilst the masked jesters make with their heads all sorts of

comical movements. The chant used on this occasion has a peculiar

1 So did the Mongol women of the Middle Ages, according to William of Kubruck : "The
costume of the women," he says, "does not differ greatlj- from that of the men, except that

they wear a very lofty 'head-dress.'" Relation des Voyages en Tartarie, Bergeron.

•1 This peculiarity reminds us of the mepil of the Jewish high priest, the most noticeable part

of which was its fringe comjiosed of little bells of gold alternating with coloured pomgranates.

Exodus xxviii, 31 and 84.
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rhythm and time. The dance over, the notables retreat behind the

curtain which falls and hides them from view.

A new mask is added on the occasion of every subsequent funeral

banquet given by the same notable, so that the number of jestei-s

pi'esent at these festivities indicates the number of banquets given by

him since he succeeded his late uncle.

Next day, in the morning, takes place the grand banquet, which

sometimes lasts a whole day. On this occasion, the late tceneza's

pei'sonal goods which to this day have remained untouched, are

exhibited one after the other in full view of the crowd and amidst

the lamentations of his relatives, care being taken not to name the

deceased. Then also his charred bones, which so far have been daily

packed by his widow, are suspended within the satchel to the rafters

of the new house, after which, in the coui'se of distributing eatables,

his successor rubs his greasy hands on the widow's hair and covering

her with a new blanket which he presents to her, says :
" I hereby

libei'ate thee; so thou mayest return to thy kindred and marry if

thou pleasest."

On the morrow, prior to the general distribution of clothes and

skins, not to let the medicine-men pass unnoticed amidst such

solemnities, and to ensure their good will against any malady or ill

which may befall the assembly, they are requested to make their pre-

ventive " medicine." With this end in view, four or five of the most

famous capture (?) while dancing the soul or shade of each assistant

and restore it to his head with solemn insufflations.

A peculiarity of the final distribution is that the totem, toad or

grouse, having bersn placed at either side of the door, each new comer

belonging to another clan than that of the host is bound by custom

to present said totem with clothes and hunting implements which

thereby become the new notable's property. Part of these he will,

after the ceremony, divide among his fellow clansmen, keeping for

himself only what he thinks he will be able to re-fund by offering to

the totem of his present guests an exact equivalent on the occasion

of the next banquet given by them. This will be observed by all the

partakers of these so-called presents, which are really nothing but an

exchange of property from clan to clan.
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Then will follow the grand distribution of skins and clothes, after

which the host will divide among his predecessor's rcilatives, all the

latter's personal property and even present them with his own wear-

ing apparel, reducing himself to a state of almost perfect nakedness.

Then as a finale, the deceased's remains will be deposited in a box

suspended on a cai'ved wood column such as (though generally more

ornamented than) those delineated in figure IS.'^

XVI.

The above mentioned and any other dances were usually performed

by a single person—genei'ally a man. He would usually dance in a

kind of jumping way, making with hands and head occasional gestures

1 The Government Reports on Indian Affairs do not distinguish the different kinds of pot-

latch but state many facts from which one may fomi an idea of the ma^itude of these feasts.

In Xovember, 1SS3, at Lacksem, Valde's Island, B.C., a pot-latch was held which lasted a week

and at which more than 2000 Indians and half-breeds were present. The entertaining tribe's

savings of several yeai-s are said to have been given away, one young man contributing goods

to the value of .<400, (Report, 1884, p. 97). A Chief named Lohah in 1SS.5 gave a pot-latch to

about 2500 pereons of different tribes at the village of Comeakin, B.C. He feasted his guests for

over a month, then sent them away with his accumulated savings of the five previous j'ears.

3000 Indians and half-breeds partook of a pot-latch at the Quamichean Agency, B.C., in June,

1886. It lasted a fortnight and impoverished the entertainers. The goods usually distributed

consist of skins, horses, personal clothing, guns, canoes, blankets and in late yeai-s monej-. On
one occasion in 1876 we read of .?15,000 worth being distributed in presents, chiefly blankets

which among the Indians west of the Rockies was then the standard of value (Report, 1876, p.

36). In another case the gifts consisted mainlj- of 134 sacks of fiour, 140 pairs of blankets,

apples and provisions=8700.

For some years the government has been trying to put down the pot-latch. The reasons

assigned are : first, that it is wasteful in the extreme and impoverishes the givers ; second, that

by collecting together a large niuiiber of persons who are under no rule and are given to excess,

it forms a danger to the public peace. At length an act was passed and was brought into force

by proclamation of the 1st of .January, 188.5. It abolishes the pot-latch and makes its celebra-

tion a misdemeanour. It deals in a simUar manner \nth another feast called Tauianawas. We
have no detailed account of it such as Mr. Morice gives us of the pot-latch, but the Tamanairati

would seem to consist of a Methcine Dance somewhat like the Thirst Dance of the North-West

Crees and to be accompanied with lacerations. The more distant tribes of British Columbia

preserve their ancient customs, and the older chiefs in places where civilization has penetrated

defend their practices by arguments such as these :
—" We have laboured for the goods, they are

ours ; why may we not give them to our friends ? The white man has his feasts, his theatres, his

churches. He is not hindered. We have only the pot-latch and dances for seasons of joy and

sorrow, for entertainment and amusement. The pot-latch is long established, it relie\es the

agony of the deceased's surviving kindred and calls forth the s.vmpathy of friends and neigh-

bours. The presents ensure us a hearty welcome where\er we travel and are themselves but a

return in kind for others which we received at other times. Is it not unjust to prohibit so

ancient and so beneficial a custom?" Nevertheless, the pot-latch seems in a fair way towards

extinction. I should mention that Mr. Lomas of the Cowichan Agency has Vjeen trying to con-

vert the pot-latch into an .-innual Industrial Exhibition, and has met with considerable success.

Cii S. Com.
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meant as an ilhistration of the chant executed by the crowd who

kept beating time by clapping their hands one against the other.

Besides, on grand occasions Indian tainl)onrines were also used as an

accompaniment to the singing. .

Religious dances weie unknown. The nearest approach thereto

was the dance performed on the occasion of an eclipse. The Den^s

believed this phenomenon to be due to the presence of gale or scab on

the sun or moon. To ])reserve themselves from that dread malady

and hasten the luminary's re-ajjpearance (or cure), they would

cautiously go out of their habitations, avoiding noise and loud talk,

and then, ranging themselves one behind the other, they would start

a kind of })ropitiatory Jance to this etiect : bending under an imaginary

weight though carrying only an empty bark vessel; they would strike

in cadence their right thigh, repeating at the same time in piteous

tones '^ Hanintih ; ge ! " "Come back therefrom."

On such occasions the Chilh^i^otins neither danced nor sang ; but

among them men and women having their clothes tucked up as when

they travel and leaning on a staff as if heavily laden, they walked in

a circle till the end of the eclipse.

Anotlier observance formei-ly in vogue among the Carriers was the

the'tsoelrwees (precipitate exit). This was analogous in character to, if

not identical with, a practice of which we read as having existed

among certain European and Asiatic nations, the Lycanthropia of the

ancients, the Louffjarou of France, the Persian Ghoule the Teutonic

Wehr-irolf; all probably the result of a simulated ecstacy of super-

stitious origin. In the case in question and on the occasion of a

lai'ge gathering of aborigines, a band of men would suddenly run out

of a lodge and, simulating madness, would, amidst wild yells and in-

coherent songs, make frantic efforts to bite the passei'.s-by or, failing

in this, they would seize upon a dog and devour him on the spot.

Ordinary amusements con.sisted of the nmzaz, or throwing of long

pulished sticks on the snow, the distance reached determining the

winner; and gambling which is of two kinds: noeta &.nd alte. The

first game which greatly resembles the fsi-mei of the Chinese ' is

])layed by a group of natives one of whom concealing in his hands

1 L' Empire Chinois, par 1' abbe Hue.
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two small sticks or bones differently carved keeps jerking his arms

and body to the tune of a particular song, so that he may give as

little indication as possible to the rival players as to which hand con-

tains the winning stick. A tambourine or some appropriate substitute,

such as a tin-pan, is continually beaten as an accompaniment to the

This is not the case with alte which is played (or rather was played,

for it has fallen into desuetude) silently by only two partners with a

multitude of small sticks and which is too complicated to be described

here. A few other games were also played formerly, but not so

commonly as those just referred to, so that I deem it unnecessary to

do more than simply mention the fact.

The chants accompanying these games and dances were, musically

speaking, of the poorest desci'iption,—aboriginal music being of a very

primitive character. They are generally composed either of a single

musical phrase repeated ad injinitum or of a few musical phrases with-

out co-relation or cohesion undergoing the same sempiternal repetitions.

These chants may be classified under two heads : those with ancient

words and those with modern or no words. The fii\st are those

traditional songs which, among the Can-iers, are the exclusive appan-

age of the notables and are ti-ansmitted from generation to generation.

They claim that the words thereof are remnants of their primitive

language. They are at present quite unintelligible. Although each

of their component sounds is familiar with the Denes' vocabulary,

yet a close comparison with the actual Carrier, Chilh;(otin, Sekanais

and three Eastern dialects of which I have complete dictionaries

before me, fails to give a clue as to their original meaning. This

circumstance is of itself strong evidence in favour of the high anti-

quity of the "melodies," as well as of the words : for since they have

preserved the latter with such scrupulous care amidst the gradual

variations of their language, I do not see why they should not be

supposed to have also taken particular pains not to change the former.

The two specimens given here will explain themselves better than

could an extended description from me. Let me however i'emai"k

that aboriginal rhythm is so different from ours that it is impossible

to set it to time.
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Following are two otlier examples of native music, the tirst of

which is the " melody " used in playing noeta, and the second, one of

the Denes' pastime songs which, as will be seen, are little more than

polished yells, both ai'e without words.

s^ Etc.

m -N-

=:U:=:S!=;

In fine, I give below for the sake of comparison the groat " barcarolle"

or boating song of the Carriers. It is of modern though Dene origin,

and this circumstance will explain the fact that in spite of the irregular-

ity of the finale, both rhythm and melody are more consonant with our

musical ideas and evince intercourse with white singers.
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'^^^^.
ti - ha tiz - tie? cha - la - i I ti - ha tiz - tie?
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cha - la - i ! seni ndoe a - ha ! tiz-

tie, cha - la - i 1 seni ndoe - - ta cha ! (1).

XTII.

Apart from the superstitious dances of wLicL mention has been

made in the preceding paragraph, the Western Dene's observed no
religious ceremonies. They made no sacrifices, worshipped no Deity

and had no definite culfus, unless we dignify with that name the

shamanism of the Northern Asiatic races which obtained amono- them.

True, they vaguely believed in a kind of impersonal and undefined

Divinity, not quite pantheistic : but rather more so than individual,

almost co-essential with the celestial forces, the cause eflicient of rain

and snow, winds and other firmamental phenomena. They called it

Yuttoere ("that which is on high") in Carrier. But they did not

woi-ship this power—they rather feared it and endeavoured to get out

of its reach, or, when this was impossible, to propitiate it and the

spirits who were supposed to obey it, with the help and through the

incantations of the nelhgen or conjuror. This shaman was credited,

when exercising his mysterious art. with the power of controllint^ the

comiag or departing of e%-il spirits. Even when not actually con-

juring, he was believed to be able to kill by his mere will any
objectionable pei-son. His services were called into requisition in

time of famine, to prevent tempests, procure favorable wiads, hasten

the arrival of salmon and ensure its abundance ; but more generally

in case of sickness which they believed to be concrete (not unlike the

microbes of modern chemists) aiid always due to the pi-esence or ill

will of spirits.

1 " A 1 how is it that she '.'oes Uke a fish, ehalai 1 my mind is sick, cha, etc., etc
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When worked into a state of trance by personal exertions, the

singing of liis own magic chant, the incessant beating of drums and

the rattling of the Castanet with which he acconijjanied his dance,

the shaman would declare himself to have fallen under the control of

his familiar genius. Therefore, pointing its image (fish, bird,

mammal, etc.) in the direction of the patient, he would dance towards

him and drop on his head his spirit's representatives which (eye

witnesses assure me) would at once fade away. Then sucking that

part of the body which most ached, he would take out of his mouth

either a thorn, a bug, a toad, etc., which he would exhibit as the

cause of the complaint. Then, after a momentary recess from the

patient he would dance back to him and lo ! the image of his genius

would come back of itself to his outstietched arms, and the patient

would shortly feel all right.

In desperate cases, when the patient had already lost consciousness

and death seemed to be fast approaching, the conjuror, if he was at

all acquainted with his art, would, in the course of singing and

dancing, suddenly fall apparentlj' sen.seless to the ground and feigning

sleep, he would dream and be supposed to have gone to the regions of

the ghosts. In badly articulated words he would be heard beseeching

the moribund's shade or self to return to his body, for the sake of his

friends, etc. ; after some little time he would awaken at the propei"

moment, and cautiously and noiselessly take said shade in the hollow

of his hands, and with repeated insufflations restore it to the patient's

head. Was this really an effect of an over excited imagination on

the part of a half conscious subject, or was it due to jn-eternatural

forces ? Be this as it may, the elderly men all assure me that in such

cases the moribund immediately revived.

To the proper understanding of the foregoing, I must say a word

concerning aboriginal [jsychology. The Denes believed man to be

vivified by a soul which to them w^as nothing else than his natural

warmth {nezoel) and which as such died with the body. But besides

this, they credited every human being—indeed many still hold to that

belief—^with the possession of another self or shade (netsin) which

was invisible as long as he enjoyed good health, but appeared wan-

dering about in one form or another wiienever disease or death

was imminent. In order therefore to prevent either the one or the
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other, their endeavours would be directed towards catching it back.

With this end in view, they would hang up in the evening the patient's

mocassins previously stuffed with feather down, and next morning,

sliould the down be warm, they would with great care and silence

put them back on his feet with his supposed shade therein. When-

ever the moriljund lay unconscious they believed his double to have

departed for the land of the shades or spirits, though after death it

recei%'ed another name (nezul) and was then supposed to be the impalp-

able form of the man's previous self We thus see that the immortality

of the soul,though in an imperfect manner, was admitted by these people.

Concerning the state of these shades and the regions they inhabit

after death, their notions were rather vague and contradictory.

Though all of them seemed to agree that their condition was miserable,^

since theii' only food was dried toads (which among the Denes are the

uncleanest of animals) yet they do not seem to have known or

imagined much regarding the regions in question.

The following myth may howevei- give a fair idea of the belief

entertained by the Carriers on this subject.

" A long time ago two yoimg men having got lost in the woods,

reached in the course of their wanderings a certain spot where the

trunk of a tree entirely hollowed out by age and decay was lying on

the ground. Ouc of curiosity they crawled in to see where it led to

as only one end was visible. After some hard walking on all fours

through a dark subterranean passage, they reached a place full of

snakes, toads and lizai'ds. Much frightened they endeavoured to go

back ; but could not—it was an awful place. Yet, summoning up

their coiirage they hurriedly ran through it and after more under-

ground journeying, the road widened and darkness ceased. Then

they suddenly found themselves to be on the top of a hill command-

ing the view of a broad river on the other side of which stood a

village. This consisted of innumeraVjle board houses, some of which

were black, othei's red—it was the abode of the shades who were

then enjoying themselves on the lawn. Nobody could ha\'e an idea

of their number and they were making a deafening noise, caused b)'

the interest they seemed to take in their sport.

"At this sight, one of the young men ran away and hid him.self

in the bush. As for his cousin (such he was), perceiving several
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black and red canoes hault-d on the other side of tlie river, he lialloed

for somebody to come ami take him across. But the tumult was such

that they could not hear him. At last, after repeated effoi-ts to

attract attention, having inadvertently yawned, one of them heard

the movement of his jaws.' Having apprised his fellow spirits of the

fact some of them at length came across to fetch hin).

" But he had no sooner stepped into theii' black canoe than he sank

down with the part his foot had touched which seemed to be

elastic. Which seeing, the spirits at once smelt him. ' He does

not smell of smoke,' they said, and then they learned that he had not

been burnt. Therefore, madly seizing him in their fleshless ai-ms,

they tossed him up in the air as one does a ball, until nothing remain-

ed of his former self Vjut his empty skin. In that state they threw

him in the river where a big fish swallowed him at once. His

oousin who all this time had been in hiding then set out to return to

the land of the living and this time without any fear of the snakes

and toads, for his sojourn in the regions of the shades had made him

another man. While in the act of crawling back in the hollow tree

through which he had entered, he heai'd a terrific voice calling

:

" Grandson ! grandson ! " Then at the end of the subterranean

conduit, he came upon a giant who adoj»ted him as hLs grandson.

After a very long series of wonderful experiences with this new

grandfather, he finally went up above and it is he that we now see

standing on the moon."

Such is the Den^ myth, or rather part of myth or legend, for what

they narrate of this couple is far too long to be repeated here. Now
is it not strange that we should find here among hy])erborean Indians,

the l>elief in this very Tartarean river which plays such a role in the

mythologies of ancient Rome and Athens ? Is there any noticeable

difierence between this broad river of the Dends and the Styx-atra of

Virgil ? And does not their hero's experience in the infernal regions

offer remai'kable analogies with those a.scribed by the Greeks and

Latins to Theseus and Hercules, Orpheus and .^neas ? It is also

worthy of notice that this belief of the Dends, as evinced bv the

1 To understand this particular circumstance of the Denes' legend, one must know that the

nation regard yawning as ominous, and believe It to be a calling back of the departed ghost-s to

earth.
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above legend, that entrance to the abode of the shades is denied to

those who have not received the honors of sepulture (typified among

them by cremation) was common to most ancient nations, and is still

to be found among several modern barbarous people.

But I perceive that I am becoming didactic when I intended to

content myself with the mere exposition of facts. Let us be brief.

Metempsychosis was believed in by the Carriers and the Sekanais

and very likely by the two other tribes also, though I could not

positively aflirm this. It amounted in their estimation, to the regen-

eration of persons who had led a virtuous life and wei"e supposed to

be rewarded thei-efor by a new birth. Transformations into beings

of a lower order however, than that of their former condition, wei'e

repugnant to their psychological ideas.

They also attached to dreams the same importance as did most

people of antiquity. It was while dreaming that they pretended ta

communicate with the supernatural world, that their shamans were

invested with their wonderful power over nature, and that every

individual was assigned his particular nagwal or tutelary animal-

genius. Oftentimes they painted this genius with vermilion on pro-

minent rocks in the most frequented places, and these rough inscrip-

tions are about the only monuments the immediate ancestors of the

present Denes have left as.

XVIII.

Closely related to a people's religious beliefs are their superstitious

observances, and, as a rule, the more the former have deviated from

original truths, the more will the latter be found to have developed

both in number and relative consideration. This is strictly true of

the Western Denes who, lacking even the primordial notion of a

Supreme Being, were encumbered with a multitude of vain obser-

vances to which they attached the greatest importance. I have

already in the course of this monograph incidentally hinted at some

of them. Yet, before bringing it to a close, I feel that I shall have

to add a few words on this subject. To avoid the tediousness

necessarily x'esulting from a long nomenclature of apparent trivialities,

11
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I will make a choice and confine my remarks to a few of those

ceremonial rites which may be of interest to the sociologist.

Prominent among these are the observances ])eculiar to the fair

sex, and many of them are remarkably analogous to those practised

by the Hebrew women, so much so that, were it not savouring of

profanity, the ordinances of the Dene I'itual code might be termed a

new edition " revised and considerably augmented " of the Mosaic

ceremonial law. Among the Carriers, as soon as a girl had experi-

enced the first flow of the menses which in the female constitution

are a natui-al discharge, her father believed himself under the obliga-

tion of atoning for her supposedly sinful condition by a small im-

promptu distribution of clothes ^ among the natives. This periodical

state of women was considered as one of legal impurity fateful both

to the man who happened to have any intercourse, however indirect,

with her, and to the woman herself who failed in scrupulously

observing all the rites prescribed by ancient usage for persons in her

condition.

Upon entering into that stage of her life, the maiden was immedi-

ately sequestered from company, even that of her parents, and com-

pelled to dwell in a small branch hut by herself away from beaten

• paths and the gaze of passers-by. As she was supposed to exercise

malefic influence on any man who might inadvertently glance at her,

she had to wear a sort of head-dress combining in itself the purposes

of a veil, a bonnet and a mantlet. It was made of tanned skin, its

forepart was shaped like a long fringe completely hiding from view

the face and breasts ; then it formed on the head a close fitting cap or

bonnet, and finally fell in a broad band almost to the heels. This

head-dress w^as made and publicly placed on her head by a paternal

aunt, who received at once some present from the girl's father. When,

three or four years later, the period of sequestration ceased, only this

same aunt had the right to take off her niece's ceremonial head-dress.

1 Might not this distribution be considered as a coincident equivalent vestige of the animal

offerings prescribed by the Book of Leviticus, chapter v., for the expiation of sins (including legal

uncleanness) ? One should not forget the greatly altered circumstances in the midst of which

the D6ne now live, nor the fact that their only domestic animal, the dog, is to them as to the

Jews, an unclean animal. On the other hand, having lost the knowledge of an only God

through proljable peregrinations among, and commiscegenation with, shamanistic asiatic races,

they have no constituted priesthood, to receive these offerings and may reasonably be supposed

to have substituted therefor the aggregate of their equals.
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Furthermore, the girl's fingers, wrists and legs at the ankles and

immediately below the knees, were encircled with ornamental rings

and bracelets of sinew intended as a protection against the malign

influences she was supposed to be possessed with. To a belt girding

her waist were suspended two bone implements called respectively

Tsoenkuz (bone tube) and Tsiltscet (head scrateher). The former was

a hollowed swan bone to drink with, any other mode of drinking

being unlawful to her. The latter was fork-like and was called into

requisition whenever she wanted to scratch her head—immediate con-

tact of the fingers with the head being reputed injurious to her health.

"While thus secluded, she was called asta, that is " interred alive " in

Carrier, and she had to submit to a rigorous fast and abstinence.

Her only allowed food consisted of dried fish boiled in a small bark

vessel which nobody else must touch, and she had to abstain especially

from meat of any kind, as well as fresh fish. Nor was this all she

had to endure ; even her contact however remote with these two

articles of diet was so dreaded that she coidd not cross the public

paths or trails, or the tracks of animals. Whenever absolute necessity

constrained her to go beyond such spots, she had to be packed or

carried over them lest she should contaminate the game or meat

which had passed that way, or had been brought over these paths

;

and also for the sake of self-presei-vation against tabooed, and con-

sequently to her, deleterious food. In the same way she was never

allowed to wade in streams or lakes, for fear of causing death to the

fish.

It was also a prescription of the ancient ritual code for females

during this primary condition to eat as little as possible, and to

remain lying down, especially in coui-se of each monthly flow, not

only as a natural consequence of the prolonged fast and resulting

weakness ; but chiefly as an exhibition of a becoming penitential

spirit which was believed to be rewarded by long life and continual

good health in after years.

These mortifications or seclusion did not last less than three or four

years. Useless to say that during all that time marriage could not

be thought of, since the girl could not so much as be seen by men.

When mari-ied, the same sequestration was practised relatively to

husband and fellow villagers—without the particular head-dress and
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rings spoken of—on the occasion of every recurring menstruation.

Sometimes it was protracted as long as ten days at a time especially

during the first years of co-habitation. Even when she returned to

her mate, she was not permitted to sleep with him on the first nor

frequently on the second night, but would choose a distant corner of

the lodge, to spread her blanket, as if afraid to defile him with her

di'ead uncleanncss.

The birth of a child was also the occasion of temporary seperation

from her husband.-' It is noticeable that this was more protracted

after the birth of a female than after that of a male child. ' More-

over, after this seclusion, custom obliged the parents to make an

offering in the shape of a distribution of clothes, meant as a final

purification for the mother and a sort of redemption of the child.'

Boys who attained the age of puberty had their wrists, ankles and

legs below the knee encircled with rings made of sinew twisted with

feather down. To neglect this rite would have been in their estima-

tion to call for precocious infirmities which would have hindered the

young man from performing the duties of a good hunter.

The distinction between clean and unclean animals was as strictly

defined among them as it was among the Jews.'" In the same wav,

until quite a recent date, no Avoman would partake of blood '' and

both men and women abhoired the fle.sh of a beaver which had been

caught and died in a trap, and of a bear strangled to death in a

snare, because the blood remained in the carcase.

I think also that we may appropiiately find in an ancient custom

of the Chilhp(Otins, that of public flagellation, an unconscious fulfil-

ment of this precept of the Mosaic law : "They shall lay him down

and shall cause him to be beaten before them.
"

'

1 Compare with the prescriptions of Leviticus xv., 19.

2Cf. Leviticus xii., 2.

*Ibid xii., 4, 5.

4Ibidxii.,6.

* Cf . Leviticus xi.

• Ibid, paseirn.

TCf. Deuteronomy XXV., 2.
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Various other observances—whose name is legion and frequently

of a puerile nature—were formerly in vogue among the Dene hunters,

but as they are of iro jjarticular interest to the sociologist, I will re-

frain from enumerating them.

XIX.

Such as I have described them were, even as recently as twenty

years ago, the Chilh^otins, Carriers, Sekanais and Nah'anes. Such, to

a great extent have remained the two last named tribes. As yet, the

only representatives of our race among them have been, with few ex-

ceptions, the missionai'ies, gold miners and the Hudson's Bay Com-

pany's officers and employees. Among the exceptions are two villages

of the Southern Carriers which happen to be in the vicinity of small

Avhite settlements. Be it said to the shame of modern civilization,

this proximity bus proved in every way detrimental to the aborigines'

moral and material -welfare. Intoxicating liquors unscrupulously

proffered them have demoralized the unfortunate natives, while im-

moral relations between their women and the whites have engendered

maladies previousl}^ unknown and which have deprived the former of

that fecundity which was formerly their pride. However, let us not

exaggerate ; even in this respect they have stood their ground much

better than many Indian tribes which I could mention.

In places where the white race is practically identified with the

Hudson's Bay Company's people, the Denes have fairly progressed.

With the exception of the Sekanais, they now dwell in comfortable

log houses, built after the style of the country, have neat enough

stables for their horses and cattle and they cultivate what will grow

in small clearings near their villages, without abandoning their former

and more lucrative pursuits,—hunting and fishing. The Hudson's

Bay Company, which in most places has retained the virtual mono-

poly of the fur trade among them, ti-eats them paternally, helps them

liberally in cases of distress and scrupulously avoids the sale of hurt

ful stimulants to them.

Although the Denes, and especially the Carriers, literally crave for

knowledge, yet, owing to the paucity of missionaries among them,

religious instruction is about all that can be given them so far. In

these latter yeai-s however, an effort has been made by the writer of
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this paper to teach them to read and write their own language, and

the result has been really wonderful. In order to attain this satis-

factory and promising result, lie has had to compose a syllabic alpha-

bet somewhat on the principle of that so suitably invented by the

late Mr. Evans for the Cree language ; but which he soon found to

be totally inadequate to render correctly the numerous and delicate

sounds of the Dene dialects. Besides (why should I not say it?) it

lacks that method and logic which have been applied to the new or im-

proved syllabics and which have thei'eby simplitied the acquisition of

the language. I am now continually in receipt of letters from

Indians whom I never taught and who have learned to read after one

or two weeks (in some cases I might say three or four days) })rivate

instruction from others. The following Carrier apologue written with

the new signs will serve as an illustration thereof

0Q3> a [»B^ D>^ a 0>>G^ A's D>^ 0D3>
Tsutscen cha inkez tttrces cha IbelnL-utaz lioh tiurces tsutsten

sen; [>^ A< >T01 V^< A^D A'^C D> SQ
tsidauo ; et howa n'tga ukhwa hwozte. Holita ttera-s tst-pa

Ihiz tluerh naltsret, et howa utuz Ihiz za srelli.

" The aspen in a fight with the black spruce knocked it down in

the fire whereby it got roasted.^ But at the same time, the aspen

fell on the ashes of the fireside, and that is why it is ash -coloured."

And, I believe, I may now close this monograph, not that the

subject is exhausted, far from it. There are even several jioints con-

nected therewith which for the sake of brevity I have left untouched.

Moreover, much remains to be said anent the question of the West-

ern Denes, pi-obable origin and quite a volume might be written con-

cerning their wonderfully rich language. One could, for instance,

propose to the admiration of the philologist the pi'odigious multii^lic-

ity of its verbs which, when under all their forms, aggregate to the

incredible number of about 150,000 !—the astonishing quantity of

their varieties which comprise verbs affirmative and negative, active

and passive, reflective and mutual, impersonal and unipersonal,

potential and generalizing, objective and subjective, verbs of rest,

1 In allusion to the parched appearance of its bark.

1
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verbs of locomotion, yerbs of incubation, etc., etc. But to do so

would be to enlarge beyond the scope of the information asked for by

the recent circular of the Canadian Institute which I have endeavour-

ed to answer through these pages, and then, according to the French

proverb, "A chaque jour snffit sa peine." On the other hand, what

is not done to-day may, with God's help, be accomplished at some

future time.

Fig. 1. -Carved totems.

Fig. 2.

—

Carrier harpoon ; It size.
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YiG. 3.—Chilhxotin Double-Dart; i size.

Fig. 4.—Bone Coregone Fry, (used as bait) ;
nat. size.
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Fig. 5.

—

Horn dart ;

i size.

Fig. 6.

—

Bark bottle ;
i size.
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Fio. 7._Bark peeler and cambilm scraper; i size.

Fig. ^^ Bone Chisel or scraper; ^ size.

Yio. 9.

—

Bone scraper : | size.
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i C

Fig. 10.

—

Dene flint Arrow-heads; nat. size.

Fig. 11.

—

Bow-point
J

nat. size.
|
Fig. 12.

—

Spear-head; ^ size.
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LhJI

Fig. 13.—Stone "Casse-tete;" i size.

Fig. 14.

—

Bone Triple Arrow; | size.
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Fig. 15.

—

Funeral Posts.
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Fig. 16.

—

Horn ladle and Spoon; i size.

BRIEF SUMMARY.

Introduction to Paper on the Western Denes.

Classification of Tribes, population and habitat.

Physical characteristics—wearing apparel.

Habitations, &c.,—moral characteristics.

Clan organization, exogamy, ranking of relationships.

V. Marriages, contracting of.

VI. Effect of marriage on property and succession.

VII. Birth and care of children—vital statistics.

VIII. Modes of hunting.

Fishing.

Presenting berries.

Arts and Industries.

XII. War implements.

XIII. War and social organization.

XIV. Modes of disposing of the dead.

XV. Solemnities.

XVI. Amusements—specimens of Denejnusic.

XVII. Religious beliefs—medicine-men.

XVIII. Superstitious obsenances.

Conclusion with sentences in the Dene languge written with newly invented characters.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

IX.

X.

XI.

ERRATA.

110,

110,

112,

113,

114,

115,

116,

125,

129,

Line 17 from the top—/or Nahanes read

t. chene

Nah-anes

Tsekenne

Tsatens,

Nah-anes

Sckanais

line 4 from the bottom /or Dentaliumlndianorum read dentalium indianorum.
" 1 " " top " Dentalium " dentaliun).

" " " " " " Hyaqua " hyaqua.
" 6 " " " " Toenezoi " Toeneza.

" 2 " " bottom " hwonoeth'a " hwonoelh'a.

bottom line

Line G from the top

" 10 " " "

" 15 " " "

" 12 " " "

" 2 " " "

Nah'anes.

t-chene.

Nah'-anes.

T'sekenne.

T'satens.

Nah'-anes.

Sckanais.
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[The following letter dated 30fcli June, 1888, was received from

A. Bowen Perry Esq. Inspectoi', North-West Mounted Police, Prince

Albert, North-West Territory.—Ch. S. Com.]

Sir :

—

I have to acknowledge your Sociological Circular of June '88. I

fully agree with you as to the importance of the work with which your

circular deals. Such information as you requii'e must be obtained

speedily for the state of the Indians is changing most rapidly. Old

customs are passing away ; their ceremonies are almost of the past,

certainly with many tribes ; their family customs are assimilating

to those of their white brethren ; and in fact in almost every section

named in your circular the information to be obtained will be of a

hearsay character. I speak more particularly of this district of

Saskatchewan. The Indians are all Crees with one exception, a small

band of renegade Sioux from Minnesota.

Missionaries have for many yeai^s labored among the Cree In-

dians and with no little success. The Crees have for some time

devoted themselves to farming and abandoned their nomadic life.

Schools have been maintained. These influences combined with the

strong and successful attempt of the government to break up old

habits and customs have effected a complete change in the Indian,

character and habits. Not always for the best it must be admitted.

With civilization, disease has been introduced, immorality has in-

creased and physical degeneration ensued. It seems that physical

degeneration universally follows the semi-civilization of the Indian

The causes are many. Change of food, from fresh buffalo meat and

fish to a diet of badly baked bread and bacon. The bread is un-

leavened ; the flour being simply mixed in water and half baked in a

frying pan or in ashes. Consequently the bannock as the bread thus

made is called, is very indigestible and unfit for food. Again in their

old life they wandered about fi-om place to place, lived in lodges which

afforded plenty of ventilation. Now they live the year around, or the

greater part of it, for some of them take to their lodges in the summer.
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in small log hut'^, ill lidited, unventilated, half filled with smoke and

crowded together. Dirty and careless in their habits, it is not long

befoi'e the hut becomes filthy and the ground around saturated.

Remember that the huts are clumped together and the unhealthy

state of the present Indian habitation on a Crovernment Reserve is

apparent. The agents and employees of the Indian department do

what they are able to encourage the Indians to build larger houses

and keep more cleanly habits, but as far as I know with little success.

Disease marks them for her own ; if of a contagious or infectious

nature it runs its course ; for the last two or three yeai-s measles

have prevailed amongst the Northern Indians, and with a deadly

lesult. Preventible diseases are most terrible. A mongst the Southern

ti ibes of the Territories esjjecially it is the excejjtion to see a healthy

well developed Indian child. Tlie Northern tribes have not suffered

to the same extent but still have not escaped. What appears to me to

be another cause for the physical degeneration of the Indian is the

want of exercise. When the Indian was compelled to earn his own

living by the hunt he was compelled to live in the open air and

to take sufficient exercise to develop hiin.self physically. Now the

Treaty Indian, relying on a paternal Government for rations, spends

his time lazily about the Reserve exerting himself unwillingly and

gorging himself with unwholesome food which is lavishly provided

on some of the Reserves.

If I might suggest, it would be perhaps well to have the present

state of the Indians authentically recorded. The change from

barbarism to civilization is intei'esting and the gradual development

will illustrate one of the Social laws. It is not always well to trust

to official reports and government recoi'ds to record the true facts of

the Indians' state. They seldom deal with what will be of historical

value nor do they always give unvaraished and plain statements.

As an offshoot of the Indians I would call your attention to the

half breeds both English Scotch and French. Their origin and history

are but little known, their habits and customs in the past unregistered.

Having been in contact with the French half-breeds for the past thi-ee

years I have become possessed of some very interesting facts concerning

them. Equally with the Indian their future is problematical. I

therefore think that your Institute might investigate the offshoot of
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the Indians as well as the Indians. I shall be very happy to give

any information in my power which may be of any use. There are

many gentlemen in the Territory who would be able to give you

varied interesting and accurate information, and thinking it possible

that their names may not be known to you, I take the liberty of

giving you a list which you will find enclosed.

The subject which you have undertaken to investigate is most

extended and I believe that it will be a reproach to the literary men
of Canada and Canadians genei'ally if the question be not thoroughly

exhausted and the results accurately recorded.

You have my hearty sympathy.

12
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Critical note on Mr. J. B. Tyrrell's paper, entitled " Cata-

logue of the Mammalia of Canada exclusive of the Cetacea,"

b)- Ernest E. Thompson.

Being one of the members of the Institute who objected to tlie

publication of Mr. Tyrrell's paper on account of its being without

value as a zoological contribution, I have been asked to put my objec-

tions in more specific form for publication as a pai't of the Proceedings

and as a fitting commentary on the paper. But since a full extended

critique on the errors and vague generalizations of which it is chiefly

composed, would far exceed the limits of allotted space, and would

result in a paper more lengthy than the original, I will point out briefly

the wrong principles on which it is based and will give a few examples

of the matter that chiefly is i-eprehensible in the catalogue.

The only value that a scientific paper in this field can have, must

come either from its new facts or from its carefully compiled and

collated facts, and of course in both cases absolute precision and

correctness are essential.

In the case of compiled facts, it is, not merely a rule of courtesy,

but an inflexible law of scientific writing that all quotation and

assistance must be acknowledged with due credit to its proper author-

ity. It is hardly credible that any one Avill deny what is so fully

accepted by all exj^erienced writers, and yet it appears as though

Mr. Tyrrell had set out with the express intention of running counter

to these principles throughout his paper.

Passing over without comment the general vagueness in all matters

relating to geography, and the annoying omission of dates in nearly

all references to time, I will briefly dii-ect attention to a few charac-

teristic paragraphs. The Panther (Felis concolor) is given as, " Found

in rough wooded regions in Southern Quebec, etc." If the writer

has any reliable records of his own for this, surely he should have

given them, or if he has it on other authority he should have given
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his authorities. In all probability the statement is true but without

data of any kind it is scientifically worthless.

Similarly, of the Elk [Cervus canadensis) he says, " up to a hundred

years ago an inhabitant of Eastern Canada, etc." " Eastern Canada"

is vague enough to defy criticism almost, since it may mean anywhere

east of the Red River which is about the central line ; but if Mr.

Tyrrell really has any reliable records of " Elk " in what is commonly

understood by " Eastern Canada," this was the proper place either to

give them if unpublished or to refer to them if already in print.

In the same manner he has treated a great number of the species,

eluding specific criticism by taking refuge in vagueness and never

giving credit for quotation excepting in the case of some of the Seals,

The whole of his paragraph on Hesperoviys leucogaster is taken

verbatim or nearly so from the present writer's paper on the Mammals

of Manitoba, but no hint is given that it is a quotation. A similar re-

mark applies in the case of Syyiaptomys cooperi. It is difficult to

understand how the writer justifies such plagiarism.

The Wood Hare {Lepus sylvaticus) is given as, " Becoming quite

common thi'oughout Ontaiio," whereas in the Northern nine-tenths

at least of the Province this species is unknown.

The remark on the Pouched Gopher (Geomys bursarius) is one of

the most flagrantly ignorant of any ; he says, " originally described

from a specimen brought from Eastern Canada." This Gopher was

described by Shaw from a skin " supposed to have been brought from

somewhere in the interior of Canada." The Geomys bursarius is

an animal of the Mississippi valley—it was observed in Southern

Manitoba by Kennicott but it is very certain that it was never taken

within many hundreds of miles of the region that Mr. TyiTell seems

usually to mean by " Eastern Canada."

He gives the Black Squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) as ranging " as far

west as the north shores of Lakes Hui'on and Superior." It would

be exceedingly interesting and valuable, if he would give substantial

proofs of this surprising statement, etc., etc.

The avowed purpose of this article is to put on lecord, my objections
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to Mr. TyiTell's paper and the above examples have been given as

representative of nine-tentlis of the matter it is composed of; but it

is only fair to conclude by indicating such passages and endeavors as

ai'e worthy of commendation. Its chief value is as a philological

contribution, his records of the Indian names cannot fail to be of u-se,

though even here his besetting sin greatly detracts from the value of

the work, for he adopts no special alphabet and uses no diacritical

marks, so that the pronunciation is left pretty much in the same state

of uncriticisable uncertainity that is characteristic of the paper.

In one or two instances however our author has given us notes that

are suggestive of the real observer, and whenever he has done so we

get a glimpse of capabilities for doing work of considerable value.

I might instance his remarks on the Wapiti, Buffalo, Hoary JMarmot,

Blue Fox,—though by the way he has apparently not read Mr. Nelson's

article on the subject—and on several of the Seals—with quotations

here properly acknowledged.

It is always a pleasure to welcome a beginner in any field, and it

is to be hoped that Mr. Tyrrell will not misunderstand what is meant

for quite friendly criticism, but will recognize the absolute necessity

of reproof when so many vital principles of scientitic work are

violated ; and farther we cannot but hope that in the near future we

may be favoured with something from Mr. Tyrrell's pen that shall be

more worthy of one whose travels have been so extensive and whose

opportunities and capabilities are so much beyond the average.

PRINTED BY THE COPI>, CLARK COMPANY, LIMITED, TORONTO.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE ORNITHOLOGICAL SUB-

SECTION OF THE BIOLOGICAL SECTION

OF THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE.

Edited by Ernest E. Thompson.

(First Meeting, December 21, 1888).

The members of the Biological Section, who were desirous

of forming the Sub-section, met at the house of Dr. Wm. Brodie,

Parliament Street, Toronto, at the above date, aud having formu-

lated a code and constitution, the following officers were elected for

the ensuing year,—Dr. Wm, Brodie, Chairman; Mr. Geo. E. Atkin-

son, Recording Secretary ; and Mr. J. B. Williams, Corresponding

Secretary. Mr. Ernest E. Thompson being Editor, ex officio.

(The nomenclature in use throughout these papers is that of the

American Ornithologist's Union, as published in 1886).

1. After the completion of business Mr. Williams shewed a num
ber of mounted specimens of Ontarian Woodpeckers, and remarked

on their distribution and habits,

2. Dr, Brodie exhibited a Fox Sparrow {Passerella iliaca), taken

at Toronto, 4th of October, 1888, and remarked on its rarity in this

region. He also exhibited a specimen of the Longeared Owl [Asio

wilsonianus).

(Second Meeting, Januaiy 8, 1889).

3. Robins wintering at Toronto.—On January l, I ob-

served four American Robins (Merula migratoria) in Rosedale.

—

J. B. Williams.

4. American Goldfinches wintering at Toronto.—On
January 1, I observed several large flocks of Goldfinches (Spinus^

1
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tristis) ; two specimens were procured so that the identification is

beyond question.

—

Daniel G. Cox.

5. Pine Siskins at Lome Park.—I procured two specimens

of this species [Sjnnus pinus) out of five or six hundred, on Decem-

ber 31, 1888, several other fiocks were seen.

—

Ernest E. Thompson.

6. Note on Butcher-bird (Lanius horealis).—While passing

through the University grounds on New Year's day, I picked up the

body of an English Sparrow that had been beheaded I suppose by a

Butcher-bird, as I saw one of that species flying about close at

hand.

—

Hubert H. Brown.

7. Spruce Partridge in Grey County.—While resident

in Melancthon Township, Grey County, Ontario, two years ago I

met- with a single living specimen of this grouse {Dendragapus cana-

densis). I also saw several specimens that were fresh killed and

was informed that it was q\iite common in some of the more exten-

sive swamps. This record greatly extends the known i-ange of the

species in the Ontarian Peninsula.,

—

James R. Thurston.

8. Bald Eagle near Toronto.—At Victoria Park on Janu-

ary 1, I saw a large Bald Eagle {Haliaetos leucocephalus). The

species is said to be a common winter resident in open seasons, fre-

quenting the shores of the lake on account of the food supply

afibrded by numerous dead fish that are washed up on the Vjeach.

—

Hubert H. Brown.

9. After the handing in of the above reports, Mr. Ernest E.

Thompson advanced a scheme for the systematic recording of the

geographical distribution of each of our species of birds. He proposed

fii-st to prepare and have lithographed a large map of the Province of

Ontario ; the political features to be omitted, but all the main geo-

gi-aphical and topographical features to be carefully entered ; all

watersheds ; all escarpments ; each fifty feet of elevation ; each

main botanic area—as, the limits of White Pine, Jack Pine, Chest-

nut, etc. ; the main geographical features ; the main areas of slope

exposure ; the areas of disease as indicated on the charts of the

Health Department ; and, of course, the rivers, mountains, etc. One

copy of this he proposed to set apart for each species, and to enter
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on the map each authentic occurrence of the species in question, much

as is being done at Washington by the Department of Agriculture,

for the Birds of the United States. It was proposed to indicate

breeding, migrating and winter localities by spots of different colors,

until sufficient details had been procured to justify a generalization of

the facts.

The scheme was favorably received by the meeting, and a com-

mittee appointed to collect existing materials for the map, and to

ascertain cost, etc., of pi-eparing the same.

(Third Meeting, January 22, 1889).

10. American Crow and Goldfinch wintering.—While

out on January 12, to the north of the Woodbine Race Ti-ack, I saw

a solitary Goldfinch [Spinus tristis) and two Crows (Oorvus ameri-

canus). Later in the day I saw three other Goldfinches.

—

Geo. E.

Atkinson.

11. Golden crested Wren wintering near Toronto.

—

On January 16, I noticed a solitary Golden crested Wren (Regulus

satrapa) at Lome Park. It was flitting about among the pine tassels

in its characteristic manner. Although given by Mcllwraith as an

abundant winter resident, this is the first that I have observed win-

tering in this locality. There are, however, one or two mid-winter

records for Toronto.

—

Ernest E. Thompson.

12. Yellow-billed Cuckoo at Toronto.—In the summer

of 1884, while collecting insects on the Don flats, I chanced to dis-

cover a pair of Yellow-billed Cuckoos {Coccyzus americanus) in the

little alder swamp that used to be under the Jail Hill. I soon satis-

fied myself that they had a nest there and indeed found it in the follow-

ing fall ; but on my next visit I learnt that the male bird had been

shot by a man named Fox, and the female had disappeared, however

I again discovered the latter, she had found a new mate and was now
engrossed with domestic cares in the ravine of the third creek. I

did not find their nest here nor had I much opportunity of further

observing them, for a band of wretched boys came along shortly after-

wards and slaughtered both birds one afternoon.

—

William Brodie.
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13. Shrike carrying food in its claws.—Wliile at Toronto

marsh on January 17, I saw a Shrike (Lanius horealis) flying over

with some dark object in its claws, that might have been either a

mouse or a sparrow.

—

Ernest E. Thompson.

14. Rare birds at Toronto.—As a result of an examination

recently made of the n^ounted collection of Hon. Geo. W. Allan, I

am, through the courtesy of that gentleman, enabled to publish the

following unusual occurrences at Toronto :

15. Northern Phalarope {Phalaropus lohatus).

16. Wilson's Phalarope {P. tricolor).

17. Great Gray Owl {UMa cimrea).

18. Hawk Owl (Sumia tdula caparocJi).

19. Yellow-billed Cuckoo {Coccyzus americanus).

20. Canada Jay (Periaoreus canadensis).—Taken in Toronto in

the winter of 1837. Previously the species was unknown, but in

that winter a great host suddenly appeared in the town and con-

tinued all winter as common in the streets as House Sparrows are

now. In the spring these Jays all disappeared and have not since

Vjeen seen anywhere near this city.

21. Orchard Oriole (Icterus spurius).—This bird has also been

taken by Dr. Brodie, see " Auk '' 1888, p. 211.

22. White-winged Crossbill (Loxia leucoptera).

23. Woodthrush (Turdus mustelinus).

24. Also a Cardinal (Cardinalis cardinalis) taken near. Sand-

wich, Ontario.

—

Ernest E. Thompson.

25. More rare birds at Toronto.—I find in my collection

the following birds taken in the vicinity of Toronto.

26. W^OOd Thrush {Turdus mustelinus) shot, east of the Don, in

May, 1888.

27. Pine Grosbeak {Pinicola enudeator) shot, in North Toronto,

January 18, 1889. This specimen is remarkable in being the only

bird of the species obsei'\'ed here this year, usually they are quite

common in winter, but owing, no doubt, to the exceptional mildness

of the season they have not made their appearance in numbei-s.

28. Yellowbilled Cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus).—Taken at

the Humber, June, 1886.
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29. Richardson's Owl {N'yctala tengmalmi richardsoni).—
Taken April, 1888.—Wm. Cross.

30. Red-breasted Nuthatch, wintering at Toronto.

—

According to Mollwraith this bird is found here only in the spring

and fall, but my experience is that it is a common winter resident

about Toronto. I procured three on Christmas day 1888, and two

on January 1st, 1889. I do not agree with the authority quoted,

that they frequent pine trees, as I have almost invariably seen them

about the hardwoods.

—

Daniel G. Cox.

31. Crows wintering.—On January 1, I saw numbers of

crows in various parts of Toronto. Messrs. Cox and Thompson

observed the same I'ather unusual occurrence.— J. B. Williams.

32. Kinglets migrating.—On the 15th of October great num-

bers of golden-crested Kinglets [Regulus satrapa) appeared in the

w^oods to the east of Toronto ; the migration was evidently at its

height.

—

Wm. Brodie.

33. After the above rejoorts were handed in Dr. Brodie proposed

that an eflPort be made to provide printed labels for the use of the

members ; he suggests that the scientific name should be in bold type,

the English names smaller, with ruled blanks for locality, date, size,

etc. The matter was discussed at some length but no definite action

was taken.

(Fourth Meeting, February 5, 1889).

34. Bald Eagle in Muskoka.—While in Muskoka during the

summer of 1888, I discovered three nests of the Bald Eagle (Haliae-

tus leucocephalus) near Lake Rosseau ; and have just learnt that Mr.

Cross subsequently received a pair of adult bii'ds that were trapped

in exactly the same locality.—Jas. H. Fleming.

35. Note on winter-birds.—The following have just been

receiA^ed at Mr. Cross' taxidermist store :
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Two Hairy Woodpeckers {Dryohates viUosus) shot at Finger-board,

north shore of Lake Superior.

Four SnowVjirds (Plectrophenax nivalis) shot near Oakville, Feb-

ruary 2, all males.

Thii-teen Snowbirds, shot near Norway, February 2, all males.

Four Snowbirds shot near north Toronto February 3, all males.

The fact is very remarkable that not only these, but also a number

more that were received about the same time from the North-West,

were all males.

LiOng-eared Owl {Aslo vnlsonianus).—One specimen taken just

west of the Humber River, Toronto.

—

.James R. Thurston.

36. Birds wintering'.—The following birds were observed since

last meeting, about January 10, a Tree Sparrow (-S'. monticola) ; on

February 2, large flocks of Shorelark.s, Pine Siskins {Spinus pinus),

Redpolls American Goldfinches (Spinus tristis) and Crows.

—

Ernest

E. Thompson.

37. Piae Siskins still numerous.—While out in company

with Mr. Williams on January 29, 1 saw several flocks of Siskins

{Spinus pinus) and secured one specimen.

—

Jas. A. Varley.

38. Notes on habits of Nighthawk,—I would like to ask

if the membei-s have noticed or can explain the peculiar habit the

Nighthawk {Chordeiles virgiaianus) has of flying silently for four

slow steady beats of its wing, then giving five veiy fast beats after

which it utters its scream, and beginning at the slow beats again, it

repeats the performance indefinitely and with surprising regularity.

—

Geo. E. Atkin.son.

39. Bird notes in Toronto Marsh, January 25, 1889.—
About ten a.m. J reached the marsh, and as the immediate object of

my vLsit was the capture of field mice, I walked across the frozen bog

towards the higher reeds 100 yards south of the byras. My atten-

tion was almost immediately aiTested by the sight of two large dark

hawks that were quartering the mar.sh, and presently down they

pounced on something in the reeds. I concluded at once that they

were Rough-legged Buzzards {Archibiiteo lagopus sancti-johannis) and

that they were here for the same purpose as myself viz. : the capture
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of arvicolse. By a practical application of theoretical omitliology, I

concluded that the best place for the mice, was the part where the

hawks had been seeking, and very soon I found the truth of the con-

clusion ; as I drew near the hawks left, and I began to see mouse

tracks everywhere. A dark object in the top of a reed bush at-

tracted my attention, I found it to be a mouse (A. riparius), it was

too firmly fijced to have been dropped by a hawk, and I was at a

loss to account for its presence in such a situation until presently I

descried a Northern Shrike (Lanius borealis) watching me from a

distant cat-tail. I tried to get a shot at the butcher, for undoubtedly

it was he who had fixed the mouse on the reed top, but he was too shy,

each time I drew near he dropped ofi" nearly to the earth, skimmed

so low that it seemed he must graze the ground, until the base of

the next perch was reached when up at right angles to the top he

\^ould bound with one sudden spreading of his piebald wings and

tail. I followed in vain for some time till the Shrike became more

alarmed and flew away out of sight. The Roughlegs meanwhile had

been sailing about the distant reed-beds when suddenly they were set

upon by a flock of a dozen Crows, the latter kept up a noisy persecu-

tion that induced the Hawks to move ofi" to some distance, whereupon

the Crows satisfied to have scored a great moral victory flew on and

all parties concerned renewed their former occupations. Mice proved

fairly common but hard to catch alive, two dead specimens including

the one stolen from the Shrike's lardei', being all I had to show for

a morning's work.

Another Shrike was observed near the Don^ and this, with numer-

ous English Sparrows, completed the list of birds observed on this

occasion.

—

Ernest E. Thompson.

(Fifth Meeting, February 19, 1889).

40. Early spring birds.—While at Milne's Hollow, eight miles

north-east of Toronto, on February 16, I saw numbers of Shore

Larks and Bluejays.

—

Wm. Brodie.

41. Araerican Goldfinches still with us.—On February

16, my friend Mr. Gray shot five of the above species.

—

Daniel

G. Cox.
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42. Purple Finch arrived.—On February 17, I observed a

flock of Purple Finches {Carjwdacris 2^uTpureus), the first of the

season.

—

Geo. E. Atkinson.

43. Note on winter birds.—Tlie following have been received

by Mr. Cross since last meeting :

One Snowy Owl (Nyctea nyctea), shot at Port Hope on Febru-

ary 16.

One male Black-backed Gull {Larus marinus), shot on Lake

Ontario ; length, 2 ft. 7 in. ; wing, 20 ; tarsus, ?>\ ; middle toe, 3^
inches; extent, 4 ft. 7 in. ; weight, 4| lbs.

One Great Horned Owl (Btibo virginianus) a male, from Weston,

on February 7.

Four Snowbirds (Plectrophenax nivalis), from West Toronto on

February 8.

On the 8th of February also I saw a flock of thirty snowbirds

on the sandbar.

—

James R. Thurston.

44. Albino Robin.—Last summer I was shown a white Robin

{Merula migratoria) that had been shot in North Toronto by Mr. R.

Nurse.

—

Geo. E. Atkinson.

(Sixth Meeting, March 5, 1889).

45. Saw-whet and other early birds.—A little Saw-whet

Owl {Nyctala acadica), was brought into the store from west of the

Humber, it was found lying dead but still grasping a mouse, its latest

victim, in its claws. It was in good condition and no cause could be

assigned for its death.

46. A Screech Owl (Megascops asio) was received on February

27 ; like the majority of specimens taken in this region, it was in the

gray phase of plumage.

47. Purple Pinches (C. purpureus) were noted in the Queen's

Park on March 3.

—

James R. Thurston.

48. Red Crossbills at Toronto.—I observed a flock of these

birds in the Queen's Park on March 3.

—

Hubert H. Brown.
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49. Redpolls in the city.—On March 3, I noticed a flock of

these bii'ds (Acanthis linaria) on Wellesley Street, Toronto. Owing

to the imusual mildness of the winter they have not been as com-

mon as usual this season.—J. B. Williams.

(Seventh Meeting, March 19, 1889).

»

50. Spring arrivals.—On Mai-ch 16, Bluebirds (Sialia sialis),

Robins [Merula migratoria), Cedar birds (Amjjelis cedrorum), Song

Sparrows [Melospiza fasciata), Chipping Sparrow {Spizella socialis),

arrived in considerable numbers. One Bluebird, three Cedarbirds,

and eight Pui-ple Finches were shot in Rosedale by Mr. Cox the same

day.

—

Wm. Metcalf.

51. Spring arrivals.—On March 16, while at Ayr, Ontario, I

saw numbers of Blackbirds, Bluebirds {Sialia sialis) Robins {Merula

migratoria), Purple Finches {Carpodacus purjjureus), Grosbeaks,

Hawks, and Owls.

—

Hubert H. Brown.

52. Spring arrivals, etc.—On March 16, at Toronto, I col-

lected three Siskins {Spinus pinus), one Shore Lark {Otocorys

alpestris), and one Bluebird {Sialia sialis).—J. B. Williams.

53. Spring arrivals, etc.—On March 16, Mr. Cross received

from Weston another Great Horned Owl {Bubo virginianus). On
March 17, I observed flocks of Purple Finches {Carpodacus purpu-

reus) and Rosebi-easted Grosbeaks {Hahia ludoviciana) feeding on

the berries of the mountain ash, on Beverley Street, Toronto.

—

James

R. Thurston.

54. After the presentation of reports Mr. Williams showed a

picture of the Hoatzin {Opisthocomus cristatus), an anomalous bird

of South America. It is so peculiar in both its anatomy and habits

that it has been made the type and sole representative of a separate

group. Mr. Williams described the finger that is found on the Aving

of this, and after a discussion of its probable uses, and a comparison

with the similar organ that is found in our Coots and Gallinules, the

meeting closed.
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(Eighth Meeting, April 2, 1889).

55. A Rare Gull, etc—On March 25, a fine female specimen

of the Glaucous Gull (Larus glaucus), was brought into Mr. Cross

store ; it was in the pure white plumage of the young in the second

winter. This is the second record for the species at Toronto. It was

shot on the Island. The following are its dimensions :—Length, 27
;

extent, 55 ; wing, 17; tarsus, 2i ; middle toe and claw, 2| ; culmen,

2
;
gape, 3;^ ; tail, 7^ inches.

56. Two Kittiwakes {Bissa tridactyla) were brought in at the

same time, and on the 30th of March a female Great Hoi'ned Owl

(Bubo virginianus) ; this specimen was taken at Vaughan, and had

evidently begun to incubate.

—

James R. Thurston.

57. Arrivals.—March 20, Crow Blackbii-ds (Quiscalus quiscala

ceneus), arrived ; Bluejays {Cijanocitta cristata) seen on 23rd ; Red-

winged Blackbirds {Agelaius plueniceus) ai-rived March 30.

58. Loiterers.—Pine Siskin (S'/»iM?*s pinus) t-Aken on 23rd; Tree

Sparrow {Spizdko vionticola) on 30th of March.

—

Hubert H. Brown.

59. The first Geese.—A large flock of wild geese was observed

flying south-west on March 30.

—

-John Maughan, Jr.

60. Kingfisher arrived.—The first of this species {Ceryle

alcyon) was observed on the Don River, Toronto, on April 1.

—

Wm.
Metcalf.

(Ninth Meeting, April 18, 1889).

61. Arrivals.—April 5, Brown Creeper {Certhia familiaris

americana) ; April 6, Ruby-crowned Kinglet {Regulns calendula)
;

April 8, Wood Pewee [Contopus virens), and Meadow Lark (Sttcrn-

ella magna); April 10, Highholer (Colaptes auratus) ; April 11,

"Vesper Sparrow [PooccHes gramineus), and Savanna Sparrow {Am-

modramus sandwichensis savanna); April 13, Cowbird {Molothrus

ater), Golden-crowned Kinglet (Regulus satrapa), Wilson's Thrush

(Turdus ftiscescens) ; April 14, Hermit Thrush (Tu7-dtcs aonalaschkce-

jxdlasii).—Geo. E. Atkinson.

62. Winter birds of Muskoka.—In Muskoka district where
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I spent the past winter (88-9), Pine Grosbeaks (Finicola enucleator)

were abundant, but so remarkably shy that but few were procured.

American Goldfinches (Spinus tristis) were also abundant ; all the

summer residents of this species went South in the fall, those that

stayed over winter seemed to come from farther north. Canada Jays

(Ferisoreus canadensis) were not uncommon, and Three-toed Wood-
peckers (Picoides arcticus) were abundant. The Meadow Lark

{Sturnella magna), is said to be quite unknown at Bracebridge. The
Pileated Woodpecker {Ceophleus pileatus) is fast disappearing from

this region where once it was quite common.

—

Wm. Melville.

63. Hawk Owl at Toronto.—On April 14, while walking in

St. James Cemetery, I came across what I believe was a Hawk Owl

[Surnia ulula cafarocK), I saw it clearly and am satisfied of its

identity, although no means were at hand for collecting it.

—

James

R. Thurston,

64. Arrivals on April 17.— Greater Yellow-leg {Totanus

melanoleucus) ; White-crowned Sparrow [Zoyiotrichia leucophrys)

;

White-throated Sparrow (^Z. albicollis) ; Field Sparrow (Spizella

pusilla) ; Swamp Sparrow (Melospiza georgiana) ; Tree Swallow

{Tachydneta hicolor) ; Winter Wren {Troglodytes hiemalis).—James

H. Fleming.

(Tenth Meeting, May 7, 1889).

65. Arrivals, April 19.—Phoebe (Sayornis phoebe) ; Red-

headed Woodpecker [Melanerpes erythrocephalus) ; Towhee [Fipilo

erythropthalmus) ; Bobolink {Dolichonyx oryzivorus) ; Purple Mar-

tin (Progne subis) ; Whippoorwill (A. vociferus), arrived 14th.

66. April 27.—Spotted Sandpiper {Actitis macularia ; Ring

Plover (jEgialitis semipalmata) ; Chimney Swift (Chcetura pelagica)
;

Barn Swallow {Chelidon erythrogaster) ; Clifi" Swallow (Petrochelidon

lunifro7is) ; Bank Swallow (Clivicola riparia).

67. May 2.—Scarlet Tanager (Piranga erythromelas).

68. May 3.—Pine Warbler {Dendroica vigorsii).

69. May 6.—Baltimoi-e Ov'iole {Icterus galbula) ; Red-eyed Yireo

{Vireo olivaceus) ; Ovenbird {Seiurus aurocapillus).

70. May 7-—Chestnut-sided Warbler {Dendroica pen'iisylvanica).

Observed by the Subsection.
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(Eleventh Meeting, May 21, 1889).

71. Arrivals, May 8.—Redstart {^Selopltxiga ruticilla) ; Yellow

Warbler (Dendroica oestiva) ; Blackburnian Warbler {D. black-

burn'ue) ; Nashville Warbler {llelmonthophila ruficapilla).

72. May 9.—Crested Flycatcher {Myiarchus crinitus) ; Kingbird

{Tyrannus tyraanus) ; Catbird [Galeoscoptes carolinensis).

73. May 10. — Nighthawk (Chordeiles virginianus) ; Rose

breasted Grosbeak (Habia ludoviciana) ; Black and White Ci'eeper

{mniotilta varia) ; Wood Thrush (Turdus mustelinus).

74. May 16.—Canadian Warbler (^Sy^rama cawac?ensis).

75. May 18.—Indigo Banting (Passerina cyanea) ; Wilson'.s

Warbler {Sylvania pusilla) ; Baybreasted Warbler {Dendroica

castanea). Observed by the Subsection.

76. Olive-sided Flycatcher at Toronto. — On May 18

while out shooting I secured a Flycatcher which proved to be of the

above rare species (Contopus borealis). This is the second record for

Toronto.-

—

James H. Fleming.

77. A supposed Loggerhead at Toronto.—On May 18,

while out west of the city, in a scrubby corner of an open field, I

found a Shrike's nest with three eggs in it, and afterwards shot both

birds, finding in the female a fully formed egg. These birds did

not seem to be our usual form Lanius ludovicianus excubitorides, but

rather the true ludovicianus of the South.

—

James R. Thurston,

(Twelfth Meeting, June 4, 1889).

78. Cowbird's egg in Vesperbird's nest.—On May 24, I

found a nest of Pooccetes gramineus with one cowbird's (Molothrus

ater) egg, and three eggs of the owner,—J. B. Williams.

79. Arrivals, May 24.—Blackheart Sandpiper {Tringa cdpina

pacifica) ; Semipalmated Sandpiper {Ereunetes pusillus) ; and Cur-

lews.

80. May 27,—Caspian Tern (Sterna tschegrava) ; Common Tern

{Sterna hirundo).

81. May 31.—Red-breasted Snipe {Macrorhamphus griseus).
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82. June 2.—Found nest of common Junco {Junco hiemalis) on

a hillside at Rosedale, Toi'onto ; .
it contained five young ones.

—

James R. Thurston.

83. Arrivals, June 1.—Tennessee Warbler {Helminthophila

peregrina) ; Magnolia Warbler {Dendroica maculosa) ; Black-cap (I),

striata) ; Maiyland Yellow-throat [Geothlypis trichas).-—James H.

Fleming.

84. Blackbilled Ouckoo nesting.—On June 2, I found the

nest of Coccyzus erythropthalmus, in the woods to the north ot

Toronto ; it was a very flimsy afiair and placed on a fallen branch

which was lodged in the fork of a sapling about thirty inches from

the ground. It contained two eggs.

—

Wm. Brodie.

85. A Pair of Olive-sided Flycatchers.—On June 2, Mr.

S. Mitchell while shooting near Toronto observed a pair of Flycatch-

ers, they were a good deal on the ground and kept so close together

that he killed them both with one barrel, one was shattered, the

other he brought to me, but unfortunately it was spoilt before it

could be skinned. It was a Contopus horealis.—Wm. Brodie.

86. Another Olive-side.—On June 3, I collected a specimen ot

ContojJus horealis, making the fifth example taken at Toronto.—J. B.

Williams.

87. Field Sparrow-nesting.—On May 23, I found a nest of

Field Sparrow {Spizella pusilla) with four eggs. Is not this early for

the species 1—James H, Fleming.

(Thirteenth Meeting, June 18, 1889).

88. Pileated Woodpeckers nesting.—On June 4, during

my recent trip to Muskoka, I was fortunate enough to discover the

nesting place of a pair of these birds {Ceophloius pileatus). The nest

was about 50 feet from the ground in a hemlock tree about ten miles

north of Bracebridge. The head of the female was visible in the

entrance to the nest, and the male bird was sitting on a branch close

by. A heap of chips lay at the foot of the tree.—C. W. Armstrong.
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89. Nesting of Baltimore Oriole.—On June 14, I found

three nests of this species {Icterus galbula), one with two young

and two eggs ; each of the othei'S with four eggs.

—

George E.

Atkinson.

90. Arrivals of Interest.—On June 12, Mr. Cross received

two Yellow-billed Cuckoos (Coccyzus americanus), and on the 17th

another, all were shot near Toronto. These, together with a pair shot

by Mr. Jacobs of Centre Street, as Mr. Thompson informs me, make

seven records for this locality, and show that the species is a regular

though far from common summer resident.

91. June 14.—Virginian Rail (Rallus virginianus), first taken.

92. June 16.—Black Tern (Hydrochelidon nigra surinamensis),

shot.

—

James R. Thurston.

(Fourteenth Meeting, October 1, 1889).

93. Nesting of Screech Owl.—On June 20, we received a

brood of four young Screech Owls (Megascops asio) taken from the

nest; one was in the red plumage, three in the gray.

—

James R.

Thurston.

94. Strange behaviour ol Kingbird.—On July 1, while

out with my catapult, I was followed and scolded so persistently by a

Bluebird (Sialia sialis) that I fired a chai'ge of shot at it, it seemed

to be hit on the head for at once it fluttered and began to soar

straight up. When about a hundred feet ii]) it Avas suddenly

attacked by a Kingbird {Tyrannus tyrannus) which seized it by the

neck and fluttered downward with it, retaining its hold till Vjoth

were close to my feec when the Kingbird flew ofi" and I captured the

Bluebird in my insect net.

95. Another Yellow-billed Cuckoo.—On July 29, at Wells'

Hill, North Toi'onto, I shot another Yellow-billed Cuckoo (Coccyzus

americanus).—George E. Atkinson.

96. Rare birds at Toronto-—A Least Tern {Sterna antill-

arum) was shot here by Mr. Wm. Loane on September .5. This with

Dr. Brodie's record for Toronto, and Mr. Mcllwraith's for Hamilton,

makes the third for Lake Ontai-io.
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97. Baird's Sandpiper (THnga bairdU).—Mr. Mcllwraith con-

siders this species a rare one in Ontario, mentioning that he knows of

but four having been taken. On September 24, a specimen was

received at the store and several others on previous seasons. Mr.

Ernest E. Thompson informs me that on September 10, 1887, he pro-

cured two on Ashbridge Bay, and saw several others. On September

16, 1889, he got another at the same place, so that we may consider

this bird a regulai', though not a common fall migrant.

98. Stilt Sandpiper (Micropalama himantopus).—On Septem-

ber 26, we received three of these rai-e Sandpipers, all shot at

Toronto.

99. White-rumped Sandpiper {THnga /uscicolUs).—Taken

September 24. A late captui'e.

100. Buff-breasted Sandpiper {Tryngites suhruficolUs).—One

shot by Mr. Wm. Loane, September 5.

101. Peregrine Falcon {Falco peregrinus anatum).—Killed

here September 25-; stomach distended with grasshoppers.

102. Fall birds.—Night-hawk {Ghordeiles virginianus) last seen

September 30 ; Rusty Grakle {Scolecophagus carolinus) shot on Don
Flats September 30; Sparrow Hawks {Falco sparverius), Broad-

winged Hawks (Buteo latissiTmis), and Sharpshins {Accipiter velox)

very abundant, October 1 ; the stomachs of nearly all these last were

full of grasshoppers.

103. Late nesting of Cuckoo.—On August 12, I found the

nest of a Black-billed Cuckoo [Coccyzus erythropthalmus) in Rosedale,

North Toronto ; it contained two eggs.

—

James R. Thurston.

104. Fall Migrants.—On September 28, I collected one Black-

throated Blue Warbler {Dendroica cosriolescens), and on the 22nd,

one Winter Wren [Troglodytes hiemalis) ; on September 28, strag-

gling flocks of White-crowned (Zonotrichia leucophrys), White-

throated [Z. alhicollis), Swamp [Melosjnza georgiana), Song (M.

fasciata) andVesper [Pooccetes gramineus) Sparrows ; also Myrtle

Warblers (Dendroica coronata) and Vireos, were observed moving

southward.

—

Hubert H. Brown.

(Fifteenth Meeting, October 15, 1889).

105. Last Migrants.—October 3, I shot a Solitary Vireo (Vireo
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solitarius) on Spadina Avenue, Toronto ; on October 5, noted the

last White-crowned Sparrow [Zonotrichia leucophrys) and the last

Highholder {Colaptes auratus).—George E. Atkinson.

106. Fall Migrants, etc. — On October 7, I collected one

Pigeon Hawk [Falco coluinbarius) ; one Swamp Sparrow (Melospiza

georgiana) found dead on the street ; and one Brown Creejier {Certhia

familiaris americana). On October 10, I shot one Snowbird I^Plect-

rophenax nivalis) out of a flock of four on the sandbar.

—

Hubert H.

Brown.

107. General Notes.—On October 10, we received at Mr.

Cross' stoi-e:—one Horned Owl {Bubo virginianus) shot near Toronto;

its stomach contained one Deer-mouse {Hesperomys leucopus). Also

four Short-eared Owls (Asio accipitrinus), one Barred Owl (Syr-nium

nebulosum), several Saw-whets i^Nyctala acadica), and one Wood Duck

{Aix sponsa). On October 11, one Redtailed Hawk (Buteo borealis),

its stomach contained several field mice {Arvicola rijyaritis) ; one

Sharpshin {Accipiter velox) ; one American Pipit {Anthus pensilvan-

icus), shot on the Island out of a lai-ge flock with Shorelarks. On
the 12th, large numbers of Gulls were observed gathering about the

Bay as usual to winter. On October 14, a male Goshawk (Accipiter

atricapillus) in immature plumage, was taken;

108. Cooper's Hawk at Toronto.—On October 12, I re-

ceived a fine hawk that had been disabled by flying against the wires

in the city. It proved to be a male Accipiter cooperi, the first of the

species ever observed in Toronto or vicinity by any of our members.

—

James R. Thurston.

(Sixteenth Meeting, October 29, 1889).

109. Northern Shrike arrived.—While at Lome Park, Peel

County, Ont., on October 19, I noticed a noi'thern Shrike [Lanius

borealis) the first observed this fall. It was in the immature plumage,

and was pursued at a respectful distance by a flock of noisy Chicadees

(Partis articapilbis) of which, however, it took no notice so far as I

could see.

—

Ernest E. Thompson.
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110. General notes.—On October 19, we received at Mr.

Cross' store:—two Barred Owls (Si/rnium nebidosum) and one

Screech Owl (Megascops asio) from near Toronto.

111. Spruce Partridge in Haliburton County. — On
October 19, we received one of this species ilJendragapus canadensis)

from Haliburton.

112. October 22.—Received at the store one Black Hawk
{Archibuteo lagopics sa7icti-johannis), one Redshouldered Hawk {Buteo

lineatus), one Screech Owl {Megascops asio), one Blackheart Sand-

piper {Tringa alpina pacifica) all taken at Toronto.

113. October 23.—Received from Colborne, one Richardson's

Owl {Nyctala tengmalmi richardsoni).

114. October 24.—Received a Bald Eagle {Haliaetos leucoceph-

alus) shot on the otli concession of York, W.
11-5. October 25.—Received Green-winged Teal (Anas carolin-

ensis), one Wilson's Snipe {Gallinago delicata), shot at Toronto.

116. October 26.—Received a Spruce Partridge {Dendragapus

canadensis) from Haliburton and one Black Duck [Anas obscura)

from Toronto.

117. Oct. 29. Great Gray Owl.—A fine specimen of this

northern bird ( Ulula cinerea) was sent to day to the store fi'om North

Bay, Lake Nipissing. Its stomach contained, one entire Shrew—ap-

jjarently Sorex coojMri, and the remains of some field mice (Arvicola

riparius ?).
—James R. Thurston.

118. Fox Sparrow arrived.—On Oct. 26, while at Well's

Hill, North Toronto, I shot a Fox Sparrow {Passerella iliaca).

This is the only specimen reported this year.

—

George E. Atkinson.

119. Fall migration and habits of the Pine Linnet or

Siskin.—On October 2, I observed three Pine Linnets [Spinus

pinus), the first of the season. They were flying high in the air near

Springfield, on the Credit. Their numbers increased in this neighbor-

hood through October, and now, October 29, the species is extremely

abundant. They are observed chiefly in flocks of various sizes among

the silver-birch trees on whose catkins principally they subsist at this

season. While on the wing each member of the flock utters its loud

twitter, so that the jiresence of the birds is noticeable from a great

distance ; but as soon as they alight, each one sets about collecting

2
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food, in silence, and usually no sound is uttered by them until some^

member of the company takes wing to reach a more inviting bunch of

catkins, and utters his chirrup, as he does so. The Pigeon Falcon

(Falco coluwbarius) seems to be their chief enemy at this time ; one

of the species was observed darting after a flock of the Linnets on

October 28.

—

Ernest E. Thompson.

(Seventeenth Meeting, November 12, 1889).

120. Purple Sandpiper at Toronto.—A specimen of this

species [Triuga maritima) was brought into my store. It was killed

on Toronto Bay, October 30. This makes the second I'ecord for

Ontario, the other being that in Mcllwraith's Birds of Ontario.

121. Double-crested Cormorant.—A specimen of Pkaia-'

crocorax (Jilu/Jtus, shot near Toronto was brought to me October 31.

122. Cinereus Owl.—A specimen of Syrnium dnereum, reached

me from Powas.san, Muskoka. Its stomach was distended with

Arvicolae.

123. Winter birds.—The following winter birds have been

observed already :

—

Archlbuteo lagopus sancti-johannis, October 31,

and twice since, both black and buff phases ; Xyctala tenymalmi

richardsoni, November 8 ; Nijctea nyctea, November 8, this, like the

Great Gray Owl, seems unusually numerous this year ; also taken

November 9. Urinator lutnine, Larus franklinii, Larus Philadelphia,

and Larus delaivarensis, taken November 11, at Toronto.

—

\Vm.

Cross.

124. Horned Owl devouring Siiunk.—The stomach here-

with shown is that of a Bubo virginiarais, and is crammed with the

flesh of a skunk, which doubtless to judge from the odor of the

feathers was killed by the Owl itself

125. General notes.—On November 8, 1 observed the following

species, Northern Shrike {Lanius borealis) ; Bluebird, male, {SiaHa

sialis) ; and White-breasted Nuthatch [Sitta carolinensis).—James

E.. Thurston.

126. Winter-birds arriving.—On November 8, I shot three

Redpolls {Acanthis linaria) in Rosedale, and on the 9th I saw a
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Snowy Owl [Nyctea nyctea) sitting on the top of a flagstaff at the

corner of Yonge and W(^llesley Streets, in the city.—J. B. Williams.

127. Late summer birds.—On November 8, I shot a malf,

Canada Flycatcher (Sylvania canadensis) ; on the 10th I saw a flock

of Red-shouldered Blackbii'ds (Agelaius 2>hoeniceus).— John Edmonds.

128. Migrants.—On November 3, I saw two Hermit Thrushes,

(
Turdus aonalaschkae pollasii) ; and one Bronze Blackbird

(
Quiscalus

purpureus ceneus).— George E. Atkinson.

(Eighteenth Meeting, December 10, 1889).

129. A late Plover.—On November 9, I collected a specimen

of Golden Plover (Gharadrius dominica) on the Ash bridge sand-bar,

it was in good condition and apparently in full possession of all its

powers.

—

John Edmonds.

130. Pine Grosbeaks, arrived.—While at Georgetown in

the County of Halton, on November 1.5, I noted a small flock of

Pinicola enudeator feeding on the berries of the mountain ash.

—

Wm. Brodie.

131. A late To"Wh.ee.—I collected a male Pipilo erythToptlml-

mils, on the Don Flats, November 16 ; it was in good condition.

Mr. Thompson informs me that the bulk of this species went south

during the first week of October.

132. King Eider a^t Toronto.—A fine male specimen of

Somateria spectabilis was collected in Toronto Bay, November 2.5.

This is the fii'st positive record of the species for the Province.

133. Great Gray Owls.—A second specimen of Syrnium

cinereum was received from the Nipissing region on the 22nd of

November ; and on December 2, I received a specimen that had been

shot at Victoria Park near Toronto ; on December 7, I received an-

other from Lome Park, Peel County, Ontario ; and on December 4,

another from Port Arthur. This species is more abundant this year

than ever I have known it before ; a taxidermist in Quebec in-

forms me that he has received nearly a dozen this winter already,

which is more than he obtained in the previous seven years that he
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has been in business. I can say much the same myself, for this year

already 1 have had six fine specimens moi'e than all put together thah

I have had in the previous years I have been in Toronto.

134. A flock of Short-eared Owls.— A. flock of over fifty of

this species (Asio accipitrinus) was seen on the sand-bar of Ash-

bridge Bay, December 5. Seven specimens were killed at three

shots and brought to me.

135. Razor-billed Auk at Toronto.—The capture of this

species [Alca torda), on Toronto Bay on December 10, is one of the

most interesting bird events of this fall. The specimen answers exactly

to the description in Ridgway's " Manual," except that it has the white

line from the eye to the Vjase of the culmen, and this should be absent

at this season. The following ai'e the measurements :—length, 16|-

inches; extent, 25f ; wing, 1\; tail, 3| ; tarsus, ItV ; culmen, 1^;

depth of bill, f . Back, black ; secondai'ies, tipped with white
;

under pax'ts, pure white ; space behind the eye, dusky white.

136. Snowy Owls.—This species {Nyclea nyctea) is very plenti-

ful this year, eighteen having been brought to me already. I have

been struck by the fact, not generally known I believe, that this bird

has " horns " or " ears." I have paid particular attention to this fact

this season, and find that the feathers of the horns are fully one-eighth

of an inch longer than the surrounding feathers, and very much

darker in colouring or spots. I find them in every specimen I ex-

amine, though they may easily escape notice in a dried skin. Three

of my specimens were collected on Toronto Island on December 10,

and all were from the neighborhood of Toionto city.

137. General notes.^—-The following have been received at the

store since last meeting :

—

Lophodytes cucullatus, male, Toronto,

November 9 ; Bubu virginianus, Davisville, November 22 ; another,

Harrietsville, December 5 ; Nyctala acadica, Todmorden, December

10; Falco columharius, male, Ashbridge Ba}', December 6 ; a pair

of CeojMmus pileatus, male and female from Haliburton, November

29 ; Picoides arcticus, from Parry Sound, December 2 ; Pinicola

enucleator, Wells' Hill, Toronto, December 3 ; Laniuts borealis,

Toronto, December 10, remarkable for the dull faded brown of its

plumage.
—

"War. Cross.

138. White-breasted Nuthatch, wintering at Toronto.
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—On December 1, I observed a pair of this species (Sitta carolinensis),

and make record of the same as the question of their wintering here

has been raised.—J. B. Williams.

(Nineteenth Meeting, December 31, 1889).

139. Pine G-rosbeaks at Toronto.—December 23, met with

a flock of nine or ten Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) ; three or

four were males
;
procured a male and female ; when fired at, the

flock flew away uttering a shrill cry. They were in the woods north

of Rosedale. It is five years since I last met with any close to the

city.

140. Nuthatch wintering.—December 19, saw two White-

breasted Nuthatches (Sitta carolinensis) in Queen's Park.

—

J. B.

Williams.

141. Bohemian Waxwing at Toronto.—On Parliament

Street, December 22, I saw one of this species (jlmpelis garrulus)

feeding on the bei-ries of the mountain ash.

142. Shrike capturing Goldfinch.—In Ptosedale on Dec.

15, I watched a Shrike {Laniihs borealis) in pursuit of a Goldfinch

(Spinus tristis) ; it captured the latter on the wing and disappeared

with it into the bushes.

—

James R. Thurston.

143. Flicker wintering in Ontario.—A specimen of Colaptes

a^lratus, shot at Chatham a few days ago, has come into my posses-

sion.

i44. Northern Shrike.—A fine specimen of this bird (Lanius

borealis) has just reached me, it is in the clear bluish ash plumage.

It is remarkable that all the specimens taken in the early part of the

season, are in the dull brown stage, and those that come later are in

the bluish. Is this due to the wearing off of the brown on the

feathers, or to the fact that the younger birds arrive first ]
—Wm.

Cross.

145. Yellow-bellied Woodpecker.—Reference was made to

this species as a true Sapsucker—Dr. Brodie objected, that he did not

accept all the current stories about its sap-sucking pro2jensities. Mr.
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Williams mentioned some interesting facts that liad come under his

oljservation, which proved the bird to be a liabitual borer for sap.

Mr. Thompson cited another similar instance and referred to the fact

that the species arrived in the spring when the sap began to move.

Dr. Brodie believed that the bird would occasionally l>e found winter-

ing here, and read numerous records of gizzard contents to show that

the bird did not subsist on the inner bark of trees, but that it was an

omnivorous feeder like the Colaptes auratus. Mr. Williams promised

to present his observation on paper at a future meeting.

—

The
Secretary.

144. After the handing in of reports, Mr. Williams exhibited

specimens of the Pine Grosbeak [Pinicola enudeator). Mr. Thompson

referred to their feeding on the scale-like seeds of Conifers, and re-

mai'ked that there were several competitors for this class of food in

the winter, and that three distinct forms of beak were adapted for

extracting the seeds from the cone—these three are rej)resented by

the beaks of Pinicola enudeator, Spinus pinus, Loxia curvirostra

The first secui-es the coveted moi-sels by main force, being a remarkably

massive, strong bill ; the second the Pine Linnet's, is an exceedingly

shaxi^ pointed probe-like forceps, adapted for insertion between the

scales ; but the last, the bill of the Crossbill, though so odd-looking,

is the most pei'fect instiniment of all, and by its help the scales are

bent outwards and the seed extracted with remarkable celerity.
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THE "FLYING PROAS" OF THE LADRONE ISLANDS.

BY Capt. Stupart, R. N.

Loi'd Anson in his voyage round the workl in 1740-44, speaks

thus of these boats :

" If we examine the simplicity and ingenuity of its construction

and the extraordinary velocity with which it moves, we shall find it

worthy of our admiration and deserving a place amongst the mechan-

ical productions of the most civilized nations, where arts and sciences

have flourished ; hence these boats deserve our attention."

The Islands are situated between 10° and 20° noi-th hititude, and in

longitude 145° East; they wei'e first made known to the world in

1521, by Magellan.

Dampier (who has always been considered a most accurate observer

and a good describer) followed in 1686; he writes: "The natives

wei-e veiy ingenious beyond any people in making boats or proas, as

they ai-e called in India, and therein tliey take great delight. I did

for my own satisfaction try the swiftness of one of them ; sailing by

our log we had 12 knots on our reel, an<l she ran it all out before the

minute glass was half out, which if it had been no more, is at the rate

of 12 miles an hour, but I do believe she would have run 24 miles

an hour."

There is another ])oint which gives a more correct idea of " Pacific
"

navigation than I have met elsewhere. Mr. Walter Coote, F. R. G. S.,

accompanied Bishop Selwyn in his periodical visit to the Pacific

Islands in the yacht Southern Cross, in 1882, and he thus speaks of

the navigating knowledge of the " Santa Cruz " natives.

" The natives of Santa Cruz do not hesitate to make cruises fai- out

of sight of land, their knowledge of the stars being very considerable."

"I have noticed the elder of the three boys whom we subsequently

brought away from here, teaching the names of various stars to his

younger companions," and they knew the direction of their native

island however distant it micfht he.



PROA OF THE LADRONE ISLANDS.

Length, 27 ft. ; Depth, 5 ft. ; Width, 4 ft. 6 in. ; Yard, bamboo Outriysei' baiiih.

SailH, matting. The flat perpendicular is always the lee side
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PRISON TiEFORM.

By a. M. Rosebrugh, M. D.

[Abstract of a papier read before the Canadian Institute, ISSU].

The claim that prison reform had its origin in the bosom of the

chui-ch is not an idle claim. Pope Clement XI., in 1703, wrote

over the door of the Roman prison of St. Michele : Parum est imjjro-

bos coercere fiend, nisi lii'obos efficias disciplind. * But prison reform

has been a plant of slow growth, and it was not until long after the

death of John Howard, the prison philanthi'opist, that prison reform

took practical shape. Howard was the means of inaugurating a more

humane treatment of prisoners, but the pi-inciple enunciated by

Clement XI., is not even yet fully recognized. Penologists believe

that while incorrigible criminals sliould be permanently incarcerated,

the corrigible ones should be reformed by discipline, by labour, secular

and religious instiuction, etc., and that short of this our penal insti-

tutions are a failure—^crime is not diminished, and society is not

protected.

Among the means that have been found to be of most service in

effecting the reformation of pi-isoners, the following ai-e considei'ed

the most important, namely—Classification, Industrial Employment,

Indeterminate Sentences, Clonditional Liberation, Secular and Reli-

gious Education, and Prisoners' Aid Societies.

1. Classification.—The most important requirement in the refor-

mation of prisoners is classification. Very little can be accomplished

in the reformation of prisoners while old offenders are allowed to

associate with other prisonei-s. There is but one remedy and that is

the absolute separation of the prisonei"s, so that no prisoner shall

come in contact with any other prisoner. No half measures will

suffice ; no gi'ouping into classes is of any avail ; the choice must be

between separation and contamination.

As about ^ of all prisoners, on an average, are kei)t in county jails,

* It is useless to imprison criminals unless you reform them by discipline.
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it seems the height of folly to allow the free range among them of old

offenders. " Any advance in the reform of prisoners," says Gen.

BrinkerhofF, "must commence with the county jails, and such separation

must be secured as shall not allow any one prisoner to associate with

any other prisoner during the period of his incarceration in such jail."

This system is called the separate, cellular, or individual system.

The separate system was recommended in England by a select com-

mittee of the House of Lords as far back as in 1835 ; again in 1847,

and still again in 1850. The committee in their report in 1850, state

that " they entertain a very decided opinion on this head—that the

separate system must he acce^^ted as the foundation of prison discipline,

and that its rigid maintenance is a vital principle in the efficiency of

county and borough jails."

Copies of this report were transmitted to the Governor General of

Canada in 1865, strongly urging the adoption of the separate system

in Canada, and adding :
" You will bear in mind that no ordinary

difficulties, nor indeed any difficulties should be allowed to stand in

the way of the establishment of the system."

In the International Prison Congress held in London, in 1872, the

delegates from Kussia, Germany and Belgium, reported that they

were satisfied with their prison system so far as it was cellular or

sej^arate and no further.

In Great Britain the cellular system is in operation in all the

local prisons, and these prisons are now under the absolute and un-

divided control of the Home office. Convicts who are under sentences

of five years or more, spend the first nine months in cellular confine-

ment. After the first nine months they are allowed to work in

association, but at other times they are kept separate. It is found

that short sentences with cellular confinement in the local prisons has

a much greater deterrent effect than longer sentences without such

cellular confinement. The cost of the construction of the jails on the

cellular plan is greater, but it is good economy, firstly, because the

prisoners receive shorter sentences, and, secondly, because there are

fewer re committals.

Industrial Employment.—Regarding the necessity for industrial

employment for prisoners, there is no difference of opinion among

prison managers. There can be no leformation or proper discipline

-without it. Prison experts also believe that prison labour has no ap-
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preciable effect on free labour eithei' in the prices of products or wages.

In the United States it is claimed that the total product of convict

labour as compared with the total product of free labour, is less than

I per cent. In I'eformatories and other institutions where leformation

is the principal end in view, such industries should be engaged in as

will best tend to make the prisoners self-supporting after their dis-

charge. In penitentiaries where life prisoners and incoi-rigibles are

imprisoned, that system of labour may be adopted which will tend to

make the prison self-sustaining—care being taken of course, to i-educe

the competition with free labour to a minimum. " Labour," says

Warden Massie, " in its several pursuits, stands next to Christianity,

first and indispensable ; without it reformation of chai'acter may be

said to be impossible."

Master Workman Powderly says, very properly :

" Do not keep criminals in idleness, but do not throw their labor

on the market for a less price than that paid to honest labor ; reform

the imprisoned as well as punish them
;
give them work for the brain

to do as well as for the hands ; teach them how to be Christians while

teaching them how to work ; take what is given to the contractor of

their earnings and give it to tliemselves when they leave prison, or

allow their earnings to go to the support of their families, if they have

any, instead of throwing tliese families on the charities of the town,

while the prison, contractor reaps a reward from the crime that causes

him to wish that the ci'op of criminals may grow larger."

The Indeterminate Sentence.—An indeterminate sentence is

one which has no maxim a in limit. The criminal is simply convicted

and sentenced for the crime of which he is charged. On indeter-

minate sentences prisoners can earn their dischai'ge by good conduct,

but if they are incorrigible thoy may be held for life. In the reform-

atory at Elmira, N. Y., the young men must earn their discharge by

mastering a trade and passing a thorough examination in certain

studies. The indeterminate sentence is in operation in some of tlie

work houses in the United States where tramps and habitual drunk-

ards are incarcerated. The Hon. Frederick Hill, Inspector-Genei-al of

Scotland was the first to recommend the indeterminate sentence. It

assumes that a person convicted of crime is morally diseased and

should be imprisoned as an insane patient is confined, and that he

.sliould not be discharged until cured.
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Conditional Liberation.—Conditional liberation or the parole

system is almost a necessary'- accompaniment of the indeterminate

sentence system. It is a modification of, and an impi'ovement upon,

the English ticket-of-leave system. The prisoner is not released until

employment is found for him and he is required to report periodically

to some officer designated by the prison authorities. Failing this he

is recommitted. So long as his conduct.is good he is encouraged and

given substantial aid if necessary. In 1864 a new Penal Servitude

Act was passed in England embodying the Crofton system which in-

cludes indeterminate sentences and conditional liberation. Since

then crime has steadily decreased in Great Britain. At Elmira,

N. Y., it is claimed that fully 80 per cent, of all prisoners who are

discharged on parole are permanently reformed.

Education.—Another important requirement in prison I'efoi-m is

education. A large proportion of incarcerated criminals ai'e quite

illiterate. It is from the illiterate and the idle classes that a very

large percentage of the criminal class is recruited. Industrial train-

ing should be incorporated with our education system and attend-

a,nce at school should be made compulsory. In industrial schools and

reformatories, a good common school education should be given, and

proficiency both in studies and in acquiring a trade should be made

both an incentive and a sine qua non to a discharge. At the reform-

atory for young men at Elmira, K. Y., no one is discharged until he

has thoroughly mastered a trade and passed the required examination

in his studies. The discharge is quite independent of outside in-

fluence.

Religion.—For the reformation of prisoners religion is the highest

motive power that can be brought to bear. No permanent progress

in prison I'eform can be expected without it. The religious influence

of the chaplain or Sunday-school teacher should be supplemented by

that of God-fearing prison officers and employes, otherwise all

eflForts in this direction may be completely neutralized. No reforma-

tion can be expected in a prison where there is a profane or intem-

perate official.

Prisoners' Aid Associations.—The cause of prison reform has also

been promoted by Prisoners' Aid Associations. These societies extend

a helping hand to prisoners on their discharge from prison. Employ-

ment is found for them, and, when necessary, tools or money is
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supplied. This critical period in the prisoner's history is thus tided

over and every effort in the direction of reformation of character is

encouraged. The Prisoners' Aid Association of Canada is doing a

good work in this direction, and the managers are now making an

effort to establish branches in all the cities and larger towns of

Ontario.

Prison E,eporm in Ontario.—In the Province of Ontario the

Prisoners' Aid Association of Canada has memorialized the Local

Government on the question of prison reform. This society has asked

the Ontai'io Government to appoint a Commission of competent

gentlemen to collect information regarding Prisons, Reformatories,

Houses of Correction, Work-Houses, etc., with a view to the

adoption of the most approved methods of dealing with tlie criminal

classes, suggesting to the Government the projtriety of erecting suffi-

cient Prison and Keforniatory accommodation in the Province to

completely relieve the gaols of criminals convicted of crime and under

sentence, and asking for a report on the following, viz. :—-(1) The

causes of crime, such as drink, over-crowding, immoral literature.

Sabbath-breaking, truants from school, etc. : (2) the best means of

rescuing destitute children from a criminal career : (3) the best means

of providing and conducting Industrial scliools : (4) the propi-iety of

the Government assuming larger control of County Gaols : (5) in-

dustrial employment of prisoners: (6) indeterminate sentences: (7)

tlie best method of dealing with tramps and habitual drunkards.

This Association has also commended the following resolutions to

the favorable consideration of the Government :*

1. County Jails should be maintained only as places of detention

for persons charged with offences and awaiting trial, and should not

be used for prisoners after ti'ial and conviction.

2. County Jails should be conducted strictly on the separate or

cellular system.

8. Persons convicted of crime should not be detained in county

jails, Vjut should be dealt with according to the age and natural pro-

clivities of the criminal.

'Since this paper was read before the Canadian Institute these resolutions have been

endorsed by church courts, county judges, sheriffs, wardens, gaolers, etc., by the religious and

secular press, by eminent American penologists such as Gen. Brinkerhoff of Ohio, Brock waj' of

Elmira Reformatory, Brush, of Sing-Sing, etc., and also by the Canadian Institute and other

societies.
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4. A boy under foui'teen years of age, not previously vicious,

should be restored to his parents upon their giving a guarantee of his

future good conduct. Failing this he should be sent to an Industrial

School.

5. A boy under sixteen years of age, having a natural tendency

toward crime, or being convicted of a second oifence, should be sent

either to a Reformatory direct, or to an Industrial School on trial,

according to circumstances ; and a special court should be oi-ganized

to deal with these cases, as well as with females charged with light

offences. A boy should never be brought to open Police Court nor

be sent to a county jail.

6. Industrial Schools and Reformatories should not be considered

as places for punishment, but should be utilized wholly for the refor-

mation of character. The young persons sent t > these institutions

should not be committed for any definite period, but they sliould be

detained until reformation is attained, irrespective of the time

required. The officers of these institutions should be carefully

selected, preferably by a system of examination and promotion, and
without reference to party or social infiuence.

7. As industrial employment is a necessary step towai-ds reforma-

tion, and as this cannot be supplied by the county jails, the necessity

arises for prisons and reformatories of ample dimensions, where such

employment can be pi'ovided, and where other influences of a refor-

matory character may be utilized, and where a system of classification

may be carried on.

8. The expense and management of such persons in such institu-

tions should be borne by the county from which they are sent, when
such expense exceeds the proceeds of the industrial labor of the per-

sons so sent.

9. Tramps and habitual drunkards should be sent to an institution

where they can be provided with productive industrial employment,
and where they can be brought under reformatory influences, and
they should be detained in snid institution under indeterminate sen-

tences. Incorrigibles should be sentenced to penitentiary for life.

They should be considered as having forfeited all right to regain their

liberty unless reformation takes place.

10. In order to meet the requirements of the case there should be
sufficient prison accommodation in Ontario to relieve the county jails

of all persons undergoing sentence. This accommodation should be

provided either by enlarging the Centi'al Prison or by erecting two
additional pi'isons, one in the east and the other in the west. There
should be unification in our prison system. The prisons should be

graded, and the reformatory principle in its most improved form and
after the best models should be incorporated with said system.
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11. The question of prison labor sliould be removed from the arena

of pai'ty politics, and members ofl abor organizations should look at

this question from a patriotic rather than from a trades standpoint.

A practical difficulty in the way of prison reform in this Province

is the divided control of the county gaols. The gaols are under the

inspection of the local Government, but the construction and main-

tenance is under the control of the county councils. Prison reform

requires unification and centralization of the prison system of the

state. Without it true prison reform is impossible. Unification and

centralization is necessary in our education system. It is quite as

necessary in our penal system. In Belgium and in Great Britain all

the local prisons are constructed on the same system (the cellular

system). This was not effected in England until the Central Govern-

ment assumed absolute control of all the local prisons. Previous to

this, every effort was made by the Government to induce, and even

to compel, the local authorities to make the change but without

avail. We should ]>rofit by the experience of the Mother Country.
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THE LANGUAGE OF THE MISSISSAGUAS OF

SCUGOG. [Abstract]

BY A. F. Chamberlain, M.A.

In the course of a visit paid to the Indians of Scugog in August^

1888, the writer was enabled to collect a vocabulary of some 700

words, besides personal and place names. The vocabulary shows the

Mississagua to be almost pure Ojebway, thei-e being, however, several

points in which it seems to possess dialectic peculiarities, such as the

use (more frequent than in Ojebway) of the o—so often elided or

absent in other Algonkin dialects, as recorded by travellers ; it is

very difficult to catch this o-sound, and it is perhaps more often

indistinctly sounded than omitted altogether. A few words also

seem peculiarly Mississagua and to differ from those in use by other

Ojebway tribes. The language which the Mississagua most closely

resembles is that of the Algonkins of the Lake of the Two Mountains^

as recorded by Cuoq (Lexique Algonquin, 1886). The following

words are not to be found in Wilson's and Baraga's Dictionaries,

or different words are given :

Bark-dish (for win-

1

n -t -l-
^ y . .noslilMtsniqan.

nowing rice. J
"^

Ash (Black) wisddjak. Hell-diver

Bald-headed Eagle .... amigigilioani. Heron moshkdosi.

Iron-wood mdneh.

Landing (for boats) hapUkoin.
Bulrush andlcanashk. Maple (hard) anindtik.
Burdock osdkcUdhcmug, .<

(g^ft) chigimanish.

_, . , . , , ,,
Meat-bird gwingwkh.

Chisel eshkon (horn). ^

.

.,, ,,^ , , ,

^, . . , . ,.. , ,
Milky Way name/wakweh-

Chickadee gidjikomshi. bikamitowut^
Chipmunk ogw'mgwis. (the sturgeon making rily water).

Clam dssens. Mat (for drying rice on) . . opddjigan^

Currant (wild black) .... amikoivomin. Mudturtle mishika.

Ear-tish (of Lake Huron) . . otdwgamek. Moth (night-flying) nitos.

Fox-bird dnuk. Parched rice kaivpiaigan.

Hemlock kdkamisli. Sarsaparilla okddak (leg-root.

)

3
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Sassafras menagtvdkomis, Stove j^^^'^^^^^'^^^^'^n

(scented tree). Sun-fish okwatashi.

Spruce kownndak. Trolling-line odddji(j6kon

.

Sticks (for beating vice).,pamvjmatak. Water-lily okitnbuk.

The Miesissagua vocabulary appears to contain but few non-Algon-

kin words. Owistoiia (blacksmith) appears to be an Iroquois loan-

word ; ndpani (flour) is but the French la farine Indianised ; bojon

(good day) the ordinary salutation, is the French bon jour. At

Scugog, however, very many English words such as knife, fork, table,

buttons, spoon, etc., are used by the Indians in ordinary conversation,

and they have forgotten many of their own words formerly in use.

'One Indian said they had no word for " tree," and several of them

iiad hard work in recollecting the words asked Irom them. In

response to enquiries as to the existence of a " children's language,"

the writer succeeded in discovering only two words (used by the

children) which differed from the ordinary speech, viz. : tehteh (father)

and dodon (mother). The words, as a rule, ai'e strongly accented

especially when a monosyllabic, and there is sometimes a peculiar

drawl, as e.g. in the word for poi'cupine ka li . . . . k\ The

short a and 6 are not very distinct, and both tend to become the u of

but; d and t are indistinct, the sound really made being a medial

between these, the same holding of j) and b, and g and h. A peculiar

sound is that of the pronominal prefix n as in n'teh (my heart). The

vocabulary contains a fair proportion of monosyllables and dis-

syllables, the former being radical words (in most cases) the meaning

and etymology not being appai-ent ; this holds also of many dissyl-

lables. Such are :

—

mukwa (bear), amlk (beaver), 7mikuk (box),

ondSk (crow), ddjig (fisher), dki (earth, etc.), 7nin (blueberry), n'os

<(my father), n'teh (my heart), nin (I), mang'k (loon), moons (moose).

Like other Indian language the Mississagua contains many of tliose

descriptive names which are of interest to the student of Onomato-

logy. Such are :

—

Debikiiis (moon = night sun), muskegamin (cran-

berry = marsh-fruit), okadak (sarsaparilla = leg-root), menagivakomis

(sassafras = scented tree), manistanis (sheep = hide not durable), shishi-

banwing (shot = duck-stones), oimikaki (frog = devoid of hair, or fur),

pewdbik (iron = it crumbles off), wabimotchichagwun (looking-glass =
where they see ghosts), otngioanibisan [rainbow = he (i.e., the Manitou)

-covers the rain with a mantle], etc. But few words appear to be of
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•onomatopoeic origin. To this category belong most probably :

—

shi-

ship (duck), kokosh (pig), papi, (laugh), kokoko (owl), kakaki (raven)

and perhaps a few others. The change that has taken place in the

vocabulary, judging from a comparison with the " Old Algonkin of

La Hontan," and a Ms. vocabulary of Mississagua (1805), does not

seem extensive, e.g.:

1805 makwa, amik, chichip, wikiouam, pouacan, chipi, cema, nipi, etc.

(bear) {beaver} (duck) (house) (pipe) (river) (tobacco) (water).

1888 mukwa, amik, skiship, wikiwam, poagan, sipi, sema, nipi, etc.

1703 , amic, chichib, ouikiouam, poagan, sipin, sema, nipi, etc.
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THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF GRAM-
MATICAL GENDER. [Abstract]

BY A. F. Chamberlain, M.A.

The ordinary view of the origin of Grammatical Gender is expressed!

by Prof. Whitney (Language and the study of Language, 1803, p.

78) in these words :
—" The whole language was the scene of an im-

mense personification, whereby sexual qualities were attributed to

evei'ything in the world, both of nature and of mind ; often on the

ground of conceptions and analogies which we find it excessively

difficult to recognize and ap[»reciate." Canon Farrar attributes it to

the domination of the imagination (Chapters on Language, 1875, p.

188). Paul expresses a similar opinion (Princip. der Sprachgesch.,.

1886, p. 220). The common ground taken by those who try to-

explain Grammatical Gender is that it arose from the fundamental

distinction of sex, through the medium of personification.

The principal languages possessing Grammatical Gender are the-

Indo-European, Semitic, Hamitic, Bantu (Hottentot, etc.), Oigob,

Caucasian (some only), the Khasia (of S. E. Asia) and perhaps a few

others. In an able essay (Das Nominalgeschlecht in den indog.

Sprachen, Internat. Zeitschrift f. allgeui. Sprachwissenschaft IV, 100-

109) the eminent philologist and grammarian, Karl Brugmann, en-

deavours with some success to prove that personification will not

explain the phenomena of Grammatical Gender in Indo-European

speech. Bleek's numerous essays on the Bantu languages are very

valuable, as also is the work of M. Lucien Adam (Du Genre dans les

diverses Langues, Paris, 1887), and much of value is to be gleaned

from the encyclopaedic volumes of F. Miiller. Regarding the American,

group of speech, Dr. Brinton says :
—" A grammatical sex-distinction,,

which is the prevailing one in the grammars of the Aryan tongues

does not exist in any American dialect known to me " (Lang, of

Palaeolithic Man, 1888, p. 14). Along with the American stand the

Australian, Melanesian, Polynesian, Malayan, Mongolian (Samoyed,.

Uralian, Altaic, Japanese, Corean, etc.), Monosyllabic of S. E. Asia.
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'(some only, as Burmese, Chinese, Siamese, Annamese), some African

tongues (as Fulah, Nuba, Kunama, Barea, Somali, iSTiam-niam),

Dravidian (except whei'e Sanskrit has influenced), Caucasian (some

only as Lezghi, Ude, Georgian, Mingrelian, Lazic, Suanic), Basque,

Negro Languages of W. Africa (as Serer, Nupe, Soninke, Mandingo,

Serechule, Basa, Grebo, Kuru etc.), Kham-Bushman, Nicobarese and

Andamanese. The distinction of animate and inanimate so character-

istic of American tongues appears also in several old-world languages,

as :—Caucasian (Abchas, Kasikumuk, Artschi, Hiirkan, Tschetschenz,

Thusi, etc.), Dravidian, etc. The Khasia, Tibetan, and Hiii'kan and

A.var are of especial value for our study of this subject. It is in the

American languages taken in connection with these that the solution

of the problem is to be found. To the American tongues, considered

in this respect, M. Lucien Adam and M. Raoul de la Grasserie, have

<levoted considerable attention. The probability of the distinction

between animate and inanimate having preceded that of male and

female is very great. The able essay of M. de La Grasserie (Bevue de

Linguistique, XIX, 96-102) throws considerable light upon the sub-

ject. The following scheme shows the ideas of M. de La Grassei'ie,

regarding the origin and development of Grammatical Gender :

I. Ego (animal)—non-ego. II. animate (homo)—inanimate (vital-

istic distinction). III. rational — irrational (rationalistic). IV.

andric—metandric (conception of man as superior in intelligence and

dignity to woman). V. Meidzobiotic—meiobiotic (conception of

greater or less intensity of vitality. VI. Masculine—Feminine.

Man first distinguished the ego and the non-ego, and along with this

the like-me and the unlike-me. Then he separated the animate and

the inanimate into two great groups, himself included in the first.

The next step was to discover the rationalistic distinction between

himself and the other animals ; this led to his esteeming himself

higher in dignity and intelligence to woman, and again to a distinc-

tion based upon the degree of intensity of vitality which finally led

xip to the difierentiation of masculine and feminine. Instead of there

liaving been one original sex-distinction from which grammatical

gender and all other genders arose, there have been many more, more

in some languages than others, and not until all these categories have

been examined and searched into can the problem of the oi-igin of

Grammatical Gender be solved.



Lines of the Giant ranife—West of Silver Mountain.

BROAD OUTLINES OF THE GEOLOGY OF THE NORTH-
WEST OF LAKE SUPERIOR.*

BY Arthur Harvey.

So little serious Geological work has been done to the north of

Lake Superior that it is almost a virgin territory, yet this is surely

one of the pivotal points of the geology and geography of the conti-

nent. If we look for the governing range, the key to the formation of

North-Eastern America, we shall find it in the height of land which

runs from a little N. W. of Lake Superior to Labrador. There is

no exception to the rule that great heights and depths produce great

geologic and geographic features ; the capes and palisades around

Thunder Bay and its vicinity are lofty still—McKay Mountain rises

1000 feet, and Thunder Cape lliOO above the water—but this is not

nearly all their story ; the great lake near them suddenly deepens,,

and if one could look up, even now, from the bed of Lake Superior

near these points, we should see over 2000 feet of a coast range tower-

ing above us, cliff upon cliff; nor can one tloubt that this was less

than half, probably less than a fourth of the original height of the

Laurentian countiy tbere. A map is , offered, giving a conjectural

outline of the Archaean continent, and lising upon this base we may
well imagine more than one range of mountains—as lofty, as rugged^

as the Rocky Mountains of to-day.

f

*This paper was written witli special reference to the mining industry of the north

shore, and plans of all the workinjj mines and some of the abandoned ones were submitted ;

also statistics of production. These the author omits in this abstract, as beinj; of evanescent

interest.

t This map showed a continent extending,' from the Lake of the Woods to Newfoundland.

The southern boundary van through the lake country, crossing from Lake Huron to the foot of

Lake Ontario, via Lake Sinicoe. There was an extension southward from this pomt through

New Jersey. It covered most of the country north of the lakes and River St. Lawrence, and

the principal mountain chains had an east and west trend.
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This land quite possibly existed in truly pre-glacial days. It t^e-

quii'es no great dai'ing to imagine the time when ice was not. But

as soon as the globe had cooled so far as to admit of the existence of

water, ice would begin to show in winter at the poles, and slowly

extend from the regions within which the nights are four and three

months long to those in which they last but two and one. When it

reached from the north the contines of this primitive continent, gla-

ciers having meanwhile formed upon the mountain ranges, the ice

action, uniting with unchecked sub-aerial influences, would increase

in power and effect. So, age after age, the assault of the elements

would naturally degrade the whole extensive area, dispersing its

materials. Sooner or later barrier after barrier must go ; finally

(after several oscillations of level) even that one north of Lake

Superior—and so, we may be persuaded, the Great Laurentian Con-

tinent came to an end as such—by the effects of warm airs and

softening rains from the south and west, and the pei'sistent attacks of

Polar cold from the north and east.

Until the last great barrier of lofty hills had been overcome, the

general temperature south of it was probably quite mild, in spite of

latitude, but the breach having once been made, the waves of cold

would resistlessly pour through—and thus, perhaps, we may compre-

hend the extension of an ice age over a great adjoining area, and the

planing down of the heights to something near their monotony of to-

day. Thus too we can readily understand how the great plains north

of the height of land behind us were formed, very gradually sloping to

the Hudson's Bay ; how the James' Bay mudflats came to exist ;

how the lands and islands of our Arctic Ocean came to be shaped as

the map shows them—with forms familiar to all who have observed

the glaciated regions of Muskoka and the northern shores of the upper

lakes. And ifwe wish to form an adequate idea of the vastness of these

forces, the length of time dui-ing which they operated, the height of

the old mountains, and the thickness of the strata woi'n away, we
have only to consider that from the ruins of this continent came the

tens of thousands of feet in thickness of the Cambrian, Silurian,

Devonian formations, and what others not, in great variety, ex-

tending over a quarter of million of square miles south of it, and

perhaps more yet to the north.

It seems not unlikely that one chief breach of the rampart against
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cold occurred where Lake Superioi" is, and that jjreat icebergs

streamed from that point into a southern sea. The great de))th of the

lake, even now, gives color to this supposition. With thousands of

feet of newer formations distributed over its bed, it is yet the deepest

depression on the continent, and the belts of greatest depth—sur-

vivals, so to speak, of its foi-mer greater profundity—run southerly

and south-westerly. Along its westerly shores, from Thunder Cape to

near Duluth, embracing the Isle Royale, the present depth is from

800 to 1000 feet, and as the level of the lake is 6U2 feet above

tide water, its floor is here from 200 to 400 feet lower than the level of

the sea. At the early epoch we are now considering, the lake was per-

haps many thousand feet deeper still, and there was an uninterrupted

stretch of ocean all the way to the present Gulf of Mexico. As the

detritus from the primitive formations settled in this sea— a-s the

Alleghanies gi'ew and the Rocky Mountains developed—this ocean

contracted into a gulf, running south from Lake Superior. As the area

of the gulf became restricted by the continuance of these processes, it

would assume a shape not unlike that of the Baltic of to da}' ; one arm

running up from the present position of St. Louis, by Duluth, to Black

and Thunder Bays ; the other from the same point up the valley of the

Ohio, and by Chicago north and east. Then might well follow the

period spoken of in "The Geology of Minnesota," Vol. I., p. 35,

when the lake region was cut off from the salt water, when Lake

Superior was 500 feet above its present level, but the water still ran

by the St. Louis valley (Duluth) to the Mississijipi. Afterwards the

southerly out-flow stopped, the regions between the lake and the gulf

rising further yet, and a new eastward channel to the Atlantic gi'ew

into being—this compai'atively recent system now under many names

having an outlet to the ocean by the noble St. Lawrence. Gen.

Warren's map, showing a stream connectmg Lake Winnijieg with the

Mississippi, while an arm of the Gulf of Mexico brings salt water as

far up the gi-eat valley as the parallel of Chicago, the Ohio and the

Missouri being extensions of this arm, represents a very probable late

stage of the tran.sfoi'mations referred to. The scenes are still shift-

ing, the secular change now going on is doubtless on the lines of

the past, the basin of Lake Superior is still filling up, though as ever,

very slowly ; soundings almost everywhere disclose a bottom of

clay, brought down by the rains and rivers from its rim, still being
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degraded. The Gulf of Mexico is being further filled up, along its

northern boi'der. The banks of Newfoundland are still being added

to by the cargoes of northern icebergs. The impediments to the

outflow of inland waters by the St. Lawrence are still being removed,

fo]' the St. Lawrence rapids, Niagara, the Sault Ste. Marie, are still

wearing away. In due time there will be only rivers where some of

the lakes now are ; Erie and St. Clair being the first to disappear.

Mr. A. T. Druiiimond, I perceive, has been ti-eating of this subject

in the Record of Science—and as that periodical has to a certain

extent the im2)rimatur of Sir William Dawson, no paper in it should

be disregarded. But from Mr. Drummond's special view, I cannot

but dissent. He treats the lakes as mere expansions of pre-glacial

rivers, and he marks on his map the lines in which those rivei's ran.

He makes his principal river run north-east from Duluth. Now
that Lake Superior was a gulf and not a mere river is shown by the

soundings ; the deep belts are from 25 to 100 miles broad, which

precludes the fluvial idea, and they are scarcely in the line he traces.

I show a copy of the United States hydrographical map, adding to

it Bayfield's soundings, and a smaller shaded map exhibiting graphi-

cally, though imperfectly, the ai'ithmetical facts, the darkest being the

deepest jiart of the lake. Again, the geological sti-ata are newer as

one proceeds south-westerly ; that was therefore the direction of the

eai^liest currents and iceberg streams. Mr. Drummond notes that Lake

Superior is on an axis of depression, but he does not seem to recog-

nize that this axis is not in the line of his valley as marked, but on

the contrary runs from east to west, far to the south ward of his line

atior does he consider the lateness of the synclinal folding—which
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must of course have taken place after the deposition of the strata

folded. Mr. Drummond's views offer no explanation of the south-

westerly debouchment of the Nepigon, Black and Thnnder Bays, which

is south and a little west, not eastward as by his theory it ought

to be; they do not elucidate the problem how the lakes became

contracted, how their overflow was turned from the old direct line to

the Gulf of Mexico, to that by way of Chicago ; then in succession to

that by Niagara or the Trent down the Mohawk and Hudson valleys
;

these closing, to the Kichelieu and Champlain valleys, and finally to

the Gulf of St. Lawrence. If my supposition is correct, Lakes Erie

and St. Clair cannot be recent lakes, in the sense Mr. Druramond

states, but are the shrunken remains of one that covered all Western

Ontario and the lower peninsula of Michigan, in times quite recent,

I admit, compared with the antiquity of some lake basins ; and I

regard it as almost trifling to talk of the Straits of Mackinaw as

existing in those old days, for the level alluvial soil stretching broadly

from west of the Sault Ste. Marie to Lake Michigan precludes the

idea that there were any such straits until a very recent epoch. I

think, moreover, that Mr. Drummond must form a grander concep-

tion of the forces at work in framing continents before he can com-

prehend the wide distribution of precisely similar forms of life, or the

great superficial extent of many strata, e.g., the Potsdam sandstone,

which he may trace from Gaspe to Missouri.

Another imposing feature of the old Laurentian shore may have

been a great volcanic range. By analogy, it must have been near

the water ; allowing for the wearing of the cliffs, we may suppose it

southward of the present Lake Superior coast, but thei-e are no data

yet for locating it with precision. The only guess I have come

across as to the locality of any volcanoes about Lake Superior, is one

attributed to Dr. Selwyn, that there was a great burning mountain

where Lake Nepigon now is, which, in blowing itself away, made the

basin of Lake Nepigon. I see nothing to confirm that theory. Lake

Nepigon is not in a deep basin or immense crater ; it seems to be

simply a bit of Lake Agassiz (the former extended Lake Superior

when it stood at a high level) left when the level of Lake Superior

fell—as the Georgian Bay might be left an independent lake if Lake

Huron were to be lowered. The locality where I have been aVjle to

give most study to the eruptive traps, lies between the Current and
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Kamanistiquia Rivers on one side, and the Pigeon River on the other—
for 50 or 75 miles inland. Near the Current River, the chloritic

slates of the eastern part of that district are over-laid by black slates

(argillites), under and between these being several layers of chert.

All such were deposited in a quiet time upon the Ai-chsean granites

;

red Huronians. Their stratification is regular, as even as that of tho

North Toronto clays, and very like it. But the whole country was

afterwards shattered by earthquakes
;
great cracks would form, as it

was cooling,* or being folded by differing distribution of pressure, or

swelled up by volcanic gases ; and through these cracks—50 to 200

feet in width, and miles in length—up rushed lava streams, over

flovving the slates for miles around, to a depth varying with the slope

of the surface and the distance from the fissure. I do not know of

over 50 feet in depth of lava, but I have heard of 200 feet. Where this

lava sheet has been glaciated or otherwise worn away, the matter which

filled the cracks often shows above the level, like a wall—so mark

ediy that these features have received the local name of "rampykes."

I have found several of them, and hundreds of miles of country, per-

haps thousands, have been deluged with lava through their agency,

but I have found no volcanic pipes—round or nearly so—cores of old

burning mountains. The Michigan geologists have remarked several

intercalated lava beds ; also ash beds. The fact that these are vol-

canic formations is so well established that there seems no I'oom left

for other theoi'ies : it does however appear extraordinary that from

the Lake of the Woods eastward to North of Lake Huron, you

are constantly finding this capping of diorite, evidence of the fiery

time, and that yet you find no round volcanic vents.

Then follows another period ; the natural forces locally at work

become less imposing, and the earthquake fissures no longer emit

molten lava. They are, however, still occasionally formed, tearing

through gi'anite and chert and slate and trap, but they are from 2 to-

10 feet only in breadth, and appear to have become mere drains for

the surrounding country ; these ai-e now the i-ich silver bearing veins

of the Thunder Bay district — having become filled up with quartz and

spar, and in many cases with quantities of native silver and sulphide,

with zinc blende, a little galena and some iron pyrites.

In other neighbouring regions, the trap or lava seems to have-

aided much in the segregation of copper. When it overflowed a latei'
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formation (in ])laces easily traced oil both sides of the great synclinal

trough of Lake Superior) the vapours or gases formed hubVjles which

rose to near the surface of thus viscous mass, and the i-esulting cavities

have through processes obscurely known and lengthy to describe, be-

come filled up with native copper. These are the well known aniyg-

daloidal beds. They are well developed on the south shore, but thei'e

too we have the co]:)per and sand-stone conglomerate of the Keeweenaw

formation, in which are the Calumet and Hekla and Red Jacket

Mines, which is more profitable to work. On the north side the

copper is altogether in the amygdaloidal formations, and their prin-

cipal exposure is on the American Isle Royale—the old Minong

Island.*

This paper should not be closed without some refei-ence to what is

called " the granite countrV " to the north and west of the Kaminis-

tiquia slates. You pass through it on the C. P. R., between Port

Arthur and Rat Portage. It bears the jilainest marks of the most

terrible glaciation—long, and I dare think oft repeated. Bare

rounded hummocks of rock, like a sea with crossing swells, lie all

around you. Lakelets without number, scooped out by departed

bergs, dot the great monotonous expanse. The Lake of the Woods

*This was the principal source of the copper the Indians used, though they had extensive

mines at Ontonagon and other places. These fellows had a great eye for surface indications,

they had to be obser\"ant because of the great labor involved in their work, and the terrible loss

if it should be wasted. When the whites took to mining on Lake Superior, they used to look

for the Indian mining pits, and if they had not been finished there would surely be copper

within a short distance of the bottom. The Indians mined by making files on the rock,

throwing water on the heated surface to break it, then pounding it with their g;-een-stone

hammers. One pit was found on Isle Royale in 187U, filled up with the accumulations of leaf

mould for centuries on which pine trees 2 feet in diameter were growing. It was 100 feet across,

nearly circular, 20 feet deep. At the bottom was a mass of copper, raised upon skids, and
weighing over 16 tons. Lying in the hole were handspikes, 7 or 8 feet long. Both skids and
bars were thoroughly impregnated with copper solutions. The two skids were 10 or 12 feet

long, 8 or 9 inches thick ; the marks of knife or hatchet were visible on them, and on the hand

spikes which are now in the Detroit Museum. The eopjier mass showed signs of ha\ing been

hammered all over with stone hammers, of which dozens were lying around. This mass was

raised, sent by steamer to Detroit, and offered to the Council to be put up as a monumental
base in front of the City Hall, but the proposition was not entertained and it was sent to

Wyandotte to be smelted. Mr. Shortissof this city saw it on Isle Royale, and saw it with the

stamp mark of its weight at Wyandotte. It has been a theory of some archaaologists that the

men who did this work were Toltecs from Mexico, but I think it was the work of ordinary

Indian tribes. No mining colony would live on Isle Royale during winter ; I have found the

trail by which they came to a point about a dozen miles from Grand Marais where they crossed

in canoes ; they were therefore canoe Indians, inhabitants of the forest regions, not of the

prairie or of the cultivated lands of Mexico. I have examined also into the reports of an-

cient silver diggings, but only to discredit them.
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is so full of islands that it almost loses its lacustrine character. In

this granite country you have gold, with a considerable portion of

silver in alloy with it. Metals of various kinds seem to " carry " the

gold with them—in some places iron pyrites seem the main associate

of the precious metal, in others copper, while at the Huronian mine

there is a quantity of telluride of gold. The country is, however, a

terra incognita, but little is known of the thickness of the strata oi"

their special characters. One may say that the pioneers of geology,

the mining explorers, have only touched the fringe of the district ;,

specimens obtained from Indians seem to prove that great riches ma}''

be found. I hope to give it further study next season.

One of the great difficulties in geological work in the Lake Superior

country is that one must depend for classification on the petrological

character of the rocks ; they seem to contain no fossils, unless the-

" cannon balls " of the Animikie slates be such. Doubtless the

great heat, the enormous pressure, the infiltration of metallic solu-

tions, the violence of the agencies existing when the Huronian and

Keeweenawan rocks were formed, were reasons why life should not

exist or why traces of it should be destroyed, but the presence of

particles of gi-aphite and phosphate and the collection of iron into

enormous beds seem to lead to the belief that the epoch of their

formation was not anterior to the existence of life upon the world.

It would add another charm, could we find any fossils in the 10,0U0'

feet of Animikie, or the 50,000 of Keeweenawan rocks. Yet even

without them, there is a weird fascination about the great lake and its

neighborhood, felt by the Indian, the Jesuit, the modern traveller, as-

well as the geologist, which makes frequent visits there in the high-

est degree enjoyable.

Lints of the Giant range—East of Silver Jlountain.
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THE CRUEL Vl.k^T—(PIIYSIANTHU.S ALBENS).

BY Arthur Hahvey.

I find that a specimen of this plant was exhiVjited to the Linntean

Society in 1867-68, to show the seed-vessel, and this is the only

reference to it I have seen in Scientific Societies' proceedings. It is

a little curious that both Mr. Chai'les Armstrong and myself should

have independently of each other prepared a paper about it for the

Canadian Institute. Mr. Armstrong's note, i-ead before our Biologi-

cal Section, dealt with the genus Asclepias of which it is a mem.

ber ; I shall not repeat liis statements, V>ut at once draw atten-

tion to the Physianthua alhens, of which I have a specimen for your

inspectioa The plant 1 have is two years old ; it is a climber which

covers a trellis about four feet squar-^. I keep it in a cellar in winter,

and set it in the open air in the end of May. It begins to flower in

August, and no sooner do the flowers open than moths, attracted by

the perfume, (which is not unlike that of the hyacinth, but not so

strong) visit the plant and find that excursion their last. The speci-

men befoie you shows a moth caught in the trap by its proboscis, and

you can see dozens of them in the same unfortunate " fix " through-

out the flowering sea.son. This moth is the '"Silver Y" {Noctia

gamma), and by far the greater number of moths caught are

of this kind. I have, howev^er, noticed an occa-sional cabbage

butterfly (pieris rapce) and a few wild Vjees and ants—the latter

caught by the leg. We will now investigate (1) the machinery which

catches the moths, and (2) the raison d'etre of the trap.

The Physiantlms (bladder flower) is named from the shape of the

corolla, which swells near the base ioto a sort of bulb, enclosing the

following machinery—two ovaries and a jjistil, covered by a sort

of cap which fits upon them, around which are five eyes, from which

points five pairs of recurved jaws extend. Under the.se jaws are

two anthers, closely pressed between the jaws and the seed-ves.sel.
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Pei'haps the point and the jaws may be considered part of the anther,

covering two pollinia. The drawing presented will make the structure

clear to you.

Fig. 6 ^^3.7 Fig

Fig. 1.—Section through middle of flower ; imbricated passages at the base, around the

incipient seed-vessel.

Fig. 2.—Plan—looking into the flower, showing the arrangement of the " jaws." Petals

removed. Enlarged two and a half diameters.

Fig. 3.—The " jaws," showing their inclination.

Fig. 4.—How the proboscis of a moth is caught and held.

Figs. 5 and 6.—Escaped Pollinia, protruding from between the jaws.

Figs. 7 and S.—The Pollinia, after removal of the jaws. The tip of the style is at a., Fig. 8.

Now when the flower is immature, these jaws are soft, but as it

comes into full bloom, they harden and become woody. At this time

the proboscis of a moth, thrust towards the nectaries, .slides into the

little groove between the jaws, and when once inserted, is caught like

a boot in a boot-jack. The " Silver Y " tugs hard and long, but tugs

in vain, and in a few hours dies.

You will at once perceive that a plant which catches a moth by the

proboscis and lets it dangle and dry up, is not insectivorous. It
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seems also contrary to law to slaughter insects aimlessly, and upon

close examination I have found that in a few cases where a moth's-

proboscis seems to have widened the cleft between the jaws, but ever

so little, the pollinia have found their way up through the orifice.

(Fig. 5 and 6) I have seen pollinia where no moth hung dead, but so

rarely that I think some insect must have been at work to separate the

jaws. This however does not satisfy me, it is waste of life to have so

many insects killed for such few results. My son Charles (one of our

associates, and by far the youngtst of them) tells me that if you care-

fully pull the moth from the flower, the jaws break away. And there

is a beautiful sort of hinge or socket to them, set at such an angle

that if they are raised from their recurved position by such a force

they diverge, and do easily become detached. In the former case the

pollinia can protrude without difficulty ; in the latter they become

uncovered ; in either case fertilization becomes easy by means of

spiders, ants, small plant-lice, or other insects which frequent flowers

by hazard or by choice. This leads me to believe that in Brazil and

Central America, where the Physianthus I am told is native, it is

frequented by stronger moths than we have here, or possibly h»y

humming biixls, which without difficulty Vjreak away the jaws, liber-

ate the pollinia, and perhaps even carry them away to other flowers,

so to bring about cross fertilization. The plant here is a very shy

seeder ; I had but three well formed seed-vessels on mine. The ovary,

as I said, is double ; one part falls away, the other swells to the size of

a pigeon's egg. In its native woods there must be more seed-vessels,

and this gives strength to my inference, but we may very fairly call

upon our kindred Societies in Central and South America, with

whom we exchange Proceedings, to take up the enquiry, and substi-

tute fact for hypothesis.

We have a member of the genus Asclepias in our every field, called

the silk-weed. Its behaviour in connection with the setting of its

seeds is very singular; I hope to be able to make a close study of it

next season. I should be glad if this paper invites the attention of

others in distant lands to the methods by which the seeds of other

plants of the family Asclepias are fei tilized.

I can .scarcely think this Physianthus has become adapted to the

catching of moths or humming birds' tongues by, so to call it, the

first intent. If the jaws were in any sense less complete, a moth's
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proboscis could scarcely be caught at all. There may have been some

-other cause for the special form of anther-covering and the protection

of the pollinia while reaching maturity—and when the existing form

had been reached as to its main points, it was probably found that it

served for uncovering them too by insect agency, when concealment

was no longer desirable—and then further specialisation would ensue.

Perhaps many of the complex peculiarities of plants and animals, e.g.,

the dimorphism and dioecism of parasites—may have grown into exist-

ing types by successive stages—a form evolved for one simple purpose

proving useful for a second, and advancing upon that new line.
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PHYSIANTHUS ALBENS.

By Charles Ahmstrong.

Read before the Biological Section November Jf.th, 1889.

The plant which I bring before your notice to-night belongs to the

Order Asclepiadece, a large order of more than 600 species, nearly

all of them vex-y beautiful climbing plants, some of the rest very

curious.

Periploca Grceca is I think the only hardy shiiib iu the oi'der. All

the rest are natives of hot climates. The genus Hoya (the wax-plant

of our greenhouses) are fleshy-leaved creeping or climbing plants with

umbels of sweet wax-like flowers. The Pergidarias, climbing yellow

flowered plants, are also beautifully sweet. Sap of Gymnema Lacti-

ferum, a native of Ceylon, is used instead of milk where niilk is

scarce. Some others are used for food. On the other hand this

plant on the table, a Stapelia (you would think it a cactus) with

Duvalia, Orbea, Obesia, Tridentia and others in which the stems are

fleshy, with small points or bracts instead of leaves, have flowers rich

in colours and markings, but so oSensive in odor that they almost

make you sick; I might say that they smell like rotten meat. A few

of the order ai-e natives of our own country. You know them by the

names of ^. Cornuti (milk-weed), A. Tuherosa, (pleuri.sy root), etc.

I have thus far trespassed on your time in order to give you some

idea of the strange difference which may exist in an ordei*. The

plant before us Ls the Physianthus Albens. The calyx is large, tive-

parted; corolla, companulately urceolate with five swellings outside at

the base, and a corresponding numljer of cavities inside; limb,

spreading a little, five-cleft ; column, inclosed ; stamineous corona of

five leaves ; leaflets, cucullate, furnished each with a horizontal scale

outside; anthers, terminated by a membrane; pollen, mas.ses pendul-

ous, fixed by their tapering tops ; stigma, ovate, two-horned at the

apex; follicles, ovate, ventricose, bent downwards, semi-bilocular ;^
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seeds, comose, adhering to the lamellte of the dissepiment ; twining,

herbaceous plants ; leaves, opposite, cordate ; racemes, intei-petiolar,

few-flowered, cymose, flowers white.

It was fii-st introduced about 1830 from the Province of St. Paul,

Brazil, but did not become popular. About three rears ago it was

brought forward by the enterpi'ising seedsman Peter Hendei'son as the

" cruel plant." It well deserves the name, for the moths observed

(about sixty) were all caught by their proboscis. They wei-e all of

one species (Plunia Gemma) and remained hanging till tuey died of

starvation.

The hard edges of the eueuHate leaflets are pressed together at

the top and are open at the base, and I think have a slight conti-ac-

tive movement when touched; certain it is that when the moths try

to withdraw their tongue from the nectaries it is caught in the wedge-

formed by the meeting of the two edges. If the insect was stronger

it might withdraw its tongue, and in so doing the pollen ma.sses

would stick to it. and on peneti'ating the next flower, would leave the

mass on the stile. My conclusions, so far as I have gone, are that

the insect.s so caught cannot aid in cross fertilization. In its native

state it is possibly done by humming birds or very large insects.

Future observation may show the few pods we get are fertilized in

the earlier part of the season by humming-birds or Sphingidce, and

I would ask you during the coming season to note carefully our

native A. Cornv.ti and Tuherosa and obtain as many specimens as

possible.
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CITY SANITATION AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL.

Bv L. J. Clark.

It gives me great pleasure to have the opijortunity of again

htringing before your attention a suVyect fiaught with so much

interest to the people of Toronto, as the safe and economic disjio.sal of

its sewage. This is a subject that is engaging the attention and

taxing to the utmost the ingenuity of all urban municipalities

where the health of the community is held in any regard.

It is also with a good deal of diffidence that I take up a subject

we might naturally look for the solution of, at the hands of medical

men and civil engineers. Perhaps you will say that it Ls on the

theoiy that " fools rush in where angels fear to tread," but I would

ask you to reserve judgment till you hear what I have to say on the

subject, and then render your verdict according to the facts sub-

mitted.

City sanitation in its broader sense applies to water supply, house

construction, plumbing, street cleaning, meat and milk inspection,

etc., as well as sewage disjjosal, but as those departments are in com-

petent bands, I shall on the present occasion confine myself to the

latter subject.

Before entering into the particular scheme I advocate I shall

briefly refer to .some of the schemes already in the field.

They may be designated : 1st, as Messrs. McAlpine and TuUy's
;

2nd, Mr. C. Sproat's ; 3rd, Messrs. Herring and Gray's ; 4th,

Porous CarVjon System ; and 5th, The Iron deodorizing process.

Tlie two latter methods may do veiy well in small towns and inland

cities where there is only a choice between these ways and land fil-

tration or sewage farms. But where there is such a che^p and

effectual way of getting rid of the trouble, as obtains in Toronto, they

are quite uncalled for.
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Mv. Emil Knichling has collected some valuable information as ta

the cost of the various ways of disposing of city sewage. He was-

employed for one whole year by the civic authorities of Rochester to

devise a scheme for meeting the sewage difficulty of the east side of

the city, and after a careful comparison of the various methods he

makes the following comparative statements :

1. By Chemical Treatment 8-595,000

2. By Filtration without cultivation 620,000

3. By Sewage Farming with cultivation 860,000

4. By Dischai'ge of crude sewage into Lake .... 300,000

The above is the estimated cost for the purification of sewage for

63,000 population.

When we consider that Rochester is 6 or 7 miles from the lake

we can see how immensely this tells in favor of the City of Toronto

discharging its crude sewage into the Lake, situated as it is on the

lake she re.

Furthermore, Prof. Laut Carpenter, in his recent report, says :

"The value for manure of the sediment obtained by subsidence is

'nil,' and that the deposit obtained by any of the so-called precipi-

tation processes is almost ' nil.' I do not say that they do not in

some cases produce a clear effluent, but at considerable cost, and

there are no returns from the sale of manure."

Another writer says :
" Tliat the titles of the companies

that have been chartered to convert sewage into manure and

failed would fill a good sized volume." And in Messrs. McAlpine
and Tully's report they quote authority stating " that farmers would

not haul it away for nothing^

The cheap and effectual method I referred to a short time ago is to

send it out into the Lake into deep water by the force of gravity,

the cheapest and most effectual force in the market.

This brings me back to consider Messrs. Herring and Gray's

scheme as well as Mr. Sproat's, as both these schemes require a lai-ge

annual outlay for piimping.
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This is tlie first objection, and not only on account of its expensive-

ness but also its offensiveness, as the following quotation from the

Minutes of Civil Engineering, Vol. 94, referring to the Clieswick

Sewage System will show :

"" The smell of the sewage is, as a rule, most offensive on Sundays,

'especially in the evening, when it is often so bad as to make the

engine-room intolerable even to men accustomed to sewage smells."

Mr. Baldwin Latham says :

—" It may be said in the generality of

places, if due pi-ovision be made for storage, and if the ]>rinciple of

interception be also taken into account, there are few places in this

country that need to resort to the expensive process of pumjnng the

sewage in order to secure a free out-fall."

In the face of all this, why, I ask, should a system be adopted that

is both expensive and offensive till the most thorough investigation

has proved beyond a doubt that gravity is unequal to the task?

The second objection I take to the aforesaid scheme (H. and G.'s) is

the syphons across the Don. The wells of these, they admit, will

have to be cleaned. But they give us no indication how it is to be

done, nor have they included in their estimates anything to meet it.

This would be no small item if the same precautions be taken to keep

these syphons free that are taken with the Boston syphon.

My third objection to the scheme is the location of its outlet pipe,

together with the screening station proposed at Balmy Beach and

Victoria Park. What an unmitigated nuisance would thus be created

along that beautiful part of the lake front! All chances of its ever

becoming a pleasure resort would be nipped in the bud. It would

cei'tainly prove a millstone around its neck.

But last and greatest of all objections is the insecurity of its outlet

pipe from becoming choked, or I may rather say the certainty of its

becoming choked. It staiids to reason that the amount of sewage is

dependant on the amount of the city water supply, and as that aver-

ages about 12,000,000 gallons per day, we cannot look for a greater

amount than that to flow through our outlet pipe ; and, indeed, in

the dry season of the year, after deducting what is used for sprinkling

lawns and streets, for building purposes, and what is convei'ted into
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steam in our many steam-boileus, we shall find that we will have a

much less amount than that.

1^0 w, as Messrs. Herring and Gray propose to hare an outlet pipe

2,000 feet lono; and 6 feet in diameter, running out into the lake, the

simplest arithmetical calculation will show the velocity wirli which a

given quantity of water will flow through said pipe :
—

12,000,000 per dav will give vel. of 9.4 inches per sec.

9,000.000 " ' " " 7.0

8,000,000 " " '' 6.25 '•'

This last I consider all we could count on in dry weather for

flushing the outlet pipe, viz., 6^ inches per second.

Xow it was proved beyond any question by such men as Beard-

more, Neville, Latham and Knichling that a velocity of 2^, 2i and 3

feet per second is necessary to make them self-cleaning. By
reference to the table we find that under the most favorable circum-

stances, viz., 12,000,000 galls, pei day, we only get a velocity of about

9 inches per second, or just one-third of what it should be. The

inevitable consequence will be that the hea-\y parts of the sewage

that have been carried along in the sewers where the fall has been

sufficient will immediately begin to subside when it reaches the sub-

merged part of the pipe, and where the velocity will be as before

stated. I venture to predict that if such a scheme were carried out

it would not continue in working order one season through.

An instance in point has recently occurred at the Orillia Asylum,

where the sewage emptied into the lake thiough a pipe 200 feet long.

Some of the property ownei-s along the water-front complained and

200 feet more was added on. The result was a blockade, and the

pipe had to be opened at the former place.

Now let us turn to a brighter prospect. I believe I have a

sovereign balm for every evil I have pointed out in the foregoing

schemes. It consists in attaching a flushing tank arrangement to an

intercepting system somewhat similar to Messrs. McAlpiae and Tally's

which I shall briefly describe as follows :

—

For the sake of analogy we may compare it to a tree-trunk, its

roots and branches. Beginning at the top of the trunk we would
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8tai-t at say the intersection of Gerrard Street and Yonge Street^

thence along Gerrard Street East, intercepting Church and Jai'vis

Street sewei-s until we meet Parlian.ent Street. Thence down Par-

liament Street to a little South of King Street, where a flushing tank

would be situated. From the flushing tank we would continue

South to Front Street, then turn East along Front Street till we

meet the Don River. Then sink under the bed of the river to the

Eastern side, then follow down the angle made by the bed of the

river with its East bank to its new outlet, then turn a little to the

East out of the current of the stream and continue out to deep

water. Starting from the comer of Parliament and GeiTard, a part

of the pre.sent Parliament Street sewer may be utilized as far south

as Shuter Street. We would there tap the present sewer and take a

Vjranch to our flushing tank. The flushing tank and the approach to

it would be capable of containing about 500,000 gals, of water and

would have an elevation of 32 feet. The outlet pipe from the tank

out into the Lake would require to be a steel one 6 ft. in diameter,

and this would constitute the root of the tree.

The main branch would be an intercepting sewer along Front

Street from the Garrison Creek sewer to Parliament Street, where

it would connect with our outlet pipe. The second Vjranch would h>e

a similar intercepting sewer on the east side of the Don from aVjout

Pape Avenue and running west to join the outlet pipe nt the east

bank of the Don. Then when the present King Street West sewer

is completed from the Subway to Dufferin Street we would have the

whole city from west of Dufferin Street to east of Pape Avenue pro-

vided for.

The junction of the bi'anches on Front Street East and West would

be provided with check valves so hinged that they would offer no re-

sistance to the flow of water towards the outlet, but as soon as the

pressure came in the opposite direction they would close and prevent

regurgitation in the sewer.

This would then be the working of the system. All the sowage in

that pai-t of the city north of Gerrard Street would be brought down
the Parliament Street sewer and into the flushing tank, which would

be funiLshed with an automatic flushing; arrangement so that when
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the sewage in the tank rises to a height of 32 feet it would open the

check valve and allow the whole contents to rush out into the Lake.

As soon as the tank would be empty the valve would close again

and allow it to fill and again empty, etc., etc., "as long as grass

grows and water runs," according to the old adage. The time re-

quired for the tank to empty would be less than 7 minutes. The

time to fill would depend on the supply. If 4,000,000 gallons of

sewage were intercepted in 24 hours the tank would be filled eight

times or once in 3 hours. If less the time would be longer.

Four flushes per day would be quite sufficient to keep the outlet

pipe free, as that is the object of the tank. The velocity of the outlet

pipe would be from 6 to 10 feet per second, and would carry along

bricks, stones, pieces of iron or lead.

During the interval between the flushings the sewage from Front

Street East and West would keep up a constant flow through the

outlet pipe, only being checked by the closing of the valves when the

tank was in operation.

This short cessation, instead of being a disadvantage to the system,

would be a decided advantage to it, as it would produce a slight ebb

and flow at each flushing of the tank, which would help to scour it

in its lower levels. The fall in Front Street from the bottom of

Garrison Creek sewer to the level of the water at Parliament Street,

a distance of 11,000 feet is 9.3 feet or 1 foot in 1,183 feet, a very

good fall and capable of giving a velocity of 4^ feet per second

flowing two-thirds full. Bufialo is projecting a sewer now with a fall

of only 1 foot in 4,650 feet. I am afraid they will have trouble there.

A reference to the map and drawings will help to make the above

description clear.

The map shows probably the best location for the flushing tank.

It is provided with a ball and float as shown in Fig. I. This is not

an essential part of the system, as a syphon or any other device might

be used to open and shut the tank.

Fig. II. shows the bed of the Don with outlet pipe sunk in the

angle formed by the bottom with the East bank. The intercepting
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sewers of Front Street—West and East—join here in the outlet

pipe.

Fig. III. shows a plan of the same.

Fig. IV. is a check valve to be placed in the branches to prevent

regurgitation when the flush is on. It is so constructed that it

always remains open and offers no obstruction to the How of sewage

towards the outlet, but when the pressure comes in the opposite

direction it closes. Their position is indicated in the map, at letter

a, a. The several outlets indicated on the map by b, b, b, b will be

referred to later on.

I wish now to call your attention to the capacity of the system

and show how it will be able to meet the requirements of the city

when it contains 1,000,000 people. A five foot sewer on Front

Street West, running | full would deliver 32,000,000 gals, per day;

allow I as much for the East of the Don, 8,000,000. Then supposing

the tank fills every 15 minutes, it will deliver 2,000,000 per hour,

equal to 48,000,000 per day, making a total of 88,000,000 gals.

This is a very liberal allowance, being 88 gal. per head. The Watex*-

works will have to wake up before that time comes.

I come now to the consideration of that part of the subject that

has exercised men's minds perhaps more than anything else, namely,

the contamination of the city's water supply by allowing the crude

sewage to discharge into the Lake. I think that I can show that

such a fear is quite groundless. Prof. Laut Carpenter says in his

communication with our Mayor and the Board of Health as follows :

" With much that has been said both in Chemical and Engineering

reports on the self-purification of water, first by discharge into

running water of some miles in length and shallow, and second by

discharge into a large volume of water containing oxygen I am
disposed to agree. I know of many cases in which the first is relied

on, for example the Thames (England) I'eceives the sewage of many
towns on its banks, such as Reading, Windsor, etc. And yet the

water drawn lower down the river for supplying the City of London

still passes the test very well. London is considered a healthy city."

During the past summer I visited several American cities for the
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purpose of acquii-ing information on the sewage problem. I found

the City of Cleveland moi-e nearly circumstanced like Toi-onto in that

respect than any other place I visited. It has its Cuyahoga River,

which is an intensification or aggravated form of our Don. Then

they have an artificial harbor much less in size than our bay, into

which this river with its discharge from twenty sewers runs, giving a

concenti'ated condition of our own water front. Now, when we con-

sider their intake of water is only one mile from the outlet of their

harbor, what need have we to fear when we put five miles between our

intake of water and the discharge of sewage'? The danger in our case

would be just one twenty-fifth of theirs. I was curious to know what

an analysis of their water would reveal, so procured a copy of their

Water Works report. A very comprehensive series of tests had been

made on samples taken at distances of |- mile, 1 mile, 1^ miles and 2

miles from the shore, a sample was taken 15 miles from the shore at

a depth of 75 feet for a standard of comparison, and the following

quotation contains the opinioa of the "Water Works trustees;"—" It

will be a source of general public satisfaction to know that there is

no material difi'erence in the water at the present inlet and at other

points, and that the supply now furnished is almost equal in purity

to that obtained 15 miles from the shore, and that in but few cities in

the country are the people so fortunate in having an abundant supply

of pure water and at so little cost."

To satisfy myself still further I obtained a report of the Medical

Health Ofiicei', Dr. Ashman, which I also found to be very complete.

It gave a general death rate of 18.78 per 1000, and of diphtheria and

typhoid fever of about 14 in 10,000. These statements indicate

that Cleveland is a very healthy city notwithstanding the neai'iiess of

its intake of city water to the harbor outlet. I notice that the

general death rate for the seven cities of Quebec rises to 31 per 1000

and that the infantile mortality is almost incredible. Through the

kindness of Dr. Canniff I obtained statistics which enabled me to de-

duce the general death-rate of Toronto, which I found to be a little

over 19 per 1000, and of diphtheria and typhoid fever to be 13 per

10,000, so that we stand about par with Cleveland. There is not

the shadow of a doubt but that there would be perfect immunity from

danger in Toronto with the sewage discharge five miles from the

city water intake. With regard to the self-purification of impure
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water I have a theory which I would recommend to the members of

our Biological Section for further investigation, I think it is con-

ceded by all scientists that vegetaljle life pi-ecedes animal life, and

also that animal life—fish for instance—cannot live in pure distilled

water.

Then it follows that water capable of supporting animal life must

contain nitrogenous sub-marine vegetation to be maintained by

the nitrogenous production of plants or animals being conveyed into

it from the land. It appears to me that if the sewage of the City

of Toronto was allowed to flow well out into the Lake and was well

distributed, its noxious elements would be disposed of in the following

ways. A large amoiint of it would become oxidized by the free oxygen

of the water and another portion would enter into new compounds,

promoting vegetable growth, and whatever might h»e left would be so

utterly weakened by dilution as to be entirely harmless. I believe

no more harm to our water would arise from a moderate amount of

sewage going into the lake than would be done to vegetables and

gi'ains, by the application of manure to the soil. The latter is often

overdone by our market gardeners, and the result is an unhealthy

production of garden " sass." The former is often overdone, as may
be witnessed any day at the foot of Yonge Street.

In order to secure a Vjetter distiibution of the sewage at the outle^,

I would recommend that openings be made at three or four different

places in the pipe, so that each one might be used a year at a time

and then rest for two or three years. I believe that hy this method

in process of time there would become established in the immediate

neighborhood one of the best fish feeding grounds in the lake. It is

worth looking into.

The biological analysis of various samples of water made h>y Prof.

Ramsay Wright beai-s out my contention that no danger to the city

water can aiise from depositing the sewage in the Lake at a sufticient

distance from the intake. He says, " The following are the results

obtained on the 8th and 22nd of June lespectively. In most cases

the number of bacteria given is an average of two and sometimes

three samples taken in diflferent bottles."
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Xo. 1

.

Ertstern Gap, June 8th ... 5000
No. 2. Bell Buo7
No. 3. Western Gap 1000
No. 4. Pumping Well 519
No. 5. Reservoir (Rosehill) 10

No. 6. Tap, .School of Science 17

A. number of other tests was made, but the above is sufficient to

show that bacteria do not find their proper environment and neces-

sary pabulum out in the free waters of Lake Ontario.

The analyses that have been made by Dr. Ellis are quite as satisfac-

tory as tho>e of Prof. Wright. I would sti'ongly recommend that

these analyses be made periodically and published in the city papers.

It would also be well to make a special analysis at the present time

of the sewage at the foot of Yonge Street to prove the effectiveness of

the Conder system.

I now come to my last consideration and that is, what will it cost

to bring about this desirable state of affairs 1 And here I may say

that no city that I have seen or know anything about can be drained

so cheaply as Toronto.

While Brock ville, Kingston and Ottawa, or Rochester on the other

side of the line, have to drift their way through rock and contend

with ravines we have nothing of the kind in the city proper, and the

si ope to the south and east is all that could be desired.

Our largest expenditure would be for the outlet pipe. I have based,

the cost of this on the price paid to Mr. J. Abell by the city for the

water works extension, 12,500 feet of steel pipe, 6 feet in diametex",

at $12 per foot would cost .$150,000. For laying the same I have

made an estimate of $80,000, and as Mr. McNamee, of Montreal,

gets $40,00 for laying the water works pipe nearly the same dis-

tance, viz., 10,600 feet, with a lot of rock excavation to make, I mus^;

surely Vje on the safe side. For Front Street sewer Messrs. Herring

and Gray estimated .$57,212 from Garrison Creek to Parliament

Street, I allow .$12(>,0 as I require a larger sewer. For making

connections with the ))resent sewers, .$20,00U. These are Messrs.

Herring and Gray's figures for all the connections fi'om Gan-ison

Creek to Pape Avenue :—4,000 feet on Gerrard Street, at $10 per
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foot, $40,000; 1,500 feet on Parliament Street, $15,000 ; flushing

tank, $20,000; and finally 10 per cent, margin for contingencies,

$48,500,—making a total of $533,500.

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF COST.

1. Outlet pipe, 12,.500 ft. by 6 ft. dia., $12 .... $150,000
2. Laying .same 80,000

3. Front Street sewer, 11,000 ft 120,000

4. Connections with present sewei-s 20,000

5. Gerrard Street sewer, 4,000 ft 40,000

6. Parliament Street sewer, 1,500 ft 15,000

7. Flushing Tank 20,000

8. East of the Don 40,000

$485,000
9. Engineer's expenses and contingencies, 10%.. 48,500

Total $533,500

I have increased some of these items from my first estimate, on

the advice of a friend who has had a large experience in works of

this kind.

And now, gentlemen, I have laid before you a scheme which I

believe to be entirely unique, and which I believe will pass the most

crucial test. Indeed I consider that in laying it before the pro-

fessional acumen of the society 1 am submitting it to the most

competent tribunal in this city, and if it meets with your approval I

shall be satisfied.
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KAMANISTIQUIA SILVER-BEARING BELT.

BY Herbert R. Wood, Fellow of Toronto University.

1. Descriptive Geology and Topography,

2. Mineralogy of Veins.

3. Geology of veins and brief notices of Mines.

4. Prospects as a Mining District.

The Kamanistiquia Silver Belt, or that portion of country extending

along the south bank of the Kamanistiquia, beginning, roughly

speaking, at McKay Mountain, and trending nearly direct west to

"Whitetish River, is from a geological and mineralogical point of

view of great interest. It consists of a series of trap-covered bluffs

and hills, the base and sides of which are formed by the silver-bear-

ing slates (Animikie slates of Sterry Hunt) of pie-Cambrian age. The

entire region about Port Arthur lying both to the east and the west,

including Thunder Cape and Pie Island, while subjected at some remote

age to volcanic overflow, presents in its facial featui'es as well as in

the character of the trap evidences of six se^^arate and distinct

periods of eruption. The trap-rock taken from Little Pig Mountain,

lying about midway of the belt, is on the surface porphyritic in

character holding crystals of diallage in a black matrix, while taken

from a depth of 30 or 40 feet is a compact hard rock of even texture.

The trap rock taken from McKay Mountain seems to lie in three or

at least two bands ; the upper trap layer, lyiilg at the top of the

mountain one thousand feet high, differs considerably fi-om second

layer ; between these siliceous slates ai^e situated, grey and black or

dai'k grey. Thes'^ series of coarse grained trap layers indicate two

periods of overflow, the middle or lower trap layer being in all proba-

bility coeval with the trap covering the bluffs and hills of the belt to the

westward. Five miles to the north-east of Port Arthur in the vicin-

ity of the Shuniah Mine, the trap again seems to present a different

5
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character, underneath the fine-grained trap diabase or siliceous like

slate is found, while in the town of Port Arthur itself along the lake

shore, another layer of coarse-grained trap is found. There seems to

be only the one solution to these layers—different periods of overflow

and subsequent cooling. Or, it may be possible that a fault or slip

may have extended along the country from McKay Mountain to

White Fish Lake, but of this I have no satisfactory evidence. Some

of the trap contains Magnetic Iron Ore and it all holds water, some

Manganese also Fe 0, and large percentage of si lica.

Through the valleys at the foot of the bluffs a heavy layer of hard

pan or clay lies ; this has been formed no doubt from the fallen trap

which has gradually become disintegrated or decomposed. It is in

places sixty or seventy feet deep ; undei'neath this lies +he trap again

which would look as if depressions or faults had indeed occurred in

the country. The thickness of the trap varies from ten to a hundred

feet or more, and it rests unconfoimably on the slates. These slates

vaiy in hardness as I am informed by the miners who drill every

little distance very markedly. They are dark black, holding consider-

able free carbon, so that where slakensides or slips are observed the

free carbon rubs off on the hand. Iron pyrites is scattered through

them to some extent and a vei-y singular occurrence are the nodules,

boulders, or concretions of a hard crystalline character occurring

through them. These are usually crystalline and hard resembling

trap and having frequently in their centre iron pyrites, or a more

coarsely crystalline mineral resembling asbestos. While they are

usually crystalline I have observed them of a laminated texture

resembling the slates as well. Sometimes the ii'on pyrites is dis-

seminated irregularly through them. They weigh from a few ounces

upwards to two or three tons. I am unable to oflfer any satisfactory

theory regarding their formation.

Small nodules of iron pyrites are also quite common, presenting

no radial structure as observed in the iron pyrites nodules occurring

in the chalk in the South of England. These slates are laminated or

bedded, they present no slaty cleavage, nor are they very often

thrown up or distorted, usually lying horizontally. There are three

groups of veins situated in this belt—one at Whitetish Lake, con-

stituting the Silver Mountain group ; another at the Beaver Mine, 15
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miles east of the Silver Mountain, and abont twenty-five miles west

of the McKay Mountain ; the third lying in a gi'oup of Islands

along the shore of Lake Superior, in Jarvis Island, and McKellar

Island.

These veins with hardly an exception run north-west and south-

east. But that they should occur in only three groups or localities

seems very improbable, and further prospecting will no doubt develop

a complete series of fissures throughout the belt. They vary in

width from mere formation stringers a finger's breadth, and not

properly speaking a vein, to 16 feet in width. I have only been able

to make observations in the second group of veins comprising some

ten or twelve as yet discovered veins. With regard to the veins

generally speaking they are true fissures filled no doubt from below.

They belong to the class of ribanded veins, the vein matter being

most large calcspar quartz, accompanied by fluorspar, heavy spar,

zinc blende, iron or copper pyrites, ai'gentite, native silver, gal-

ena, and traces of pyrargyrite. They vary in width at different

depths, pinching in frequently to a hand's breadth and often splitting,

sending out branches enclosing large quantities of slate. Though the

order of occurrence of the vein matter is usually zinc blende or

galena lying next to the walls of the vein followed by quartz or

calcspar, these are frequently reversed and often no blende or galena

is obsei"ved (see drawings) whatevei*. The Silver-bearing minerals are

found only in zones or streaks, and while the centre vein may assay

satisfactory mill returns, the ore ready for smelting is only in pockets.

The Native Silver occurs in five conditions :

A. In wire-like forms thickly disseminated through the quartz.

1

.

This may be coarse and without pieces radiating, or attached.

2. Very fine closely knit, making the gangue of which little is

present indistinguishable. May be mixed with some sul-

phide, or alone.

£. Occasionally mixed with nuggets of sulphide, but this is rare.

C. In coarse strings, in coarse-grained calcite, which if the calcspar
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be detached are six or seven inches long, twisted, and usually

tai-nished.

D. In fine hair or moss-like masses associated it may be with a

little wire silver in a vug in the quartz.

E. Associated with ii'on pyrites in vug in calcite—Beaver Mine.

Note.—One specimen of native silver taken 75 feet undex'ground,

Badger Mine, the silver seems to be in thin sheets along the cleavage

planes of calcite. This is an interesting specimen and a section of

which under microscope would fully explain. The silver seems

almost in the character of a pseiido-morph after the calcite.

Note 2.—Occasionally in leaf in the neighboring slate or in the

quartz of the vein.

The Argentite, Silver Glance, Black Sulphide of Silver occurs under

four conditions :

1. As leaf in the seams of the quartz, or coating calcite crystals,

and also in the slate contiguous to the vein. Frequently a thin seam

or leaf coats the slate next to the vein matter, and from this appar-

ently little stringers are observed running in to the vein between the

quartz crystals, filling small cavities and forming nuggets.

2. As strings closely mixed with the quartz gangue giving it all a

uniformly dark color.

3. As nuggets, or massive, from an ounce or less in weight to six

or seven pounds, chiefly found in coarse-gi'ained drusy calcite, also in

vugs in the quartz.

4. In feather-like forms, as is seen in native silvei-, filling the

gangue entirely so that it is scarcely discernible.

Note (a). A great deal of the darker zinc-blende has argentite in-

timately associated with it. Thin folia-like pieces of sulphide lying

between the cleavage planes of the blende or coating it on the

surface.
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(b). The argeiitite is frequently associated with iron pyrites.

(c). Galena is frequently closely associated with the argen-

tite, but I am informed that it does not carry silver.

The Argentite is malleable, of lead grey and almost black color,

frequently iridescent and brittle, thus resembling stephanite. It

exhibits a radiating fibrous structure in botryoidal nuggets. Perfect

crystallization is very rare, though I have observed I'hombic dodeca-

hedrons, cubes, and cubo-octohedrons and combinations of dodeca-

hedron cube and octohedron.

Zinc Blende.

1. Light yellow, called resin blende by the miners.

2. Dark brown, liver-colored blende brown SPR.

3. Dark or black (black jack) with which the argentite is very

commonlj' associated either as thin folia coating the blende, or

interpenetrating it in the cleavage planes. Some of this blende

assays as high as $300 per ton.

a. As regards its position in the vein it usually lies next the

walls associated with galena in some of the veins, or abouc the

detached pieces of slate which are frequently present in the quartz

matrix.

b. It is also occasionally scattei'ed through the vein matter.

In the linings of blast furnaces I have seen the same order as (a)

the zinc blende lying next to the firebrick and mixed with it, then

followed by galena coating it.

Native silver when associated with the blende is usually mixed

wnth the light colored variety, and very rarely with the liver colored

variety.

It is occasionally ciystallized. I have obsen'ed tetrahedrons and

combinations of tetrahedron and rh. dodecahedron associated with

crystals of fluorspar.
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KoTE.—Very frequently thin seams of liver colored blende lie in

the slate next to the vein.

FluorsiJar.

The amethystine colored which is considered a good indication of

silver by miners and which is more or less common in all these veins.

The green colored is veiy plentiful in some veins and usually found

in the central portion of vein coating quartz crystals.

It is crystallized in cubes and octohedrons and cubo-octohedrons.

One specimen in my possession shows an amethystine

colored cube within a green one.

An interesting mineral is mountain tallow as called

by the miners, but which is a decomposed talc or

steatite. Its formula ZMgO, SiO^, H^O. It is veiy common in

these veins frequently associated with asbestos or a tremolite. In the

Beaver Mine it occurred in masses a foot or more in width, almost

filling the entire vein. It is undoubtedly an alteration product of the

slates which frequently present seams of talc in their structure. It

is very soft cutting like tallow and of a variety of colors, green,

bluish-green, and turning brick red. It holds considerable mechani-

cally combined water which on evaporation destroys the color, leaving

the green and bluish-green A^arieties a dirty white color resembling in

its physical propei'ties meerschaum. It is frequently associated, in

fact usually associated with the nuggets of argentite occurring in the

coarse-grained calcite.

Calcite.

This occurs usually coarse-grained and free from met. silver, though

thin folia of sulphide of silver underlying the crystal faces are

common.

The various crystal forms which the calcite assumes are interesting.
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The foUowiiig forms I have obsei'ved :

1. Hexag. prism,—pentag. rhomb, planes.

2. Hexag. jjrism—three rhomb, planes.

3. Hexag. prism—rhomb, and haaal plane.

4. Hexag. prism—the hemi form predominating, and

rhomb. p]ane.s.

0, Hemi hexag. prism—and three rhomb, planes.

6. N.B.—These few figures roughly drawn are simply

given to illustrate the variety of forms occurring in

these veins.

A

m^}

A 8. Hexag. prism.
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9. Hexag. tables—i"are.

10. Hexag. pyramid with basal plane, and prism

2)lanes, rare.

11. Hexag. 2)i'ism and hexag. jjyraiiiid.

Many other forms including several twin forms—rhombohedrons-

and others.

The calcite at times occupies the vein entirely. It is then usually

drusy and accompanied by nuggets of argentite.

Quartz.

Usually massive white crystallized in short

hexagonal pyramids, the prism planes being very

short

—

amethyst smoky brown, pink. I observed

one twin foi-m as figured.

Note,—Frequently the vugs in the massive quartz contain nodules

of argentite to which seams lead and through which evidently the

sulphide has penetrated.

Iron Pyrites.

Present in considerable quantities in some veins, associated often

with the argentite, and also with the mountain tallow. Ic is fre-

quently plentiful in the slate lying next to the vein.

Crystallized cubes—cubo-octohedrons.

Baryta.

This not present in any great quantities in any of these veins.

Galena.

Usually present in all these a eins in a greater or less degree.
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1. Associated witli the blende the darker varieties along vein wall.

2. In cubes and grains disseminated through portions of quai-tz.

3. Associated with the argentite but yielding no silver, so I am in-

formed by the present assayer Mr. Brent, at the Badger Mine.

Note.—CiTstallized in cubes, cubo-oclohedrons, the latter frequently

predominating—also octohedrons.
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VJEIN ROCK.

I.

255

Oalcite

II

Arg.

]ir.

Galoite
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IV.

tArgentite

rgentite

V.

Nugget
Argentite

Slate

Quartz
.Argentita

These veins have, with one or two exceptions, the same general

strike, i.e., north-west and south-east. They are true fissures, and

have, no doubt, all been produced by the same convulsion of nature

They are, roughly speaking, membei'S of that series known as ri-

handed veins, though they assume at times a sort of brecciated character

owing to the presence of bits of slate in the matrix. They dip south

with a slight inclination from the vertical. The ore its richest zones,

occur in pockets or limited portions of the vein—but generally

speaking the vein matter is all availaVjle as average mill-rock. I

believe these veins to have been filled from below by hot siliceous

waters depositing their mineral constituents in the orders above men-

tioned. The richest oi-e it is said commonly occurs at the contact of
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trap and slates, while little or no silver-bearing mineral is found in

the vein intersecting the ti-ap.

The second group is undoubtedly the most interesting, but in

general characters the veins of the first group, i.e., Silver Mountain

Group, lying in the neighborhood of Whitefish Lake resemble it.

The following is a brief sketch of these veins of second group :

See map

—

1

.

Badger Vein.

This vein in operation for one year and has turned out very rich

ore. It is from six inches to three feet in width. It splits a great

deal, and at a depth of one hundred and fifty feet the pay-streak

has diminished to two or three inches while the vein is three feet

wide. It would seem as if the bonanza were about exhausted. One

shaft has been sunk and three levels driven, two being air levels.

This cannot be denominated as a very regular vein.

2. Porcupine.

Runs parallel with and but a quarter of a mile distant from the

Badgei'. Is is two feet in width at siirface and has been mined with

excellent results, but owing to financial difiiculties is abandoned.

3. Silver Creek.

But slightly opened by a tunnel driven in the side of the bluff".

Good ore has been taken out but at present not worked.

4. Little Pig.

A very wide strong vein split in two parts at surface, one portion

alone yieldiiig rich ore which must evidently be the pay-streak.

This vein is six feet wide at outcrop.

5. Peerless.

Typically the same, lies two miles west of Little Pig, but strike and

dip the same.
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6. Beaver.

This vein is apparently an exception to the general rule in this

region as regards direction. It tui-ns north-east instead of north-

west, but I am inclined to think that this is a twist produced by

contour of ti-ap-nets, and as they open it with more extended levels, it

will I believe assume the direction taken by the others.

Three shafts have been sunk here, but one has been closed up.

They ai'e 350 feet from bank here, the vein being from two to four

feet wide though considerably split. This is a regular vein and very

promising. As this vein intersects a mountain it has been compara-

tively easy to mine : three air levels being present, No. 3 being

used as an adit. They have encountered gas here at lowest depths.

It burns with a pale-blue tlame and is very light, evidently light car-

buretted hydrogen gas. That it may be produced by the alteration of

the slates into talcose rock at considerable depths is not improbable.

7. Ontario Vein.

Formed by the union of two stringers which unite some ten or

twelve feet below surface to form a vein a few inches in width. Has

not been at all developed.

8. Rabbit Mountain Vein.

Of unusual width and at one time extensively mined, but at pres-

ent abandoned. Its strike, dip, and the general character of the

mineral the same.

9. Big Bear.

A promising vein though it has been but slightly opened up.

10. Caiiboit.

This has alsO been considerably mined, but at present not worked.

I believe this region must ultimately take a foremost place among

the silver mining districts of America. My reasons are these : First,

the universal excellence of the ore ; while much is extremely rich run-
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ning as high as ten or twelve thousand dollars a ton. it is all good aver-

age stamp rock. Second, the close proximity of the ten locations in

the second group, all within a radius of three or four miles, leads one

to believe the belt has plenty of out-crops awaiting the prospector's

pick. Third, as the depth of mining inci eases the value of the ore

does not necessarily decrease, as the richest ore is in zones or pockets

liable at any moment to come into view. Fourth, it is as yet a new

mining region and but awaits the thorough and satisfactory trial of

one or two mines to ensure the development of all. Fifth, from a

geological point of view the veins should all be rich satisfactory

mines. They trend with hardly an exception north-west and south-

east, and are true fissures in all probability formed by the one con-

vulsion of nature and similarly filled. The difficulties that have

hitherto attended the development of this mineral region seem to have

been in several cases the temerity of the capitalists unacquainted

with mining and the expenditure involved in sinking into rich zones

of ore. In other cases properties have become mortgaged, mismanaged,

till finally abandoned. What is needed is thorough mining to take

hold with lots of capital and push the mines and sink till the mine

becomes a settled organization, working, yielding, and paying.
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THE MAROONS OF JAMAICA AND NOVA SCOTIA.

BY J. C. Hamilton, LL B.

Negro slavery disapjieared from the Province of Nova Scotia dur-

ing the hitter part of h\st century, without legishitive enactment, by

what Judge Haliburton, in his history of Nova Scotia, calls " latent

abandonment beneficial to the country." There remained a number

of emancipated provincial slaves and still more Africans who escaped

to Nova Scotia from the United States. These latter people were

called " Loyal Negroes." In 1821 a party of nearly one hundred of

them emigrated to Trinidad. But before this, on the founding of

Sieri'a Leone on the west coast of Africa, about twelve hundred went

there, arriving in 1792. Four years after this, three ships entered

the harbour of Halifax, laden with the most extraordinary cargoes

that ever entered that port. Prince Edward, Duke of Kent, then in

command at Halifax, boarded the Dover, was met by Colonel W. D.

Quarrell, Commissary- General of Jamaica, with whom Mr. Alexander

Ouchterlony was associated, and a detachment of the t)6th Regiment

drawn up on board to receive him. Black men of good proportions

with many women and children, all in neat uniform attire, were

mustered in lines. Other transports, the Mary and Anne, were, his

Highness was informed, about to follow,, and the main cargo was six

hundred Maroons exiled from Jamaica with soldiers to guard them

and meet any attacks from French vessels on the voyage.

The Prince was sti-uck with the tine appearance of the black men,

but the citizens had heard of how Jamaica had been harried by its

black banditti, and were unwilling at first to have them added to

their population. When the Spaniards first settled in the A.n lilies in

1509, it is estimated by Las Casas, Robertson, and other historians

that the Indian inhabitants amounted to ten million souls, but by the
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exercise of the utmost atrocities, these were melted away until none

remained to work as slaves in the mines or in the fields.

" Here," says Las Casas, " the Spaniards exercised their accustomed

cruelties, killing, burning, and I'oasting men, and throwing them to the

dogs, as hIso by oppressing them with sundry and various torments in

the gold mines, as if they had come to rid the earth of these innocent

and harmless creatures. So lavish were the Spanish swords of the

blood of these poor souls, scarce 200 remaining, the rest pei'ished

without the least knowledge of God."

When conquering Cuba, Hatuey, a cacique, was captured and

fastened to the stake by these emissaries of a Christian King. A
Franciscan friar laboured to convert him and promised him immedi-

ate admittance into heaven if he would embrace the Christian faith.

" Ai'e there any Spaniai'ds " said he, " in that heaven which you des-

cribel " " Yes," replied the monk, " but only such as are worthy and

good." "The best of them," returned the indignant cacique, "have

neither worth nor goodness. I will not go to a place where I may
meet one of that accursed race,"

As a military measure this cruel murder was successful. All

Cuba submitted awed by the example made of poor Hatuey. When
Hispaniola was discovered, the number of its inhabitants was com-

puted, says Robertson on the authority of Herrara, to be at least a

million, certainly a large and probably excessive estimate. They

were reduced to sixty thousand in fifteen years. Jamaica was not so

populous, but not a single descendant of the original inhabitants

-existed on that island, says Dallas, author of the " History of the

Maroons," in 1655, when Venables and Penn, under commission

from Oliver Cromwell, landed there. Caves were found where human
bones, evidently belonging to the oppressed and harried natives,

covered the ground. Famine and cruelty desolated these lovely

islands. Then the Spaniards decoyed natives of the Lucayo islands

to Hispaniola (now Hayti) to the number of forty thousand, and these

shared the fate of the former inhabitants.

The scheme for importing Africans to take the place of the natives,

was then pushed on under the guise at first of mistaken philanthi'opy,

6
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but supijorted by the liigh prices paid for the victims stolen from

Africa.

Genoese merchants were the Hrst who began a regular commerce

in slaves between Africa and America, receiving a patent for this

purpose from Charles V., of Spain, in 1518. The traffic hid begun

however in 1501, and King Ferdinand had publicly sanctioned it iii

1511. Captain, afterwards Sir John Hawkins, led the English in tlie

slave trade in 1562. In 1567 he had for partner in such enterprize

Sir Francis Drake and secured a caxgo of slaves off the Guinea coast.

Many chai'ters, incorporating adventurers, with monopoly of the iin

portation of slaves from Africa, were granted by James I., Charles I.,.

Charles II., and their successors down to George III. In the single-

year 1792, twenty Acts of the Imperial Parliament could be enum-

erated whereby the trade was sanctioned and encouraged.

The numbei" of Africans so introduced into Jamaica was soon ini

excess of the white population, and thus continues to the present day.

Bryan Edwards in his " History of Jamaica," summing up the assets

of this island, put down 250.000 negroes at £50 stg. each, making

XI 2, 500,000 in 1791. Let us remark the extraordinary ethnic revo-

lution that has taken place in the Antilles since European interference

therein began. As examples, take the two islands Hispaniola and

Jamaica. At the time of Columbus, Hispaniola, according to

Robertson, had one million souls. Before the year 1500, the aborigines

had been swjpt away, and black and white races were taking their

places. Now the population of the two States into which this island

is divided, , namely, Hayti and the Dominican Republic, jointly

amounts to about 900,000 souls.

The Indian race, to the number of half a million, as stated by old

histox'ians, likewise disappeared from Jamaica. In 1881, its ))opula-

tion numbered about 581,000 of whom those of pure white blood

seem to have been less than 20,000, the remainder being Africans or

of mixed African and European Stocks. Thus it has taken nearly

four centuries, with the aid of forced African migration, to fill the

places of the aboriginal people.

But to revert to the time when Spanish rule was brought to an end
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in Jamaica, masters and slaA"es ^vere uneducated, slothful and poor.

The exports consisted only of some cocoa, liogs, lard and hides.

When the officers of the great Protector conquered the island, in

May 1655, most of the old white settlers fled, or voluntarily removed

to other Spanish possessions. In many cases slaves were left on the

abandoned plantations. They still sympathized with their old masters

and communicated with them. They took to the woods and defiles

called •cockpits,"' with which parts of the island abound. They harassed

the English, decoyed away their slaves, destroyed outlying planta-

tions, and murdered those who ventured abroad without escort. This

mass of savages increased in numbers, both by natural causes, and by

the addition of run-away slaves, and were known as Maroons. They

lived on the game, fruits, and edible roots with which the country

abounded, and on the flesh of the wild hog which roamed in the forest

and fed on the mast of trees and roots. No country could probably

be found more fitted to foster the wild and lawless life which this

race passed for nearly two hundred years in Jamaica, with its vaiied

natural resources.

The name Maroon is generallv derived from the word meaning
'• hog hunters," but some take it from the Spanish " Simaron," mean-

ing ape. Either derivation is significant of this people and their

habits. In the year 1730, trouble with the Maroons culminated in a

revolt, led by Cudjoe, a bold Coromantee negro. His brothers

Accompong and Johnny were subordinate leaders, Cuflee and Quaco

were his captains. Insurgent slaves, and other ill-disposed negroes

joined them. The island was harassed for many months by the bold

and skilful attacks of these daring men. It was impossible to take

them, as they hid in the glens and '• cockpits "' enclosed by rocks and

mountains. Loyal " Blackshot ' negroes and Mosquito Indians from

the American coast were hired to aid the soldiery and militia. Peace

was at last secured by Colonel Guthrie and Captain Sadlier in March,

1738. It was arranged that Cadjoe and his people should settle in

the parish called Trelawney, which is in the north-west part of

Jamaica, the place where the Maroons lived mainly for the next

forty years.
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They still retained much of their African savagery, were illiterate,

and no attempt was made to Christianize them. Their language was

a conglomerate of African dialects and Spanish, with a sprinkling of

English and French. They had fetish and obeah rites and ceremon-

ies. Polygamy obtained, the husbands living in turn two days with

each wife. As to the poor wives, the labour imposed on them and

the miseries of their situation left them little leisure to quarrel with

each other. A white su])erintendent lived in each of the INIaroon

towns as a magistrate and the means of communication with the

whites and the Government, and he with the chief men had judicial

power in ordinary cases. Cases of felony were reserved for the

regular magistrates and courts with white judges.

By 1795 the Trelawney Maroons numbered about 1,400 ; then the

second war began, Lord Balcarres being Governor. Montague was

the leading Maroon chief ; the English Colonels Sandford and Galli-

more and many men were slain. Blackshot Indians were hired again

to aid the redcoats, of whom there were more than 1,000, and the

militia. Still the war lasted with much loss and expense to the

island.

Col. Quarrell had heard of the Chasseurs and their famous dogs

used in Cuba to track and secure marauders and runaways both white

and black. After much discussion the colonel was dispatched in a

vessel to Cuba, and secured 40 Chasseurs and 100 dogs, with which

he returned. The effect their arrival had on the Maroons was wonder-

ful. The dogs were not even let loose, but were paraded with the

soldiers. The terror they excited, added to weariness of the struggle,

led the insurgents to gradually come in and submit. All who had

not surrendered by a certain day, six hundred in number were, as

they came in, sent off to Montego Bay and Spanish Town under guard.

The war had cost the island $1,000,000. The Legislature voted

.$100,000 more, and ordered the 600 to be banished from Jamaica.

Colonel Quarrell and Mr. Ouchterlony were put in command of the

three ships which carried them and their guard of redcoats, and so

they came to Halifiix. Colonel Quarrell had recently travelled in

Upper Canada, in which Governor Simcoe was then extending a

system of self-government. The Colonel praised the Governor's

administration, and told the Jamaica people of the large cultivated
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districts and beautiful towns then rising in the forests north of Lake

Ontario. He desired to settle the Maroons in Upper Canada, as

he also thought the climate suitable to them. The Assembly, how-

ever, with the approval of the Home Government, decided on Halifax.

It seems strange that the Home Government had not learned from

the experience of the " Loyal negroes " to avoid the choice of a place

with climate so imsuited to the race. The vessels arrived and were

inspected as stated. The Mai'oon men were asked what they would

do, and expressed willingness to work for " Massa King " and " Massa

King's son." The General and Admiral and Governor, Sir John

Wentworth, arranged terms with the people. The Maroons were

landed from the vessels—the Dover, Mary, and Ann—on which they

liad come. Admiral Richery, with a threatening Fi'ench squadron,

was off the coast, and it was desirable to get the fortifications com-

jileted. The Maroons worked on them. They laboured mainly

on earthworks since obliterated by more extensive and permanent

improvements to the great citadel and harbour made when the Duke

of Wellington was Prime Minister. Mai'oon hill near Halifax still

retains their name. Their chief men were Colonels Montague and

Johnston, Major Jarratt, and Captains Smith, Charles Shaw, David

Shaw, Dunbar, iind Harding.

For two years these people lived in Nova Scotia, but made little

progress in civilization or I'eligion. Most of them were settled on

lands at Preston ; some families v/ere removed to Boydville. A
schoolmaster was appointed and the religious training was entrusted

to an orthodox gentleman, the Rev. B. G. Gray, and a curate with

glebe house and salary supplied. Sir John Wentworth asked for a

grant of £240 per annum, to be applied in religious instruction and

education. He hoped this course would " reclaim them to the Church

of England, and disseminate Christian piety, morality, and loyalty,

among them." He also sent an order to England for many things

required by them, among which wei-e " 40 gross coat and 60 gross

white vest metal buttons, strong ; Device an Alligator holding

wheat ears and an olive branch. Inscription : Jamaica to the

Maroons, 1796" He described the people as " healthy, peaceful,

orderly, inoffensive, and highly delighted with the country."

The Commissioners, Messi'S. Quarrell and Ouchterlony, with not less
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than tliree chief men of the Maroons, held court for the trial of

smaller oH'ences, a custom introduced from Jamaica. In time both

the Commissioners resigned through disagreement with the Governor

and were succeeded by Captain Howe, and he by Mr. Theophilus

Chamberlain. The two winters which ensued were unusually severe,

and the Maroons, unaccustomed to sucli weather, suffered and became

discouraged. They became generally dissatisfied, I'efused to work

regularly, and were addicted to cockfighting, card playing, and tlie

like amusements.

The zeal of the worthy Governor who was a very sanguine philan-

thropist, had been well intended, but " little effect was pi'oduced

from weekly sermons on doctrines of faith, delivered to old and

young promiscuously in a language not understood," says Edwards.

" Some smoked their pipes, and some slept during the services." The

old chief Montague, whom all the Maroons honored, was asked if he

had undestood the sermon, and wishing not to appear ignorant,

I'eplied :
" Massa pai-son say, no mus tief, no mus meddle with some-

body wife, no mus quarrel, mus set down suftly."

The Governor assembled the men and urged them to adopt

Christian marriage customs, but after much discussion they would

say :
" Dat white people fashion, dat no do for we poor Maroon."

They referred Sir John and his good friends to their wives. " If you

please, you may make the women take swear, we men can't do

so," meaning the marriage vow, to hold to one wife. The women
were called in but none would resign her right to hei- husband, or to

such divided interest as she held in him. They all olijected to " take

swear," and went off, says Dallas, in an uproar clamouring at the men
for making such a proposal. Some of these colored ladies even

broke out in " insolent observations on the latitude in which some of

the greatest characters known to them had indulged."

On 21st April, 1797, Sir John Wentworth, in a letter to the Duke
of Clarence, said of the Maroons :

" From my observation of them,

neither Jamaica or any other island would be long at peace, nor

secure from insurrection, were these people among them."

I am convinced they will be a useful and faithful corps to oppose an

invading enemy. "They do not wish to live by industry, but pi-efer war
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and hunting." It had pi-oved impossible to change the "leo])ard's spots."

Two years under the regime of the amiable Governor with the most

approved appliances and surroundings of civilization had not worked

the expected miracle. The Halifax experiment had failed. It

appeared too that the Maroons were divided into three tribes jealous

of each other. One captain complained that he had not a well furnished

house and cellar to exercise hospitality. Another longed for the yams,

bananas, and cocoa of Jamaica. A third wanted hogs to hunt. The

weekly sermons were unattended. Parents did not object to bring

their children to be baptized, but as to marriage adhered to their old

free customs with polygamy, and funerals were conducted with in-

herited Coromantee ceremonies. The G-overnment still treated them

with kindness, but found watchfulness necessary.

In April, 1799, two officers and fifty militia men were for a time

posted near the Preston settlement to guard against threatened dis-

order. Before this when Halifax was threatened by the French, who

had attacked Newfoundland, the Maroon men had been formed into

companies, and tlieir chiefs had received military commissions which

flattered their vanity.

But they were not self-supporting and the cautious Haligonians

fought shy of all responsibility for their maintenance. Jamaica had

to foot their bills, adding to the oiiginal appropriation of $100,000,

further sums of $40,000 and $24,000, but now the Govei-nraent of

that island intimated that it Avould no longer consider the Maroons as

their wards. The mother country did not forsake them, but took

their views on the situation, if so we may refer to the very limited

knowledge of these people. They had heard of Sierra Leone and

.asked to be allovved to follow the twelve hundred " Loyal Negroes,"

who had gone there seven years previously.

It is not probable that the Maroons knew then that these, their

predecessors, to that sultry and unhealthy peninsula on the West (Joast

of Africa had not shown signs of improvement in civilization or

appreciation of the choice, now clearly mistaken, of this site as a

ipnrtly missionary, partly commercial establishment.

They probablv had but limited knowledge of the tornadoes that
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prevail in some seasons, and of the fog and rain that wrap that land

in frequent gloom.

Some of these facts were no doubt known to the Duke of Portland^

the Crown Minister, whose wisdom had directed them, against Colonel

Quarrell's advice, to Halifax with its winter snow and fog. His

Grace decided to I'emove them to equato)-ial heat and fog, and hoped

that their military sjjirit and training in Nova Scotia would be in-

strumental in keeping the surrounding savages in order, and useful

even as an example to the " Loyal Negroes," so called, who lacked

discij)line and character. Governor Wentworth, now that his mis-

sionary zeal had cooled, and Admiral Richery with the French fleet

was no longer off the coast, seemed to be possessed of but one desire

;

to see them depart from Nova Scotia without exception. On the

sixth day of August, 1800, Sir John Wentwoith informed the Duke

that five hundred and fifty-one Maroons had embarked on the Asia

and set sail from Halifax. Four had deserted to avoid going.

Many, Sir John stated, regretted to leave, and all expressed gratitude

to Nova Scotia. They arrived in Sien'a Leone, in October, 1800.

As caged animals let loose, seek again their native wilds, so did these

brave people return to the land of their ancfstors, holding fast to their

old inbred customs and superstitions.

The spirit of Saxon civilization passed lightly over them, but did

not penetrate their breasts. But a kindly feeling prevailed, and the

Maroon has not since rai.sed his hand against the white man. The

children and grand children of the Maroons of Trelawney, may now

be found on the West Coast of Africa.

They are reported to have aided the Government in repressing

revolts of savage tribes, and in opening to the advance of fieedono

and civilization the Dark Continent, from which their ancestors were

torn by the cruel Saxon. Doubtless the brave deeds of their fore-

fathers, who defied the redcoats and held their own so long in the

defiles and cockpits of Jamaica, and the terrors of ice cold Nova

Scotia are still the theme of song and story in the cottages of Freetown

by the Sierra Leone rivers and Isles de Loss. Doubtless there

tired mothers still crying babes to rest with tales inherited from their

parents of the teri-ible Chasseurs and their savage dogs of war.
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Note.—Since the above abstract was put in print I have i^eceived

an interesting communication from Hon. E J . Barclay, Secretary of

State of Liberia. He gives gratifying infoi'mation as to the progress

made and position taken by some of these people on the West Coast,

stating :
" The only family that I have known to come direct from

the Dominion was Henry Rankin and wife, who came from a place

called Muskoka. They ai-rived in 1873 or '4. Mr. Kankin has

since died." . . As regards the " Loyal Negroes," yclept Nova
Scotians, on the coast, who were sent to Sierra Leone, and the

Maroons who followed, I have, through the kindness of Mr. Boyle,

Liberian Consul at Sien-a Leone, heen furnished with a list of the

most prominent of these persons in the British West African

colonies :

—

Nova Scotians.—John B. Elliott, J.P., J. W. Elliott, and John

Priddy, of Sierra Leone ; Rev. S. Trotter Williams and Mr, Porter,

government contractoi-, of Waterloo ; J. F. Eastman, M.D., Assistant

Colonial Surgeon, Gold Coast Colony.

Maroons.—Dr. T. Spilbury, Colonial Surgeon, Gambia; J. Gabbi-

don, Commissariat clerk ; and Hon. Francis Smith, Assistant Judge,

Gold Coast Colony; Nash H. Williams, B.L., of Freetown; and

Mr. Samuels, Trelawney Street, Freetown, Sierra Leone.

There is a Maroon chui'ch at Freetown called St. John's, of which

the Rev. J. A. Cole—an able native African—is the pastor. It will

be noticed that the old home in Jamaica is remembered in the name

of a Freetown street.
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A PRELIMINARY LIST OF ALG^ COLLECTED IN THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD OF TORONTO.

J. J. MACKENZIE, B.A.

Tlie following is a list of Algae which I collected and identified

during the summer of 1889, with the localities in which they were

found. I purpose continuing my observations, and will endeavour to

add to this list from time to time.

The classification and nomenclature is that used in Wolle's " Fresh

Water Algae of the United States " and '*' Desmids of the United

States."

CHLQROPHYCE^.
CONFERVOIDE.*:.

COLEOCHAETACE.E

—

Coleochaete, Breb.

0. scutata, Breb.; Humber.

OEDOGONIACE.E

—

Oedogonium, Lk.

Oe. crassiusculum, Wittr. ; Ashbridge's Bay.

Bulbocliaete, Ag.

B. intermedia, D. By. ; Humber.

B. gigantea, Pringsh.; Humber.

•CONFERVACE.«

—

Draparnaldia, Ag.

D. glomerata, Ag. ; Humber.

Stigeoclonium, Kg.

S. nauum (Dillw. ), Kg.; Humber.

Chaetophora, Schrank.

C. endiviaefolia, Ag.

var. ramosissima, Rab. ; Humber.

Aphanochaete, H. Br.

A. globosa (Nord.), Wolle ; Humber.
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Cladophora.

C. fracta, Kg. ; Don Valley.

C. glomerata, Kg. ; Humber.

^ TTlothrix, Kg.

U. zonata (W. and M.), Aresch.; common everywhere.

Conferva, Lk.

C. vulgaris, Rab. ; Humber.

Siphoned.

Vaucheriace.5;—
Vaucheria, D.C.

V. sericea, Lyngb. ; Don Valley.

V. DiUwynii, Aq. ; High Park.

V. sessilis (Vauch.), D.C; High Park and Don Valley.

V. geminata (Vauch,), D.C; Don Valley.

Protococcoide^.

volvocace^

—

Volvox, Ehrb.

V. globator, Linn. ; Don Valley.

Eudorina, Ehrb.

E. stagnale, WoUe ; Ashbridge's Bay.

Pandorina, Ehrb.

P. morum, Bory. ; Ashbridge's Bay.

Gonium, Mueller.

G. pectorale, Mueller ; High Park. This plant I have only found

once ; it seems to correspond to the European species.

Chlamydococcus, A. Br.

C pluvialis, A. Br. ; rain-water pools ; common.

Protococcace.^—
Pediastrum, Meyen.

P. Boryanum, Menegh ; Ashbridge's Bay.

P. Ehrenbergii, A. Br. ; High Park.

P. tetras, Ehrb. ; High Park.

Scenedesmus, Meyen.

S. caudatus, Corda. ; High Park, Humber, Ashbridge's Bay.

S. acutus, Meyen ; same localities as preceding.

Characium, A. Br.

C Naegelii, A. Br.; Don Valley.

Protococcus, Ag.

P. viridis, A. ; common everywhere.

Polyedrium, Naeg.

P. gigas, Wittr. ; Ashbridge's Bay. Possibly this is not an inde-

pendent species, but simply a stage in the development of

Hydrodictyon.
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Palmellace.*: —
Raphidium, Kg.

R. polymorphum, Fres. ; Ashbridge's Bay and High Park. It is

claimed by some authors that Raphidium is a stage in the

development of Pediastrum.

conjugatje.

Zygneme.-e—
Spirogyra, Link.

S. flavescens (Hass. ), Cleve.; Don Valley.

S. longata (Vauch. ), Kg.; Ashbridge's Bay.

S. nitida (Dill.), Link.; Don Valley.

S. jugalis (Dill.), Kg.; Ashbridge's Bay.

S. majuscula, Kg. ; Ashbridge's Bay aul Humber.

S. orthospira (Naeg.), Kg.; Don Valley.

S. quadrata (Hass.), Petit.; Don Valley.

Zygnema, Kg.

Z. anomalum (Hass.), Kg.; Humber.

Pleurocarpus, A. Br.

P. mirabilis, A. Br.; Plumber and High Park.

Desmidie.e—

Hyalotheca, Ehrb.

H. dissiliens (Smith), Breb. ; Humber.

Desmidium, Ag.

D. Swartzii, Ag. ; Humber.

Penium, Breb.

P. digitns (Ehrb.), Breb.; Humber.

P. closterioides, Ralfs ; Ashbi'idge's Bay.

Closterium, Nitsch.

C. gracile, Breb. ; Humber.

C. Cucumis, Ehrb. ; Humber and Don Valley.

C. turgidum, Ehrb.; High Park.

C. striolatum, Ehrb. ; High Park, Humber, and Don Valley.

C. Dians!, Ehrl>.

var. arcuatum, Breb. ; Ashbridge's Bay.

C. acuminatum, Kg.; High Park.

C. Jenneri, Ralfs. ; Humber.

C. Venus, Kg. ; Humber and High Park.

C. Ehrenbergii, Menegh ; Humber.

C. rostratum, Ehrb. ; Ashbridge's Bay.

C. Brebissonii, Delp. ; Humber.
Docidium, Breb.

D. crenulatum (Ehrb.), Rab. ; Humber.
D. Trabecula (Ehrb.), Naeg.; Ashbridge's Bay.

Calocylindrus, D. By.

C. Cucurbita (Breb.), Kirch.; Humber.
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C. Thwaitesii, Raits.; High Park.

Cosmarium, Corda.

C. ovale, Ralfs. ; Humber.

C. Cucumis, Corda.; Humber.

C. granatum, Breb. ; Humber.

C. tumidiim, Lund ; Humber, High Park.

C. nitidulum, De Not. ; Humber, High Park, and Don Valley.

C. Naegelianum, Breb,; High Park.

C. pseudopyramidatum, Lund ; Humber.

C. auisochondrum, Nord. ; Humber.

C. Botrytis, Menegh ; Humber, Don Valley, and Ashbridge's Bay

C. Brebissonii, Menegh ; Humber.

C. conspersum, Ralfs ; Ashbridge's Bay.

C. intei-medium, Delp ; Humber and High Park.

C. reniforme (Ralfs), Arch. ; Humber.

C. brierme, Nord.; High Park.

C. proti'actum (Naeg.), Archer ; Humber,

C. subcrenatum, Hantzsch ; High Park.

C. Broomei, Thwaites ; Humber, Ashbridge's Bay.

C. biretum, Breb. ; Humber, High Park.

C. Beckei, Wolle ; Hu uter

Xanthidium, Ehrb.

X. antelopaeum (Breb.), Kg.

var. polymazum, Nord ; Ashbridge's Bay.

Arthrodesmus, Ehrb.

A. Incus (Ehrb.), Hass. ; Ashbridge's Bay.

Euastrum Ehrb.

E. inerme, Lund ; High Park.

E. rostratum, Ralfs ; Humber.

Micrasterias, Ag.

M. furcata (Ag.), Ralfs ; Ashbridge's Bay.

Staurastrum, Meyen.

St. dejectum, Breb.; Humber.

St. Margaritaceum Ehrb. ; Humber.

St. cren\ilatum, Naeg. (Delp.) ; Humber, Ashbridge's Bay.

St. rugulosum, Breb. ; Humber.

St. alternans, Breb. ; Humber, Ashbridge's Bay.

St. cyrtocerum, Breb. ; Humber.

St. gracile, Ralfs ; Humber.

St. nanum, Wolle ; High Park.

St. pseudosebaldi, Wolle ; Humber.

St. hirsutum (Ehrb.), Breb.

Sfc. furcigerum, Breb.; Ashbridge's Bay.
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CYANOPHYCE.E.

JsOSTOCAOE^

—

Mastigonema (Fisher), Kirch.

M. aerugineum (Kg.), Kirch.; Humber.

Rivularia.

R. dura, Kg. ; High Park.

Tolypothrix, Kg.

T. flaccida, Kg.; Humber,

Nostoc, Vauch.

N. commune, Vauch.; High Park and Don VaUey.

N. coeruleum, Lyngb. ; High Park.

Anabaena, Bory.

A. flos-aquae. Kg.; Humber and High Park.

A. stagnalis, Kg.; High Park.

Cylindrosi:»ermum, Kg.

C. macrospermum, Kg.; High Park.

Lyngbya, Ag. et Thur.

L. vulgaris (Kg.), Kirch.; Humber.

Oscillaria, Bosc.

0. percursa. Kg.: High Park.

O. Froelichii, Kg.

var. fusca. Kg.; Humber.

0. princeps, Vauch ;
High Park.

Chroococcace-c—
Merismopedia, Meyen.

M. glauca, Naeg. ; High Park.

Chroococcus, Kaeg.

C. turgidus, Naeg.; High Park.
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ON THE USE OF FAUNAL LISTS.

By Ernest E. Thompson.

The fjllowing is a brief abstract of Mr. Thompson's paper:

" A Faunal List is a full catalogue of the animals known to inhabit

any given ai-ea, and is usually undei'stood to include remarks on the

relative abundance in that area, on any irregularities of distribution,

and on seasonal or other changes. It is, therefore, a work founded

on (first) correct identification of the animals, and (second) correct

particular identification of the time and place of their occurrence.

The evident object of a faunal list is the exact mapping out of a

countiy in such a way that the distribution, etc., may be compared

with other physical maps, i.e. ai-ranged facts, and the reasons of that

distribution understood. The end of enabling students to know what

to look for is quite subsidiary and incidental.

The only possible means of preparing a proper list is by a certain

very small area being watched daily for a number of yeai's by a

thoroughly competent observer, who must appreciate the necessity

for sci'upulous exactness and for keeping separate his ascertained facts

and his theories. Let him theorize all he likes, but he must never

mix his theoiies with, or pvit them forward as, facts.

It will be seen at once that the worst faults a list can have are

—

actual misstatement, hasty genei'alisation, which is partial misstate

ment, and vagueness, which is equivocal misstatement. No one will,

I presume, deny the total depravity of actual misstatement, whether

intended or not. A wrong fact is a long time in being corrected, and

has marvellous power for evil. Hasty generalisation is less noxious

only because it bears on its face more or less clearly the imprint of
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unreliability. Vagueness is a very common vice, and many other-

wise goo I observers have, by this unfortunate failing, nullified a

great deal of their work.

Thus far I have referred to original observations only, used in the

formation of a list ; but, in addition, it is not only allowable, but

binding on a worker, that he use all previously published or otherwise

accessible reliable information to make his own list complete. In

doing this he is to adliere to two rules :—First, give full credit in

pri7it to his authority ; second, do not put into his mouth words or

meanings that are not his, or, in other words, don't plagiarise and

don't misrepresent.

Nov^, with these tenets before us, let us examine the process of

making a list, and later we will enquire as to the ultimate use ot so

much labor.

It should be borne in mind that the settled habitation of the

animal is the most important item in its disti-ibution ; notes on its

migration are valuable, but must be carefully kept separate from

matters relating to its true home, or, as we say more especially of

birds, their summer habitat. The reason of this importance is evi-

dent, for while animals pass over all kinds of countries in migrating,

they are sure, when settled down to breed, to be surrounded by just

that nice adaptation of exterii;il cii'cumstances which is their proper

environment, and to understand which we are chiefly aiming.

Our naturalist, then, is supposed to have set about his list duly

impressed with the necessity of giving the truth, without genei'alities

or vagueness. The pernicious effect of untruthfulness need not be

enlarged on ; those of vagueness will be more or less evident to all.

but hasty generalisation is not so evidently dangerous, and its viodns

operandi may be shewn.

In all ages this very error has been the parent of much degrading

superstition and misery. Take an example : A shi'ew was seen to

run over a cow's leg as she lay in pasture. The next week this cow,

alone, dies of a strange disease ! Obviously, the logical generalisation

is tliat shrews infect cows with a deadly disease through mere
contact !
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Again : In building a heathen temple in the South Seas a man

is accidentally killed. It so happens that the building proves

" lucky," as we would say. Evidently it is to the death of this

man that the good fortune is due. Hence the origin of a fearful

custom !

Again : Two children were suffering from a wasting disease. One

of them happened one day to hold the bridle of a piebald mare. This

recovered ; the other died. Clearly, then, the child was cured by the

breath of a piebald mare !

Seeing that in these cases it was not possible to trace the course of

cause and effect, as the persons concerned wei-e without the knowledge

requisite, the only logical process available for them is to look for

sequent phenomena and assume them to be cause and effect, and the

only fault in this logic is that too few cases were taken as a basLs of

the theory, i.e. they were too hastily generalised."

Mr. Thompson, then returning to the immediate subject, gave

examples of birds and mammals, shewing how totally wrong would

be sweeping generalisations founded on a few instances. He further

illustrated this principle by a detailed majj of the peculiar distribii-

tion in a small section of Manitoba of the Pipilo erijthrofthalmuSy

and having thus shewn how erroneous would be the statement that

the bird is found throughout this region, he pi'oceeded :

—

'' Of course, a common expedient for avoiding the necessit}^ of sO'

much care in giving details is the use of the expression "in suitable

j)laces " thi'oughout the area treated. I consider the phrase a

mi erable evasion. We might as well and truly say of each and

every species, dead and alive, "in suitable ])laces throughout the

earth ;
" for it is very certain that if it is not so found it is because

the area was not suitable, either actually, or unsuited through the

])re.sence of stronger competitors, or else not suitably contiguous to

the birthplace of the species.

The simple facts, then, as a.scertained and here shewn, are what I

should offer to the puVjlic, accompanying the same with a map of the

area in question, without giving any reason for this apparently erratic

distribution, except as a matter of opinion—for it will be long before
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any one can speak positively on the subject—and also without

heeding the fact that in other regions the distribution of this same

bird may be quite different, in accordance with different sur-

roundings."

Mr. Thorn {)Son then proceeded to enumerate the better-known

elements of environment that tend to modify geographical distribu-

tion, and gave a large number of illustrations of these modifications.

Temperature, as varied by latitude, elevation, slope, exposure, etc.,

he considered of prime importance, and particularly dwelt on the

accuracy with which birds adhere in their summer habitat to the

exact isotherm that affords the nice balance of surroundings which is

most favorable to the species.

Barometric pressure, rainfall, formation of surface, character of

soil, proximity of bodies of water and of currents, exposure to

.
cei'tain winds, presence of competitors or of parasites, hygienic con-

ditions, and vegetation were all instanced and illustrated in their

bearing on distribution. The last, he stated, was of evident import-

ance, and probably ranked next to temperature, on which, however,

it is largely dependent.

"These," he continued, " arc among the known factors of environ-

ment, but there is evidence that many other more obscure influences

are in o;)eration, and there can be little doubt that every force that is

or ever will be found in the whole range of the solar spectrum will

be ultimately proven an important element in the various problems

of distribution, so that the question filially resolves itself into a

serearch after the total environment of each species.

I have been thus minute in tracing the known causes and aspects

of distribution in order to give a fair idea of the intricacy of the

problem presented, and I think it the more necessary because of late

I have been compelled to make a stand for the j)rinciples of work

herein maintained. I do not think any one will gainsay them ; I

have, at least, the best authorities of the day in harmony with my
views in general, if not in detail, and it is on these lines that I have

liad so often to condenni Canadian work.

It will be seen that, since so much care and detail is required, no
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•one man can possibly gather, even in a lifetime, from his own obser-

vation, facts enough to fully and accurately map out the faunal areas

-of more than a few square miles. Obviously, then, if the work is

-ever to be done, it must be by hundreds, or thousands even, of

-observers uniting their efforts, i.e. each contributing his little mite of

ascertained fact, unmarred by generalisation, and put down in such a

way that it will always mai-k a step in advance and may ultimately

be used, without revision, as material for preparing the fullest and

'most accurate account ; and then, after a sufficiency is gathered, the

whole plan, with its many complex reasons, will unfold itself to our

-eyes like a magnificent pattern, so intricate that no one could have

imagined it, and so beautiful that its mere contemplation will be

found more elevating than many a noble work that is credited with

shaping the human mind in a right direction.

And what is the object of expending so much effort on so small a

matter 1 Setting aside the incidental benefit accruing to agricultui-e

from a right understanding of the balance of nature, also the

fact that science in general, of which this is an important part, is a

material benefit to mankind, as well as the not very tangible, but not

the less incontrovertible fact, that a common purpose, answered by all

-such studies, is the cerebi-al development of the whole race through

action on a large number of its individuals ; and it is not unworthy

-of consideration, also, that the many who ai'e actually taking part in

the study are thereby provided with a delightful, healthy, and

•elevating occupation.

Ajjart from all this, I say : We now come to the final and great

^end of the study itstlf. When by this means we have completely

worked out the geographical range of our fauna the reason for such

distribution will be clear. The effect of each slight change of sur

roundings will be manifest, and then not only will we be able to turn

to the best account the various domesticated animals and their

^)roducts, but we will thereby arrive at a vastly more complete

knowledge of ourselves. Discomforts and diseases hitherto inex-

plicable will be dispelled in a shoit time, perhaps, finally, by some

master hand playing deftly on the constitution with a skilful combi-

^lation of certain of these ascertained factors of environment. The

jn-oper authorities then will meet a plague like that of the mosquitoes
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in Manitoba not by advocating the building of smudges, thereby re-

placing the evil by one only a grade less—a method just a step higher

than the old-fashioned plan of fighting a disease by incantation —but

by simple effectual scientific means. An epidemic like la Grippe wilb

be unable to begin its career of death. At the very outset the cause

of its appearance will be understood, and by a touch, perhaps, or a

word to the people at large, the delicate machinery of its environ-

ment will be readjusted in such a way as to summarily end it at the-

very beginning. In this way almost all the pests that are of the

nature of an epidemic on man, beast, or vegetable may be met at

once and annihilated, along with the circumstances that gave rise to-

them.

Thus, as I have briefly endeavoured to indicate, to a greater extent

probably than we have any idea of, the race will be elevated and

benefitted by the jmrsuit of what is, after all, simply a tlelightful

recreation.'"'
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REPLY TO MR THOMPSON'S CRITICAL NOTE.

By J. B. Tyrrell.

In the last number of the Proceedings, which was I'eceived about

the middle of December, 1889, there is what purports to be a

" Critical Note," by Mr. E. E. Thompson, on my " Catalogue of the

Mammalia of Canada," and, as the statements there made may be

misleading to some of the i-eaders of The Proceedings, I must ask to

be allowed the privilege of a short reply, though I am surprised that

i;he courtesy was not extended me of allowing me to make this reply

in the same number in which the " Critical Note " appeared.

The first of the three pages of the " Note " is almost

entirely occupied with a general vilification of the " Catalogue," and .

this diatribe may very well go unanswered. In the following two

pages my statements regarding seven species of mammals ai-e

impiigned, these statements, doubtless, being considered my most

glaring errors :
—

I. On the occuri-ence of Felis concolor in Southern Quebec. That

the Cougar does, or did until very recently, occur in Southern Quebec

is very well known, and at the present time there are two mounted

specimens in the Museum of the Natural History Society in

Montreal, both of which are stated to have been shot in the adjoin-

ing countiy.

II. On the occurrence of Cervus Canadensis in Eastern Canada.

It is a well-known tradition that in recent times the elk was an

inhabitant of the Ottawa valley, and my friend Mr. W. P. Lett, in

.a paper read before the Ottawa Field Naturalists' Club on March

13th, 1884, and published on pp. 101-116 of No. 5 of its Transactions,

.gives authority for the statement that within the last seventy years it
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has been seen witliin four miles of the present site of the city of

Ottawa. There are also numerous records of horns of this deer

having been found in different parts of Ontario, both on the surfaci

and just below it, many of them in (piite a perfect state of preser"

vation, precluding the idea of any great anti'piity.

III. and IV. Referring to my notes on Hesperomys leucoyaster and

Synaptomys Cooperi, Mr. Thompson flatly accuses me of plagiarising

whole paragraphs, quoting them " verbatim oi- nearly so " from his.

" List of the Mammals of Manitoba," leaving it to be inferred that

he had made some original observations on these rodents that I had

copied without giving him credit for them.

The facts, however, are as follows :—Mr. Thoinpsou, iu his " List,"

has copied from Coues and Allen's " Monographs of North American

Rodentia " statements concerning the finding of the first of these

species in Minnesota close to the international boundary, and the

second both in ]S[inne.sota and Alaska, and he has drawn the

inference that they would be found in Manitoba. I had drawn the-

same simple inference before Mr. Thompson's paper was published.

My paragraph referring to the former species is a line and a half long

and contains eighteen words, only nine of which (five of them being

proper names) are to be found in Mr, Thompson's note on the same

animal. My paragi'aph on .S'. Cooperi contains the .same number of

words, ten of which (two being proper names and five prepositions

or conjunctions) are also found in Mr. Thompson's note. His ideas

of what is meant by the expression " verbatim or nearly so " are,

therefore, evidently broader than those held by people generally.

V. Regarding the distribution of Lepus sylva'Acus in Ontario, Mr
Thompson is probably correct in saying that in the northeni nine-

tenths of the province the species is unknown. It is advancing

northward through the southern more thickly settled portions of the

province.

VI. Conmienting on my "ignorant" remarks on Geomys bursarius

Mr. Thompson- says that this species "is an animal of the Mississipp

valley," and then even he himself goes on to say that it has Ijeen

found in Southern Manitoba—a fact of which I was not before

aware. As he knows perfectly well that neither the Mississippi nor
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any of its tributaries flows through Manitoba, he doubtless means by

the term " Mississippi valley " the great central basin of the conti-

nent, a large portion of which is drained into the Mississippi river.

He ought also to be aware that the south-western peninsula of

Ontario, as regards both its fauna and flora, approaches more nearly

to the central basin than to any other part of America—in fact, from

a biological point of view, may be said to form part of it. Geomys

hursarius was originally described by Shaw in the Linntean Trans-

actions in 1800, and his statement regarding its habitat is not that

quoted by Mr. Thompson, but :
" This quadruped was takni by some

Indian hunters in the upper parts of interior Canada, and sent down

to Quebec," (Linn. Trans., vol. v., 1800, p. 228 and cab. 8.) The

fur trade of the West was then in the hands of the North-West

Company, &c., who brought their furs in bales to Montreal and

shipped them to foreign markets, so that it appears improbable that

the skin was brought loose from west of Lake Su]:)ei"ior. I have,

therefore, interpreted Shaw's statement as meaning Eastern rather

than Westei'n Canada.

VII. For my " surprising statement " as to the northerly range of

the black squirrel (Sclurus Carolinensis) I have no less an authority

than Sir John Richardson, who states that specimens of his »S'. niger,

which is a synonym for this species, had been sent in to him both

from Penetang and Fort William.

On the question of the Indian names of the different s}>ecies Mr.

Thompson complains that no special alphabet is used, whereas I state

in the Catalogue that the vowels are given the Continental sounds,

and, being a member of the staff of the Canadian Geological Survey,

I have used the simple alphabet that has been used by that corps in

their reports for years past. That no marks are used representing

the lengths of the vowels is a matter of considerable regret to me.

The manuscript sent to the printer, which by the way is still in my
possession, has the lengths of any doubtful vowels marked through-

out, as in Appendix IV. to my Report on Northern Alberta ; and,

although in the Algonquin languages each syllable is accented or not

according to the length of its vowel sound, accents were occasionally

inserted for the greater convenience of pi-onunciation. These marks

have in some way been omitted in printing.
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From the above it will be seen that although a desire for brevity

has forced me to omit long lists of synonyms, specific references under

each species, and interesting details throughout, the errors in the

Catalogue, in view of our present imperfect knowledge, are not so

glaiing as Mr. Thompson would like to have believed.

Ottawa, March 13th, 1890.
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REPLY TO MR. TYRRELL'S NOTE.

By Ernest E. Thompson.

Mr. Tyrrell has made a reply to my criticism of his paper that is

in most respects, apart from certain preliminary adjectives, just what

it ought to be. The reader, however, will be amused if he turns to

my letter and i-eads the paragraph which Mr. Tyrrell characterizes

as a " diati'ibe," " vilifying," etc., but which he admits to be logically

unanswerable.

Mr. Tyrrell responds to my demand for the grounds on which he

bases several interesting records by giving the data which should

have appeared at the time, but he errs in saying that I impugned

their truthfulness, as he will see on re-reading my note.

I withdraw the charges of plagiarism.

On the next question, that of Lepus sylvaticus, he admits he is

wrong.

On the next, Geomys hursarius, he endeavours, by a curious juggle

of words, to prove that he is right, when he himself knows he has

made an egregious mistake, and would shew to much better advan-

tage by admitting and correcting it. If he takes the trouble to look

the matter up he will find that I did not quote " Shaw."

Mr. Tyrrell does not appear to be aware that the authenticity of

the Fort William specimens has been challenged ; but, even sup-

posing it were not so, the idea of ascribing this species to the vast

region that he names, much of which lies further north than Fort

William, shews such a melancholy ignorance of the whole subject of

faunal areas and distribution as can only be accounted for on the

ground that we have here the ambitious effort of a geologist who has
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suddenly turned manimalogist, and thinks to finish at a stroke a

work which he woukl not have ventured to attempt if he had had

the experience of a lifetime to guide him.

In his last item Mr. Tyrrell admits the grave omission which I

jjointed out, and explains that for this the printer is responsible.

It is greatly to be regretted that his desire for brevity induced Mr.

Tyrrell to put observations in such a shape as to deprive them

of nearly all value.

But I would again assert that the specific errors pointed out are

not so much the grounds for my objection to the publication of the

paper as are the wrong principles on which it is based.

Such methods of work might have passed unchallenged a hundred

years ago, but are decidedly behind the age now. The author's ideas

on distribution are nebulous in the extreme, he does not realize the

magnitude and imjjortance of such a work as he has undertaken,

and while, as already intimated, I admit him to be a person of,

at least, great enterprise, it is to be greatly regretted that he has

attempted so much and done it so superficially and ill. Had lie

limited his field and exercised proper care and research he might

have rendered to science a really valuable service.

Toronto. 19th March, 1890.
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THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE.

Excluinge.s with the followinrj Societies and Periodicals:

I . AMERICA.

(1.)—CANADA.

Canadian Practitioner Toronto.

Canadian Architect and Builder "

Meteorological Reports "

Public Library "

Education Department "

Provincial Board of Health "

Publications of Provincial Government "

Library of the University of Toronto "

Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada Ottawa.

Parliamentary T<ibrary "

His Excellency the Governor-General "

Koyal Society of Canada "

Ottawa Field Naturalists' Club "

Canadian Mining Review "

Entomological Society of Ontario London.

Hamilton Association Hamilton.

Natural History Society of Montreal Montreal.

Montreal Medical Journal "

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers "

Celtic Society of Montreal "

Library of McGill University "

Literary and Historical Society of Quebec Quebec.

L' Institut Canadien de Qui''bec
"

Le Naturaliste Canadien Cap Rouge, Que.

Natural History Societj' of New Brunswick St. John, N. B.

Nova Scotia Historical Society Halifax, N. S.

Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Sciences "

Manitoba Historical and Scientific Society Winnipeg, Man.

—28.

(2.)—UNITED STATES.

Bureau of Steam Engineering, Navy Department Wasliington, D. C.

Smithsonian Institution "

Bureau of Ethnology "

Bureau of Education "

Bureau of Statistics
"
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Surgeon-General, War Department Washington, D.C
United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries "

Office of Indian Affairs "

General Weather Service of United States "

United States Geological Survey "

Philosophical Society of Washington "

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey "

Bureau of Navigation "

United States Naval Observatory "

Chief Signal Officer "

United States National Museum "•

Department of Agriculture "

.Census Office "

Anthropological Society of Washington "

Biological Society of Washington "

Women's Anthropological Society of Amei'ica "

American Monthly Microscopical Journal "

California Academy of Science San. Francisco, Cal.

Technical Society of the Pacific Coast "

West American Scientist San Diego, Cal.

Colorado Scientific Society Denver.

Bridgeport Scientific Society Bridgeport, Conn.

Meriden Scientific Association Meriden, Conn.

American Journal of Science New Haven, Conn.

Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences "

Yale College Observatory "

Geoi'gia Historical Society Savannah, Ga.

Chicago Historical Society Chicago, 111.

American Antiquarian and Oriental Journal "

Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History Champaign, 111..

Brookville Society of Natural History Brookville, Ind.

Indiana Historical Society Indiana.

Academy of Natural Sciences Davenport, Iowa>

State Historical Society of Iowa Iowa City.

Kansas Historical Society Topeka.

Kansas Academy of Science "

Washburn College Laboratory of Natural History "

Academy of Natural Sciences New Orleans, La.

L' Atheuf^e Louisianais "

Peabody Institute Baltimore, Md.
Johns Hopkins University "

United States Naval Institute Annapolis, Md.
Boston Society of Natural History Boston, Mass.

American Academy of Arts and Sciences "

American Statistical Association "

Observat(jry of Harvard College Cambridge, Mass.

Harvard University Library "
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Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvanl University Cambridge, Mass.

Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvanl College. ... "

Peabod}' Museum of Archffology and Ethnology "

American Association for the Advancement of Science .... "

Cambridge Entomological Club "

American Folk-Lore Society "

Ameiican Dialect Societ}' "

Essex Institute Salem, Mass.

Peabody Academy of Science "

Hemenway South-western Archajological Expedi ion "

American Antiquarian Society Worcester, Mass.

Worcester Society of Antiquity "

Agricultural College near Lansing, Mich.

Academy of Natural Sciences Minneapolis.

Geological and Natural Historj- Survey of Minnesota "

American Geologist "

Academy of Sciences St. Louis, Mo.

Missouri Historical Society "

Nebraska State Historical Society Lincoln, Neb.

University Studies, University of Nebraska "

New Jersey Historical Society Newark, N. J.

E. M. Museum of Geology and Arch;eology, Princeton

College Princeton, N. J.

Trenton Natural History Society Trenton, N. J

.

New York Academy of Sciences New York.

American Museum of Natural History, Central Park "

American Society of Civil Engineers "

Journal of Speculative Philosophy "

Journal of Comparative Medicine and Veterinary Archives. "

Linnean Society of New York "

New York Microscopical Society "

School of Mines Quarterly, Columbia College "

Magazine of American History "

American Geographical Society "

New York Academy of Anthropology "

American Chemical Society "

Electrical Review "

Electrical Engineer "

American Institute of Mining Engineers "

Political Science Quarterly "

" Christian Thought " "

The " Globe "

New Y'ork ^tate Library Albany, N. Y.

New York State Museum of Natural History "

Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences BufiFalo, N. Y.

Buffalo Historical Society "

Cornell University Ithaca, N. V.
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"Vassar Brothers Institute Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

•Oneida Historical Society Utica, N. Y.

Hensselaer Society of Engineers Troy, N. Y.

Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society University of North Carolina.

'Ohio Mechanics' Institute Cincinnati, 0.

Historical and Philosophical Society of Ohio "

•Cincinnati Society of Natural History Cincinnati, 0.

Denison University, Laboratories of Biology and Natural

History Granville, 0.

•State Geological Survey of Ohio Columbus, O.

Ohio State Archisological and Historical Society "

Xibrary Department, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania .... Harrisburg.

University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia.

.American Catholic Quarterly Review "

American Naturalist "

American Philosophical Society "

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia "

Wagner Free Institute of Science of Philadelphia "

Franklin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania "

Historical Society of the State of Pennsylvania "

American Catholic Historical Society of Philadelphia "

American N otes and Queries "

American Journal of Photography "

Prof. Daniel G. Brinton, M.D
The '• Book-Mart " Pittsburg, Pa.

Wyoming Historical and (geological Society Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Rhode Island Historical Society Providence, R. I.

Newport Natural History Society Newport, R. I.

University of Virginia Charlottesville.

AVisconsin Academy of Science, Arts and Letters Madison.

State Historical Societj^ of Wisconsin ... " —]28.

(.3.)—MEXICO.

Museo Nacional de Mexico Mexico.

Sociedad Cientifica, " Antonio Alzate " "

Sociedad Mexicana de Geograha y Estadistica "

Observatorio Meteorologico-Magnetico Central "

Deutscher Wissenschaftlicher Verein " —5.

(4.)—CUBA.

Socie<lad Antropologica de la Isla de Cuba Habana. — 1.

(5 )—SOUTH AMERICA.

lu.stituto Historico, Gcographico, e Ethnographico do --

Brazil .... Hio de .Janeiro.
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Annaes da Escola de Minas de Ouro Preto Rio de Janeiro.

Sociedade de Geographia de Lisboa no Brazil

Museu Nacional do Kio de Janeiro

Observatorio

Academia Nacional de Ciencias en Cordoba Republica Argentina.

Museo Nacional de Buenos Aires

Instituto Geografico Argentine, Buenos Aires

Sociedad Cientitica Alemana, Santiago Chili.

Museo Nacional, San Jose Costa Rica.

Instituto Americano, Cartago

La Sociedad " Amantes de la Ciencia," Lima Peru.

Roj'al Agricultural and Commercial Society of British

Guiana Demerara. — Ui

.

II. — EUROPE.
(1.)—GREAT BRITAIN ANI> IRELAND.

ENGLAND.

Birmingham Natural History and Microscopical Society. . . Birmingham.

Journal of Microscopy and Natural Science Bath.

Scientific Enquirer "

Bristol Naturalists' Society Bristol.

Cumberland and Westmorland Association for the Ad-

vancement of Literature and Science Carlisle.

Cambridge Philological Societj^ Cambridge.

Cambridge Philosophical Society "

Royal Geological Society of Cornwall Penzance.

Royal Institution of Cornwall Truro.

Literary and Philosophical Society of Leeds Leeds.

Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool Liverpool.

Liverpool Astronomical Society "

Liverpool Polytechnic Society "

Liverpool Biological Society "

Royal Geographical Society London.

Royal Astronomical Society "

Royal Microscopical Society "

Royal Society "

Victoria Institute '•

Quekett Microscopical Club "

Society for Psychical Research "

Anthropological Institute of (ireat Britain and Ireland ...
"

Royal Colonial Institute "

Linnean Society of London "

Geological Society of London "

London Mathematical Society "

Institution of Civil Engineers "•
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^Financial Reform Association London.

British Museum "

British Museum, Natural History Section "

Palestine Exploration Fund "

Patent Office

Triibner's Record "

Physical Society of London "

National Association for the Advancement of Social Science. "

Sanitary Institute of Great Britain "

" Chemical News "
,

"

Imperial Federation League "

Iron and Steel Institute "

"Iron" "

The " Electrician " "

Royal Institution of Great Britain "

Aristotelian Society for the systematic Study of Philosophy. "

Society of Arts "

^Society of Antiquaries of London "

Xiterary and Philosophical Society of Manchester Manchester.

Manchester Geological Society "

-Manchester Association of Engineers "

Manchester Geographical Society "

•Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical En-

gineers "

Midland Institute of Mining, Civil and Mechanical En-

gineers Barnsley.

Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural History Society.. Taunton. —53.

SCOTLAND.

Aberdeen Philosophical Society Aberdeen.

Dumfriesshire and Galloway Natural History and Antiqua-

rian Society Dumfries.

Royal Society of Edinburgh Edinburgh.

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland "

Koyal Scottish Society of Arts "

Royal Physical Society "

Edinburgh Botanical Society "

Edinburgh Geological Society "

Royal Scottish Geographical Society "

Library of the University of Edinburgh "

Royal Philosophical Society Glasgow.

(Glasgow Geological Society "

Natural History Society of Glasgow "

Jnstitution of P>ngineers and Shijjbuilders of Scotland ... "

<rreenock Philosophical Society Greenock. — 15.
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Royal Irish Academy Duldiu.

Royal Dublin Society "

Royal Geological Society of Ireland "

Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland "

Naturalists' Field Club Belfast.

Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society " — 6..

(2.)—AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

Soci^te Archeologique Agram.

Society Hongroise de Geographic Budapest.

L'Acadeniie des Sciences ( 'racovie.

Historischer Verein fiir Steiermark (haz.

Siebenbiirgischer Verein fiir Naturwissenschaften Hennannstadt.

Institut fiir osterreichische Geschichtsforschung Innsbruck.

K. Bohmische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften I'^^ig-

K. K. Universitiits-Sternwarte "

Naturhistorischer Vei-ein " Lotos " "

Verein fiir die Geschichte der Deutschen in Bohmen "

Museo Civico di Storia Naturale di Trieste Trieste.

Societa Adriatica di Scienze Naturali "

K. K. Akademie der Wissenchaften Wien.

K. K. Geologische Reichsanstalt "

K. K. Geographische Gesellschaft "

K. K. Zoologisch-Botanische Gesellschaft "

K. K. Naturhistorisches Hofmuseum , .

.

"

K. K. Central Anstalt fiir Meteor ologie und Erd-Maguetismus. "

K. K. Gradmessungs-Bureau "

Anthropologische Gesellschaft in Wien "

Wissenschaftlicher Club in Wien "

Oesterreichischer liigenieiir-und Architekten-Verein "

Internationales Permanentes Ornithologisches Comite ....
" —23.

(3.)—BELGIUM.

Acadt^mie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux

Arts de Belgique Bruxelles.

Societe Royale de Botanique de Belgique "

Society Royale Beige de Geographic "

Mus6e Royal d'Histoire Naturelle de Belgique "

Society Royale Malacologique de Belgique "

Society Liegeoise de Litt^rature Wallonne L'^ge.

Societe Royale des Sciences "

L' University Catholique ... Lou vain.

Prof. E. Pasquier " —9.
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(4.)—BENMAEK.

Kongelige Bibliotheket Copenhagen.

Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab "

Kongelige Nordiske Oldskrift Selskab "

Nordisk Tidskrift for Filologi ,

" —4.

(5.)—FRANCE.

Societe Linn^enne dii Nord de la France Amiens.

Societe de Geographie Commerciale de Bordeaux Bordeaux.

Academie Nationale des Sciences, Aits eb Belles-Lettres . . Caen.

Societe Nationals des Sciences naturelles de Cherbourg .... Cherbourg.

Academie des Sciences, Arts et Belles-Lettres de Dijon. . . .Dijon.

Union Geographique du Nord de la France Douai.

Academic de La Rochelle La Rochelle.

Society G^ologique de Normandie Le Havre.

Soci^t^ G^ologique dii Nord Lille.

Societe de Geographie de Lille
"

Revue Biologique du Nord de la France "

Societe Bretonne de Geographic Lorient.

Society pour I'Etude des Laugues Romanes Montpellier.

Society de Geographic commerciale Nantes.

Academie des Sciences, Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres Toulouse.

Annales des Mines Paris.

Annales des Fonts et Chauss^es "

Societii des Ing^nieurs Civils "

Societe Natiouale des Antiquaires de France "

Society G^ologique de France ...
"

Societe Acad^mique Indo-Chinoise de France "

Societe d'Ethnographic "

Societe Am^ricaine de France "

Society d'Anthropologic de Paris "

Biblioth^que Nationale "

Society de Geographic
,

• • • •

"

Alliance Frangaise pour la Propagation de la Langue

Frangaisc "

Musee Guimet "

"Cosmos " "
'

' Electricity " "

Association Fran9aise pour I'Avancement des Sciences ...
"

Journal des Soci6tes scientifiques "

Revue scientifique "

Revue de Linguistique et de Philologie Compar^e "

Societe Zoologique de France "

Societe Mathematique de France "

Feuille des Jeunes Naturalistes "

Tablettes Coloniales "
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Bulletin d'Histoire Ecclesiastique et d'Archeologie Religieuse

des Dioceses de Valence, Gap, Grenoble, et V'ivners. ttomans. —39.

(6.)—GERMANY.

Naturforschende Gesellschaft zu Freiburg Baden.

Konigliche Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften . . . .Berlin.

Gesellschaft Naturforscheuder Freunde '•

Gesellschaft fiir Erdkunde "

Berliner Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologie, Fthnologie uud

Urgeschichte "

Bibliographic der Staats- und Rechtswissenschaften "

Archiv der Mathematik und Physik "

R. Friedlander und Sohn "

Deutsche Geologische Gesellschaft "

Naturhistorischer Verein fiir die Preussischen Rheinlande

und Westphalen Bonn.

Verein fiir Natursvi.ssenschaften zu Braunschweig Braunschweig.

Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein Bremen.

Geographische Gesellschaft "

Naturforschende Gesellschaft Danzig.

Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein " Isis " Dresden.

Verein fiir Erdkunde "

Senckenbergische Naturforschende Gesellschaft Frankfurt-am-Main.

Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein des Regierungs-Bezirkes. Frankfurt-an-der-Oder.

Dr. Ernst Huth "

Oberhessische Gesellschaft fiir Natur-und Heilkunde Giessen.

Oberlausitzer Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften Gorlitz.

Konigliche (ieseUschaft der Wissenschaften Gottingen.

Verein fiir Erdkunde Halle

.

Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein Hamburg.

Verein fiir Xaturwissenschaftliche Unterhaltung "

Naturhistorisches Museum zu Hamburg "

Geographische Gesellschaft Hannover.

Naturhistorischer Verein fiir Niedersachsen "

Historischer Verein fiir Niedersachsen "

Naturhistorisch-Medicinischer Verein Heidelberg.

Universitiits Bibliothek Jena.

Verein fiir Naturkunde Kassel

.

Anthropologischer Verein in Schleswig-Holstein Kiel.

Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein fiir Schleswig-Holstein. ...
"

Ostpreussische Phjsikaliseh-Oekonomische Gesellschaft.. . . Konigsberg.

Naturforschende Gesellschaft zu Leipzig Leipzig.

Koniglich-Siichsische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften ... "

Verein fiir Erdkunde zu Leipzig "

Museum fur Volkerkunde *

'
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Koniglicli- Baierische Akademie der Wissenschaften Miinchen.

Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologie, Ethnologic und

Urgeschichte "

Gorres- Gesellschaft (Historisches Jahrbuch) "

Geographische (Gesellschaft "

Westfalischer Provinzial-Verein fiir Wissenschaft und
Kunst Miioster.

Naturhistorische Gesellschaft zu Niirnberg Kiirnberg.

Germanisches Nationalmuseum "

Verein fiir Natuvkunde Offenbach-am-Main.

Historische Gesellschaft fiir die Provinz Posen .... ... .Posen.

Zeitschrift fiir Physiologische Chemie Strassburg.

Kaiserliche Universitats- und Landes Bibliothek "

Verein fiir Vaterlandische Naturkunde in Wiirtemberg ..Stuttgart.

IN assauischer Verein fiir Naturkunde Wiesbaden. —52.

(7.)—ICELAND.

Islenzka Fornleifafelags Heykjavik. — 1.

(8.)—ITALY.

Societa Italiana dei Microscopisti Acireale.

R. Accademia Petrarca di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti Arezzo.

R. Accademia delle Scienze dell' Istituto di Bologna.

Ateneo di Brescia Brescia.

Societa Storica per la Provincia e Antica Diocesi di Como. .Como.

R. Istituto di Studi Superiori in Firenze Firenze.

Societa Italiana di Antropologia, Etnologia, e Psicologia

Comparata "

Sezione Fiorentina della Societa Africana d'ltalia "

Societa Entomologica Italiana "

Societa di Lettura e Conversazione Scientifiche Genova.

Societa Ligustica di Scienze Naturali e Geografiche "

R. Accademia Lucchese di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti Lucca.

R. Accademia di Kelle Arti Milano.

R. Istituto Lombardo di Scienze e Lettere "

Societa V^eneto-Trentina di Scienze Naturali Padova.

Jvuova Notarisia
"

Societa Toscana di Scienze Naturali Pisa.

Gazetta Chimica Italiana Palermo.

Circolo Matematico di Palermo "

Societa Siciliana per la Storia Patria
"

R. Accademia di Scienze, Lettere, e Belle Arti di Palermo. "

Societa Istriana di Archeologia e Storia Patria Parenzo.

Direzione del Giornale del Genio Civile Roma.

Societa Geografica Italiana
"
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E.. Comitato Geologico d'ltalia Roma.

R. Accademia dei Liiicei
"

Accaileiiiia Pontiiicia de' Xuovi Lincei "

lUiUettiuo di Bihliogratia e di Storia delle Scienze Matenia-

tiche e Fisiche "

Specula Vaticana "

" Cosmos " di Guido Cora Torino.

Arohivio di Letteratura BiV)lica ed Orientale "

R. Accademia delle Scienze "

Notarisia, Oommentarium Phycologicum Venezia.

R. Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti " —34.

(9.)—NETHERLANDS.

Koniuklijke Akadeniie van Wetenschappen Amsterdam.

Kon. Zoologisch Genootschap " Natura Artis Magistra" .... "

Kon. Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap. .... "

Ecole Polytechnique de Delft Delft.

Koninldijk Instituiit voor de Taal, Land en Volkenkunde

van Nederlandsch-Indie 'S Gravenhage.

Society Hollandaise des Sciences Harlem.

Fondation de P. Teyler van der Hnlst '"

Nedei'landsche Botanische Vereeniging Leiden.

Nederlandsche Dierkundige Vereeniging "

Recueil des Travaux Chimiques des Pays-Bas "

Koninklijk Nederlandsch Meteorologisch Instituut Utrecht. —IL

(10.)—NORWAY.

Musee de Bergen Bergen.

Polytekniske Foreiiing Kristiania.

Forening til Norske Fortidsmindesmerkers Bevaring "

Videnskabs Selskabet .'
"

Kongelige Norske Frederiks Universitetet "

Nyt Magazin for Naturvidenskaberne "

Norwegische Commission der eiiropteischen Gradmessnng .

"

Tromso Museum Tromso — 8

.

(IL)- PORTUGAL.

Sociedade de Geographia de Lisboa Lisboa.

Acad6mie Royale des Sciences de Lisbonne " —

2

(12.)—ROUMANIA.

Institut Met^orologique de Roumanie Bucarest. ^1.
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(13.)-HUSSIA.

Societe des "Naturalistes a I'Universit^ Imperiale de [vharkow.

Society des Naturalistes a TUniversite de St. Wladimir. . . . Kiew.

Societas Scientiarum Fennica Helsingfors.

Titliser Observatorium Tiflis.

La Section Caucasienae de la Societe Imperiale Eusse de

Geographic "

Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes de Moscou Moscou.

Societe Physico-chimique Russe a rUniversite de S. Petersbourg.

Comity G6ologi(£ue "

La Societe Imperiale Russe de Geographic " —9..

(14.)—SPAIN.

" Cronica Cientitica " Barcelona.

Real Academia de Ciencias Xaturales y Artes "

Real Academia de Ciencias Morales y Politicas Madrid.

Real Academia de la Historia "

Sociedad Geografica de Madrid " —5..

(15.)—SWEDEN.
Kongliga Universitetet .Lund.

Kongliga Fysiografiska Sallskapet "

Kongliga Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademien Stockholm.

Konglika Biblioteket "

Stockholms Hogskola "

Svenska Sallskapet fur Antropologi och Gengrati "

Geologiska Forening i Stockholm "

Acta VJathematica "

Kongliga Universitetet Upsala. —9..

(16. )—SWITZERLAND.

Geographische Gesellschaft von Bern Bern.

Naturforschende Gesellschaft in Bera "

Schweizerische Naturforschende Gesellschaft Frauenfeld,

Soci6t^ de Physique et d'Histoire Naturelle Geneve.

Societe de Geographic de Geneve "

Institut National Genevois "

Societe Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles Lausanne.

Societe Neuch9,teloise de Geographic Neuch^tel.

Naturforschemle Gesellschaft in Zurich Zurich. —9..

III.— ASIA.

(1.)—INDIA.

Asiatic Society of Bengal Calcutta.
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Geological Survey of India Calcutta.

Editor of the '

' Record " "

Survey of India Department "

" Indian Antiquary " Bombay.
" Orientalist " Kandy, Ceylon.— 6.

(2.)—STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.

Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society..Singapore. — 1.

(3.)—JAPAN.

University of Tokyo Tokyo.

Asiatic Society of Japan

Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Natur- und Volkerkunde Ostasiens

Literature College of Imperial University of Japan

College of Science, Imperial L^niversity of Japan

Tokyo Anthropological Society

(4.)—JAVA.

Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen.Batavia.

Nederlandsch-Indische Maatschappij van Nijverheid en

Landbouw "

(5.) -CHINA.

China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society Shanghai.

Observatory of Hong Kong, and Government Publications. Hong Kong.

(G.)_COCHIN-CHINA.

Societe des Etudes Indo-Chinoises Saigon.

IV. —AFRICA.

(I.)-ALGERIA.

Societe Archeologique du Department de C'onstantiue .... Constantine.

Societyde Geographic et d'Archeologiede la Province d'Oran.Oran.

Academic d'Hippone . Bone. —3.

(2.)—CAPE COLONY.

South African Philosophical Society Cape Town. — 1

.

(3.)—EGYPT.

Institut Egyptien Le Cairo. — 1

.

o
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Y.— AUSTRALASIA.

(1.)—AUSTRALIA.

Royal Society of New South Wales Sydney.

Royal Geographical Society of Australasia

Department of Mines, New South Wales

Linnean Society of New South Wales

Board of Technical Education

Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science . .

Royal Society of Queensland Brisbane.

Royal Society of Victoria Melbourne.

Public Library of Victoria "

Government Statist
" — 10.

(2.)—NEW ZEALAND.

New Zealand Institute Wellington. — 1

.

(.3.)—TASMANIA.

Royal Society of Tasmania Hobarton. — 1

.

Total 500
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SPECIAL NOTICE

Respecting the Publications of the Canadian Institute.

In answer to numerous enquiries concerning the Publications of the Canadian
Institute, and applications for missing numbers, the attention of Members and
Correspondents is requested to the following :—

1. The FIRST SERIES began August, 1852 ; concluded December, 1855
;

contains 41 numbers in 3 vols. 4to. It has for title, "The Canadian Journal

;

a Repertory of Indxistry, Science and Art ; and a Record of the Proceedings
of the Canadian Institute." Vols. II. and III. of this series can still be
supplied. Vol. I. is nearly out of print

.

2. The SECOND SERIES began January, 1856 ; concluded January, 1878 ;

contains 92 numbers in 15 vols. 8vo. It has for title, "The Canadian Journal
of Science, Literature, and History.' This series can still be supplied, except
Part 5 of Vol. XV. , which is quite out of print. Of Vols. X., XL and XV. but
.ew copies remain.

By inadvertence. No. 85 (November, 1873), Vol, XIV. of this series imme-
diately follows No. 79. There is, however, no lacuna between these two
numbers, as is shown by the fact that the paging is consecutive.

3. The THIRD SERIES, commenced in 1879, has now reached its

Seventh Volume. Its title is "Proceedings of the Canadian Institute." Parts
1 and 2 of this series are entitled '

' The Canadian Journal : Proceedings of

the Canadian Institute."

Vol. I, Third Series, contains 5 Fasciculi.
" II,

" " 3
" in, " " 4
" IV, V and VI, each " 2

Of Vol. I., Parts 1 and 3, and of Vol. 11, , Part 1, are out of print. Of Vol. II,

Part 2, very few copies remain. Of Vol. III., Part 1 is out of print.

4. Only two Annual Reports of the Institute have been published in a
separate form, viz., for 1886-87 and 1887-88. These are out of print.

5. Missing numbers will be supplied on application, except those mentioned
above as out of print. The Institute will be glad to exchange the back volumes
of its publications for an equivalent of those of any Society with which it

exchanges.

6. A liberal price will be given for the following :—Vol. I.' First Series,

Vols. X., XL and XV., and especially Part 5, Vol. XV., Second Series, Vol.
I. Parts 1 and 3, Vol. II. Parts 1 and 2, Vol. III. Part 1, Third Serie.

Persons having any of the above, and being willing to part with them, wUl
please communicate with the Assistant Secretary.
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